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PREFACE.

The Smriti and its Origin.—The Hindú law, according to the Hindú belief, is of divine origin, being derived from the Vedas which are revelations from God Almighty, heard by Brahmá and others,—whence they are also called "Sruti" (audition or what was heard). Brahmá, the self-existent, having extracted or prepared this law from the revealed ordinances or the Vedas, fully taught it to his grandson the first Manu, who again having remembered all that taught the same to his sons Marfchi and other sages,* denominated "Lords of created beings (Prajápatis). In consequence of being remembered by Manu and the rest, the Hindú law is termed "Smriti" (recollection or what was remembered), as well as the "Dharma-shástra." Thus Manu:—

"The roots of the law are the whole Veda," &c.—Chapter ii, vachana or verse 6.

Whatever law has been ordained for any person by Manu, that law is fully declared in the Veda: for he was perfect in divine knowledge."—Ibid. v. 7.

"By 'Sruti,' or what was heard from above, is meant the Veda; and by 'Smriti,' or what was remembered from the beginning, the body of the law: those two must not be oppugned by heterodox arguments; since from those two proceeds the whole system of duties."—Ibid. v. 10.

"From that which is, the first cause, not the object of sense, existing every where in substance, not existing

* Atri, Angirá, Pulista, Pulaha, Kratu, Prachetá, Vasishtha, Bhrgu, and Nárada.
to our perception, without beginning or end, was produced the divine male, famed in all worlds, under the appellations of Brahma.—Having divided his own substance, the mighty power became half male, half female, or nature active and passive, and from that female he produced Viraj: Know me, O most excellent of Brahmanas, to be that person, whom the male power Viraj, having performed austere devotion, produced by himself, me, the secondary framer of all this visible world. It was I, who desirous of giving birth to a race of men, performed very difficult religious duties, and first produced ten Lords of created beings, eminent in holiness: Marichi, Atri, Angira, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Prachetá or Daksha, Vashishta, Bhrgu and Narada: They, abundant in glory, produced seven other Manus, together with deities and the mansions of deities, and Maharshis, or great Sages, unlimited in power.—He (Brahma,) having enacted this code of laws, himself taught it fully to me in the beginning: afterwards, I taught it to Marichi and the nine other holy sages. This my son Bhrgu will repeat the divine code to you without omission; for that sage learned from me to recite the whole of it.”—Chap. I., vs. 11, 32—36, 58, 59.

The Smriti or Dharma shástra comprises three Kándas or Adhyáyas (Books or parts), the áchára (ritual) which comprises rules for the observance of religious rites and ceremonies, social and moral duties of the different castes; the Vyávahara (civil acts and rules,) which embraces forensic law and practice as well as rules for private acts and contests; and the Práyashchitta (expiation,) the atonement or religious penalty for sin.

The Sages who wrote on the Dharma shástra.—The Dharma shástra is to be sought primarily in the institutes called Sanhitás of the holy sages, whose number according to the list given by Yajnavalkya is twenty:
NASHI, 33 JÁBALI, 34 SUMANTU, 35 PÁRASKARA, 36 LOUGÁKSHI, and 37 KUTHUMI.—Rám-kRISHNA in his glossary to the GRIJHYA or GRIJHYA-sūTRA of PÁRASKARA, mentions thirty-nine, of whom nine are not to be found in any of the above lists. These (nine) are 38 AGNI, 39 CHYAVANA, 40 CHHÁGÁLEYA, 41 JÁTUKA-RANYA, 42 PITA-MAVA, 43 PRAJÁPATI, 44 BUDDHA, 45 SÁTYAYNA, and 46 SOMA*.

There appear to have been some more legislators, namely, 47 DHOUMYA, the priest of the PÁNDAVA and author of a commentary on the YAYURVEDA, 48 ÁSHWALÁYANA, who wrote on the details of religious acts and ceremonies, 49 ÁTREYA, 50 OUPA-JANDHANI, 51 BHARADWÁJA, 52 CHHÍDAMBARA, 53 DATTA, 54 GÖBHIJA, 55 HIRANYA-KEŚHI, 56 JAMADAGNI, 57 KANWA, 58 KÁNWA, 59 KAPILA, 60 KRISHNAJINI, 61 KÁRSHNÁJINI, 62 KUTSYA, 63 KOUTSYA, 64 LOHITA, 65 MÁRKANDEYA, 66 MOUDGALYÁ, 67 NÁCHIKETA, 68 PULÁHA, 69 POUHARA-SÁDI, 70 SÁKALYÁ, 71 SÁKATÁYANA, 72 SÁNDILYA, 73 SATYA-VRATRA, 74 SOUNAKA, 75 SUMATI, 76 VATSYA, 77 VÁRSHÁYAN, 78 VYÁGRA, 79 VYÁGRA-PÁDA, and 80 YÁSKA.

Besides the above, there were very likely some other sages who wrote on the DHARMA-shástra, and who may be discovered (as said by Messieurs West and Buhler) by a further search for MS. and more accurate investigation of commentaries, compilations and digests.

Several SANKHÍTS are sometimes ascribed to one of the above named sages—his greater or abridged institutes (VRIHAT or laghu), and his work when old (VRIDDHA), as VRIHAT MANU SANKHÍT, LAGHU MANU SANKHÍT, and VRIDDHA MANU SANKHÍT.

* Professor Stenzler enumerates forty-six legislators, who are the same as those mentioned in the lists of YÁŚVAYAVA, PARÁSHARA, PÁDMA-purána, and RÁMKRISHNA, already given, and he considers their SANKHÍTS all to be extant, having himself met with quotations from all; except from those of AGNI, KUTHUMI, BUDDHA, SÁTYAYNA, and SOMA.
By Paráśhara, author of one of the Sanhitás, (referring to the Hindú division of the world into four ages,) are assigned, as appropriate to the Krita-yuga, or first age, the institutes of Manu, to the Tretá or second, the ordinances of Goutama, to the Dwápara or third, those of Shankha and Likhita, and to the Kali or fourth, (the present sinful or iron age as it is deemed,) his (Paráśhara's) own ordinances. That distinction, however, does not seem ever to have been actually observed, the institutes of all and every one of the sages being respected as of equal authority next to those of Manu.

Manu and his Institutes.—The Mánava dharma shás-tra is above all of them: it is regarded by us Hindús as next in sanctity to our scriptures, the Vedas, and is the oldest of the memorial laws. The author of the Manu-sanhitá is that Manu, who is Swadyambhuva (sprung from the Self-existent). He is the grandson of Brahma and the first of the seven Manus who governed the world. It was he who produced the holy sages and the rest, and was not only the oldest but also the greatest of the law-givers after Brahma.†

* In fact, had Paráśhara's Smriti alone been adopted as the dharma shástra of the present age, it would not have been sufficient for the purpose; inasmuch as the Vyavahára kánda is entirely wanting in his institutes: so that a professed commentary on this Smriti (which will be hereafter noticed) is founded, in this respect, upon nothing belonging exclusively to Paráśhara, beyond a verse extracted from the dákṣára or the first kánda purporting merely that the princes of the earth are in this age enjoined to conform to the dictates of justice. Vide Str. H. L. Pref. pp. xii, xiii.

† This is manifest from the verses of Manu-sanhitá already cited at pp. i & ii.

Dr. Max Müller, at the conclusion of his letter to Mr. Morley, says:—"It is evident that the author of the metrical code of law speaks of the old Manu as of a person different from himself, when he says (Ch. x, v. 63): 'Not to kill, not to lie, not to steal, to keep the body clean and restrain the senses; this was the short law which Manu proclaimed amongst the four castes.' And seeing Manu spoken of in the third person he conjectures that the author of the metrical code of Mánava dharma shástra was not the first of all the Manus. This must have proceeded from his not bearing in mind that the laws of Manu were rehearsed to the Rishis by Brihasputra who of course mentions Manu in the third person; consequently it was quite consistent that this sage, after imparting the dictum of Manu as in the verse cited, should say: "this was the law which Manu proclaimed among the four castes." Thus another Manu is not the author of the
Besides the usual matters treated of in a code of laws, the Laghu sanhitā of Manu, (which comprises in all 2,681 shlokas or couplets, and is divided into twelve chapters,) comprehends a system of cosmogony, the doctrines of metaphysics, precepts regulating the conduct, rules for religious and ceremonial duties, pious observances, and expiation, and abstinence, moral maxims, regulations concerning things political, military, and commercial, the doctrine of rewards and punishments after death, and the transmigration of souls together with the means of attaining eternal beatitude.*

code speaking of the old Manu as a different person from himself, but it is Bhrigu who does so. Besides, it was an ordinary custom with the ancient sages to refer to themselves in the third person. (Vide Preface to Manu by Sir William Jones, p. xiii.) And it will appear on reference to Manu Chapter I, verses 38, 57, 58, 59, and 60 (ante, pp. 1 & 2,) that the first Manu, who is Sūryāmbhava, (sprung from the Self-existent,) learnt the law from Brahmā and taught it to the ten holy sages including Bhrigu, who, appointed by Manu to promulgate his laws, repeated the divine code to the Rishis. It is moreover asserted in the Preface to the Sanhitā of Nārada, a son of the Sūryāmbhava, that the same Manu having composed his code in a hundred thousand shlokas or couplets, arranged under twenty-four heads in a thousand chapters, delivered the work to Nārada, the sage among gods. Thus there can be no doubt that the author of the vihāra Manu-sanhitā was the first of all the Manus; and it appears from the above verses that Laghu Manu-sanhitā which we see was taught to, and re-heard by, Bhrigu.

* Various dates have been suggested by the European scholars who have endeavoured to ascertain the period of the composition of the code of Manu's laws. Cherub and DeLongchamps, (the latter of whom professes to have formed his opinion from an examination of the code itself,) conceive that it was composed in the 13th century previous to the Christian era. Schlegel gives it as his decided and well considered opinion, 'quod multorum annorum meditatio me docuit,' that the laws of Manu were promulgated in India at least as early as the seventh century before Alexander the Great, or about a thousand years before Christ. He places the Rámdyana of Vālmiki at about the same date, and doubts which of them was the older. Elphinston, who is inclined to attribute great antiquity to the institutes of Manu on the ground of difference between the laws and manners therein recorded and those of modern times, and from the proportion of the changes which took place before the invasion of Alexander the Great, infers that a considerable period had elapsed between the promulgation of the code and the latter epoch; and he fixes the probable date of Manu, to use his own words 'very loosely' somewhere about half way between Alexander (in the fourth century before Christ,) and the Vedas (in the fourteenth.) Professor Wilson thinks that the work of Manu, as we now possess it, is not of so ancient a date as the Rámdyana; and that it was most probably composed about the end of the third or commencement of the second century before Christ. Sir William Jones's inference, founded on a consideration of the style, is, however, opposed to the learned Professor's conclusion. Sir William says, and with reason too: "the Sanskrit of the three Vedas, that of the Mānava dharma
The other sages wrote *Sanhitās* on the same model, and they all cited *Manu* as their authority, whose *Sanhitā* must therefore be fairly considered to be the basis of all the text-books on the system of Hindū jurisprudence. The law of *Manu* was so much revered even by the sages that no part of their codes was respected if it contradicted *Manu*. The sage *Vrihaspati*, now supposed to preside

*Advaru*, and that of the *Purānas* (of which the *Rāmāyanā* is one,) differ from each other in pretty exact proportion to the Latin of Numa, from whose laws entire sentences are preserved, that of Appias which we see in the fragments of the twelve tables, and that of Cicero or of Laucetius, where he has not affected an obsolete style: if the several changes, therefore, of the Sanskrit and Latin took place, as we may fairly assume, in times very nearly proportional, the *Vedas* must have been written about three hundred years before these institutes and about six hundred years before the *Purānas*.

He then remarks: "the dialect of *Manu* is even observed in many passages to resemble that of the *Vedas*, particularly in a departure from the more modern grammatical forms, whence it must at first view seem very probable that the laws now brought to light were considerably older than those of Solon or even of Lycurgus, although the pro- mulgation of them before they were reduced to writing might have been coeval with the first monarchies established in Asia." Upon such and other grounds he fixes the date of the actual text at about the year 1880 before Christ. Thus these opinions as to the date of the institutes of *Manu*, being founded not on any historical or positive proof, but mere conjecture, are, as might have been expected, contradictory and quite inconclusive. Now if the sages *Nārada* be believed, he asserts in the preface to his law tract, that *Manu*, having composed the laws of *Brahma* in a hundred thousand *shlokas* or couplets, arranged under twenty-four heads in a thousand chapters, delivered the work to him (NARADA, the sage among gods) who abridged it for the use of mankind in twelve thousand *verses*, and gave them to the son of BHRIGU named SU-MATI, who, for the greater ease of the human race, reduced them to four thousand. Hence it appears that the *Vṛhat* (large) *Manu-sanhitā* was composed by *Manu* himself. The abridged metrical code of *Manu-sanhitā* in question, appears also from the text of the very work to have been composed during *Manu*’s time, (as will be known from the verses 58, 59, and 60, already cited at p. i.) It remains to determine the epoch of *Manu*’s existence. This, in the absence of other evidence, should be believed to be the same as stated in the *Manu-sanhitā* before us, that is, he flourished in the beginning of the world, being progenitor of the races human and divine.—See ante pages 1 & ii.

Sir William Jones, after saying ‘we cannot but admit that Minos, Meneus, or Meneus have only Greek terminations, but that the crude noun is composed of the same radical letters both in Greek and Sanskrit’;—and leaving others to determine whether our *Menes* (or *Menu* in the nominative,) the son of *Brahma*, was the same personage with *Mino* the son of Jupiter and the legislator of the Cretans (who also is supposed to be the same with *Meneus* spoken of as the first lawgiver receiving his laws from the chief Egyptian deity Hermes, and *Menes* the first king of the Egyptians) remarks: "*Dāru-shoko* was persuaded, and not without sound reason, that the first (*doema*) *Manu* of the *Brāhmanas* could be no other person than the progenitor of mankind, to whom Jews, Christians, and Musulmans unite in giving the name of *Adam.*"

The learned writer further remarks:—"The name of *Manu* (like *Menes*, *mens*, and *mind*) is clearly derived from the root (*man* or *men*) to understand, and it signifies, as all the *Punditas* agree, ‘intelligent,’ particularly in the doctrines of
over the planet Jupiter, says in his law tract, that 'Manu
held the first rank among legislators, because he had ex-
pressed in his code the whole sense of the Veda; that no
code was approved, which contradicted Manu; that other
śāstras and treatises on grammar or logic retained splen-
dor so long only as Manu, who taught the way to just
wealth, to virtue, and to final happiness, was not seen in
competition with them.' Vyāsa too, the son of Parāshara
before mentioned, has decided, that the Veda with its
Angas or the six compositions deduced from it, the reveal-
ed system of medicine, the Purānas or sacred histories,
and the code of Manu, were four works of supreme author-
ity, which ought never to be shaken by arguments merely
human. Above all Manu is highly honored by name in the
Veda itself where it is declared that 'what Manu pro-
nounced was a medicine for the soul.'

The Sanhitās of other sages.—The following is a concise
description of the Sanhitās written by several of the other
sages (rishis).

the Vedas, which the composer of our Dharma śāstra must have studied very
diligently, since great numbers of its texts changed only in a few syllables for
the sake of the measure, arc interspersed throughout the work.—A spirit of sub-
lime devotion, of benevolence to mankind, and of amiable tenderness to senti-
cent creatures pervades the whole work; the style of it has a certain austere
majesty that sounds like the language of legislation and extorts respectful awe;
the sentiments of independence on all beings but God, and harsh admonitions
even to kings, are truly noble; and the panegyrics on the Gītā, the mother
(as it is called) of the Vedas, prove the author to have adored (not the visible
material sun, but) that divine incomparable greater light, (to use the words of
the most venerable text of Indian Scripture,) which illumines all, delights all,
from which all proceed, to which all must return, and which alone can eradicate
(not our visual organs merely, but) our souls and our intellects.”

Mr. Morley, the author of the Analytical Digest, who in his introduction to the
Hindu law has cited the observations of the Sanscrit scholars of Europe,
makes this concluding remark:—“whatever may be the exact period at which
the Mānava dharma śāstra was composed or collected, it is undoubtedly of
very great antiquity, and is eminently worthy of the attention of the scholar,
whether on account of its classical beauty; and proving as it does that, even at
the remote epoch of its composition, the Hindus had attained to a high degree of
civilization, or whether we regard it as held to be a divine revelation, and conse-
quentially the chief guide of moral and religious duties, by nearly of a hundred

The other Sanscrit scholars too of Europe do not, and cannot, deny that the
Sanhitā of Manu is the most ancient or the first work of law.
ATRI composed a remarkable law treatise in verse, which is still extant.

VISHNU is the author of an excellent law treatise, which is for the most part in verse. HĀRITA wrote a treatise in prose. Metrical abridgments of both these works are also extant.

YĀJNAVALKYA appears, from the introduction to his own institutes, to have delivered his precepts to an audience of ancient philosophers assembled in the province of Mithila. The institutes of YĀJNAVALKYA are second in importance to MANU, and have been arranged in three books: viz. A'chāra, Vyavahāra, and Prāyaśchittra kāndas containing one thousand and twenty-three couplets. *

USANĀ (crude form USANAS) composed his institutes in verse, and there is an abridgment of the same.

ANGIRĀ (crude form ANGIRAS) wrote a short treatise containing seventy-two couplets.

YAMA composed a short treatise containing one hundred couplets.

ĀPASTAMBA was the author of a law treatise in prose, which is extant as well as an abridgment of it in verse.

The metrical abridgment only of the institutes of SAMVARA is found in this country.

---

* The age of this code cannot be fixed with any certainty, but it is of considerable antiquity, as indeed is proved by passages from it being found on inscriptions in every part of India, dated in the tenth and eleventh centuries after Christ. “To have been so widely diffused,” says Professor Wilson, “and to have then attained a general character as an authority, a considerable time must have elapsed; and the work must date, therefore, long prior to those inscriptions.” In addition to this, passages from YĀJNYAVALKYA are found in the Pancha-tantra, which will throw the date of the composition of his work at least as far back as the fifth century, and it is probable even that it may have originated at a much more remote period. It seems, however, that it is not earlier than the second century of the Christian era, since Professor Wilson supposes the name of a certain Muni, Nanaka, which name is found in YĀJNYAVALKYA's institutes, originated about that time.—Morley's Introduction to the Hindú Law, pp. xi, xii.
Kātyāyana is the author of a clear and almost full treatise on law, and also wrote on grammar and other subjects.

An abridgment of the institutes, if not the code at large, of Vrihaspati, is extant.

The treatise of Parāshara, which consists of the āchāra and prāyaschitta kāndas, is extant.

Vyāsa is the reputed author of the Purāṇas: he is also the author of some works more immediately connected with the law.

Sāṅkha and Līkhitā are the joint authors of a work in prose, which has been abridged in verse: their separate treatises respectively in prose and poetry are also extant.

Dakśa composed a short law treatise in verse which is in existence.

Goutama is the author of an elegant treatise although texts are cited in the name of his father Gotama, the son of Utathya.

Sātātapa is the author of a treatise on penance and expiation, of which an abridgment in verse is extant.

Vashishtha is the last of twenty legislators named by Yājñavalkya: his elegant work in prose is intermixed with verse.

Of the Sanhitā of Nārada only one Chapter on Civil and Criminal Law is in existence.

The Sanhitās of the sages Nos. 21, 26, 28, 29, 31, 43, 44, 48, 51, 55, 64, 72 and 74, (of which some are in prose, some in verse, and some partly in prose and partly in verse) are in existence. But of the Sanhitās of most of the other sages only some vachanas or texts are found cited and quoted in the commentaries, compilations and digests.

Collections of Smritis, or extracts from them, such as the Chaturvinsati, Shat-trinsat, (extracts from 24 and 36
Smritis), Kokila and Saptarshi Smritis, are said to be extant.

The works of the sages do not treat of every subject as the institutes of Manu do; and it is the opinion of the Pandits that the entire work of none of the sages, with the exception of Manu, has come down to the present times. It, as it now exists, is incomplete.

Commentaries.—There are glosses and commentaries on some of the principal institutes, which last, but for them, would have been very imperfectly understood, nay some parts thereof would have been given up as unmeaning or obsolete. Various glosses on the institutes of Manu are said to have been written by the munis or holy sages, whose treatises were esteemed as next to the institutes themselves. Those, except that of Bhāguri, do not appear to be extant. Among the modern commentaries, that by Medhātithi, son of Vīra-swāmī Bhatta, which having been partly lost, has been completed by other hands at the court of Madana-pāla, a prince of Dīgh, that by Gobinda-rāja, and that by Dharanī-dhara were in great repute until the appearance of Kullūka Bhatta's commentary, which has preference over the other glosses, being considered by the pandits to be the shortest and yet the clearest and most useful. The glosses of Manu denominated the Mādhavī by Shāyanāchārya and the Nandarāja-krit by Nanda-rāja appear to be known among the Mahrattas, and the former to be of general authority especially in the Carnatic. The commentary denominated Manwartha-chandrikā appears also to be a work of cele-

* "At length appeared," says Sir William Jones, "Kullūka Bhatta, a Brāhmaṇa of Bengal, who, after a painful course of study and the collation of numerous manuscripts, produced a work, of which it may, perhaps, be said very truly, that it is the shortest yet the most luminous, the least ostentatious yet the most learned, the deepest yet the most agreeable commentary ever composed on any author, ancient or modern, European or Asiatic."
Another commentary on Manu called the Kāmadrhenu appears to exist and is cited by Sṛt-dhardhārya in his Smṛiti-sāra.

An excellent commentary on the institutes of Vishnu, entitled the Vojjoyantī was written by Nanda Pandita, who is also the author of a commentary on the institutes of Parāshara.

The copious gloss of Aparārka of the royal house of Silara is supposed to be the most ancient commentary on the institutes of Yājnavalkya, and accordingly earlier than the more celebrated commentary on the institutes of that sage,—the Mitāksharā of Vijnāneshwara. A commentary on Yājnavalkya was also written by Deva-bodha, and the one written by Bishwa-rūpa is often cited in the Digests.

The Dipa-kalikā by Shūla Pāṇi, which is likewise a commentary on Yājnavalkya, is in deserved repute with the Bengal school.

The Mitāksharā of Vijnāneshwara or Vijnān Yogī, a celebrated ascetic, although professedly a commentary on the institutes of Yājnavalkya, is in fact a general and excellent digest. By citing the other legislators and writers as authority for his explanation of Yājnavalkya’s text which he professes to illustrate, and expounding their texts in the progress of his work, and at the same time reconciling the seeming discrepancies, if any, between them, and the text of his author, and thus establishing his own opinion, Vijnāneshwara has surpassed all those writers of commentaries which partake of the nature and

---

* This work was used by Monsieur Deslongchamps in the preparation of his edition of the institutes of Manu, and in his opinion it is in many instances more precise and clear than the gloss of Kullūka Dhatta.

† Shūla-Pāṇi was a native of Mithilā, he resided at Sakhurā in Bengal, and wrote also a treatise on penance and expiation, which is in great repute with both schools.—Coleb. Dig. Pref. p. xviii.
combine the utility of regular digests with their original character as commentaries.

KULLÜKA BHATTA, the celebrated author of the commentary on the Mānavā dharmasūtra, wrote also a gloss on the text of YAMA, brother of the 7th MANU.

The text book of GOUTAMA was commented upon by HARA-DATTĀCHĀRYA.*

The VARĀDĀ-RĀJA, by VARĀDĀ-RĀJA, is a general digest, but it may be placed among the commentaries, since it is principally framed on the institutes of NĀRADA. It is a work of authority in the Southern schools and especially in the Drāvida country.

The Mādhavā, or Mādhavāya, though a commentary on the Āchāra and Prāyaschittā kāṇdas of the institutes of PARĀSHARA, is in fact an excellent digest and is of great authority in the southern part of India.†

Necessity for a Digest.—The doctrines of the holy sages do not, however, agree in all respects; nay, on certain points, they differ even from those of MANU himself; but it is not optional with us to reject any of them, for MANU enjoins: “When there are two sacred texts apparently inconsistent, both are held to be law; for both are pronounced by the wise to be valid and reconcilable;” and

---

* This commentator was a resident of Drāvida, and is famous for his other compositions: his work, in which he occasionally quotes other smritis, is called Mādākerā, and must not be confounded with VIJĀNISWARĀ’s treatise of the same name.

† This work was composed by VIDYĀRANYA SWĀMI, the eminently learned minister of the founder of Vidyānagarā, who living in the fourteenth century, may be considered to have been, as it were, the lawgiver of the last Hindu dynasty. Of the first and third kāṇdas of this celebrated work, to which the author gave the name of his brother MĀDHAVĀCHĀRYA, the basis is the text of PARĀSHARA; but as has been already explained, having for the second, nothing of that Smīti to proceed upon, it became in fact, though not in name, a general digest of all the legal authorities prevalent at the time in the southern part of India. However this may detract in some degree from its value as being founded in truth upon no particular text, the general fame of the author is so great, resting as it does, not upon this work alone, but upon others also, particularly on his commentary upon the Vedas; that among his more ardent admirers, he is held to have been an incarnation of ŚIVA.—Str H. L. Pref. pp. xv, xvi.
the same is the case, says the commentator KULLŪKA BHATTA with the texts of the holy sages. Under such circumstances reconciliation of the contradictions and discrepancies was the only remedy left. Hence arose the necessity of a complete digest, which, after harmonising the conflicting authorities, might lay down the rules to be followed in practice.

Digests.—Several digests have for that purpose been composed by lawyers of different parts of India. And since the use of digests, the institutes of the sages are not regarded as themselves of final authority, which is to be sought in the conclusions and decisions of the authors of the several digests and the commentaries partaking of the nature of digests, with reference, however, to the schools to which they respectively belong (and which will be presently noticed).* Even the institutes of MANU, the foundation of the body of Hindū law, are in modern times looked upon as a work to be revered rather than to be implicitly followed.

The digests in general contain texts taken from the sanhitās, with occasional comments thereupon and passages reconciling their apparent contradictions in fulfilment of the precept of the great lawgiver, MANU. They, moreover, contain frequent citations from other digests for the purpose of correcting or confuting their decisions or corroborating their own. Occasionally texts of the Sruti or Vedas and Purāṇas are quoted as authorities. The Sruti is respected as the highest authority, and the Purāṇas as next to the Smṛiti, which itself is next to the Sruti. In forming their opinions and giving decisions the authors of the digests often have had recourse to the following gene-

* And opinions on points of law as current in a particular school are given by the panditas or lawyers either in the language of the author of a local digest (if suited for the purpose) or in their own, which, however, must harmonise the expositions of one of the local digests implicitly followed as authority, and, in either case, texts of sages, if there be any, corroborative of those opinions and expositions.
ral maxims and texts: “A principle of law established in one instance should be extended to other cases also, provided there be no impediment.” “Between rules general and special, the special is to prevail.” “If there be a contradiction between a *Sruti* and a *Smriti*, the former is to be followed in preference to the latter; but if there be no such contradiction, the *Smriti* should be acted upon by the virtuous just as the *Vedas*” (Jābali). “Should there be a contradiction between a *Sruti*, and a *Smriti*, the former must be followed without consideration of any matter” (Bhabishya Purāṇa). “Wherever contradictions exist between *Sruti*, *Smriti* and *Purāṇa*, there the *Sruti* is to be preferred; but where a contradiction exists between a *Smriti* and a *Purāṇa*, there the *Smriti* is to be adopted in preference” (Vyāsa). “If two texts (of Rishis) differ, reason (or that which it best supports) must in practice prevail” (Yājnavalkya).

**The schools of law.**—The various digests have not, however, treated of all parts of the *Dharma shāstras*, nor have they arrived at the same conclusion. The variations in the doctrines of the digests have led to the formation of the different schools. The digests, with reference to the discrepancies existing among them, may be said to be of five classes, each of which has been adopted as an authority in some particular part of India, and thus have been formed the five schools or divisions of Hindū law. These schools are—‘the Gourīya or Bengal, the Benares, the Mithila,*

---

* The Mithilā school is that of ancient Tirhoot (Toirabukti). In the *Vrihat Vishnu purāṇa*, the boundaries and area of the Mithilā country are specified as follows:—“From the river Koushiki to Gundaki the length (of the country) is said to be twenty four *Yojanas*, (about 192 miles), and from the streams of the Ganges to the forests of the Himalaya, the breadth of the country is said to be sixteen *Yojanas* (about 128 miles).” Hence Mithilā contains part of Purnea, part of Bhagalpore, part of Moughly, part of Sarun, and the whole of modern Tirhoot, lately subdivided into the districts of Tirhoot and Durbhanga. See the map of Mithilā, which is attached to the translation of the *Vedāda-chintā-mani*, by Baboo Proswnno Coomar Tagore, and which exactly corresponds with the above description; see also this part of the Sanskrit preface.
the Mahārāṣṭra (Mahratta), and the Drāvida.† The original Smritis are of course common to all the schools, but they have each given the preference to the doctrines inculcated in particular digests; and the texts of the sages must be used in the same sense as expounded in the particular digests adopted in each of the schools. Of these five schools, two may be said to be the principal,—the Benares and Bengal; the other three being in most respects assimilated to the Benares school.

The books preferentially used in each school.—The Mitākṣarā of Vijnāneshwara is the chief guide of the Benares school, and one of the chief guides of the Mitthilā, Mahratta and Drāvida schools, and is one of the greatest, and, indeed, if we take into consideration the extent of its influence, the greatest of all the Hindū law authorities, “for it is received,” as Mr. Colebrooke observes, “in all the schools of Hindū law from Benares to the southern extremity of the Peninsula of India, as the chief ground-work of the doctrines which they follow, and as an authority from which they rarely dissent.” The law books used in the different provinces, except Bengal, agree in generally referring to the authority of the Mitākṣarā, in frequently appealing to its texts, and in rarely,

* The ancient Drāvida comprised five countries, (viz.), Andhra, Karnātaka, Goozerat, Mahratta, and Drāvida (proper), which were called “Pancha Drāvida” or five Drāvidas as it is manifest from the following text:—

“अधाः कष्टकार्यां गुजरात-विविधोऽविविधस्मात्। मन्त्रायन्त्रा इति या।
प्रयोगमहिं आविष्कारा, कष्टकार्याः सङ्केर्क्ष, गुजरा राज्य वासिनः। अतात्
आविष्कारं पशू विधि-दशिक-वासिनः।”

The modern Drāvida or the Drávida school is the whole of the Southern portion of the Peninsula of India, and is divided into three districts: Drávida (properly so called), Karnātaka; and Andra (properly Andhra).—Drávida proper is the country where the Tamil language is spoken, and which occupies the extreme south of the Peninsula. The Karnātaka country is that in which the Karnātaka language is now spoken. The third district is the Andra where the Telinga or Telugu is now the spoken language. For the boundaries of each of these districts see Morley’s Introduction to Hindū law appended to his Analectic Digest vol. I, page ecx.
and at the same time modestly, dissenting from its doctrines on particular points.* That dissent consists in inculcating certain doctrines not contained in, nor sanctioned by, the Mitaksharā; and the adoption of some of these doctrines and the use of the books inculcating such doctrines distinguish each of the minor schools from that of Benares. The Mitaksharā must, therefore, be considered as the main authority for all the schools of law, with the sole exception of that of Bengal. The other works, which concurrently with the Mitaksharā are preferentially respected in the Benares school, are the Vira-mitrodaya,† the Parasurāma-madhava, the Vyavahāra-madhava, the commentaries on the Mitaksharā by Vishweshwara Bhatta‡

* The actual time in which VIJNANESHWARA wrote the Mitaksharā is not precisely ascertained, but, according to Colebrooke, its antiquity exceeds five hundred, and falls short of a thousand, years. The Pandits, however, have reasons to say that VIJNANESHWARA was the Prime Minister of the mighty Emperor VIKRAMADITTA, and that he afterwards became an ascetic, when he composed this great work.

† The Vira-Mitrodaya was composed by MITRA MISRA by the direction of Rajah Vira Sinha, whence the book is styled "Vira-mitrodaya." The age of this work appears to be less than four hundred years; as RAGHU-NANDANA, the author of the Smriti-tattva, who flourished, in Nduea about four hundred years ago, has been cited therein. The object of MITRA MISRA's writing this work appears to have been with a view to re-establish or confirm the doctrines of the Mitaksharā or of the Benares school, many of which were refuted by JIMUTA-VAHANA, who was supported by RAGHU-NANDANA and the other writers of the Bengal school; but, MITRA MISRA, reasoning on the arguments of JIMUTA-VAHANA and the rest with great accuracy, has generally refuted their doctrines and confirmed those of his master, VIJNANESHWARA. Vira-mitrodaya is the work of a great logician and may be regarded as a complete Digest of the Dharmashastra of the Benares school, in which the author has generally expounded the doubtful passages and supplied the deficiencies of the Mitaksharā, and expressed what was left therein to implication; so that the subjoined dicta of the Privy Council may be said to be justly applicable to this elaborate Digest of the Dharmashastra:—"The Vira-mitrodaya, which by Mr. Colebrooke and others is stated to be a treatise of high authority at Benares, is properly receivable as an exposition of what may have been left doubtful by the Mitaksharā, and is declaratory of the law of the Benares School."—Vide precedents, pp. 520 and 526, 527.

‡ VISHWESHWARA BHATTA's commentary, entitled the Subodhini, explains the select passages only,—passages which could not be well understood without explanation.
and Balam Bhatta, the Nirmaya-sindhu, and the Vidda-tandava and other works of Kamalakara.

The leading authorities of Mithila are the Viddaratnakara, and Vidda-chintamani. The Vidda-chandra by Lakshmi or Lakshma Devi is likewise much respected in that school. The works, which concurrently with the above are of great weight in Mithila, are the treatise on inheritance by Srikardcharya, the Madana-purijata, the Smriti-sdra or at full length Smrityartsa-sdra by Sridhardcharya, the Smriti-sdra or Smriti-samuchayya, by Harinathopadhyaya, and the Dvcoita-parishishtha by Keshava Misra.

* This commentary which is commonly called 'Balam-bhatta-tiká' was written by a lady—Lakshmi Devi, whence it is styled Lakshmi-vidhita. She took the nom de plume of Balam-bhatta; and gave a full interpretation of the Mitakeshara and also the widest interpretation to every term of the text, the original of the Mitakeshara.

† See post, page xix. Note

‡ The Vidda-tandava is a book on civil and criminal law according to the doctrines of the Mitakeshara. Its author, Kamalakara, has besides this and the Nirmaya-sindhu written several works—the Shadra-kamalakara, Shantis-kamalakara, Dena-kamalakara, Prayashchita-kamalakara, the Siddhanta-tattvas-viveka-sindhu, etc. In the closing verse of his Nirmaya-sindhu, the author states that, that work was finished in the year 1668 of Vikramaditya, or 1612 C. E.

§ Vidda-ratnakara was compiled under the superintendence of Chandreshvara, the minister of Hara Sinha Deva, king of Mithila. Chandreshvara himself is also the reputed author of some law tracts. The Vyavahara-ratnakara, compiled under the superintendence of the same minister, is also of great authority in Mithila.

|| This work was composed by Vachaspayi Misra, who was also the author of several other works, namely, the Vyavahara-chintamani, &c. commonly cited by the name of Misra; these also are of great authority in Mithila. Mr. Colebrooke said:—‘No more than ten or twelve generations have passed since he flourished at Semouli in Tirhoot.—Vide Coleb. Dig. Pref. p. xv.

¶ This learned lady set the name of her nephew Misra Misra to all her compositions on law and philosophy, and took the titles of her works from the then reigning prince Chandra Sinha, grandson of Hara Sinha Deva.—Ibid.

** This treatise was composed by Vishweshwara Bhatta, the above named commentator of the Mitakeshara, and is named in honor of Madana-fala, a prince of the Jat race who reigned at Kasha-nagara or Digh, and who is apparently the same who gave the title to the Madana-vimoda dated in the 16th century of the Sambat Era (Coleb. Dig. pref. xvii, & Da. bhal. pref. xi.) Sir William Macnaghten says the author of this work was 'Madanopadhyaya.' This work chiefly treats of āchāra and vyavahāra kanda, and also prevails in the Mahratta country.
In the Mahratta school (or in the province of Bombay) preference is given to the Vyavahara-mayākha*, the Nirnoya-sindhu, † the Hemādri, ‡ the Vyavahara-koustubha, Sanskāra-koustubha and Dharma-sindhu.§

The works of paramount authority in the Dravida school (that is in the territories of Madras &c.) are the Madhava, the Smriti-chandrika‖ and the Sarasvatī-vīdśa.¶

These are the law treatises followed in preference by the last three schools on account of their adopting certain especial doctrines which are inculcated by those books but have no place in the Mitākshara, which in all other points is respected as the main authority of all those schools of law. In Uṛissa too, which is now connected

---

* This is the sixth of the twelve treatises by Nīl-kanta all bearing the same title "Mayākha," and the whole is designated collectively the 'Bhagavanta-bhāskara.' The other eleven treatises of this author treat of religious duties, rules of conduct, expiation, &c.
† This work was written by Kamalakara Bhāṭṭa Kāśikāra in the sixteenth century of the Christian era. It treats principally of dōhāra and prāyaśchītta touching incidentally only on questions of a legal nature. The work in question is of considerable authority at Benares, as well as amongst the Mahrattas.
‡ By Hemādri Bhāṭṭa Kāśikāra. This is a work of antiquity; it contains twelve divisions and treats of all subjects and is respected in many of the schools. Vopa-deva, author of the celebrated Grammar 'Mugdha-vodha,' is said to be also the author of this great work (Hemādri.)
§ The Sanskāra-koustubha by Ananta-deva, the Dharma-sindhu by Kuśikā who principally treats on dōhāra and prāyaśchītta kāṇḍas of the Dharmaśāstra occupy an equal position respecting religious ceremonies and penances. They are, more frequently consulted by the Mahratta Sāstras than the Mayākha which refer to the same subject. Of the three, the Nirnoya-sindhu is held in the greatest esteem.
‖ By Dvānanda Bhāṭṭa. "This excellent treatise on judicature is of great and paramount authority in the countries occupied by the Hindú nations of Dvāndu Toilanga, and Karnātaka, inhabiting the greatest part of the Peninsula or Dēkhi." Note by Colebrooke appended to his preface to the Dāya-bhāga, p. iv.
¶ This is a general digest attributed to Pratāpo-rudra Deva Mahā-rāja, one of the princes of the Kakatya family, who established themselves to the north of the Krishna where they fixed their seat of government, which after extending itself by conquest became the second empire to the southward. The second comprehends, as it does, the territories now belonging to Hyderabad, the Northern Circar, a considerable portion of the Carnatic, and generally speaking, the whole of the countries of which the Toilangī is at present the spoken language. This work probably composed by his direction, became the standard law book of his dominions.—See Stra. H. L. Pref pp. xvi, xvii.
with the province of Bengal, the Mitakshara is of paramount authority, with which the works also of Sambhukara Bājpeś and Udaya-kara Bājpeś are received there. Bengal Proper has alone taken for its chief and supreme guide in matters of inheritance* the Dāya-bhāga of Jīmūta-vāhana,† which on almost every disputed point is opposed to the Mitakshara. This celebrated treatise forms a part of his digest termed “the Dharma-ratna.” The arguments by which he establishes his own opinions are treated with great ability; quotations from his work, or references to it, have been made by all the authors of the law tracts current in Bengal. The other works of great authority in Bengal are the Dāya-tattwa, the Subodhīnta, which is a commentary on the Dāya-bhāga by Śrī-kṛishṇa Tarkālankāra, and the Dāya-krama-sangraha, &c.

These are the five classes of law books, which are severally respected by the five schools or divisions.‡ It must not, however, be inferred that each of these classes

---

* It is indeed in this branch of the law that one would find a great difference in doctrine.

† Jīmūta-vāhana is said to have reigned on the throne of Sālal-vāhana. He is probably the same with Jīmūta-ketu, a prince of the race of Sidhra who reigned at Pugara, and is mentioned in an ancient and authentic inscription found at Salset. (Vide Asiatic Researches, vol. i. pp. 357 & 361.)

‡ Mr. Morley, in his recapitulation gives the subjoined list of the books preferentially used in each of the schools of Hindu law:—

I. Bengal School:—Dharma-ratna (i.e.), Dāya-bhāga and its commentaries by Śrī-kṛishṇa Tarkālankāra and ŚrīvātāŚ Chandrāyu Cārā-mani, Dāya-krama-sangraha, Smrītī-tattwa, (ita Dāya-tattwa, Vivādārāṇā-satu, Vivāda-śārtānava, and Vivāda-bhāgārana.


III. Benares School:—Mitakshara, Vīr-mitrodaya, Mādhyāvya, Vivāda-tāndana and Nirmaya-sindhu.

IV. Māharāṣṭrā School:—Mayākha, Mitaksharā, Nirmaya-sindhu, Hemādrey, Smrīti-koustubha, and Mādhyāvya.

V. Drāvīḍa School:—

Drāvīḍa Division:—Mitaksharā, Mādhyāvya, Saranavatt-vīlōsa and Varadāvāya.

Kāraṇātaka Division:—Mādhyāvya, Mitaksharā, Saranavatt-vīlōsa.

Andra Division:—Mitaksharā Mādhyāvya, Smrīti-chandrāku, and Saranavatt-vīlōsa.
of law treatises is respected solely by a particular school, and not at all by the other schools; the fact is that each is of paramount or leading authority with a particular school, and at the same time is on general and uncontradicted points respected as authority in the other schools, though of course in subordination to that which is preferentially used by them severally. A class of law tracts, which is of paramount authority with one school, may also be regarded as of authority in another school on points regarding which no rules are prescribed in the books preferentially used in that school.*

Of the treatises on adoption, the Dattaka-nimânśa† of NANDA PANDITA, author of the Vojjoyanti and the Prati-takshard, and the Dattaka-chandrikā‡ by DEVÂNANDA

* Thus in Strange’s work on Hindu law, which is principally designed for the Mahārāṣṭra and Dravida schools, works of paramount authority in Bengal have been cited on the general points and also on points not touched upon in the law tracts chiefly used in those schools. In the first of the above two cases the Bengal authorities are regarded as secondary to, or corroborative of, the authorities of those schools, while in the second case the authorities of the Bengal school must be regarded as unquestionable authorities also in the said schools by reason of having supplied the deficiency in the law tracts adopted by them. It will also be found from the second volume of Sir William Macnaghten’s work on Hindu law, which is composed of precedents or admitted law opinions, that the Pandit have on general or uncontradicted points indiscriminately cited the authorities of any school, though the cases in which they gave their opinions appertained to a particular province; and that in the cases of one country they have cited the authorities of another province or school whenever on points at issue they found no rules, prescriptive or prohibitory, in the law tracts of the former province or school.

See also Precedents page 281.

† Mr. Sutherland concludes his remarks upon the Dattaka-nimânśa by saying, that ‘it is on the whole compiled with ability and minute attention to the subject, and seems not unworthy of the celebrity it has attained.’

‡ The Dattaka-chandrikā is a concise treatise on adoption and is supposed to be the basis of NANDA PANDITA’s more elaborate work. Many of the Pandits of Bengal attribute this work to the late Raghū-man: Vidya-dhāmana, spiritual adviser of the Rāj of Nuddea and a distinguished Pandit who flourished in the latter part of Jagan-nātha’s life, and is said to have assisted Mr. Colebrooke in the preparation of his translation of the Dīya-bhāga and Mitakshard. One of the grounds of attributing the work to him is, that by putting together consecutively the first letter of the first and third lines and the last letter of the second and fourth lines of the last verse of the book the name ‘Raghū-man’ is formed. The verse in question runs thus:—

“राघुमनं विद्याम् दत्त-प्रवीणद्वितिः सा।
यामोऽर्थ शक्तिः दत्ते वधतारणः॥”
Bhatta, author of the Smriti-chandrika (ante, p. xix,) are the most esteemed: they are almost equally respected all over India, the law of adoption not exhibiting much conflict of doctrines between the several schools, although some difference of opinion may be observed amongst the individual writers. It must be remarked, however, as an important distinction, that where they differ, the doctrine of the Dattaka-chandrika is adhered to in Bengal and by the Southern jurists, while the Dattaka-mimansa is held to be an infallible guide in the provinces of Mithila and Benares. In addition to these two treatises, there are the Dattaka-mimansa by Vidyaranya Swami, the Datta-chandrika by Ganga-deva Bajpe, the Datta-dipaka by Vyasa-acharya, the Dattaka-koustubha by Nagajī Bhatta, the Dattaka-bhishana by Krishna Misra, the Dattaka-tilaka by Bhava-deva Bhatta and the Dattaka-siddhanta-munjari by Rama Krishna, the Dattaka Didhiti and the Dattaka-Koumudi, which are general digests of the law of adoption, but they do not appear to be frequently used or cited by the lawyers. There is another treatise on adoption called the Dattaka-nirnaya, which is a compilation of a celebrated Pandit of the name of Sri-Natha Bhatta of Mithila. This work was translated by Mr. Blacquiere, but the translation has not been published.*

An excellent commentary on the Dattaka-mimansa and Dattaka-chandrika has been recently written and published by Bharat-chandra Shiromani, a celebrated lawyer, and ex-professor of Hindú law in the Government Sanskrit College.

Besides the above, there exist several other commentaries and digests on various subjects. These are the Acharya-chandrika by Sri-Nathaacharya, son of Sri-

* See Preface to the Considerations on Hindú Law, p. xiii.
KARĀCHĀRYA, both celebrated lawyers of the Mithilā school;—the Vyāvahāra-kālī of Bhava-deva Bhatta, author of the rituals much consulted in Bengal;—the Brāhmaṇa sarvasva, Nyāya-sarvasva, Pandita-sarvasva and the other treatises by Halāyudha,* which are chiefly cited in the Bengal digests;—the Kalpa-taru by Lākṣmī-dhara, who also composed a treatise on the administration of justice by command of Govinda-Chandra, a king of Kāśī sprung from the Vāstava race of Kṛyāsthas;—the Govindārṇava, composed under the superintendence of the same prince by Nāra-sinha, who was the son of Rām-chandra, the Grammarian and Philosopher;—the Parasu-rāma-pratāpa, a general digest composed by order of Sādā-patāpa, Rājā of the Eastern Telinga country, about five hundred years ago. The Vyāvahāra-shvākāra by Nāgaśī Bhatta; the Madana-ratna by Madana Sinha, an ancient work of notoriety treating of the dṛḍhāra, vyāvahāra and prāyashchitta;†—the A’chārdaka a work principally on dṛḍhāra and vyāvahāra by Shankara Bhatta Kāśi-kara;—the Dyota, a general digest written more than a century ago by Joga Bhatta Kāśi-kara;—the Dinakaraudyota, a work on dṛḍhāra and vyāvahāra by Vishva-rūpa Rāmaka Joga Bhatta Kāśi-kara;—and the Prithibī-chandroda, which also is a general digest. Most of these works are not now in use, but their texts are cited in many of the current digests and commentaries. The work of Jitendriya is cited in the Mitikshārd, Dṛṣya-bhūda, and other books.

* This great Pandū was the spiritual guide of Lakṣmāna Sena, a renowned monarch, who gave his name to an era of which upwards of seven hundred years have expired. Halāyudha was a descendant in the fifteenth degree of Bhatta Nārāyana, author of the Vini-sankhāra, (a celebrated drama,) and one of the five Vedantists who were brought from Kusumj by Rājā A’chārdaka, and whose descendants are almost all the Kātāki and Bārendrā brāhmaṇas of the Sānḍilya gotra in Bengal.

† This work is often cited and its doctrine adopted in the Vyāvahāra-mayākha the chief guide of the Mahārata school.
And the works of Dharreshwara, Bala-rupa, Vishwarupa, Hari-hara, Murari Misra, and many others are occasionally referred to in the Vividha-bhangadhravac and some other digests.

Three digests have been written in Sanskrit since the establishment of the British empire in India. The first of these is the Vividha-bhangadhravac compiled at the request of Mr. Warren Hastings. This work was proposed as early as the 18th of March 1773, at the opening of the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in Bengal. In the following year a translation of the work was made by Mr. Halhead and published under the title of "A Code of Gentu Laws." This work, however, was disapproved of, and its translation condemned, by Sir William Jones for reasons set out in his letter to the Chief Government of India, in which he strongly recommended the enforcement of the Hindú law and the compilation of a better

---

* Dharreshwara is said to be the same as Raja Bhoja. Vide Coleb. Dig. pref. page xi.

† This work was compiled by several Pandits, of whom Jagannatha, author of the Digest translated by Mr. Colebrooke, was one.

‡ It (says the learned judge alluding to the work in question) by no means obviates the difficulties before stated, nor supersedes the necessity or the expediency at least of a more ample repository of Hindú laws, specially on the twelve different contracts to which Upana has given specific names, and on all the others, which, though not specifically named, are reducible to four general heads. The last mentioned work is entitled the Vividha-bhangadhravac, and consists, like the Roman digest, of authentic texts with the names of their several authors regularly prefixed to them, and explained where an explanation is requisite, in short notes taken from commentaries of high authority. It is as far as it goes, a very excellent work; but though it appear extremely diffuse on subjects rather curious than useful, and, though the chapter on inheritance be copious and exact, yet another important branch of jurisprudence, the law of contracts, is very succinctly and superficially discussed, and bears an inconsiderable proportion to the rest of the work. But whatever be the merit of the original, the translation of it has no authority, and is of no other use than to suggest inquiries on the many dark passages which we find in it: properly speaking, indeed, we cannot call it a translation; for though Mr. Halhead performed his part with fidelity, yet the Persian interpreter had supplied him only with a loose injudicious epitome of the original Sanskrit, in which abstract many essential passages are omitted. Mr. Colebrooke, by quoting the above remark in his preface to the Digest, and not making any observation upon it either in that book or in any of his works or opinions, seems to have acquiesced in the judgment pronounced upon it by Sir William Jones.
code. The sentiments expressed in that paper are truly worthy of him. "Nothing (he says) could be more obviously just than to determine private contests according to those laws, which the parties themselves had ever considered as the rules of their conduct and engagements in civil life; nor could anything be wiser than, by a legislative act, to assure the Hindú and Mussulman subjects of Great Britain, that the private laws, which they severally hold sacred, and a violation of which they would have thought the most grievous oppression, should not be superseded by a new system, of which they could have no knowledge, and which they must have considered as imposed on them by a spirit of rigour and intolerance.* So far the principle of decision between the native parties in a cause appears perfectly clear; but the difficulty lies (as in most other cases) in the application of the principle to practice; for the Hindú and Mussulman laws are locked up for the most part in two very difficult languages, Sanskrit and Arabic, which few Europeans will ever learn.

* Again, at the conclusion of his preface to Manu, that eminent judge remarks: "whatever opinion in short may be formed of Manu and his laws, in a country happily enlightened by sound philosophy and the only true revelation, it must be remembered that those laws are actually revered as the words of the most High by nations of great importance to the political and commercial interests of Europe, and particularly by many millions of Hindú subjects, whose well directed industry would add largely to the wealth of Britain, and who ask no more in return than protection for their persons and places of abode, justice in their temporal concerns, indulgence to the prejudices of their old religion, and the benefits of those laws, which they have been taught to believe sacred, and which alone they can possibly comprehend."

Sir Francis Macnaghten too remarks: "The right of Hindús to have their contests decided by their own laws, has been established by the legislature of Great Britain; and, I most cordially concur in the sentiments which have been expressed by Sir William Jones upon this subject." "As to the Hindús, I have not a predilection for the tenets of any of their schools, or for the doctrines of any of their scholiasts, in particular. Such as their law is, they have a right to an administration of it, among the parties themselves. To deprive them of this right against their will, or without their desire, would be rigorous in a civil, and intolerant in a religious point of view; for their laws and their religion are so blended together that we cannot disturb the one without doing violence to the other. Their own is the only law to be administered to them." "Give them not any laws but their own; yet under a pretext of dealing those out let us not subject the people to wrong."—Cusa. H. L., Pref. pp. v, vi.
because neither of them leads to any advantage in worldly pursuits; and if we give judgment only from the opinions of the native lawyers and scholars, we can never be sure that we have not been deceived by them. It would be absurd and unjust to pass an indiscriminate censure on a considerable body of men; but my experience justifies me in declaring, that I could not with an easy conscience concur in a decision merely on a written opinion of native lawyers, in any cause in which they would have the remotest interest in misleading the court: nor, how vigilant soever we might be, would it be very difficult for them to mislead us, for a single obscure text, explained by themselves, might be quoted as express authority, though perhaps in the very book, from which it was selected, it might be differently explained, and introduced only for the purpose of being exploded. The obvious remedy for this evil had occurred to me before I left England, where I had communicated my sentiments to some friends in Parliament, and on the bench in Westminster Hall, of whose discernment I had the highest opinion; and those sentiments I propose to unfold in this letter with as much brevity as the magnitude of the subject will admit. If we had a complete digest of Hindú and Mahomedan laws, after the model of Justinian's inestimable Pandects, compiled by the most learned of the native lawyers with an accurate verbal translation of it into English; and if copies of the work were reposited in the proper offices of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and the Supreme Court, that they might occasionally be consulted as a standard of justice, we should rarely be at a loss for principles at least and rules of law applicable to the cases before us and should never perhaps be led astray by the Pandits or Moulavis, who would hardly venture to impose on us when their imposition
might be so easily detected. It would not be unworthy of a British Government to give the natives of these Indian provinces a permanent security for the due administration of justice among them, similar to that which Justinian gave to his Greek and Roman subjects; but our compilation would require far less labour and might be completed with far greater exactness in as short a time; since it would be confined to the laws of contracts and inheritances, which are of the most extensive use in private life, and to which the legislature has limited the decisions of the Supreme Court in causes between native parties." The letter from which this extract is taken, is dated the 19th of March, 1788.

On the same date, the then Governor General, Marquis Cornwallis, with the concurrence of the Members of Council, accepted the offer in terms honorable to the proposer and expressive of the most liberal sentiments. "The object of your proposition (they say) being to promote due administration of justice, it becomes interesting to humanity; and it is deserving of our peculiar attention, as being intended to increase and secure the happiness of the numerous subjects of the company's provinces." And the result of this proposition, so gladly accepted by the Governor General in Council, was the composition of the Vivāda-sārārnava, and the Vivāda-bhangārnava: the former was written by Sārvoru Trivedī, a lawyer of Mithilā, and the latter by Jagan-nātha Turka-panchānana, and both by the direction of Sir William Jones, who himself had undertaken a translation of the latter work together with an introductory discourse for which he had prepared ample materials,* when the hand of death arrested his

* See his last anniversary discourse as President of the Asiatic Society, vol. iv. p. 176.
labours. Although it must be a matter of regret that the public lost, by his premature death, a translation from his pen of a digest compiled under his direction, yet it must be acknowledged that the scholar selected by Sir John Shore, the succeeding Governor General, for completing* a translation of this digest was one who seems to have devoted much more time and attention to the study of our literature and law, and than whom no one has as yet been able to make a more faithful and complete translation of a law tract in Sanskrit, or to give a better exposition of our law. The translation of the Vivaddha-bhanydravaca or Jagan-natha’s Digest is commonly known as Colebrooke’s Digest.’ This digest treats in full of the topics of contracts and inheritance as required by Sir William Jones. The author of the work was one of the greatest Pundits and also one of the most ingenious logicians then in Bengal; but instead of reconciling contradictions or making anomalies consistent, he has, in many instances, attempted to display his proficiency in logic and promptitude in subtle ingenuity, and has thus rendered the work an unsafe guide for a reader not already well versed in the law. Such reader will often find in it several discordant doctrines on one and the same point, and will be at a loss to know which to follow; and if he follow whatever doctrine he finds at the first sight, without knowing what doctrine is recorded on the same point at another page, he will perhaps do wrong; for there may be in another place of the same book another doctrine, perhaps the just one, and the former may have been founded only on subtle ingenuity. He will moreover see that in one place doubts are

* Because the version of many texts cited in the work come from the pen of Sir William Jones, most of the laws quoted from Manu being found in his translation of the Manava-dharma-shastra, and other texts having been already translated by him when preparing the preceding digest, the Vivaddha-racavaseta.—Vide Coleb, Dig. Pref. p. xviii.
ingeniously thrown upon established doctrines and principles laid down by unquestionable authorities, and in another he will find a corroboration of the same doctrines and principles. He will very often find no decision on a point, but only the discordant opinions of several authors of the Bengal, Mithilá and Benares schools. Under such circumstances he alone who knows the established doctrines of the different schools can safely make use of the work. It is for the above and other reasons that unfavourable opinions have been expressed by those European scholars who have written on the Hindú law.*

* The opinion of Mr. Henry Colebrooke is as follows: "In the preface to the translation of the Digest I hinted an opinion unfavourable to the arrangement of it as it has been executed by the native compiler. I have been confirmed in that opinion of the compilation, since its publication; and indeed the author's method of discussing together the discordant opinions maintained by the lawyers of the several schools, without distinguishing in an intelligible manner which of them is the received doctrine of each school, but on the contrary leaving it uncertain whether any of the opinions stated by him do actually prevail, or which doctrine must now be considered to be in force and which obsolete, renders his work of little utility to persons conversant with the law, and of still less service to those who are not versed in Indian jurisprudence; especially to the English reader, for whose use, through the medium of translation, the work was particularly intended."—Preface to the Dēya-bhāga, pp. ii, iii.

"It consists," says Sir Thomas Strange, "like the Roman Digest, of texts, collected from the works of authority extant in the Sāskrit language only, having the names of their several authors prefixed, together with an ample commentary by the compiler founded for the most part upon the former ones. That its arrangement was not, on its first appearance, satisfactory to the learned, and that the commentary abounds with frivolous disquisitions as well as with the discordant opinions of different schools, not always sufficiently distinguished, rests upon the best authority, that of the learned translator; by whom its utility, for the purpose for which it was planned, is well nigh disclaimed. It is long, therefore, since it was characterised, not unhappily, as 'the best law book for counsel and the worst for a judge.' But in whatever degree, Jagan-nātha's Digest may have fallen in estimation, as a book to be used with advantage in our courts, and especially in those to the southward, it remains a mine of juridical learning, throwing light upon every question on which it treats, whatever attention it may require in extracting it."—Str. H. L. Vol. 1. pp. xvii—xix.

The author of the Considerations on the Hindú Law remarks:—"The plan of Sir William Jones may have been excellent, but the execution of it fell to the share of Jagannātha. He has given us the contents of all books indiscriminately. That he should have reconciled contradictions or made anomalies consistent, was not to be expected; but we are often the worse for his sophistry, and seldom the better for his reasoning. His incessant attempts to display proficiency in logic and promptitude in subtlety, he might have spared without regret to his readers."—Cons. H. L. Pref. p. viii.

The author of the Summary of the Laws and customs of the Hindús remarks:—"The Digest of Jagannātha translated by Mr. Colebrooke, although other subjects are occasionally adverted to, is nominally confined to the law of
The texts of the works adopted in the several schools, being cited and commented upon in the Viváda-bhangárnava this book is occasionally used as an authority by the lawyers of the other schools.*

contracts and successions, and the frequent occurrence of jarring texts and obscure commentaries forms a great objection to it as a work of particular reference."—Ibid, Pref. p. v.

I concur, however, with Mr. Morley in the opinion that—"Notwithstanding the unfavourable opinions of the Viváda-bhangárnava, pronounced by its learned translator and others, there is no doubt but that it contains an immense mass of most valuable information, more especially on the law of contracts, and will be found eminently useful by those who will take the trouble of familiarising themselves with the author's style and method of arrangement." Sir Thomas Strange and Sir William Macnaghten, whose works abound with references to quotations from the Digest, and many of whose principles are founded thereupon, are striking proofs of the usefulness of the work in this respect. The learned Translator too has written several of his remarks and opinions on the authority of that Digest. It is only difficult, as already remarked, for a person not conversant with the law, to derive benefit from it; and in fact to him it would be an unsafe guide.

* Mr. Colebrooke, however, in his letter to Sir Thomas Strange says:—"We have not here the same veneration for him when he speaks in his own name or steps beyond the strict limits of a compiler's duty; as his doctrines, which are commonly taken from the Bengal school, or sometimes originate with himself, differ very frequently from the authorities which herebefore prevailed in the south of India. I am sorry that the Southern Pandits should have been thus furnished with means of adopting, in their answers, whatever doctrine may happen to be best accommodated to the bias they may have contracted; and I should regret that Jagan-nátha's authority should supersede that of the much able authors of the Mátáshárd, Smrítí-chandríká and Mátáhavíya." With due deference to that eminent scholar, it may be remarked that if the Southern Pandits used an opinion originating with Jagan-nátha himself and not founded upon, or consistent with, an unquestionable authority, notwithstanding that the Mátáshárd and the other authorities expressed a different doctrine on the same point, then their opinion would indeed be objectionable; but if they cited a passage from Jagan-nátha's Digest because they did not find a law on the same point in the books preferably used in their schools, or because they found in Jagan-nátha's Digest an exposition better worded, and not contradicted by the local authorities, the learned gentleman ought not to have been sorry for it; inasmuch as he himself has done the same in many of his remarks, on the opinions of the Southern Pandits, published in the second volume of Strange's work on the Hindu law. Sir William Macnaghten too, though he in one place considers the Viváda-bhangárnava as a Bengal authority, has founded many of his general principles upon the texts contained in the said Digest. Let the second volume of his work on Hindu Law also be opened, and it will be found that many vyá sátáhs relative to cases of the other provinces have been founded by the Pandits on the authority of Jagan-nátha's Digest, and these vyá sátáhs of theirs have been approved of and published by the learned gentleman himself as correct and accurate. Besides, where Jagan-nátha, citing the authorities of one school, draws a conclusion not inconsistent with its doctrines, or where he gives an exposition as being the doctrine of a certain school, and that exposition is not contradicted by the authorities thereof, or where his work contains an exposition not to be found in, or not prohibited by, any of the law tracts current in that school, there is no reason why that part of his work should not be used by lawyers as an authority
the Mitákhara. Mr. Borradaile, a Judge of the Sudder Dewany Adawlut of Bombay, and the author of valuable Reports, has published a translation of the Vyavahára-
mayúkha, to which he has affixed some annotations referring to the passages of other works on Hindú law, and rendering his version of peculiar utility to the student of the law of that side of India. A translation of the Dáya-
krama-sangraha has been published by Mr. Wynch, who has judiciously adopted the version of the texts of the legislators and sages of antiquity cited therein from the works of Sir William Jones and Mr. Henry Colebrooke. The institutes of Manú have been translated by William Jones and Sir Graves Haughton into English, and by Monsieur Loiseleur Deslongchamps into French. The version by Jones is, however, generally consulted in preference to the other translations. There is another translation by Baboos Tara Chand Chukerbutty and Chunder Sekhur Dev of the first three chapters of Manú, published in pamphlets, in which the Sanskrit text is given in the Deva-nágrí character, a literal translation in Bengalee, and Sir William Jones' translation, with a revised and correct translation in English. The Dattaka-
mimánásá and Dattaka-chandriká have been translated by Mr. Sutherland, with useful notes after the manner of his illustrious uncle, Mr. Colebrooke. His version of the two standard works on adoption and the synopsis thereof, which he has appended to his translation, are eminently useful. A French translation of the Dattaka-chandriká by Mr. Orianne, has also been published.

A translation of the Vyavahára-kánda of J ágna-
válkya's institutes by Dr. Roer and F. Montriou Esq., Barrister, has appeared some years ago. This work is entitled “Hindú Law and Judicature,” and contains many explanatory and useful notes.
The whole of the *Vivāda-chintāmani* has been translated by the Hon'ble Prosunno Coomar Tagore, c.s. i. The translation is not however so elaborate and accurate as was expected from a scholar so well known and deputed.

The *Dāya-tattva* of RAGHU-NANDANA has, of late, been translated by Baboo Golab Chand Shastri, a pleader of the Calcutta High Court.

The translation of that part of the *Smriti-chandrikā* which treats of Inheritance, made by Krishna Swami Iyer, is very elaborate and useful. The learned translator has, in foot-notes, almost at every page, cited texts of *Manu* and some other sages, as also the doctrines and opinions of several Commentators, Compilers and Digest-writers of high authority, such as JIMUTA-VĀHANA, VIJNĀNE-SHWARA and the like, and has likewise occasionally cited decided cases, with respect to particular points; and has at the end of each Chapter or Section given a Summary thereof. By so doing the learned Translator has rendered his work almost as useful as Mr. Colebrooke has by appending elaborate annotations and notes to his translation of the *Dāya-bhāga* and Mitāksharā.

The *Dāya-vibhāga* of the Mādhaviya commentary and the Law of partition and succession from Baradā-rāja's *Vyavahāra-nirnaya* (ante p. xiii) have been translated by Mr. A. C. Burnell, c.s.

The Chapters on Inheritance from the *Sanhitās* of Ā'PASTAMBA, BOUDHĀYANA, GOUTAMA, VASHISHTHA, VISHNU and NĀRADA have recently been translated by Messieurs West and Bühler, who have very prudently printed the *Sanskrit* texts of each of the sages before their translation. The foot-notes appended by them to their translation of the texts in question are very interesting and afford a satisfactory proof of the great learning and research which they have displayed therein.
**Merits and demerits of the existing translations.**—So at present we have English translations of a large number of the books on the Dharma Shāstra. But it is a matter of regret that, many of these translations are not quite faithful as they might have been. Not to speak of the simple inaccuracies, but omissions, gross errors, &c., are to be found in several parts of them. For instance:

The translation of the subjoined passage of the Mātakhaḍ—“पशुपतिन् जात्यिष्ठायत, दशस्व वधश्च तृ सततोऽया विज्ञानेर्वाच व्यास्ष विमंड धर्मं खट्टिक्”* which ought to come between clauses five and six of Chapter II, has been altogether omitted† by Mr. Colebrooke. Again, the text “मातुज्ञाना मातुजालो, पितुखा-खो पितु-खसा। न्यूत्र पुरवस्त-खो ब माहु-खसा! प्रकृतिमिया:”‡ cited in the Dāya-bhāga‡ should have been rendered by—

"The mother’s sister, the maternal uncle’s wife, the paternal uncle’s wife, the father’s sister, the mother-in-law, and an elder brother’s wife are pronounced equal to the mother"; but Mr. Colebrooke, rendering, perhaps inadvertently, the word मातुजाली (which means a maternal uncle’s wife) by “a maternal uncle,” and omitting altogether the term पितुखा-खी (a paternal uncle’s wife,) has translated the above text as follows:—“The mother’s sister, the maternal uncle, the father’s sister, the mother-in-law, and the wife of an elder brother are pronounced similar to mothers.§” In like manner, gross errors and omissions will be found in Mr. Colebrooke’s translation of the fol-

---

* Mātakhaḍ, Sana. p. 207.
† The translation of the above passage is as follows:—“The singular number is used to denote caste or class, so if there be several wives (or widows) of the same caste, and also of different castes, they divide and take the wealth in due proportions.” Vide pp. 119, 120, and Frec. p. 285.
‡ See Dāya-bhāga, Sana. p. 112.

But what is still strange to observe is, that these gross errors and omissions have been allowed to remain in the subsequent editions of the work and also in the citations and quotations therefrom.
ollowing text of KĀTYĀYANA—“संबंध यथवेणु वृक्ष-सर्वा-विद्वान्। यथविद्वान् द्रव रेवमदेव स्थानोदयया।” and of VĀJNAVAL-XYA—“च द्रवमविद्ग्देभ द्रव दार-चलावते। जानवयां सांत संवेषं, स्वाध्यायी पलित्युतम्।” so much so, that the author of these pages had to reject that translation and give his own. This will be found on perusal of pages 62 and 63 together with the foot-notes contained therein.

Sometimes translations of one and the same text of a sage made by different persons differ materially from one another. Thus of the following text of MANU—

> दोषिनो दुर्धिनम् वक्षणः द्रवेष्टेन। च रव रक्षाटे पिखो, पिखे माताम् |<br>**Sir William Jones’ translation (which runs thus**: “The son, however, of such a daughter, who succeeds to all the wealth of her father dying without a son, must offer two funeral cakes, one to his own father, and the other to the father of his mother;”)† is materially different from Mr. Colebrooke’s translation, which is as follows:—“Let the daughter’s son take the whole estate of his own father who leaves no (other) son; and let him offer two funeral oblations;—one to his own father, and the other to his maternal grandfather.”‡ Again of the subjoined text of KĀTYĀYANA—

> विष्णु. यथावता विष्णु विष्णु उपस्थित |<br>**The translation contained in Colebrooke’s Digest runs thus**: “The wife who does malicious acts injurious to her husband, who has no sense of shame, who destroys his effects, or who takes delight in being faithless to his bed, is held un-

---

Of the above translations the one by Mr. Colebrooke may be taken to be nearly correct; but that by Sir William Jones is as loose as his translation of many other texts and passages: see, for instance, the last note at page 3.  
worthy of the property before described," * that in the Smṛiti-chandrikā is as follows—"A widow who does injurious acts, who has no sense of shame, who squanders away the money, and who is bent upon committing adultery, is held unworthy of wealth (dhana)," † and that in the Vyavahāra-mayūkha is—"But a wife who does malicious acts injurious to her husband, who has no sense of shame, who destroys his effects, or who takes delight in being faithless to his bed, is held unworthy of separate property (stṛ-ḍhana)." ‡

Sometimes one and the same text has been translated by the same person differently in different books. For instance, Mr. Colebrooke has, in his Digest, rendered the subjoined text of Nārada—"क्षभागातात्तर रक्षिते विश्वसीव्यभच्चादि।” कुण्यंपेतर तत् स्वर्णविश्वासो खपनन्ति ’।" by "If they severally give or sell their own undivided shares, they may do what they please with their property of all sorts, for they have dominion over their own," § and in his Dāyabhaṭa by "Should they give or sell their own shares, they do all that as they please, for they are masters of their own wealth."

Such being the state of the several parts of the existing translations it is very desirable that the translation of the text books be revised and rectified by proper persons employed or authorized by the Government, and that there be a standard and uniform translation.

---

‡ Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sec. viii § 8.
|| Dā. bhit., Chap. II § 31.


Again the translator of the Vīrūdha-chintāmani has rendered the said text by "Divided partners are competent to give away, sell, or do what they please with their respective property, for then they have become its lords." Vi. Chi. p. 314.
of the texts of the sages cited in the Commentaries, Compilations and Digests.

As, however, the translations above mentioned, are accepted as binding authorities, the author of these pages was compelled to adopt those translations of the texts and passages which he had to cite or quote in the present work. Still, however, he could not help giving a rectified translation or a new translation of his own of such particular texts or passages the existing translation of which appeared to him to be grossly erroneous.*

* See, for instance, pages 38, 62, and 63.

Digests in English.—Besides the above mentioned translations we have some original works on Hindú law written in English. The chief of these are the "Considerations on Hindú Law," "Elements of Hindú Law," and the Principles and Precedents of Hindú Law."

Sir Francis Macnaghten was the author of the Considerations on Hindú Law, which consist of enunciation of principles, seldom founded upon the authority of the law books, but generally collected from the then decided cases, such as ought, in his judgment, to be adopted, and such as ought, if adopted, to continue immutable. Those cases, however, were decided for the most part according to the opinions of Pandits, who are spoken of by him in the most disparaging terms, and to whom he says he was obliged to have recourse on points as they arose. Those principles have been illustrated copiously by arguments; and the decided cases from which they have been derived or deduced are repeated over and over, and given in extenso. His chapter on Adoption is the longest of all, occupying 122 pages, 42 of which are devoted to a criticism of, and severe reprehension on, a judgment of Sir
Thomas Strange in a particular case. The seventh chapter of the work in question is on Contracts, and is composed only of such texts as are set forth in Colebrooke's translation of the Digest of Jasan-nātha; and the eighth and ninth chapters are for the most part translations from the Mādhyākṣhārd. The Addendum and Appendix treat only of the law of adoption. It is apparent from his writings that he had not the slightest knowledge of the Sanskrit language, nor of the law books not translated into English. His work, however, is more useful than could be expected from an author who was possessed of such insufficient resources, and who, moreover, commenced and finished it in one year.*

The Elements of Hindū Law was written by Sir Thomas Strange whilst Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Madras. Although he had no knowledge of the Sanskrit language, yet almost every one of the elements contained in his work is based upon authorities cited below the page. In several instances, however, he has erred in not specifying the peculiar doctrines of the different schools, or in blending the especial doctrine of one school with that of another, or in citing authorities of one school for a doctrine of another. The learned author does not so fully treat of the doctrines of the other schools as he does of the two schools in the South of India where he had to administer justice. His work is therefore of greater utility in the Courts of Madras and Bombay than in those of the other parts of India. The second volume of the work, which contains cases and law opinions under the title of "Responsa Prudentum" or opinions of the Learned, is indeed very valuable, almost every one of them being followed by re-

* "It is to be regretted," says Mr. Morley, "that the whole work is pervaded by a spirit of exaggerated self-estimation and unjust depreciation of every thing not consonant with the author's professional prejudices."
The work entitled "Treatise on Inheritance, Gift, Will, Sale, and Mortgage" by Mr. F. E. Elberling, late of the Danish Civil Service, contains some principles of the Hindú law, but on the whole it cannot be viewed as altogether a safe guide. Although the author has acted judiciously in citing authorities and precedents in support of the principles contained in his work, yet his precaution seems to have sometimes failed him. He appears to have been totally ignorant of the Sanscrit language, in which (to use the expression of Sir William Jones) the Hindú law is for the most part locked up; and more could not therefore be expected from one, whose knowledge of the sources of that law was so limited.

greater part such as it is stated to be; but if it comprehends also translations and the remarks and written opinions of Europeans, then whatever has come from the pen of that eminent scholar and lawyer, Mr. Henry Colebrooke, ought to be regarded as of greater weight; especially his translations of the Déya-bhága and Middeshard, the former of which works is the standard law in Bengal and the latter is respected in all the schools from Benares to the southern extremity of the peninsula of India as the chief groundwork of the doctrines which they follow; and the translations themselves are also master-pieces, and accompanied as they are with translations of the most illustrative and appropriate commentaries, &c. they are perhaps more useful than the originals. The translation of the Duttaka-mándú and the Duttaka-chandriká, the standard law tracts on adoption made after the manner of Mr. Colebrooke by his nephew, Mr. Sutherland, and the translation of the portion of the Middeshard made by Sir William Macnaghten, and those of the Déya-bráma-sangraha and Vyavahára-mayáshá &c. are of equal authority with the above. Next in importance are the remarks and opinions of Mr. Colebrooke, "whose learning," says Sir Thomas Strange, "in that abstruse science, drawn directly from the original and the most authentic sources, stands acknowledged in Europe as well as in India." The remarks and opinions above alluded to convey, in most instances, not only his strictures on the points referred and opinions reported, but references also to printed authorities in support of his observations, or of the answers of the Pandit. It is with reference to one of those opinions that, Mr. Shakespeare, an able Judge of the late Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Calcutta, said, alluding to Sir William Macnaghten: "Now I imagine Mr. Henry Colebrooke to be the highest European authority on matters of Hindú law; but supposing others to be equally well read, no one can be placed in competition with him as to the two qualifications, a knowledge of the law and of the practice and observances of this Court, in which he was so many years the Chief Judge." And Sir Francis Macnaghten too remarks:—"Upon the right of a Hindú to dispose of his property by will, I have seen the opinion of Mr. Colebrooke, and I need not add that there is not any man whose opinions may justly command a greater degree of deference." The author of these pages has pursued whatever has fallen from Mr. Colebrooke with great attention, and found him generally most accurate and deep, resulting from a thorough study of the Sanskrit books of law mentioned by him, books the whole of which are rarely read by the majority of the lawyers of any school.
Messieurs West and Bühler. In this, the authorities cited by Shāstris for the corroboration of their opinions have not generally been given in extenso but only the names and the pages &c. of the books containing those authorities are mentioned in abbreviated form leaving the reader to peruse them in those books, and occasionally fresh and more applicable passages have been selected by the authors from the recognized books and added as further authorities for the replies. The notes and remarks by the learned authors are very interesting, and the Appendix is more so as it contains Chapters on Inheritance from the Smritis of Āpastamba, Boudhāyana, Goutama, Vashishtha, Vishnu and Nārada, with translations appended thereto. But above all, the Introduction is very elaborate, learned and useful. The only thing to be regretted is that the replies of the Shāstris contained in the book are not all correct.

Mr. Strange's Manual of Hindú law, though short, is generally correct and clear.

A Digest of Hindú law as administered in the courts of the Madras Presidency has only last year been written and published by the Hon’ble H. S. Cunningham whilst Advocate General of that place but since appointed a Judge of the Calcutta High Court. This book, at which I have only had a glance at present, will be reviewed by me in extenso in the 2nd volume of my present work, when I shall be able to procure a book for myself, which is at present not to be had at any of the Calcutta Book-sellers'.

I have, I think, given an all but complete list of the works which treat of the vyavahāra branch of our law. It remains to notice how justice is administered in accordance with that law on which so many works are extant. The judges, barristers, pleaders, and others who know
insignificant in number; consequently, without a complete digest in the English language, combined with a corresponding one in the vernacular of the country, the evil could not be removed, nor the desideratum felt by Sir William Jones and others supplied. The Government enacted that the cases of the Hindūs, regarding inheritance &c., shall be decided according to their law, but no means were afforded to the generality of the people of making a proper use or checking the abuse of that law. This was remarked to the author by one of the most intelligent judges of the late Sudder Adawlut, now no more, who at the same time requested him to translate into Bengalee and Urdoo the Principles of Hindū Law by Sir William Macnaghten. That work was thereupon minutely gone through, with a view to determine if a translation of it would be sufficient for the purpose, when it was judged that the work itself required many additions to be made to it and several portions to be rectified to render it correct and complete. The translation and publication of the Dāya-bhāga and Mitāk-sharā on inheritance, the Dattaka-mīmāṃsā and the Dattaka-chandrikā were considered likely to be more expensive and tedious than useful, inasmuch as considerable parts thereof are composed of arguments tending to establish the authors' own opinions and to refute those of others. It would moreover be very difficult for such as would not thoroughly study and digest them readily to discover the principle or decision regarding any point; for it is not rarely the case with those works that in one place a principle appears to be laid down as decisive, but in another (perhaps at the distance of many pages) will be seen a passage which refutes and explodes the former and establishes another. Translations of those works could not therefore be of great use to those who cannot devote much
time to a diligent study of their contents. Besides, now-a-days the judges for the most part consider it safe and convenient to follow the decisions of their learned predecessors, instead of taking the trouble of ascertaining for themselves the law on the point or points at issue.* Hence, the principles laid down in the previous decisions and the opinions of the law officers followed in those decisions or admitted by the courts of justice, form in a great degree the practical part of the law. Consequently in the present state of legal practice it will not be enough if a digest included only the principles contained in the law treatises and the authorities on which they rest; but to be practically useful, such a work was needed as will comprise all the principles laid down in the current law treatises, the unreversed or final decisions, and the admitted law opinions, illustrated by precedents. Moreover it is required to be not only in the vernacular but also in English, inasmuch as all the desiderata are not to be found in any single English book, and perhaps not in all of those hitherto written. It is moreover very difficult for a person to procure a large number of the English books on the subjects in question, and still more so, if he be in possession of them, to find out what he requires without losing much time in the attempt. To compile a work of the above description required, I confess, more learning and talent than I possess. But as no one more experienced came forward to undertake this arduous task, and the want of such a work continued to be felt by both Mosussil and

* They ought, however, to be warned that, amongst the decisions said to be passed in accordance with the Hindu law, there are some which are not correct and accurate with reference to that law; and as decrees are in themselves not law but merely the application of the law to particular cases, and as the dispensers of justice are by their oaths bound to decide each case upon its own merits in conformity with law, usage, and principles of justice, they should not (and cannot conscientiously) follow a precedent without being satisfied that that precedent is in conformity with the law they are to administer. Precedents, therefore, ought to be applied after great consideration and with due circumspection.
metropolitan practitioners, and others, I engaged myself
to write a work of the above description.

It at first seemed to me that it would be sufficient to
supply the *vyavasthás* or principles in Bengalee and English,
with authorities and precedents bearing thereupon. But it
occurred to me that if I did not give the Sanskrit passages
expressive of those principles and the texts of the holy
sages and other great authors on the authority whereof
those principles were laid down, there would still be left
for the ingenious portion of the *Pandits* a field to work
upon. And the little experience that I have had in this
department of jurisprudence suggested to me that it was
necessary to publish at least two separate books one
for the Bengal school and the other for the remaining
schools, as it is very difficult to preserve all along
the distinction between the laws as current in Bengal and
those in the other schools, so much so that even Sir
William Macnaghten, who seems to have taken much
care about it, has sometimes forgotten it, and blended
the special doctrines of one school with those of another.
But even were I careful in making the distinctions
throughout, still the reader who would not make himself
master of them, would very probably overlook them and
fall into error.* Add to this the vernacular language of
the different schools not being one and the same, the
principles, precedents, &c. having reference to Bengal
required to be translated into Bengalee, and those pecu-
liar to the other schools into the vernaculars of those
provinces, at least into *Urdú*, which in a manner is under-

---

* "In a general compilation," says Mr. Colebrooke, "where the authorities
are greatly multiplied, and the doctrines of many different schools and of
numerous authors are contrasted and compared, the reader is at a loss to collect
the doctrines of a particular school and follow the train of reasoning by which
they are maintained. He is confounded by the perpetual conflict of discordant
opinions and jarring deductions, and by the frequent transition from the posi-
tions of one sect to the principles of another."—*Dá. bkd.* Pref. p. iii.
high authority, such as the Vira-mitrodaya, Viodda-ratndakara, &c., have been arranged in each section and chapter, then under each Vyavastha is inserted the reason* for it, (if any,) and after that, is cited the authority or authorities relative to that Vyavastha.† If any term, phrase or passage required explanation, a letter within parenthesis is placed after that, and an explanation thereof is given in the words of some Commentator or Digest-writer in a following paragraph beginning with the same letter within parenthesis.‡ If a principle was deducible or derivable from an authority or the explanation thereof, that also has been put down with reason and further authority or authorities, if any.§ The annotations consist of passages taken principally from the works of European writers on Hindu law with the numbers of the Vyavasthas to which they relate.|| These are generally for the corroboration or further elucidation of the Vyavasthas to which they refer, and sometimes for the purpose of showing the erroneous views which have been taken by those writers. Then in foot-notes are given the pages of the precedents bearing on, or relative to, each of the Vyavasthas, and also such matters as are more minute and cannot fail to be interesting.¶ Again to save the reader time and trouble the

* Reason is given, because—"The reason of the law is the life of the law: for though a man can tell the law, if he knows not the reason thereof, he shall soon forget his superficial knowledge. But if he findeth the right reason of the law, and so bringeth it to his natural reason, that he comprehendeth it as his own, this will not only serve him for the undertaking of that particular case, but of many others for 'cognitio legis est copulata et complicata': and this knowledge will long remain with him." (Ld. Coke upon Litt. Sec. 283.)

The Sage VRTRAPATI ordains:—"Decision must not be given solely by having recourse to the letter of the written codes, since, if no decision is made according to the reason of the law, there might be a failure of justice." YAJNAVARTI too says:—If two texts differ, reason (or that which it best supports) must in practice prevail."

For instance,—

† See pages 100—116. ‡ See pages 102—108.
§ See pages 116 and 150. || See pages 101 and 113.
¶ See pages 100—108.
names of the parties and courts, and the dates of the decisions, leaving the reader to procure, and refer to, the original books, a complete set of which (at least those of the Privy Council, and the late Sudder and Supreme Courts of Madras and Bombay) is not to be easily procured in this country, and if at all procurable the above books would very likely cost the purchaser more than twenty times the price of the present work (the Vyavastha-chnadrikā), and even then without a translation in the Vernacular these would be of little or no use to the Practitioners ignorant of English. I have therefore considered it proper to give in Urdu as well as in English the important portions of well-nigh the whole of the important cases including the Sudder Decisions for the years 1851 to 1862, which are not noticed even in any of the abstract Digests of cases.

In the late Supreme Courts and in the Original Side of the present High Courts the Hindū law did and does, govern suits between Hindūs with respect to contracts, succession and inheritance in general,* and in the other Courts of British India—with respect to succession, inheritance, marriage, castes, and religious usages, institutions, &c.† All these, therefore, have been made the subjects

---

* The statute 21st Geo. III, Chapter 70, provides "that their inheritance and succession to lands, rents, and goods and all matters of contract and dealing between party and party shall be determined, in the case of the Mahomedans by the laws and usages of Mahomedans, and in the case of Gentoo by the laws and usages of Gentoo."

† By Section 15, Regulation IV, 1793, re-enacted for Benares and the Upper Provinces by Regulation V of 1793, Section 3, and Regulation III of 1803, Section 16, it is provided that "in suits regarding succession, inheritance, marriage, and caste, and all religious usages and institutions, the Hindū laws with regard to Hindū are to be considered as the general rules by which the Judges are to form their decisions." Although the provisions in the enactments cited would appear to exclude cases of contract, yet there are questions incidentally involved in this subject, and it is so inter-woven with cases which it is the duty of the Courts to decide agreeably to the Hindū law, that attention to the principles of the one may be essential to the due adjudication of the other. For instance, in a claim of inheritance the defendant may plead a title by purchase, and the question will arise as to how far the ancestor was at liberty to contract.—See Macnaghten's Hindū Law, Preliminary remarks, pp. vii, viii.
of the entire Vyavasthá-chandriká, and not the whole of the eighteen titles* of the Vyavahára kánda of the Dharma-shástra. Of these again as questions connected with succession, inheritance, usage, maintenance, partition, and exclusion from inheritance, marriage, Strí-dhana, adoption, gift and sale are frequently brought before the British Courts of Justice, they have been copiously treated of, while the other subjects have been briefly adverted to, they being generally adjusted by reference to private arbitration. And, designed as this work is for practical utility, I have omitted those questions regarding inheritance &c., which are obsolete in the present (kali) age, such as the succession of the various descriptions of sons other than the oursa, dattaka, and kríttrima, and of those born of mothers of tribes different from their husband, and also questions regarding slavery which latter are not tried in the Courts of British India.

The first volume of the Vyavasthá-chandriká in Sanskrit and Urdu is also out. This volume contains the Sanskrit texts and passages with the names of the books from which they are taken. This and Volume I in English exactly correspond with each other, in Vyavasthas, reasons, authorities, precedents and all other matters.

The second volume, which will contain chapters on partition; marriage, Strí-dhana, exclusion from inheritance, adoption &c., will, it is hoped, be soon ready for publication with a corresponding volume in Sanskrit and Urdu.

* Of those titles the first is debt, or loans for consumption; the second, deposits and loans for use; the third, sale without ownership; the fourth, concerns among partners; the fifth, subtraction of what has been given; the sixth, non-payment of wages or hire; the seventh, non-performance of agreements; the eighth, rescission of sales and purchases; the ninth, disputes between master and servant; the tenth, contests on boundaries; the eleventh and twelfth assault and slander; the thirteenth, larceny; the fourteenth, robbery and other violence; the fifteenth, adultery; the sixteenth, altercation between man and wife, and their respective duties; the seventeenth, the law of inheritance; the eighteenth, gaming with dice and with living creatures. These eighteen titles of law are settled as the groundwork of all judicial procedure in this world.—Manu, Ch. viii, ss. 4—7.
I cannot close these remarks without expressing my deep indebtedness to Rájá Kamala Krishna Deva Bahádur, the head of the Hindú Community of Calcutta, who following the noble example of the illustrious Rájás of olden times, more especially of his own high-minded grandfather the late Rájá Nava-krishna Deva Bahádur, and father the late Rájá Ráj-krishna Deva Bahádur, has generously patronized the present work by materially aiding me in carrying it through the press, for which act of high-mindedness and favor to one in my position, I would beg here to record my most grateful thanks to the noble Rájá. I cannot likewise omit to tender my best thanks to Pandit Hurish-chunder Kavi-ratna, Additional Professor of Sanskrit in the Presidency College, who has rendered me great and valuable assistance in the preparation of this work, as well as in carrying it through the press.

I now conclude by observing that, keeping strictly in view a compiler's duty, as I have inserted herein nothing without authority, and as neither time nor labor has been spared in making the present work replete with useful matters, and complete in its kind, and at the same time in adapting it for the study of students as well as for reference in the conduct of cases and administration of justice, I may venture to hope that the present work will meet the same approbation and receive the same patronage of the public, especially of our generous Government, as the Vyavastha-darpana has already done. With these prefatory remarks I now present this volume to a liberal and discerning public to judge of its merits whilst its approbation will, to me, be my best reward after such arduous and unremitting labors, and at the same time this appreciation of my toils will encourage me, no doubt, to still farther and greater exertions towards the speedy compilation of the 2nd volume.
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To ensure the proper pronunciation principally of the Sanskrit words in Part I of this work, I have written them according to the following Romanized system, partially modified from that which was originally proposed in the first volume of the Asiatic Researches, and followed by Sir William Jones, Mr. H. Colebrooke, and others.
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I: as i in fit.
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E: as the first e in there, ai in pain, or the Frech ɛ.
O: as o in go.
Oi: as oi in heroine, or as the Greek diphthong oi in poimen, a shepherd.
Ou : as ou in out.
Oy : as oy in joy or boy.
Kh : as kh in black-hole.*
G : as g in gewgaw.
Gh : as gh in big-house.*

Ch: as ch in chalk.
Chh: as chh in much-haste.*
Jh: as geh in college-hall.*
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D: as d in daw, or soft as in da (Portuguese.)
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Ph: as ph in Thea.
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Sh: as sh in shot.
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ABBREVIATIONS.

B. L. R. For Bengal Law Reports.
Bom. H. C. R. " Bombay High Court Reports.
C. R. " Civil Rulings.
C. J. " Chief Justice.

* When pronounced together or indistinctly.
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VYAVASTHÁ-CHANDRIKÁ.

BOOK I.
ON OWNERSHIP, RIGHT, HERITAGE, &c.

CHAPTER I.
ON OWNERSHIP, RIGHT, AND HERITAGE.

SECTION I.
On Ownership and Proprietary Right.

1. An owner is by inheritance (a), purchase, Vyavasthá, partition (b), seizure (c), or finding (d). Acceptance (e) for a Bráhmana, conquest for a Kshatriya, gain for a Voishya and Shúdra are additional (causes of property and ownership).*—GOUTAMA.

"These eight, says GOUTAMA, are causes of property and ownership, not possession and enjoyment."—Mit. Sans. p. 41.

(a) 'Inheritance.'] Gain by inheritance; that is, a right which Explanation. a son or the like acquires by birth over property of the father or the like. GOUTAMA explains in the following passage the origin of the son’s title to the paternal estate:—"The venerable teachers direct that ownership to wealth is acquired by birth alone.”—Sôri Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 27.


(b) 'Partition' intends heritage subject to obstruction.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 13.

(b) "Partition." [Partition which confers a special or exclusive ownership on the sons, and the like, over the paternal estate.—Smri. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 27.

(c) 'Seizure or Occupation' is the appropriation of water, grass, wood and the like not previously appertaining to any other (person as owner.)—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 13. Vide Smri. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 27.

(d) 'Finding (adhi-gama)' is the discovery of a hidden treasure or the like.—Ibid.

(e) 'Acceptance' is an additional mode of acquisition exclusively appertaining to a Brāhmaṇa. Likewise, for a Kṣatriya, what is obtained by victory is peculiar. Nirvishṭam, or what is gained in the way of hire by agriculture and the like, is for a Voisīya peculiar, and so is for a Śūdra, Nirvishṭam, or what is earned in the form of wages by doing service to the regenerate. Thus, the meaning of the law of Goutama, prescribing the several modes of acquisition, must be understood.—Smri. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 27.

(e) For a Brāhmaṇa, that which is obtained by acceptance or the like, is additional; not common (to all the tribes). 'Additional' is understood in the subsequent sentence: for a Kṣatriya, what is obtained by victory, or by amercement or the like, is peculiar. In the next sentence, 'additional' is again understood: what is gained or earned by agriculture, keeping of cattle, (traffic,) and so forth, is for a Voisīya peculiar; and so is, for a Śūdra, that which is earned in the form of wages, by obedience to the regenerate and by similar means.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 13.

Thus likewise, among the various causes of property which are familiar to mankind, whatever has been stated as peculiar to certain mixed classes in the direct or inverse order of the tribes, (as the driving of horses, which is the profession of the Sūtas, and so forth,) is indicated by the word "earned" (nirvishṭa): for all such acquisitions assume the form of wages or hire; and the noun (nirvedha) is exhibited in the Trikāntī as signifying wages.—Ibid.

ON OWNERSHIP, &c.

If these reasons exist, the person is owner.* These being known (to exist) he is acknowledged to be the owner or proprietor.†

If these reasons exist, the son, &c., the purchaser, the sharer, the seizer, and the finder, become respectively the owners of the property derived from the father, and the rest, sold, divided, seized and found.—Śrī Chan. Chap. I Clause 27.

2. Acquisition made through any of the virtuous or popular means recognized by the world produces Ownership and Proprietary Right.

There are seven virtuous means of acquiring property: Authority, succession, gain (lābha);* purchase or exchange, which are allowed to all classes; conquest, which is peculiar to the military class; lending at interest (prayoga), husbandry or commerce (karma-yoga), which belong to the mercantile class; and acceptance of presents by the Sacerdotal class from respectable people (f).—Manu, Chap. X, Vachana 115.

(f) Seven means of acquiring property, viz., inheritance and the rest, are said to be virtuous. ‘Inheritance’—wealth by descent; gain (lābha)—gain of a hidden treasure or presents from friends.

† The original of this passage is “ज्ञतेषु जग्यते मनवि,” (Mit Sans. p. 170), the literal rendering of which would therefore be—“These being known, he is known to be the owner.” Mr. Colebrooke, however, has rendered the passage by—“If they take place, he becomes proprietor.” See his Translation of the Mītakṣarād Chap. I, Sect. i, § 13.
‡ Sir W. Jones renders the word “लोभ” by ‘occupancy or donation’ which seems to be at variance not only with the lexicographical meaning of the word, but also with the interpretations of the Commentators,—more especially with that of Kālika-Bhatta, whose Commentary he has implicitly followed in his translation, and from which he has supplied the inexactitude put in italics as in the translation of the above text. (See his Preface p. xv.) Kālika-Bhatta’s first interpretation of the word ‘लोभ’ is the same as that of ‘adhi-gama’ used in the text of Gautama already cited (pp. 1 & 2), which Mr. Colebrooke renders by ‘finding’, and then according to the interpretation given in the Mītakṣarād, he (Mr. Colebrooke) says—“finding is the discovery of a hidden treasure.” (See ante, p. 2). The other interpretation given by Kālika-Bhatta of the word ‘लोभ’ is ‘presents from friends and the like.’ A translation of Kālika-Bhatta’s Commentary on the above text is therefore given just below the text itself, in order that the reader may see and judge for himself.
and the like, these three are the virtuous means of acquisition for all the four classes. Wealth (gained) by victory is a virtuous acquisition for a Kshatriya on account of (its being obtained by) conquest. The investing of wealth at interest &c., (prayoga), also agriculture and trade or commerce, are the virtuous means (of acquisition) for a Vaishya. The acceptance of a gift or present is a virtuous means (of acquisition) for a Brähmana.—Kultûka-Bhatta’s Commentary on the above text.

**Authority.** If it be asked then, what rule is there to show that such a mode of acquisition has been recognized by the world, and such a mode has not? the same author (Bhava-Nātha) states: „A Smrīti or code of law, like Grammar and the rest, has been framed in order to show what are the rules established in the world from the earliest period.” The purport is, that such modes of acquisition alone as have, from the beginning, been recognized by the world, are capable of conferring ownership; that they are necessary to be learnt in order to ascertain how property can be acquired in both worldly and religious matters; and that, therefore, with the object of showing what are the modes of acquisition, thus recognized by the world, the Institutes of law (Dharma-Smrīti) framed by Gautama and others set forth:—“An owner is by inheritance, purchase, &c.”—Smrī. Chan. Chap. I Clause 27.

**Authority.** It cannot be alleged that ownership (svāmyam) is but nominally said to be deducible from the śūdra, for, the reason why it should be considered as deducible from the śūdra has been set forth by Sanghara-Kāra in the following passage. “One cannot be the owner of a property, simply because he is in possession of it, for, does it not occur that possession by one of another’s property is obtained even by theft or other nefarious means? Therefore, ownership is deducible from the śūdra alone, and not from mere possession.” The meaning of this passage is that a thing cannot be concluded to be the property of one simply because it remains in his possession, for, if so, one that obtains possession of another’s property by theft or the like, would have also to be called the owner of such property.—Ibid, Cl. 24.

The following are the principal means of acquisition, to which persons can have recourse in times of distress:—
what is gained by infringing restrictions is property,"—that the author meant that what is gained even by any nefarious means is also property; inasmuch as, he himself has denied that it is so, by saying—"It should not be alleged, that even what is obtained by robbery or other nefarious means would be property. For, proprietary right in such instances is not recognized by the world, and it disagrees with received practice."—Mīt. In. Chap. I, Sect. 1, § 11.

So, what is deducible or inferrible from the above passage is that—

Vyavasthā. 4. Any thing which is acquired by honest means is the property of its acquirer, the same being recognised by the world; and such acquisition produces both his Ownership (Swāmya) and property or Proprietary right (Swatvā) according to received practice.

Proprietary right defined. 5. Proprietary right in a thing consists in the capability of its being alienated at will by its acquirer.

Annotations.

5. Sangraha-kāra, adverting to 'swatvā,' proceeds to describe how both 'swatvā,' and 'swāmya,' are inferrible from the Śāstra alone. "A thing cannot be said to be the property (swatvā) of a man, simply because he can, at will, exercise the power of alienation over the same, for, alienation of every thing is subject to the restrictions of law." The meaning of this passage is:—one cannot argue 'I do not say that a thing is the property (swāmy) of one, because it is in his possession, but I say that a thing over which the power of alienation may be exercised by one at will is his property. This cannot be said to be a fallacious reasoning, for, a thing usurped and the like are not to be alienated at will, and cannot, consequently, be called the property of the usurper, and the like.' Dhāreshwāra Sūri also maintains the same principle.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 24.
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We do not call that the property of one over which he Authority can perform the act of alienation at will (Yatheshta Vini-
yojyam), but we call that his property which is capable of being alienated (by him) at will (Yatheshta Vinyogdarham). Smri. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 25.

Even if there should be no such act as alienation at will, Authority a thing may be called capable of being alienated at will. Accordingly BHAVA-NÁTHA, in his Nyáya-viveka, says, "That which was acquired by one is to him capable (of being alienated at will)") The particle "Cha," used in the above passage of BHAVA-NÁTHA, is intended to denote that, in his opinion, capability to be alienated at will admits of being defined just in the same manner as "Swatwa" or property does. To avoid supposing that if so, a property obtained by theft would be also capable of being alienated at will by the thief, the same author (BHAVA-NÁTHA) adds, "The modes of acquisition by birth, &c., are the modes recognized by popular practice." The meaning is, that such acquisitions only as are made by birth, purchase, partition, seizure, finding and the like, are recognized by the world, and they alone* confer ownership and not an acquisition made by theft or the like.—Smri. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 27.

Property (Swatwa) too, like ownership (Swámya), must Observation be understood to be deducible from the shástra alone, Swámya and Swatwa† being both of the same quality, and the arguments urged in reference to one of them to show that it is deducible from the shástra applying with equal force to the other.—Smri. Chan. Cl. 24.

* Here in a note, the learned Translator of Smriti-chandrika says:—"This is opposed to the principle of Mútrakhard, which maintains that even what is gained by infringing the restrictions is property" (Smri. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 27. Note). But such is not exactly the case, see Nyauastha No. 4, and the pass-ages just above it.

†Property (Swatwa) has reference to the thing, and ownership (Swámya) to the person. The relation which a thing bears to its owner is called "Swatwa," and the relation which an owner bears to his property is called "Swámya."
SECTION II.
ON HERITAGE, &c.

6. The term 'heritage' (dāya) signifies that wealth which becomes the property of another, solely by reason of relation(a) to the owner.—Mit. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 2.

Explanation.
(a) The expression "solely by reason of relation to the owner"—obviates the possible use of the word 'heritage' in speaking of gift and the like. That relation, originating from birth, study, marriage, and so forth, is filiation, fellowship in study (of the veda), conjugal union or the like.—Vide Coleb. Dig. (Lon. Ed.) Vol. II, p. 517.

Nīla-Kanṭha says:—"Wealth not re-united nor put back again into a common stock, and (still) admitting of partition, is 'Heritage.' By 'not re-united,' I mean to exclude wealth (never before joint, and now first) united for purposes of gain or the like, because the term 'partition of heritage' does not apply to dividing of (wealth) thrown together by merchants. In like manner, we must also exclude re-united property, in the sense in which that term will hereafter be defined. Even as (we find) in the Smṛiti-sangraha: 'That which is received through the father (b) and that received through a mother, are described by the term 'Heritage.' The partition of it is now related.' And in the Nighantu it is said: 'The learned define heritage to be, wealth of a father (b), which admits of partition.'"—Vyāv, Mayā. Chap. IV, Sec. ii, § 1.

(b) The word 'father' is merely put to denote relations in general as a part for the whole.—Ibid.

Annotations.

6. The term "dāya," signifies proprietary right in wealth (acquired) solely by reason of relationship to (its) owner. Thus the Nighantu-kāra: "Sages call a father's wealth, liable to partition, 'dāya' (heritage)." Vir. Mit. (Sans.) p. 160.

Here also the term 'father' is indicative of any relation, the word 'dāya' being applicable in the case of other relatives also.—Ibid.
So also Devánanda Bhatta:—"If it be asked what is the wealth called 'heritage (dáya),' the Nighantu-kára (the Lexicographer) says,—'The Learned define heritage to be the wealth of a father, which admits of partition.' The meaning is, the Learned call by the name 'Dáya' (heritage) the wealth descending from the father and the like, and which admits of partition. Hence Dháreshwara describes 'heritage' as follows:—'By heritage is meant that wealth which descends either from the father or from the mother.' The particle 'Cha' used in the above text of Dháreshwara shows that the property inherited from others, besides the father and mother, is also included in the term 'heritage.'"—Smri. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 3—6.

The Mitáksará defines the term 'heritage (dáya)' to be wealth which becomes the property of another solely by reason of relation to the owner.* This is not right, (as) in such a case the objection (that would arise) is, that the term 'dáya' would be applicable to the husband's wealth, which becomes property of the wife by reason of (her) relationship to the husband.† This, however, is opposed to the Veda, which declares females incompetent to inherit.‡ Our opinion, therefore, is, § that—

7. The term 'heritage' signifies only that wealth which is capable of partition (c) and which becomes chandrida &c.

Annotations.

7. Since the partition, which takes place in respect of partible property devolving from a father on his sons, is called 'partition of heritage'; it follows that such property is (dáya) 'heritage'; and

* Ante p. 3, Vyas. 6.
† This is according to the text "wealth common to the married pair." See Coleb. Dig. (Lon. Ed.) Vol. III, p. 488.
‡ This text of the Veda applies not to widowed wives, not also to daughters, mother, grandmother and great grandmother, who, as exceptions to the above, do inherit under special texts. See Coleb. Dig. (Lon. Ed.) Vol. III, p. 525.
§ Smriti Chan, Sann. p. 22.
the property of another solely by reason of relation to the owner.—Smri. Chan. Chap. IV, Cl. 11.

(c) “Capable of partition,”—that is, liable to be partitioned by the heirs possessing a pre-existing heritable right as well as a right to enforce a partition.†

Consequently,—

Vyavasthā.

8. The share or property which is received by a wife, mother or grandmother upon a partition being made (by heirs), is not ‘heritage,’ she having had no pre-existent heritable right, nor a right to enforce the partition, and the portion received by her being given her by way of maintenance, and not inheritance.†

Authority.

The wealth of a wife or widow, (which is) not liable to partition, is not ‘heritage.’ Accordingly a stri-dhana derived from the husband is always impartible; division of property between husband and wife never being seen in the world, and Hātra having declared that ‘partition does not take place between a wife and her lord.’ It must, therefore, be understood that a mother is entitled not to a partition of

Annotations.

since the term ‘heritage’ is also used to signify property of which no partition is made: participation, not partition, is strictly intended.—Coleb. Dig. (Lon. Ed.) Vol. II, p. 503.

8. The result of much discussion as to the interest that the wife has in partition by, or in the life of, the husband, is, that it is incidental; it not being competent to her to claim it in her own right.—Stra. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.), p. 188.

* Krishna-Swamy Iyer’s translation of the above paragraph of the Smriti-chandrika contains many more words, owing perhaps to the passage of the manuscript copy (in Sanscrit) from which that translation was made containing more words than the passage in the printed copy, of which the above is a translation, and which is to be found at page 22 of the Smriti-chandrika published by the Ex-professor of Hindu Law in the Calcutta Government Sanscrit College.

† See Proceedents, pp. 1—5; see also Partition.
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heritage in adjustment of a pre-existent right, but simply
to take so much of the wealth as she stands in need of.
Hence, such a mother alone as is destitute of wealth, and
not a mother generally, is declared in another Smiti or
(book of) law to be entitled to receive a share. "A mother,
if she be dowerless, shall, in a partition by sons, take an
equal share."—Smriti Chan. Chap. IV, Cl. 11 & 12.

The meaning is that, during partition by sons, subsequent to Explanation.
the decease of the father, the mother will take an equal share,
only where she has no dower, i.e., her own separate property.
The word ‘mother’ includes a step-mother, it being said by
Vishnu, "mothers receive allotments according to the shares of
sons." By the qualifying terms ‘if she be dowerless,’ made use of
in the text, (para. 12,*) it is inferrible that where a mother, by
means of her own separate property, is able to maintain herself
and perform such religious duties (requiring for their accomplish-
ment the use of wealth) as are observable by her, she can take
no share out of her husband’s property. If the separate property
of a mother be insufficient for the above purposes, then she, not-
withstanding her possession of such property, is to take a share,
which, however, is not to be equal to that of a son, but less than
that, and proportionate to her wants. Accordingly, where the es-
tate forming the subject of partition is large, the mother, though
destitute of separate property, is not to take an equal share, but
such an inferior share as may be sufficient to meet her own
wants. The condition imposed by the expression—‘If she be
dowerless’—shows that the taking of a share by the mother is
on account of her necessity, and not by right of inheritance, as
is the case with brothers. By a mother taking, not a fixed share
but only so much as she stands in need of, the word ‘equal’ used
in the text, (para. 12,†) is not rendered useless; for, the word
serves to debar her, where the partible estate is small, from
claiming more than the share of a son, on the score of its being
needed by her. — Ibid. Cl. 13—17.

As to what is said by Vishnu (para. 7,†) that daughters
too are entitled to allotments according to the shares of
sons, there also it must be understood that this is not by
right of inheritance, as in the case of brothers, but simply
for the purpose of defraying the expenses of their marriages.
The reasons are,—1stly, Because they possess no right of
inheritance in respect of a property, which, though they

* Of the Smriti-chandrika.
† Of the Smriti-chandrika.
have acquired an interest in it by birth, has not become their independent property, (notwithstanding the demise of the father) from its being partible not among them, (but among the sons only.)—2ndly, Because the adjective ‘un-married’ is used in the text of Vishnu (para. 7,*) before the word ‘daughter.’—Ibid. Cl. 18.

9. But, where on the extinction of an owner’s right, a woman, by right as an heiress, takes his wealth, that is certainly ‘heritage (dáya),’ because that is not given her as maintenance, but taken by her as inheritance.

Authority.

That is declared by the author of the Vir-mitra doya in the interpretation of this text of Nárada—“Where a division of paternal estate is instituted by sons, that becomes a topic of litigation called by the wise partition of heritage.” ‘Paternal,’ ‘by sons,’ both these expressions indicate relation in general, since that is determined in respect of a widow and others also concerning the wealth of a husband and the rest.—Vê. Mi. (Sansk.) p. 159.

10. Heritage is of two sorts: unobstructed [*a-prati-bandha(d)], and liable to obstruction [*sa-prati-bandha(e)].†—Mit. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 3.

Explanation. (d) The wealth of the father or of the paternal grandfather, becomes the property of his sons or of his grandsons in right of their being his sons or grandsons; and that is an inheritance not liable to obstruction.—Ibid.

(e) But property devolves on paternal uncles, brothers and the rest, upon the demise of the owner, if there be no male issue; and thus the actual existence of a son and the survival of the owner are impediments to the succession; and on their ceasing, the property devolves (on the successor) in right of his being uncle or brother (as the case may be). This is an inheritance subject to obstruction. The same holds good in respect of their sons and other descendants.—Ibid.

* Of the Smriti-chandrika.
† Vide Precedents, pp. 6 & 112.
(d. e.) Nilakanta's description of the above is more perspicuous:—"This heritage is of two kinds, obstructed and unobstructed: when the life of the owner of the property or that of his sons, or other (heirs), is interposed, that (property) is termed obstructed (heritage); for instance, the wealth of uncles and the like. But where ownership accrues to sons, or other (next heirs), solely from affinity to the owner, without reference to other means of acquiring property, (the heritage) is then unobstructed, as the wealth of a father.—Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sec. ii, § 2.

(d. e.) Mitra Misra is still more perspicuous. He says, Ditto. "This heritage is of two kinds: 'unobstructed (a-prati-bandha), and obstructed (sa-prati-bandha). The (heritable) right of a son and the rest in the wealth of a father and the rest being created by relation as son and so forth, that, notwithstanding the existence of the owner, is their unobstructed heritage, their right having been generated by birth, and the same not being obstructed by the existence of the owner. But as to the wealth of a separated and un-reunited son dying without a son, which becomes the heritage of his father, brother and the rest, that is obstructed (heritage), because there the existence of the owner was the obstruction to (their) right being accrued."—Vi. Mit. (Sans.) page 160.

11. Where a division of the paternal (f) estate is instituted by sons (g), that becomes a topic of litigation called by the wise 'partition of heritage.'—Nárada.†

(f) 'Paternal' here implies any relation, which is a cause of property.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 5.

* Thus the heritable pretension of the son of a Hindū being immediate in 'a-prati-bandha—a heritage not liable to obstruction,' answering with us, to the heir apparent, whose right, if he outlive his ancestor, is indefeasible; while that of remoter heirs, as of brothers, uncles, and others, is distinguish- ed, as being liable to obstruction, (sa-prati-bandha,) by the intervening birth of nearer ones, so that their title is not apparent, but presumptive only.—Sra. H. I. (2nd Ed.) Vol. I, p. 131.
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‘Father and son’ indicate any relation, since it is applicable also to the property inherited by a widow and others from their husband and the rest.—Vi. Mt. p. 159.

(g) The word ‘sons’ includes (by synecdoche) grandsons, and the rest.—Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. iii, § 1.

SECTION III.

HERITABLE RIGHT AND THE CAUSE THEREOF.

It has been shown, that property (proprietary right) is a matter of popular recognition; and the (heritable) right of sons and the rest, by birth, is most familiar to the world, as cannot be denied.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 23.

This maxim, that the grandfather’s own acquisition should not be given away while a son or grandson is living, indicates a proprietary interest by birth.—Ibid., § 24. Therefore,—

12. It is a settled point that property (i. e., heritable right) in the paternal or ancestral estate is by birth (a).—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 27.

Annotations.

12. In fact, property is temporal,—the received practice in the world is, that the ownership or right of a son and the rest in the wealth of a father and the rest is generated immediately upon the birth of the former.—Vi. Mit. (Sansk.) p. 163.

That an indefeasible inchoate right is created by birth, seems to be universally admitted, though much argumentative discussion has been used to establish that this alone is not sufficient to create proprietary right.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 2.

The inchoate right, that has been alluded to, renders the sons, as has been seen, in some sort, co-proprietors with the father of the family property, to the extent of giving them, under particular circumstances, claims upon it in his life, which consistently with the

* See Vyavasthás, 28, 29 and the authorities &c. relative thereto, see also Precedents, pp 6—16 and 42.
Goutama explains in the following passage the origin of authority: the son’s title to the paternal estate—“The venerable teachers direct that ownership to wealth is acquired by birth alone.” (a)—Smri. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 27.

(a) “By birth alone.” By the very formation of the fetus in the mother’s womb.—Ibid.

According to Dhāreshwara-Āchārya,—The ownership of sons and the rest, in the wealth of the father is not generated previously during his life, but is produced by partition. And the author of Smriti says the same. But it is not so; for, from the plain sense of this text: “Even by birth, ownership in wealth is obtained,”*: and from other similar ones, it is evident, that, ownership in the father’s wealth, depending on the filial relation, is generated even by the production of a son.—Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sec. i, § 3.

Annotations.

Spirit and intention of the law, it is not in his power altogether to bar. Vesting in them, however, by birth, they attach more upon that part of it which has been inherited by him, than upon what he may have himself acquired; the title to property descended from ancestors being considered to be in him and them, so far the same, that, upon partition by him taking place, the law regulates the distribution; whereas, with regard to the rest of what he possesses, it leaves it more at his discretion.—Stra. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) pp. 177, 178.

* This text is to be found also in the Middghard (Chap. I, Sec. i, § 27), where its learned Translator (Mr. Colebrooke) seems to have inadvertently omitted the translation of the Sanscrit word “eva (even, alone, or only).” The same is, however, rendered by the Translators of the Vyavahra-mayātha and Smriti-chandrika. But the former has translated it by ‘even,’ and the latter by ‘alone.’ Mr. Colebrooke, moreover, says that the above text is not to be found in Goutama’s Institutes. Nevertheless, it is to be found not only in the Middghard, but also in the Vyavahra-mayātha, Smriti-chandrika, Dēya-śāga, Viśvata-bhangārjana, and many other books of authority. The last is translated by Mr. Colebrooke himself, and there the word “eva” is rendered by ‘only.’ (See Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, Lon. Ed. p. 508.) The reader will be surprised to learn that the printed Institutes of the sages do not contain several of their texts which are to be found in the Digests and other works of undeniable authority.
13. From the foregoing texts, viz., "property (that is heritable right) in the paternal or ancestral wealth is by birth," and "ownership of wealth is acquired by birth alone," it follows that a son and grandson, whose heritable right accrues by birth, have no heritable right in, or claim to, such property as was paternal or ancestral, but has been disposed of before his birth.†

14. By 'birth'‡ is here to be understood also the foetal existence of a son or son's son, though his coming out of the mother's womb must be awaited.§

Because, if the issue be a male and alive, it would at once succeed, if a daughter, she may or may not succeed (as the case may be), whilst a still-born child would not in any case affect the succession to the inheritance.

VASHISHTHA.—A share of the heritage with the brothers shall be allotted to those widows (i) who have no offspring, but are supposed pregnant, to be held by them until they (severally) bear sons.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III. (Lon. Ed.) p. 86.

Annotations.

14. It is not necessary that the heir should be actually born; it is sufficient that he was begotten and afterwards born with vitality: when born with vitality, it is of no moment how soon after the child may expire; the right of inheritance is acquired, and the inheritance devolves on the heirs of the child.—Estb. In. Sect. 84.

14. If a widow of a deceased co-heir happen to be pregnant at the time of his death, or be supposed to be so, either partition should wait, or a share should be set aside, to abide the contingency of her having an after-born son; failing which, it reverts, and is distributable subject to the maintenance of the widow.—Stras. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) page 207.

* See ante, pp. 14, 15. † See Precedents, pp. 6, 15, 49, 72. ‡ In page 14. § See Precedents pp. 15, 16, and Vyavasthi Darpawa, (2nd Ed.) pp. 8—9.
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(i) Widows here signify wives of deceased brothers. If they be supposed likely to bear sons, shares must be also allotted to them: consequently, the meaning is that shares are only allotted to the widows for the behoof of their sons (to be born).—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lon. Ed.) Page 86.

At the time of partition a share must be reserved for the sons of the widowed wives of the brothers, who are pregnant by their husbands, until the delivery of children; and if no male issue be produced, the above-mentioned shares should be taken by them, that is, by the living brothers: such is the meaning.—Vi. Chk. p. 292.

Although the child in the womb does not inherit, yet it suspends (for a time) the succession to the property to which it would succeed, (if born a male and alive;) for, were it held otherwise, (that is, if any inheritance or property were vested in the child in utero immediately after the extinction of the owner’s right,) then, on its dying in utero, or abortion taking place, its own heir would inherit and not the heir of the owner, but this is inconsistent with the law and contrary to usage.†

15. The property which a child in the womb is to inherit on being born a male and alive, should, however, be deposited with his next friends (bandhus and mitraa) for safe custody until he attain majority.‡

KÁTTÁYANA:—Let them deposit, free from disbursement, the property of such as have not attained maturity, as well as of those who are absent. Likewise the property of minors should be preserved until they

* The rule will, however, be complied with if the child is factually in being, that is to say, conceived and in the mother’s womb. On this stand the undoubted rights of a posthumous son, which are admitted by all the schools and all the commentators. By “posthumous” a son is meant as conceived at the date of the ancestor’s death, in contradistinction to one not so conceived.—2 Nort. L. C. p. 422.

† A child in the womb takes no estate. In cases where, when the succession opens out, a female member of the family has conceived, the inheritance remains in abeyance until the result of the conception can be ascertained. If the child be still-born, the estate goes not to its heir, but to the heir of the last owner. Part of the decision in the case of Must. Goura Chowdrias v. Channu Kowdroy.—Suth. for 1864, c. r. p. 340.

‡ See Partition, and the Chapter on Minority and Guardianship.

**Vyavasthā.** 16. The term "birth,"* comprehends also the adoption of a son.†

Reason. Because, by adoption, the adopted is born again in the family of the adopter, and is thereby vested with heritable right in the estate of his adoptive father and grandfather; and from the moment of his adoption he (with his adoptive father) becomes the co-owner of such estate just as a legitimately begotten son is by, and from, his birth.

**Vyavasthā.** 17. The expression "property in the paternal and ancestral estate is by birth"* is taken and held to imply that the great-grandson, whose father and grandfather are dead, has also, by birth, a right in, and to, the estate of his great-grandfather.‡

**Annotations.**

16. An adopted son is a substitute for a son of the body, where none such exists, and is entitled to the same right and privileges. *Mān. H. L. Vol. I,* p. 18.

When he who has procreated a son gives him to another, and that child is born again by the rites of initiation, then his relation to the giver ceases, and relation to the adopter commences.—Coleb. *Dig. Bk. V. Chap. IV,* v. 183.

The theory of an adoption is a complete change of paternity; the son (adopted) is to be considered as one actually begotten by the adoptive father, and he is so in all respects save an incapacity to contract marriages in the family from which he was taken.—Mad. *H. C. R. Vol. I,* p. 490.

17. The right of representation is also admitted, as far as the great-grandson; and the grandson and great-grandson, the father of

* In *Vyavasthā 12.
† See *Precedents* pp. 16—19; see also Adoption.
‡ Only the sons of a deceased, including the adopted son, are certain to succeed, and their succession, therefore, is called unobstructed (s-praśīn-dhān), the "issue" including sons grandsons (son's sons), and great-grandsons (through grandsons).—Norton's *Leading Cases,* Part ii, p. 495.

See post, pp. 34, 47, also Chap. I, and Sections 1—VI of Chap. II, Book II, also Partition, and *Precedents,* pp. 115, 219, 222, 223, 477, 478, &c.
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Because, the term ancestral relates to the property of Reason. the ancestors in the second and third degrees as well as
in the first degree, and the term put-tra, or son, signifies
also a grandson and great-grandson (in the male line); and
because the great-grandson represents his deceased father
and grandfather, and has, by birth, a right in what they
had a right, as well as in what they died possessed of, vested
with, or entitled to.*

The word son, here used, is inclusive also of the son's son Authority.

The term 'son (put-tra),' here used, is inclusive of the Authority.
grandson and great-grandson (in the male line); for these
equally present oblations of food, and preserve the line.—

18. Of those, however, who have no right by Vyavasthā.
birth, the cause of heritable right is the same as

Annotations.

the one and the father and grandfather of the other being dead, will
take equal shares with their uncle and grand-uncle respectively.
Indeed the term 'put-tra,' or son, has been held to signify, in strict
acceptation, (also) 'a grandson and great-grandson.'—Macn. H.

A son dying in the life-time of the father leaving sons, representa-
tion takes place, proceeding as far as great-grandsons; upon
the ground of their conferring, by performance of funeral obsequies,
equal benefit on the ancestor; the key (as observed by Sir William
Jones) to the whole Indian Law of Inheritance.—Stru. H. L.

The collective term issue comprehending not only as many sons
as a man may chance to leave behind him, but sons' sons also, and
the sons of the latter, or great-grandsons.—Ibid. 2nd Ed. p. 124.

* See Vyavasthā No. 28 and the Authorities &c., relative thereto; see
also Proceedings pp. 111, 219, 477 &c.
that of (their) taking the heritage, namely, their survival at the time of the owner’s death.\footnote{Vide Precedents pp. 19-21, 31, 41, 107, 149, also Stra. H. L. 1, (2nd Ed.) p. 148.}

**Authority.** Survival at the moment of the owner’s death is the only circumstance recognized by law as creating right to inherit the property (of a deceased owner).† Therefore, wherever the property of one dying without issue (male in the male line) devolves on another by reason of the demise of the proprietor,‡ there that (i. e. survival) alone is considered as conferring a right on the inheritor to inherit (the property of the deceased).—Smū. Chan. Chap. IX, Sect. iii, Clause 5.

**Authority.** 19. Here, by the term “death,”§ physical death alone is not meant: it alludes also to a person’s

---

**Annotations.**

19. There are two occasions, upon either of which, wherever the Hindu law prevails, dominion may be transferred from the father in his life, without his consent, whether the property claimed by the sons to be divided be ancestral or acquired: These are voluntary devotion, by which a father is considered as having renounced it, and degradation from caste, by which it is forfeited.—Stra. H. L., Vol. 1, (2nd Ed.) p. 184.

Not only upon his demise, but upon his renunciation of worldly concerns with a view to ending his days in devotion, or, after

---

\footnote{The learned Translator of the Smū. Chandrika instead of ‘a deceased owner,’ has, in the above clause, used the words ‘deceased woman’; and the reason for his so doing appears to be, that in the clause just above it woman’s property is treated of, but the following Clause (i. e. Clause 5) indicating only an inference drawn from the preceding cannot but be a general one; and, that it is actually so, is manifest from the Sanskrit words, dharmasvadīnā (of the owner of property) being used in the masculine gender, and, more especially, from the following or concluding sentence (in Cl. 5); as is expressly mentioned by the Translator himself in the following note, at p. 21 of his translation.}

\footnote{“This refers to a proprietor, male or female.”—Note by the Translator of the Smū. Chandrika.}

\footnote{In Vyavasthā 18.}
(b) After withdrawing his affection (from things of this world,) if he abdicate his estate in this form "let this be no longer mine," then indeed property is divested by abdication; and afterwards, even though temporal inclinations revive, the property is not renewed. The resignation can only be known from the declaration of the party.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, (Lon. Ed.) pp. 525.

Authority. If sons, outcasts excepted, entitled to inherit the father's estate, be equal in the possession or destitution of learning or the like, they shall all have equal shares.—Smrī. Chan. Chap. III, Cl. 2.

Authority. A father, entitled to (exercise) independence or dominion being alive, his will is the cause of partition, but when he is no longer entitled to it, by (reason of) being degraded, a wandering devotee or the like, the will of (his) son is the cause of partition.—Vi. Mit. (Sansk.) p. 171.

"Should the eldest or youngest of several brothers be deprived of his allotment at the distribution, or should any one of them die, his share shall not be lost: but his uterine brothers and sisters, and such brothers as were united after a separation, shall assemble together and divide his share equally."—Maṇu, cited in Mit. In. Chap. II. Sect. ix, § 12.

Explanation and Authority Among re-united brothers, if the eldest, the youngest or the middle-most, at the delivery of shares, (for the indeclin-able termination of the word denotes any case,) that is, at the time of making a partition, lose or forfeit his share by his entrance into another order (that of a hermit or ascetic) or by the guilt of sacrilege, or any other disqualification, &c.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. ix, § 13.

Explanation and Authority If any of the reunited parencers cannot receive a share, through his death, or secession from the house-hold order, &c.—Vi. Chi. p. 302.

Authority. Those who have assumed another order (c), are excluded from participation.—Vāṣṭhā, cited in Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lon. Ed.) p. 327.

(c) Another order than that of a house-holder.—Ibid.
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There are four orders; thus Vámana purána:—"Four orders are prescribed for Bráhmanas: (viz., the order of) the married man keeping house (grúthi or gríhastha), the student of the veda (brahma-chári), the hermit (vána-prástha), and the anchoret (bhikshu, sanyásin or yáti.) To Kshatriyas also are ordained (the first) three orders; and two (i.e. the orders of) the brahma-chári and grúthi for Vaishyas. The only order to be entered by the Shudras is that of grúthi or gríhastha."—See Str. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) page 84.

20. Out-casts or men degraded for sin, and persons Vyavasáthá, assuming an order or condition of life other than that of a house-holder, are not, however, considered dead, as to the property acquired by them after their degradation or assumption of another order.*

In fixing the date of a missing person's death, the holy sages (Rishis) and compilers are not of one opinion, as is manifest from the subjoined texts cited in the Nírnaya-sándhu:—

Vriddha Manu:—"So if the time of twelve years of a person's absence has gone by, they shall cause his death-rites to be solemnised at the commencement of the thirteenth year."

Vrihaspati:—"If no tidings be had of a person for twelve years, such person shall be treated as one dead by the burning of his effigy made of Kusha grass."

Annotations.

19. Where a share is not desired by a son, it may be effectually waived by his acceptance of a trifle in satisfaction, upon the principle of quiesque potest renunciare juri pro se introducto; his heirs being bound by his consent. But, without renunciation, it may be still claimed.—Ibid. p. 195.

20. In either case, whether of the out-cast, or the devotee, partition attaches only upon property possessed by him at the time, not upon what may subsequently devolve, or be acquired.—Str. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 187.

* See Precedents p. 40; See also Exclusion from Inheritance.
Bhāshya-Purāṇa:—"If any one's father be absent, and neither a letter nor any news of him be received, then at the end of fifteen years his effigy shall be formed and burnt in the manner prescribed by the law: from that date all his obsequies shall be performed."

It is said in the Madana-rāna that (the rule of) waiting for twelve years applies to all missing persons, except to a father.

In the Grihya-kārikā, however, it is laid down as follows:—"It is said that the obsequies of a missing person in the first period of life, should be performed after the lapse of twenty years, of one of middle age after fifteen years, and of a person in the last period of life (above 75 years) after 12 years (from the day of his or her disappearance)."

Of the above doctrines, that which is laid down in the Grihya-kārikā is consistent with reason and therefore preferable in practice according to the ordinances of Yājñavalkya and Viśnupātri, which are as follow:—"If two texts differ, reason (or that which it best supports) must in practice prevail."† "A decision must not be made solely by having recourse to the letter of the written codes; since, if no decision were made according to the reason of the law, there might be a failure of justice."

So, according to the text of Grihya-kārikā cited (as above) from the Nīrṇaya-sindhu,—

Vyāvahāra.

21. The death-rites of the missing person, who is in the first period of life, are to be performed

Annotations.

21. The law has assigned various periods of absence, inferring the conclusion, according to the age of the person in question at the

* Cited in the Nīrṇaya-sindhu.
‡ Or according to immemorial usage; for, the word Yaddi admits both senses.—Ibid. Vol. II, p. 128 : Note.
after twenty years; of one in the middle age, after fifteen years; and of one in the latter period of life, after twelve years, from the day of his departure, and then, their heirs become entitled to inherit from them.*

The case of a missing father is, however, an exception to the above rule. It is laid down by Jātukarna, quoted in the Nirmayāmrita, and in the Bhavishya Purāṇa and Madana-ratna cited in the Nirmaya-sūdu, (as above quoted,) that—

22. The time for the re-appearance of a missing father is fifteen years, at the expiration of which his exequial rites must be performed by his son.*

Annotations.

* Vide Precedents pp. 28—30, 37—39, and 43.
+ This being a Bengal case, the principle inculcated therein should be taken to be according to the Hindu law as current in the Bengal school.
† This note is to be found in page 39 of the Precedents. Q. V,
23. But if a missing person on his return after the lapse of the period allowed for his re-appearance has performed the expiatory penance prescribed by the Śhāstra, then he is not treated as dead, but restored to the rights of the living.*

**Authority.**

Thus the funeral obsequies having been performed by mistake, should the man, (so) dead, ever return, (then) let him perform the rite or sacrifice (called) ‘āyushmati,’ and resume (the performance of sacrifice on) fire.—Chhāndogya-parishishta.

**Authority.**

The person, whose funeral obsequies have been performed upon his death being heard of, should perform expiation (c) according to the Śhāstra, and resume the (performance of sacrifice on) fire.” “If he (the missing person) return alive, let (his kin) immerse him in a vessel full of clarified butter, (then) taking him up, let them cause him to be bathed, and his initiatory ceremonies, &c., to be performed. Let his religious rites, which take twelve days or three nights to be completed, be performed: (next) let him perform ablutions and re-marry his wife, or another (girl) in her default. Having consecrated the sacrificial fire, as ordained, let him perform the Vṛātyashtoma sacrifice or rite. And repairing to mountains, or hills, there let him perform the āyushmati yāga by offering a beast to In-dra† and Agni;‡ and afterwards let him perform also some other sacrifices or rites as he may choose.”—Vṛiddha Manu cited in the Hemādri. See Bhavishya Purāṇa, and Nirmaya-vindhu, (Sansk.) pp. 415 & 416, in which also the above texts are cited.

---

* There is a case in East's Notes (No. 85), in which the Pandits declared that “he who has absented himself for the period of twelve years, and of whom no intelligence has been received during that time, must be considered as certainly dead; should he even return after that time, he had forfeited the rights of the living.” This being a Bengal case, the period of twelve years must have been declared for the missing person’s re-appearance without any reference to his age and relation. But as to his forfeiting the rights of the living, it must have been declared in consideration of his not performing the expiatory penance.

† One of the Hindū deities, who presides over the atmosphere and is regarded as the Sovereign of the (subordinate) deities.

‡ By ‘Agni’ is here meant the deity who is the regent of fire.
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(c) Here by 'expiation' must be understood the re-performance of the initiatory ceremonies from Játa-karma to marriage.—Hemádri.

24. As respects the missing person who is not an agni-hotrī,* if he return after his funeral obsequies were performed by mistake, he should perform the Svastayāyana;† but if he return after the mere receipt of the intelligence of his death, then he should perform the Charu-homa.

But with respect to the (missing) person who is not an agni-hotrī,* common svastyayana, the worship of Hari and so forth, should be performed.—Chhándogya-parishishta.

But if the (missing) person is not an agni-hotrī,* he should perform the Charu-homa upon the mere receipt of the intelligence of his death.—Ashvaláyana.

As in the case of co-parcenary, union, or re-union, subsisting, the same goods which appertain to one parcener belong to another likewise, so when the right of one ceases by his demise, those goods belong exclusively to the survivor, since he is not divested of his ownership. They do not belong to such heir of his as has no right by birth, since his right could not accrue by reason of the deceased dying without a several right vested in him. In other words, as the deceased had his right in the whole property collectively and indiscriminately with his surviving co-parcener, it ceased at the close of his existence, and as no several or individual right could be created without a partition, he left no such right in the undivided property to devolve on, and vest in, that heir of his who had no right by birth, or whose heritable right is not un-obstructed.† Therefore,—

25. Upon the death (natural or civil) of an undivided or re-united co-parcener (be he a son,

* Agni-hotrī, composed of agni (fire) and hotrī (sacrificer), signifies one who maintains sacrificial fire and performs sacrifice on it.

† The averter of evil by the recitation of Mantras. The benediction of a Bráhmana after presentation of offerings.

‡ See ante, pp. 12 and 13.
brother, or the like) without a son* his widow and the rest, having no right by birth, have no heritable right in what the deceased had, but the surviving parcener would own the whole joint estate by survivorship.†

Authority.

From its being laid down that a widow becomes entitled to succeed where the husband dies divided, it is understood that where the husband dies undivided, his father, brother, or the like, who lived in union with him, takes the property of the son-less* man.—Smri Chana. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 25.

Authority.

"Therefore, it is a settled rule that a wedded wife, being chaste, takes the whole estate of a man, who being separated from his co-heirs and not subsequently re-united with them dies leaving no male issue."† By this dictum of the Mitāksharā it is implied or rather indicated that, the widow of an undivided or re-united parcener has no heritable right in what her husband had. And she having

Annotations.

25. It is perfectly intelligible that upon the principle of survivorship the right of the co-parceeners in an undivided estate should over-ride the widow's right of succession whether based upon the spiritual doctrine or upon the doctrine of survivorship. According to the principles of Hindu law, there is co-parceenership between the different members of a united family, and survivorship following upon it. There is community of interest and unity of possession between all the members of the family, and upon the death of one of them the others may well take by survivorship that in which they had during the deceased's life-time a common interest and common possession.—Part of the Privy Council judgment in the appeal of Kattama Nachear v. Rajah of Shiva-gunga.—Vide Moore's Indian Appeals, Vol. IX, page 611.

* The term 'son or male issue' is inclusive also of a grandson and great-grandson in the male line. See ante, pp. 14, 17, 18, 19, 33, 47 and Precedents pp. 68, 112, 219, 477, 478 and 495.
Authority.  

Authority.  
II.  *Bhārata* :—“He (the son) is (as it were) that very person, by whom produced.—See *Ibid.*

Authority.  
III.  *Manu* :—The husband, after conception by his wife, becomes himself an embryo, and is born a second time here below, for which reason the wife is called ‘jáyá,’ since by her he is born (jáyate) again.—Chap. IX, v. 5.

Authority.  
IV.  *Sankha* and *Likhta* :—Let a priest take the hand of a woman equal in class; the bodies of his ancestors are born again of her. Let him figuratively address his own soul in the person of his son :—“Sprung from (my) several limbs, especially from the breast, thou, my soul, art called ‘son’: mayest thou live for a hundred years! For the benefits conferred on parents, thou, my soul, art called ‘son’; because thou deliverest (tráyase) from the hell called ‘put,’ therefore, thou art named ‘puttra (hell-deliverer.)’” A father is exonerated in his life-time from the debt of his own ancestors, upon beholding the countenance of a living son: he becomes entitled to heaven by the birth of his son, upon whom his own debt devolves.—*Ratnakara*. See Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lon. Ed.,) p. 157. But,—

Vyavasthi.  
27. If an undivided proprietor left, at his death, any property *separately* acquired by him, or vested in him, his widow or any other heir (as the case may be) is entitled to

Annotations.

'25—27. On the death of a Hindú personer, the succession to his rights, with the exception of property *separately* acquired by him, vests in the other remaining members,—his sons, if he leave any, representing him as to his undivided rights, while the females of his family continue to depend on the aggregate fund, and under the general protection, till a *partition* takes place, which may never happen.—*Ibid.* p. 190.
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inherit such property, the same not forming part of the joint estate.*

Annotations.

27. In a united Hindú family where there is ancestral property, and one of the members of the family acquires separate estate; on the death of that member such separately acquired estate does not fall into the common stock, but descends to the male issue, if any, of the acquirer, or in default, to his daughters, who, while they take their father’s share in the ancestral property, subject to all the rights of co-parceners, inherit the self-acquired estate free from such rights.—Part of the Privy Council’s Judgment in Kattama Nacehar. Vide Moore’s Indian Appeals, Vol. IX., p. 539.

* See Precedents, pp. 244—251, and also the Precedents in Daughter’s succession.
CHAPTER II.
ON THE EFFECTS OF CO-PARCENARY AND
CO-ORDINATE RIGHT, &c.

SECTION I.
ON THE EXTENT AND EFFECTS OF THE RIGHT AND
POWER OF A FATHER AND SON,* OVER ANCESTRAL AND OTHER PROPERTY.

28. In the paternal grandfather's property (s) the ownership of the father and son is the same or equal.†

Authority. YÁJNAVÁLKYA:—The ownership of the father and son (a) is the same in land (b) which was acquired by the grandfather (c), or in a (ni-bandha) corody (d), or in (dravyam) chattels (e), which belonged to him.‡

Annotations.
28. But, though real and personal property so far class together, and are not distinguishable, great importance (as has been already stated) is attached by it to land, in which in particular the sons are considered as possessing a special interest;—having, with their father, by birth, according to the doctrine of the Mitáksharí, prevalent in the Peninsula, and North of India, so far a co-ordinate right in that part of it, which is ancestral, that, if he thinks proper to come to a partition in his life-time, (a disposition of property, the particulars of which will be seen in a subsequent Chapter,) he must

* The term "son" is inclusive also of the grandson and great-grandson in the male line. See ante, pp. 14, 17, 18, 19, 33 and 47 and Precedents pp. 58, 112, 219, 477, 478 and 495.
† See Precedents, pp. 6, 15, 16, 44—59, 101 and 105.
(b) 'Land'] A rice-field or other ground.—Mit. Chap. I, Sect. v, § 4.

(a, c) Here the term 'father' includes also the paternal grandfather, and paternal great-grandfather, and the term 'son' indicates also a grandson and the great-grandson whose father and grand-father are dead.*

This does not mean, that the reason of the acquisition of ownership is found in the grandfather's death, and not in the production of a son: for (if it did), such ownership would be wanting in case no grandson were to be born to him up to the time of his death. In this way, therefore, either the word grandfather is of no use (in the argument); or it follows a fortiori (prasektech) that there is no equal ownership in (property) acquired by the great-grandfather, and other (more remote ancestors). And the argument of 'cause and effect' might here be repeated.—Vyan. Mayé. Chap. IV, Sect. i, § 3.

Annotations.

divide it as directed by law; that is, give them and himself equal shares; nor is it in his power to alienate any considerable portion of it without their concurrence. It is according to the doctrine of this school, like dignities with us, inherent in the blood; and, therefore, so far as regards the interest of partners, unalienable.—Stra. H. L. Vol. I, (1st Ed.) page 15.

29. The inchoate right that has been alluded to renders the sons, as has been seen, in some sort, co-proprietors with the father of the family property, to the extent of giving them, under particular circumstances, claims upon it in his life, which, consistently with the spirit and intention of the law, it is not in his power altogether to bar. Vesting in them, however, by birth,—they attach more upon that part of it that has been inherited by him, than upon what he may have himself acquired; the title to property descended from ancestors being considered to be in him and them, so far the same.—Stra. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 177.

(d) 'A corrdy' So many leaves receivable, from a plantation, of betel pepper, or so many nuts from an orchard of areca.—Mīt. In. Chap. I, Sect. v, § 4.

What is fixed is corrdy (ni-bandha),—constant income out of a mine and so forth.—Ratnākara.

A corrdy (ni-bandha) signifies a permanent allowance received from saleable articles in virtue of an agreement or promise.* Smṛi. Chan. Chap. VIII, § 18.

(e) 'Chattela' Gold, silver or other moveables.—Mīt. In. Chap. I, Sect. v, § 5.

In such property, which was acquired by the paternal grandfather, through acceptance of gifts, or by conquest, or by other means, (as commerce, agriculture, or service,) the ownership of father and son is notorious. For, or because, the right is equal, or alike.—Ibid, § 5.

Authority. Kātyāyana:—Paternal grandfather's property(f) vests equally both in the son and father.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. VIII, Cl. 17.

Authority. Viṣṇu:—In the case of paternal grandfather's property (f), the ownership of the father and the son is equal.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. VIII, Cl. 20.

Vyavasthā. 29. (f) By "paternal grandfather's property, or ancestral estate (pośāmaka dhana)" is understood not only the property, movable and immovable, acquired by, or descended from, the paternal grandfather or great-grandfather,† but also the accumulations of the income thereof, and also the ancestral property recovered with the aid of such accumulations, as well as any other property acquired therewith,‡ the son, grandson and great-grandson in the male line having in all these a right by birth, and equal ownership with the father and the rest.†

* A corrdy signifies what is fixed by a promise in this form: "I will give that in every (month of) Kṛṣṇa."—Bṛ. bād. Chap. II, § 13.

A corrdy Any thing which has been promised, deliverable annually or monthly, or at any other fixed periods.—Sṛi Krisna Tarkalandaśa’s commentary on the Dāya-bādga.

† See ante, pp. 14, 15, 18, 19, also Precedents, pp. 112, 217—219, and also descriptions of Ancestral and Acquired property in the Book on Partition.

The ownership of a father and a son being the same or equal in the paternal grandfather’s or ancestral property, real as well as personal, and such property vesting equally in both the son and the father, as ordained by Vishnu, Yajnavalkya, Katyayana, and others,* it has been determined that—

30. A father cannot of his sole authority or in dependent act alienate joint ancestral property.†

The grandfather’s own acquisition also should not be Authority, given away while a son or grandson is living.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 24.

“The ownership of the father and the son is the same in Authority. land which was acquired by the grandfather, or in a corrody, or in chattels (which belonged to him.)” “Ownership is the same” herein the father has neither a larger share, nor can he give it away at will;‡—The Ratnakara.

31. A father cannot also alienate his own acquired immovable property and bipeds without the consent of all his sons.§

Annotations.

30, 31. On immovable property, such as land or corrodies, children may be long subsisted. As it causes unlimited production of wealth, it is called an estate, or funds, for support: the loss of it is pronounced dishonorable in a text of Narada (xii); and the gift of it, without the assent of sons and others using the estate, is called ‘loss’ in this text: Now a slave is such; for by agriculture or the like, he is able to gain much wealth for his master.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, (Lond. Ed.) page 141.

30, 31. The disposal of the land, whencesoever derived, must in general be subject to their (the sons’) control; thus, in effect, leaving him (the father) unqualified dominion only over personality acquired.—Sura, H. L. Vol. I, (2nd. Ed.) p. 20.

* See ante pp. 32–34.
† See Precedents, pp. 5, 44—55, 105, 110, 116—118.
§ Vide Precedents pp. 93, 116, 121, 122, 123.
Authority. But he (the father) is subject to the control of his sons and the rest, in regard to the immovable estate, whether acquired by himself or inherited from his father or other predecessor. Since it is ordained, "Immoveables and bipeds (g), though acquired by the man himself, (there is) no gift or sale (h) of them, without convening all the sons." “They who are born, they who are yet unbegotten, and they who are actually in the womb, require the means of support, (there is) no gift or sale of them.”—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 27.

Authority. This text: “Though immovable and bipeds (g) have been acquired by the man himself, there is no gift or sale (h) of them without convening all the sons,” is only a prohibition against their gift, sale or the like, not against the use of them.—Vyau. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. i, § 5.


(g, d) Bipeds and corroyd, though movables, are considered as real property in consequence of their alienation being governed by the rule which governs the disposition of immovable property.—Vide Coleb. Dig. (Lon. Ed.) Vol. II, p. 141 and Vol. III, page 434.

Remark:—The last portion of both the above texts of Yājnavalkya and Vyāsa, which is rendered by Messrs. Colebrooke and Borradaile by “a gift or sale of them should not be made” is

Annotations.

30, 31. But that even a sole owner, in respect of land, whether hereditary or acquired, having a family, cannot, by any act, without their concurrence, deprive his sons of their legal shares, nor the rest of a sufficiency for their maintenance. And that, where there is no land, they must all be provided for, to that extent, out of his personality.—Str. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 261.

* This text of Yājnavalkya is founded on the consideration, that immovable property is called the source of maintenance; consequently, the loss of the estate or means of subsistence when it is alienated with the consent of those who partake thereof, shall not be impugned as a fault.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, (Lon. Ed.) p. 113, and Vol. III, page 434.

† Vyāsa cited in other compilations.
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“na dham, na cha vidhyan” the verbatim translation of which is “no gift and no sale”: So from the plain wording of it, the above Sanskrit phrase means a positive ordinance not to make a gift or sale of such property, and not a moral duty as indicated by the learned Translators by prefixing the word “should” to the verb left to implication; I have, therefore, considered it proper to render the phrase literally; and to supply the implied verb which is in Sanskrit, “is,” and not “should be made.”

It is declared in the work called ‘Prakáśha,’ that Authority immovable and biped property, even if these be self-acquired, cannot be sold or given away without the consent of the sons.—Vi. Chi. p. 309.

Although a son and grandson have, by birth alone, owner-authority in the grandfather’s property, yet, under the texts cited, since sons are dependent on their father in regard to the paternal estate, and the father has a predominant interest as it was acquired by himself, the sons must acquiesce in the father’s disposal of his own acquired property other than immovables and bipeds (the disposal whereof is) restricted by the text “immovables and bipeds” &c., already cited (p. 36), but in regard to the grandfather’s estate, there is power (vested in the grand son) of interdiction to prevent (illegal) alienation.—Yā. Mit. (Sans.) p. 177.

32. The expression “though acquired by the man himself,” Vyavastha. self; there is no gift or sale of them without convening all the sons,” implies that à fortiori no alienation of ancestral property is to be made by a father without the consent of his sons, and that for the alienation of such property the consent of sons is necessary.†

Annotations.

32. Thus in Bengal, a man may make an unequal distribution among his sons of his personally acquired property, or of the ancestral movable property; because, though it has been enjoined to a father not to distinguish one son at a partition made in his life-time,

* Contained in the foregoing text of Yādavakya, p. 36.
And from the expression "there is no gift nor sale without convening all the sons" (p. 36), it is implied that—

**Vyavasthā.** 33. A father can with the consent of his sons alienate property inherited from his father or paternal grandfather as well as the real property acquired by himself, and not otherwise.*

**Authority.** Thus Mitra Misra:—"Though acquired by the man himself" (p. 36) by the use of this expression it has been shown that *de fortii* consent of sons is necessary for (the alienation of) the paternal grandfather's property.—Vi. Mt. (Sans.) page 181.

**Authority.** Vāchaspati Misra:—The assent of the co-heirs is required in the (alienation of) joint ancestral property whether movable or immovable.—Vi. Chi. Sans. p. 38.

**Authority.** Mitra Misra:—Let a father certainly with the consent of his sons make a gift or other disposition of the immovable property acquired by him or descended from the paternal grandfather, under authority of the text already cited: (*viz.*) "Immovables, bipeds," &c., (p. 36.)—Vi. Mt. Sans. page 182.

**Authority.** Vāchaspati Misra:—But what is joint with others may be given with their consent.—Vi. Chi. Sans. p. 37.

---

**Annotations.**

nor on any account to exclude one from participation without sufficient cause; yet, as it has been declared in another place that the father is master of all movable property, and of his own acquisitions, the maxim that "a fact cannot be altered by a hundred texts" here (i.e. in Bengal) applies to legalize a disregard of the injunction, there being texts declaratory of unlimited discretion, of equal authority with those which condemn the practice. In other parts of India, where the maxim in question does not obtain, the injunction applies in its full force, and any prohibited alienation would be considered illegal.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, pp. 14 & 15. (See the Annotations under Vyavasthā 43.)

* See Precedents pp. 44, 49—56, 56, 93, 94, 116—118, 173.
OF CO-ORDINATE RIGHT, &c. 39

Further, from the use of the word all in the same text of 
Yājñavalkya (p. 36), it must be understood that—

34. A father is incompetent to alienate ancestral prop-
erty and his self-acquired real property without the 
consent of any (and not all) of his sons.*

As otherwise, the word all would be meaningless or nu-
gatory, which it cannot be by reason of all the sons hav-
ning by birth a right in such property and a power of prohibit-
ing any illegal alienation thereof by their father or grand-
father, as will be subsequently seen.†

Prajāpati:—Whatever act is done in respect of immov-
able property, without the consent of the co-heirs, every such 
act is to be considered as not done, even where one of the 
co-heirs does not consent to it.—Śmṛi. Čhaṇ. Chap. VII, 
Clause 45.

Consequently,—

36. For the validity or completion of an alienation by 
Vṛṣṇaśah, a father of such property as the above, it is necessary that the 
same be consented to(i) by all of the qualified or capable(j) 
sons, and subsequently ratified by the then minors after their 
attaining majority as well as by the other co-heirs or co-par-
ceners whose consent could not be had at the time.‡

(i) Non-prohibition or silence is also consent on account of 
the maxim: "The intention of another, not prohibited, is sanc-

(j) From the term "qualified or capable" it is implied that 
the consent of those who are disqualified or incapacitated for any 
of the defects causing disinheritance, or from nonage, is not required 
to render such alienation valid or complete, though it is requisite 
that the then minor should ratify it after coming of age.§

* See Precedents, pp. 58, 136, 188, 173.
† Vide Vṛṣṇaśah 45 and the authorities &c. relative thereto.
§ See the Chapter on Minority and that on Exclusion from Inheritance.
Vyavasthā. 37. (h) The term "sale" must be taken to comprehend also hypothecation or mortgage, the same partaking the nature of a sale, and, in consequence, having been included in the exceptions of sale.†

Exceptions:—

Vyavasthā. 38. A father, without the consent of his son and the rest, is, however, competent to dispose of effects other than real property for indispensable acts of duty (l), and for purposes warranted by texts of law—as gifts through affection, support of the family, relief from distress, and so forth.‡

Authority.

It is a settled point, that property in the paternal and ancestral estate‡ is by birth, still|| the father has independent power in the disposal of effects other than immovables (k).

Annotations.

38. And, even of movables that have descended, such as precious stones, pearls, clothes, ornaments, or other like effects, any alienation, to the prejudice of heirs, should be, if not for their immediate benefit, at least of a consistent nature. They are allowed to belong to the father, but it is under the special provisions of the law. They are his; and he has independent power over them, if

† Vide Annotations under Vyavasthās 45 and 55, and Precedents p. 93.
‡ Here by the term "ancestral estate" must be understood property descended from the paternal grandfather, or his father, for, wherever a son has right by birth in his father's ancestral property, there the Sanskrit term used for it is "posādopaḥ dhanāḥ," (which literally means "property appertaining to the paternal grandfather," the expression "ancestral" by which the word "posādopaḥ" is rendered, must, therefore, mean "ancestral ex-parte paterni and not "ancestral ex-parte materni," in which a son has no right by birth. (See Vyavasthā No. 29.
|| It does not appear why Mr. Colebrooke has omitted to translate the word "tathāgatā" (still or yet); which is in the original just before the word "father," and has inserted within parenthesis the word "although," and put the verb (have) in the subjunctive mood, as by his so doing the meaning of the text seems to be somewhat altered. In order, therefore, to give the signification which the text naturally bears, I have inserted the translation of the word "tathāgatā" as it is in the original, and rejected the word "although."
for indispensable acts of duty (l) and for purposes prescribed by texts of law, as gifts through affection, support of the family, relief from distress, and so forth.—Mit. In. Chap. I. Sect. i, § 27.

(2) Here also by the term "other than immovables" or "movable estate," must be understood effects other than bipeds and corrodies, as well as land, the two former being treated in law as real or immovable property.*

(l) *Indispensable duties*] Payment of just debts, revenue, the giving of a daughter in marriage, and so forth.

But he (the father) is subject to the control of his son and the rest, in regard to the immovable estate whether acquired by the man himself or inherited from his father or other predecessor. (Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 27,) Nevertheless,—

39. A father or grandfather even without the consent of his son and the rest is competent to conclude a gift, or other disposition of real property, if any calamity affecting the family require it, or support of the family render it necessary, also for payment of revenue, and just debts or the like, for the performance of obsequies of the father or the like (m), for the marriage of a daughter or the like, and for other indispensable duties, religious or secular.†

Annotations.

such it can be called, seeing that he can dispose of them only for imperious acts of duty, and purposes warranted by texts of law; while the disposal of the land, whencesoever derived, must be in general subject to their control; thus, in effect, leaving him unqualified dominion only over personality acquired.—Stru. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 30.

* See ante, p. 36, et post, p. 43.
† See the Chapter on debts, and Precedents pp. 6, 54, 56, 61, 62, 68, 72, 94, 105, 118, 122, 136—138, 176, 181—186, &c.
Authority. 

**VRIHARSPATI**:—Even a single individual may conclude a donation, mortgage or sale of immovable property during a season of distress, for the sake of the family, and especially for pious purposes.—Cited in the *Ratnakara*, *Vividdachintāmanī,* Mitāksharā, † &c.

Authority. 

The meaning of that text is this: while the sons and grandsons are minors, and incapable of giving their consent to a gift and the like; or while brothers are so; and continue unseparated; even one person, who is capable, may conclude a gift, hypothecation, or sale, of immovable property, if a calamity affecting the whole family require it, or the support of the family render it necessary, or indispensable duties, such as the obsequies of the father or the like (m) make it unavoidable.—Mit. In. Chap. I. Sec. i, § 29.

(m) Here by the term “or the like” is to be understood obsequies of a mother and the rest, and other indispensable duties religious or secular.§

Annotations.

39, 40. The concurrence of sons in the alienation by the father of land, however derived, as required by the Mitāksharā, is dispensed with, where they happen to be all minors at the time, and the transaction has reference to some distress, under which the family labours, or some pious work to be performed, which the other members of it, equally with the father, are concerned in, should not

* Vividda-chintāmanī, page 809.

† The author of the Mitāksharā cites the above text without mentioning whose it is: the learned Translator, however, says “it is Vṛiharpāyi’s, cited in the Ratnakara.” See Mit. In. Chap. I, Sec. i, § 28. Note.

‡ This much not being in the text of which the above is said to be the meaning, has not been given in the Vṛ-śṛṅgodeya, Vividda-chintāmanī and other works of high authority in their interpretation of the above text. The Courts of justice too seldom restricted their judgments to the circumstance of a co-parcener being a minor or otherwise incapable of giving consent to an alienation, but have, except in one or two cases, made legal necessity the criterion for the validity of alienation of joint and undivided property by any of the co-sharers thereof.

§ See Precedents pp. 61, 62, 63, 72, 102, 105, 122.
OF CO-ORDINATE RIGHT, &c.

But in a calamity affecting the family, any person (of Authority. the family) even without the permission of another is competent to make a gift, sale, or the like, even of immovable property, the support of the family being indispensable.—Vir-mitrodaya (Sans.) p. 181.

When any common danger happens, or when a Authority. daughter of the family is to be married, and the like, even the divided immovable property can be given or sold, by a person who has become separated.—Vi. Chi. p. 309.

“For the performance of religious duties,” common to the heirs: alienation for these purposes is not forbidden. Immovable property, a corroyd (out of mines or the like), and slaves (employed in husbandry) are subject to the same rules.—Coeleb. Dig. (Lond. Ed.) Vol. III, p. 434.

40. Although under the circumstances or necessities, or for the purposes, mentioned,* a father or the head of a family, without the consent of his unseparated sons and the rest, is competent to alienate movable and immovable property descended from his father or other paternal ancestor, as well as the real property acquired by himself, yet so much only of such property can be alienated by him, without their consent, as is necessary to meet the exigency, or is sufficient for the purpose. Should he alienate more, the alienation of the portion in excess is invalid.†

Annotations.

be delayed. Such are the consecration of sacrificial fires, funeral repasts, rites on the birth of children, and other prescribed ceremonies, not to be performed without an expense, in which the Hindus are but too apt to indulge, on such occasions, to excess. Urged by any such consideration, and the sons at the time incompetent to judge, their concurrence may be assumed; and the father will be justified in acting without it, to the extent that the case may require.—Stro. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 30.

* That is, those stated in Vyavastha 38, 39 and the authorities &c. relative thereto.

† See Precedents, pp. 81—83 and 183.
It has, however, been determined that, for the performance of such religious acts as are not positive, but optional he can alienate only a small portion.—*Vide Precedents*, page 59.

**Vyavasthā.** 41. Gifts of movable property, through affection being allowed to be made,* it must be concluded that a father is incompetent to make such gift of real property without the consent of those descendants who have by birth a right and ownership therein.†

**Authority.** By favor of the father, clothes and ornaments are used, but immovable property may not be consumed even with the father's indulgence.—*Mit. In.* Chap. i, Sect. i, § 21.

**Authority.** But the text of *Vishnu* which mentions a gift of immovables bestowed through affection, must be interpreted as relating to property acquired by the father himself and given with the consent of his son and the rest; for, by the passages (above cited,) as well as others not quoted, (viz.,) "The father is the master of the gems, pearls, &c.," the fitness of any other but immovables for an affectionate gift is certain.—*Mit. In.* Chap. I, Sect. i, § 25. Further,—

---

**Annotations.**

39. Should the maiden arrive at puberty unmarried, through poverty, her father and the rest would fall to a region of punishment, as declared by holy writ. Thus *Vashistha* says, "So many seasons of menstruation as overtake a maiden feeling the passion of love and sought in marriage by persons of suitable rank, even so many are the beings destroyed by both her father and mother." This is a maxim of the law.—*Coleb. Ld. bhd.* Chap. XI, Sect. ii, § 6.

41, 42. As to movables, he (that is, a member of an undivided family) appears to be at liberty to make gifts on motives of natural affection, but *not* even with regard to these, to the extent of the whole of his property.—*Stra. H. L.* Vol. I (2nd Ed.) page 261.

---

* See ante, pp. 15 & 41.
† See the Annotations under *Vyavasthā* 45 and 58; see also Partition, and Precedents, pp. 41-56, 93, 94, 117 and 144.
42. Although a proprietor without the consent of his son and the rest is competent to make a gift, through affection, of the movable ancestral property, still where there is only movable, and no real, property, there even such a gift could be made only of such portion thereof as would not affect the maintenance of his family, and leave the other members unprovided for.*

Because, there the movable property is to be considered in the place of immovable or real estate, there being no other means for the subsistence of the family, and the reason for which restriction is put on the alienation of real property is, in this instance, equally applicable to movable property.

VRIHASPATI:—A decision must not be given solely by having recourse to the letter of the law, for if no decision were made according to reason, there would be a failure of justice.—Vyav. Mayd. (Sansk.) p. 7. Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, (Lond. Ed.) p. 128; Macn. H. L., Vol. II, p. 102.)

43. The restrictions imposed on, and the rules laid down for, a father with respect to alienation of ancestral property and his self-acquired real property, apply also to the paternal grandfather and

Annotations.

43. The restriction, as it respects the maintenance of a man’s family, is against the alienation of the whole of his estate, (meaning land), not of a small part, no way affecting its support; and, if there be no land, nor property of that description, the reason applying, it extends to jewels, or similar valuables.—Sta. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) page 180.

But that even a sole owner, in respect of land, whether hereditary or acquired, having a family, cannot, by any act, without their concurrence, deprive his sons of their legal shares, nor the rest of a sufficiency for their maintenance. And that, where there is no land they must all be provided for to that extent, out of his personalty.—Sta. H. L. Vol. 1, (2nd Ed.) page 261.

* See ante pp. 40–44, annotations under Vyavastha 31, 45 and 58, and Precedents pp. 123, 166, 192, 193.
great-grandfather, their grandson and also the great-grandson (whose father and grandfather are dead) having, by birth, a right and ownership in such property, and the former, in consequence, having no power to alienate any portion of such property without the consent of the latter, except under a legal necessity or for purposes warranted by law.*

It follows then, that—

**Vyavastha.** 44. Alienation by a father, paternal grandfather or great-grandfather (as the case may be) of the ancestral estate or of his self-acquired real estate without the consent of all his sons, grandsons and the great-grandsons, who by birth have right and ownership therein jointly with him,* is void or invalid, unless such alienation was for a purpose warranted by the Shästra, or under a legal necessity.†

**Authority.** **PRAJÁPATI:** "Any act done in respect of immovable property, without the consent of the co-heirs, is to be considered as not done, even where one of the co-heirs does not consent to it."—Smri. Chan., Chap. VII, § 45.

---

**Annotations.**

43, 44. In ancestral real property, the right is always limited, and the sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons of the occupant, supposing them to be free from those defects, mental or corporeal, which are held to defeat the right of inheritance, are declared to possess an interest in such property equal to that of the occupant himself; so much so, that he is not at liberty to alienate it, except under special and urgent circumstances, or to assign a larger share of it to one of his descendants than to another—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, pp. 2 & 3.

---


† See ante, pp. 40—43, and Precedents pp. 44—56, 63, 63—86, 93, 94, 106, 118—119, 121—124, 133.
45. Should a man, without the consent of his unseparated son, grandson, or the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead, alienate any ancestral real property without a legal necessity, or for a purpose not warranted by the Shāstra*, then such descendant has a right to prohibit, and power to restrain, the ancestor from making such alienation.†

So likewise, the grandson has a right of prohibition, if his unseparated father is making a donation, or a sale of effects inherited from the grandfather: but he has no right of interference if the effects were acquired by the father. On the contrary, he should acquiesce, because he is dependant.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. v, § 9.

Consequently, the difference is this: although he have a right by birth in his father's and in his grandfather's property; still, since he is dependant on his father in regard to the paternal estate, and since the father has a predominant interest as it was acquired by himself, the son should acquiesce in the father's disposal of his own acquired property; but since both have indiscriminately a right in the grandfather's estate, the son has a power of interdiction (if the father be dissipating the property.)—Ibid. § 10.

Annotations.

44. Any prohibited alienation would be considered illegal.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, page 18.

44. The Smriti-chandrika declares, that restitution of a prohibited gift, as well as of a void one, shall be enforced by the Sovereign Authority, the property not having been transferred, nor a new right vested—Stru. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 262.

41, 42, 45. In provinces, in which the authority of the Mitakshara prevails, a Hindu is restrained from giving away immovables, and from making any other partition of his possessions among his

* See ante, pp. 41—43. † See Precedents pp. 6, 101, 110—113,
Authority. "Although a son and grandson have by birth alone ownership in the grandfather’s property, yet, under the texts already cited, since sons are dependant on their father in regard to the paternal estate, and the father has a predominant interest as it was acquired by himself, the sons should acquiesce in the father’s disposal of his own acquired property other than immovables and bipeds (the disposal whereof is restricted) by the text “Immovables and bipeds &c.,” already cited; but in regard to the grandfather’s estate, there is power (vested in the grandson) of interdiction to prevent (illegal) alienations."—Vi. Mit. (Sarn.) page 177.

It would seem from the above construction that in the case of the father’s property, the ownership of the father and son is unequal (equality of ownership having been especially ordained in the case of the grandfather’s property alone.) But this gives rise to the question, how could such an inequality exist while one possesses a right by birth in both his grandfather’s and father’s property? The reply, however, is that, in the case of the grandfather’s property, the ownership (Swāmyām) and also independent power (Swātantryām) are both equal in the father and son. Whereas, in the case of the father’s (own acquired) property, while he is alive and free from defect, he (the father) alone possesses independent power (Swātantryām) and not the son. Hence alone arose the stated difference.—Smrt. Chan. Chap. VIII, Cl. 21.

46. An unseparated son, grandson, or the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead,

Annotations.

male descendants, than such as the law has sanctioned. Consequently, he would be withheld, from distributing immovables in a mode unauthorised by the law, but may bestow movables, of which the law permits him to make gifts on motives of natural affection: not, however, to the extent of the whole property.—Colebrooke’s opinion. See Strā. H. L. Vol. II, (2nd Ed.) p. 427.

46. If any additional proof be wanting of the father’s incompetency to dispose of ancestral real property by an unequal partition,
has a right to sue to set aside any illegal alienation of the hereditary real property by his ancestor and to recover the same. *

"The ownership of father and son is the same in land Authority, or the like† which was acquired by his father, &c." (Ante, p. 33.) From this text it appears that in the case of land acquired by the grandfather, the ownership of father and son is equal, and, therefore, if the father make away with the immovable property acquired by the grandfather, and if the son have recourse to a court of justice, a judicial proceeding will be entertained between the father and the son.—Mit. (Sansk.) p. 67. See Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 227.

Annotations.

or to do any other act with respect to it which might be prejudicial to the interests of his son, I would merely refer to the provision contained in Chap. iii, Sect. 7, § 10 of the translation of the extract from the Mitakshara relative to judicial proceedings. The rule is in the following terms:—"The ownership of father and son is the same in land which was acquired by his father," &c. From this text it appears, that in the case of land acquired by the grandfather, the ownership of father and son is equal; and, therefore, if the father make away with the immovable property so acquired by the grandfather, and if the son has recourse to a court of justice, a judicial proceeding will be entertained between the father and son." The passage occurs in a dissertation, as to who are fit parties in judicial proceedings; and although the indecorum of a contest wherein the father and son are litigant parties has been expressly recognized,

∗ See Precedents, pp. 6, 102, 104, 105.

According to the decisions of the Madras High Court, a son can set aside the (illegal) alienation made by his father, and recover the property as the extent of his own share, and not to that of the vendor's or any other co-parcener's share also.—See Precedents, pp. 139—145.

† In the printed copies of the Mitakshara (in Sanskrit) the word 'dhāvā' (land) is followed by 'ddī' (the rest, or the like,) which has not been rendered in the translation made by Sir W. Macnaghten (see his work on Hindū law, Vol. I, p. 227.) Here by the word 'ddī,' however, is meant corodies and bipada, the alienation thereof being governed by the rule respecting land. (See ante, pp. 41 & 48). So even if the word 'ddī' had not been in the original, the term land would have supplied the deficiency, the same comprehending also what is here meant by 'ddī.'
Remarks.

It has been shown that according to the Mitakshara and other unquestionable authorities, a father, without the consent of his son and the rest, is incompetent to alienate even his own acquired real property except under a legal necessity, or for purposes warranted by law.* Nevertheless, it having been said in a subsequent passage of the Mitakshara that "he (the son) has no right of interference, if the effects were acquired by the father; on the contrary, he should acquiesce, because he is dependant,"† it has, of late, been concluded and determined by the British dispensers of justice that—"a father is competent, without the consent of his son and the rest, and without even a legal necessity, to alienate his own acquired property, real as well as personal.‡

 Annotations.

yet, at the same time, the rights of the son are declared to be of so inviolable a nature, that an action by him for the maintenance of them will be against his father, and that it is better there should be a breach of moral decorum than a violation of legal right.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 46.

* See ante, pages 40—42.
† The entire passage of which the above is the latter part, is given in page 47, q. v.
‡ Sir William MacNaughten, too, has laid down as a Principle that—"With respect to personal property of every description, whether ancestral or acquired, and with respect to real property acquired by the occupant, he is at liberty to make any alienation or distribution as he may think fit, subject only to spiritual responsibility" (1 Macn. p. 3); and as an authority for the above, he has, in a footnote, referred to a text of Vaharpati and Jaganathan's exposition (in 3 Dig. 46); but it will be found upon a perusal of the said text and exposition that the above principle is scarcely borne out by them. The above principle, moreover, does not seem to be correct according to the Mitakshara and the authorities of the Mithilā, Mahārātra and Drāvidā schools, except as to the movable property acquired by a father, or recovered by him without the aid of joint funds or without co-operation of sons and the rest, or with their privity, (as will be known from this and the following chapters, and also from the Book on Partition). The principle in question must, therefore, be understood to be according to the doctrine of the Bengal school, though not with respect to the property acquired or recovered with the aid of joint funds or with co-operation of sons and the rest (see the Śīla-bhāja and the other books of this school). That the above principle is according to the Bengal school (with the exception of the aforesaid description of property) is evident from the fact of its containing the expression "subject to the spiritual responsibility," since the doctrine of "Factum valet quod fieri non debuit," is prevalent in the Bengal school above. This is affirmed by the learned author himself. See the Annotations in p. 38.
Lather's opinion of such property. * The concluding passage above alluded to runs thus:—": Consequently, the difference is this: although he have a right by birth in his father's and in his grandfather's estate, still, since he is dependent on his father in regard to the paternal estate, and since the father has pre-dominant interest as it was acquired by himself, the son should acquire in his father's disposal of his own acquired property: but since both have indiscriminately a right in the grandfater's estate, the son has a power of interdiction (if the father be dissipating the property.)"—Mit. In. Chap. I. sect. v., § 10.

† See the Preface and Precedents, p. 522. ‡ See ante, p. 36.
§ See ante, page 42.
Remarks.—As respects the movable property acquired by, or descended from, a paternal grandfather, there is a difference of opinion:—

Nīl-Kanṭha, the author of the Vyavahāra-mayūkha, says, “As for this text:—‘The father is master of all gems, pearls, corals, but neither the father, nor the grandfather is so of the whole immovable estate,’—it also means the father’s independence only in the wearing and other (use) of ear-rings, rings, (&c.,) but not as far as gift or other alienations. Neither is it with a view to the cessation of the cause of his ownership on the production of a son. This very meaning is made manifest also by [the text] noticing [only] gems, and such things as are not injured by use. Even so, this text:—‘Though immovables and bipeds have been acquired by the man himself, a gift or sale of them should not be made without convening all the sons,’—is only a prohibition against their gift, sale, or the like, not against the use of them.”—

Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. i, § 5. So,—

According to the Vyavahāra-mayūkha,—

Vyavasthā. 48. A father has independent power to use the movable property acquired by, or descended from, his father or paternal grandfather, but not to make a sale or other disposition thereof without the consent of his son, or without a legal necessity.

Vijnāneshwara, the author of the Mitākṣhara, after citing the text—“The father is master of the gems, pearls, corals, and of all (other movable property), but neither the father, nor grandfather, is so of the whole immovable estate,”—first reconciles his own opinion with the other opinion by saying, “As, according to the other opinion, the precious stones, pearls, clothes, ornaments and other effects, though inherited from the grandfather, belong to the father under the special provisions of the law; so, according to our opinion, the father has power, under the same text, to give away such effects, though acquired by his father. There is no difference.”

property, however, can be given away only with their consent: such is the difference. Upon the grandfather’s death, his ownership in the effects left by him ceasing to exist, they become the common property of the father and son, but although the right of the latter accrues to his the grandfather’s property, yet his the grandson’s consent is required only in the alienation by the father of the immovables, and not in the (disposal of) gems, pearls, and other movable property.” (V. Mit. Sam. pp. 160 and 161.) So,—

According to the Vîr-mîtrodaya,—

Vânavâ działa. 49. A father without the consent of his son and the rest is competent to dispose of the ancestral movable property even for purposes other than those sanctioned by law, or without a legal necessity.

The above is one of the very few instances in which the author of the Vîr-mîtrodaya has differed from his master, Vîsânâeabhâra. But since the Vîr-mîtrodaya is the latest Benares authority on the subject, and as the doctrine inculcated by it has received corroboration from the Smrîtî-chandrikā and Mâdhyâya, and has been adopted by the British writers on Hindu law, and also followed in the decisions of the British courts of judicature, the above must, therefore, be held to be the Vyaasthâ or settled law on the point in question,† (in the Provinces not governed by the rules of the Vyâvahâra-mâyûkha.)

It has been adjudged that—a son, fatherless grandson, or the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead, having a right to sue for setting aside any illegal alienation by his ancestor of the hereditary property, has also a right to sue for a declaration that the alienation is void altogether, and that the ancestor be restrained from making any illegal

---

* See Precedents pp. 121, 192, & 193.

† Out of the principle laid down by Sir William Macnaghten as already cited (p. 81, note), the portion—“with respect to ancestral personal property, the occupant is at liberty to make any alienation he may think fit,” being consonant to the above exposition of the Vîr-mîtrodaya, may be taken to be the Law on the above point.
alienation of such property. And suing on behalf of the family, he may be entitled to a decree for possession.* It has also been adjudged that—

50. The power to restrain a father or other ancestor Vyavastha from alienating ancestral property, and to sue to set aside the illegal alienation thereof, if any, can, however, be exercised by a son, grandson, or the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead, only where he did not consent to the transaction† or did not get the benefit of his share of the purchase-money, or where the purchase-money has not been applied to pay off a valid encumbrance on the estate.‡

VRIHASPATI:—A decision must not be made solely by Authority, having recourse to the letter of the written code, since if no decision were made according to the reason (of the law), there might be a failure of justice.—Vyav. Mayā. p. 7. See Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, p. 128.

It having been laid down in the Mitakshara and other paramount authorities that a son, and a grandson (whence, also the great-grandson whose father and grand father are dead) can prevent their father, grandfather, and great-grandfather from illegally alienating property inherited from his ancestor in the direct male line, or can sue to set aside such alienation of such property, if made,§ it follows that—

51. A son, grandson and great-grandson have no right Vyavastha, to prevent their father, grandfather or great-grandfather from alienating a property which is not an unobstructed heritage, but was inherited by him from a collateral or maternal relative, or was otherwise acquired.||

---

* See Proceedings, pp. 6, 54, 104, 105, 160.
† See ante, pp. 36—38.
‡ See Proceedings, pp. 83, 84, 101, 103—105, 181, 182.
§ See ante, pages 12, 13, 47—49.
|| See ante, pp. 12, 13, and Proceedings, pp. 110—113.
A son, grandson and the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead, being declared to possess exclusively the power to restrain their father and the rest from illegally alienating the hereditary property and to set aside such alienation by a law-suit, it is concluded that—

**Vyavastha.** 52. No heir other than a son, grandson or great-grandson (in the male line) has a right or power to restrain his predecessor from illegally alienating hereditary estate as well as self-acquired real property.†

**Reason.** Because, the right of such heir accrues not by birth, but only on the demise of the occupant; so, having no right by birth, he has no right of interdiction or power to prevent alienations, even if the owner be dissipating the property. Hence,—

**Vyavastha.** 53. A man having no son, grandson, or the great-grandson (whose father and grandfather are dead), but any other heir or no heir at all, can alienate, at will, the share or property which solely devolved on, or belonged to, him, if he has no family whom he is bound to support.‡ (See **Vyavastha** 54 and the authorities relative thereto.)

---

**Annotations.**

53. Property belonging to a single man, not shared by a co-partner, may be enjoyed and disposed of by him, as he pleases; remoter heirs not being, in this respect, objects of legal care. His entire alienation of it, without consulting any one, being "the act of a person who is his own master, is valid." Only even, with reference to one thus isolated, what he does not dispose of in his lifetime, must be left to descend in a course of inheritance: the right of alienating (with very little exception) being confined to acts to take effect in the life of the grantor.—*Sta. H. L. Vol. I, (1st Ed.)* page 17.

---

OF CO-ORDINATE RIGHT, &c. 59

Inasmuch as, a relative other than a son, grandson, or the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead, has no claim to the alienor’s property in his life-time,* and consequently no power to restrain him from making the alienation, and to sue to set aside the same, if made.

Remarks.—Some of the Hindú jurists upon the authority of the text—"They who are born, they who are yet unbegotten, and they who are actually in the womb, require the means of support, there is no gift or sale thereof,† (ante 36)—maintain that a man cannot, without a legal necessity, alienate his real property, acquired or inherited, not only when he has a son, grandson, or great-grandson (whose father and grandfather are dead,) alive or conceived, but also when there is a probability of such child being begotten and born in future. It has, however, been determined by others and the Dispensers of justice that that text constitutes a precept which is not obligatory so far as it respects the issue yet unbegotten; consequently, not to alienate property in anticipation of the birth of an issue not yet conceived, is a duty not positive, but moral.† No man, therefore, can be restricted from alienating, at will, the property solely owned (n) by him, though there be a probability of male issue being begotten and born in future, since

Annotations.

53, 54. The restriction, as it respects the maintenance of a man’s family, is against the alienation of the whole of its estate, (meaning land,) not of a small part, no way affecting its support; and, if there be no land, nor property of that description, the reason applying it extends to jewels, or similar valuables.—Siva. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) page 18.

* See ante, pages 19, 20.
† If this text is to be construed literally, as far as it relates to the unbegotten son, its effect would be to prevent any alienation at any time. It is nothing more than a moral precept, evincing the kindly provision which the Hindú contemplates making for the general family.—Norton’s Leading Cases, Part II, p. 423. Vide Kasbhab Chunder Ghose v. Bishnu Proosud Ghose.—S. D. A. Decia, for 1860, p. 340.
such issue can have no right prior to his birth or conception,* and having no such right, he cannot set aside the alienation and recover the property alienated before his birth, as otherwise, the effect would precede its cause; for, birth alone is the cause of heritable right; and this right would accrue before its cause, should such issue be allowed to have a right to recover the property disposed of before his birth. Nevertheless,—

Vyavastha. 54. If the sole owner of an estate, destitute of such male issue as above, has a family whom he is bound to maintain, he must not alienate the whole of his property though solely owned(n) by him, but only what may remain after reserving and preserving a portion adequate to its maintenance.†

(n) Here by ‘property solely owned’ must be understood the portion of the ancestral or joint family property which the man received exclusively for his own share in partition with his co-parcenrs (collateral, as well as lineal, if any), also the property which he solely inherited and enjoyed without a co-sharer (lineal or collateral), and also his self-acquired separate property.

Annotations.

53—55. It is to be recollected, however, that separate acquisitions, by a member of an undivided family, so made as to render them exclusive, and impartible, are as much sole property, to all intents and purposes, as though the maker had been, at the time, divided, and separate. And that, even with respect to prohibited gifts, ‘they may be valid, under the exceptions which the law allows; such as distress, necessary support of the family, and pious uses, arising from indispensable duties.—Stru. H. I. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 261.

53, 54. The author of the Smriti Chandrika, speaking of common property, of which a gift is forbidden by the law, observes, that this regards common ways, and other things common to many; but property belonging to an undivided family (he says) may, in

† See the Annotation in pages 37, 45, 59, and Precedents pages 123, 192, and 193.
Authority. III. MANU:—Even what he does for the sake of his future spiritual body, to the injury of those whom he is bound to maintain, shall bring him ultimate misery, both in this life and in the next.

Authority. IV. VRISHAPATI:—A man may give away what remains after the food and raiment for his family; the giver of more, who leaves his family naked and unfed, may taste honey first, but shall afterwards find it poison.—Vide Coleb. Dig. (Lon. Ed.) Vol. II, page 131.

Authority. V. KATAYANA:—Except his whole estate (o) and his dwelling house, what remains of his own property after the food and clothing of his family, a man may give away; otherwise it may not be given.—VI. Mi. (Sana) p. 122. Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, (Lon. Ed.) p. 133.

Authority. As to what is said by KATAYANA:—“Except his whole estate and his dwelling house, what remains of his own property after the food and clothing of his family, a man may give away; otherwise it may not be given.” By that is meant that excepting his dwelling house, the property which is his own, that is, the property capable of being alienated (by him) at pleasure.—VI. MI. (Sana) p. 122.

(o) The whole estate should be understood in the mode already mentioned; that is, the whole of his effects, including what is required for the maintenance of the family until other property

* The original of the above runs thus:—“Sarvanam prka harjam esa katuha-bharadbhikam, yad-dravam tat eva kum degam, adegam yady etam adhikah.” and the following is the translation hereof as contained in Colebrook’s Digest:—“Except his whole property and his dwelling house, what remains after the food and clothing of his family, a man may give away, whether it be fixed or movable; otherwise, it may not be given.” (Lond. Ed. Vol. II, p. 133) But this does not give the meaning of the Sanskrit words “Yad dravam tat eva kum (the property which is his own),” which form the essential part of the above text of KATAYANA; inasmuch as, what the Sage intended to ordain by that portion of the text is, that a man may give away what is his own property, after reserving as much of it as may suffice for the food and raiment of his family. The above error is also manifest from the interpretation of the text itself which is given by Jayanta-dikha and translated by the same learned translator, and which is inserted here, below the text in question, p. 9.

The above text of KATAYANA has been held to be a restrictive, and not a moral, precept. See the Section on Maintenance, and Mongula Debi v. Dinesh Bhow. 4 B. L. p. 72.
(p. q) "Except a wife and son, a man may give away what is his own; if it does affect the (subsistence of his) family: " the meaning is that, without injury to the family he may give away that which may exceed the support of (his) family, and which is his own.—Pt. Mit. (Sams.) p. 131.

(q) "If it does not affect the (subsistence of his) family,"—that is, he may give away what may exceed the support of (his) family; because, maintenance of the family is an indispensable obligation. Thus Manu:—"A mother and father in their old age, a virtuous wife, and an infant son, must be maintained, even by the commission of a hundred offences."—Mit (Sams.) page 269.

(r) Further, a son, son’s son, and other descendant being in esse, he (the owner) should not give away the whole (of his) property; for it is said (by Narada) that procreating sons, (the father) must perform their initiatory ceremonies, and provide for their livelihood.—Mit. (Sams.) p. 260.

Vyavasthā

55. After partition with his sons also a father can, without their consent, alienate the share received by him in partition, as well as the property subsequently acquired by him, to any person, if no son is born to him after partition, and he has no other family whom he is bound to maintain.*

Exposition. He can do so, because, the claim which the other sons had, upon strength of their right by birth, to the ancestral and paternal property, no longer existed by reason of their having already received their appropriate shares therein, and the father was no longer subject to their control in regard to the alienation of his own share; and because, partition destroying the joint right in the whole, and causing the father’s several or exclusive right to his own share to accrue, rendered him the absolute master thereof and vested with independent power to alienate the same.

Partition (vi-bhāga) is the adjustment of diverse rights regarding the whole by distributing them on particular portions of the aggregate.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 4.

* See Partition, and Precedents pp. 90, 92, 147, 179.
Authority. III. Although a son and grandson have, by birth alone, ownership in the grandfather’s property, yet, under the texts already cited, since sons are dependant on their father in regard to the paternal estate, and the father has a predominant interest as it was acquired by himself, the sons must acquiesce in the father’s disposal of his own acquired property other than immovables and bipeds (the disposal whereof is restricted) by the text “Immovables and bipeds,” &c., already cited (ante pp. 36, 37;) but in regard to the grandfather’s estate, there is power (vested in the grandson) of interdiction to prevent (illegal) alienations.—Vt. Mit. (Sans.) page 177.

Vyavasthā. 57. Movable property lost by a paternal ancestor and recovered by a father without the aid of the joint funds or without co-operation, but with the permission or privity of his son and the rest, may also be disposed of by him as will, the same being treated by law as his self-acquired property.† Nevertheless,—

Vyavasthā. 58. Where there is only self-acquired movable property, there the father must not alienate the whole without reserving a portion adequate to the maintenance of the family whom he is bound to support.‡

Authority. Because maintenance of the family is an indispensable obligation.—Vt. Mit. (Sansk.) p. 181. Vide Mit. (Sansk.) page 260.

Annotations.

58. As to movables, he appears to be at liberty to make gifts on motives of natural affection, but not even in regard to these, to the extent of the whole of his property.—Strā. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) page 261.

* The expression—“the son must acquiesce in the father’s disposal of his own acquired property,”—seems to be used for the sake of facility in the transaction, and not on account of any want of sufficient power in the father: in the same manner as in the case of alienation by a separated partner the consent of all the rest tends to the facility of the transaction, by obviating any future doubt, and not on account of any want of sufficient power.—See Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 30.

† See Partition.

‡ See the annotations in pages 36 and 45, also Vyavasthā 54, and the authorities, annotations, &c., relative thereto.
ON SUPREMACY OVER JOINT PROPERTY.

It has been adjudged that—the right by birth, which a son has in the ancestral estate as well as his interest in the property separately acquired by him, can be sold for his own debts;* and that—

59. Sale of ancestral property for liquidation of the father’s debt is valid, provided the debt was contracted legally and not for an immoral purpose.†

SECTION II.

THE SUPREMACY OR CONTROL OF A FATHER OVER JOINT PROPERTY, &c., AND—IN CASE OF HIS ABSENCE, DISABILITY, DEMISE, OR ABJURATION,—OF HIS ELDEST SON OR ANOTHER BEST QUALIFIED.

60. Although the father and son have equal right and ownership in the ancestral estate, and the father has to obtain his son’s consent to the disposal of such property, as well as to the disposal of other joint-family property, yet the father alone is entitled to hold and manage such property, to receive and disburse monies, and to manage all other family affairs, he being governor thereof.‡

61. As in civil matters, so in religious duties also, sons are dependant upon their father, and are to act under his permission.

Annotations.

60. With regard to the estate of the owner, the law in its provisions for disposal of property, almost constantly contemplates him as the head of the family. To one not so, restrictions upon alienation do not generally apply.—Sta. H. L. Vol. I, 1st Ed.) pp. 16, 17.

* See Precedents, p. 114.
† See Precedents, pp. 63, 72, 176.
‡ See ante, pp. 85—55, 56, 58, also Partition in the father’s life-time, and Precedents pp. 6, 63, 71, 126, 128—130.
Authority. Harīta:—While the father lives, sons are not independent (d) in regard to the receipt (a), and expenditure (b) of wealth, and (ākhepa)* amercement (c).—Smrī. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 21;—Vī. Mi. (Sans.) page 170.


(b) 'Expenditure'] Disbursement of wealth.—Ibid.

(c) 'Amercement (ākhepa)']* Fining the slaves and other household servants, when they commit faults, by way of chastisement.—Ibid.

(d) 'Are not independent'] are not competent to enjoy the wealth at pleasure, irrespective of the will of the father.—Ibid.

Likewise, they are incompetent to perform separately religious sacrifices, and to dig tanks, &c., for charitable purposes.—Vide Smrī. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 22.

Authority. It must hence be understood that the son must maintain the consecrated fire (agni-hatra,) and perform other religious acts with the permission of his father, and not without it.—Smrī. Chan. Chap. I, Cl. 22.

Authority. "After the death of the father and the mother, the brothers, being assembled, may divide among themselves the paternal (and maternal) estate; but they have no ownership over it, while their parents live (unless the father choose to distribute it.)" (MANU, Chap. IX, v. 104.) "They have no ownership over it while their parents live"] By this also their want of independent power over their property is indicated, and not want of right, for it is a settled point that sons have, by birth, a right in the paternal wealth.—Vī. Mi. (Sans.) page 170.

Authority. As to what Devāla says:—"When the father is deceased let the sons divide the father’s wealth, for, sons have not ownership (svāmyam) while the father is alive and free

* "Ākhepa" is translated as "bailment" in Colebrooke’s Dēya-Mārga Ch. I para. 42; as "recovery" in II Digest, page 198; and as "censure" in Borradale’s Pāwan. Meyé. Chap. II, Sec. 1, para. 4. But none of these translations agrees with this author, who construes the term in the sense of "amercement."—Note by the Translator of the Smrī-Chandrika, page 5.
Authority. (g) "With his consent[)] With the consent of the eldest son who then possesses independent power.—Ibid. Cl. 29.

(f) "Younger brother (antarara)—signifies a younger brother in general; competency to transact business, and not seniority by birth, being here essential.—Vide Ibid.

Authority. Haiyta: But if he (the father) be decayed, remotely absent, or afflicted with disease, let the eldest son manage the affairs as he pleases [kama] (g)].”—Swami Chait. Chap. I, Cl. 30.

(g) "As he pleases (kama)] In reference to the eldest son, in the above passage, the dependance of the sons on their father is shown to have then ceased.—Ibid.

It appears from the (above) text of Haiyta, that if the father be living, but anyhow disqualified for business, the eldest son has a right to manage the affairs. Manu also declares, that the eldest son alone shall conduct the affairs like a father, although the title of all the brethren to that estate be equal.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, (Lon. Ed.) p. 528.

Authority. Manu:—The eldest brother may take entire possession of the patrimony; and the others may live under him, as they lived under their father, unless they choose to be separated.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, (Lon. Ed.) p. 528.

Exposition. That is, the eldest endowed with all the most eminent virtues, shall have power, like a father, over the inheritable patrimony. Ratnakara.—See Ibid. And,—

Vyavastha. 63. If the father abdicate or give up his worldly concerns, then also, as upon his death, natural

Annotations.

the occasion; not primogeniture, but capacity, being, for this purpose, considered as affording the best rule in a family; though, other things being equal, the elder has undoubtedly the preferable title.—Stræ. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 183.

63. The inheritance having descended in co-parcnary, the characteristic of this state, while it continues, is, with reference to
or civil, the eldest son, or the son who is best qualified, will have, independently of him, power to deal with, and manage, the family estate, so long as it continues undivided, notwithstanding that all the other brothers are, in that case, vested with full right in the estate, their inchoate right arising by birth becoming then perfected by the voluntary abandonment of the occupant. *

Because, then the father, if he choose to remain at home, reason will only be revered as the head of the family in respect of the performance of ceremonies, but not in respect of the family-estate.

64. Except under the necessity or circumstance, above stated, should a son, without his father's consent, exercise his (the father's) power to enter into contracts and to do other acts in respect of the joint family property, the same are illegal and invalid. †

Annotations.

the property and management of it, a community of interest; though, in order to avoid confusion, reason and law alike suggest the propriety of adopting some one to conduct the family concerns. The eldest has a claim to this confidence, but it is subject to character, and the general sense of the co-partners, without a concurrence of which no express or implied pretension of the kind can have any validity. This management regards the dealings and transactions that are carried on under it, professively on behalf of the family, the obligatory force of which becomes of importance alike to the members in general, and to creditors.—Stru. H. L. Vol. I, (1st Ed.) p. 176.

* See Partition, ante pp. 20—24, and also Precedents pp. 25—27, 86 37, 131, 182.
† See Precedents pp. 126—130, and Partition in the life-time of the father.
SECTION III.
THE EXTENT OF THE RIGHT AND POWER OF A CO-PARCENER OVER
PROPERTY, DIVIDED, OR UNDIVIDED.

65. No member of a joint family, without the consent of his co-parcener, is competent to alienate the joint property even to the extent of his own share therein; such alienation of such property being both illegal and invalid.*

Reason. Because, partition not having taken place, he has no several right in any part of the estate, but a right united with that of his co-parcener in the whole property indiscriminately, so that the same property which appertains to one parcer belongs to another likewise.†

VYASA:—A single parcer may not without the consent of the rest, make a sale or gift of the whole immovable estate, nor of what is common to the family.‡—VI. MI. (Sara.) p. 181.

Annotations.

65. A co-parcener is prohibited from disposing of his own share of joint ancestral property; and such an act, where the doctrine of the Mitakshara prevails, (which does not recognize any several right until after partition, or the principle of 'factum valet,' would undoubtedly be both illegal and invalid.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 5.

65, 68.—The Mitakshara of Vijnaneswara makes no such distinction nor exception, though the author explains unfit gifts as comprising, 1st, such as are not fit to be given for want of proprietary right; and 2ndly, such as may not be given by reason of an


† Partition (Vi-bhada) is the adjustment of diverse rights regarding the whole by distributing them on particular portions of the aggregate.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sec. i, § 4.

Partition confers a special or exclusive ownership on the sons and the rest over the paternal estate and so forth.—Sarvi. Ch. 3. Chap. I, Cl. 27.

OF CO-FARCEER’S POWER OF ALIENATION, &c. 73

PRAJAPATI:—Any act done in respect of immovable property without the consent of the co-heirs, is to be considered, as not done, even when one of the co-heirs does not consent (a) to it.—Vide Smriti Chan. Chap. VII, § 45.

(a) Consent may be express or implied, as well as presumed by silence or the like.*

If there be no prohibition, there is consent, on account of the maxim: “The intention of another, not prohibited, is sanctioned.”—Du. Chan. Sect. i, § 32.

VRIHASPATI:—Separated kinsmen as those who are unseparated, are equal in respect of immovables: one has not power over the whole to make a gift, sale or mortgage. Ratnakara; Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. VII, § 37; Smriti Chan. Chap. XV, Cl. 3.

As for the text of Vrihaspati: “Separated heirs as those who are unseparated, are equal in respect of immovables; for one has not power over the whole, to give, mortgage, or sell it;” according to Madana it is for putting a stop to the right, among co-heirs, even separated as to their shares (of movable effects, though unseparated in other respects), to dispose by gift or other mode, without (general) consent, of grain, or the like, the produce of undivided fields or other (fixed property).—Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. VII, § 37.

Annotations.

express prohibition. The alienation of joint property is comprehended in this author’s class of gifts unfit, because they are prohibited: and the only distinction that seems fairly deducible from his doctrine is, that gifts unfit by reason of the want of proprietary right, are necessarily null and void; but that gifts unfit, because they are prohibited by general rules, may be valid under the exceptions which the law allows: such as distress, necessary support of the family, and pious purposes arising from indispensable duties. (Mit. In. Ch. I, Sect. i, § 29.)—Cobcroft’s opinion. Vide Siva. H. L. Vol. II. (2nd Ed.) p. 433.

* See Precedents pp. 189—192.
VRIHASPATI, however, states:—"Separated heirs, as those who are unseparated, are equal in respect of immovables; for one has not power over the whole to give, mortgage, or sell it." But this text is applicable to a case where, from difficulty of dividing the land itself in equal portions, the co-heirs enter into an agreement as to the division of its produce in times of harvest and divide actually the other property than the land actually belonging in common to the family. In such a case it is clear that none of the persons has an exclusive and independent title to the land.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XV, Cl. 3.

As to the passage:—"Separated kinsmen, as those who are unseparated, are equal in respect of immovables: one has not power over the whole to make a gift, sale or mortgage,"—it is only to indicate the distinction which there is in (regard to) immovable property, notwithstanding that the ownership of the members of an undivided family in the goods common to them is equal, and the alienation thereof (by one) without the consent of the rest is invalid.—Vt. Mi. (Sams.) p. 181.

The following passage:—"Separated kinsmen as those who are unseparated, are equal in respect of immovables; for one has not power over the whole, to make a gift, sale or mortgage;"*—must be thus interpreted:—"among unseparated kinsmen the consent of all is indispensably requisite, because no one is fully empowered to make an alienation, since the estate is in common.—Coleb. Māt. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 30. See the foot note in p. 80.

VRIDDHA VATAVAKYA:—No one (c) is competent even to make a partition of the inheritance descended from ancestors (b). It is simply to be enjoyed; there can be no gift or sale of the same.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. VII, Cl. 49.

(b) Inheritance descended from ancestors] Land and the like belonging hereditarily to the family.—Ibid.

(c) No one] Not even the father or the like.—Ibid.

By the particle "api" (even) being added in the Sanskrit passage to the words "to make a partition," it is shown that want of power applies also to the sale and the like.—Ibid.

* A text of Vrihaspati. See page 78.
OF CO-PARCENER’S POWER OF ALIENATION, &C. 75

The conclusion, therefore, is that no partition, sale, or gift is to be made of hereditary immovable property, except with the assent of the co-heirs.—Ibid., Cl. 50. So,—

66. A man is competent to alienate any portion of such property with the consent of his co-parceners or co-sharers, and not without it.∗

VACHASPATHI MISHRA.—Consent is requisite only in the property which is joint, and not in that which is not joint.†—Vi. Chi. (Sans.) p. 37.

What is joint with others may be given with their consent.∗—Ibid., p. 37.

The assent of the co-sharers is required in the (alienation of) joint hereditary property whether movable or immovable.†—Ibid. p. 38.

67. Alienation of a proper portion of the joint family property by any of the unseparated co-parceners, even without the consent of the rest, is valid, if a calamity affecting the family require it, or support of the family make it unavoidable, or indispensable acts, religious or secular,—such as the

Annotations.

65—66. According to the doctrine of the Benares school, as prevalent to the Southward, a member of an undivided family must first obtain partition, before he can exercise individual ownership over his right in the joint property, without the consent of his co-parceners; a gift of undivided property, without such consent, being regarded by the Mitakshara as incompetent; at least so far as regards the reality.—Sta. H. L. Vol. I. (2nd Ed.) p. 261.


† The above translation has been made by the author of this work in consequence the translation (as contained in Baboo Prosunno Coomar Tagore’s Book,) of the original of those three paragraphs, not being accurate.
obsequies of the father or the like, marriage of a daughter or the like, payment of revenue and repayment of just debts or the like,—render it necessary.*

Authority. \[\text{Vrîhaspati}:—Even a single individual may conclude a donation, mortgage or sale of immovable property during a season of distress, for the sake of the family, and especially for pious purposes. (See ante, p. 42.)\]

Authority. The meaning of that text is this: while the sons and grandsons are minors, and incapable of giving their consent to a gift and the like; or while brothers are so, and continue unseparated;† even one person, who is capable, may conclude a gift, hypothecation, or sale, of immovable property, if a calamity affecting the whole family require it, or the support of the family render it necessary, or indispensable duties such as the obsequies of the father or the like make it unavoidable.—\textit{Mit.} In. Chap. i, Sec. i, § 29.

Authority. In a calamity affecting the family, any person (of that family) is competent even without the consent of the rest to make a gift, sale, or the like, even of immovable property, the support of the family being indispensable.—\textit{Vî. Mit.} (Sans.) p. 181.

Authority. When any common danger happens or when a daughter of the family is to be married, and the like, even the undivided immovable property can be given or sold, by a person who has become separated.—\textit{Vî. Okt.} p. 309.

\textit{Vyasâshtã}. 68. A disposal of immovable property being allowed under a legal necessity, or for a purpose prescribed by law, \textit{à fortiori} movables may be disposed of for the same reason by any of the co-parceiners.‡

† See the Foot-note in page 42.
‡ See Annotations pp. 40, 44, 47, 48.
69. It has, however, been determined by the High Court of Madras that a member of an undivided family, without the consent of his co-parcener, is competent to alienate for any purpose that portion of the joint estate, to which, if partition took place, he would be individually entitled. While the High Court of Bombay has held that a member of an undivided family cannot give away, but can sell or mortgage for any purpose, his share in the joint estate without the consent of his co-parcener.

Such determinations appear to have been arrived at not in conformity with the Mīḍākṣarā, Mayūkha, Śrīrī-Chandrika and the other paramount authorities of those provinces, but in accordance with the opinions of Mr. Colebrooke, Mr. Ellis, and Sir Thomas Strange.

Annotations.

57—69. It may be objected to Vijnāneswara and the Śrīrī-Chandrīkā that the texts which prohibit gifts of any portion of joint property, or the whole of a man's sole property, thereby distressing his family, equally forbid sale and mortgage of it:

* See Precedents pp. 189—146, 189, 189—194.
† In the last and most elaborate decision to the above effect, it has been thus observed by Chief Justice Westropp:—"As a general proposition, it is true that, in this Presidency, the Mīḍākṣarā, where not differing from the Mayūkha, is usually followed by the Courts upon questions of Hindu law. But this rule is not invariably. The courts have, in some instances, declined to follow either of those works. The doctrines of Mr. Colebrooke, Mr. Ellis, and Sir Thomas Strange, as to the right of alienation for valuable consideration by one of several co-parceners of his share in an undivided Hindu family estate, without the assent of the others, has been here preferred to that of the Nīhilā and Benares schools; and as a logical consequence of that doctrine, the courts have recognized the right of a judgment creditor to take in execution, for the private debt of a parcerner, his share in such undivided property." Precedents, p. 169.

"The foregoing authorities (i.e., opinions of Colebrooke and the rest, and the decisions cited) lead us to the conclusion that it must be regarded as the settled law of this Presidency, not only that one of several co-parceners in a Hindu family may, before partition, and without the assent of his co-parceners, sell, mortgage, or otherwise alien, for valuable consideration, his share in the undivided family estate, movable or immovable, but also that such a share may be taken in execution under a judgment against him at the suit of his personal creditor. Were we to hold otherwise, we should undermine many titles which rest upon the course of decisions, that, for a long period of time, the courts on this side of India have steadily taken. Stability of decision is, in our estimation, of far greater importance than a deviation from the special doctrine of the Mīḍākṣarā upon the right of alienation."—Ibid, page 172.
70. After division of the joint family estate, ancestral or acquired, the share of any individual member may be validly alienated by him without the consent of his separated parcerer, though it would be better if he were a consenting party.

Because, by the effect of partition, the right which the son and the rest had in the joint property having ceased to exist, and the several rights of the father and other co-sharers having accrued in particular parts of the property, the father as well as any other sharer is now at liberty to alienate his own exclusive share (received in the partition) without the consent of his son and the rest who (except the son born after partition) no longer possessed any right and power to prevent him from so doing.

Authority. Nárada:—When there are many persons sprung from one man (d), who have duties (a) apart, and transactions apart (b), and are separate in the materials of work (c), should they give or sell their own shares, they do all that as they

Annotations.

that these also would be void, although a valuable consideration have been paid and received. Injury and injustice may, however, be prevented, by holding him and his property answerable for the repayment of the money or valuable consideration received by him: and equity perhaps would award partition, for the purpose of enforcing payment from his share, thus rendered a separate one. But in the case of a gratuitous alienation, there are not the same difficulties; and I apprehend, that, under the Hindá law, as received among those with whom the Mitákhárá and Smriti-chandriká are the chief authorities, it must be held that the disposal by will (considered as gift) of an undivided share of joint property, is not valid; nor of any part of it, unless for pious purposes, or other uses incumbent on the testator to provide for, and falling within the exception which the law makes to the general prohibition.—Colebrooke's opinion.—See Stru. H. L. Vol. II, (2nd Ed.) pp. 433 & 434.

* See Precedents pp. 90, 92, 147, 179, &c.
† See ante, pages 12—15. ‡ See foot-notes in page 72. § See Partition.
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please: for they are masters of their own wealth.—Vyay. 
(Sane.) p. 181; Snt. Chan. Chap. XV, Cl. 1.

(a) Duties] Ceremonials, that is, the five great sacrifices.— 
Mayu. Chap. IV, Sect. vii § 36.

(b) Transactions] Commerce, and the like worldly acts.—Ibid.

(c) The materials of work] Household necessaries, and the 
like, as the means of performing the acts (of the householder). 
Ibid.

By the separate existence of these, a partition is mani-
fested. The sense is that they so separated, may (each), 
even without the consent of the others, make the gift, sale, 
or other alienation (of their respective shares).—Ibid.

(a) Who have their duties apart] Who perform religious rites 
such as agni-hota, &c., requiring pecuniary aid for their perform-
ance, independently of each other.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XV, Cl. 1.

(b) And transactions apart] Who manage likewise the transactions 
concerning the income and expenditure of the divided 
wealth, and also the agricultural affairs, separately.—Ibid.

(c) And are separate in the materials of work] Who likewise 
possess separate household utensils and other materials.—Ibid.

(d) When there are many persons sprung from one man] When 
there are several persons descending from one man and divided 
in several ways.—Ibid.

Should one of these not consent to the act of the other, 
yet the latter is to disregard the consent and manage his 
own affairs. They are also at liberty to give, sell or mort-
gage their respective shares at pleasure, since each is lord 
of his own wealth, once divided.—Ibid.

The following passage*—"Separated kinsmen, as those who are unseparated, are equal in respect of immovables; for one has not power over the whole to make a gift, sale, or

* Which is a text of Vrikshapati: See ante page 78.
mortgage;"—must be thus interpreted: among unseparated kinsmen, the consent of all is indispensably requisite, because among the unseparated (kindred) the estate being in common, no one is exclusive owner of a particular part;* but, among separated kindred, the consent of all tends to the facility of the transaction, by obviating any future doubt, whether they be separated or united: it is not required on account of any want of sufficient power, in the single owner; and the transaction is consequently valid even without the consent of separated kinsmen.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 30. Mitra Misra is also of the same opinion. See Vi. Mi. (Sans). page 171.

As for the text of Vihrarpati: "Separated heirs as those who are unseparated, are equal in respect of inmovables; for one has not power over the whole, to give, mortgage or sell it;"—according to Madana, it is for putting a stop to the right, among co-heirs, even separated as to their shares of (movable) effects, (though unseparated in other respects), to dispose of, by gift or other mode, without (general) consent, of grain, or the like, the produce of undivided fields, or other (fixed property). According to Vijñaneswara (and others) it is for the sake of obviating any future doubt, whether they be separated or united; for, by the consent of those separated,† the facility of the transaction is ensured.—Vyav. Mayu. Chap. IV, Sect. vii, § 37.

"All co-parceners have an equal claim to immovable property whether they be separated or live together. Therefore, one of them is not competent to make a gift of it, or to mortgage or sell it."—The purport of this passage is, that the property, which has been only nominally divided, remains common to all the heirs. Therefore, a single person is not its absolute master. If the entire property be divided, his act, whatever it be, is lawful.—Vi. Chi. p. 309.

* The original of the Italicised portion is—"a-vibhaktena dravyakya madyayathatvati eko-dhanyayd natvarato:;" of which the above is the accurate translation; but Mr. Colebrooke has rendered it by "because no one is fully empowered to make an alienation, since the estate is in common." See his Translation of Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 30.

† The original of this is "Vibhaka" which means 'separated,' and not "Unseparated," as is to be found in Stokes' edition of the translation of the Vyavahara Mayukha.
71. Although a man may, without the consent of any person, alienate his sole property yet it is his bounden duty not to do so, unless what is to be aliened exceed the necessary subsistence of his family, whom he is bound to support, or unless the wants of the family, or other distress affecting the same, require more to be parted with.*

* See ante, pages 60—64, and the Annotations in pages 36, and 45.
BOOK II.

SUCCESSION OF HEIRS, &c.

CHAPTER I.

SUCCESSION OF THE BEGOTTEN SON AND (IN THE MALE LINE) GRANDSON AND GREAT-GRANDSON.

When a man's right of property ceases by his death, natural or civil, or by voluntary abandonment,*—

Vyasastha. 72. His son(a) inherits from him.†

Authority. Boudhāyana:—Male issue of the body being in existence, the wealth goes to them.‡—Vṛ. Mi. (Sansk.) p. 199.

Authority. A son (a), whether re-united with his father, or not re-united, shall obtain the entire paternal share, since the power of intercepting the right to take a share lies in the filial relation.—Vṛav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. ix, § 16.

Annotations.

72. Sir Thomas Strange says:—"In the series of a Hindū's heirs, the first, in order, is his male issue, legitimately born, or, in its default, its substitute, and equivalent, a legally adopted son."—Strang. H. L. (Second Ed.) p. 123. See, however, page 83 and Vyasastha No. 79.

* See ante, pages 20—22.
† Vide Precedents pp. 195—199 and 222—224.
‡ The original of this text is—"Saṃprajñāśāh taddānum ayatāḥ bhavatāḥ," of which the above is an accurate translation. Mr. Colebrooke, however, has made two different translations of the text in question: the one contained in his so called Digest (Vol. ii, p. 520) runs thus:—"Male issue by males as far as the third degree being left, the estate must go to them;" and the other is to be found in his translation of the Dāya-Bhāgav (Chap. IV, Sect. ii, § 21) which is as follows:—"Male issue of the body being left, the property must go to them."
ON THE SUCCESSION OF MALE ISSUE.

(a) Now, by the term 'son' must be understood 'the ownsa (a legitimately begotten son)', 'the dattaka or daita (a son given)', 'krtrima (a son made)', and krita (a son bought); all the other descriptions of sons being obsolete in the present (kali) age. (See Adoption).

So if there be a son adopted before the birth of the owrasa son, the former will inherit with the latter though not in equal shares.† As this Chapter is devoted only to begotten male issue, the proportion of the adopted son's share in the above case and the other particulars regarding him will be given in the book on Adoption.

'Owrasa' is the issue of the 'uras' or breast, (whence of body), and born of a legally married wife (patt). Thus, Manu:—"Him, whom a man has begotten on his wedded wife, let him know to be the first in rank, as the son of his body (owrasa)."‡ So according to Manu the owrasa son might be of two kinds; 1. born of a married wife equal in class with her husband; and 2. born of a married wife of a different class. But in the present (kali) age, marriage

Annotations.

72, 73. Sir William Macnaghten treats of the son's succession in these terms:—"According to the Hindu law of inheritance, as it at present exists, all legitimate sons, living in a state of union with their father at the time of his death, succeed equally to his property, real and personal, ancestral and acquired" (Vol. I, p. 17.)

This, however, does not appear to be quite correct. First, because, a dattaka is also a legitimate or lawful son, but he does not succeed equally with the owrasa son of his adoptive father.† Secondly,

* The son adopted in the Dattaka form is prevalent in all the provinces of India, while that in the Krtrima form is used in Mithila, and wherever the same is legalised by custom; but the son bought is found only among Castes or devotees who according to the custom, obtained amongst them, adopt sons or chelas in that form. All these are fully stated in the book on Adoption q. v.

† Under the ancient law subsidiary ones (i. e., sons) participated, but not equally, with the legally begotten; as does still the son given in adoption, as well as any other competent in the present age to be adopted.—Stræ H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 187.

‡ Chap. IX, Vachana 166.
with a damsel of an unequal class having been dis-allowed by law, and, consequently, a son begotten by a man on a woman of a different tribe, though married to him, not being a lawful son on account of his mother not being a legally married wife, the term ousasa must now be taken to mean a son as defined by the Sage Boudháyana (who says):—"A son who was begotten by a man himself on his wedded wife of equal class, let him know to be the (legitimate) son of his body (ousasa)." See Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lou. Ed.) p. 157.

So also Vácharpati Misra, who says:—"Here the lawful wife is a woman of equal tribe espoused in lawful wedlock: a son begotten by himself on her is the first legitimate son, because the author says that one produced by himself on the lawful wedded wife of equal tribe is called legitimately begotten son (ousasa)."—Vê. Chi. Sana. p. 149. —See P. C. Tagore’s translation, p. 284. See also Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. xi, § 2.

Vyavasthá. 73. If there be several sons legitimately begotten and free from any defect causing exclusion from inheritance,* they inherit equally as well as simultaneously.†

Annotations.

because, the sons succeed as heirs to the patrimony not only at the time of their father’s death, natural or civil, but also at the time of voluntary abandonment by him; thirdly, because, the circumstance of a son’s living not in union with the father, does not exclude the former from inheritance where he has not already received his portion or somewhat in lieu or in satisfaction thereof: this is apparent from a precedent quoted by the learned compiler himself. See his work on Hindú Law, Vol. II, page 5.

73. Sons by different mothers inherit equally; and when a division takes place, it must be made, not with reference to the mothers, but

* See the Chapter on Exclusion from Inheritance.
† Vide Precedents pp. 198, 199, 222, 223.
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ĀPASTAMBA:—"All (sons) that are virtuous are entitled to Authority. shares." The term 'sons' is understood after the term 'all' in the above passage.—Śmṛti. Čhan. Chap. II, sect. ii, Cl. 16.

VRĪHASPATI:—Sons inherit the paternal estate, the Authority. shares (b) of all are equal.—Ibid., Cl. 17.

(b) 'Shares'—here mean the shares of both assets and debts.—Ibid.

MĀNU:—After the death (c) of the father and mother, Authority. the brothers, being assembled, may equally (d) divide paternal (and maternal) estates, for they are not owners while they (the parents) live.—Chap. IX, v. 104.

(c) 'After the death'—that is, after the extinction of right (by death natural or civil, or by voluntary abandonment). See ante pp. 20—29.

(d) 'Equally'—means in equal portions, no deduction of a twentieth part being allowed for the eldest son, and so forth. Vā Čha. p. 224.


74. The son begotten by a man of the Shūdrā Vrāmaṇka tribe on his female slave, or on the female slave of his slave, may, by the father's choice, take a share

Annotations.

the numbers of sons, per capiōta.—Norton's Leading Cases Part II, page 496.

74. Among the sons of the Shūdrā tribe, an illegitimate son by a slave girl takes with his legitimate brothers a half share, and where there are no sons (including son's sons, and grandsonson), but only the son of a daughter, he is considered as a co-heir, and takes an equal share.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 18.

74. Where there are an illegitimate son and a legitimate daughter, the son gets one-third, and the daughter two. (Strā. H. L. Vol. I, pp. 57, 193,) in Bombay. According to the Mitākṣarā, they would take moieties.—Norton's Leading Cases, Part II, p. 499.
equal to that of a son begotten on a wedded wife; he is entitled to a moiety of such share upon his father's death, also upon the father leaving a daughter by a wedded wife or son of such daughter. In default of these, the son by the female slave is entitled to the whole of the father's property. *

Vyavasthā. 75. The son of a man of the re-generate tribe by his female slave, or by the female slave of his male slave, is not entitled to inherit from him; but such son, if docile, receives a maintenance. *

Authority. MANU:—But a son begotten by a man of the shādṛṣa class on his female slave, or on the female slave of his male slave, may take a share of the heritage; if permitted by the other sons:† this is the law established.—Chap. IX, vachana 179.

Annotations.

74. The illegitimate son of a Shādṛṣa by a slave is not entitled to share with legitimate sons, in the inheritance of an uncle by the father's side.—Nissar Mortwah v. Kowar Bhugwunt Roy.—Marshall's Reports, page 609.

74. An illegitimate son succeeds before his father's widow. 1 W. and Bühl, p. 53, (quære); and before his legitimate brother's widow; ib., (quære). He shares with a foster son; ib. p. 54.—Norton's Leading Cases Part II, p. 499.

75. According to the Hindū law, an illegitimate son of a Rajput or any of the three superior tribes, by a woman of the shādṛṣa or other inferior class is entitled to maintenance only.—Pershad Sing v. Rames Meheros.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. III, p. 129 (New Ed. page 176.)

* See Precedents, pp. 199—210, 213, 214, 217, 220, 221.

† The portion italicised is not in the original, but has been supplied by the learned Translator. The same, however, is not only at variance with the texts of Yājñavalkya and other paramount authorities, but also with Kālidāsa Bhatia's commentary on the text itself, according to all of which it should have been "by the father;" as will be manifest from the passages cited in p. 87.
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The son of a Shūdra by a female made a captive or slave, under a standard or the like, or by a female slave belonging to his male slave, if permitted by his father, shares equally with the sons of the wedded wife, that is, he obtains a share equal (to that of one of those sons): this is the settled rule of the Shāstra.—Kullāk Bhatta’s commentary on the above text.

Yāñavalkya:—Even a son begotten by a śūdra on authority of a female slave, may take a share, by the father’s choice. But if the father be dead, the brethren should make him partaker of the moiety of a share: and one who has no brothers, may inherit the whole property in default of daughters’ sons.—Vide Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. xii, § 1.—Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. iv, § 32.

From specifying “by a śūdra,” it is clear that a son be-Authority gotten by a twice-born man on a female slave does not obtain a share, even by the father’s choice: Neither after the death of the father, will he get the half; nor, in the absence of sons or other [heirs], will he get the whole. This is the argument of the Madana-ratna, and others. Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. iv § 32.

The son begotten by a śūdra on a female slave, obtains Authority a share by the father’s choice, or at his pleasure. But, after [the demise of] the father, if there be sons of a wedded wife, let these brothers allow the son of the female slave to participate for half a share:—that is, let them give him half [as much as is the amount of one brother’s"] allotment. However, should there be no sons of a wedded wife, the son of the female slave takes the whole estate, provided there be no daughters of a wife, nor sons of daughters. But, if there be such, the son of the female slave participates for half a share only.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. xii § 3.

From the mention of a Shūdra in this place, [it follows Authority. that] the son begotten by a man of a regenerative tribe on a female slave, does not obtain a share even by the father’s choice, nor the whole estate after his demise. But, if he be docile, he receives a simple maintenance.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. Xii § 3.

* Subodhini and Bālam-Bhatta.
Descriptions of the different kinds of slaves are as follow:

Slaves described.

MANU:—There are servants of seven sorts; one made captive under a standard or in battle, one maintained in consideration of service, one born of a female slave in the house, one sold, or given, or inherited from ancestors, and one enslaved by way of punishment on his inability to pay a large fine.—Chap. VIII, v, 415.

The fifteen kinds of slaves described.

The distinctions in slaves are laid down by Nárada:—

One born [of a female slave] in the house [of her master]; one bought; one received [by donation]; one inherited [from ancestors]; one maintained in a famine; and, like him, one pledged by a [former] master; one relieved from great debt; one made captive in war; [a slave] won in a stake; one [who has] offered [himself] in this form: ‘I am thine;’ an apostate from religious mendicity; [a slave for a] stipulated [time]; one maintained in consideration of service [Bhakta]; a slave for the sake of his bride; and one self-sold, are fifteen slaves declared by the law.”—Vyav. Mayú. Chap. X § 5.

KÁTYÁYANA:—“A free woman, or one who is not a slave (of the same master; for this word, a-dáśá, may bear either sense, becoming the bride of a slave, also becomes a slave [to her husband’s owner]; for her husband is her lord, and that lord is subject to a master.”—Vyav. Mayú. Chap. X, para., 11.

The word slave, used throughout on this subject, being not specially confined to the masculine gender, must therefore be understood as affecting all rules also for female slaves. Vyav. Mayú. Chap. X. § 8.

VYAVASTHÁ. 76. The son begotten by a man of the shúdra tribe on an unmarried shúdra woman with whom carnal connection was not incestuous is also entitled to inherit from his father in the above manner. But such a son of a man of the regenerate tribe is entitled to maintenance only.*

* Vide Precedents, pp. 199, 211, 214.
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MANU:—The son of a Brāhmaṇa, a Kshatriya, or a Ārya, Vaisēṣika, by a woman of the Shūdra class, shall inherit no part of the estate, (unless he be virtuous; nor jointly with other sons, unless his mother was lawfully married;) * whatever his father may give him, let that be his own.—Chap. IV., v. 155;—Vidē Vyu. Mayū. Chap. IV., Sect. iv, § 29, and Vi. Chi. p. 273.

MANU:—A son, begotten through lust on a Shūdra by Authority, a man of the priestly class, is even as a corpse, though alive, and is thence called in law "a living corpse."—Chap. IX, v. 178.

VRIHASPATI:—A virtuous and obedient son, born of a Authority, Shūdra woman unto a man who leaves no legitimate offspring (a), shall take a provision for his maintenance, and the kinsmen (b) shall inherit the remainder of the estate.—Vi. Chi. p. 274.

(a) "Who leaves no legitimate offspring,"—that is who has no son by (any of the) wives of the first three classes.—Ibid.

(b) Kinsmen, first the nearest, and in their default, the remotest also.—Vi. Chi. p. 274.

This rule relates to the child of an unmarried Shūdra; for the text is laid down in the section treating of an unmarried woman.—Vi. Chi. p. 274.

GOUTAMA:—A son by a Shūdra woman, born unto a man Authority, who leaves no (legitimate) offspring, shall, if he be strictly obedient (like a pupil,) receive a provision for his maintenance (c).—Vyu. Mayū.—Chap. IV, Sect. iv, § 30.

(c) A provision for his maintenance; or, as a means of livelihood. Vyu. Mayū Chap. IV, Sect. iv, § 30.

"A son, begotten by a man of the Shūdra class on his female slave, may receive a share by the father's choice, or, after the death of the father, the brothers shall allot him half a share."—This text of Yajnavalkya is thus interpreted by Vāchaspāti Misra:—

* The words within parenthesis are not in the text itself, but seem to have been added from a commentary.
Authority. “A son of a Shádra by an unmarried woman may receive a share by the permission of his father; but, if the father be dead, he shall receive half of the share of his brothers who are borne by married wives.”—Vi. Chi. p. 274.

Then the text—“should he have no brother, he shall take the whole, unless there be a daughter’s son,” is interpreted by him as follows:—“The meaning of the above is that, the son of a Shádra by an unmarried woman receives the whole heritage, provided there be no son of married wives and daughters’ sons.”—Vi. Chi. p. 274.

It has been determined that—

Vyavasthá. 77. The son begotten by a Shádra on a kept-woman with whom carnal connection is not incestuous is also entitled to inherit in the above manner; but such a son of a twice-born man is entitled only to maintenance.*

The above must be on her being considered to be a slave either of the description “I am thine,” or “as one maintained in consideration of service (bhakta).” See ante p. 88.

Vyvavasthá. 78. In default of the son, the son’s son inherits, failing him, the great-grandson in the male line.†

Annotations.

77. Issue by a concubine is described in the law as son by a female slave, or by a Shádra woman. If the father were a Shádra, he might have allotted a share to his illegitimate son. Mit. on In. Oh. I, Sect. xii. And the obligation of affording him the means of subsistence is declared in passages quoted in Jagan-kátha’s Digest, Vol. III, p. 170.—Colebrooke’s opinion. Sira. H. L. Vol. II, (F. E.) p. 198.

78—80. In default of sons, grandsons inherit, in which case they take per stirpes, the sons, however numerous, of one son, taking no

* Vide Precedents pp. 199—214, 226.
† Vide precedents pp. 197, 217, 222—224.
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The right of performing the funeral obsequies is settled according to the following authority:—"The son, the son of a son, the son of a grandson:" hence their right of inheritance, which is similar to the right of performing the funeral obsequies, is likewise established.—*Vi. Chi.* p. 289.

First, the son; on failure of him, the grandson; in his default, the great-grandson (inherits).—*Vi. Chi.* p. 299.

Annotations.

more than the sons, however few, of another son.—*Macn. H. L.* Vol. I, p. 18.

78—80. In default of sons and grandsons, the great-grandsons inherit, in which case, they also take *per stirpes*, the sons, however numerous, of one grandson, taking no more than the sons, however few, of another grandson. They will take the shares to which their respective fathers would have been entitled, had they survived.—*Macn. H. L.* Vol. I, p. 18.

The right of representation is also admitted, as far as the great-grandson; and the grandson and great-grandson, the father of the one and the father and grandfather of the other being dead, will take equal shares with their uncle and grand-uncle respectively. Indeed, the term *put-tro* or *son* has been held to signify, in its strict acceptation, (also) a grandson and great-grandson.—*Ibid.* p. 17.

The collective term "issue" comprehending not only as many sons as a man may chance to leave behind him, but sons’ sons also, and sons of the latter or great-grandsons.—If the son have died in the lifetime of his father, leaving a son, and that son also die leaving one, and then the grandson die, the great-grandson succeeds, as his grandfather would have done, had he survived.—*Stru. H. L.* Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 124.

A son, dying in the lifetime of the father, leaving sons, representation takes place, proceeding as far as great-grandsons, upon the ground of their conferring, by performance of funeral obsequies, equal benefit on the ancestor; the key (as observed by Sir William Jones) to the whole Indian Law of Inheritance.—*Stru. H. L.* Vol. I, (1st Ed.) p. 116.
79. The grandson whose father is dead, and the
great-grandson whose father and grandfather are
dead, are entitled to inherit simultaneously with
the late proprietor's surviving son, if any.*

Reason.
For the grandson representing his own father, and the
great-grandson representing his grandfather as well as
father, are in the stead of the late proprietor's deceased son
and grandson,† and they equally with his surviving son
confer on him the spiritual benefit by presentation of the
oblation of food and libation of water.

80. If the grandsons and the great-grandsons
of the above description be numerous, and they be
sons and grandsons of different fathers and grand-
fathers, then they inherit not *per capita*, but *per
stirpes.*

Authority.
JÂNYAVALKYA:—Among grandsons by different fathers,
the allotment of shares is according to the fathers.—MÎt.
iv, § 20;—Vî. Chi. (Sants.) p. 181.

Although grandsons have by birth a right in the grand-
father's estate, equally with the sons, still the distribution
of the grandfather's property must be adjusted through
their fathers, and not with reference to themselves.§—

Although the grandsons' title being equal, and their
right by birth being also equal (to that of a son,) it is

* Vide Precedents pp. 196, 217, 222—224.
† Vide Precedents pp. 217, 222.
‡ Vide Precedents pp. 217, 222.
§ The meaning here expressed is this: if unseparated brothers die, leaving
male issue, and the number of sons be unequal, one having two sons, another
three, and a third four, the two receive a single share in right of their father,
the other three take one share appertaining to their father, and the remaining
four similarly obtain one share due to their father. So, if some of the sons
be living and some have died leaving male issue, the same method should be
observed: the surviving sons take their own allotments, and the sons of their
deceased brothers receive the shares of their own fathers respectively. Such
is the adjustment prescribed by the text.—MÎt. In. Chap. I, Sect. v, § 2.
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reasonable that they should take equal shares (with a son,) yet this is barred by the text:—"Among grandsons by different fathers, &c."—Vi. Mā. (Sansk.) p. 182.

The author of the Smriti-chandrika having used the word Authority "aṅka (many or different)" in the place of "pramita (deceased)" contained in the above text of Yājñavalkya, as found in the Mitaksharā, has thus interpreted the text:—"Among those whose fathers are deceased, the allotment of shares is according to the fathers."* Among those whose fathers are deceased.] Among brothers whose fathers have died undivided. The allotment of shares is according to the fathers.] The shares of the property left by the father, grandfather and great-grandfather are to be adjusted through their respective fathers, and not with reference to themselves.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. VIII, Cls. 1 and 2.

If it be asked what distinction does a partition make if made through fathers ††

Vṛihəspatī states:—"Their sons of unequal number are declared to take the shares of their respective fathers." Vide Smṛi. Chan. Chap. VIII, § 8.

The meaning is, where the sons of the deceased fathers are of unequal number, that is, of greater or less number, the sons of each father take the share of their own father only. For example, when one has a single son, another two, and a third many; the only son receives one share in right of his father, the two sons take one share appertaining to their father, and similarly the many sons obtain one share due to their father. Although, by the shares being thus adjusted through fathers, there might occur inequality in the shares of sons by different fathers, yet such a mode of adjustment must be observed as being expressly enjoined. Smriti. Chan. Chap. VIII, Cls. 4, 5.

* The above translation of the said text of Yājñavalkya is made by the translator of the Smriti Chandrika.
† This term refers to the grandsons, or great-grandsons, as the case may be.—Note by the Translator.
‡ Smṛi. Chan. Chap. VIII, Cl. 3.
Where among unseparated brothers having sons, one dies, and his son has received no share from his grandfather, and the grandfather dies,*

Authority. Kātyāyana says:—Should a younger brother [anuṣa (a)] die before partition, his share shall be allotted to his son, provided he has received no fortune (b) from his grandfather; a son's son shall receive his father's share from his uncle or from his uncle's son.†

(a) The term 'anuṣa' has been used in the text to denote a deceased brother in general, whether he be a junior or senior brother.—Smṛi. Čān. Chap. VIII, Cl. 6.

(b) "Fortune" means the wealth called 'heritage.'—Smṛi. Čān. Chap. VIII, Cl. 6.

Where there may be several sons of a deceased brother, then, too, the same author*—

Authority. Kātyāyana states:—The same shall be allotted equitably to all the brothers.(c)†

(c) Shall be allotted equitably to all the brothers.] Shall be divided in equal shares among all the sons, according to the principle.—"Equality is the rule where there is nothing laid down to the contrary.—Smṛi. Čān. Chap. VIII, Cl. 7.

Again says—

Authority. Kātyāyana:—Or (if that grandson be also dead) let his son take the share; beyond him succession stops(d).†

(d) 'Stops,' at the great-grandson. We must thus understand it: 'The son of the great-grandson, or the

* Smṛi. Čān. Chap. VIII, Cl. 6—8.
† Smṛi. Čān. Chap. VIII, Cl. 6—8; Vyaev. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. iv, § 21;—Pi. Mt. (Sane.) p. 199.
‡ The term "anuṣa" in Sanskrit means a younger brother.
rest, will not, on the death of the father [grandfather, and
great-grandfather, without interval after the death of the
great-great] grandfather, obtain his wealth, being of another
line, so long as his son, or other [heirs] are alive. In
default of son, grandson, [and great-grandson] in the
general [family] only, he also will take [the succession].

The meaning is, that the son of the grandson of the de-
ceased proprietor takes, in default of his father, the share
of his father. Where there is no such son too, (i. e., son of
the grandson,) but his sons are in existence, they, as the
descendants of the deceased proprietor, do not take a share
in the property of their great-great-grandfather. The
right of inheritance here ceases.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. VIII,
Clause 9.

The objector asks—"how does a great-grandson at least
take a share in his great-grandfather's property; the right
by birth being ordained by law only where the son or grand-
son inherits the property of his father or grandfather?"

This is true, but a great-grandson has been declared enti-
tled to his great-grandfather's property, just on the same
principle on which a son and the like have been declared
entitled to their mother's property. This is simply because
they survive the deceased, and offer funeral oblations to her.
It has hence been properly declared—"Let his son take the
share." It must hence be understood that whoever, by reason
of the deceased proprietor being related to him as father,
grandfather, or great-grandfather, offers funeral oblations
to him, becomes entitled to participate in his (deceased's)
property notwithstanding that the deceased has got other
sons, grandsons, and the like. Hence, Devala:—"Sages
declare partition of inheritable property to be co-ordinate
with the gifts of funeral cakes." The meaning is, that
Manu and other sages contemplate the partition of in-
heritance as well as the presentation of funeral oblations
to extend to the fourth in descent.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap.
VIII, Cls. 11—14.

The heritable right of the great-grandson whose father
and grandfather are dead is not only by reason of his pre-
senting the oblation-cake, but also by his being consubstantial with his father and grandfather. A grandson, even during the existence of his father, has, by birth, a heritable right in his grandfather's property, whereas a great-grandson's heritable right accrues only upon the demise of his father and grandfather: such is the distinction.*

Authority. *Kātyāyana* expressly declares the heritable right of sons, grandsons and great-grandsons:—“Should a son die before partition, his son shall be made a partaker of the estate provided he had received no fortune (share) from his grandfather. He recovers his father's share from his uncle or uncle's son; and the same (proportionate) share shall be according to law allotted to all the brothers; or (if that grandson be also dead) let his son take the share; beyond him (i.e., great-grandson, lineal succession) stops.”—*Vī. Mi.* (Sansk.) p. 199.

The non-inheritability, which is declared of the descendants beyond the great-grandson, is considered to be on the ground of *sapinda* relation; but they have certainly heritable right on the ground of being *Sakulyas* or distant kindred.—*Vī. Mi.* p. 199.

Although the author of the *Mitāksharā* has not, in the Chapter on Inheritance, mentioned the heritable right of the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead, nor has he cited the above quoted text of *Kātyāyana* by which such descendant's right of succession is expressly declared, yet by saying in the Chapter treating of debts that “if the great-grandson and the rest take the inheritance, then they must be made to pay (the deceased's) debts”—he has, though indirectly, recognised the heritable right of the great-grandson. Besides, when the *Vīr-mūrodaya*, which next to the *Mitāksharā* is a high authority of the Benares School, and is considered to be an exposition of the laws of the *Mitāksharā*, has plainly laid down the great-grandson's right of succession, and the authorities of the other schools too have done the same, then such descendant's

* See ante, pages 18, 19
† *Vide* Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lond. Ed.) pp. 7, 8, and 82.
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heritable right must be held to be unquestionably established. In practice also he invariably inherits in, and under, the above circumstances.*

DEVALA:—“Partition of heritage among undivided parceners, and a second partition among divided relatives living together (after re-union,) shall extend to the fourth in descent: this is a settled rule. So far (a) relatives are sapindas, or connected by funeral oblations; beyond him (b) the funeral cake is rescinded: sages declare (c) partition of inheritable property to be co-ordinate with the right of funeral cakes.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III (Lon. Ed.) p. 10.

(a) “So far” as the fourth in descent, relatives or persons sprung from the same family are sapindas: for example, one gives the funeral cake, the other three receive the oblation: hence there is a mutual connexion, by the gift and receipt of funeral cakes, between four persons. And this connexion of sapindas regards inheritance; but the connection of sapindas, in respect of impurity by reason of death, extends to the seventh in descent, including the ancestors, who partake of the rice wiped off the hand with which the funeral balls are offered.—Coleb Dig. Vol. III (Lon. Ed.) p. 11.

(b) “Beyond him (beyond the fourth in descent), the funeral cake is rescinded;” for there is not, between more distant relatives, the mutual connexion of giving and receiving funeral balls.—Ibid.

(c) “Sages declare,” &c.;—they declare the succession of inheritable property to be co-ordinate with the gift of funeral cakes. Consequently, he who offers the double set of oblations and the funeral cake, succeeds to the heritage. —Ibid.

31. The grandson whose father and the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are living are not entitled to inherit.†

* See ante, pp. 91—94.
† Vidæ precedents pp. 196, 217, 223—224.
Authority. The grandson and great-grandson whose fathers are alive not offering the oblation-cake by reason of their having no right to perform the pārvana (i.e., to present the double set of oblations) have no right to inherit the property of their grandfather and great-grandfather.—Vi. Mi. (Sans.) page, 181.
CHAPTER II.

RIGHT OF SUCCESSION TO THE ESTATE OF A MAN, WHO
LEAVES NO SON, SON'S SON, AND (IN THE MALE
LINE) GREAT-GRANDSON.

---

SECTION I.

WIDOW'S RIGHT OF SUCCESSION.

YAJNAVALKYA thus relates the order of succession to the
property of a man, who, being separated and not re-united,
dies leaving no son (b):

"The wife, and the daughters also, both parents, brothers
likewise,* and their sons, gentiles, cognates, a pupil, and
a fellow student (in the Veda): on failure of the first
among these, the next in order is heir to the estate of a
man who departed for heaven (a) leaving no son [a-puttra
(b)]. This rule extends to all (men and) classes (c)."—Vide
Sect. viii, § 1.

(a) Departed for heaven] Departed for another world.—Mitra.
In. Chap. II, Sect. i, § 3.

(b) Leaving no son (a-puttra)—that is leaving no son, son's
son, and (in the male line) great-grandson.—Vi. Chi. p. 289.

The term "Leaving no son (a-puttra)" means leaving no heir
down to the great-grandson in the male line, inasmuch as a
widow takes the inheritance in the case where there is no male
issue as far as the great-grandson.—Vi. Mitra. (Sansk.) p. 198.

"He, who has not (any of) the twelve descriptions of
sons already stated, is one 'leaving no sons'".—Mitra. Sans.
p. 207. Vide Colebrooke's translation, p. 325.

* "Brothers likewise".—This is understood by Balam Bhatta as
signifying both brothers and sisters.
Although the author of the *Mīrākahārā* has interpreted the term "leaving no son (a-pultra)" to mean one who is destitute of (any of) the twelve descriptions of sons, still here the term "a-pultra" (leaving no son or destitute of a son) must be understood to mean 'destitute of a grandson and great-grandson also; as otherwise, that is in the case of the term 'son' being taken to signify only a son, it would follow that a wife or widow would succeed notwithstanding the existence of a grandson and great-grandson in the male line; which is contrary to law as well as to the established practice. Therefore, the foregoing interpretation of the term 'a-pultra' given in the *Vivāda-chintāmani* and *Vṛmitrodaya* is alone proper.

(c) "To all"—that is, this rule, or order of succession, in the taking of an inheritance, must be understood as extending to all tribes, whether the *Mūrdhāvashikta* and others in the direct series of the classes, or sūta and the rest in the inverse order; and as comprehending the several classes the sacerdotal and the rest.—*Vide Mit.* In. Chap. II, Sect. i, § 4.

Of a man, thus leaving no male progeny, and going to heaven, or departing for another world, the heir or successor is that person, among such as have been here enumerated, viz., the wife and the rest, who is next in order, on failure of the first mentioned respectively. Such is the construction. In the first place, the wife shares the estate. *Mit.* In. Chap. II, Sect. i, § 3 and 5. Therefore,—

**Vyavastha.**

82. When a man, who was separated from his co-heirs and not subsequently re-united with them, dies leaving no son, and (in the male line) grandson and great-grandson, his wife (*patni*), if chaste, and capable of performing *srāddhas* and other religious acts, takes his inheritance.*

**Authority.**

When a man, who was separated from his co-heirs and not subsequently re-united with them, dies leaving no son,† his

---

* See Precedents, pp. 227—241, 260, 400 and 401; see also pp. 473—484.

† See the last page.
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widow takes the estate in the first instance.—Mīt. In Chap. II, Sect. i, § 30.

It is a settled point that on failure of heirs down to the great-grandson (in the male line), the wife takes the inheritance of her husband who died separated from, and not re-united with, his co-heirs.—Vā. Mī. (Śaṅga.) p. 199.

As secondary sons are better competent to confer benefits, temporal and spiritual, on the deceased than the father and the like, and are hence his nearer relations, so are widows also (as appears from a careful examination of the Vedas, Śāmrītīs, &c.,) better competent to confer benefits, temporal and spiritual, on the deceased than the father and the like, and are therefore his nearer relations compared with the father and the rest.—Śmrī. Čauh. Chap. XI, Sect. i, cl. 3.

Annotations.

82. In default of sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons in the male line, the inheritance descends lineally no farther, and the widow inherits, according to the law as current in Bengal, whether her late husband was separated, or was living as a member of an undivided family; but according to other schools, the widow succeeds to the inheritance in the former case only; an undivided brother being held to be the next heir.—Mācra. H. L. Vol. I, p. 19.

According to the law, as it prevails in Bengal, where an undivided coparcener dies, leaving a childless widow; his share does not vest in the surviving parceners, but descends to his widow, as his heir; whereas, the Mūdākshārā restricts her right of inheriting to the case of her husband so dying separated; allowing her, where he dies undivided, a maintenance only. In every other case, universally, survivorship takes place, the remaining coparceners continuing to administer and enjoy the undivided property, as will appear in the chapter on Partition.—Str. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) page 191.

A re-united parcener dying while the re-union continues, leaving no issue, but a widow, according to the Mūdākshārā, she is entitled to maintenance only, the deceased’s share vesting by survivorship in his coparceners.—Str. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 234.
It is hence inferrible that Manu declared the estate of a soulless man inheritable by the father, in default of even the widow. — Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, sect i, cl. 3.

Authority. In default of a great-grandson (in the male line) the estate devolves on the widow. — Vi. Chi. p. 289. On this subject —

Authority. VRIDDHA MANU says: — "The widow of a soulless man, keeping unsullied her husband’s bed (d), and persevering in religious observances (e), shall present his funeral oblation and obtain (f) also (his) entire share (g)". — Mit. In. Chap. II, sect. i, § 6.


Keeping unsullied her husband’s bed] Not allowing any other man to have access to her husband’s bed; that is, being chaste.

(e) Persevering in religious observances] Practising religious ceremonies even during the life-time of the husband with husband’s permission, it being declared by Shankha and Likhita: "The duty of a wife is to commence wilfully the religious observances, fastings, sacrifices, &c., with the permission of her husband." — Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 17.

It is hence to be understood that the author of the passage indirectly points out that a patni, to inherit her husband’s estate, must also be a pious woman. — Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, sect. i, Cl. 18.


† The duties of widowhood are as follows:—

VRIASA: — After the death of her husband, let a virtuous woman observe the duty of continence, and let her daily, after the purification of the bath present, from the joined palms of her hand, water mixed with til (sesamum) to the maws of her husband. Let her day by day perform with devotion the worship of the Gods, and the adoration of Vishnu, practising constant abstinence. She should give alms to the chief of the venerable for increase of holiness, and keep the various fasts which are commanded by sacred ordinances. A woman who is assiduous in the performance of duties
ON WIDOW’S SUCCESSION.

(f) The words "obtains also" have been used (in the above text of VRIDHHA MANU) to show that a putra who, by reason of her
conveys her husband, though abiding in another world, and herself (to
a region of bliss).

MANU:—Let her emaciate her body, by living voluntarily on pure flowers,
roots and fruits; but let her not, when her lord is deceased, even pronounce
the name of another man. Let her continue till death forgiving all in-
juries, performing harsh duties, avoiding every sensual pleasure, and prac-
tising the incomparable rules of virtue, which have been followed by such
women as were devoted to one only husband. Many thousands of Brahimanas
having avoided sensuality from their early youth, and having left no issue in
their families, have ascended (nevertheless) to heaven. And like those ab-
stemious men, a virtuous wife ascends to heaven, though she have no child,
if, after the decease of her lord, she devote herself to pious austerity. But
a widow who, from a wish to bear children, slights her (deceased) husband
(by marrying again,) brings disgrace on herself here below, and shall be ex-
cluded from the seat of her lord. —Chap. v.

YAMA:—Let her continue, as long as she lives, performing austerities,
avoiding every sensual pleasure, and cheerfully practising those rules of virtue
which have been followed by such women as were devoted to one (only hus-
band.) Neither in the Vedas, nor in the sacred code, is religious seclusion
allowed to a woman: her own duties, practised with a husband of equal class,
are indeed her religious rites: this is the settled rule. Eighty-eight thousand
holy sages of the ascetical class, superior to sensual appetites, and having
left no male issue, have ascended (nevertheless) to heaven. Like them a
damsel, becoming a widow, and devoting herself to pious austerity, shall
attain heaven though she have no son: this MANU, spring from the Self-
existent, has declared.—

VISHNU:—After the death of her husband, a wife must practise auster-
terities, or ascend (the pile) after him.

YĀJNA:—Leaving her husband’s favorite abode, keeping her tongue,
head, feet and (other) organs in subjection, strict in her conduct, all day
mourning her husband, with harsh duties, devotion, and fasts to the end of her
life, a widow victoriously gains her husband’s abode, and repeatedly acquires
the same mansion with her lord, as is thus declared: “That faithful woman
who practises harsh duties after the death of her lord, cancels all her sins,
and acquires the same mansion with her lord.”

VYAMAPATI:—A wife is considered as half the body of her husband,
equally sharing the fruit of pure and impure acts: whether she ascend
(the pile) after him or survive for the benefit of her husband, she is a faithful
wife. Strict in austerities and rigid devotion, firm in avoiding sensuality,
and ever patient and liberal, a widow attains heaven, even though she have
no son.

ŚURĪTI:—“Only one meal each day should ever be made (by a widow),
not a second repet by any means; and a widowed woman, sleeping on a
bedeated, would cause her husband to fall (from a region of joy.) She must
not again use perfumed substances: but daily make offerings for her husband
with kusa-grass, til and water. In the months of Vaisakha, Kṛśīka, and
Māgha, let her observe special fasts, perform ablutions, make gifts, travel
to places of pilgrimage, and repeatedly utter the name of Viśnu.

KĀTYĀYANA:—Though her husband die guilty of many crimes, if she
remain ever firm in virtuous conduct, obsequiously, honouring her spiritual
parent, and devoting herself to pious austerity after the death of her
husband, that faithful widow is exalted to heaven, as equal in virtue to
Arunabha.

marriage, acquired ownership* but of a dependent character over the entire property of her husband, obtains on his demise, independent power† over it.—Svri Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 19.

In the second hemistich of the passage, an inverse order in point of construction must be observed. It must be construed that a Pātī possessing the qualifications referred to, ought exclusively to take, first, the whole estate of her husband and then offer his funeral oblations; and that, during her life-time, neither the brother nor the rest are competent either to take the inheritance or to perform the obsequies.—Ibid., Cl. 16.

Since a woman has not yet performed the duties of widowhood and the like, how can she have a title to the inheritance immediately after the death of her husband? She has an immediate title, because she is disposed to perform those duties.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III. (Lond. Ed.) p. 479.

(g) In the following passage of PRAJAPATI the meaning of the words "funeral oblations" and "entire" (used in the above text of VRIDDHA MANU) has been explained: "Having taken his movable and immovable property, the precious and the base metals, the grains, the liquids and the clothes, let her duly offer his monthly, half-yearly, and other funeral repasts. With presents offered to his sires and by pious liberality, let her honor the paternal uncles of her husband, his spiritual parents (gurus), and daughter’s sons, the children of his sisters, his maternal uncles, and also aged and unprotected persons and guests.—Svri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 20.

Authority.

In conclusion, it is to be understood, that the law allowing a widow (pātī) to take the entire share of her husband, is applicable to the case of a parcener dying divided,‡ and without re-union.—Ibid., Cl. 54.

* This is according to the text “Wealth common to the married pair.” See Sanscrit, page 97.
† This independent power, however, is only in religious acts and legal necessities. See Vyavahāra 103, 104 and the authorities, &c., relative thereto.
‡ From its being laid down that a widow becomes entitled to succeed where the husband dies divided, it is understood that where the husband dies undivided, his father, brother, or the like, who lived in union with him takes the property of the sonless man.—Svri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 25.
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VRihapati, therefore, observing that wives are more closely allied to the deceased than any other else by reason of their conferring benefits, temporal and spiritual, on him, holds (by the following passage) that the widows alone are entitled to inheritance in default of secondary sons, notwithstanding the existence of the father and relations as far as sakuliyas.

VRihapati:—In Scripture (k) and in the code of law Authority (l), as well as in popular practice (j), a wife (pati) is declared by the wise to be half of the body (of her husband), equally sharing the fruit of pure and impure acts. Of him whose wife is not deceased, half the body survives. How then should another take his property, while half his person is alive. Let the wife of a deceased man, who left no male issue, take his share, notwithstanding kinsmen, a father, a mother, or uterine brother, be present. Dying before her husband, a virtuous wife [pati-vratik (l)] partakes of his consecrated fire [agni-hotra (k)]: or, if her husband die (before her), she takes his wealth: this is a primeval law. Having taken his movable and immoveable property, the precious and base metals (m), the grain, the liquids, and the clothes, let her duly offer his monthly, half yearly and other sraddhas or funeral repasts. With presents offered to his manes [kavyam (n)] and by pious liberality [pântam (o)], let her honor the paternal uncle of her husband, his spiritual parents, and daughter’s sons, the children of his sisters, his maternal uncles, and old men [vridhya (p)] and unprotected persons, guests and females [strijah (q)]. Those near and distant kinsmen, who become her adversaries, or who injure (her) property, let the king chastise by inflicting on them the punishment of robbery.†

* Pati-vratik (composed of ‘pati’ a husband, and ‘vrat’ a religious obligation) means a woman who never violates her marriage vow: whence Mr. Colebrooke has rendered it by “a virtuous wife,” Krishna Swam! Ayer by “a chaste woman,” and Baboo P. C. Tagore by “a faithful wife.”

† In the Dya-bhâgas and other Bengal authorities, all of these Vachanas or texts have been cited as of VRihapati, while in the Veddha-chintamani, Viva-mitra-dvaya and Srîti-chandrikâ most of them have been quoted as such and the rest as of Prajahati, but in the Vyavahara-mayâkha only a few of them have been cited as being of Prajahati. See Dya-bhâgas, Chap. XI, Sect. 1, § 2.—Coleb. Dip. Vol. III, (Loud. Ed.) p. 458;—Veddha-chintamani pp. 289,290;—Viva-mitra-dvaya (sans.) pp. 189-185,—Srîti-chandrikâ, Chap. XI, Sect. 1, Cls. 4 and 12; see also Nîdakshar (Chap. II, Sect. i, § .6) in which only one of the above verses has been cited.

14
(k) In Scripture] In the Veda (which says): "She who is a wife (patni) is half of her husband's body (ātmanah) itself." The word 'ātmanah' means body.—See Śūra, Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Clause 6.

(i) In the Code of law] In the Dharma Shāstra (wherein it is laid down thus): "Of him whose wife drinks wine, half his body sinks. In the case of him, half of whose body has sunk, no expiation is prescribed."—Ibid., Cl. 7.

* If the wife be half the body of her husband, may she not exclusively take his wealth, although sons, or other male descendants be living? No; for, the Scripture says:—"It is a person's own soul which is born to him (or her) as a son." MANU also says:—"The husband, after conception by his wife, becomes himself an embryo, and is born a second time here below; for which reason the wife is called jyād, since by her he is born (jyāate) again." (Ch. IX, v. 8.) So also, say SANKHA and LIKHITA:—"Let a priest take the band of a woman equal in class; the bodies of his ancestors are born again of her. Let him figuratively address his own soul in the person of his son: 'Sprung from the several limbs (especially) from the breast, thou my soul art called son: sayest thou live for a hundred years? For the benefits conferred on parents, thou, my soul, art called son; because thou deliverest (trīyaya) from the hell called 'put,' therefore thou art named (put-tra) son.' And it appears from these, that a son or other descendant is consubstantial with the father and other ancestors. (See Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, p. 452.) Further, MANU and VISHNU say:—"Since a son delivers (trīyaya) his father from the hell called 'put,' therefore he is named 'put-tra' by the Self-existent himself." (MANU 9, 138; VISHNU 16, 48.) So says also HĀRTA: "Certain hells are named put and chiha-antas, a son is therefore called put-tra, because he delivers his father from those regions of horror." In like manner SANKHA and LIKHITA declare: "A father is exonerated in his life-time from the debt to his own ancestors, upon seeing the continuance of a living son: he becomes entitled to heaven by the birth of his son, and makes his own debt devolve on him. The sacrificial hearth, the three reds, and sacrifices rewarded with ample gratuities, have not the sixteenth part of the efficacy of the birth of an eldest son." Thus also MANU, SANKHA, LIKHITA, VISHNU, VASISHTHA and HĀRTA: "By a son, a man conquers worlds; by a son's son, he enjoys immortality; and, afterwards, by the son of a grandson, he reaches the solar abode." (MANU 9: 137; VASISHTHA 17-5; VISHNU 16, 45). YĀONTAVALEKA likewise says: "The continuance of race and attainment of heaven depend on a son, grandson and great-grandson (1. 7a)." Thus since the sons and other male descendants produce great spiritual benefit to their father or ancestor from the moment of their birth, and they present the oblation-cake at the pārṣuṇa to their deceased father, the proprietary right of sons and the rest is ordained, as already inferable from reasoning; because the property devolving upon sons and the rest benefits the deceased; and since there can be no other purpose of speaking of the various benefits derived from sons and the rest, while treating of inheritance, it appears to be a doctrine to which MANU assents, that the right of succession is grounded solely on the benefits conferred. It, therefore, clearly appears that the estate of the deceased should go first to the son, grandson, and great-grandson, and on failure of the son and the rest, the succession should devolve on the widow: and this is reasonable.
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(f) In popular practice] In the Shāstra exhibiting the laws sanctioned by popular usage (wherein it is provided): "Which learned will renounce a wife, who is half of the body?"—Smṛti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Clause 8.

(g) By the word—"Agni-kotra," (used in the text) is meant the fire belonging to the consecrated hearth,—Ibid, Cl. 12.

(f) "Pati-vratā" is thus defined by Hāsītra: "She, who suffers pain when her lord endures it (that is becomes affected in mind by similar anguish), is cheerful when he is so, in his absence pines under the anguish of separation, and is squalid (through the neglect of ornament and dress), and who dies when he expires (that is follows him in death) is considered a pati-vratā sādhīvī." Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lond. Ed.) p. 462.

But here 'pati-vratā' (a faithful wife) means a chaste wife. "Faithful wife" does not here signify one who immolates herself on the funeral pile of her husband, for she cannot then inherit her husband's estate.—Vi. Chi. (Sans.) p. 152. See P. C. Tagore's English Translation, page 290.

A chaste woman (pati-vratā) A virtuous woman or one that lives with her husband, associating with him in the performance of the rites ordained by the Śruti and Smṛiti, and observing fasting, and other religious ceremonies.—Smṛti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Clause 12.

The term nārī (woman) means a wife of the rank of a patni. That she is such a wife is apparent from her being said to be the partaker of consecrated fire. To a wife competent to associate with her husband in the performance of religious rites, Vrihaspati gives preference over the brother and like in point of performing the rites relating to the mausoleum.—Ibid., Cl. 13, 14.

(m) Base metals] Brass, lead, and the like.—Smṛti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 20.

(n) With presents offered to the manes (kavyam)] With boiled rice offered in honor of departed ancestors.—Ibid.

(o) By pious liberality (pūrīm)] By presents, &c., made for the construction of wells, tanks, and the like.—Ibid.

Here by the mention of the sṛddhas that a widow must perform, it is meant that she shall also perform the deceased's sṛddhas prior to the sapindī-karana, and also celebrate obsequies annually, and take the estate of her lord. What has been said above is applicable to the estate of such husband as has been


(q) Females] The widows of her husband’s sons and the rest.
—Ibid.

Rule.

The rule hence inculcated is, that a patni having taken the entire property of her husband inclusive of immovables, must, by presents to the relatives of her husband in proportion to the wealth (derived by her), perform acts (within the competence of a female to perform) calculated to obtain final happiness for her lord and herself.—Vì. Mi. (Sans.,) page 193.—Vide Smrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 21.

Rule.

Therefore, in the case contemplated by Sangraha-Kāra, the only rule that can be recognised is that the qualifications described by Vṛddha Manu* are all that are required in a female to entitle her to inherit the whole estate.—Smrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 55.

Authority.

Vishnu:—The wealth of him who leaves no male issue goes to his wife; on failure of her, to his daughter; if there be none, to the father; if he be dead, to the mother; on failure of her, to the brothers; after them, to the brothers’ sons; if none exist, it passes to near kinsmen [bandhus (r)]; in their default to distant kinsmen [sakulyas (s)]; on failure of these, to the pupil; in his default, to the fellow-student in theology, for want of these, the property, excepting that of a Brahmin, escheats to the king:†

(r) By ‘Bandhus’ is here meant sapindas or kinsmen allied by funereal oblations; and by ‘sakulyas,’ persons from the same primitive stock (sa-gotras).—Vi. Chi. (Sans.) p. 151.

Here, by Bandhus is meant sapindas, and by ‘sakulyas’ is meant persons of the same gotra or primitive stock; because if the term

* See ante, page 102.

† This text of Vishnu being in prose, is cited with some variations in the reading, and is not to be found in full in all of the books in which it is quoted. Vide Vi. Mi. (Sams.) p. 193;—Vi. Chi. p. 268;—Mīr. In. Chap. IV, Sect. i, § 6;—Smrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. iv, Cl. 5;—Vyav. Māyā. Chap. iv, Sect. viii, § 14.
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bandhus be taken here to mean the father’s bandhus, and the rest, to be hereafter enumerated,* then there would be a deviation from the order of succession laid down by the prince of contemplative sages (Yajnavalkya).† Vide ante, page 99.

In conclusion, it is to be understood, that the law allowing a patni to take the entire share of her husband, is applicable to the case of a parceller dying divided, and without re-union.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 54.

“Patni (wife)” signifies a woman espoused in lawful wedlock; conformably with the etymology of the term as implying in a connection with religious rites.—Māt. In. Chap. II, § 5.

By the term ‘Patni’ is meant a woman espoused in lawful wedlock, according to a rule of Pāṇini.—Vir. Mi. (Sansk). page 193.

At present, however,—

83. A woman of the same class with her husband and espoused in lawful wedlock can alone be a patni, marriage with a damsel of an unequal class having been prohibited in the kali age.§

Vrikat Nāradīya Purāṇa after citing “Undertaking sea voyages (to circumnavigate the ocean); the carrying of (kamandalu or) waterpot (by a householder); the marriage of twice-born men with damsels unequal in class”: adds, “The wise have declared, that these practices must be avoided in the kali age.”—Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. III. (Lond. Ed.) page 141.

The Āditya purāṇa too, after citing “The filiation of any but the dattaka and ourusa is not admitted; and also

* Vide Sect. IX.
† See ante, page 99.
§ Conformably with the etymology] A rule of grammar contained in the Pāṇini.

According to Amara’s definition—Patni is a wife who is married in the legal form, who is (as it were) a second self (to the husband), and who is an associate in religious rites.

§ See the Chapter on Marriage.
the marriage of regenerate men with girls of unequal class," and other parts of law, proceeds—"These (practices) were, at the beginning of the kali age, judicially abrogated by wise legislators with an intent of securing mankind from evil. The ordinances of Sádhus* are of equal authority with the vedas.—Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lond. Ed.) page 142.

The marriage of a Shúdra with a woman of another class has been prohibited by Manu himself, who says:

"For a Shúdra is ordained a wife of his own class, and no other; all produced by her, shall have equal shares, though she have a hundred sons.—Chap. IX, v. 157.

Vyavasthá. 84. According to the Smriti-chandrika, even of the wives of the same class, she who was married by being bought is not entitled to inherit from her husband, by reason of her not being a patni, and, as such, not being entitled to perform sráddhas and other religious rites and ceremonies.

Authority. The wife, 'patni,' means a wife lawfully wedded in one of the approved forms of marriage, Bráhma or the like, capable of conferring on the wife a power to associate with her husband in the performance of religious sacrifices; it being also declared by Pánini that "the term 'patni' (a wife), anomalously derived from 'pati' (husband), is employed when connection with sacrifices (meaning religious rites) is indicated." The term 'Patni' applies to a wife of no other kind. Hence a wife bought (as in ásura marriage &c.,) is not called "patni," there not being in her that connection with religious rites which is essential to a 'patni.' Accordingly in another Smriti: "That woman who has been purchased for value paid is not styled a 'Patni'; she associates neither in rites relating to deities, nor in rites relating to the manes. The learned call her a slave (dási)." When a wife is not a 'patni' she is capable of conferring temporal benefits only. In order to show that a wife, not being a 'patni' is incapable of conferring spiritual benefits,

* By sádhus is here meant the holy sages and legislators.
it is said that the learned call such a wife a slave or "dāsi." Hence, by the term "patni" being used in the text of Vrihaspati above quoted, before the phrase "takes his share," it is shown that, to entitle a widow to inherit the estate of her husband, it is essential that she should have been capable to perform the rites relating to the manes and the like. Smriti chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 9-12.

Prajāpati, therefore, points out, by the following passage, that, to such a patni alone, the right of inheritance attaches, as is capable of maintaining by her chastity the religious rites prescribed by both the scripture and the code of law. "Dying before her husband, a chaste woman [nārī] partakes of his consecrated fire [agni-kotra], or if her husband die [before her], she shares his wealth. This is a primeval law."—Ibid., Cl. 13. See ante p. 104.

85. But according to the Vir-mitrodoya, a wife married as above is not entitled to inherit only in the case of there existing a wife married in one of the approved forms, whence it is inferred that according to that authority the former is entitled to inherit on failure of the latter.

The word patni being used, it appears that a wife married in the āsurā* or any other (disreputable) form is not entitled to inherit in the event of there existing another wife married in one of the approved forms. Thus a text of law:—

"A woman who has been purchased for value paid is not styled a "patni": she associates (with her husband) neither in the rites relating to deities, nor in the rites relating to the manes. The Learned call her a slave (dāsi)." Here calling her 'a slave' is to intimate that she is incapable of associating (with her husband) in the performance of religious rites, and not that she should be treated as a slave; since by being married (to her husband,) she cannot be another's wife. Therefore, by the expression "she associates neither in the rites relating to deities, nor in the rites relating to the manes," she is only prohibited from associating (with her husband in the performance of such

* When matrimony is contracted by giving property or paying money to the governor or guardian of the bride, it is called āsura marriage. See the Chapter on Marriage.
rites). Thus by the (use of the) term ‘patni’ it is intimated that to entitle her to inherit (from her husband) it is essential that she should have been capable of performing the rites relating to the manes and the rest. Accordingly Prajápati, (by the following text,) points out that the wife who is capable of associating (with her husband) in the performance of the rites prescribed in the Veda and Smriti, and who is pati-vratá, is alone entitled to inherit the estate (of her husband):—“Dying before her husband, a chaste (pati-vratá) woman partakes of his consecrated fire (agni-hotra), or if her husband dies (before her), she shares his wealth.”—Vš. Mi. (Sans.,) p. 193.

The right of a widow [patni] to inherit arises only where the husband dies divided in estate.† Accordingly Vrihaspati:—“Whatever property a man possesses of every kind after division, whether mortgaged or other, the wife [Jáyá] shall take after the death of her husband, with the exception of fixed property.”(e)—Smriti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Clause 23.

The purport of the text is, whatever is the property of a deceased husband, whether consisting of moveables or immoveables, whether pledged or otherwise, the widow alone takes, where the husband was a divided member of the family.—Ibid. Cl. 24.

The word ‘Jáyá’, used in the above text of Vrihaspati, means a wife who is a ‘patni’.—Ibid. Cl. 25.

(e) With the exception of fixed property] This exception is applicable to a patni who has not even a daughter, for, if it were to be held applicable to every widow generally, the passage would be inconsistent with that of Prajápati: “Having taken his movable and immovable property, the precious and base metals, the grains, liquids, and the clothes, &c.”—Ibid. Clause 25.

The inconsistency cannot be attempted to be removed by saying that the text of Vrihaspati is applicable to a case

† Ante pages 104, 105.
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where the husband dies undivided, or where the widow does not lead a virtuous life.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Clause 26.

To prevent any such construction being put upon the passage, the same authority [Vṛihaspāti] has stated:—“Even if virtuous, and if partition have been made, a woman is not fit to enjoy real property.” The object of this passage is to explain that real property being the means of subsistence among the descendants of a Hindū family, is inheritable only by a widow that has got issue, and that therefore a widow [pataṇ] having no issue, has no title to inherit the property although she may be virtuous and the family divided.—Ibid., Cl. 27. Consequently,

According to the Smṛiti-chandrika—

36. The widow who has no daughter cannot inherit the immovable property of her husband, notwithstanding that she be virtuous and the property divided, but she alone who has a daughter inherits immovable as well as movable property.

As for this text of Vṛihaspāti: “Whatever property a man possesses, of every kind, after division, whether mortgaged, or other, that the wife, [in whatever form married, jāyā] shall enjoy after the death of her husband, with the exception of fixed property. Even if virtuous and if partition have been made, a woman is not fit to enjoy real property” it, according to the Smṛiti-chandrika, refers to a wife who has not [even] a daughter, for a woman having

Annotations

36. According to the doctrine of the Smṛiti-Chandrika, which is of great and paramount authority in the south of India, a widow, being the mother of daughters, takes her husband’s property both movable and immovable, where the family is divided; but a childless widow takes only the movable property. Where there are two widows one the mother of daughters and the other childless, the former alone takes the immovable estate, and the movable property is equally divided between them.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 21.
a daughter obtains the fixed property also. Madhava, again, considers it to relate to the prohibition of sale, or other transfer of real property, by a widow, without the concurrence of the heirs.—Vyav. Mayú. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 3.

The author of the Víra-mitrodoya, however, disapproves of the above doctrine of the Smriti-chandriká by saying that as the doctrine in question is not laid down in the Madana-ratna, Mitákeśará, Kalpa-taru, and (in the book of) Haláyudha and all other books, the same must be a groundless one.—Víde Ví. Mi. (Sana) p. 193.

Passages, adverse to the widow’s claim, likewise occur. Thus Nárada has stated the succession of brothers, though a wife be living; and has directed the assignment of a maintenance only to widows.—“Among brothers, if any one die without issue, or enter a religious order, let the rest of the brethren divide his wealth, except the wife’s separate property. Let them allow a maintenance to his women for life, provided these preserve unsullied the bed of their lord. But, if they behave otherwise, the brethren may resume that allowance.” Manu propounds the succession of the father, or of the brother, to the estate of one who has no male offspring: “Of him, who leaves no son, the father shall take the inheritance, or the brothers.” He likewise states the mother’s right to the succession, as well as the paternal grand-mother’s: “Of a son dying childless, the mother shall take the estate, and, the mother also being dead, the father’s mother shall take the heritage.” Sáṅkha also declares the successive right of brothers, and of both parents, and lastly of the eldest wife: “The wealth of a man, who departs for heaven, leaving no male issue, goes to his brothers. If there be none, his father and mother take it: or his eldest wife.” Kátáyana too says, “If a man die separate from his coheirs, let his father take the property on failure of male issue; or successively the brother, or the mother, or the father’s mother.”—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. i, § 7.

But Vijnáneshwara, the author of the Mitákeśará, after fully discussing the matter set forth in the passages that are adverse to a widow’s claim, has laid down as follows:—
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"Therefore, it is a settled rule, that a wedded wife, being
chaste, takes the whole estate of a man, who being separated
from his co-heirs and not subsequently re-united with them,
dies leaving no male issue."—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. ii,
paragraph, 39.

The above is followed and adopted, though not exactly
in the same words, in all the Digests of the Benares and
other schools.

Thus the Vira-mitrodaya:—"It is a settled rule that the
widow of a man who was separated from his co-heirs
and not subsequently re-united with them, inherits his
estate in default of heirs down to the great-grandson in
the male line."—Vi. mi. (Sansk.) p. 199.

So the Vivada-chintamani:—"The conclusion is that,
on failure of (heirs), down to the great-grandson of her
husband, the chaste wife is entitled to inherit his estate.
What is said above, is applicable to the case of a husband
who has taken his share from his co-heirs."—Vi. Ch. (Sansk.)
page 152. See P. C. Tagore's Translation pp. 290, 291.

So also the Smriti-chandrika:—"In conclusion it is to be
understood, that the law, allowing a patni to take the
entire share of her husband, is applicable to the case of a
parcener dying divided and without re-union."—Smri.
Chah. Chap. XI, Sect. I, Cl. 54.

87. A widow being entitled to inherit the divided
share or property of her late husband, it has been,
by parity of reasoning, determined that, she is
entitled to inherit also such property as was sepa-
rately acquired or held by him, or what was vested
in him, though the enjoyment thereof was post-
poned till after a contingency.*

Because such property not being held in common with any
one else, is of the nature of a divided property.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 244—251, 443.
88. The term “chaste or virtuous,” and the expression “keeping unsullied the husband’s bed” &c.* being used, as a qualification of the widow entitled to inherit, it follows that an unchaste woman is not entitled either to take inheritance or to have maintenance.†

Reason.

Inasmuch as she is incompetent to perform the rites relative to deities and manes; and even if she do perform them, the performance of such acts by her is vain and fruitless. Thus—

Authority.

VYĀSA:—O Arundhati! gifts, fastings, religious rites, and good acts of unchaste women are vain; their religious merits also, O, spotless beauty, are fruitless.†—v. 734 of Chapter 137 called the Parijāta-harana of the book entitled the Hari-bansa in the Mahā-bhārata.

Authority.

A wife, if faithful to her husband, takes his wealth; not if she be unfaithful.—Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 2.

Authority.

KĀTYĀYANA:—Let the widow succeed to her husband’s wealth, provided she be chaste.—Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 2;—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. ii, § 2.

Authority.

KĀTYĀYANA:—A widow who does malicious or injurious acts (a), who has no sense of shame, who squanders away money, and who is bent upon committing adultery, is held unworthy of wealth [dhana (b)]§.—Smṛti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 47.

(b) Wealth (dhana) means wealth or a share of land assigned for maintenance, &c.—Ibid.

The meaning is, that a widow, subject to any of the four vices above described, is not entitled to enjoy the mainte-

---

* Ante pages 102, 105, 107, 115. † Vide Precedents, pp. 251—258, 402, 403.
‡ Vide B. L. R. Vol. V. p. 369.
§ The translation of the above text as contained in the Vyasaḥra Mayū-kha, and Vidvad-chintāmani, differs in some respects from the above, and slightly from each other. See Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV. Sect. VIII § 8, and Pt. Chi. p. 255.
nance so allotted. The term "dhana (wealth)" used in the
text, refers also to food and raiment.—Ibid.

(c) Who does malicious or injurious, acts, &c.] This shows
that the kindred should demand the peculiar property from such a
woman.—Vt. Ch. p. 366.

NĀRADA.—Let them (i. e. brothers) allow a maintenance Authority.
to his (the deceased brother's) women for life, provided
these preserve unsullied the bed of their lord. But, if they
behave otherwise (c), the brethren may resume that allow-
ance.*

(c) If they behave otherwise.] If they pursue an incontinent

YĀJñāVALKYA:—Their childless wives who preserve Authority.
chastity must be supplied with food and apparel; but dis-
loyal and traitorous (d) wives shall be banished from the

(d) Traitorous wives] This term, according to the Ratnākara,
positively denotes treason, such as the attempt to administer
poison or the like, not merely a contentious spirit. Consequently
the same married wife who ought to be banished from the habitation
by her husband, shall, in like manner, be expelled by his
brothers and the rest.—Ibid.

For other authorities on the above point see the Chapter
on "Exclusion from Inheritance."

PRAJĀPATTI, therefore, points out, by the following passage, Authority.
that, to such a patni alone, the right of inheritance at-
taches, as is capable of maintaining by her chastity the
religious rites prescribed by both the Scripture and the code
of law. "Dying before her husband, a chaste woman [nārī]
partakes of his consecrated fire [agni-hotra], or if her hus-
band die [before her], she shares his wealth. This is a

By the word "Agni-hotra" used in the text, is meant the fire
belonging to the consecrated hearth.—Smṛtī. Chan. Chap. XI,
Sect. i, Clause 12.

89. A widowed woman suspected of incontinence is not also entitled to take inheritance, but is to have a maintenance.

Authority. "If a woman, becoming a widow in her youth, be headstrong, a maintenance must in that case be given to her for the support of life." This passage of Hārīta is intended for a denial of the right of a widow suspected of incontinency, to take the whole estate. From this very passage [of Hārīta], it appears that a widow, not suspected of misconduct, has a right to take the whole property.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. i. § 37.

With the same view, Sankha has said "Or his eldest wife." Being eldest by good qualities, and not supposed likely to be guilty of incontinency, she takes the whole wealth; and, like a mother, maintains any other headstrong wife [of her husband. Thus all is unexceptionable.—Ib. § 83. So also Mitra Misra. See Vī. Mit. (Sanz.) p. 198.

Authority. Where a widow is suspected of incontinency the mode prescribed by Hārīta is to be adopted even where the widow is of the rank of a pañśi and belongs to a divided family. "If a woman becoming a widow in her youth, be headstrong, a maintenance must, in that case, be given to her for the support of life." Headstrong cruel, obstinate, and one against whom there is a balance of presumption of incontinence.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. XI, S. i, Cl. 50.

Authority. Even a mere maintenance is for a woman suspected of incontinence, from this text of Hārīta. "If a woman, becoming a widow in her youth, be headstrong [suspected of incontinence (d)], a maintenance must, in that case, be given to her for the support of life."—Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 9.

(d) Headstrong, according to the Mitakṣarā means suspected of incontinence.—Ibid.

This establishes our argument (The wife, if faithful &c.) that a lawfully married wife, restrained (in her conduct) takes the wealth.—Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 9.
90. The widow, as heir to her husband, inherits only such property as belonged to, or was vested in, him, or as he was entitled to, though not possessed of; but not such property as would have devolved on him had he outlived its owner.*

91. Where there are two or more widows free from any disqualifying defect, they inherit their husband's property equally and simultaneously, and even if they choose, may divide it equally among themselves.†

But if there be more than one (wife), they will divide it and take shares.—Vyas. Mayā. Chap. IV. Sect. viii. § 9.

The singular number is used to denote the class or caste, so if a man leave several wives, of the same caste with, or of a different caste from, him, then all of them divide and take their husband's estate in due proportions.—Vi. Mi. (Sansk.) p. 193.

So also the Mitāksharā which says:—"The singular number is used to denote caste or class, so if there be several

Annotations.

91. If there be more than one widow, their rights are equal.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 19.

* See Precedents, pp. 242—251. † See Precedents, pp. 255—259, 278, 403. See also In the Goods of Dadoo Mania, 1st September 1862, Ind. Jur. October 24th, 1862, page 59, before the High Court of Bombay where Arnauld, J., said: "This doctrine has been followed by the late Supreme Court, in a case of the goods of Chapa Judoo, decided on the 22nd of June 1861, of which we have been furnished with a note by the Chief Justice, where the Court, after consideration, and obtaining answer from the Sadr Adawlut and at Poona, held that, 'if there be more than one widow, each of them is entitled to an equal share of the property.' It appears from those answers that, although the author of the Mayākha cites no text in support of his opinion, such texts are to be met with in the Fīra-marudaya, an authority of the Benares School, and Macnaghten's Principles of Hindu Law, a work of authority in Bengal. It is also said, page 19, that if there be more than one widow, their rights are equal. The case in Morton's Reports, page 314, handed up to us yesterday by Mr. Westropp, shows that this rule was acted upon by the Supreme Court in Calcutta as early as the year 1791, and in Morley's Digest (N. S.) Vol. I, p. 180, [para. 15] we find an instance of its being acted upon in the North-Western Provinces
wives of the same caste, and of different castes, they divide and take the wealth in due proportions.—Mil. Sans. p. 207.

The original of the above passage has been omitted in Colebrooke's translation between Paras. 5 and 6, Chap. II, Sect. i.

Vyavastha. 92. At present, however, only the wedded wives of the same class with their husband are Patnis;—so if there be several such widows, they equally divide and take the heritage of their husband.

Authority. Where there are several widows (patnis), it is proper that they should all take the inheritance of their soulless husband by dividing the same in equal shares among them.—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 57.

Vyavastha. 93. Upon the death of any of the several widows who inherited the estate of their husband, the portion inherited by the deceased widow devolves on the

Annotations.

91-93. If there be more than one widow, their rights are equal; the right is considered as vested only in one individual, so that the property does not go to the heirs of the husband until after death of all the widows.—Elb. In. Sect. 163.

in 1850. On these authorities, we hold that the widows in this case are prima facie entitled to equal shares of the property." In Bengal, two widows take the whole estate for life, and on the death of one, the whole survives to the other, upon whose death, it goes to the collateral heirs of the husband.—I. Mor. Dig. 213. In Madras, it has been held, that the eldest widow succeeds; the other widows being entitled during her life to maintenance only, the second widow succeeding on the death of the first.—I. M. Sel. Dec. 455, 457, and R. A. No. 1 of 1835. II, Ibid, 44. But see Strange's Manual H. L. 2nd Ed. page 326, where the author lays down that, in Southern India, the widows are viewed as on an equality and inherit equally; and considers the following passage from the Mitakshara:—"The singular number 'wife' signifies the kind; hence, if there are several wives belonging to the same or different classes, (they) divide the property according to the shares prescribed to them and take it." This passage appears in the Samhita copy of the Mitakshara in my possession, but has been omitted in Colebrooke's translation. This passage occurs between paras. 5 and 6 Sec. i, Chap. ii. of the Mitakshara." Smri Chan, Note p. 165. See also Vyav. Maya. Stokes' Ed. p. 52 where the above note is inserted by the learned Editor.
surviving widow or widows who inherited jointly, and not on the daughter and other inferior heirs of the husband, so long as any of his widows be in existence.*

Because, according to the subjoined text of \textit{Yajnavalkya} —"The wife and the daughters also, both parents, brothers likewise, and their sons, gentiles, cognates, a pupil, and a fellow student: on failure of the first among these, the next in order is indeed heir to the estate of one, who departed

\begin{center}
\textbf{Annotations.}
\end{center}

93. Another case in point is that of a man dying survived by three widows, who take his property and divide it among themselves, each taking a third. On the death of one of them, who is entitled to succeed to her property, the other widows, or the heirs male of her husband? The law is silent as to this point also. It is true that the law ordains the succession of the husband's heirs after the widow; but this rule does not contemplate the existence of other widows, and the weight of it is counter-balanced by another, which prescribes that the widow shall take the entire property, to the exclusion of the heirs of the husband; and, consequently, on the death of the first widow, the second and third take the share of which she died possessed, and, on the death of the second, the entire property will devolve on the third; nor have the husband's heirs any legal claim until after her death. This proceeds upon the principle above mentioned, that all the three widows of the same man are held to be, in a legal point of view, one and the same individual. \textit{Macle. H. L. Pref}, pp. XII, XIII.

93. It may be here observed, that if a man die leaving more than one widow, (three widows, for instance,) the property is considered as vesting in only one individual, thus, on the death of one or two of the widows, the survivor or survivors take the property, and no part vests in the other heirs of the husband until after the death of all the widows.—\textit{Macle. H. L. Vol. I}, pp. 20, 21.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Vide} Precedents, pp. 259, 278, 403.
\item † See ante page 99.
\end{itemize}
for heaven leaving no son: this rule extends to all (persons and) classes." The widow being the first of the heirs enumerated therein, and it being ordained also that on failure of the first among these, the next is heir, none of the heirs posterior or inferior to the widow, namely, the daughters and the rest, can succeed when there is no failure of the widow, that is while a widow is in existence; also because, according to the following text of VRIHASPATI:—"Where there are many relatives in the agnatic line, remote kindred, and cognate kindred, he of them, who is nearest of kin, shall take the property of him who dies without male issue,"—the widow of a man, who dies without male issue down to the great-grandson (in the male line). being the nearest of his relatives, is alone entitled to succeed to his estate to the exclusion of all other heirs left by him; and because it being ordained in the text of KÁTYÁYANA (to be presently cited†) that after a widow, her husband's heirs (that is the nearest heirs) succeed to the estate left by him and vacated by her, the surviving co-widow of the deceased, being the first and foremost of all the surviving heirs of the husband must succeed also to that portion of the husband's estate which was inherited and left by the deceased widow.

---

Fyavasthā. 94. The widow inheriting the estate of her husband is only entitled to enjoy it: she is not competent to make a gift, mortgage or sale thereof.

Authority. VRIHASPATI:—After the death of the husband; the widow, preserving the family (e) shall obtain the share of

Annotations.

94. So far, as to the right of succession, the law is clear and indisputable, but to what she succeeds is not so apparent. She has not an absolute proprietary right, neither can she, in strictness, be called even a tenant for life: for the law provides her successors, and res-

† See page 123.
‡ Vide Precedents, pp 240, 260—263, 277—279, 404—408, 410, 411.
ON WIDOW'S SUCCESSION.

her husband, but so long as she lives; she has not the property (therein,) in making a gift, mortgage, or sale.—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 28;—Vyav. Mayu. Chap. IV, Sect. § 4.—Vi. Mī. Sānas. p. 194.

(e) Preserving the family] Preserving the honor of the line: in other words, being virtuous.—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect i, Clause 28.

Kātāyana :—Let the soulless widow preserving unsullied the bed of her lord and abiding with her venerable protector [Guru (f)], enjoy with moderation [kshāntā (g)] the property until her death. After her, let the heirs (h) take it.—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 32.—Vi. mi. (Sānas.) p. 194.

(f) Abiding with her venerable protector] staying with her father-in-law and the rest, let her only enjoy the husband's estate and not make a gift, mortgage or sale of it at her pleasure as she can do of her separate property.—Vi. Mī. (Sānas.) p. 194.

(g) With moderation] Patient of the control which the relations of her deceased husband may exercise over her in the disposal of wealth.—Smri Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 32.


With moderation] Not prodigally expensive, but enjoying the estate with frugality: such is the exposition of the commentators. The meaning is that she may use it to support life, but not to wear delicate apparel or the like.—Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lon. Ed.) pp. 471, 472.

(h) After her, the heirs (namely) daughters and the rest, entitled to inherit that property, will take the same, not the agnates, Authority.

Annotations.

stricts her use of the property to very narrow limits. She cannot dispose of the smallest part, except for necessary purposes, and certain other objects particularly specified. It follows, then, that she can be considered in no other light than as a holder in trust for certain uses; so much so, that should she make waste, they who have the reversionary interest have clearly a right to restrain her from so doing.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, pp. 19—20.
they being posterior or inferior to daughters and the rest, not also the persons entitled to the Strī-āhāna; since the succession of the heirs entitled to the Strī-āhāna has been stated in other texts by Kātyāyana. Therefore, according to the text—"The wife, daughters also, &c." whoever next on failure of the first have been fixed to be the successors to the property of a soulless man who died after being separated from his coparceners and not subsequently reunited with them, they will take also upon the widow’s death the property (of her husband) remaining after her enjoyment, in the same manner as they would have taken if the widow had not inherited. At that time the daughter and the rest would confer greater spiritual benefits on the deceased than others.—Vī. Mā. (s. a.) p. 194.

"After the widow, her husband’s heirs will take the property remaining after her enjoyment."—From this it must be concluded that the succession of the husband’s heirs can take place only in the case of their being alive at the time of the widow’s death. Consequently,—

Vyavasthā. 95. Only those nearest relations of the husband who survive his widow are entitled to inherit his property after her demise, and not those who survived him but died during the life of the widow.†

Illustration.† It must therefore be understood, that if any of the husband’s nearest relatives after surviving him dies before his widow, and the rest survive her, then those who survived the widow will, at her death, inherit her husband’s property vacated by her, not also the heirs of the relative who survived the husband but predeceased the widow, because they are not equal in degree to the said survivors, but their deceased ancestor was, who would have succeeded together with the said survivors, had he lived at the time of the widow’s death, when the succession opened out; or, in other words, upon the widow’s death, those relatives only succeed as reversionary heirs who would have been the heirs of the husband if he had died at that time.‡

* Ante page 99.
† Vide Precedents, pp 240, 260—266, 277, 278, 288, 362, 364.
‡ Vide Nubeen Chunder Chukerbutty v. Issur Chunder Chukerbutty and others.—S. W. R. Vol. IX. F. B. p. 505.
For instance, if a sonless man dies leaving three brothers and a widow, and one of these brothers dies leaving a son during the life-time of the widow, and the other two brothers survive the widow, then the two surviving brothers will succeed to their late brother's estate inherited and vacated by his widow and not also the son of the brother who died in the interim, that is after the death of the late proprietor and before that of his widow,—inasmuch as the brothers are nearer than the brother's son, and entitled in preference to him.

Although in conformity with KATÁYÁANA's dictum: "abiding with her venerable protector,"* and with this of LIKÉHTA: "After receiving (property) she must reside with the family of her husband,"†—it is incumbent on a widow to reside with the family of her husband, yet, —

96. If it be difficult for a widow to stay in the family of her husband, because of cruelty or other just cause, she may betake herself to the family of her father and the rest, provided that her change of residence be not for unchaste purposes.‡

VRIHÁSPATI:—A decision must not be made solely by having recourse to the letter of written codes, since, if no

Annotations.

96. It was probably never in the contemplation of the legislator that the widow should live apart from, and out of the personal control of, her husband's relations, or possess the ability to expend more than they might deem right and proper.—Mact. H. L. Vol. I, p. 20.

A widow is to reside in her husband's family, yet as she forfeits her right to the property only by not remaining chaste, or by making waste, the mere residing with her own family cannot cause a forfeiture of her right to the enjoyment of the property, if it is not done for unchaste purposes.—Ellé. In. Sect. 167.

* Ante page 23. † Vīddha-chintāmani, page 265.
‡ Vide Precedents 258, 589, &c.
97. But, when afflicted with disease and in danger of her life, her removal to the family of her own kindred has been prescribed by law itself.

Authority. This is a law (dharma) of Likitya:—"after receiving (property) she must reside with the family of her husband; yet afflicted by disease, and in danger of her life, she may go to her own kindred."—Vi. Chi. p. 265.

98. The law as current in the Benares school, having made no distinction between the movable and immovable estate inherited by a widow, she is equally prohibited from making any unlawful alienation of either, inasmuch as by means of both descriptions of property spiritual benefits are procurable for the late owner.*

The Vivadá-chintamání and most of the other law tracts of the Mithilá school, however, hold that as a woman has absolute power over the movable part of the stri-dhan given by her husband, so, by parity of reasoning, she has absolute power over the movable property inherited by her from her husband, but not over the immovable property whether inherited or received as stri-dhan from her husband.

Thus the Vivadá-chintámáni:—"Narada says: 'Property given to her by her husband through pure affection she may enjoy at her pleasure after his death, or give away, with the exception of land or houses.' Consequently a woman can dispose of movable property which has been given her by her husband, but she can never dispose of immovable property. The same rule holds good in the case of sandá-yikā, or the gifts of affectionate kindred."

* Vide Precedents 278, &c.
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"KÁTYÁYANA says: 'A woman, on the death of her husband, may enjoy his estate according to her pleasure; but in his lifetime she should carefully preserve it. If he leave no estate, let her remain with his family'"

"A childless widow, preserving her chastity, shall enjoy her husband's property with moderation, as long as she lives. After her death, the heirs shall take it."

"This admits of two meanings.—The one is that, on the death of the husband, his property devolves on his wife, and becomes her own in default of other heirs. The other is that the property, which she enjoys with the consent of her husband in his lifetime, is to be regarded as her peculiar property. KÁTYÁYANA says as to the first of these:—'Let a woman on the death of her husband enjoy her husband's property at her discretion.'"

"This refers to property other than immovable."

"The following provision is made for immovable property. Let a woman enjoy it with moderation as long as she lives. After her death, let the heirs take it."

"Moderation—means without much expenditure."

"Childless widow—means one who has no heir of her own."

"On the second, it is said that 'while he lives she should carefully preserve it,' or in other words, the property shall be protected in the lifetime of the husband. If her husband have left no wealth, the widow should live with his family."

"Hence the immovable property, which a woman gets after the death of her husband, cannot be disposed of at her pleasure."

"The meaning of this is consonant with that of the husband's donation (which can only be enjoyed but not spent.)"

"The texts of KÁTYÁYANA do not refer to the peculiar property of woman. The inconsistency owing to this is removed by the similarity of meaning."
“As a woman cannot make a present of, or at pleasure dispose of, immovable property, given to her by her husband in his lifetime, so she cannot dispose of any immovable property which she inherits on his death.”

“The same opinion is maintained in the Ratnākara and the Prakāsha-kāra.”

“If the mother, on the death of her son, get his immovable property, she cannot make a gift of it, or dispose of it at her pleasure.”—Vi. chi. p. 261. Consequently—

According to the Mithilā school—

99. A widow may at pleasure make a gift or other disposition of the movable property inherited by her from her husband, but as respects the immovable property so inherited, she can only enjoy it with moderation until her death, after which her husband’s heirs shall take it,—she having no power to alienate the same except under a legal necessity, or for purposes warranted by law.†

100. It has also been determined by the Courts of Justice in Madras and Bombay that a widow may, at pleasure, make a gift or other disposition of the movable property inherited by her from her husband; but she is not competent to alienate immovable property except under a legal necessity or for purposes warranted by law, or with the consent of the reversionary heirs.‡

According to the Mādhavya,—a widow who succeeds to her husband’s estate, is restricted from alienating the immovables, without the consent of his heirs, but there does not appear to be any restriction on her power, as affecting movables. Vide Precedents, pp. 410, 411.

"What was given to a woman by the father, the mother, the husband or a brother, or received by her at the nuptial fire, or presented to her on her husband’s marriage to another wife, and also any other (separate acquisition,) is denominated a woman’s property.” The term “and also any other” contained in the above text of Yájnavalkya is thus interpreted by Vijnáneshwara: “and also property which she may have acquired by inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure or finding, are denominated by Manu and the rest “woman’s property.”* The term ‘woman’s property’ conforms, in its import, with its etymology, and is not technical: for if the literal sense be admissible, a technical acceptation is improper.”—Mit. Chap. II, Sect. XI, § 1—3.

Although at first sight it may appear from the above interpretation that even inheritance acquired by a woman becomes her stri-dhanam, yet in reality it is not so: inasmuch as from Vijnáneshwara’s own dicta—“if the literal sense be admissible, a technical acceptation is improper,” it is clear that he has said so by reason of his having adopted the literal or etymological sense of the compound term stri-dhanam, which is formed of, or when separately used was, striyāh (woman’s,) and dhanam (property). Now as the property which a woman acquires by inheritance is also that striyāh dhanam or that woman’s property,† the author, by the expression “and also property which a woman may have acquired by inheritance,” &c., appears to have meant only to say that the term ‘stri-dhanam,’ in its literal sense, comprehends also the property which a woman may have acquired by inheritance, &c.; because if such property could be expressed by the separate words ‘striyāh dhanam’ or woman’s property, it could also be expressed by the same words in their compounded form, ‘stri-dhanam,’ and not because such property being ex-

* It cannot, however, be found in the Institutes of Manu that property which a woman acquires by inheritance, becomes stri-dhan or woman’s peculiun, since it is only stated therein that—’what was given before the nuptial fire, what was given on the bridal procession, what was given in token of love, and what was received from a brother, mother, or a father, are considered as the sixfold separate property of a married woman.’ Chap. IX, v. 194. Kāttiyāna and the other Legislators also have not laid down that the property which a woman may have acquired by inheritance, and the like, classes as her stri-dhan (woman’s peculiun).

† See precedents, pp. 260, 342, 383.
pressed by the term 'stṛi-dhanam,' must be included in, and form part of, the real stṛi-dhanam or woman’s peculium (over which a woman has absolute power in every respect,) and be dealt with as such. This is clear from the subjoined passage contained in another part of his work. "As to the text ordaining independence,—a woman is never fit for independence," let independence be (as it is) what is the harm in admitting the (woman’s inherited) property (to be the woman’s property)?* The author would never have said so if a woman had absolute power over her inherited property just as she has over her real stṛi-dhan. Furthermore, he has laid down the order of succession to a woman’s inherited property, in conformity with Yājñavalkya’s text, “The wife, and daughters also, &c.;”† while with respect to a woman’s peculium (real stṛi-dhan) he has laid down another order of succession which is quite different from the former.‡ From all these it is quite clear—that the author of the Mitākṣhara has called a woman’s inherited property ‘stṛi-dhanam’ solely because the term in its etymological sense comprehended any property any how acquired by a woman; that according to the Mitākṣhara she has no absolute power over such (i.e. inherited) property (as she has over her peculium,) but is always under the control of the former owner’s reversionary heirs with respect to its use, disposition, and so forth.§; and that such property, upon her death, devolves on the reversionary heirs of the former owner, in the order as laid down by himself, in conformity with the text of Yājñavalkya.||

That such is the doctrine of the Mitākṣhara and also the law on the subject, will appear from the following passages of the Vira-mitrādoya, which is justly held to be an exposition of the Mitākṣhara.

"Living in the family of her father-in-law and the rest, she (the widow) will enjoy her husband’s estate, she must not, at pleasure, make a gift, mortgage, sale or other disposition thereof like her stṛi-dhan or peculium: after her, the heirs (of her husband,) visc.—

* Mitākṣhara Page 112 Sanskrit. † Ante page 99.
‡ See the Chapter on Stṛi-dhan.
§ See Vyavastha’s 94—102 and the authorities, &c., relative thereto.
|| See ante pp. 99 et seq.
daughters and the rest, who are entitled to that property, shall take the same, not the agnates, for they are inferior or posterior to the daughters, not also those who are entitled to the stri-dhan, for the right of the persons entitled to the stri-dhan has been treated of by Kātyāyana in other texts. Consequently, according to the text—

'The widow, and daughters also,* &c., those who on failure of the former have been fixed to be the successors to the property of a sonless man who died after being separated from, and not subsequently reunited with, his co-parceners, will take after the widow's succession and death, the property remaining after her enjoyment just as they would have taken if it had not been inherited by her. At that time the daughters and the rest confer on the deceased (husband) more spiritual benefits than others.'—Vā. Mt. (Sans.) p. 194.

In truth, upon the death of the husband in whom the property had vested, it is proper that his next of kin take his property.—Ibid. p. 195.

The above is the doctrine of the Benares and all other schools, and followed in practice. Vide Precedents, pp. 275, 278, 288, 363, 452, 463, 466, 467, 469.

101. The fact of a woman's having recovered her husband's property by litigation gives her no unrestrained power over it, inasmuch as such property also is held to be the heritage of her husband, and as such it can only be enjoyed by her with moderation till her death; after which the same would devolve on the reversionary heirs of her husband.†

It has been determined that—

102. As a widow is incompetent to alienate, at pleasure, the heritage of her husband, so is she in-

Annotations.

102—104. With respect not only to what she may have inherited from her husband, but to its accumulated savings also, her duty is to

competent to alienate, at pleasure, the accumulated savings of the income, or the property acquired by her with the income, of that heritage.*

However,—

103. The widow's incompetency to alienate the heritage of her husband refers only to her making waste, and not to alienations under legal necessities, for benefiting the estate, or for religious and charitable purposes to secure spiritual welfare.

Therefore,—

104. A widow is competent to give, mortgage or sell her husband's property for such secular purposes as are legally necessary,—(viz.,) for her own

Annotations.

regard herself as little more than tenant for life, and trustee for the next heirs, of property so possessed; being (as already intimated) restricted from alienating it, by her sole independent act, unless for necessary subsistence, or purposes beneficial to the deceased, Str. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 246.

103. The enjoyment of the property is given her (the widow) upon two conditions: 1. that she remain chaste, 2. that she does not make waste.—Elb. In. Sect. 164.

103, 104. The widow is in her right as wife entitled to enjoy the property of her deceased husband, and as heir bound to apply it for his spiritual benefit. Generally, she cannot make gifts, or sell or mortgage the property, because after her death the property is to go to the next heir of her husband, but when a sale or mortgage becomes necessary for any indispensable duty, religious or secular, or for her maintenance, it is valid, because duties must be performed, and she has a right to her maintenance from the property; and whenever gifts are made, or the property is sold or mortgaged, for the spiritual benefit of her husband, it is valid, because

* Vide Precedents, pp. 287, 407, 27.
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subsistence, for payment of revenue and for any act beneficial to the estate; as well as for religious purposes,—(viz.,) for payment of her husband’s debts, marriage of his daughter, maintenance of those whom he was bound to support, and for securing spiritual welfare by performing religious rites, making pious and charitable gifts, and the like.*

“For women the heritage of their husbands is pronounced applicable to use (a). Let not women on any account (b) make waste (c) of their husbands’ property.”—A text of VYĀSA contained in (the Chapter entitled) the ‘Dharma-dharma’ of the Mahā-bhārata.

(a) Even use should not be made by wearing delicate apparel and similar luxuries; but since a widow benefits her husband by the preservation of her person, the use of property only sufficient for that purpose is authorized.—Vā. Mi. (Sans.) p. 194.

Annotations.

the heir takes the wealth for that purpose and not for his own benefit. As the spiritual benefit of the deceased and his ancestors is promoted not only by the funeral oblations made by her, but also by the rites performed by his relatives, in which he becomes a partaker, she is directed to make presents to the paternal uncles and other relatives of the deceased in proportion to her wealth for the sake of his funeral rites. The payment of his debts is a moral as well as a legal duty; and the marriage of an unmarried daughter is a moral duty, which, after his death, devolves upon his wife; whatever is done necessarily for these purposes is consequently valid.—Elb. In. &c. Sect. 166.

If in any thing she may take liberties with it, it is in making pious and charitable gifts, with presents to her husband’s relations and dependants, but not to her own, without their assent; the concurrence of her legal guardians and advisers, as well as of her husband’s heirs, being generally necessary to any alienation by her of such property.—Str. H. Law Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 247.

(b) Not on any account. By this it is declared that 'making waste' is always obnoxious or injurious.—Vi. Mi. (Sans) p. 194.

(c) Waste] Useless expenditure.—Ibid.


(c) Waste—signifies stealing, giving or paying uselessly to actors, dancers and the like; wearing delicate apparel, eating sweetmeats and the like; but not making gifts, &c., for religious and charitable purposes, or the like: this is implied by the term “not waste (nāpahāra).”—Vi. Mi. p. 194.

“After the death of the husband, the widow preserving (the honor of) the family, shall obtain the share of her husband so long as she lives; but she has not ownership (to the extent) of making a gift, mortgage or sale (thereof).”* From this text of KĀTYĀYANA it appears that a widow is competent to enjoy her husband’s property only to preserve her life, and not to make a gift, mortgage, or sale thereof. But this want of independent power refers to making gifts for temporal purposes—that is giving to actors, dancers, and the like; because her power to make gifts for pious or charitable purposes and to mortgage or sell the property to enable herself to do so seems to be granted by (KĀTYĀYANA) himself (in the following text): “A widow actively engaged in meritorious observances and fasts, constant in the duties of her widowhood, intent upon restraining her passions, and making religious gifts, attains heaven even though she have no son.”—Vi. Mi. (Sans) p. 194.

Authority. “After the death of the husband, the widow preserving (the honor of) the family, shall obtain the share of her husband, so long as she lives, but she has not the property (therein to the extent of) gift, mortgage or sale.” (VRIHASPATI)† The competency of a widow to make gifts for pious and charitable purposes, such as the maintenance of old and helpless persons, being sanctioned by law, the

* See ante, page 122.

† In the Vīra-mitra-āloka and Vyavahāra-māyākha the above text is attributed to KĀTYĀYANA.
above passage must be held as contemplating the want of independence of a widow in making gifts, &c., for purposes not being religious or charitable, but purely temporal, such as gifts to dancers and the like.* — Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 29.

A widow thus possesses independent power to make gifts for religious objects, and therefore the same author [VRIHASPATI] enjoins by the following passage, the constant presentation of gifts by a widow for religious purposes. "A widow actively engaged in meritorious observances and fasts, constant in the duties of her widowhood,† making daily religious gifts, even if wanting a son, shall reach the heavenly abodes."— Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 30.

The daily making of religious gifts, as directed in the above passage would be impracticable, if the widow were held to possess no independent power. It is hence to be understood that the law does not deny the independent power of a widow even to make a mortgage or sale, for the purpose of providing herself with funds necessary for the discharge of religious duties.— Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. i, Cl. 31.

"A widow actively engaged in meritorious observances and fasts, constant in the duties of her widowhood,† intent upon restraining her passions, and making religious and charitable gifts, shall attain heaven, even though she have no son." From the expression 'shall attain heaven' (contained in the above text) as well as from the text of PRAJAPATI already cited (viz.,) "having taken the movable and immovable property," &c., ‡ it appears that she is competent to make gifts, &c., even in the acts or ceremonies which are optional (kāmya), not to speak of the rites or ceremonies which are indispensable [nītya noimittika].— Vi. Mt. (Sans.) p. 194.

Consequently it is a settled rule that in order to make gifts for religious and charitable purposes, and to perform necessary acts, temporal as well as spiritual, a widow has

* The original of the italicised words has been omitted in the printed Sanscrit copy.
† Ante, pp. 102, 109.
‡ Ante, p. 104.
certainly power over the whole property of her husband; and the prohibitory precept is only to restrict her from mortgaging or selling the property unnecessarily for giving (or paying money) to actors, dancers and the like; whence it has been said "(she will enjoy) with moderation," that is she must not be expending uselessly. Thus our dicta are corroborated by the text contained in the Dána-dharma of the Muhá-bhárata (p. 133).—Vi. Mi. Sans. p. 195.

Authority.

As to this text of KÁTÁYANA. "After the death of the husband, the widow preserving (the honor of) the family, shall obtain the shares of her husband, so long as she lives: but she has not property (therein, to the extent of) gift, mortgage, or sale:" it is a prohibition of gift of money, or the like to Bandī,* Chárama,† and the like (swindlers.) But gift for religious objects (not visible) and mortgage or the like, suitable to those objects, may even be made, since fixed and movable property are both noticed in the above quoted text: "Having taken," &c.; and from this of KÁTÁYANA himself: "A widow actively engaged in meritorious observances and fasts, constant in the duties of her widowhood,‡ intent upon restraining (her passions), and making holy gifts, even if wanting a son, shall reach the heavenly abodes."—Vyav. Muyú, Chap. IV, Sec. viii, § 4.

Great benefit is done to a departed soul by paying his debts, by bestowing his daughter in marriage, and supporting his family: indeed, if these duties are neglected, he is doomed to hell. Thus—

Authority.

MANU :— The support of persons who should be maintained is the approved means of attaining heaven, but hell is the man’s portion if they suffer.§

Authority.

D proficiency:—"To maidens should be given a nuptial portion out of the father’s estate."—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, page 185.

---

* A panegyrist, a bard.
† A dancer, a mime, an actor.
‡ See ante pp. 102, 103, 104.
§ This text like many others is not to be found in the printed Institutes of Mann, but is seen in many books of paramount authority.
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This is proper: for should the maiden arrive at puberty unmarried, through poverty, her father and the rest would fall to a region of punishment, as declared by holy writ. Thus, Vashistha says:—"So many seasons of menstruation as overtake a maiden feeling the passion of love and sought in marriage by persons of suitable rank, even so many are the being destroyed by both her father and mother: this is a maxim of the law."*  

So also Poithinasi:—A damsel should be given in marriage before her breasts swell. But if she have menstruated (before marriage), both the giver and the taker fall into the abyss of hell; and the father, grandfather and great-grandfather are born (insects) in ordure."*  

Nârada:— Therefore, a son begotten should relinquish his own property, and assiduously redeem his father from debt, lest he fall into a region of torment.—Coleb. Dig. (Cal. Ed.) Vol. I, p. 199.  

Whatever the husband had promised to give to a person, the same, after his death, should be given by his widow to the same person, as that also is a debt (of her husband).†  

Because says—  

Hârita: "A promise made in words but not performed in deed, is a debt (of conscience) both in this world and in the next.†  

The inference is also the same when any other succeeds (to the estate of the deceased.†  

Prajâpati:—Having taken his movable and immovable property, the precious and base metals, the grains, the liquids, and the clothes, let her duly offer his monthly half-yearly, and yearly funeral repasts. With presents offered to his manes, and by pious liberality, let her honor the paternal uncles of her husband, his spiritual parents (guru), and daughter's sons, the children of his sisters, his maternal uncles, and also aged and unprotected persons, guests, and  


**Rule.**

The rule inculcated is that, a widow having taken her husband’s property inclusive of immovables, should by making presents to his relatives, perform acts (within the competency of a female to perform) by which spiritual welfare may be secured to the husband and herself.*—*Vī. Mi* (Sansk.) page 193.

**Authority.**

Further in the text—“Paternal uncles, spiritual parents, (guru), and daughter’s sons,” &c. (*ante* p.105), *Vṛihaspatti* having indicated husband’s relatives by the term ‘paternal uncles,’ his daughter’s children, by the term ‘daughter’s son,’ and maternal relations, by the terms ‘maternal uncle and aunt,’ the widow in her husband’s *srāddha* and other rites relating to his *manes,* should bestow on them, but not on her own relations, presents proportionate to the wealth, and productive of spiritual benefits;—with the consent of the former, however, she may bestow gifts on her paternal relations also.—*Vī. Mi.* (Sansk.) p. 194.

**Authority.**

*Vyāsā:*—After the death of her husband, let a virtuous woman observe the duty of continence, and let her daily, after the purification of the bath, present, from the joined palms of her hand, water mixed with *tīl* (sesamum) to the *manes* of her husband. Let her day by day perform with devotion the worship of the Gods, and the adoration of *Vishnu,* practising constant abstemiousness. She should give aims to the chief of the venerable for increase of holiness, and keep the various fasts which are commanded by sacred ordinances. A woman who is assiduous in the performance of duties conveys her husband, (though abiding in another world,) and herself to a region of bliss.—*Ibid.*

**Vyavasthā.**

105. Without the consent of her husband’s reversioners a widow is, however, competent to sell so much, and no more, of his property as may be required for the performance of the indispensable

---

* Almost the same rule is laid in *Sūrītī-chanḍrīkā.* See *ante,* p. 108.
duties (*nitya-karma*). If such acts cannot be performed without selling the whole property, the whole may be sold by her for that purpose, because such duties must be performed. But for the performance of an optional religious act (*kámya karma*) she may, without their consent, dispose of only a small portion of the estate (a).†

(a) An indispensable act or duty (*nitya-karma*) is that which must be performed, and cannot be neglected without sinning, as the first *sráddha* of the father or of the husband,—the marriage of his daughter, or the like. And an optional religious act is such as the performance of it rests upon option, and there is no sin on the non-performance, but religious merit (*punya*) on the performance thereof,—as pilgrimage to Benares and the like.

106. If, however, the expenses for those acts including maintenance could possibly be defrayed with the accumulated wealth, or with the income of the estate, left by the deceased, then his widow cannot sell any part of his estate for the performance of any such act, much less on account of any debt contracted by her for her own purposes.‡ Further,—

107. If the reversioners supply, or agree to supply, to the widow expenses for her subsistence and performance of religious acts, in that case also the widow cannot sell any portion of the estate.§

108. For acts other than those which are sanctioned by law, as already stated (*ante* pp. 132—138) a widow can dispose of her husband’s property only

* Vide *Vyavastha* 108 and 104 and the authorities, &c., relative thereto.
§ *Vide* *Proceedents*, pp. 383, 407.
with the consent of the reversionary heirs of her husband, but not otherwise.\*

**Vyavasthā.** 109. If there be no such reversionary heir, still the widow, who is not a Brāhmaṇa but of any other caste, cannot, for acts not sanctioned by law, dispose of her husband’s property even without the consent of the ruling power, inasmuch as on failure of all heirs of a deceased proprietor who was not a Brāhmaṇa the sovereign is entitled to take his property, and a woman is never independent but always under restriction and control.\†

**Authority.** Nārada:—When the husband is deceased, his kin are the guardians of his sonless widow; in the disposal and preservation of property as well as in her maintenance, they are

---

**Annotations.**

109. The Policy of the Hindū Law, with regard to the female sex, being, that it is never, at any period of their lives, or under any circumstance, to be independent. “Day and night (says Manu,) must women be held by their protectors in a state of dependence. Their fathers protect them in childhood; their husbands protect them in youth; their sons protect them in age. A woman is never fit for independence.” And a preceding text, in which the same condition is inculcated, establishes her dependence, if she have no sons, “on the near kinsmen of her husband; if he left none, on those of her father; and, having no paternal kinsmen, on the sovereign;” concluding, as already stated, that “a woman must never seek independence;” and carrying the principle to the length of declaring, that “by a girl, or by a young woman, or by a woman advanced in years, nothing must be done, even in her own dwelling-place, according to her mere pleasure.” Failing relations of her husband, she is to reside with her own, enjoying their protection, and being subject to their control.—Stra. H. L. Vol. I (3rd Ed.) pp. 244—245.

\† Vide Precedent, pp. 260—267, 311.
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her lords (śākhara). But if the husband’s family be extinct, or contain no male, or be helpless, the kin of the widow’s father are her guardians, if there be no relations of her husband within the degree of sapindas.*—13. 28, 29.

MANU:—By a girl, or by a young woman, or by a woman advanced in years, nothing must be done, even in her own dwelling place, according to her mere pleasure (1).—Chap. v, verse 147.

MANU:—In childhood, must a female be dependent on her father; in youth, on her husband; her lord being dead, on her sons; if she have no sons, on the near kinsmen of her husband; if he left no kinsmen, on those of her father; if she have no paternal kinsmen, on the sovereign: a woman must never seek independence (1).† Chap. V, v. 148.

In childhood a female must be under the control of her father, in youth, of her husband, after his death, of his son; if there be no son, and no relation within the degree of his sapindas, the kin of her father become her guardians. If (males in) both families be extinct, then according to this text of NĀRADA: “The sovereign is the lord of women,” she must be under the control of kinsmen, sovereign and the rest: she must never be independent (1).—KǔLLÜKA BHATTĀ’S commentary on the above text.

MANU:—Day and night must women be held by their protectors in a state of dependence (1).—Chap. IX, v. 2.

Annotations.

(1) Whatever may be thought of such a state of Hindū females, by the now-civilized nations, it appears to have existed amongst

* Others expound the above text of NĀRADA as signifying that (the nearest kinsman in) the family of her husband has authority in the disposal of property, that is, in donation. She may give a present to that person on whom the kinsman of her husband bids her confer one; she may bestow what which he bids her give away.—Coleb. Dig. (Lond. Ed.) Vol. III, p. 462.

† The original of the italicised words in the above passage are not to be found in the Sanskrit text, but have been, by way of insertions, supplied by the learned translator from KǔLLÜKA BHATTĀ’S commentary, a separate translation of which is above given.
Authority.  **Manu:**—Their fathers protect them in childhood; their husbands protect them in youth; their sons protect them in age: a woman is never fit for independence.—Chap. IX, verse 3.

Authority. The father protects a female before her marriage, after that her husband protects her, in his default her sons protect her; a woman therefore is never fit for independence. (1) Kullūka Bhatta's commentary on the above text.

Annotations.

the most civilized and renowned nations of antiquity; as is evident from the subjoined passages:—

"A few words will suffice to assimilate the condition of the sex among the old Romans. Multieres omnes, (says Cicero,) propter in-
fermitatem consili, majores in tutorum potestate esse voluerunt;" and Livy, to the like effect, Nullam ne privatam quidem rem agere femi-
nas sine auctore voluerunt; in manu esse parentem, fratrum, viro-
rum."†

"It was the same before them with the Greek women; nor can these strictures in this respect be better closed, than by the following extract from a late elegant little work, on the states of ancient Greece, whose institutions the Romans copied; exhibiting, with regard to the vassalage of the sex, the substance of many a text of Meno, and yet not a perfect picture of it, as it existed at the time to which the account refers; omitting, as it does, all allusion to that extraordinary feature, already noticed, the power of the husband to dispose of his wife by will, to any man whom he might choose for his successor. Speaking of the Athenian women, in an age too of refinement, 'They lived (says the learned and ingenious author) in a remote quarter of the house, and were never allowed to mingle in society with the men. They were not permitted to go abroad, without being attended by a slave, who acted as a spy upon their conduct. They were given in marriage without their consent; and were expected to make the care of their families the sole object of their attention. In a funeral oration composed by Plato, in the

* Cic. pro. Muren. II.  
† Liv. xxxiv. 2.
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Should it be asked if a widow is competent to make a disposition, not sanctioned by law, of her husband's property, with the consent of his reversioners, is she to take the consent of all of them, or of any of them in particular?—The answer is, it has been determined that—

**110.** For the validity of an alienation not sanctioned by law, the consent of those reversioners of the husband is necessary who are likely to be interested in disputing it; and it is their consent alone that renders a widow competent to make such an alienation of her husband's property. *Vide precedents, pp. 288, 292—294, 302. Further,—*

The mere attestation of conveyance by a relative does not necessarily import his concurrence or consent, but it is requisite that he should actually give his consent to the transaction at that time or ratify it subsequently.—*Vide precedents, pp. 288, 292—294, 302. Further,—*

**111.** Being unable to hold and manage, or for any other cause, the widow may surrender or make over the property to the then next reversionary heir, or, with his consent, to the heir next after him, and thus accelerate his succession. †

Likewise,—

**112.** Upon the widow's resignation of the worldly concerns, or voluntary abandonment, the estate

---

**Annotations.**

Persön of Pericles, he makes that illustrious statesman exhort the Athenian women, to mind their domestic concerns; and assure them, that they would be most faithful in the discharge of their duty, when they never attracted the notice of their fellow-citizens."†—*Vide precedents, pp. 288—290.† Hill's Essays on the Institutions, &c. of the States of ancient Greece, page 266.
inherited by her descends at once to the next reversionary heir, as she is thereby divested of her property by abdication.*

113. But, if without the consent of the above-mentioned reversionary heirs of her husband, a widow do alienate his property without a legal necessity or for purposes not sanctioned by law, the alienation so made is illegal and invalid, and the reversionary heirs have a right to restrain her from so doing, or to have the same set aside.†

114. Primarily, the immediate reversioners possess such right and not those who are next after them, unless the former be incapable of doing so, or unwilling to do it through collusion with the widow, or if they have relinquished their rights in favor of the latter or authorized them to exercise it.‡

115. In the event of an alienation made by a widow of her husband’s property being set aside, the property should revert to her, if she have not already committed any act involving forfeiture of her right of inheritance.§

Reason. Because while the widow lives free from any defect causing disherison, the reversionary heirs who are posterior or inferior to her have no right in supercession to her, also because the right of such heirs accruing only at the death (natural or civil) of the widow, and there being no certainty of their surviving the widow, their right is merely a contingent one. In other words, although the reversioners may have a wrongful alienation made by a widow set aside yet they cannot take possession of the property recovered from the purchaser, they not being then vested with the

* See ante, pp. 20—22, and Precedents pp. 22—30, 36, 37, 296.
‡ Vide Precedents pp. 353—357, 370—376, 388—489.
§ Vide Precedents, pp. 352—357, 386, 387.
right to do so, and the widow not being divested of her heritable right.

116. If, however, it be satisfactorily proved that the widow has made waste to the injury of those who have the reversionary interest, and the property is in danger, so that, but for the interference of the Court of Justice, representing the Sovereign, the reversioners who may eventually succeed would suffer loss from the acts of the widow, then, and not until then, the Dispensers of justice, may, with a view to remedying the evil, or preventing such loss, take the management of the property from her hands, and adopt such measures whereby the estate may be secured for the ultimate heirs, provided those measures do not affect the widow’s rights as the then heiress entitled to enjoy the income.

117. According to the modern Judges of British India, any alienation or transfer of her husband’s property made by the widow, whether for an allowable cause or otherwise, should remain intact until her death; the reversionary heir may, however, institute a suit even during the lifetime of the widow to declare that the conveyance was executed for causes not allowable, and is therefore, not binding beyond the widow’s life, and also for remedy against the waste to prevent waste.
or destruction of the property whether movable or immovable.*

SECTION II.

ON DAUGHTERS' RIGHT OF SUCCESSION.

As those persons, who are exhibited in the text "the wife, and the daughters," &c.† to be the next heirs on failure of the prior claimants, would have succeeded if the widow's right had never taken effect, so shall they equally succeed to the residue of the estate remaining after her use of it, upon the demise of the widow in whom the succession had vested. At such time (when the widow dies, or when her right ceases) the succession of daughters and the rest is proper, since they confer greater benefit on the deceased (by oblations presented) than other claimants.‡ Therefore,—

Vyavastha. 118. In default of the widow the daughters inherit the estate of the man who died separated (from his co-parceners) and not re-united (with them.))

Annotations.

118. In default of the widow, the daughter inherits, but neither is her interest absolute. It may here be mentioned, that the above rule of succession is applicable to Bengal in every possible case; but, elsewhere, only where the family is divided: for according to the doctrine of the Benares and other schools, even the widow, to whom the daughter is postponed, can never inherit, where the family is in a state of union; nor can the mother, daughter, daughter's son, or grandmother. The father's heirs in such case exclude them.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, pp. 91, 92.

The right of daughters to succeed, in default of sons and widow, is not to be confounded with that of the appointed daughter, under

* See Precedents, pp. 342—351, 368—372, 385—393.
† Ante, page 99.
‡ Vir-Mitrodoya, page 194.
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It is a settled rule, that a wedded wife, being chaste, takes the whole estate of a man, who, being separated from his co-heirs, and not subsequently reunited with them, dies leaving no male issue. On failure of her the daughters inherit. — Mū. In. Chap. II, Sect. i, § 39, and Section ii, § 1.

On failure of wives, the heritage devolves on the daughters, according to the preceding text of VISHNU.* — Vi. Chā. p. 292.

In default of the wife, the daughter succeeds. — Vya. Authority.

MANU : — The son of a man is even as himself, and the daughter is equal to the son. How then can any other inherit (his) property, notwithstanding the survival of her, who is, as it were, himself† (a). — Smrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, Cl. 7; — Vi. Mū. (Sana.) p. 203.

(a) Who is as it were himself] who is equal to the son, who is as it were himself. — Smrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, Cl. 7.

NĀRADA: — "On failure of male issue, the daughter inherits, for she is equally a cause of perpetuating the race: both the son and daughter are the means of prolonging the father's line of descendants."‡ — Smrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, Cl. 9; — Vi. Mū. (Sana.) p. 204.

Annotations.

the old law. The daughter under consideration takes as a principal in her own right, in default of the widow, who has precedence. — Stra. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 137.

* See Āntā, page 108.
† See Vya. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 10, in which the translation given of the above text is not accurate.
‡ The line of descendants here intends such descendants as present the oblation cake; for one who is not an offerer of oblations, confers no benefits, and consequently differs in no respect from the offspring of a stranger or no offspring at all. The daughter's son is the giver of oblations, not his son; nor the daughter's daughter; for the oblation ceases with him.
The objector says:—"No reason has been adduced to show why the right of succession of a daughter should be postponed to that of a secondary son and widow, the reason stated by Vrihaspati simply accounts for her title to succeed on failure of a begotten son." This is true, but Vrihaspati, in giving the reason, intends that the same must be taken to apply where a daughter succeeds in default of a secondary son and widow. Nārada, conscious of the justness of the proposition, that a daughter should succeed on failure of a secondary son and widow, says, for the information of the uninstructed, "On failure of male issue, the daughter inherits, for, she is equally a cause of perpetuating the race." The reason why the daughter is equally a cause of perpetuating the race, the same author explains by saying "since both the son and daughter are the means of prolonging the father's line."—Śrī. Chan. Chap. XI Sect. ii, Cl. 8, 9.

The meaning is, that the son and daughter both give birth to children, by whom the prosperity of their own parents is promoted. Here the equality contemplated between a son's son and a daughter's son must be understood to be an equality in point of efficacy, both the sons being in their nature, unequal. There is no equality between them in point of clearing off the debts and inheriting the assets of the deceased, it being declared "Debts must be paid by sons and son's sons." Referring to a grandfather's property, it has further been declared, "The ownership of the father and son is the same in it." The superiority of a son's son being, by these texts, declared in respect of assets and debts, the equality contemplated by the text of Nārada, above quoted, between a son's son and a daughter's son must be understood to consist in conferring benefits not temporal, that is, in the performance of Śrāddhas; it being declared by Viṣṇu: "In offering oblations to the manes, the daughter's son are considered as son's sons." The daughters, therefore, stand conspicuous in the line of succession by reason of their conferring benefits by means of their descendants.—Śrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sec. ii, Cl. 10.

It cannot, however, be hence said, that where there is no male issue, a daughter inherits in preference to a widow.
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The latter being in her own person competent to associate in the performance of religious sacrifices (agni-karma) &c., which are acts capable of conferring spiritual benefits on the deceased. Therefore, the term "male issue" used in the passage "on failure of male issue, the daughter inherits," must be considered by synecdoche to include a pratni (widow) also.—Ibid., Cl. 11.

VIRASATU.—The wealth of a man who leaves no male issue goes to his wife; on failure of her, to his daughter. Authority.

VRISHPAATI.—The wife is pronounced successor to the wealth of her husband; in her default, the daughter. As a son, so does the daughter of a man proceed from his several limbs. How then, should any other person (b) take her father's wealth?—Mit. In. Chap. II, sect. ii, § 2;—See Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, Cl. 1 and 3.

(b) Any other person] These terms exclude the son and widow, (who are preferable heirs,) and include the father and the rest.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, Cl. 5 & 6.

The meaning is how could the father and the rest take the property of a sonless man, while the daughter is alive? See Ibid.

In springing from the limbs of the father, a daughter is equal to a son. The difference, however, is this. In the procreation of a son, the contribution of the father's part is greater; whereas, in that of a daughter, it is less, it being declared "A male child is procreated, if the seed predominate, but a female child is procreated if the woman contribute most to the fetus."† Hence a daughter is pronounced equal to a son to a certain extent.—Ibid. § 4.

But what kind of daughter is competent to receive her father's heritage, is declared by the same author;—

VRISHPAATI.—Being of equal class (c) and married to a man of like tribe (d), being virtuous [sadhu (e)] and devoted to obedience, and being formally appointed or not

* See ante, page 108.  † MANU.
‡ Vindya-chintamani; page 293.
appointed to continue the male line, she (the daughter) shall take the property of her father.—Smṛ. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, § 26;—Vi. Chī. p. 293;—Vi. Mi. (Sani.) page. 204.

(c) Being of equal class] Being of the same class with the father, that is, born of a wife of the same class with the father. Smṛ. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, § 27.

(d) Married to a man of like tribe] This is intended to exclude one married to a man of superior or inferior tribe. For the offspring of a daughter married to a man of a higher or lower class is forbidden to perform the obsequies of his maternal grandfather and other ancestors who are of inferior or of superior rank. But one, married to a man belonging to the same class, confers benefits on her father by means of her son.

The four epithets (being of equal class and married to a man of like tribe, being virtuous and devoted to obedience) first mentioned, in the above passage, refer to a daughter claiming inheritance after a widow, and the two epithets (being formally appointed or not appointed) last mentioned, to a daughter claiming inheritance before a widow. Being formally appointed or not appointed to continue the male line.] Here, an appointed daughter (whether formally appointed or not) must be understood. The term "daughter" (which has not been expressly mentioned in the passage) must be understood before the other four epithets.—Smṛ. Chan. Chap. XI. S. ii. Cl. 27.

Vyavasthā. 119. (c) Being virtuous] By this term an unchaste daughter is excluded from the inheritance.*

It being laid down that an unchaste widow does not inherit, a fortiori a daughter, who is inferior to the widow, or whose heritable right is weaker than that of a widow, cannot inherit, if unchaste. See ante, pp. 116, 117 and Precedents, pp. 417, 425, 427, 433.

 Vyavasthā. 120. A daughter being entitled to inherit the divided property of her father, it has been, by parity of reasoning, determined that, she is entitled to inherit also such property as was separately

* Vide Precedents, pp. 251—257, 402, 408, 447.
acquired or held by him, or was vested in him though its enjoyment was postponed till after a contingency.*

Because such property, not being held in common with any one else, is of the nature of a divided property.

121. Of the daughters married and unmarried, the unmarried is, in the first place, the sole heiress of her father’s property.†

In the case also where some of them are married, and some unmarried, the unmarried ones alone (succeed), by reason of this (i.e., the following) text of KÂTÂYÂNA.—Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 11.

KÂTÂYÂNA:—Let the widow succeed to her husband’s wealth, provided she be chaste: and, in default of her, let the daughter inherit, if unmarried.—Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. iii, § 11;—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. ii, § 2.

Annotations.

121. But there is a difference in the law, as it obtains in Benares, on this point, that school holding that a maiden daughter is in the first instance entitled to the property. According to the law of Mithila an unmarried daughter is preferred to one who is married.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 22.

121–123. A maiden is in the first instance entitled to the property; failing her, that the succession devolves on the married daughters who are indigent, to the exclusion of the wealthy daughters; that, in default of indigent daughters, the wealthy daughters are competent to inherit; but no preference is given to a daughter who has or is likely to have male issue, over a daughter who is barren, or a childless widow.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 22.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 244, 443.
† Vide Precedents, pp. 416, 445.

‡ In the Sutrâ-chandrika the last word of the above text is “Pratish-thid” instead of “Mabot-tadd,” and it is rendered by unprovided.” See Krishna Sesham Iyer’s translation, page 175.

|| See however, page 154.
122. In default of the maiden daughters the married daughters inherit their father’s estate.

Authority. Parāśara:—Let a maiden daughter take the heritage of one who dies leaving no male issue; if there be no such daughter, a married one shall inherit.—Vī. Chī. p. 293.

Bālrūpa is of opinion that here such is the order of succession.—Vī. Chī. (Sansk.) p. 153.—See P. C. Tagore’s translation, p. 293.

123. Among the married daughters if there be competition between an unprovided and an enriched daughter, the unprovided one inherits, in her default, the enriched one.

Authority. Among the married ones when some are possessed of (other) wealth, and others are destitute of any, those the (last) even will obtain (the estate), from this text of Goutama. “A woman’s property goes to her daughters, unmarried, or unprovided for.” [Unprovided for] Destitute of wealth. Those acquainted with traditional law, hold that the word, ‘woman’s’ (wife’s) includes the father’s also. —Vyav. Mayū. Chap. II, Sect. viii, § 13.

Authority. If the competition be between an unprovided and an enriched daughter, the unprovided one inherits; but, on failure of such, the enriched one succeeds: for the text of Goutama is equally applicable to the paternal, as to the maternal, estate. “A woman’s separate property goes to her daughters, unmarried or unprovided.” It must not be supposed, that this relates to the appointed daughter: for, in treating of male issue, she and her son have been pronounced equal to the legitimate son (“Equal to him is the

* Vide Precedents, pp. 412, 416, 445. † Vide Precedents, pp. 413, 415, 416.
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son of an appointed daughter," or the daughter appointed to be a son.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. ii, § 4, 5.

The conclusion, therefore is, where there is a competition between a daughter unprovided and one unmarried, both being of the same class with their father, and possessing the other qualifications mentioned in the text,* the unmarried alone first takes; the maintenance of such daughters out of the wealth of the father being indispensable. On failure of such a daughter, the unprovided one takes, such a daughter, being destitute of the means of subsistence, owing to the inability on the part of her husband to maintain her, although he is bound to do so. In default of unprovided daughters, the daughter provided or enriched and possessing the qualifications of equality of class, &c., takes, such a daughter, though provided, being competent to inherit. On failure of daughters, the daughter's son inherits, being the offspring of the daughter.—Smrt. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, § 28.

Thus in default of the widow, where there is competition among daughters enriched, unprovided for and unmarried, all being of the same class with their father, and possessing the other qualifications (mentioned in the text cited,)* the unmarried alone takes in the first place, as her father was bound to maintain her; in default of her, the (daughter) unprovided for takes—such daughter being destitute of the means of subsistence owing to the inability on the part of her husband to maintain her, although he was bound to do so; failing her, the daughter provided for or enriched also possessing the qualifications of equality of class, &c., already mentioned,* takes the estate though she be provided for and enriched.—Vk. Mi. (Sana.) p. 205.

124. According to the doctrine of the law as current in Mithila, no distinction is made among the married daugh-

Annotations.

124. According to the law of Mithila, an unmarried daughter is preferred to one who is married: failing her, married daughters

* See Ante, pages, 149 and 150.
ters with respect to their being provided, unprovided, barren and so forth, but on failure of the maiden daughter, all married daughters without any difference succeed equally and simultaneously.—See, ante p. 152.

125. According to the Smriti-chandrika, the daughter who is barren, or destitute of a son to confer spiritual benefits on her deceased father, does not inherit from him.

"Let the widow succeed to her husband's wealth, provided she be chaste, and in default of her (h), the daughter inherits, if unmarried or unprovided." By this it is inferrible that the above passages* have reference to daughters either unmarried or unprovided. "Unprovided" here means unprovided with wealth and not unprovided with offspring(ê), such as barren daughters and the like, for, daughters of the latter description are not at all entitled to inherit their deceased father's estate, they being incapable of conferring on him benefits spiritual through the medium of their offspring.—Smriti. Chau. Chap. XI, Sec. ii, Cl. 20, 21.

(i) "In default of her" means here not in default of a Patni generally, but in default of that kind of Patni, who is not tainted with incontinence.—Ibid., Cl. 21.

(i) Here by 'offspring' is meant only the son of a daughter, not her daughter or son's son, because, except the son no other offspring of a daughter can offer the oblation cake and confer spiritual benefit on her deceased father.

The author of the Vīra-mitrodgāya is of the same opinion. He says—"Goutama propounds that a woman's separate

Annotations.

are entitled to the inheritance, but there is no distinction made among the married daughters; and one who is married, and has, or is likely to have, issue, is not preferred to one who is widowed and barren; nor is there any distinction made between indigence and wealth.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I. p. 22.

* That is the texts of Manu, Nārada, and Brihaspati, cited in pp. 147, 149.
property goes to her daughters, unmarried or unprovided for." Although he says "a woman's separate property," yet by parity of reasoning it applies also to a father's property. By the term "unprovided for" it should not be understood a woman unprovided with offspring by reason of her being barren and the like, inasmuch as such a woman is not entitled to inherit in consequence of not conferring spiritual benefit through her offspring (that is son).—Vā. Mi. (Sansk.) p. 205.

126. If there be several daughters capable of inheriting, they all take their father's heritage, or divide it among themselves.*

But if there be more than one, they will divide it, and take shares.—Vyāv. Mayū. Chap. II, Sect. viii. § 9.

If the daughters competent to succeed be numerous, a distribution should be made among them.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lond. Ed.) p. 498.

The word 'daughters' is used in the plural number—
to show that those of the same class (with their father)
get equal shares, and those of different classes get shares
in accordance with their tribes.—Vā. Mi. (Sansk.) p. 205.

127. Upon the death, natural or civil, of any
of the daughters in whom succession had vested,
the surviving daughters take the portion of the
patrimony inherited and vacated by the deceased,
not the daughter's son and the rest.†

Annotations:

126. The daughters are named in the plural number to suggest
the equal or unequal participation of daughters alike or dissimilar by

127. On the decease of one of them, whether they have male issue
or not, the estate devolves on the surviving daughter; and it is not
till after the death of all these daughters that the estate goes to the
next heir of the father.—Elb. In. Sect. 168.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 416, 433, 444.
† Vide Precedents, pp. 416, 433, 434.
In the case where two daughters succeeded to their father's estate, and one
of them died leaving her sister then a childless widow, and a son, a question
Because daughter's sons being posterior or inferior to daughters, their succession has been ordained in default of daughters.

Further, upon the death, natural or civil, of any of the daughters who inherited their patrimony, the surviving daughters are alone entitled to the portion of the patrimony inherited and vacated by their deceased sister and not the son of the deceased daughter, because a daughter being nearer than a daughter's son, the latter cannot inherit so long as there exists a single daughter competent to inherit. Should it be asked, how it is that a son's son whose father is dead inherits his grandfather's estate simultaneously with his paternal uncle? The answer is—He does so under special texts to that effect, and there is no text ordaining that a daughter's son whose mother is dead should inherit his maternal grandfather's property simultaneously with his mother's sister.

128. The right once vested in a daughter does not cease until her death, notwithstanding she be barren or a sonless widow who bore daughters only.*

may arise whether the property inherited by the deceased woman would be taken by her son, or would devolve upon the sister though then disqualified to inherit. There are opinions both ways: some lawyers are of opinion that the surviving sister being a childless widow, and (therefore) incompetent to inherit, the property should devolve on the son of the deceased. But others maintain that the surviving sister being disqualified to inherit at the time of her sister's death is no bar to her taking her father's property left by the sister, because she does not inherit her sister's property so that her disqualifications at the time of her death should be taken into consideration; and the fact of its being her father's, and not her sister's, property is manifest from her not having had absolute proprietary right over it, but only a restricted interest therein, as well as from its devolving on her father's heirs and not on her own heirs: and because, like wives, the two daughters were, in the legal sense, held to be one and the same heir collectively succeeding to, and holding, their father's property, which on the death of one would of course remain in the hands of the other. This (latter) opinion is maintained by the High Court in its Original Jurisdiction. See Case No. 66 of 1865—Baidya Nath Set plaintiff versus Durga Charan Basak, decided on the 28th of February, 1865, by Hon'ble W. Morgan who consulted the Hon'ble Shankha Nath Pandit on the point in question. See V. D. p. 170. The latter opinion has also been adopted by the Privy Council.—Vide Precedents, p. 434.

* Vide Precedents, p. 434.
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Because being barren or a soulless widow is not, like civil death, a cause of destroying heritable right already accrued and vested.★

129. The daughter, too, without a legal necessity or any of the acts, religious or secular, mentioned in the widow's succession† is incompetent to make a gift, mortgage or sale of the property inherited by her, but is to enjoy it with moderation until her death. After that, her father's (next) heirs will take it.‡

As a daughter is inferior to a widow, or her right is weaker than that of a widow, she, in the disposal of her father's heritage, is certainly subject to the same restrictions and liberties as a widow is in the disposal of her husband's heritage. See Precedents pp. 424 and 434, Note.

In other words the next heir of the former owner being entitled to inherit the property inherited and vacated by a widow, it has been determined that the word widow (patri) is employed with a general import; and the rule on the above point laid down in the widow's succession, must be understood as applicable generally to the case of a woman's succession to inheritance.—Vide Precedents pp. 417, 424, 427, 433, 435.

130. The word widow (patri) being employed with a general import to embrace all the females

Annotations.

129. In default of the widow, the daughter inherits, but neither is her interest absolute.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 21.
129, 130. As the daughter's right to succeed is inferior to that of the widow, it necessarily follows that she too is only to enjoy the property, and that she is subject to the same restrictions in the use of it, as the widow. On her death, the estate goes to her father's next heir.—Elb. In. Sect. 171.

★ See the Chapter on Exclusion from Inheritance.
entitled to inherit, whatever liberties and restrictions are provided in the widow's succession, all those are applicable to the succession of daughters and other females entitled to inherit.*

But,—

On the ground of the text:—"The son of a man is even as himself, and the daughter is equal to the son," &c. (ante p. 147) it has been determined by the High Court and the late Supreme Court of Bombay that—

Vyavasthā. 131. A daughter has absolute power over the property inherited by her from her father, just as she has over her strī-dāhan (woman's peculium); and that after her, such property is to be inherited by the heirs to her strī-dāhan.†

Vyavasthā. 132. While the High Court of Madras has held that a daughter has absolute power over the movable portion of her father's heritage which she can dispose of at pleasure (like her strī-dāhan), but not over the immovables inherited by her from him.‡

SECTION III.

ON DAUGHTER’S SON’S SUCCESSION.

133. On failure of the qualified daughter of a man who died separated from his co-heirs and not subsequently reunited with them, his daughter’s son inherits from him.*

YÁNAVALKYA:—The wife, and the daughters also (a), &c. Ante page 99.

(a) By the import of the particle “also” the daughter’s son succeeds to the estate on failure of daughters.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. ii. § 6.

In default of daughters, the daughter’s son (succeeds).—Vyav. Mayá, Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 13.—Vi. Mi. (Sans.) page 205.

A daughter’s son being the offspring of a daughter, is more nearly connected with the deceased than a father is: Vishnu has declared it.—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, Clause 15.

VISHNU:—Where there exists no son or grandson (b), the daughter’s son inherits the wealth. In offering oblations

Annotations.

133. According to the law of Bengal and Benares the daughter’s sons inherit in default of the qualified daughters; but the right of daughter’s sons is not recognized by the Mithila School.—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 23.

Where there are (daughter’s) sons, their right of succession is postponed to that of other daughters of the deceased.—Str. H. L. Vol. I, p. 139.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 453, 448—454, 459—561, 454.
† This is not correct: the heritable right of daughter’s sons is certainly recognized in the Mithila School. See post pp. 102, 103, and Precedents p. 454.
to the departed ancestors, the daughter's sons are considered as son's sons.—Smriti Chan. Chap. X, Sect. ii, Cl. 15. Vide Mit. Chap. II, Sect. ii, § 6 and Vī. Mi. (Sans.) p. 205.

(b) "Where there exists no son or grandson.] This is indicative of the non-existence of heirs as far as the daughter.—Vī. Mi. (Sans.) p. 205.

Authority.

Manu:—By that male child, whom a daughter, whether formally appointed or not, shall produce from a husband of the equal class, the maternal grandfather becomes the grandsire of a son's son (c): let that son give the funeral oblation and take inheritance.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. ii, Para. 6.—Vī. Mi. (Sans.) p. 205.

(c) "The grandsire of a son's son"—by this it is intimated that as in default of a son, son's son takes the heritage of his paternal grandfather, so in default of a daughter, the daughter's son (inherits the property of his maternal grandfather).—Vī. Mi. (Sans.) p. 205.

Authority.

Vṛihaspāti:—As the ownership of the father's wealth devolves on her (the daughter), although kindred exist, so her son likewise becomes the owner of his mother's (and) maternal grandfather's estate.—Vī. Mi. (Sans.) p. 205; Vī. Chī. (Sans.) p. 153. Vide. P. C. Tagore's translation, page 294.

Authority.

As by means of the oblation cake offered by her son, a daughter inherits her father's estate, so by the presentation of the same oblation cake her son also becomes the owner of his maternal grandfather's estate, although kindred, that is, the father and the rest, exist. Such is the meaning.—Vī. Mi. (Sans.)p. 205.

Authority.

Manu:—The son, however, of such a daughter, who succeeds to all the wealth of her father dying without a son, must offer two funeral cakes, one to his own father, and one to the father of his mother. Between a son's son and the son of such a daughter, there is no difference in law; since their father and mother both sprang from the body of the same man.—Chap. IX, verses 152, 133.

Here the equality contemplated between a son's son and a daughter's son must be understood to be an equality i—
point of efficacy, both the sons being in their nature unequal. There is no equality between them in point of clearing off the debts and inheriting the assets of the deceased; it being declared—"Debts must be paid by sons and sons' sons." Referring to a grandfather's property, it has further been declared—"The ownership of the father and son is the same in it. The superiority of a son's son being, by these texts, declared in respect of assets and debts, the equality contemplated by the text of Nárada, above quoted between a son's son and a daughter's son must be understood to consist in conferring benefits not temporal, that is, in the performance of Sriddhas; it being declared by VISHNU—"In offering oblations to the names, the daughter's sons are considered as son's sons." The daughters, therefore, stand conspicuous in the line of succession by reason of their conferring benefits by means of their descendants.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, Cl. 10.

Although (in the text of VRiHAT VISHNU, ante, p. 108) the father is said to inherit the property of a sonless man, in default of the daughter, yet, as reasons have already been shown why the daughter's son should inherit in default of the daughter, it must be understood that the succession of a father does not come in until the failure of daughter's son. It must further be noticed that a daughter's son being connected with the line of the daughter herself, a separate mention of him in the order of heirs was considered unnecessary by VRiHAT VISHNU.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. X, Sect. iii, Cl. 10.

In the order of succession given in the Mitākṣara and Remarks, other books of paramount authority with the Benares, Mahārata and Drāvida schools, the daughter's son is placed immediately after the daughter. But the authorities of the Mitākṣara school are not of one opinion with respect to the succession of the daughter's son. In the Kalpataru, Madhava-pārījāta and Smriti-sāra he (the daughter's son) is placed immediately after the daughter*; while according to the Vivāda-chintāmanī, which is the paramount authority of the said school, the daughter's son succeeds after

* Vide Precedents, pp. 455—457.
the father. The passages (to that effect) of the latter work are as follows:—

"**Vrihaspati** says:—"As the ownership of the father's wealth devolves on her, although kindred exist, so her son likewise is acknowledged to be heir to his maternal grandfather's estate."—*Vi. Chi.* p. 294.

"**Manu** says:—"Let the daughter's son take the whole estate of his own father, who leaves no other son, and let him offer two funeral oblations, the one to his own father, the other to his maternal grandfather."—*Ibid.*

**These two texts obtain in default of mother and father.** For the right of succession of wife, daughter, and others has been stated successively.—*Ibid.*

Accordingly in the summary of the heirs given in the above book (by its author) the daughter's son is placed after the father, and before the brother. The same runs thus:—

"Therefore, the summary of the above mentioned heirs is this:—first, the son; on failure of him, the grandson; in his absence, the grandson's son; on failure of him, a chaste wife; in her default, the daughters; in their absence, the mother; in her default, the father; in his default, the daughter's son; and in default of him, the brother" &c.—*Vi. Chi.* p. 299.

Thus according to the *Vivāda-chintāmani*, and therefore, according to the prevailing doctrine of the *Mithila* school,—

**Vyavasthād. 134.** The daughter's son succeeds on failure of the father.

**Vyavasthād. 135.** If there be sons of more than one daughter they take per capita, and not per stirpes.*

---

**Annotations.**

135. If there be sons of more than one daughter, they take *per capita*, and not, as sons' sons do, *per stirpes.*—*Macn. H.* Vol. I, p. 23.

---

* Vide Proceedings pp. 448 et seq.
Because the grandsons and great-grandsons (in the male line,) do alone take per stirpes on account of special texts;* while all other heirs take per capita.

In truth, the general rule regarding participation of heirs is to take per capita; the participation per stirpes or adjustment of the extent of rights and shares according to the number of fathers or mothers is an exception to it.

For instance, if there be two sons of one daughter, and three of another, five equal shares must be allotted; they shall not first divide the estate into two parts, and afterwards allot one share to each; for such a mode of distribution is only ordained in partition among the sons of sons; and the reasoning is not equal; for, a son’s son, whose own father is dead, receives a share from his uncle; but the daughter’s son, whose mother is deceased, does not receive a share from his mother’s sister.—C celeb. Dig. Vol. III, page 501.

SECTION IV.

ON PARENTS’ SUCCESSION, &C.

With respect to the order in which parents succeed, the Mitaksārā, the Vivēda-chintāmani and the other authorities of the Benares and Mithila schools, also the Vyavahāra-vyākyāna, the Smriti-chandrikā and the other authorities of the Mahratta, and Drāvida schools are not all of the same opinion(1). But,—

Annotations.

(1) Bālam Bhātta, the commentator of the Mitaksārā, is of opinion, that the father should inherit first and afterwards the mother; upon the analogy of more distant kindred, where the paternal line has invariably the preference before the maternal kindred, and upon the authority of several express passages of law. Nanda Pandita, author of commentaries on the Mitaksārā and on the institutes of Viṣhṇu, had before maintained the same opinion.

* See ante; pages 94 and 95.
According to the prevalent doctrine of the Benares and Mithila schools,—

Vyaraśād. 136. The estate of a man, who died separated from his co-partners, and not subsequently reunited with them, devolves, in default of heirs down to the daughter’s son, first on his mother, in default of her, on the father.*

Annotations.

But the elder commentator of the Mitakṣarā, Viśveshvarā Bhatta has in this instance followed the text of his author in his own treatise entitled Madana-pārvijita, and has supported Viśveshvarā’s argument both there and in his commentary named Subodhini. Much diversity of opinion does indeed prevail on this question. Saṅkarā maintains, that the father and mother inherit together: and the great majority of writers of eminence (as Aparākṣa, and Kāmalākara, and the authors of the Śrīroti-chandrikā, Madana-ratna, Vyasakara-mayākha, &c.,) gives the father the preference before the mother. But Vācharapati Mira, on the contrary, concurs with the Mitakṣarā in placing the mother before the father:† being guided by an erroneous reading of the text of Viṣṇu (ante p. 106,) as is remarked in the Viśu-viśevadaya. The author of the latter work proposes to reconcile these contradictions by a personal distinction. If the mother (says he) be individually more venerable than the father, she inherits; if she be less so, the father takes the inheritance.—M. i. In. Chap. II, Sect. iii, § 8. Annotation.

136. In default of daughter’s sons, the father inherits, according to the law as current in Bengal, but according to the other schools, the mother succeeds to the exclusion of the father.—M. ii. L. vol. i, p. 26.

136. Although a great majority of writers gives the father the preference over the mother, yet according to the law as current in

* Vide Precedents, pp. 289, 462—472.
† So does also Chandernarā, author of the Vīṇḍa-viṃśātā.
‡ See Viṇu-viśevadaya (Saha) p. 107.
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On failure of those heirs,* the two parents, meaning the mother and the father, are successors to the property.—*Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. iii, § 1.

Although the order, in which parents succeed to the estate do not clearly appear (from the tenor of the text,†) since the conjunctive compound is declared to present the meaning of its several terms at once, and the omission of one term and the retention of the other constitute an exception to that complex expression, yet as the word 'mother' stands first in the phrase into which that is resolvable (2), and is the first in the regular compound [mātā-pitaruḥ(3)] 'mother and father,' when not reduced (to the simpler form pitarou 'parents') by the omission of one and retention of the other; it follows from the order of the terms (4) and that of

Annotations.

Benares and in Mithila, the mother has the superior claim of inheritance.—Macn. H. L. vol. II, Chap. I, Sect. iii, Case 13. Note.

(2) The word mother stands first in the phrase into which that is resolvable.] The compound term, whether reduced to the simpler expression or retaining its complex form, is resolvable into the phrase mātā cha pitaruḥ cha 'both the mother and the father.' This however, is only the customary order of terms, not specially enjoined by any rule of Syntax. Annotation to *Mit. Chap. II, Sect. iii, § 3.

(3) In first in the regular compound.] Conformably with one of Kāṭṭaṭaṭa's excludatory rules on Pāṇini's canon for the collocation of terms in composition. (2. 2. 34.) That rule requires the most revered object to have precedence: and the example of the rule, as given in Pānini's * Mahābhāṣya and Yāmāna's * Kāṇika vṛtti, is this very compound term mātā-pitaruḥ 'mother and father.' The commentators, Kāṭṭaṭa and Hara-Datta, assign reasons why a mother is considered to be more venerable than a father.—Ibid.

(4) It follows, from the order of the terms.] The compound term mātā-pitaruḥ 'mother and father,' as well as the abridged and

* That is the heirs hitherto enumerated, namely, those down to the daughter's son.
† The text of *Yājñavālīya, ed. p. 99.
the sense which is thence deduced and according to the
series thus presented in answer to an inquiry concerning
the order of succession, that the mother takes the estate
in the first instance; and, on failure of her, the father.—Mit.
In Chap. II, Sect. iii, § 2.

Authority. Besides the father is a common parent to other sons(5),
but the mother is not so: and, since her proprietor is con-
sequently greatest, it is fit, that she should take the estate
in the first instance, conformably with the text—"To the
nearest sparindá the inheritance next belongs."—Mit. In
Chap. II, Sect. iii, § 3.

Authority. In default of the daughter, the mother succeeds,—ac-
cording to the authority of Vishnu.—Vi. Chi. p. 293.

Yajnyavalkya says:—"A wife, daughters, both pa-
rents (b), brothers, their sons, kinsmen sprung from the same
original stock, distant kindred, a pupil, and a fellow-student
in theology: on failure of the first of these, the next in order

Annotations.
simpler expression pitárau 'parents,' is resolvable into the same
phrase mátá cha pitá cha 'both the mother and the father.' Thus,
in every form of expression, 'mother' stands first. Hence the author
infers, that the mother's priority in regard to succession to wealth
is intended by the text (ante, p. 99).—Ibid.

(5) The father is a common parent to other sons.] The mother
is, in respect of sons, not a common parent to several sets of them;
and her proprietor is therefore more immediate, compared with
the father's. But his proprietor is common; since he may have some
by women of equal rank with himself, as well as children by wives
of the Kshatriya and other inferior tribes; and his nearness is
therefore mediate, in comparison with the mother's. The mother
consequently is nearest to her child; and she succeeds to the estate
in the first instance, since it is ordained by a passage of Manu, that
the person, who is nearest of kin, shall have the property. Sub-
shástra.—Annotation to Mit. In Chap. II, Sect. iii, § 3.

shares the estate of him who has gone to heaven leaving no male issue. This law extends to all classes."—Vi. Chi. page 295. See ante, page 99.

(b) Both parents] Here a doubt may arise as to the order of succession. To remove this, the following explanation will suffice: the mother, and on failure of her, the father, because this text has the same origin with that of Vishnu.—Vi. Chi. p. 295. So also the Rainákara.—Ibid.

On failure of the daughter's son, none being more nearly related to the deceased than the father, the text "The estate of one who leaves no male issue is inherited by the father" here applies, and the wealth accordingly becomes inheritable by the father. Likewise, on this very occasion, none being more nearly related to the deceased than the mother, the text, "Of a son dying childless (and leaving no widow) the mother shall take the estate" also applies, and the wealth becomes inheritable by the mother. Therefore Yájñavalkya says, "The wife and the daughters also, both parents (pitavat), brothers, &c."—The particle "cha" (also) used in the text, indicates that it is only after the daughter's son that the mother and the father simultaneously succeed to the estate. The opinion of Yájñavalkya must be understood to be that there is no good ground for giving precedence to one over the other as between the parents.—Sruti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sec. iii, Cl. 1, 2.

Therefore, an order in their succession must certainly be stated. We now proceed to state it. There being no reason for giving preference to one over the other, the precept alone must be relied upon in the matter. The law gives priority of succession to the father. Vrihat Vishnu premising that the wealth of a sonless man goes to the widow, in her default to the daughter, says, "In her default, to the father, and, in his default, to the mother."—Sruti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. iv, Cl. 9.

Although in this passage the father is said to inherit the property of a sonless man in default of the daughter, yet, as reasons have already been shown why the daughter's son

* See ante, page 108.
should inherit in default of the daughter, it must be understood that the succession of a father does not come in until the failure of daughter's sons.—Ibid., Cl. 10.

Therefore, according to the Smriti-Chandrika,—

Vyaavahāra. 137. The father inherits on failure of the daughter's son, and the mother on failure of the father.

According to the Vyaavahāra-mayūkha also—

Authority. Vyaavahāra. 138. The father inherits in default of the daughter's son, and the mother on failure of the father.

In default of the daughter's son, comes the father; in default of him, the mother; so (says) Kātyāyana: "The widow, being a woman of honest family, or the daughters, or on failure of them, the father, or the mother, or the brother, or his sons, are pronounced to be the heirs of one who leaves no male issue:" and likewise Vīshṇu: "The wealth of him who leaves no male issue, goes to his wife; on failure of her, it devolves on daughters; in default of daughters, it devolves on the daughters' sons; if there be none, it belongs to the father; if he be dead, it appertains to the mother; on failure of her, it goes to the brothers, after them it descends to the brother's sons, if none exist, it goes to the relations [sakulya]."—Vyaav Mayū Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 14.

As for the opinion of Vijnāneshtra—"that in the complex term 'parents,' the omission of one term and retention of the other [eka-sheṣha] constitutes an exception to the regular compound [dvandvā], and although the order [of construction] be not certainly defined, yet the meaning [in favor of the mother's priority] may be understood, because the word 'mother' stands first in the proper form of the compound; also, from the consecutive order of the particular compound ['mother and father'] being the rule, of which the omission of one term and retention of the other ['parents'] is the exception, and since the father is a common parent to many sons, whilst the mother is not so; therefore, of the two, the mother in the first instance takes
the estate, and on failure of her, the father;" it must be set aside, as contrary to those texts: for the word ‘mother’ being placed first, in the proper form of the compound, is an exception to the general rule, in regard to the option allowed for the omission of one term and retention of the other; and, further, there is a want of proof, in fixing the proper order according to the diffusion or condensation [of the parental power].—Ibid. § 15.

139. The mother also, if unchaste, is not entitled to inherit.※

As the term pânt (widow) is employed with a general import embracing any female entitled to inheritance, and as an adulterous wife or widow has no heritable right, a fortiori the unchaste mother has no such right, her right being weaker than that of a widow.†

140. The mother too without a legal necessity or any of the acts, religious or secular, mentioned in widow’s succession, is incompetent to alienate her son’s heritage, which, after her enjoyment and demise, is to be inherited by the next heirs of her son.§

Because the mother’s heritable right being posterior to, and her claim weaker than, that of the widow, a fortiori she is under the same restrictions as are imposed upon the widow, and can have only such liberties as are granted to her.||

141. According to the doctrine of the Mithila school, and the opinions of the High Courts of Madras and Bombay, the mother has absolute right

† Vide Precedents, pp. 417, 427, 427, 433, 435.
‡ See ante, pp. 122—144.
§ Vide 1 Macn. 25,—1 Str. 144, and Precedents, pp. 417, 418, 462—472.
in, and power over, the moveables, but not over the
immovables, inherited by her.*

Authority. As a woman cannot make a present of, or at pleasure
dispose of, immovable property given to her by her husband
in his life-time, so also she cannot dispose of any immov-
able property which she inherits at his death. The same
opinion is maintained in the Ratnákara and Prakásha-kára.
If the mother on the death of her son, get his immovable
property, she cannot make a gift of it, or dispose of it at
her pleasure.— ví. Chi. p. 263.

Authority. Mrísa† also asserts, that she (the mother) has no power
to give away, or otherwise alien, the property which devolved
on her by failure of nearer heirs. This lawyers affirm
to be the settled rule.— Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, p. 506.

Vyavásthá.  

142. A step-mother is not entitled to inherit
from her step-son.‡

Reason. Because the dicta of the Mitákshará and other author-
ities with respect to a mother (ante, pp. 105, 106) are
applicable to one's own mother, and not to his step-mother.

Moreover, since the relation between a step-son and
step-mother exists only through the father, and, as such, she
is remoter than, and inferior to, the father, she cannot be
included in the term mother (mátd) who, as already shown,
is much nearer than, and superior to, the father§; and as the
step-mother does not and cannot confer the great benefit as
does the natural mother whose propinquity is held to be far
greater, and who herself is much more venerable, than the
father$, the step-mother has no pretensions to inherit from

* Vide Pecodentas, pp. 272—274, 467.
† Mrísa, that is Vácharápi Mrísa, author of the Viváda-chintámani.
‡ Vide 1 Strá, 144 and Pecodentas, p. 663.
§ Mrísa:— "Ten months the mother bore her infant in her womb, suffer-
ing extreme anguish fainting with travail and various pangs, she brought
forth her child. Loving her son more than her life, the tender mother
is (justly) revered: who could repay her even though he tried a hundred
years?" Manu also:— "A mother surpasses and thousand fathers, for she
bears the child in her womb, and nourishes it; therefore is a mother most
venerable."
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her step-son. Besides the law has ordained the succession of the natural mother alone, and not also of the father's wife. (See partition).

SECTION V.

ON THE SUCCESSION OF A BROTHER, HIS SON AND SON'S SON.

143. In default of parents, the brother takes the heritage of his brother.

YAJNAValkya:—“The wife, and the daughters also, both parents, brothers likewise,” &c. Ante p. 99.

On failure of the father, brethren share the estate. Accordingly MANU says,—“Of him who leaves no son, the father shall take the inheritance or the brothers.”—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. iv, § 1. VI. Cht. p. 295.

The right of succession of the brother has been settled by the authority of VISHNU (ante, p. 108). On this subject GOUTAMA says, “The wealth of deceased brothers goes to the eldest.”—VI. Cht. p. 295.

On failure of parents, brothers take the inheritance. VI. Mit. (Sena) p. 207.

Annotations.


MANU:—A mother surpasses a thousand fathers, for she bears the child in her womb, and nourishes it; therefore is a mother most venerable. A (more) A'adrtyas surpasses ten Upadhyayus; a father, a hundred such A'adrtyas; and a mother, a thousand (natural) fathers.—Vide V. B. pages 187—188. Note.

* Vide precedents, pp. 473—475, 479.

† After this, Sir W. Macnaghten gives the order of succession of brothers living in the state of reunion which in this work will be given in its proper place, that is in the chapter on Reunion.
144. Among brothers, such as are of the whole blood inherit in the first instance.*

Authority. Among brothers, such as are of the whole blood take the inheritance in the first instance, under the text cited:—(Vis.) "To the nearest sapinda, the inheritance next belongs." (Manu, 9, 187). Since those of the half-blood are remote through the difference of the mothers.—Mit. Chap. II, Sect. iv, § 5.


Authority. On failure of the mother, the property devolves on the uterine brother, his propinquity to the deceased being greater by reason of both of them having been born of the same mother.—Smriti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. iv, Cl. 1.

Authority. "Both parents, brothers likewise."† Here the word "brothers" refers in the first place to uterine brothers, they being more nearly related to the deceased than a half-brother.—Smriti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. iv, Cl. 3 & 4.

Authority. The rule of Yavnayaka hence is, that the wealth of a soulless man goes, on failure of his mother, to a uterine brother. The same author, by the use of the general term "brothers," while the mention of only "a uterine brother" would have been sufficient, must be understood to have laid down the further rule that, in default of a uterine brother, a brother of the half-blood, that is, by a different mother, succeeds. There are, however, exceptions to the above rule in two instances, which will be presently noticed.—Smriti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. iv, Cl. 5.

145. In default of the whole brother the half-brother (vis., brother by a different mother) inherits from his half-brother (deceased.)‡

---

* Vide precedents, pp. 474, 479.
† Yajnavalkya, vide ante p. 92.
‡ Vide Precedents, pp. 474, 479.
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If there be no uterine (or whole) brothers, those by different mothers inherit the estate.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. iv, Para. 6.

The word "brothers" being used in the general sense, the brothers by different mothers inherit on failure of brothers by the same mother. This is clearly declared by Rangah-kāra who says:—"Where there are two kinds of brothers, one of the whole blood and the other of the half-blood, the brothers of the whole blood take the inheritance to the exclusion of those of the half-blood." This passage is to be countenanced as founded on sound reason.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. iv, Cl. 35.

On failure of the uterine brother, the wealth goes to the half-brother or brother by a different mother.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. iv, Cl. 2.

146. According to the Smrīti-chandrika,—by consent of the mother, the brother may inherit before her; and where a grandmother exists, she inherits after the mother, and before the brother.

The passages to the above effect are as follow:—

"If a divided member should die, his wealth, in default of male issue, will be taken by the father, or brother, or mother, or then [ātha] father's mother (a) in due order."—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. IV, Cl. 6.

(a) "Father's mother] Mother of the father of the deceased divided son, or, in other words, his grandmother."—Ibid.

"The phrase 'In default of male issue' has been used to denote the failure of persons more nearly related to the deceased than the father. The meaning hence is that, in default of heirs ranging from the son to the daughter's son, who are more nearly related to the deceased than the father, by reason of their conferring on him benefits temporal and spiritual, the father takes the estate in the first instance."—Ibid., Cl. 7.
"The particle "Vá" [or] which has been thrice used in the above passage, indicates an alternative and has reference to defaults occurring among heirs; a vested interest such as 'Swámyamam' [ownership] not being capable of existing at one and the same time in one or the other of the heirs [enumerated] indiscriminately on the principle that a thing cannot have an indeterminate existence."—Ibid., Cl. 8.

"Hence, the substance of the passage is this. In default of the father, the brother inherits; in default of him, the mother; in default of her, the grandmother. The phrase 'In due order' used in the passage, means in the order stated."—Ibid., Cl. 9.

"Manu, too, likewise, in the instance of a deceased divided member, having by the use of the phrase 'without male issue' adverted to the absence of a son, widow, daughter, and daughter's son, who are all more nearly related to the deceased, propounds the succession of the father, brother, mother and grandmother by a shloka and a half. 'Of him who leaves no son, the father shall take the inheritance, or the brothers. Of a son who dies without issue (b), the mother shall take the inheritance, and the mother also being dead, the father's mother shall take the heritage."—Ibid., Cl. 10.

(b) "The phrase 'without issue' is here indicative of the absence of the son, widow, daughter, and daughter's son."—Ibid., Cl. 11.

"Vrihaspati, however, by the following passage, reconciles the inconsistency between the texts of Kátyáyana and Manu, and that of Yájnavalkya, by pointing out the case in which a brother takes the succession prior to a mother as laid down in the texts of Kátyáyana and Manu. "Of a deceased son who leaves neither widow (c), nor male issue, the mother must be considered as heiress, or by her consent the brother may inherit."—Ibid., Cl. 14.

(c) "The term 'widow' comprehends by synecdoche the daughter, daughter's son, and father, who constitute the series of heirs prescribed in the text of Yájnavalkya
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founded on reasoning. It must, therefore, be understood that the son referred to in the above text of VRIHASPATI is one that dies leaving no son, widow, daughter, daughter's son, or father."—Ibid., Cl. 15.

"The conclusion hence is, that the consent of the mother and the existence of the grandmother are the two instances in which exceptions to the rule contained in the passage 'Both parents, brothers likewise,' are to be observed in the manner laid down in the texts of KÂTYÂYANA and MANU."—Ibid., Cl. 16.

147. In default of brothers of the whole and half-blood, brothers' sons inherit from their deceased uncle. 6

According to the text of YAÎNAVALKYA; "The wife, and the daughters also, both parents, brothers likewise, and their sons, &c." (Autc p. 99.)

In default of brothers, their sons,—that is brothers' sons—share the heritage.—VI. Mit. (Sams.) p. 208.

148. Among them also, the whole brother's son inherits in the first instance, failing him the half brother's son. 7

On failure of brothers also, their sons share the heritage in the order of the respective fathers.—Mit. In. Chap. XI, sect. IV, § 7.

In the case of brother's sons also, the same rule applies where there is competition between the son of a brother of the whole blood and the son of a brother of the half-blood. Therefore on failure of the son of a uterine brother, the son of a brother by a different mother takes inheritance.


* Vide Proceedents, pp. 474, 475, 480.
† Vide Proceedents, pp. 474, 475.
Among brother’s sons also the succession is regulated according to the greatness of propinquity: the whole brother’s sons inherit in the first instance, failing them, half-brother’s sons. This is proper: since a half-brother’s son omitting the mother of (his deceased uncle) the late proprietor, presents the oblation cake to his grandfather in conjunction with his own grandmother: thus he being inferior to the whole brother’s son, is entitled to succeed only in default of the latter. — *Vi. Mi.* (Sansk.) p. 208.

But the author of the *Vivāda-chintāmanī* without making any distinction between the brothers of the whole and half-blood, and also between the sons of such brothers, has only said: “In default of the daughter’s son, the brother; in his default, the brother’s son.” — See *Vi. Chi.* page 299.

According to the *Vyavahāra Mayātā,—*

**Vyaśādha.**

149. In default of the uterine brother his son inherits, and not the brother of the half-blood, and in default of the uterine brother’s son, the gentle relations (gotraja) succeed.

The passages to the above effect are as follows:—

**Authority.**

“In default of the mother, the uterine brother, in his default, his son. As for the declaration of *Vijnāneswara* and others, that ‘in default of the uterine brother, those by different mothers succeed; and on failure of them the sons of the uterine brother,’ it is wrong: since the term ‘brother’ has the force of ‘whole brother,’ and a secondary quality is implied by the term ‘brother by another mother;’ and hence an exposition in favor of both is contrary (to reason.) In default of brother’s sons, the gentle relations succeed (gotraja).” — *Vyav. Mayāt. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 16 & 18.*

Some, however, say, upon the term ‘brothers’ that since, “brothers and sisters, with sons and daughters,” is one of the maxims [of *Pāṇini*] and the term ‘brothers and sisters,’ resolves into [the complex term] ‘brothers,’ by the omission of one term and retention of the other, in a compound of two species; therefore, in default of brothers, the sister [succeeds]:’ But it is not so, because there is a
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150. In case of competition between brothers and nephews, the nephews have no title to the succession: for their right of inheritance is declared to be on failure of brothers.*—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. iv, § 8.

Consequently the whole brother’s son has no right to inherit while there exists even a half-brother.

151. If the sons of brothers be numerous, they take per capita, and not per stirpes.†

152. However, when a brother has died leaving no male issue (nor other nearer heir), and the estate has, consequently, devolved on his brothers, indifferently, if any one of them die before a partition of their brother’s estate takes place, his sons do, in that case, acquire a title through their father: and it is fit, therefore, that a share should be allotted to them in their father’s right, at a subsequent distribution of the property between them and the surviving brothers.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. iv, § 9.

The following passage of the Vyavahra-Mayākha is to the like effect:—

"The sons of a brother, also, if themselves not fatherless at the time of the paternal uncle’s death, provided they are capable of understanding (the use of) property, will divide the father’s share with their father’s other brothers, after the example: “Among grandsons by different fathers, the allotment of shares is according to the fathers.”—Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 17.

So also Mitra Misra. See Vira-mitrodaya (Sansk.) page 288.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 474, 475.
† See ante page 163 and 1 Stra. H. L. p. 145.
Although the heritable right of the brother's grandson has not been clearly mentioned in the Mitakshara and other digests in Sanskrit, yet it has been determined that—

153. A brother's grandson succeeds in default of a brother's son.\*  

Because the term 'brother's son,' is inclusive also of the brother's grandson,\† and because he is a sapinda and the nearest of the persons understood by the term gotraja (gentiles).

---

SECTION VI.

ON THE SUCCESSION OF gotraja, OR GENTILES.‡

In the order of succession of heirs down to a brother's son there is (except in three instances)§ no discrepancy among the books of the Benares and the other Schools; the succession of gentiles (gotraja) in default of heirs as far as a brother's son is also recognised in all of them. But there is among them a great discrepancy in the enumeration of the persons termed gotraja as well as in their order of succession (1).

---

Annotations.

(1.) The scholiast of Vishnu, who is also one of the commentators of the Mitakshara, states otherwise the succession of the near and distant kindred, in expounding the passage of Vishnu

---

* Vide Precedents, pp. 475—478, see also page 501.

† It may be asked that when in law, the term son (putra) is inclusive of the grandson and great-grandson (see ante p. 19) why then the term 'brother's son' does not here include also the brother's great-grandson? The answer is, that (in law) calculation is made from the son of the common ancestor, which here is the father of both the deceased and his brother, consequently the term "son" (of that ancestor) is inclusive of his great-grandson, who is the brother's grandson.

‡ Gotraja, or gentiles are persons sprung from the same general family (gotra) distinguished by a common name: these answer nearly to the gentiles of the Roman law.

§ That is in the succession of daughter's son, parents, brothers and their sons. See ante, pp. 162, 164—165, 172—176.
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For instance in the Mitaksharā and many other books, which are prevalent authorities in the Benares school, the

Annotations.

"if no brother's son exist, it passes to kinsmen (bandhus;) in their default, it devolves on relations (sakulyas):" where Bālam-Bhatta, on the authority of a reading found in the Madana-ratna, proposes to transpose the terms bandhu and sakulya; for the purpose of reconciling Vishnu with Yājnavalkya, by interpreting sakulya in the sense of gotroja or kinsmen sprung from the same family. Nanda Pandita, preserving the common reading, says "kinsmen (bandhus) are sopindas; and these may belong to the same general family or not. First those of the same general family (sagotra) are heirs. They are three, the father, paternal grandfather, and great-grandfather; also three descendants of each. The order is this: In the father's line, on failure of the brother's son, the brother's son's son is heir. In default of him, the paternal grandfather, his son and grandson. Failing these, the paternal great grandfather, his son and grandson. In this manner the succession passes to the fourth degree inclusive, and not to the fifth: for the text expresses 'The fifth has no concern with the funeral oblations.' The daughters of the father and other ancestors must be admitted, like the daughter of a man himself, and for the same reason. On failure of the father's kindred connected by funeral oblations, the mother's kindred are heirs: namely the maternal grandfather, the maternal uncle and his son; and so forth. In default of these, the successors are the mother's sister, her son and the rest."

The Commentator takes occasion to censure an interpretation, which corresponds with that of the Mitaksharā as delivered in the following section (S. 6 § 1); and according to which the cognate kindred of the man himself, of his father and of his mother are the sons of his father's sister and so forth: because it would follow, that the father's sister's son and the rest would inherit, although the man's own sister and sister's sons were living. Bālam-Bhatta, however, repels this objection by the remark, that the sister and sister's sons have been already noticed as next in succession to the brother and brother's sons: which is indeed Nanda Pandita's own doctrine.
VYAVASTHA-CHANDRİKĀ

The subjoined are the orders of succession according to the above-mentioned authorities.

Annotations.

He adds, 'after the heirs above mentioned the sakulya or distant kinsman is entitled to the succession: meaning a relation in the fifth or other remoter degree.'

This whole order of succession, it may be observed, differs materially from that which is inculcated in the text of the Mītākṣarā. On the other hand, the author of the Vīro-mitrādgaṇa has exactly followed the Mītākṣarā; and so has Kamalākara: and it is also confirmed by Mādhava Ačārīya, in the Vyavahāra-Mādhyā, as well as by the Svarūp-chandrīkā.

But the author of the Vyavahāra-māyākha contends for a different series of heirs after the brother's son: '1st the paternal grandmother; 2nd the sister; 3rd the paternal grandfather and the brother of the half-blood, as equally near of kin; 4th the paternal great-grandfather, the paternal uncle and the son of a brother of the half-blood, sharing together as in the same degree of affinity.' He has not pursued the enumeration further; and the principle stated by him, nearness of kin, does not clearly indicate the rule of continuation of this series.—Mit. In. Chap. II, B. v. § 5. Annotation.
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According to the prevalent doctrine of the Benares school:—

154. In default of a brother’s son, the gentiles take the inheritance.*

If there be not brother’s sons, the gentiles (a) share the estate.—Mt. In. Chap. II, Sect. v, § 1.

(c) The gentiles are the paternal grandmother and relations connected by funeral oblations of food and libations of water.—Ibid.

In default of brother’s sons, the gentiles succeed—they are taken to be relations besides the father, brothers and his son: They are the paternal grandmother, the sapinda or kinamen connected by funeral oblations of food and samánodakas or kismen allied by a common libation of water.—Vi. Mt. (Sans.) p. 208.

155. Of the gentiles, the grandmother inherits in the first instance.

In the first place, the paternal grandmother takes the inheritance.—Vi. Mt. (Sans.) p. 208.

In the first place the paternal grandmother takes the inheritance.—Mt. In. Chap. II, Sect. v, § 2.

The paternal grandmother’s succession immediately after the mother, was seemingly suggested by the text before cited, “And, the mother also being dead, the father’s mother shall take the heritage:” no place, however, is found for her in the compact series of heirs from the father to the nephew: and that text (“the father’s mother shall take the heritage”) is intended only to indicate her general competency for inheritance. She must, therefore, of course succeed immediately after the nephew; and thus there is no contradiction.—Ibid.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 492—502.
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156. On failure of the paternal grandmother, the paternal grandfather and the rest inherit the estate.

Authority. On failure of the paternal grandmother, the (gotraja) kinsmen sprung from the same family with the deceased and (sapinda) connected by funeral oblations, namely the paternal grandfather and the rest, inherit the estate. For kinsmen sprung from a different family, but connected by funeral oblations, are indicated by the term cognate (bandhu Sect. 6.)—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. v, § 3.

157. In default of the paternal grandmother, the paternal grandfather inherits, failing him, the paternal uncle, in his default, his son.

Authority. On failure of the father’s descendants the heirs are successively the paternal grandmother, the paternal grandfather, the uncles, and their sons.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. v, § 4.

Authority. On failure of the father’s descendants, the heirs are successively the paternal grandmother, the paternal grandfather, the uncles and their sons.—Vi. Mi. (Sans.) p. 209.

158. On failure of the paternal grandfather’s line, the paternal great-grandmother, the paternal great-grandfather, his son and son’s son successively inherit;—in default of them, the paternal great-grandfather’s mother, great-grandfather’s father, grandfather’s uncle and his son successively;—on failure of them, the paternal great-grandfather’s grandmother, great-grandfather’s grandfather, great-grandfather’s uncle and his son;—in their default, the paternal great-grandfather’s great-grandmother, great-grandfather’s great-grandfather, great-grandfather’s great-granduncle and his son.*

* Vide Precedents, pp. 492—502.
On failure of the paternal grandfather's line, the paternal great-grandmother, the great-grandfather, his sons and their issue, inherit. In this manner must be understood the succession of kindred belonging to the same general family and connected by funeral oblations up to the seventh degree (a)—Mī. In. Chap. II, Sect. v, § 5.

(a) In this manner must be understood the succession of kindred belonging to the same general family and connected by funeral oblations up to the seventh degree. The Subodhini has given the detailed enumeration of sapindas after the paternal great-grandfather's descendants:—viz., the paternal great-grandfather's mother, great-grandfather's father, great-grandfather's brothers and their sons. The paternal great-grandfather's grandmother, great-grandfather's grandfather, great-grandfather's uncles and their sons. The great-grandfather's great-grandmother, great-grandfather's great-grandfather, his sons and their sons—Vide Annotation 5, at page 350 of the Mitākeśarā.

On failure of the paternal grandfather's line, the paternal great-grandmother, the paternal great-grandfather, the paternal grandfather's brother, and nephew. In this manner must be understood the succession of kindred belonging to the same general family and connected by funeral oblations of food up to the seventh degree.—Vt. Mī. (Sansk.) page 209.

Although the heritable right of the great-grandsons of the ancestors is not mentioned in the Mitākeśarā and several other treatises, yet the same has been very properly established by the British Dispensers of justice, because the great-grandson directly presents the oblation cake in the Pārvana, and because the term "son" signifies also the grandson and great-grandson in the male line.—See ante, pp. 18, 19, and Precedents, pp. 58, 477, 493—502.

* Here the learned Translator has, perhaps inadvertently, omitted to render the Sanscrit word "d-saptmā," which is in the original, and the translation of which is "up to the seventh" which is the end of the degrees of sapindas or relations connected by funeral oblations of food as will be presently seen in the description of Sapindas and in many other places.

† A commentary on the Mitākeśarā by Dīswēshara Bhattā.
159. On failure of them, the samānodakas or kindred connected by libations of water inherit according to the proximity of degree.*

Authority. If there be none such, the succession devolves on kindred connected by libations of water: and they must be understood to reach to seven degrees beyond the kindred connected by funeral oblations of food: or else, as far as the limits of knowledge as to birth and name extend. Accordingly Vrihat Manu says: The relation of the sapindas or kindred connected by the funerary oblation, ceases with the seventh person and that of samānodakas, or those connected by a common libation of water, extends to the fourteenth degree; or as some affirm, it reaches as far as the memory of birth and name extends. This is signified by gōtra or the relation of family name."—Mī. Iu. Chap. II, Sect. v, § 6.

Authority. In default of the sapindas or kindred connected by oblations of food, the samānodakas or kindred connected by libation of water inherit: and they are seven beyond the sapindas.—Vi. Mi. (Sans.) p. 209.

Authority. The samānodakas also inherit according to the proximity of degree.—Vi. Mi. (Sans.) p. 209.

According to the doctrine prevalent in the Mithila school,—

160. In default of the brother's son the nearest kinsmen; in default of them, the remotest kindred according to their order; in default of all these, the nearest sakulya; on failure of them, the remotest sakulya† (inherit)—Vi. Chi. p. 209.

The author of the Smriti-Chandrikā says,—"If it be asked—who succeeds if there be not even brother's sons, Yājñavalkya says: 'Gōtra (gentiles) or kinsmen sprung from the same family with the deceased.' Add

* Vide Precedents, pp. 492—502.
† Here by the term "the remotest sakulya" are to be understood Samānodakas or kindred connected by a common libation of water.
here 'take the inheritance.' The term 'gotraja' (though
general in its signification) excludes the father, brother and
his son, who have already been separately noticed, and com-
prehends the son of the grandfather and such other persons
as are sprung from the same family. The term 'gotraja'
further excludes the daughter of the grandfather and the
like females, it being primâ facie a complex of two plural
terms [gotrâjâh cha, gotrâjâh cha 'gentiles and gentiles']
of the masculine gender formed by omitting one and
retaining the other. Gotraja, according to Sanskrit Gram-
mar, admits also of the assumption that it is a complex of
two terms of different genders, but for such an assumption,
the context must afford a special ground, as in the instance
of the following, "Fetch kukkutau [fowls]. Let me cause
them to have sexual intercourse." Here, however, there
exists no such special ground. On the contrary, the term
'gotraja' being used in the text of Yājñavalkya, after the
words "brothers likewise and their sons" both of which
denote males, must be concluded to mean male gotraja
only and not females."—Smrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. V,
Clause 1 & 2.

"Again, referring to the Sruti 'Females and persons
deficient in an organ of sense or member are deemed in-
competent to inherit,' [which Sruti, as already noticed, is
applicable to females not being a widow, daughter, or the
like, whose right to inheritance has been expressly declared
by law], it [the Sruti] will be found reconcilable with the
conclusion that the complex term 'gotraja' is a compound
of two terms of the masculine gender. Whereas, if 'gotra-
ja' were considered to consist of two terms of different
genders, namely, the masculine and feminine, such a con-
struction would be opposed to the purport of the Sruti.
The latter construction is therefore set aside."—Ibid., Cl. 2.

"Accordingly, Bhāshyā-kāra, the commentator of the
sāstra or aphorisms of Āpastamba, construes the sāstra:
'The father, being alive, distributed his heritage among
his sons [putrebhyaḥ]," as signifying that heritage was
distributed among the sons alone and not among the
dughters also, these being females."—Ibid., Cl. 4.

"Under the rule of Grammar 'Brothers [bhrātarou]
and sons [putrou], with sisters and daughters,' the terms
‘daśīta cha and putrāḥ cha’ [daughter and son] form the complex term ‘Putrāḥ [sons],’ by the omission of one term and retention of the other of the regular compound of two species. Though, accordingly, by supposing that the complex word ‘putrāḥ [sons]’ in the phrase ‘Among his sons [putrāḥ] used in the aphorism above quoted, comprises two terms of two different genders, namely, daughter and son, it is practicable to construe the passage in question as implying that heritage was distributed among daughters also, yet such a construction is to be rejected as opposed to the principle that males alone are competent to inherit and not females, inculcated by the Sūti, ‘Females and persons deficient in an organ of sense or member are deemed incompetent to inherit.’—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. V, Cl. 5.

Some say: ‘gotraja [gentiles]’ are the paternal grandmother and relations connected by funeral oblations of food [sāpindas], and relations connected by libations of water [samānādākas]. In the first place, the grandmother takes the inheritance. The paternal grandmother’s succession, immediately after the mother, was seemingly suggested by the text—‘And the mother also being dead, the father’s mother shall take the heritage;’ no place however is found for her in the compact series of heirs from the father to the nephew. She must therefore, of course, succeed immediately after the nephew, and thus there is no contradiction. This is not right. Even after the nephew, there is no place to be found for the grandmother, the term ‘gotraja’ immediately following the term nephew in the compact series of heirs, and that term referring, as above noticed, to male gotraja. Besides, gotraja (in Sanskrit) means persons sprung from the same family. But a grandmother is not one sprung from the same family with the deceased. She was born in a different family and had connection with the family of the deceased, only by marriage. She can not hence be called a ‘gotraja.’ This much is sufficient to refute the opinion above quoted.”—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. V, Cl. 6.

‘Yājñavalkya, it must be understood, has used in his text the term ‘gotraja’ in the form of a conjunctive compound, as he has done the term ‘pitarōu’ [parents] in the same passage. This is because, as between both the parents,
be saw no ground for giving precedence to one over the other, so he found no reason among gotrajas for selecting one in preference to another. For instance, in declaring that, in default of a brother’s son, the son of the grandfather succeeds, what reason could there be? None.”—Ibid., Clause 7.

“The objector here asks who has declared a grandfather’s son entitled to inheritance in supersession of a grandfather? The reply is, that Yajnavalkya himself must be presumed to have so declared by his having used in his passage the term ‘gotraja,’ [gentiles] immediately after the phrase ‘brothers likewise and their sons.’ The separate mention of brothers and their sons while they are comprehended in the term ‘gotraja,’ is indicative of the rule that, of the descendants severally belonging to the grandfather and others, only two, namely, the son and the grandson, are entitled to inheritance, as is the case with the descendants of the father.”—Ibid., Cl. 8.

“Manu, too, propounds the same principle:—‘Whoever is the next in the line of kinsmen [sapinda], to him the inheritance belongs. On failure of such kindred, the distant kinsman [sakulya] shall be the heir, the spiritual preceptor or the pupil.’”—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. V, Clause 9.

“On the strength of the above explanation, it must be concluded that those who declare that, after the brother’s son, the grandfather succeeds, that on failure of him, his descendants take, and that a similar rule is to be observed in the case of the great-grandfather and others, are ignorant of the true meaning of the text, (para. 9,) inculcating an order of succession different from that ordained by the text founded on reasoning.”—Smri. Chan. chap. XI, Sect. V, Clause 11.

Consequently,—

“According to the doctrine prevalent in the Drâvida School,—

161. The order of succession stands as follows:—

On failure of a brother’s son, the son of the paternal
grandfather succeeds, on failure of him, his son; on failure of him, the son of the paternal great-grandfather, on failure of him, his son; on failure of him, the son of the great-great-grandfather, on failure of him, his son; on failure of him, the son of the father of the great-great-grandfather, on failure of him, his son; on failure of him, the son of the last *sapinda,* on failure of him, his son; on failure of him, the son of the first samánodaka,† on failure of him, his son. A similar rule is to be observed in regard to the succession of the descendants of each of the six‡ samánodakas of the higher grade.—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. V, Clause 12.

**Vṛihaspāti** bearing in mind all the above principles declares,§—

*R†yaratd. 162. "Where there are many relatives (jnátayah) remote kindred (sakulyāh) and cognate kindred (bāndhabāh) whoever is the nearest of them, shall take the wealth of him who dies without male issue."—Ibid., Cl. 13.

**Jná†ayah**] Sapindas or kinsmen connected by funeral oblations of food.—*Ibid.*

**Sākulya†**] Samánodakas or distant kinsmen connected by libations of water.—*Ibid.*

---

* A *Sapinda* is a kinsman connected by oblations of food. See post.

† A *Samánodaka* is a kindred allied by libation of water and is more remote than a *sapinda* or *sakulya.*

‡ Here the learned Translator of the Smrī-chandrika has used the word ‘six,’ but I do not know how that can be, since the *samánodakas* are of seven degrees from the eighth to the fourteenth degree, both inclusive, as plainly appears from the Smrī-chandrika (in Sanskrit) as well as from other books. See the *Succession of Samánodakas* in this book and in the corresponding book in Sanskrit and Urdu.

According to the doctrine prevalent in the Mahratta School,—

163. In default of brother’s sons, succeed the gentle relations (gotraja) within the seventh degree, being connected by funeral oblations (sapinda).—Vyas. Mayu. Chap. IV, Sec. viii, § 18.

164. The first among these is the paternal grandmother.—Ibid.

According to this text of Manu: “The mother also being dead, the father’s mother shall take the heritage [on failure of brothers and nephews.]” Even though she is (here) mentioned immediately next to the mother, still she is to be entered at the end, after the brother’s sons, after the manner of the entry of (the ३०००० for) incidental persons at the end, (as deceased acquaintances, &c.,) because the placing her in the middle (is in violation) of the rank fixed for each, as far as brother’s sons.—Ibid.

165. In default of her, comes the sister.—Ibid. Para. 19.

Under this text of Manu: “To the nearest sapinda (male or female), after him in the third degree, the inheritance next belongs;” and this of Vrissapati: “Where many claim the inheritance of a childless man, whether they be paternal or maternal relations, (sakutiya) or more distant kinsmen (bändhavah), he who is the nearest of them shall take the estate.” And (the next rank is) her’s, both from her being begotten under the brother’s family name, and there being no further reservation with respect to the gentle relationship (gotrajatwa): it does not particularly specify the same gentle kindred.—Ibid., § 19.

166. On failure of her, the paternal grandfather, and half-brother are both to share and take it (the inheritance).—Ibid., § 20.

* Vide precedents, pp. 276, 467, 486—492.
Reason. Their propinquity being equal, since the (deceased person's) own father was begotten by the former of those two, and was himself the begetter, of the latter, as well as of the deceased. The propinquity being similar, and there being a want of any other notice, however slight, beyond the order of the text, or the like, therefore, in other cases, we must act even thus. For this reason,—*

Vyavasthā. 167. In default of these two, the paternal great-grandfather, the father's brother, and the sons of the half-brother shall take and share it (the inheritance).—Ibid., § 20.

Vyavasthā. 168. All the sapindas and samānodakas follow, in the order of propinquity.—Ibid., § 21.

They are (thus) enumerated by Manu:—"Now the relation of sapindas (or men connected by funeral cake,) ceases with the seventh (a) person (or in the sixth degree of ascent or descent,) and that of the samānodakas or those connected by an equal libation of water ends only when their births and family names are no longer known." Ibid.

(a) The seventh must be understood as of him passed away. Ibid.

The relation of sapinda is of two kinds: 1. Through body or consanguinity, and 2. connection by funeral cake (pinda).†

The relation of sapinda by consanguinity is as follows:—

The relation of sapinda is by connection with (or by containing a portion of) the same body. Thus the son having sprung from the body of his father, has the relation of sapinda (through consanguinity) with his father; so also with the paternal grandfather and the rest, since there

---

† Da. Mttm. Sec. VI, § 32.
exists consanguinity between him and them through the father. In like manner, having sprung from the body of the mother, he bears the relation (of sapinda) to her, also to the maternal grandfather and the rest, and the mother's brother, sister, and the rest, by reason of consanguinity through the mother; so also to the father's brothers and sisters and the rest (by reason of consanguinity through the father:) the wife commencing to be of the same body with the husband, (bears the sapinda relation to the husband): the brother and brother's wife likewise commencing reciprocally to be of the same body, are sapindas by reason of being from the same body. Thus, wherever the word 'sapinda' is (used), there consanguinity must be known to exist directly or indirectly.—Mādhava Āchāra Adhyāya, Sams. pp. 5, 6. See Purāṇa-mādhava.*

The Sapinda relation by connection of the funeral cake is described as follows:—

According to the Chandrika, Aparārka, Medhātithi, Mādhava and other books, the sapinda relation arises from the act of presentation (by two or more persons) of the oblation-cake to the manes of one and the same individual. "The fourth person and the (two) rest share the remains of the oblations wiped off with kusha grass, the father and the (two) rest share the funeral cakes, the seventh person is the giver of oblations; the relation of sapindas or men connected by the funeral-cake extends (therefore) to the seventh person (or sixth degree in ascent or descent)." Mātṛya-purāṇa. It should not be said that a paternal uncle and the rest (i.e., brother's son) are not reciprocally sapindas, since the same ancestor who participates in the oblation offered by the uncle, participates also in that offered by the nephew. If any one of those ancestors who participate in the funeral oblation offered by one individual be also the participator of the funeral oblation offered by another, then all of them become sapindas to each other.†

---

* Vide Precedente, p. 511.
† If the passage contained at page 57 of the Select Reports, Vol. III and quoted therefrom in the case of Amrita Meyes Deos vs. Lakhee Narain Chatterway (See prec. p. 511) professes to be a translation of the very Sastri passage of which the above is one, it must be erroneous.
Their wives also are *sapindas* by reason of relationship arising from their right to associate with their husbands in the performance of the *shrāddhas*, also by reason of its being declared in the *Smṛti* that the wife becomes united with her husband in the presentation and participation of oblation-cakes, in *gotra*, and impurity.—*Nirnoya-sindhu*, Chapter III, Leaf 22.

Premising the son, son’s son and son’s grandson (in the male line) *Boudhāyana* says:—

"The paternal great-grandfather, grandfather, the father and the man himself, his brothers of the whole blood, his son by a woman (wife) of the same tribe, grandson and great-grandson: all these partaking of undivided oblations, are pronounced ‘*sapindas*’. Those who share divided oblations are called ‘*vakulyas*’. Male issue of the body being in esse, the property goes to them.” The meaning of the (above) passage is this,—since (the fourth person or the proprietor) enjoys the oblation-cakes presented to the father and the two next ancestors, as being the participator in the offerings at obsequies; and since the son and other descendants to the number of three present oblations to the deceased; and he, who, while living, presents an oblation to an ancestor, partakes, when deceased, of the oblations presented to the same person; such being the case, the middlemost (of the seven) who, while living, offered food to the *manes* of ancestors, and, when dead, partook of the offerings made to them, became the object to which the oblations of his descendants were addressed in their life-time, and shares with them, when they are deceased, the food which must be offered by the daughter’s son and other (surviving descendants beyond the third degree). Hence those ancestors to whom he presented oblations, and those (descendants) who presented oblations to him, partake of the undivided offering in the form of *pinda* (food at obsequies). Thus the persons who do partake of such offerings are *sapindas*, they being connected by the same oblation-cake. But one distant in the fifth degree, neither gives an oblation to the fifth in ascent, nor shares the offering presented to his *manes*. So the fifth in descent neither gives oblations to the middle person who is distant from him in the fifth degree, nor partakes of the offerings
SECTION VII.

ON THE SUCCESSION OF COGNATES (BANDHUS).

Vyasastha. 169. In default of gentiles, the cognates are heirs.

Authority. On failure of gentiles, the cognates are heirs.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. vi, § 1.

Cognates are of three kinds: related to the person himself; to his father, and to his mother: as is declared by the following text:—“The sons of his own father’s sister, the sons of his own mother’s sister, and the sons of his own maternal uncle, must be considered as his own cognate kindred. The sons of his father’s paternal aunt, the sons of his father’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his father’s maternal uncle, must be deemed his father’s cognate kindred. The sons of his mother’s paternal aunt, the sons of his mother’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his mother’s maternal uncle, must be reckoned his mother’s cognate kindred.”—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. vi, § 1.

Authority. Váchaspati Misra:—In default of kinsmen allied by family, the cognate kindred (bandhus) shall inherit, as stated by Yánavalkya. Cognate kindred are of three sorts, namely, a person’s own, his father’s, and his mother’s, who are thus specified.—“The sons of his own father’s sister,” &c.†

Authority. Devánanda Bhatta:—Cognate kindred are described (as follows) in a different Smriti, according to their order of proximity. “The son of his father’s sister; &c.||

Authority. If no distant kinsmen (sodaka) exist, then come in the cognate kindred (bandhus), who are thus specified in another Smriti:—“The sons of his own father’s sister; the sons of his own mother’s sister, and the sons of his own mother’s brother, must be considered as his own congate.

* Pá Ch., pp. 297, 298.
† The rest as above.
|| The rest as above.
kindred. The sons of his father's paternal aunt, the sons of his father's maternal aunt, and the sons of his father's maternal uncle, must be deemed his father's cognate kindred. The sons of his mother's paternal aunt, the sons of his mother's maternal aunt, and the sons of his mother's maternal uncle, must be reckoned his mother's cognate kindred. Here the order (of succession) is even the order of the text.—Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 22.

170. These inherit according to the order of their proximity. That is to say, first the deceased's own bandhus, in their default, his father's bandhus, and failing them, his mother's bandhus, take the inheritance.

These should inherit according to their order. Bāla-rūpa Authority. is of the same opinion.—Vi. Chī., p. 198.

Here by reason of near affinity, the cognate kindred of the deceased himself, are his successors in the first instance; on failure of them, his father's cognate kindred; or, if there be none, his mother's cognate kindred.—Miś. In. Chap. II, Sect. vi, § 2.

"Cognate kindred are described according to the order of their propinquity."*—"Here the order (of succession) is even the order of the text."†—"These should succeed according to their order."‡ From these passages it appears that bandhus of each kind do not inherit all simultaneously, but one after the other as enumerated in the text. Hence among one's own bandhus his father's sister's son succeeds in the first instance, next his mother's sister's son, and then his maternal uncle's son. His father's bandhus too succeed in the same order, and so do his mother's bandhus.(1)

Annotations.
(1) The learned Translator of the Smṛti-chandrika has, accordingly given, in his Summary, the order of succession of every one of

---

* Smṛti. Chan. (Sams) p. 77, see its English translation p.
† Vyav. Mayā, Chap. IV, Sect. vii, § 22.
‡ Vi. Chī. p. 198.
In default of Samánodakas or kinsmen allied by libation of water, the bandhús or cognate kindred succeed. The bandhús are of three kinds: one’s own bandhús, his father’s bandhús, and his mother’s bandhús; as described in a Smriti.—“The sons of his own father’s sister, the sons of his own mother’s sister, and the sons of his own maternal uncle, must be considered as his own cognate kindred. The sons of his father’s paternal aunt, the sons of his father’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his father’s maternal uncle, must be deemed his father’s cognate kindred. The sons of his mother’s paternal aunt, the sons of his mother’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his mother’s maternal uncle, must be reckoned his mother’s cognate kindred.”—Vi. Mi. (Sans.) p. 209.

Manu says—“Then on failure of sapindas and of their issue, the sakulya (a) shall be the heir, or spiritual preceptor, or the pupil, or the fellow-student of the deceased.” Chap. IX, verse 187.—Vi. mi. (Sans.) p. 209.

(a) Here by the term sakulya must be understood kinsmen of the same gotra, those allied by libation of water (samánodakas), and the three bandhús (viz.,) maternal uncle and the rest. The term ‘bandhú’ in the text of Yajnavalkya is also indicative of the maternal uncle; as otherwise the result would be that the maternal uncle and the rest would be omitted, and their sons will be heirs while they who are nearer will not be so: this, indeed, would be a great piece of injustice (1).—Vi. Mi. (Sans.) p. 209.

Thus according to the Vir-mitrodaya.—

171. One’s own maternal uncle inherits as a bandhú before his son and nephew, and so do the

Annotations.

the abovementioned bandhús just as above stated. This is as follows:—“23. The son of the father’s sister. 24. The son of the mother’s sister. 25. The son of the maternal uncle. 26. The son of the father’s paternal aunt. 27. The son of the father’s maternal aunt. 28. The son of the father’s maternal uncle. 29. The son of the mother’s paternal aunt. 30. The son of the mother’s maternal aunt. 31. The son of the mother’s maternal uncle.—Smri. Chan. p. 198.
father's maternal uncle and mother's maternal uncle before their sons and nephews, respectively.*

The author of the *Vīravātrodhyā* having enumerated as *bandhūs* the three maternal uncles in their proper places, and the author of the *Vivṛtta-chintāmanī* having recognized the heritable right of the maternal uncle and the rest in default of the remotest *sakulīya*,† it appears that according to their opinion the foregoing text mentioning *bandhūs* does not give an exhaustive list of them, but only shows that they are of three descriptions.

And it having been so written in the *Pīravātrodhyā* which is held to be an exposition of what may have been left doubtful by the *Maitreya* and declaratory of the law of the Benares school, the Honorable Judges of the High Courts in India and the Lords of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council have determined that—

172. The text respecting *bandhūs*, cited in the *Maitreya*,† does not give an exhaustive list of them but is simply illustrative of the proposition that there are three classes of *bandhūs*, that, consequently, the maternal uncle and the rest, and also the

Annotations.

171. In this series no provision appears to have been made for the maternal relations in the ascending line; but Vāchaspati *Mīśra*, in the *Vivṛtta-chintāmanī*, assigns to the maternal uncle and the rest (naśrūddhi), a place in the order of succession next to the *sāmānodakas*; and *Mīśra Mīśra*, in the *Pīravātrodhyā*, expresses his opinion, that as the maternal uncle's son inherits, he himself should be held to have the same right by analogy.—

*Note by Sir W. Macnaghten.*

* Vide Precedents, pp. 522—528.
† See Vi. Chā. p. 399, and pakt, p. 208.
‡ Ante, page 194.
father’s daughter’s son and the rest are entitled to inherit as bandhus in the order of propinquity."

Vyasasthā. 173. Of the kinsmen (jñātīs), distant kinsmen (saktu-lyas), and cognate kindred (bandhus), in default of one that stands nearest (in the order expressly given), those who are somehow nearer are preferable.†

Because it has been declared by GOUTAMA:—"Let those take the inheritance who give the funeral cake (pinda), who are of the same gotra,‡ or who are sprung from the same RISHI.—Vide Smrī. Chān. Chap. XI, Sect. v, Cl. 15.

SECTION VIII.

ON SUCCESSION OF THE SPIRITUAL PRECEPTOR, AND THE REST.

Vyasasthā. 174. In default of the cognate kindred, the spiritual preceptor [A’chārya (a)], inherits, on failure of him, the pupil [Shishya (b)].§

Authority. If there be no cognate kindred (bandhus),∥ the spiritual preceptor, on failure of him the pupil, inherits, by the text of ÁPASTAMBA: "If there be no male issue, the nearest kinsman inherits: or, in default of kindred, the preceptor; or, failing him, the disciple."—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. vii, § 1.

Vyasasthā. In default of cognate kindred, the preceptor; on failure of him, the pupil; by this text of ÁPASTAMBA: "If there be no male issue, the nearest kinsman inherits; or, in default

* Vide Precedents, pp. 505—533.
† Smrī. Chān, Sana. p. 77. See Krishna Swāmi Iyer’s translation, p. 197.
‡ From the same race or general family.
§ Vide Precedents pp. 539—541.
∥ The original of this much is “Bandhāntaṃdhaṅkā” the translation of which is as above given. Mr. Colebrooke, however, has rendered it by “If there be no relations of the deceased.”
of kindred, the preceptor; or, failing him, the disciple.—*Vyav. Mayy. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 25.

If it be asked who inherits in default of Bandhus, *Yajnavalkya says—"A pupil, and a fellow-student." Add to these the words—"take the inheritance."—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vi, Cl. 1.

It is to be understood here that the preceptor himself was not specifically mentioned in the above text, as it was unnecessary, seeing that a preceptor was entitled to more regard than a pupil, that since mention has been made of the pupil himself in the line of heirs, the preceptor, on the analogy of the loaf and staff, takes of course precedence before the pupil, and succeeds to the deceased's property in default of bandhus.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vi, Clause 4.

(a) The spiritual preceptor is he who instructs his pupil after investiture with the holy thread, whence is he denominated Acharya. See Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, pp. 523, 534.

(b) He is a pupil on whom the deceased caused the ceremony of Upanayanam to be performed and to whom he taught the Vedas.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vi, Cl. 2.

172. In default of the pupil, the fellow-student (c) becomes the heir.

If there be no pupil, the fellow-student (c) is the successor.—Mt. In. Chap. II, Sect. vii, § 2.

In default of the pupil, the fellow-student is the successor.—*Vyas. Mayy. Chap. IV, Sect. vii, § 25.

On failure of the pupil, the fellow-student takes the inheritance.—Vi. Mt. (Sansk.) p. 209.

(c) He who received his investiture, or instruction in reading or in the knowledge of the sense of scripture, from the same preceptor, is a fellow-student.—Mt. Chap. II, Sect. vii, para. 2.

* The analogy of the loaf and staff]. To gnaw the staff was difficult for a rat; but, if that was accomplished, the eating of the loaf, which was attached to it, was easy. So in other cases, according to the circumstances of them, if one of associated things be true, the other may be rightly inferred.—Smrti. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vi, note.
(c) He is a fellow-student who acquires his learning (in the Vedas) from the same preceptor (as the deceased).—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vi, Cl. 3.

Vyavasthā-Chandrika

173. In default of heirs as far as the fellow-student, some venerable Brāhmaṇa learned in the Vedas (Srotriya) inherits the property of a Brāhmaṇa.

Authority. If there be no fellow-student, some learned and venerable priest should take the property of a Brāhmaṇa, under the text of Goutama: "Venerable priests should share the wealth of a Brāhmaṇa who leaves no issue."—Mā. In. Chap. II, Sect. vii, § 3.

Authority. MANU:—On failure of all those, the lawful heirs are such Brāhmanas as have read the three Vedas, as are pure in body and mind, as have subdued their passions. Thus virtue is not lost.—Ibid. § 4.

Authority. If it be asked who succeeds in default of a fellow-student, MANU declares "On failure of all those, the lawful heirs are such Brāhmanas as have read the three Vedas, as are pure in body and mind, and as have subdued their passions. Thus virtue is not lost. The property of a Brāhmaṇa shall never be taken by the king. This is a fixed law."—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vi, Cl. 5.

Authority. In default of the pupil, the fellow-student is the successor; in default of him, a Srotriya, from the text of Goutama: "Venerable priests (Srotriya) should share the wealth of a Brāhmaṇa who leaves no issue.—Vyau. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 25.

Vyavasthā. 174. In default of a venerable Brāhmaṇa learned in the Vedas, even any other Brāhmaṇa is entitled to inherit the property of a Brāhmaṇa, but not the king.

Authority. In default of such an one, any other Brāhmaṇa, by reason of this text of Kātyāyana: "But in default of all those, the lawful heirs are such Brāhmanas as have read the three
Vedas, as are pure (in body and mind), as have subdued their passions. Thus virtue is not lost."—Vyva. Mayú.

In default of a Bráhmana possessing the qualifications above described, Nárada, referring to the king, says, "If there be no heir of a Bráhmana's wealth, on his demise, it must be given to a Bráhmana. Otherwise, the king is tainted with sin."—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vi, Cl. 6.

For want of such successors, any Bráhmana may be the heir. Never shall a king take the wealth of a priest; for the text of Manu forbids it: "The property of a Bráhmana shall never be taken by the king: this is a fixed law." It is also declared by Nárada: "If there be no heir of a Bráhmana's wealth, on his demise, it must be given to a Bráhmana. Otherwise the king is tainted with sin." Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. vii, § 5.

In default of heirs as far as the fellow-student, some venerable Bráhmana learned in the Vedas should first take the property of a Bráhmana, and on failure of him, any Bráhmana should take it.—Vt. Mi. (Sans.) p. 209.

175. But the property of a Kshatriya or other person of an inferior tribe should be taken by the king on failure of heirs down to the fellow-student in theology.

But the king, and not the priest, may take the estate of a Kshatriya or other person of an inferior tribe, on failure of heirs down to the fellow-student.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. vii, § 6. So—

Manu:—But the wealth of other classes, on failure of all (heirs), the king may take.—Ibid.

In default of a fellow-student, the king should take the property, excepting that of a Bráhmana, because the text of Váshistha (already cited) after stating the succession of heirs down to the fellow-student, declares—"On failure of him, the property, excepting that of a Bráhmana, goes to the king.—Vt. Mi. (Sans.) p. 209.
The property should be taken by the king excepting that of a Brāhmaṇa, so says MANU:—"The wealth of a Brāhmaṇa shall never be taken as an escheat by the king: this is the fixed law; but the wealth of the other classes, on failure of all heirs, the king may take. DEVĀLA also says: "In every case, the king may take the property of a subject dying without an heir, except the estate of a Brāhmaṇa; for the property of a Brāhmaṇa dying without an heir (a) must be given to the learned priests."—VI. Chi. page 298.

(a). Without an heir.—means without one who is entitled to inheritance.—Ibid.

On the demise of a person belonging to any other class than that of Brāhmaṇa, MANU says with respect to his property—"But the wealth of the other classes, on failure of all (heirs), the king may take."—Smrī. Chan. Samsa. p. 78. Eng. p. 201.

Vṛihaspatt:—The king takes the property of those Kshatriyas, Vojshyas, and Shūdras, who leave no son, nor wife, nor brother, for he is, indeed, lord of all.—VI. Chi. page 198. Vyav. Mayā. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 27.

At present, however, the property of a Brāhmaṇa also is taken by the sovereign power in British India: The reason assigned for taking such property will be seen in the Privy Council Decision printed at page 534 of the Precedents.

After premising that in default of all (heirs) the estate goes to the king, NARADA says; "Excepting the wealth of a Brāhmaṇa, but a king attentive to his duty shall allot a maintenance to the wives of the deceased(b). This is declared to be the rule of inheritance."—Vide Smrī. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vi, Cl. 7.

(b) To the wives of the deceased.] To the wives of the deceased owner of the property, not being a Brāhmaṇa, and which wives are incompetent to inherit his property.—Ibid.

Here it is to be remarked that,—

Vṛavasthā. 176. Among the Shūdras there is neither spiritual preceptor, nor pupil, nor student in theo-
logy, they having no access to the *Vedas*; consequently, the king may take the property of a *Shudra* who died without leaving heirs down to the *bandhus*.

The orders of succession according to the prevalent doctrines of the four different schools, as well as the differences existing between them, will be seen at one glance by looking at the table set out in the four pages next following.
The Order of Succession, according to the Law of the Benares and other three Schools, to the property of a man who died after being separated from his co-partners and not subsequently reunited with them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Son’s son.</td>
<td>2. Son’s son.</td>
<td>2. Son’s son.</td>
<td>2. Son’s son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Son’s son’s son.*</td>
<td>3. Son’s son’s son.</td>
<td>3. Son’s son’s son.</td>
<td>3. Son’s son’s son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Unmarried daughter.</td>
<td>5. Unmarried daughter.</td>
<td>5. Unmarried daughter.</td>
<td>5. Unmarried daughter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Married daughter provided for or enriched.</td>
<td>7. Natural mother.</td>
<td>7. Married daughter provided for or enriched.</td>
<td>7. Married daughter provided for or enriched.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) That is, according to the Middkehard and Vir-mitrodoya.
(2) That is, according to the Srmili-chandrikā.
(3) That is, according to the Virdha-chintđmani.
(4) That is, according to the Vyavahāra-maṇḍika.

* See ante, pages 90—96.  † See ante, page 176.  ‡ See ante, page 168.  § See ante, page 176.
| 15. | Paternal grandmother. |
| 17. | Grandfather's son (paternal uncle). |
| 18. | Great-grandfather's grandson* (paternal uncle's son). |
| 19. | Paternal great-grandmother. |
| 20. | Paternal great-grandfather. |
| 22. | Great-grandfather's grandson* (grandfather's brother's son). |
| 23. | Great-grandfather's mother. |

The above order or enumeration of heirs is the same as the summary of heirs given by Vāchaspati Mīśra in his Vivāda-chintāmani. See Vivāda-chintāmani. (Sans.) page 156; P. C. Tagore's translation, p. 299.

| 15. | The remotest Sakula. |
| 16. | Maternal uncles and others. |
| 17. | Brāhmaṇa.§ |
| 18. | The king.|| |

| 15. | Paternal grandfather's son (paternal uncle). |
| 16. | Grandfather's grandson (paternal uncle's son). |
| 17. | Great-grandfather's son (grandfather's brother). |
| 18. | Great-grandfather's grandson (grandfather's brother's son). |
| 20. | Great-grandfather's grandson (great-grandfather's brother's son). |

§ To a Brāhmaṇa's property, see ante, pp. 200, 201.

* See ante, page 183; see also Precedents, pp. 475, 493—502.
† See ante, pages 184—188.
‡ See ante, pages 194—195.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>According to the law prevalent in the Benares School.</th>
<th>According to the law prevalent in the Drávida School.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25. Great-grandfather's father's son (i.e., Great-grandfather's brother).</td>
<td>23. The son of the last Sapinda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Great-grandfather's father's grandson,* (i.e., Great-grandfather's brother's son).</td>
<td>24. His son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Great-grandfather's grandmother.</td>
<td>25. First Samánodaka's son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Great-grandfather's grandfather's son, (i.e., great-great-grandfather's brother.)</td>
<td>27. Second Samánodaka's son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Great-grandfather's grandfather's grandson* (i.e., great-great-grandfather's brother's son.)</td>
<td>28. His son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Great-grandfather's great-grandfather's son, (i.e., great-great-grandfather's uncle.)</td>
<td>31. Fourth Samánodaka's son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Great-grandfather's great-grandfather's grandson* (i.e., great-great-grandfather's uncle's son).</td>
<td>32. His son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Fifth Samánodaka's son.</td>
<td>34. His son.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See ante, page 183. See also Precedents, pp. 475, 498—502.
35. First Samánodaka.
36. First Samánodaka’s son.
37. First Samánodaka’s son’s son.*
   In this manner inherit six other Samánodakas in the ascending line, and their issue in the order of proximity.
38. The deceased’s own bandhus.†
39. His father’s bandhus.†
40. His mother’s bandhus.†
41. Spiritual preceptor.
42. Pupil in theology.
43. Fellow-student in theology.
44. { Bráhmana.‡
   { The King.§
45. { Bráhmana.‡
   { The King.§
46. Sixth Samánodaka’s son.
47. His son.
48. Seventh Samánodaka’s son.||
49. His son.
50. The deceased’s own bandhus.†
51. The deceased’s father’s bandhus.†
52. The deceased’s mother’s bandhus.†
53. The Spiritual preceptor.
54. Pupil in theology.
55. Fellow-student in theology.
56. To the property other than that of a Bráhmana, See ante, pp. 201—203.
57. To a Bráhmana’s property, see ante, pp. 200, 201. See ante, page 183.
58. See ante, pages 194—198.
59. See ante, page 183.
The foregoing is the order of succession to the property which was held in severalty by a man separated from his co-heirs and not subsequently re-united with them.

177. The same is also the order of succession to the sole property of a man or to that which was separately acquired by him.*

The following are the orders of succession, given by the European compilers or writers of Digests of Hindu law.

Of these, the order of succession set out in Sir W. Macnaghten’s work on Hindu law is as follows:—

“According to the law as current in Benares, in default of the son, and son’s son, and grandson, the widow (supposing the husband’s estate to have been distinct and separate) succeeds to the property under the limited tenure above specified. But if her husband’s estate was joint, and held in co-parcenary, she is only entitled to maintenance.”

“In default of the widow, the maiden daughter inherits, in her default, the married indigent daughter, in her default, the married wealthy daughter. Then the daughter’s son. But the Viváda-chandra, Viváda-ratndkara, and Viváda-chintámáni, authorities which are current in Mithila, do not enumerate the daughter’s son among the series of heirs.† The mother ranks next in the order of succession, and after her the father. In default of him brothers of the whole-blood succeed, and in their default, those of the half-blood.”‡

* See ante, pp. 30, 31, 115, and Precedents, pp. 31, 244—251, 443.

† This is not quite correct, inasmuch as the Viváda-chintámáni, having recognized the heritable right of the daughter’s son, has placed him after the father. See ante p. 162, and P. C. Tagore’s translation of the Viváda-chintámáni, p. 299.

‡ According to the commentary of Bálám-bhatta the daughter’s daughter inherits after the daughter’s son; but this is not the received opinion. Bálám-bhatta is (also) of opinion, that brothers and sisters should inherit together; but this doctrine (too) is not received.—Note by Sir W. Macnaghten.
"In their default, their sons inherit successively.* Then the paternal grandmother;† next the paternal grandfather; the paternal uncle of the whole-blood, of the half-blood, their sons successively; the paternal great-grandmother;‡ the paternal great-grandfather, his son and grandson, successively; the paternal great-grandfather’s mother;§ his father, his brother, his brother’s son. In default of all these, the sapindas in the same order as far as the seventh in degree, which includes only one grade.§ higher in the order of ascent than the heirs above enumerated. In default of sapindas, the samánodakas succeed; and these include the above enumerated heirs in the same order as far as the fourteenth degree.|| In default of the samánodakas, the Bandhus or cognates succeed. These kindred are of three descriptions, personal, paternal, and maternal. The personal kindred are, the sons of his own father’s sister, the sons of his own mother’s sister, and the sons of his own maternal uncle. The paternal kindred are, the sons of his father’s paternal aunt, the sons of his father’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his father’s maternal uncle. His maternal kindred are, the sons of his mother’s paternal aunt, the sons of his mother’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his mother’s maternal uncle.¶ In default of them, the Achāriya or spiritual preceptor, the pupil, the fellow-student

* According to Bālam-bhatta, brothers’ daughters, and brothers’ sons inherit together; but neither is this opinion followed.—Ibid.
† Sārkaśa Āchārya maintains that the brother’s grandsons have a title to the succession in default of the brother’s sons; and this opinion is also held by the author of the Viśdha-chandrika, but by no other authority (see, however, ante, p. 178); and there is the same difference of opinion, as to the relative priority of the grandmother, as has been noticed in the case of the father and mother.—Ibid.
‡ The same difference of opinion exists in this case also.—Ibid.
§ Not one, but two grades higher, because there are six degrees of sapindas besides the giver of the pinda, who being added to them completes the seventh degree. See ante, pp. 184, 191—193.
¶ The term Gōtraja (or gentiles) has been defined to signify sapindas and Samánodakas by Bālam-bhatta and in the Subodhini, &c.
|| See Mūḍdakard page 352. In this series, no provision appears to have been made for the maternal relations in the ascending line; but Vācharpattī Mīra, in the Viśdha-chandmāni, assigns to ‘the maternal uncle and the rest, (Māudallī), a place in the order of succession next to the Samánodakas; and Mīra Mīra, in the Vīra-mitrodaya, expresses his opinion, that as the maternal uncle’s son inherits, he himself should be held to have the same right by analogy.—1 Mac. H. L. p. 84, note.
in theology, learned Brāhmīns;* and lastly, always excepting the property of Brāhmīns, the estate escheats to the ruling power."—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, pp. 32—34.

After the above, he says:—"The order of succession agreeably to the law current in the South of India, does not appear to differ from that of Benares."†

Lastly, the learned compiler writes as follows:—

"In the Vyavahāra-mayūkha, an authority of great eminence in the West of India, considerable deviation from the above order appears; and the heirs, after the mother, are thus enumerated. 'The brother of the whole-blood, his son, the paternal grandmother, the sister,‡ the paternal grandfather, and the brother of the half-blood, who inherit together.'§ In default of these, the sapindas and samāmodakas and Bandhus inherit successively, according to their degree of proximity."—Macn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 35.

Mr. Elberling, although treating of the Hindū law as current in the Mithilā, Bengal and Benares Schools, has given the order of succession chiefly according to the Dāya-krāma-sangraha of Śrīkrishna Tarkālakāra, a Bengal authority.

Sir T. Strange has, in his work on Hindū law, stated the Ordo successionis in so confused a manner that it is

* After learned Brāhmīns, common Brāhmīns should inherit. Moreover, Brāhmīns inherit only the property of Brāhmīns, and not of persons of any other class whose property goes, by escheat, to the ruling power.—See note, pages 200—205.

† This is not correct, since the order of succession of the Dṛṣṭisāda school differs vastly and materially from that of the Benares school, as will be seen by collating them in the table given at pages 204—207.

‡ The Bombay Reports Vol. ii page 471 exhibit a case demonstrative of the sister's right according to this doctrine, and in a suit between two cousins for the property of their maternal uncle, it was held that neither had any right during the lifetime of their uncle's sister. There is another similar case in Vol. i, page 71. But this admission of the sisters seems peculiar to the doctrine followed in that side of India. See Colebrooks cited in Stra. H. L. Vol. ii. (1st Ed.) p. 262.—Note by Sir W. Macaughten.

§ After this there is another deviation which has been omitted, though it ought to have been noticed, namely, "in default of the grandfather and half-brother, the paternal great-grandfather, paternal uncle, and half-brother's son inherit together." Then come in the sapindas, samāmodakas and Bandhus. Vide Pyev. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sec. viii, § 20, and ante, pp. 189, 190.
impossible to find out therefrom the full and correct order of succession according to any school of Hindú Law. All that can be gathered therefrom on a careful perusal of the pages of his work devoted to the above subject, is as follows:—

According to the Hindú law as current in the Benares or any other school, except that of Bengal,—the son, son’s son, and his son inherit successively, then comes the widow, on failure of her, daughters inherit, the single (though there should be one of that description,) taking the whole of the inheritance first, to the exclusion of the rest during her life. The single having enjoyed it, it next vests in the married ones.—Vide Str. H. L. Vol. I, pp. 124, 128 and 138.

In southern India, widowed daughters if unendowed, inherit before endowed married daughters.* In default of daughters their sons inherit. On failure of these the parents inherit.† In default of parents, the brothers come in, the whole-brother taking in the first instance, then the half-brother. The line of brothers being exhausted, their sons succeed, the whole being preferred to the half-blood. The sons of nephews, or grand-nephews, next take, but here succession in the male line from the father direct stops, the great-grandson being too distant in degree to present oblations.‡ And failing heirs of the father down to the great-grandson, the inheritance devolves on his daughter’s son.§ Failing issue of the father, inheritance continues to ascend upwards to the grandfather, and great-grandfather. The grandmother and great-grandmother, the latter being preferred in time by those who contend for the precedence, in succession to the mother before the father; descending also downwards to their respective issue, including daughter’s sons, but not daughters.||—Vide Ibidem pp. 139—148.

* This is not quite correct. See Sūrī, Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. ii, Cl. 20—28.
† But it is not clearly stated which of them succeeds first, according to the Benares and any other school (Bengal excepted).
‡ See, however, ante, page 178.
§ This, it must be said, is according to the Bengal law, since according to the law of any other country a father’s daughter’s son does not inherit before the gentiles (gotraja).
|| This also is wrong for the above reason.
The learned compiler does not, after this, mention the succession of any of the further heirs,* but states, as follows, his grounds for not doing so. "But, in proportion as the claim becomes remote, it varies in particulars with different schools and authors; the details of which, being beyond the scope of a work so general as the present, recourse must be had to the summary of Saṅkarśana, and especially to the two translated treatises on the subject, with notes and remarks of their learned translator, as well as to the "Digest," especially on the law of succession."—Ibid., page 48.

Immediately after the above, he writes:—"In default of natural kin, the series of heirs, in all the classes, that of the Brāhmin excepted, terminates with the preceptor of the deceased, his pupil, his priest hired to perform sacrifices, or his fellow-student, each in his order; and finally, failing all these, the lawful heirs of the Kshatrito, Voikṣya and Skūdra, are learned and virtuous Brāhmins,—a description, however special, yet too comprehensive to be consistent with the right of escheat for want of heirs, in the king, and, therefore, has been narrowed, in construction to such as reside in the same town or village.—Failing all preceding claimants, the property of any of the inferior classes vests, by escheat, in the king: who, as with us, may be said to be, in this respect, ultimus hœres. But the estate of a Brāhmin descends eventually, and ultimately, to Brāhmins, or learned priests. That it cannot be taken as an escheat by the king. This, says Manu, is a fixed law?"—Ibid pp. 148, 149.

The above is not only incomplete but also incorrect, as will be observed by collating it with the Mūtakāsharā and the other works of paramount authority, and also with the table given in pp. 204—207 of the present work which is in exact accordance with the above authorities.

* But even so far as he has written is not the general order of succession of all the schools, not even the correct order of succession of the Bengal or Benares school, not to speak of those of the Mūtaka, Drāvida, and Mahānātha schools, which differ much from the above.

† Instead of expressing such difficulty and thereby frightening his reader, if the learned compiler had taken a little trouble to pick out the successive heirs from the translation of the Mūtakāsharā, he could mention them all in less than a page, and could have given also the whole order of succession for the Bengal school from the other translated treatise, the Ddya-bhāga.
ON STRANGE'S ORDER OF SUCCESSION. 213

The order of succession set out by Mr. Strange in his Manual of Hindu law, and which professes to be according to the Mitaksharā, is also very incomplete if not so defective as that given by his father, Sir T. Strange. He says:—

"Property vesting in a person individually, descends first to his nearer sapindas, in the following order (according to the Mitaksharā.) Sons, sons' sons, sons' grandsons.* Wife. Daughters. Daughters' sons. Mother. Father. Brothers. Brothers' sons. Paternal grandmother. Paternal grandfather. Paternal grandfather's sons (i.e., the uncles). Paternal grandfather's sons' sons (i.e. the cousins).† Paternal great-grandfather, his sons, and sons' sons. The other ascending sapindas§ and their sons and sons' sons in the like order. After this, the remoter sapindas¶ come in their order; and then the samānodakas in their order; and lastly, the bandhus|| in theirs." Sect. 315.

It will be known by collating the above with the order of succession according to the Benares School as set out in the Mitaksharā, that Mr. Strange has omitted not only the heirs left to implication but also several of those expressly mentioned in that Book. See Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. iv—viii, and the table given at pp. 204—207 of the present work.

The Ordo successionis given in Messieurs West and Buhler's Collection of Vyavasthās or law opinions (Vol. I, pp. 144 and 176) is also defective.

* In the male line.

† After this the paternal great-grandmother, who has been expressly mentioned in the Mitaksharā and other books, ought to have been placed before the paternal great-grandfather, but has been omitted. See ante, p. 182 and Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. v, § 5.

‡ Does not say up to what degree.

§ The remoter sapindas commence immediately after the great-grandfather that is from the fourth ancestor, and end in the sixth inclusive; so there could be no ascending sapindas between the great-grandfather and the remoter sapindas. See ante, pp. 184, 190—193.

¶ The Bandhus do not take last of all, but after them comes in the spiritual preceptor, next the pupil, then the fellow-student in theology, and lastly learned Brahmins and the ruling power. See ante pp. 194—201, and Mit. Chap. II, Sect. vii, § 1—6.
So of the several orders of succession, that which is set out by Sir William Macnaughten according to the Benares school is the only one which is the fullest of the lot, and which, subject to the remarks made in the foot-notes (pp. 208—210) can be taken to be complete in its kind.

SECTION IX.

ON SUCCESSION TO UNDIVIDED PROPERTY.

Vyavastha. 178. The undivided property of a deceased man is inherited by those of his co-heirs with whom he was joint in estate or reunited after partition, and not by his widow and the rest (a). *

Reason. Because in the case of union or reunion (that is, joint tenancy) subsisting, the same property which belongs to one parcener belongs to another likewise; so when the right of one ceases by his demise, degradation or the like, the property belongs exclusively to the survivor, since he is not divested of his ownership. In other words, as the deceased had a right united with that of his surviving co-parcener in the whole of the property, and not a several right in any part of it, it ceased to exist at the close of his own existence; and as without partition no several or individual right could accrue but every part of it that belonged to the deceased belonged also to his surviving parcener, so he left no right in the undivided property to devolve on, or vest in, his widow and the rest, who are neither the self-same with the deceased (as his son is), nor are his undivided co-parceners by birth (as his brothers and the rest are).

(a) From the expression 'not by his widow and the rest, it is implied that,—

* See ante, pp. 27—31 and Precedents, pp. 18—22, 35, 36, 41—43, 149, 473—475, 481—485.

† Partition (Vidhatya) is the adjustment of diverse rights regarding the whole by distributing them on particular portions of the aggregate.—Mâ. In. Chap. I, Sect. i, § 4.

Partition confers a special or exclusive ownership on the sons and the rest over the paternal estate and so forth.—Swâ. Čâś. Chap. I, Cl. 27.
179. The joint property of the man who died unseparated from, or reunited with, his undivided paroconers devolves on his son and son's son notwithstanding the existence of his unseparated or reunited father, brother or any other co-paroener.*

Because the heritable right of the son and son's son in the property of their father and grandfather having accrued by birth and being unobstructed, they by birth alone become undivided co-heirs of those ancestors. In other words, the son and grandson being consubstantial with the father and grandfather, the two latter, in the eye of the law, are in existence in the persons of their son and son's son who, in the undivided property, represent them in such a manner as if death did not take place.*


Mohá-bhidrata:—“He (the son) is (as it were) that very person, by whom produced.—See Ibid.

Manu:—The husband, after conception by his wife, becomes himself an embryo, and is born a second time here below, for which reason the wife is called ‘jáyá,’ since by her he is born (jáyate) again.—Chap. IX, v. 5. Authority.

Sankha and Likhita:—Let a priest take the hand of a woman equal in class; the bodies of his ancestors are born again of her. Let him figuratively address his own soul in the person of his son:—“Sprung from (my) several limbs, especially from the breast, thou, my soul, art called ‘son’; mayest thou live for a hundred years! For the benefits conferred on parents, thou, my soul, art called ‘son’; because thou deliverest (tráyase) from the hell called ‘put,’ therefore, thou art named ‘put-tra (hell-deliverer).’ See Colab. Dig. Vol. III, (Lon. Ed.), p. 157. Authority.

From its being laid down that a widow becomes entitled to succeed where the husband dies divided, it is understood
that where the husband dies *undivided*, his father, brother, or the like, who lived in union with him, takes the property of the *issueless* man."—Smrti Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. 1, Clause 25.

**Authority.** Náráda too, after premising "Whatever is the share of re-united parencers goes to themselves," says, "Among brothers, if any one die without issue or enter a religious order, let the rest of the brothers divide his wealth, except the wife's separate property.—Ibid. § 52.

**Authority.** Thus it having been established that to the property of a man who died unseparated from, or re-united with, his co-parencers, his widow and the rest have no heritable right, but his son and son's son have,—they having represented him in the undivided property, it may be asked whether or not his (the late proprietor's) great-grandson (in the male line) has heritable right to such property? The answer would be,—

**Vyavasthá.** 180. The great-grandson in case of his father and grandfather having predeceased is certainly entitled to inherit from his great-grandfather, though he was re-united with, or unseparated from, his co-parencers.

**Reason.** Because the term 'son (*put-tra*)' signifies also a grand-son and great-grandson (in the male line); and because the great-grandson represents his father and grandfather by being consubstantial with them, and has, by birth, an unobstructed right in what they died possessed of, vested with, or entitled to.—See ante, pp. 12, 13, 18, 19, 92—97.

The following, therefore, is the Vyavasthá in extenso:—

**Vyavasthá.** 181. The estate of a man who died while un-separated from, or re-united with, his co-parencers, is inherited by his son, fatherless grandson, and the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead; on failure of them, by those co-parencers or co-heirs with whom the deceased was joint in estate, but not by his widow, daughter, daughter's
son, mother, grandmother and any other female—
as they having no right by birth, could not repre-
sent the deceased in the undivided property, nor
are they his co-heirs or co-parceners by birth.*

CHAPTER III.

ON SUCCESSION TO THE PROPERTY OF THOSE WHO
HAVING QUITTED THE HOUSE-HOLD ORDER
ENTERED INTO ANOTHER.†

SECTION I.

ON SUCCESSION TO THE PROPERTY OF A HERMIT, ASCETIC, AND
STUDENT IN THEOLOGY.

182. The heir to the property of a professed
or perpetual student in theology† is his preceptor,§
of an ascetic (yati) is his virtuous pupil, and of a
hermit is his spiritual brother.

183. But the heirs to the property of a temporary
student are, according to the different doctrines, his mother
and the rest, or his father and the rest.

Because he resides only for a time in his preceptor’s
house for the purpose of instruction, and then returning
home he resumes the house-hold order.

YAÑNAVALKYA:—The heirs of a hermit, of an ascetic, and
of a student in theology (brahmachāri (a) ) are, in their
order (d), the preceptor, the virtuous pupil (b), and the spiri-
tual brother and associate in holiness (c).||

* See Annotation in p. 146 and Precedents, pp. 539—541.
† See ante, page 23.
§ Students in theology (Brahmachāri) are of two descriptions: professed
or perpetual (soloṭhikā), and temporary (upa-kuruṇa).
§ Since abandoning his father and the rest, he makes a vow of residing
for life in his preceptor’s family.
§ 28;—Bṛ. Chasa. Chap. XI, Sect. vii, § 1;—Vi. Chā. p. 299;—Vi Mi (Sana)
page 210.
The heirs to the property of a hermit, of an ascetic, and of a student in theology, are, in order, (that is) in the inverse order, the preceptor, a virtuous pupil, and a spiritual brother belonging to the same hermitage.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. viii, § 2.

(a) Here student must be a professed or a perpetual one (noishthika), for the mother and the rest or the natural heirs take the property of a temporary student, and the preceptor is declared to be the heir of a professed student as an exception to the claim of the mother and the rest.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. viii, § 3.

(a) The term student (brahmachāri) being used together with the word ascetic, means a perpetual student (noishthika); consequently, the father and the rest will, in the order mentioned, take the property of a temporary student (upa-kurvāna), on failure of his issue down to the daughter's son.—Vē. Mit. (Sansk.) p. 210.

(a) The term student (brahmachāri), from being mentioned in the above passage, together with an ascetic, means a noishthika or perpetual student.—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vii, Cl. 2.

(a) The student, a perpetual one, for the father and the rest even are (the natural heirs) of a temporary student.—Vyav. Mayi. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 28.

(b) A virtuous pupil takes the property of a yati or ascetic. A virtuous pupil (sat-skishya) again, is one who is assiduous in the study of theology, in retaining the holy science, and in practising its ordinances. For, a person whose conduct is bad, is unworthy of the inheritance, were he even the preceptor or (standing in) any other (venerable relation).—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. viii, § 4.

(b) The right of a pupil is dependent on his good conduct, that is, on his being assiduous in the study of theology, in retaining the holy science, and in practising its ordinances; for it is seen in other authorities that even the son and the rest whose conduct is bad have no right to inherit.—Vē. Mit. (Sansk.) page 210.

(c) A spiritual brother and associate in holiness takes the goods of a hermit (Vāna-prastha.) A spiritual brother
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is one who is engaged as a brotherly companion (having consented to become so).* An associate in holiness is one appertaining to the same hermitage. Being a spiritual companion, and belonging to the same hermitage, he is a spiritual brother associate in holiness.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. viii, para. 5.

(c) 'A spiritual brother,'—one who has agreed to bear the appellation of 'brother.' The word 'tirtha' signifying the abode of retired saints or sages: 'a spiritual brother' (here) means a spiritual companion belonging to the same hermitage.—Vi. Mi. (Sans.) page 210.

(c) 'The spiritual brother,'—one who has agreed to bear the appellation of 'brother.' 'An associate in holiness,' one appertaining to the same hermitage. 'Being a spiritual companion and belonging to the same hermitage—is a compound of nouns designating the same person (karma-dhāraya samāsa).—Vyva. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 28.

(c) 'A spiritual brother' is one who has the same preceptor. 'An associate in holiness' is one who has studied the same Šhāstra.—Smri. Chan. Chap. XI, Sect. vii, Cl. 2.

(d) 'In order,' that is in the inverse order. Therefore, the preceptor takes the goods of the professed or perpetual student, who passes away his life in the abode of his spiritual preceptor. The property of an ascetic is taken by his pupil. The property of a hermit is taken by one of his fellows.—Vi. Chi., page 299.

(d) Here "order" means the 'inverse order'. Thus the property of a perpetual student devolves on his spiritual preceptor, of an ascetic on his virtuous pupil, and of a hermit on his spiritual brother of the same hermitage. Vi. Mi. (Sans.) p. 210.

(d) 'In order' means, on failure of the first among these, the next in order.+—Ibid.

* Subodhini.

† The Mitākṣara, Vira-mitrādya, Virāda-chintāmanī and many other authorities construe the term "is order" as meaning in the inverse order (see above), and that is the received doctrine.
It being said that "the right of a pupil is dependent on his good conduct,"* and that "the virtuous pupil is one who is assiduous in the study of theology, in retaining the holy science, and in practising its ordinances. For a person whose conduct is bad, is unworthy of the inheritance, were he even the preceptor or (standing in) any other venerable relation,"†—

Veyasaṅkhā. 184. The pupil as well as the preceptor whose conduct is bad is unworthy of this inheritance.

Veyasaṅkhā. 185. On failure of these (namely the preceptor and the rest), any one associated in holiness takes the goods, even though sons and other natural heirs exist.—Mit. In. chap. II, Sect. viii, § 6.

Although according to the text:—"They who have entered into another order, are debarred from shares,"‡—there is no probability of ascetics and hermits getting the ancestral wealth, yet a hermit is allowed to collect food for his support for a year, and an ascetic has his property, such as a coupēnā§ and the like.—Vi. chī. (Sansk.) p. 156. See P. C. Tagore's translation, p. 300.

Are not those, who have entered into a religious profession, unconcerned with hereditary property? since VASHISHTHA declares, "They, who have entered into another order, are debarred from shares." How then can there be a partition of their property? Nor has a professed student a right to his own acquired wealth: for the acceptance of presents, and other means of acquisition, [as officiating at sacrifices and so forth,] are forbidden to him. And since GAUTAMA ordains, that "A mendicant shall have no hoard; the mendicant also can have no effects by himself acquired. The answer is, a hermit may have property: for the text [of YĀJNYAVALKYA] expresses:—"The hermit may make a

‡ Vashishtha, 17, 43.
§ A small piece of cloth worn over the privy parts.
hoard of things sufficient for a day, a month, six months, or a year; and, in the month of Asswina, he should abandon [the residue of ] what has been collected." The ascetic too, has clothes, books and other requisite articles: For a passage [of the Veda] directs, that "he should wear clothes to cover his privy parts;" and a text of law prescribes, that "he should take the requisites for his austerities, and his sandals." The professed student likewise has clothes to cover his body; and he possesses also other effects.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. viii, § 7—8.

SECTION II.

ON SUCCESSION TO MAHANTS AND THE LIKE.

It has already been said that the property of a yati (ascetic) is inherited by his virtuous pupil (ante, p. 217). In imitation of the same,—

186. The property held by Boiragis, Mahants and other like devotees, who are corrupt yatis, is succeeded to by their virtuous pupils or principal chelds, subject, however, to the usage or custom of the particular maths or monasteries of each sect.*

Annotations.

186. Of such successions an instance will be found in the appendix,† and several in the Bengal Reports, referable to the religious order of Sanyâsins, or Goutâins, who being restricted from marrying, and consequently precluded from leaving legitimate issue, are, on their death, succeeded in their rights and possessions by their chelds, or adopted pupils. It may be added here, that lands endowed for religious purposes are not inheritable at all as private property, though the management of them, for their appropriate object passes by inheritance, subject to usage; as in the case of many of the religious establishments in Bengal, where the superintendence is, by custom, on the death of the incumbent, elective by the neighbouring Mahants, or principals of other similar ones.—Stru H. L. Vol. II, pp. 180, 151.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 542—557.
† That is, in Stru, H. L. Vol. II, p. 248.
Generally, the usage or custom of Mahants is, that the Mahant or principal of every math or monastery selects his principal and most worthy pupil to succeed him at his decease; that after his death, the Mahants of other similar institutes in the vicinage convene an assembly of the order and perform his Bhandârâ or funeral obsequies, at which they generally confirm the nomination made by the deceased, and install the pupil, he selected, as his authorized successor; that if the Mahant for the time being does not find any of his pupils worthy of the office, he selects some one from any other math of the order and appoints him his successor, and his appointment is confirmed by the Mahants convened at the Bhandârâ; but where a Mahant died without appointing a successor, there his successor is selected generally from amongst his pupils by the Mahants convened at his Bhandârâ, and invested with the Mahantsip of the math; that if the person nominated by the late Mahant be found by them to be unworthy of the office, then they (the convened Mahants) elect a fit person and appoint him successor of the late Mahant. In short, the installation of the successor by an assembly of Mahants at the obsequies of the deceased Mahant is in all cases indispensable and conclusive; and, consequently, the appointment of a successor by the late Mahant is not final so long as it is not confirmed by the Mahants convened at the Bhandârâ.\(^*\)

In some countries, especially in Orissâ, there are three kinds of Matha or Monasteries, namely, "Mouroose, Puncâdetee, and Hakimee." In the first, the office of Mahant is hereditary, and devolves upon the chief disciple of the existing Mahant, who moreover usually nominates him as his successor; in the second, the office is elective, the presiding Mahant being selected by an assembly of Mahants; and in the third, the appointment of the presiding Mahant is vested in the ruling power, or in the party who endowed the temple.—*Vide* Precedents, p. 549.

Vyavasthâ. 184. But the property acquired by the (so called) ascetics who have not bona fide retired from all worldly affairs, devolves on their former heirs (viz., sons and the rest).\(^†\)

\(^*\) *Vide* Precedents, pp. 542—557. \(^†\) *Vide* Precedents, pp. 557, 558.
CHAPTER IV.
ON CUSTOM OR USAGE, &c.

SECTION I.
ON SUCCESSION BY USAGE OR CUSTOM.

Although succession to inheritance is regulated by the principles or rules contained in the preceding chapters, yet—

185. If a custom or usage has obtained in a district, village, nation, tribe, class, or family, and has been invariably observed from time immemorial or for many generations,* it supersedes the general maxims or rules of the law.†

So, according as the custom may be, the sons may deduct in the first place unequal portions (as the eldest one twentieth, the middlemost one fortieth, and so on), and then divide the residue equally,‡ or they may divide the estate

Annotations.

185. Usage being a branch of the Hindú law, which, wherever it obtains, supersedes the general maxims of the law.—Stru. H. L. Vol. I. (2nd Ed.) 251.

* Although in this country we cannot go back to that period, which constitutes legal memory in England, viz., the reign of Richard I, yet still there must be some limitation, without which a custom ought not to be held good. In regard to Calcutta, I should say that the Act of Parliament in 1773, which established the Supreme Court, is the period to which we must go back to found the existence of a valid custom, and that after that date, there can be no subsequent custom, nor any change made in the general laws of the Hindoos, unless it be by some Regulations by the Governor General in Council, which has been duly registered in this Court. In regard to the Mofussil, we ought to go back to 1793, prior to that, there was no registry of the Regulations, and the relics of them are extremely loose and uncertain.—Extract from a judgment of Sir Charles Grey, C. J. See Clarke's Reports, pp. 118, 114.

† Vide Precedents, pp. 580 et seq.

‡ See Partition and Precedents, pp. 573—575.
according to the number of their mothers, without reference to the number of the sons borne by each (a distribution technically termed "potnirah Vī-br̥jga");* or the eldest, or another brother, qualified, may singly take the landed estate,† according as there may be the immemorial kulāchār or family-custom.

Authority. 

Kātyāyana:—Bṛigu (says): "whatever be the usage of a country, tribe, or nation, body of people, or village, let that be followed, and let partition of heritage be made in conformity thereto."—Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. III (Loud, Ed.) p. 376.

Authority. 

Manu:—Immemorial custom is transcendent law, approved in the sacred scripture and in the codes of divine legislators: let every man, therefore, of the three principal classes, who has a due reverence for the (supreme) spirit (which dwells in him,) diligently and constantly observe immemorial custom.—Chap. I, v. 138.

Authority. 

Samvarta:—Whatever custom has, in a country, come down from generation to generation, the same is transcendent law, provided it be not repugnant to the (ordinances of the) Vedas.—Samvarta-Sanhita.

Authority. 

Manu:—The king who knows the revealed law, must inquire into the dharma (a) of classes, the dharma of districts, the dharma of traders and the like, and the dharma of families, and shall establish their peculiar dharma—Ch. VIII, v. 41.

Authority. 

The king who knows the revealed law, shall know the long continued practices of Brāhmaṇas and other classes, that is jājana, &c., the established and continuously observed usages of a country; the rules of traders and the like, and the custom established in a family and continuously observed by it, and shall establish them in civil matters, provided they be not repugnant to the vedas; for Gotama says:—"The dharma (a) of a country, class, or family, should be respected when it is not repugnant to the vedas."—Kulūka Bhatta's commentary on the above text of Manu.

* See Partition and Precedents, p. 579.
† See Partition and Precedents, pp. 563 et seqws.
ON SUCCESSION BY CUSTOM.

(a) By the word "Dharma" is here meant practice, usage, custom, or rule.

But,—

186. The custom which has not been invariably observed from time immemorial or for many generations is not to be held as superseding the maxims of the law.*

187. The prevention of enforcement of a custom or usage by violence or undue means should not, however, be held to be a breach thereof or a break in its observance;†

188. Where no express law is found, one should be established on approved usage.

MANU:—The Scripture, the codes of law, approved usage, and (in all indifferernt cases,) self-satisfaction, the wise have openly declared to be the quadruple description of the juridical system. Know that system of duties which is revered by such as are leamed in the Vedas, and impressed (as the means of attaining beatitude,) on the hearts of the just, who are ever exempt from hatred and inordinate affection. Chap. II, vs. 1 and 12.

MANU:—What has been practised by good men and by virtuous Brāhmanas, if it be not inconsistent with the legal customs of provinces or districts, of classes and families, let him (the king) establish it.—Chap. VIII, v. 46.

Mahābhārata:—The Vedas are different, (i. e., vary from each other), so are the Smritis or codes of law; he is not a Muni or Sage whose doctrine is not different (from those of others); the principle of virtue remains hidden in the cave: the career of great men is the (only) path.

Skanda Purāna:—In respect of any matter, if there is no direct ordinance or prohibition in the Vedas or in the

* Vide precedent, pp. 577, &c.
† Vide precedents, p. 579.
VYAVASHAYA-CHANDRA

Coles of law, the laws is to be ascertained by reference to the usage of the community and family.

Authority. Nahatra. — Where two terms of law differ from one another, where the rule founded on usage is recognized to be the law, Usage alone is prevalent and the law is thereby ascertained.

Authority. The use of law is only to prevent multiform practices at the will of the men of the present generation. Where many terms of law are inconsistent or many interpretations of the same text are contradictory usage alone can be received as a rule of practice. But where no (positive) ordinance is fixed and there is nothing inconsistent with any known law, in that case approved usage alone must regulate the proceedings. Such however, the example of learned and virtuous Brahmanas should be followed.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, Cal. Ed. p. 82.

Fyvamali. 186. The succession to rāj or principality appears to have been regulated by custom prevalent from time immemorial; the eldest succeeds to the entire rāj unless he be unfit, when the next qualified brother would succeed.*

Annotations.

186. Wherever a plurality of sons exists, the inheritance descends to them, as Coetzeners, making together but one heir; like the descent with us, by the common law, to females, or by particular custom, as gerschild, to all the males in equal degree. To this descendency of estates, by the Hindoo law, to all the sons in common, there appears to have been ever, in point of fact, an exception in the case of the Crown; as it is with us, at this day, in the same case, where there are only females to inherit. The exception, arising from the nature of the thing, is noticed by Manu, who speaks of a dying king "having duly committed his kingdom to his son;" a course, which Jaganātha refers to usage rather than to law.—Sta. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) p. 198.

* Vide precedents, pp. 582 et seq.
ON SUCCESSION BY CUSTOM.

This is manifest from the words of Bālmiki put in the mouth of Mantharā when addressing (queen) Koiket. "Charming (queen)! It is not that all the sons of a king enjoy the kingdom: one amongst many sons is consecrated to the rāj, (for if all the sons be in (possession of) the rāj, great disorder shall ensue; therefore, spotless beauty! kings commit the affairs of their kingdoms (respectively) to their eldest or some other well qualified sons, which eldest sons (respectively) deliver their kingdoms entire to their own sons, doubtless to the eldest (sons,) not to their own brethren. Thus your son shall not have much reverence, but as a helpless one, shall be destitute of enjoyment, nor shall he be longer reckoned a member of the ever-enduring royal race."—Ramāyana, Ayodhākyā Kānda.

"But of many sons, one is consecrated to the Empire. If all were kings, it would be the highest injury. Therefore, spotless beauty! kings commit the affairs of Government to their eldest sons, or to others more virtuous. Doubtless they consecrate to the Empire the eldest by birth or excellence, and never commit the entire kingdom to his brothers." After commenting on these texts the author of the Viṣāḍa-bhangārṇava puts this question, "May not the middlemost, or other son, be inaugurated?" and himself decides it thus:—"Since the eldest son, being first, cannot be passed over, his consecration is directed; but if he be vicious, another son, who is virtuous, may obtain the kingdom."—Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. II, (Lond. Ed.) p. 123.

"Among all the sons of Ikshvākū, the first-born is king: thou, son of Raghu, art first born, and shalt this day be consecrated to the Empire. This prescriptive law in thy family thou canst not now reject."—Ramāyana, Ayodhākyā-kānda.—Ibid. p. 119.

When Pāṇḍu retired to the forest, his kingdom, governed by Dhritā-rāṣṭra fell under the domination of Duryodhāna; but, recovered by Bhīma and his brothers, was enjoyed by Yudhisthīra, and not shared by his brethren.—Ibid. p. 120.

Therefore, a kingdom is indivisible.—Ibid.

Even now it is seen in practice, that entire kingdoms are severally held by one prince, although he have brothers. Ibid. p. 119.
In imitation of the above,—

Vyavasthá. 187. Succession to great landed estates though not independent, but rent-bearing, is also regulated by custom: the eldest, or in case of his being unfit, the next qualified brother, would succeed to the whole.*

Vyavasthá. 188. If a king give the whole of his dominions to his eldest son qualified for the Empire, although his other sons be void of offence, the gift is valid, provided it be the act of a prince neither insane

Annotations.

187. Upon the same principle of usage, stands, with respect to many of the great seminaries of Bengal, and other parts of India, at this day, the exclusive succession of the eldest son, or of a Juba-ráj (Yuva-Rája, Juvenis rex), a young prince, associated to the Empire, as coadjutor to the king, and his designated representative.—Str. H. L. Vol. I, p. 198.

In the succession to principalities and large landed possessions, long established Kulápára will have the effect of law, and convey the property to one son to the exclusion of the rest. It has been stated by Mr. Colebrooke, in a note to the Digest (Vol. II. p. 119,) that the great possessions, called seminaries in official language, are considered by modern Hindoo lawyers as tributary principalities.—Mecn. H. L. Vol. I, p. 18.

This custom, by which the succession to landed estates invariably devolves on a single heir, without a division of the property, has been recognized and declared legal by Regulation 10 of 1800. A formal enactment was not perhaps necessary as far as the Hindoo law is concerned, that law itself providing for exception to its general rules, and declaring that particular customs shall supersede the general laws.—Note by Macnaughten cited as an authority in the case of Mahá-Rájumárah Vádeo Singh versus Mahá-Rájá Rudér Singh Bándádur.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. VII, (New Ed.) p. 301.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 562 et seq.
nor otherwise disqualified; for it is done in conformity with the practice of former kings (as shown in sacred and popular histories) without offence on the part of the sons or of their father.*

Thus Dusharatha intended to commit his kingdom to Rama, in the presence of Vashishtha and many other sages, and in the presence of the citizens at large, although Bharatha and his other sons were faultless; but afterwards excluding Rama and the rest, he gave his kingdom to Bharata, as a boon to Koikei.—Coleb. Dig. (Lond. Ed.) Vol. II, p. 118.

SECTION II.
ON EMIGRATING FAMILIES.

189. A family migrating from one country to another is entitled to the benefit of the law of the former country, provided it have uniformly observed the customary ceremonies, and the religious rites ordained by the law, of such country, otherwise it must be subject to the laws of the latter country.†

190. It has, moreover, been determined that a Hindu family migrating from one country to another must be presumed, until the contrary be proved, to have brought with it its customs and laws on all subjects including marriage, succession, adoption, &c., and the religious rites and ceremonies ordained by that law.‡

* The circumstance of the case of Maháraj Kunwar Vádeoo Singh (Plaintiff) Appellant versus Mahárajá Rudar Singh Bahádur (Defendant) Respondent, agree with the above Pyavanád. The abstract of the decision passed in the case in question is as follows:—“In a suit for succession to the moiety of the estate of the Rájá of Tirkoot, the claim was dismissed on the ground that succession devolved upon the defendant in virtue of a deed executed in his favour by the late incumbent, the succession being in conformity with the long established usage of the family, in which the title and estate had uniformly devolved entirely for many generations.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. VII, (New Ed.) p. 271.
† Vide Precedents, pp. 581 et seq.
‡ Vide Precedents, pp. 587 et seq.
CHAPTER V.

CHARGES ON THE INHERITANCE.

The charges to which inheritance is liable are of three kinds: *First,*—the performance of the obsequies, &c., of the late proprietor and the initiation of his children. *Secondly,*—the discharge of his debts and obligations. *Thirdly,*—maintenance of those persons who were entitled to be supported by the late proprietor and are entitled to maintenance from his assets. Those who take his heritage or assets must discharge the above duties (1).

SECTION I.

ON OBSEQUES OF THE LATE PROPRIETOR, AND
INITIATION OF HIS CHILDREN.

Two motives are indeed declared for the acquisition of wealth: one temporal enjoyment, the other the spiritual benefit of alms and so forth. Now, since the acquirer is dead and cannot have temporal enjoyment, it is right that the wealth should be applied to his spiritual benefit. Accordingly VRIHASPATI says:—"Of the property which descends by inheritance, half should carefully be set apart for the benefit of the deceased owner, to defray the charges of his monthly, six monthly, and annual obsequies."* By

Annotations.

(1). The charges, to which the inheritance is liable, are of three kinds: *First,*—debts, and other obligations, in the nature of legacies. *Secondly,*—certain specific duties to be provided for out of it, where it has descended to a single heir, and out of the common fund, where it has vested by survivorship in undivided parceners. *Thirdly,*—maintenance of all requiring, and entitled to, it.—Stra. H. L. Vol. I, p. 186.

ON THE SUCCESSION OF COGNATES.

saying "To defray the charges of his monthly, &c., obse-
quies,"—his participation, and by directing "Religious
purposes," his spiritual benefit, are stated as reasons. So
APASTAMBa ordains; "Let the pupil or the daughter apply
the goods to religious purposes for the benefit of the de-
ceased." Consequently,—

191. He who inherits or takes the estate of a
deceased person must perform his obsequies.*

GOUTAMA :—Out of the paternal estate, nava shráddha†
or the obsequies, of the deceased must be performed, the
heirs of the deceased being assembled together.—SutrI.

SANGRAHA-KáRA :—Partition subsequent to the demise
of the father is to be made after the performance of Ekod-
diktha.‡—Ibid., Cl. 22.

VRihAsPÁTí:—A brother, a brother's son, a sapinda, or a pupil, performing rites with a funeral cake for the
deceased, shall thence obtain increase (of prosperity).—

Annotations.

191. As with us, necessary funeral expenses are allowed the exe-
cutor, previous to all other debts and charges, to this place may be
referred the duty enjoined by VRihAsPÁTí to the Hindu's heir, of
settling apart a portion of the inheritance, to defray, on behalf of the
deceased, his monthly, six monthly, and annual obsequies;—on the
ground of wealth being intended for spiritual benefit, as well as

* See ante, pp. 187, 188 and Precedents, pp. 807, 618.
† "Nava Shráddha" means the first series of Shráddhas collectively or fu-
neral offerings on the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th and 11th days after a person's
demise.
‡ This is a right performed in honor of the deceased alone in contradis-
ctinction to Pdrúna or double rite. It takes place at the funeral repeat
of the eleventh day from the decease. Vide Datuka-minád Sect. IV, § 72,
Sect. vi, § 55—Notes.
Authority. Kātyāyāna:—Heirless property goes to the king, deducting, however, a subsistence for the females, as well as the funeral charges: but the goods belonging to a venerable priest (Sātrāhiya) let him bestow on venerable priests.—Vyav. Mayū. Chap. IV, Sect. viii, § 5.

Authority. The funeral rites of the deceased as far as the tenth day's rites inclusive, must be performed by that person (among the heirs) who takes the estate, whoever it may be, (from the wife, downwards), even as far as the king himself.* Ibid. § 29.

Authority. Even thus Vishnu says:—"He who is heir to the estate, is the giver of the funeral oblations." This same matter has been fully explained by me in the Shrāddha-Mayūkha in determining the order of those entitled to perform them.—Ibid. § 29.

192. But if one be heir to the estate, and another be qualified to perform the Shrāddha, he must give sufficient property and cause the rites to be celebrated by him who is qualified to perform them.†

Authority. Even the king has competency for the performance of (the deceased's) Shrāddha. In short, in default of all, the king should cause the Shrāddha of the deceased to be performed out of his inheritance. Thus according to the Mārkandees Purāṇa the king also has competency for the performance of Shrāddha.—Nirnaya-Sindhu, Section 3rd, leaf 22.

Illustration. How can the spiritual preceptor, who takes the estate of a Kshatriya, perform his funeral rites, since that is forbidden in the text:—"The priest who performs the funeral rites for persons of an inferior tribe is degraded to that class in the present world and in the next?" No, for this text relates to brothers unequal in class and the difficulty is

* In Bombay the eldest son of a deceased Hindú defrays all expenses consequent on his father's death and deducts the amount from the estate, dividing the balance equally among the other sons.—Cookness v. Tcecum 1 Borr. 124.—Note by Stokes.
obviated by saying, that the spiritual preceptor may accomplish the funeral rites by the intervention of a qualified person equal in class with the deceased (1).—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, (Lond. Ed.) pp. 545, 546.

193. The initiatory ceremonies of the un-initiated brother and sister must be performed out of the patrimony by their brother or brothers who have been already initiated.

Vyāsa:—For any of the brothers, whose investiture and other sacraments had not been performed, the other brothers, of whom the sacraments have already been completed, shall perform those ceremonies out of the paternal estate: and for unmarried sisters, the sacraments shall be completed by their elder brothers, as the law requires.* Vi. Chi. p. 247.

Nārada:—For those whose initiatory ceremonies have not been regularly performed by the father; those ceremonies must be completed by brethren out of the patrimony.—Smrī. Chan. Chap. iv, cl. 40.

Annotations.

(1). It is not a maxim of the law, that he who performs the obsequies is heir; but that he who succeeds to the property must perform them. (3 Dig. texts ccxiv, ccxlvii.)—Colebrooke's opinion. See Stra. H. L. Vol. II, (2nd Ed.) p.342.

193. Not less obligatory upon the heirs is the charge for the initiation of the un-initiated, and the marriage of the unmarried members of the family.—The duty of initiating attaches to those who have themselves been initiated; and the provision for it is to be made before partition, out of the common stock. It has been already intimated, that charges of this nature, to be available against the inheritance, must be reasonable; though this is seldom attended to. They regard brothers and sisters only, not extending to collaterals.—Stra. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) pp. 170, 171.

* The reading of the above text is somewhat different from that cited in the Smṛiti-chandrika. See post page 235.
Authority. VRIHASPATI:—For younger brothers, whose investiture and other ceremonies have not been performed, their elder brothers (a) shall perform them out of the collected wealth of the father.—Smr. Chan. Chap. IV, Cl. 38. Vyav. Mayú Chap. iv, Sect. iv, § 38.

(a.) In this text,—"Brothers" means brothers whose father is dead. "Whose investiture and other ceremonies have not been performed": Add to these words, the phrase—"by the father."—Ibid.

The mention of brother, brings in sisters also. Even so the same author:—

Authority. VRIHASPATI:—And those unmarried daughters who are as yet uninitiated, must be initiated, by their eldest brother, even out of the father's wealth, according to the (usual) rite.—Vyav. Mayú. Chap. IV, Sect. iv, § 39.

Vyavasthā. YÁJNAVALKYA:—Uninitiated brothers should be initiated by those, for whom the ceremonies have been already completed. But sisters should be disposed of in marriage, giving them as an allotment, the fourth part of a brother's own share.—Vyav. Mayú. Chap. IV, Sect. iv, § 40.—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. vii, § 2, 3.

Authority. V¡£JNYÁNESHWARA:—By the brethren who make a partition after the decease of their father, the un-initiated brothers should be initiated at the charge of the whole estate. In regard to the unmarried sisters, the author (Yájnavalkya) states a different rule: "But sisters should be disposed of in marriage, giving them as an allotment, the fourth part of a brother's share (1)."—Mit. In. Chap. I, Sect. vii, paras 4, 5. Vide Partition.

Annotations.

(1.) V¡£JNYÁNESHWARA allots to an unmarried sister a quarter of a share. (Mit. on Inh. Chap. I, Sect. ii § 5 et. seg.) But the Chandriká and Mádhava countenance the opinion that the specified allotment intends only a sufficiency for the charges of the sister's nuptials; and their authority has been very properly followed in the one here delivered.—Colebrooke's opinion.—Vide Str. H. L. Vol. II, (2nd Ed.) p. 313.
ON INITIATION.

MANU:—To the unmarried daughters (by the same mother), let their brothers give portions out of their own allotments (a) respectively, (according to the classes of their several mothers): let each give a fourth part of his own distinct share; they, who refuse to give it, shall be degraded.—Vi. Chi. p. 248.

(a) 'Their own allotments' means the allotment of brothers. Therefore the meaning is that a quarter of the share ordained for a brother of the class to which she belongs should be given to a maiden sister.—Vi. Chi. p. 248.

Here the giving of a quarter share is not intended; but property sufficient to defray the expenses of the nuptials should be given, the same being ordained by VISHNU. The same opinion of the subject is held by Ratnâkara and in other books.—Vi. Chi. p. 248.

VISHNU:—The initiations of unmarried daughters are to be performed in proportion to his wealth.—Vi. Chi. page 248.—Vide Smri. Chan. Chap. IV, Cl. 36.

194. If only one son is heir, he also must initiate his uninitiated brother and sister out of the patrimony inherited by him.

The shraddha, &c., of the late proprietor and the initiatory (nuptial) ceremony of the daughter should be provided out of the inheritance where it has descended to a single heir.—Coleb. Dig. (Cal. Ed.) Vol. I. p. 228.

The text of VISHNU:—"The initiations of unmarried daughters are to be performed in proportion to his own wealth,"—is applicable either to a case where no partition of heritage takes place from there being an only son, or to a case where brothers live in union.—Smri. Chan. Chap. iv, Clause 36.

The use of the word "daughters" in the foregoing text is also intended to include the case of the unmarried sons of the father. Hence VYÂSA:—"Brothers whose investiture and ceremonies have not been performed, are to be initiated in due time from the paternal wealth alone by
brothers, whose sacraments have already been completed. Unmarried sisters are also to be initiated by their elder brothers according to law."—_Śrī. ṇChau. Chap. iv, Cl. 37. However,—

Vyāvasthā. 195. Brothers and sisters only are entitled to be initiated out of the undivided patrimony, and not others.

Vyāvasthā. 196. If there be no patrimony, the initiated brothers must, even out of their own funds, perform the initiatory ceremonies of their un-initiated brothers and sisters.

Authority. Nārada:—If no wealth of the father exists, the initiatory ceremonies must, without fail, be performed by the brothers already initiated, contributing funds out of their own portions.—_Śrī. ṇChau. Chap. IV, Cl. 41.

The ceremonies contemplated by this text commence with _jāta-karma_ and end in _upanayana_ (1).†—_Śrī. ṇChau. Chap. iv, Cl. 42.

Annotations.

195. See Mit. on In. ch. i, Sect. iv, § 19. See Id. Ch. i, Sect. v, § 2. See Id. Ch. i Sec. vii, § 4. Where the initiatory ceremonies, terminating with marriage, are directed to be performed for brothers, but without any mention of nephews.—Colebrooke’s opinion. _Stru H. L._ Vol. II, (2nd Ed.) p. 297.

(1) The sacraments or initiatory ceremonies that must be performed by brothers are as follow:—1. _Jāta-karma_, 2. _Nāma-karana_, 3. _Nīkhramanam_, 4. _Anna-prāsana_, 5. _Churē-karana_, 6. _Upanayana_ and 7. _Vidāha_. All of these ceremonies, however, concern men of twice-born classes; they do not concern men of the fourth class,

* A ceremony ordained on the birth of a male child, before the cutting of the navel string, and which consists in making the child taste clarified butter out of a golden spoon.

† Investiture of the three first classes with their characteristic sacred threads.
ON INITIATION.

The word "ceremonies" takes here the above limited sense as the text says "must without fail be performed," and as marriage, &c., are not ceremonies that must, without fail, be performed, the law permitting the life of celibacy to a perpetual student (noisāthika Brahma-chārti).—Ibid. Cl. 48.

In the case of daughters, however, the word "ceremonies" used in the text (Cl. 41) denotes marriage, there being no Upanayana for them. If there be no patrimony, the marriage must be performed by the contribution of funds of their brother's own estate, marriage with females taking the place of "Upanayana" with males, as such being indispensable.—Śrī Cān. Chap. IV, Cl. 44.

The authors consider the portion assigned as intended only for indispensable sacraments.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, pp. 95-100. And,—

197. Where a person other than a son inherits the property of the late owner, he also has to perform the initiatory ceremonies of the un-initiated son and daughter of the deceased, just as he has to perform his (the deceased's) funeral obsequies.*


See the duties of a widow to her deceased husband, Ante, pp. 134—138.

Annotations.

that is the Śādra. Marriage is the only sacrament for a man of the servile class. Thus Brahma Purāṇa: "A man of the servile class universally obtains marriage as his only sacrament." The word "universally" denotes that marriage alone is constantly required. It should, however, be observed that to acquire the rank of Sat (pure) Śādra, it is necessary for the offspring of a respectable Śādra to perform the tonsure and other ceremonies.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, pp. 95—104.

* See ante pp. 231, 232, and precedents, pp.311, 316, 611.
(238)

SECTION II.

ON PAYMENT OF DEBTS.

Authority. YÁNAVALKYA:—Let sons divide equally the assets and the debts after the demise of their parents.—Smri. Chan. Chap. II, Sect. ii, Cl. 18;—Mit. Sans. p. 178.

The debts referred to in this passage are debts contracted by the father; for as respects debts not contracted by the father, the rule is that they should be discharged at the very time of partition.—Ibid. Accordingly,—

Authority. KÁTYÁYANA:—A debt contracted by a brother, a paternal uncle, or a mother for the support of the family, must be fully discharged by the co-heirs when partition is made.* Smri. Chan. Chap. II, Sect. ii, Cl. 19.

But NÁRADA says that the debts contracted by the father should also be paid at the time of the partition. His passage is†—

Authority. “What remains of the paternal estate after paying off the debts of the father, shall be divided among the brothers. Otherwise, the father continues a debtor.”‡

Authority. SÁNGRAHA-KÁRA, too:—Partition subsequent to the demise of the father is to be made after the performance of ekoddhitaka.†—Ibid., Cl. 22.

Authority. From all the above texts, it is to be understood that if the paternal wealth be such as to leave a surplus after defraying the expenses of nau shadrañaka and discharging the debts contracted by the father, &c., the course prescribed by NÁRADA (as above) is to be observed. If not, the direction contained in the text of YÁNAVALKYA (above cited), is to be followed. So,—

* As to debts incurred by a manager and the distinction when one of the members is a minor. See 6 Moo. I. A. p. 393, and 1, M. H. C. R. p. 398.
‡ See ante page 281.
ON PAYMENT OF DEBTS.

According to the Smriti Chandrikā,—

198. If the patrimony be such as to leave a surplus after defraying the expenses of nava shrāddha* and discharging the debts of the father or the like, the sons in pursuance of the above text of Nārada should divide it among themselves, otherwise, they should divide among them both the debts and assets as directed by Yājñavalkya. But if there be a debt contracted for the family by any other member of it than the father, it must be discharged by them at the time of partition, *as ordained by Kātyāyana.

But the general Vyavasthā is, that—

199. The heir of a deceased person receiving his heritage must pay his debts.†

Yājñavalkya:—He who has received the estate, must pay the debts of it; and in like manner, he who takes the wife (of the deceased); or the son, whose (father’s) assets are not held by another (ananyāshrita): but of one having no son, the other heirs (rikthinah) must pay debts.—Mīl. (Sans.) p. 75.—Vyav. Mayu. Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 16.

Annotations.

198. The course for the payment of debts, on partition, may be either by disposing of a sufficient part of the property for the purpose, and thus paying them off at once; or, by apportioning them among the parcenars, according to their respective shares;—an arrangement, which, to be binding upon creditors, would require their assent.—Stræ. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) pp. 168, 169.

199. The most general position respecting it is, that debts follow the assets into whosoever hands they come. The obligation to pay attaching, not upon the death only of the ancestor, but on his becoming an anchoret, or having been so long absent from home, as to let in a presumption of death.—Stræ. H. L. Vol. I (2nd Ed.) page 166.

* See ante p. 231.  † Vide Precedents pp. 614—625.
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Authority.  YÁJNAVÁLKYA:—Daughters share the residue of their mother's property, after payment of her debts.—Mít. In. Chap. I, Sect. iii, § 8.

Authority.  VISHNU:—He who takes the assets of a man leaving no male issue, must pay the sum due (by him).—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, p. 329.

Authority.  NÁRADA:—A childless widow must pay the debt of her sister enjoining payment, or whoever receives the assets left by that sister, must pay her debts.—Ibid., p. 323.

Vyavasthá.  200. Even if no inheritance be received, still sons are to pay their father's debts or divide the same among them in due proportions, and the grandson also is to pay such debts but without interest, but the great-grandson, like the widow and other relatives, is not to pay them without inheriting the debtor's property.

Annotations.

200. The great-grandson of the original debtor shall not be compelled to pay his debts, unless he take the assets. In what circumstances is he considered as holding the assets? Is it only when he becomes the (immediate) heir of his ancestor, who has survived his own son and grandson? Or (is he) likewise (considered as such) when the son succeeded to the estate on the death of the proprietor, and after him the grandson; and on his demise the great-grandson? The answer is, when the estate of the ancestor passes successively to his son, grandson and great-grandson, this last is not the (immediate) heir of his grandfather, but of his own father. Consequently he, who succeeds to the estate of another in right of his relation to him, is considered as holding assets of that person.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, pp. 87, 88.

Thus the great-grandson should pay his great-grandfather's debts, which have remained undischarged, as such debts were to be paid by his father as well as grandfather.

200. But, to the Southward, the doctrine of the Mítkaśhárâ, supported by the Mítkasya and Chandriká, is said to render the

* Vide Precedents, p. 624.
ON PAYMENT OF DEBTS.

The meaning is that if the great-grandson and the rest take the inheritance, then they must pay the debts (of the ancestor), and not otherwise; but it has been declared that the son and grandson are to be made to pay the debts even if they did not receive the inheritance. Thus NĀRA-DĀ:—"An undisputed debt of the grandfather, which has been successively due by him and his sons, but has remained undischarged by them, shall be paid by the grandsons; but it is not recoverable from a person, who is fourth (in descent from the debtor)."—Mit. Sans. p. 78.—Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, p. 309.

It (the debt) is not to be paid by the great-grandson, the wife or the others, if they have not taken the estate.—Vyav. Mayu. Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 17.

KĀTYĀYANA:—If any debts exist against the father, his son shall not take possession of his effects. They must be given to his creditors, and if he die (without) wealth (a), still his son must pay his debts.—Vyav. Mayu. Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 18.

(a) "Wealth" must be connected with 'without.'—Ibid.

NĀRADA:—"A father being dead, his sons, whether after partition or before it, shall discharge his debt in proportion to their shares, or that son alone, who has taken the burthen upon himself." Here although it is said without distinction that sons and grandsons should pay debts, yet this ought to be understood to be the difference that the son should pay them with interest just as his father would have paid, but the grandson should pay them only equal to the principal and not interest (thereon).—Mit. Sans. p. 75.

VRĪHASPATI:—Sons must pay the debt of their father, when proved, as if it were their own (that is with interest);

---

Annotations.

payment of the father's debts with interest, and the grandfather's without interest, independent of assets, a legal, as well as sacred obligation.—Stru. H. L. Vol. I, p. 167.
the son's son must pay the debt of his grandfather (but) equal (to the principal); and his son (that is the great-grandson) shall not be compelled to discharge it [unless he be heir, and have assets (b)]."—Vyav. Mayu. Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 12. Mit. Sans. p. 75.

_authority_. (b). "Equal"—that is as much as was borrowed and not interest. His son that is the great-grandson who has not received inheritance should not pay.—These three (namely) the debtor, his son, and grandson are shown to be the payers of debts—and in the case of (all of) them happening to be in existence, the grade is also shown.—Mit. Sans. p. 75.

_authority_. VRIHASPATI:—The father's debt must be first paid, and next the debt contracted by the man himself; but the debt of the paternal grandfather must even be paid before either of those.*—Vyav. Mayu. Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 14.

_authority_. KÁTYÁYANA:—After the death of his father, debts (of his grandfather) must be carefully discharged by the grandson; but a debt contracted by an ancestor is not recoverable from the fourth in descent.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, page 309.

_authority_. KÁTYÁYANA:—The rule shall be the same in regard to the debts of the grandfather, which have not been discharged by (other) grandsons, nor by his own sons, but a debt of the grandfather shall not be paid by his grandsons with interest.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, (Cal. Ed.) page 308.

In fact, debts of the paternal grandfather become debts of the father: they are chargeable on him in the first place, next on his son, as has been already noticed: but the great grandson of the original debtor shall not be compelled to pay the debts unless he take the assets.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III., (Lond. Ed.) page 87.

But even if the son did not inherit his father's property, still it is his sacred obligation and moral duty to pay his debts; for, (says)—

ON PAYMENT OF DEBTS.

NÁRADA:—"Fathers desire male offspring for their own sake, (reflecting) this son will redeem me from every debt whatsoever due to superior and inferior beings, therefore, a son begotten by him, should relinquish his own property and assiduously redeem his father from debt, lest he should fall into a region of torment. If a devout man, or one who maintained sacrificial fire, die a debtor, all the merit of his devout austerities, or of his perpetual fire, shall belong to the creditors."*

VRIHASPATI:—He who having received a sum lent or the like does not repay it to the owner, will be born here in his creditor's house, a slave, a servant, a woman, or a quadruped."*

201. Whatever the father had promised to give, whatever he had mortgaged, or whatever price he did not pay after purchasing (a thing), all these should be discharged by the son.

HÁRTA:—A promise made in words but not performed in deed, is a debt (of conscience) both in this world and in the next. He who gives not what he has promised, and he who takes what he has given, sinks to various regions of torment, and springs again to birth from the womb of some brute animal.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. III, Chap. VIII.

KÁTYÁYANA:—What a man has promised in health or in sickness, for a religious purpose, must be given; and if he die without giving it, his son shall doubtless be compelled to give it.—Ibid., p. 307.

Annotations.

201. Connected with the above duty, is the discharge of obligations, resting on the intention of the deceased, sufficiently manifested; since, though nothing occurs in the Hindu law expressly in favor of the testamentary power, as exercised under other codes, it provides distinctly for the performance of promises by the ancestor in his lifetime, to take effect after his death.—Stra. H. L. Vol. I, (2nd Ed.) page 169.

**Authority.**

KÁTYÁYANA:—That must be paid, which may have been verbally promised, as well as what has been engaged for to another.—*Vyav. Mayu.* Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 20.

**Authority.**

KÁTYÁYANA:—The judge shall compel a son to pay the debt of his father, provided he be involved in no distress, be capable of property, and liable to bear the burden; but in no other case shall he compel the son to pay his father’s debts.—*Vyav. Mayu.* Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 19.

**But,**

*Vyavasthá.*

202. Although a son and grandson are to pay the debts incurred by their father and grandfather, yet they should not pay such of their debts as were contracted for immoral uses, or a fine or tolls, or sums for which they were sureties.*

**Authority.**

VRIHASPATI:—The sons are not compellable to pay sums due by their father for spirituous liquors, for losses at play, for promises made without any consideration, or under the influence of lust or wrath, or sums for which he was a surety, or a fine, or a toll, or the balance of either.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, page 312.

**Authority.**

VÁJNAVALKYA:—A son need not pay in this world money due by his father for spirituous liquors, for lustful pleasures, for losses at play; nor what remains unpaid of a fine or toll; nor any thing idly promised.—*Ibid.* p. 318.

**Authority.**

The debt which is incurred by drinking spirituous liquors, or for loss at play, the balance of a fine or toll, and what is uselessly given,—that is what is promised to swindlers, flatterers, wrestlers and the like—such debts contracted by a father should not be paid by his son and the rest.—To liquor sellers and the like. Here the expression “balance of a fine or toll” being used, it must not be understood that the whole thereof is payable.—*Mitákshara, Sans.* p. 71.

**Authority.**

USHANÁ:—A fine, or the balance of a fine, as also a bribe or toll (shulka), or the balance of it, are not to be paid

---

* Vide Precedents pp. 68—76, 176.
by the son, neither shall he discharge debts improper (not sanctioned by law or custom).—Vyu. Mayu. Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 15.—Mit. Sana. p. 71.

GOTAMA:—Spirituous liquors, tolls or bribes, and fines do not become burthens upon sons: by this it is declared that they are not to be paid.—Mit. Sana. p. 72.

KÀTYÀNANA:—BRHGY ordains, that a debt devolving from the grandfather, which was proved, and acknowledged by the father, must be discharged by grandsons, if it were not contracted for immoral uses, nor already paid by the sons. A debt of the paternal grandfather, which is proved, or which is partly liquidated, must be discharged (by the grandson;) but never shall a debt, contracted for immoral uses, or which was contested by his father, (be paid by the grandson).—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, pp. 307, 308.

Although according to the foregoing texts of our holy Legislators, a son and son's son even without receiving inheritance, should pay such debts of their father and grandfather as were not contracted for immoral uses and for purposes as aforesaid, yet it has been decided and determined by the British Dispensers of justice, that—

103. The debts of a deceased person follow his assets,—his heir is to pay his debts in proportion to the property inherited by him; and in the case of his not getting or taking the deceased's heritage, he is not legally bound to pay his debts nor he can be compelled to pay the same.*

Annotatons

103. It has, however, been held in Madras that a son is liable for his father's debts only to the extent of the property inherited by him from the latter. S. A. No. 19 of 1851, Mad. S. D. 1851, p. 13. And it would seem that the precept in the text is, like so many others, merely moral and directory, and not imperative. Colebrookes cited in 2. Sra. H. L. p. 75.—Note by Stokes, see his edition of the Vyasahdra Nāyikha, p. 123.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 614—625.
The doctrine of the Shástra is, however, different from the above: so Níla-Kantha:—"But receipt of ever so small a portion of the estate, imposes the liability of liquidating the debts, to whatever amount (they may be)."

Vyavasthá.

204. A minor son, although he inherited property from his late father, is not at that age bound by the Shástra to pay the debt of his father, but upon coming of age.\(^*\) (See minority.)

Sons while minors are not also under the religious obligation to pay their ancestors' debts, but it has been enjoined that they shall pay the same at their full age. Thus—

Kátyáyana:—On the death of a father his debt shall in no case be paid by his sons incapable from want of conducting their affairs; but at their full age they shall pay it in proportion to their shares.\(^+\)

Authority.

“"The father, or (if the family be undivided) the uncle or the elder brother having travelled to a foreign country, the

 Annotations.

103. Much as is said everywhere of the religious tie the son is under, to pay the debts of his ancestor, it seems settled in Bengal, that it has no legal force independent of assets. But to the Southward, the doctrine of the Mitákhárd, supported by the Mádháryás and Chandriká, is said to render the payment of the father's debts with interest, and the grandfather's without interest, independent of assets, a legal, as well as a sacred, obligation.—Strá. H. L. Vol. II, (2nd Ed.) p. 167.

(1) Colebrooke in his Treatise "On Obligations and Contracts" (chap. ii, para. 51) has laid it down that—'heirs succeed to the obligations of ancestors without any reference to the adequacy of the property, and the rights of inheritance must be relinquished, where its obligations are repudiated.

\(^*\) Vide Precedents, page 625.

son shall not be forced to discharge the debt until twenty years have elapsed." Upon (the ancestor's) death also, a minor will not pay (his debt), but when he attains majority, he must pay it.—Mit. Saws. p. 74.

Although after the death of the father, even (his) infant (son) becomes independent, yet he is not bound to pay debts. So it is said:—"He who is under age, is not bound to pay debts even though he be independent."—Mit. Saws. page 74.

It has, however, been determined by the British Dispensers of justice, that—

205. Debts follow the assets. Although the heir be a minor, yet the creditor of his ancestor can realize the amount due to him, from the property inherited by the minor.*

206. If a person after dividing his estate and debts amongst his sons, be separate from them taking his portion, and beget another son, then the son begotten after partition shall inherit the father's property, both reserved and subsequently acquired, and pay his (portion of the) debts.†

VRISHAPATI:—All the wealth which is acquired by the father himself who has made a partition with his sons, goes to the son begotten by him after the partition. Those born before it are declared to have no right as in the wealth, so in the debts likewise, and also in gifts, pledges and purchases.†

The meaning is that—as the son begotten after partition is to receive the property of his father acquired after partition, so also is he to liquidate his father's debt contracted after partition. In like manner, whatever the father had

* Vide Precedents, pp. 614, 618, 619, 625.
† See Partition for the Son begotten after partition.
promised to give, whatever he received in deposit, whatever he mortgaged, or whatever price he did not pay after purchasing (a thing,) all these should be performed by him alone.

Vyavasthā. 207. If a person after contracting a debt remain abroad for twenty years (c), his debt shall, after that period, be paid by his son, grandson, or the person who took his property.

(c) This must be understood when the return of the absent (parent) may be expected. But, if the return of the absent parent is impracticable, the son shall pay the debt of his father though living, as if he were dead.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, page 285.

Vyavasthā. 208. If a person be incapacitated by old age, by long or incurable disease, by being wholly involved in distress, &c., or for any other reason, his son or another who manages his property, must pay his debts.

Debts must be paid by the sons, or other relatives, when they have reached their twentieth year, for, says—

Authority. Nárada:—The father, or (if the family be undivided) the uncle or the elder brother, having travelled to a foreign country, the son shall not be forced to discharge the debt until twenty years have elapsed.*—

Authority. Vishnu:—If he, who contracted the debt, should die or become a religious anchoret or remain abroad for twenty

Annotations.

208. It is not expressly said that the debt shall be paid by the son, in the life-time of his father, who is insolvent. It is declared, however, that he shall pay the debt of the father who is oppressed by calamity, such as incurable disease, &c., and that, even though no patrimony have come into his hands. But, according to the remark of Sir William Jones, the obligation is moral and religious, not civil. See note on Jagan-nátha, Dig. b. i, clxvii.—Strá H. L. Vol. II, pp. 277, 278.
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years (b), that debt shall be discharged by his sons or
grandsons, but not by remoter descendants against their

\textbf{Yājnavalkya} :—The father having gone to a foreign
\textit{Authority.}
country, or deceased (naturally or civilly,) or wholly immers-
ed in vices (or difficulty,) the sons or their sons must pay
the debt, but, if disputed, it must be proved by witnesses.—

\textbf{Kātyāyana} :—If the father be at home, but afflicted with
\textit{Authority.}
a chronic disorder (though not without hope of recovery), or
absent, his debt shall be paid by his sons, after a lapse of

\textit{(b)} This must be understood when the cure of the dis-
eased is possible, or when the return of the absent (parent)
may be expected. But when the distemper is deemed incurable
or the return of the absent parent is impracticable, the son shall
pay the debt of his father, though living, as if he were dead.
The creditor need not wait twenty years.—\textit{Kathākara. Vide

\textbf{Kātyāyana} :—The debts of men long absent in a foreign
country, of idiots, madmen, and the like, who have no male
kindred, and of religious anchorites, must be paid even
during their lives, by such as have the care of the (debtors')

\textbf{Kātyāyana} :—A creditor may enforce payment of such
debts from the sons of his debtors, who, though alive, are
\textit{Authority.}
incurvably diseased, mad, or extremely aged (c), or have been
very long absent in a foreign country, (provided the sons
have assets of the-debtors).—\textit{Ibid.} p. 286.

\textit{(c)} "Extremely aged"—that is incapacitated by old age for
the (management of) affairs.—\textit{Ibid.}

\textbf{Vṛihaspāti} :—A debt of the father being proved, it must
\textit{Authority.}
be discharged by his sons, even in his life-time, if he were
blind (or deaf) from his birth, or be degraded, insane, or
afflicted with phthisis or leprosy, or any hopeless disorder.—
Authority. HÁRÍTA:—While the father lives, sons are not independent in regard to the receipt and expenditure of wealth, and amercement (ákshopa). But if he be decayed, remotely absent, or afflicted with disease, let the eldest son manage the affairs as he pleases.—Śmrī. Chān. Chap. I, Cl. 21, 30.

Authority. SHANKHA and LIKHITA:—If the father be incapable, let the eldest son manage the affairs of the family, or, with his consent, a younger brother conversant with business.—Śmrī. Chān. Chap. I, Cl. 28.

 Vyavasthā. 209. The debt contracted for the family by any person connected with the family, even by a pupil, a dependant or the like, if not repaid by the Kartā of the family, must be liquidated by his surviving son, grandson, or the person inheriting his property—the same in fact being a debt of the Kartā himself.†

Authority. VĪSHNU:—A [debt (d)] of which payment was previously promised, or (which was) contracted by any person for the sake of the family, must be paid by the house-keeper. Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, p. 302.

(d) A "debt" must be here supplied.—Ibid.

Authority. YĀJNAVALKYA:—If one of (two or more) undivided kinsmen contract a debt for the sake of the family (kutumbārthē), and either die or be very long absent abroad, the other partners or joint tenants shall pay it.—Mit. Sans. p. 70. Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, p. 290.

Authority. The debt which was contracted by several undivided members, or any member, of a family, for the sake of such family (kutumbārthē), should be paid by the head of the family, but upon his death or being absent abroad, the same should be liquidated by all those who inherited his property.—Mit. Sans. p. 70.

* The doer of a thing, agent, master, chief, head, governor.
† Vide Precedents, pp. 614, 620, 621.
ON PAYMENT OF DEBTS.

Remark.—The term 'Kutumbáráthē' which is composed of 'Kutumba' (family) and arthe (for or for the sake of) is used in many texts on the above subject. Mr. Colebrooke in his Digest has rendered the term sometimes by 'for the support of the family' sometimes by 'for the use of the family,' sometimes by 'for the behoof of the family' and sometimes by 'for the benefit of the family' and in so doing he seems to have followed Jagen-nátha whose compilation is the original of his Digest. Sir William Jones, in one text of Mann, translates it by 'for the use of the family' and in another by 'for the behoof of the family' without following the commentator Kulláka Bhāṭṭa, who in one text has interpreted it 'Kutumba-sambhardha-ráthams' (for the support of the family,) and in another by 'Kutumba-bhayya-nimittam' (for the expenses of the family.) With due deference to the two great translators, I have deemed it best to render the term 'Kutumbáráthē' all along by 'for the sake of the family,' a signification consistent with the component parts of the original, and most accurate of all, and which has been afterwards adopted by Mr. Colebrooke himself in his translation of the Midḍhāhard.—V. D. p. 357.

KÁTTÁYANA:—A debt contracted by a brother, a paternal uncle, or a mother for the sake of the family, must be fully discharged by the co-heirs when partition is made.—Smṛi. Chan. Chap. II, Sect. ii, Cl. 19.

VRIHASPATI:—A house-keeper shall discharge a debt contracted by his uncle, brother, son, wife, servant, pupil, or dependants, for the support of the family (during his absence).—Coleb. Dig. (Cal. Ed.) Vol. I, p. 301.

It is here implied that, a debt, contracted even by others for the support of the family, must be discharged by the house-keeper.—Ratnākara. Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, (Cal. Ed.) page 301.

* The principle of the law may be here stated: should a son competent to work be at hand, a debt, contracted by divided brethren or the like unauthorised by him, is not valid; but, in the case of paricenas, if any one of five brothers forbids the contracting of the debt, and is able to support the family by other means, the debt contracted by another brother, is due by the borrower alone, and shall not be paid by him who opposed the debt. Yet, if the money (so) borrowed be used by him who opposed the debt, or by his dependant, being unable to supply sufficient funds for the support of the whole family, or of his immediate dependants, it must be discharged by him.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, p. 301.
Authority.  NÁRADA:—Whatever debt has been contracted for the use of the family, by a pupil, an apprentice, a slave, a wife, or an agent, must be paid by the head of the family. Coleb. Dig. (Cal. Ed.) Vol. I, p. 302.

Authority.  KÁTTÁYANA:—BHRIGU ordained that a man shall pay a debt contracted for the sake of the family, in his remote absence, even without his assent, by his slave, his wife, his mother, his pupil, or his son.—Coleb. Dig. (Cal. Ed.) Vol. I, p. 17.—See Vyun. Mayá. Chap. V, Sect. iv, § 20.

Authority.  NÁRADA:—A debt contracted before partition by an uncle, or brother, or a mother for the support of the family, all the persons or joint tenants shall discharge.—Coleb. Dig. (Cal. Ed.) Vol. I, p. 292.

Authority.  MANU:—If the debtor be dead (e), and if the money borrowed was expended for the use of the family, it must be paid by that family, divided or undivided, out of their own estate.—Ibid. p. 297.

(e) The word “dead” is illustrative (of civil death and the like).—Ibid. p. 297.

Authority.  MANU:—Should even a slave make a contract (f) (in the name of his absent master,) for the sake of the family, that master, whether in his own country or abroad shall not rescind it.—Ibid. p. 302.

(f) “A contract”—that is debt.


Vyavasthā.  211.  NÁRADA:—A debt contracted by the wife, shall by no means bind the husband, unless it were (for necessaries) at a time of distress: a man is indispensably bound to support his family.—Ibid. p. 321.
212. If a debt be contracted by a widow or the like for the liquidation of the debts of the late owner, or for the performance of an act or acts indispensably necessary, such debt must be discharged by the reversionary heirs of the late owner.*

213. The debt contracted by any of the co-heirs or co-parceners of a joint family—such as a father, son, brother, brother’s son or the like,—for the support of the family, or for relieving it from distress, or for the performance of the act or acts indispensably necessary, must be repaid by all the surviving co-heirs or co-parceners of the family.†

Nárada.—Any one surviving parcener may be compelled to pay another’s share of a debt contracted by joint tenants; but if they be dead, the son of one is not liable to pay the debt of another.—Coleb. Dig. Vol. I, p. 295.

Nárada:—A debt contracted before partition by an uncle or a brother, or a mother, for the sake of the family, all the parceners or joint tenants shall discharge.—Ibid. p. 292.

Yájnavalkya:—If one of two or more parceners or undivided kinsmen contract a debt for the sake of his family,

Annotations.

212. Where the consideration of a debt may have been such, as in its nature to charge the common fund, as for the nuptials of any of the family, the expense attending them must have been reasonable, according to the usage and means of the family; beyond which, if carried to excess, he, who so imprudently contracted it, will be alone liable, unless it be adopted by the rest. Contracted fairly, for the use of the family, by whatsoever member of it, it binds the whole.—Sta. H. L. Vol. I, p. 167.

* Vide Precedents, pp. 408, 409.
† Vide Precedents, pp. 82—80, 149.
and either die or be very long absent abroad, the other parceners or joint tenants shall pay it.—*Ibid.*, p. 290.

*BOMBAY ACT NO. VII OF 1866.*

I.—*No son or grandson of a deceased Hindú shall, merely by reason of his being such son or grandson, be liable to be sued for any of the debts of such deceased Hindú.*

II.—*No son, grandson, or heir of a deceased Hindú, who has, by himself or his agent, received or taken possession of any property belonging to the deceased, shall be liable personally for any of the debts of the deceased, merely by reason of his having so received or taken possession of any such property: but the liability of such son, grandson, or heir in respect of such debts, shall be as the representative of such deceased Hindú, and shall be limited to paying the same out of, and to the extent of, the property of the deceased which such son, grandson, or heir or any other person by his order or to his use has received, or taken possession of, as aforesaid, and which remains unapplied: Provided that if any part of such property so received or taken possession of as aforesaid shall not have been duly applied by such son, grandson, or heir, he shall be liable personally for such debts to the extent of the property not duly applied by him.*

IV.—*No person who has married a Hindú widow shall, merely by reason of such marriage, be liable for any of the debts of any prior deceased husband of such widow.*

V.—*Where a debt is contracted after this Act shall come into operation by one or more members of an undivided Hindú family under such circumstances as that the same forms the debt of the undivided family, no member of such undivided family who is unborn or under the age of twenty-one years at the time of the contracting of such debts shall be liable personally to pay the same, but such member shall only be liable to pay the same out of and to the extent of the property of the undivided Hindú family, and of the separate property, if any, belonging to any deceased members of the undivided family who were above
the age of twenty-one years at the time of contracting the same, received, or taken possession of, by such member, or any other person by his order or to his use, and remaining unapplied, unless any part of such property so received or taken possession of as aforesaid shall not have been duly applied by such member, in which case he shall be further liable personally for such debt to the extent of the property not duly applied by him.

VI.—Except as provided in Section V of this Act, nothing in this Act contained shall be construed as limiting or affecting the liability of any person as surviving member or one of the surviving members of an undivided Hindu family for any debt contracted under such circumstances as that the surviving member or surviving members of such undivided family is or are by the law now in force liable to pay the same.

SECTION III.

ON MAINTENANCE.

According to the rules of the law of inheritance the nearest relatives of a deceased person inherit his estate, and according to the immemorial and prevalent custom, only one of the nearest relatives of the deceased takes his whole estate to the exclusion of the rest,* yet so anxiously careful has the law been that there shall exist no ultimate distress in the helpless members of his family, while means exist to prevent it, that is, it declares such persons to be entitled to maintenance out of his estate, since it was the bounden duty of the late proprietor to maintain them. Thus Manu:—‘He who bestows gifts on strangers (with a view to worldly fame, while he suffers his family to live in distress, though he has power to support them, touches his lips with honey, but swallows poison: such virtue is counterfeit.’—‘Even what he does for the sake of the spiritual body, to the injury of those whom he is bound to maintain shall bring him ultimate misery both in this life and in the next.” So also Vrihaspati: “A man may give what

* See ante, page 223.
remains after food and raiment of his family, the giver of
more who leaves his family naked and unfed, may take
honey, but shall afterwards find it poison.† Thus every
person while living is bound to support his family, and he
having been so, the successor to his estate is also bound to
support them; inasmuch as the heir who takes the deceased's
estate does not take it solely for himself, but also for the per-
formance of acts beneficial to him in the after-life. Now a
very great benefit is done to the soul of the deceased by sup-
porting his family, as he is doomed to hell if they suffer for
want of the necessaries of life; so says Manu:—"The sup-
port of persons who should be maintained, is the approved
means of attaining heaven. But hell is the man's portion
if they suffer. Therefore, (let the master of a family) care-
fully maintain them."‡

Consequently,—

Vyavastha. 214. The members of the deceased's family
who were or were to be supported by him are also
to be supported by the person inheriting his estate.

* Manu, Chap. XI, vs. 9, 10.
‡ Maintenance by a man of his dependants is, with the Hindus, a primary
duty. They hold, that he must be just, before he is generous, his charity
beginning at home; and that even sacrifice is mockery, if to the injury of
those whom he is bound to maintain. Nor of his duty in this respect are
his children the only objects, co-extensive as it is with his family, whatever
be its composition, as consisting of other relations and connexions, including
(it may be) illegitimate offspring. It extends to the outcaste, if not to the
adulterous wife; not to mention such as are excluded from the inheritance,
whether through their fault, or their misfortune; all being entitled to be
maintained with food and raiment at least, under the severest sanctions.
A benevolent injunction! existing at no time ever to the same extent under
our own law; which professes little of the kind, since the time that it has
been competent with us for a man to dispose by will of the whole of his
property, real and personal, without regard to the natural claims of wife and
issue, to say nothing of more distant ties; a latitude, not approved by
(Blackstone) the author of the commentaries; who, in noticing the power of
the parent as to disinherit his children, thought it had not been amiss, if he
had been bound to leave them at least a necessary subsistence;—or, as the
same sentiment has been expressed, in their peculiar manner, by the highest
Hindu authorities, "Who leaves his family naked and unfed, may taste honey
at first, but shall afterwards find it poison." The obligation extends, under
particular circumstances, to responsibility for each other's debts, in a degree
unknown to our law, as will be subsequently seen.—Strâ H. L. Vol. I,
(2nd Ed.) pp 67, 68.
ON MAINTENANCE.

Because their maintenance is an indispensable obligation. Authority.
VIJNÁNEśARA, Mit. Sans., p. 259.

Because maintenance of the family is an indispensable Authority.

NÁRAĎA.—A man is indispensably bound to support his Authority.

The declarations, as above, of MANU, NÁRAĎA, VIJNÁNEś-
WARA and other authorities have, however, been considered
to be applicable not to the family in general, but to those
members thereof whom the late owner was bound to sup-
port even by the commission of improper acts. Almost
all of such members have been specified in the following
text of MANU:

"MANU declared that a mother and father, in their old Authority.
age, a virtuous wife, and infant son must be maintained
even by the commission of a hundred offences."*

Therefore,—

215. The person inheriting the property of a deceased owner is legally bound to maintain his old
Authority. mother and father (a), virtuous wife, infant son,
daughter and sister (b).*

(a.) As the term "son"* signifies the grandson and great-grandson
as well as the son, it is to be understood that the terms "mother
and father" comprehend also the "sonless" grandmother and grand-
father and also the great-grandmother and great-grandfather
whose son and grandson are dead; that, in like manner the
Authority. term "infant son" comprehends also the fatherless grandson
and daughter, and the great-grandson and daughter whose father
and grandfather are dead.

(b.) Infant sister] It having been determined that the
Authority. unmarried sister must be initiated (in marriage), ă fortiori it has
been implied that she must be maintained until her marriage;

* See Partition and Precedents pp. 589, 596—602, 638, 610, and VIjNÁNEśARA Darpana (2nd Ed.) pp. 876, 878.
and the text—“Their daughters too must be maintained until provided with husbands”* is applicable to this case also, according to the maxim—the sense of the law, as ascertained in one instance is applicable in others also, provided there be no impediment.†

Vyavasthá. 216. A step-mother has a legal claim to be maintained out of the estate left by her deceased husband, or by her step-son inheriting his estate.‡

The general doctrine respecting the right of a widowed daughter-in-law to maintenance is, that—

Vyavasthá. 217. If she inherited or received so much property from her late husband or any other person as to be sufficient for her support, her father-in-law is not, in that case, bound to maintain her; but if she received no such property, then the father-in-law is bound to maintain her, if she was engrafted in his family by him or by his permission: in other cases, he is morally bound to support her.§

Vyavasthá. 218. The head of a family having been morally bound to support his relatives other than those above mentioned, his successor also is morally bound to maintain them.

Vyavasthá. 219. The relatives who on account of defects, or by the force of custom, are excluded from inheritance, are legally entitled to be maintained out of the late proprietor’s estate, which, but for the prevalent custom or their own defects, they would have inherited together with the inheritor.||

* See post, page 260.
‡ Vide Precedents, pp. 589, 610, 611.
|| Vide Precedents, pp. 446. 606, 607, &c.
Persons excluded from inheritance for a defect or defects are—"an impotent person, an outcaste, his issue, a person born blind or deaf, one lame, a mad man, an idiot, one dumb, one who has lost the use of a limb or limbs, a leper with ulcers, one afflicted with an incurable disease unexpiated for, an enemy to his father, a hypocrite or a person wearing the token of religious mendacity, one who has assumed another order, and the rest." See the Chapter on Exclusion from Inheritance.

Promising impotent persons and the rest, says—

MANU:—But it is just that the heir who knows his duty should give to all of them food and raiment for life, without stint, according to the best of his power: he who gives them nothing, shall sink assuredly to a region of punishment (c).

(c). From the conclusion of the dictum—"shall sink assuredly to a region of punishment"—it must be inferred that he who does not willingly give (food and raiment) shall be compelled to give them.—Vide Coleb. Dig. Vol. III page 320. V. D. 1013.

DEVALA:—They ought to be maintained excepting, however, the outcaste and his son.*

BOUDHAYANA:—Persons incapable of transacting business, blind, idiots, those who are immersed in vice, or afflicted with incurable diseases, and even those who neglect their duties, but not the degraded nor their issue, let the heir supply with food and raiment.*

YAJNAVALKYA:—An outcaste and his issue, an impotent person, one lame, a mad man, an idiot, a blind man, a person afflicted with an incurable disease, must be maintained excluding them, however, from participation.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. X, § 1.

These, the impotent man, and the rest, are excluded from participation. They do not share the estate. They must be supported by an allowance of food and raiment only, and the penalty of degradation is incurred if they be not maintained.—Mit. In. Chap. II, Sect. x, § 5.

220. The wives of the impotent persons and the rest, if chaste, must be maintained for life; their daughters too, must be supported so long as they are not disposed of in marriage.

Authority. YÁINAVALKYA:—Their daughters must be maintained likewise, until they are provided with husbands (d). Their childless wives, conducting themselves aright, must be supported; but such as are unchaste should be expelled, and so indeed should those, who are perverse [pratî-kulâ (e)]


(d). Their daughters or the female children of such persons, must be supported until they be disposed of in marriage. Under the suggestion of the word “likewise,” the expenses of their nuptials must be also defrayed.—Ibid. § 13.

(e). The wives of these persons (i.e., the impotent person and the rest), being destitute of male issue, and being correct in their conduct, or behaving virtuously, must be supported or maintained. But if unchaste, they must be expelled; and so may those who are perverse (pratî-kulâ). These last may indeed be expelled; but they must be supported, provided they be not unchaste. For a maintenance must not be refused solely on account of perverseness.—Ibid., § 15.

The term “Virtuous (Sádhvî)” being used in the foregoing text of MANU,”† it is implied that—

221. An adulterous wife is not entitled to maintenance.‡

Again, the term ‘wife’ being indicative of ‘woman’ in general,§—

* In his Digest (Vol. iii, p. 324), Mr. Colebrooke has rendered the word “pratî-kulâ,” by ‘traitorous.’
† See ante, page 257.
‡ Vide Precedents, pp. 599, 604, 605 and Vyavasthâ Darpana pp. 375, 390.
222. The mother and the rest also, if unchaste, are not entitled to maintenance. Authority.

223. If the wife or any such member of the family as must be supported, be expelled or forsaken without a good reason, then they must have maintenance from the head of the family during his life, and out of his assets after his death. Vyavastha.

224. Separate maintenance is to be allowed to that member of the family who for a just cause could not live in, and mess with, the family. Vyavastha.

225. Should a woman without unchaste purposes quit the family house, and live with her parents or other relations, she cannot thereby forfeit her right to maintenance. Vyavastha.

226. The widow, however, is not entitled to maintenance by residing elsewhere without a just cause, if she was directed by her husband to be maintained in the family house. Vyavastha.

227. The son begotten by a Brâhmaṇa, Kṣatriya or Voishya on a female slave or kept mistress, is entitled to a suitable maintenance out of his father's estate, and not to inherit it. Vyavastha.

228. The amount of maintenance should be fixed in consideration of the receiver's rank and position in life, as well as to the extent of the estate. Vyavastha.

* See ante, pp. 157, 158, 159 and Precedents, pp. 417, 424, 427, 433, 455, 447, 605.
† Vide Precedents, pp. 589, 600, 608, & V. D. p. 574.
‡ Vide Precedents, pp. 589, 599, 600, 604,—Vide V. D. pp. 381—384.
§ Vide Precedents, pp. 589, and V. D. p. 589.
|| Vide Precedents, pp. 606, 611.
229. If means allow, not only food and raiment should be supplied, but also a sum for the performance of religious acts and ceremonies, and the amount for this purpose should be fixed according to the above rule.*

230. If, however, there exist in a family a long established and prevalent custom with respect to allowing or not allowing maintenance to a particular relative, such custom is to be acted upon in preference to any rule whatever of the law. See the Chapter on Custom or Usage.

* Vide Precedents, p. 589.

END OF VOL. I.
PART II.

PRECEDENTS,

BEING DECIDED CASES OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL, LATE SUPREME
AND SUDDER COURTS, AND THE PRESENT HIGH COURTS,
ADMITTED LEGAL OPINIONS, AND RESPONSA
PRUDENTUM.

IN TWO BOOKS.
BOOK I.
PRECEDEENTS OF OWNERSHIP, RIGHT, HERITAGE, &c.

CHAPTER I.
OF OWNERSHIP, RIGHT, HERITAGE, &c.

SECTION II.*
RELATIVE TO HERITAGE.


Present:
The Hon’ble G. Loch and Dwarka Nauth Mitter, Judges.

Case No. 98 of 1867.
Sheo-dyal Tewaree (one of the Defendants,) Appellant,

-versus-

Judoo-nauth Tewaree (Plaintiff,) and others,
(Defendants,) Respondents.

Case No. 99 of 1867.
Sheo-dyal Tewaree Chowdhry (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

-versus-

Bisho-nauth Tewaree Chowdhry (Defendant,) Respondent.

Case No. 104 of 1867.
Sheo-dyal Tewaree (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

-versus-

Bisho-nauth Tewaree (Defendant,) Respondent,

*Section II is commenced with, because there are no precedents of the first section of the text book.

VOL. II.
Case No. 111 of 1867.
Jodo-nauth Tewaree (Plaintiff,) Appellant,
versus
Bisho-nauth Tewaree and others,
(Defendants,) Respondents.

According to the Mitakshara, the mother, or the grandmother, is entitled to a share when sons, or grandsons, divide the family estate between themselves; but she can not be recognized as the owner of such share until the division is actually made; she has no pre-existing right in the estate except a right of maintenance.

Under the Hindoo Law, two things at least are necessary to constitute partition: the shares must be defined, and there must be distinct and independent enjoyment. Whatever is acquired at the charge of the patrimony is subject to partition; but if the common stock is improved, an equal share is ordained. Where a co-parcener, with comparatively small detriment to the joint estate, acquires any separate property by his own labour or capital, the property is nevertheless to be considered joint although the acquirer gets a double share.

Mitter, J.—These appeals have arisen out of three original suits instituted in the court of the Principal Sudder Ameen of Mymensing. The facts disclosed by the pleadings in these three suits have been set forth at length in the judgments recorded by that officer, and we think it, therefore, unnecessary to recapitulate them in this place. The real contest between the parties is about the division of a joint undivided estate, and the principal questions to be determined are the extent of that estate, and the shares in which, and the persons between whom, the division is to be effected. At the request of the parties, all the cases have been heard together, both here and in the Court below, and the evidence produced in each had been fully used for the purpose of all by their consent. For the sake of convenience, however, we think it necessary to deal with these appeals separately in our judgement.

In appeal No. 111 of 1867, certain points have been raised before us on behalf of the appellant Jodo-nauth Tewaree:—

As to the fourth ground, we are of opinion that the contention of the appellant is correct. Mussummat Golaba was the mother of Sheo-dyal and grandmother of the appellant. Bisho-nauth is the first cousin or paternal uncle's son of Sheo-dyal. She, Mussummat Golaba, has died subsequent to the decree of the lower court, and Mussummat Doolar, wife of Sheo-dyal, as an alleged devisee under her, has been permitted by us to defend this appeal. Now it is quite clear, that the share which ought to have been allowed to
Golaba, has merged in the general estate, conceding, for the sake of argument, that she was entitled to any share under the Hindoo law as it is administered in the Benares School. The text of the *Mitaksharâ* that has been referred to merely says: “of heirs, dividing after the death of the father, let the mother also take a share,” or in other words, the mother or grandmother, as the case might be, is entitled to a share, when sons or grandsons divide the family estate between themselves. But the mother or the grandmother can never be recognized as the owner of such a share, until the division has been actually made. She has no pre-existing vested right in the estate except a right of maintenance. She may acquire property by partition, for, partition is one of the recognized modes of acquiring property under the Hindoo law. But partition, in her case, is the sole cause of her right to the property. It follows, therefore, that the effect cannot precede the cause.

There can be no doubt that under the Hindoo law, two things, at least, are necessary to constitute partition. The shares must be defined, and there must be distinct and independent enjoyment of those shares. In the case before us, neither of those things has yet taken place. The definition of the shares by the Principal Sudder Ameen is no more final than our judgment at the present day, and it is the question of shares that we are still determining. As to distinct and independent enjoyment, no such thing has yet occurred. The appellant has been merely seeking for a partition. Suppose that the Appellant were to withdraw this appeal at this very moment and to agree to live jointly with his uncle Sheo-dyal in estate as before, could Golaba, if she were alive, have still asked for the share allotted to her by the Principal Sudder Ameen? Or suppose that Golaba, instead of appearing as an intervener in the Lower Court, as she did, under Section 73 of the Procedure Code, had brought an action against them both for the arrears of her maintenance, which would have accrued subsequent to the decree of the Lower Court down to the present day,—what answer could they have given to such a claim? Surely they could not have pleaded, she was not entitled to be maintained out of the estate, because they were going to make over to her a share of it. Such a plea would be absurd on the very face of it. She is not to starve until the assignment is actually made.
It has been said, that the question of maintenance is quite distinct from the question before us; but there can be no doubt that the share that is given to a Hindoo mother, at the time of partition, is given to her for no other purpose than as a provision for her maintenance. She has no right to ask for maintenance after she has got such a share, and if a partition has been effected in this case Golaba's suit for maintenance must have been dismissed on that ground alone. It is unnecessary, therefore, to decide whether Golaba had a right to alienate the share assigned to her by the Principal Sudder Ameen as her stree-dhun under the Mitákshará Law. Our finding is, that she had acquired no right to that share, as she died before partition has been actually made. We, therefore, direct, that the family estate, real and personal, such as it may be found to be, shall be divided between the three original parties to this suit, namely, Sheo-dyal, Bisho-nauth and the Appellant Judoo-nauth, in the following proportions:—

Sheo-dyal, 5 annas.
Bisho-nauth, 7 annas.
Judoo-nauth, 4 annas.

We now come to Sheo-dyal's appeal No. 98 of 1867.

With reference to the first point, (which is, that Sheo-dyal having been the acquirer of those properties which still stand in his name, is entitled to a double share under the Hindoo law,) we are of opinion that it is not at all sound. This case is not a case in which a double share can be awarded. It has been said, that Sheo-dyal contributed both money and labour in acquiring these properties, though joint funds have also been used. There is no pretension to say now, whatever might have been pleaded in the Court below, that there is no joint property at all; so that the admission regarding the use of joint funds is perfectly correct. So far as the evidence is concerned, we have neither any proof of the amount of the money supplied nor the purposes for which it was used; and as to the labour, that consisted in purchasing estates out of the funds of the joint ancestral firm, which Sheo-dyal was managing for the benefit of the joint family.

But even conceding all these facts to the appellant, we do not see how he can succeed in his contention. The very authorities relied upon by him are strongly and expressly against him; verse 29,
Chapter I. Section 4 of Mr. Colebrooke’s Mitákshará, page 275, says: “It is settled that whatever is acquired at the charge of the patrimony is subject to partition.” But verse 30 qualifies this proposition by propounding an exception, and verse 31 explains that exception. Verse 30 says: “The Author propounds an exception to this rule: ‘But if the common stock be improved, an equal share is ordained.’” And verse 31 says: “Among unseparated brethren if the common stock is improved and augmented, through agriculture, commerce or similar means, an equal division nevertheless takes place, and a double share is not allotted to the acquirer.”

This is no more than a case of augmentation at the highest. The ancestral firm was the main nucleus of this estate, and every property acquired from such a nucleus falls within the rule of equal division. Verse 29 applies to a different state of things. Where a co-parcener with comparatively small detriment to the joint estate, acquires any separate property by his own labour or capital, the property is nevertheless to be considered as joint, although the acquirer gets a double share. Here, strictly speaking, there is no proof of Sheo-dyal having supplied any portion of the money required for the purchase of the properties in question from his own funds, and, as to labour, his case does not stand higher than that of a manager of a joint undivided family. In our opinion, it is not even a case of augmentation. The mere conversion of joint funds into land is not an acquisition within the meaning of the Hindoo law. The labour of a manager is not a means for acquiring separate property. It was labour voluntarily undergone for the benefit of the joint family. We hold, therefore, that the case before us neither falls within the rule laid down in verse 29, nor within the exception in verse 30, and must, therefore, be treated as an ordinary case of joint property.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 61.
SECTION III.
RELATIVE TO HERITABLE RIGHT.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 7th of June, 1867.

Present:
The Honorable Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt., Chief Justice, and
the Honorable C. B. Trevor, G. Loch, L. S. Jackson,
and A. G. Macpherson, Judges.

Cases Nos. 228, 240, 241, 249, 252, and 255 of 1865.
RAJA RAM TEWARY and others (Defendants,) Appellants,
versus
LUCHMUN PERSAUD and another (Plaintiffs,)
Respondents.

According to the Mitaksharā Law, a son acquires by birth a right in ancestral property
and has a right during his father's life-time to compel a partition of such property.
The father cannot, without the consent of the son, alienate such property except for
a sufficient cause; and the son may not only prohibit the father from so doing, but
may sue to set aside the alienation, if made. The cause of action to the son accrues
when possession is taken by the purchaser. A new cause of action does not accrue
upon the subsequent birth of a younger brother, either to the elder brother alone,
or to him and his brother jointly,

Courts should reject plaints against Defendants for causes of action which have accrued
against each of them separately, and in respect of which they are not jointly
concerned.

These appeals were referred to a Full Bench by Peacock C. J.
and L. S. Jackson, J.

The judgment of the Full Bench was delivered as follows by
Peacock, C. J.—This is a suit brought by Luchmun Persaud, the
son of Jeetun Lall, on account of himself, and as guardian of his
minor brother Radha-mohun Persaud. The appeal is from a deci-
sion of the Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun. The suit was
brought on the 5th of October 1863, and is to recover possession
of certain lands by reversal of certain deeds, some of those deeds
being deeds of absolute sale, and some of conditional sale.

I now proceed with the case with reference to the defendant in
appeal No. 241, which is a separate appeal, although the case is
mixed up with others and forms part of only one action in the
Court below.
The suit against this defendant is to set aside an absolute deed of sale of ancestral immoveable property executed by the plaintiff's father Jeetun Lall in 1848. Possession was taken by the purchaser at that date, so that more than 12 years from the date of the deed and the taking of possession under it had expired when the suit was commenced on the 5th of October 1863. Luchmun Persaud was born about 1837, and consequently more than three years had expired since he came of full age.

The question turns upon the Mitákshará Law, that being the law of the district in which the lands are situate.

We are of opinion that Luchmun Persaud's cause of action accrued at the time when possession was taken under the deed of sale, notwithstanding the father of Luchmun Persaud was then living.

It appears clear that, according to the Mitákshará Law of inheritance, a son acquires a right in ancestral property during the life of his father. (See Chapter I, Section 1.) "The term heritage signifies that wealth which becomes the property of another solely by reason of relation to the owner." (Para. 2.)

"It is of two sorts:—un-obstructed (a-prati-bandha,) or liable to obstruction (sa-prati-bandha.) The wealth of the father or of the paternal grandfather becomes the property of his sons or of his grandsons in right of their being his sons or grandsons; and that is an inheritance not liable to obstruction. But property devolves on parents (or uncles,) brothers, and the rest, upon the demise of the owner if there be no male issue; and that the actual existence of a son and the survival of the owner are impediments to the succession; and, on their ceasing, the property devolves on the successor in right of his being uncle or brother. This is an inheritance subject to obstruction: the same holds good in respect of their sons and their descendants." (Para. 3.)

The property in this case was ancestral, and not the self-acquired property of Jeetun Lall. The plaintiff upon his birth, therefore, as the son of Jeetun Lall, acquired a right in the property, even during his father's life-time, for, the case was one of unobstructed heritage.

The Author of the Mitákshará goes on to speak of partition, and shows that rights acquired by unobstructed heritage exist before partition.
He says:—

In para. 4:—“Partition is the adjustment of divers rights regarding the whole by distributing them on particular portions of the aggregate.”

In Para. 5:—“Entertaining the same opinion Nárada says: ‘where a division of the paternal estate is instituted by sons, that becomes a topic of litigation called by the wise partition of heritage.’”

In para. 7:—He discusses the question, whether property arises from partition, or whether the partition is of pre-existent property. He says: “Does property arise from partition; or does partition of pre-existent property take place? Under this head of discussion, proprietary right is itself necessarily explained; and the question is, whether property is deduced from the sacred institutions alone, or from other (and temporal) proof.”

The Author then examines the arguments as to whether property is temporal or not. In the course of the discussion, he states that “an owner is by inheritance, and that unobstructed heritage is here denominated ‘Inheritance’” (paras. 12 and 13); and after discussing the arguments on both sides, he comes to the conclusion that property is temporal. He explains in para. 16 the object of the disquisition, and he proceeds in para. 17:—

“Next, it is doubted, whether property arise from partition, or the division be of an existent right.”

In paras. 18 to 22, he states the arguments urged by his adversaries against his position that property exists before partition, and in paras. 23 to 26 he answers those objections, and then in para. 27 he comes to the conclusion that property in the paternal or ancestral estate is acquired by birth, although the father, during the minority of his sons, has power to dispose of it for indispensable acts of duty, and for other purposes prescribed by law. He says:—“Therefore, it is a settled point that property in the paternal or ancestral estate is by birth, although the father have independent power in the disposal of effects other than immovables for indispensable acts of duty and for purposes prescribed by texts of law, as gifts through affection, support of the family, relief from distress, and so forth; but he subject to the control of his sons, and the rest, in regard to the immovable estate, whether acquired by himself or inherited from his father or other predecessor, since it is ordained, though immovables
He says:—"The distribution of the paternal estate amongst sons has been shown. The Author next propounds a special rule concerning the division of the grandfather's effects by grandsons:—

'Among grandsons by different fathers, the allotment of shares is according to the fathers.'"

"Although grandsons have by birth a right in the grandfather's estate, equally with sons, still the distribution of the grandfather's property must be adjusted through their fathers, and not with reference to themselves: the meaning here expressed is this: 'If unseparated brothers die leaving male issue, and the number of sons be unequal, one having two sons, and another three, and a third four, the two receive a single share in right of their father, the other three take one share appertaining to their father, and the remaining four similarly obtain one share due to their father. So if some of the sons be living and some have died leaving male issue, the same method should be observed: the surviving sons take their own allotments, and the sons of their deceased brothers receive the shares of their own fathers respectively. Such is the adjustment prescribed by the text."" (See para. 2.)

If the father be alive and separate from the grandfather, or if he have no brothers, a partition of the grandfather's estate with the grandson would not take place; since it has been directed that shares shall be allotted in right of the father; if he be deceased or admitting partition to take place, it would be made according to the pleasure of the father, like a distribution of his own acquisitions. To obviate this doubt, the Author says: "For, the ownership of father and son is the same in land which was acquired by the grandfather, or in a corrody, or in chattels, (which belonged to him.)"

The Author then proceeds to point out a distinction between ancestral estate and that which was self-acquired by the father. He says:—

"In such property which was acquired by the paternal grandfather through acceptance of gifts, or by conquest, or other means as commerce, agriculture, or service, the ownership of father and son is notorious, and therefore partition does take place. For, because, the right is equal or alike, therefore, partition is not restricted to be made by the father's choice, nor has he a double share." Para. 5.
In para. 6 he goes on:—"Thence also it is ordained by the preceding text that the allotment of shares shall be according to the others, although the right be equal."

In para. 7 he says:—"The first text 'when the father makes a partition' &c. (Section 2, para. 1) relates to property acquired by the father himself. So does that which ordains a double share at the father, making a partition, reserve two shares for himself. As dependence of sons, as affirmed in the following passage, 'while the parents live, the control remains even though they have rived at old age'—must relate to effects acquired by the father mother. This other passage—'they have not power over it, (the eternal estate) while their parents live'—must also be referred to the same subject."

In para. 8 he says:—"Thus, while the mother is capable of bearing more sons, and the father retains his worldly affections and does not desire partition, a distribution of the grandfather's estate nevertheless take place by the will of the son, that is, the son the father or the grandson."

Sir William Macnaghten in his principles of Hindoo Law says at, 'when the mother is incapable of bearing more sons, distribution of the grandfather's estate takes place by the will of the son.' From which it was contended that it is to be inferred that, in his opinion, it would not take place, whilst the mother was capable of bearing children.* But Macnaghten does not refer to para. 8, but only to a former para. which relates to self-acquired property.

In para. 9, the Commentator of the Mitakshara goes on to say: so likewise the grandson has a right of prohibition, if his unseparated father is making a donation, or a sale of effects inherited on the grandfather, but he has no right of interference if the effects were acquired by the father. On the contrary, he must quiesce, because he is dependent."

The words 'the grandson has a right of prohibition' do not merely that the son can prevent his father from making a sale or sale of the property by injunction, if he has power to prohibit, he must have a right in the property and a right to set aside the sale, if made.

† This should be read in connection with paras. 18 to 22 at page 8. See also Part I, of this Volume.
In para. 10 the Author proceeds:—

"Consequently, the difference is this:—'Although he (that is, the son,) have a right by birth, in his father's and his grandfather's property, still, since he is dependent on his father in regard to the paternal estate, and since the father has a predominant interest, as it was acquired by himself, the son must acquiesce in the father's disposal of his own acquired property; but since both have indiscriminately a right in the grandfather's estate, the son has a power of interdiction, if the father be dissipating the property.'"

Here, then, is a clear expression of the grandson's right to prevent his father from alienating ancestral property.

Para. 11 was cited to show that the father was not bound to divide ancestral estate; but it does not establish that point. In that paragraph the Commentator refers to Menu as an authority that the father, however reluctant, must divide the grandfather's property; and he points out a distinction as regards ancestral wealth recovered by the father, which is put upon the same footing as self-acquired property, and he holds that Menu, by the declaration, shows that the father was bound to divide other ancestral property.

It is clear, then, that a son by birth alone acquires a right in ancestral property, and that he has a right during his father's lifetime to compel a partition of such property; that the father cannot, without the consent of the son, alienate such property except for sufficient cause; and that the son may prohibit the father so doing. It has been held that the son has not merely the right to prohibit, but that he may sue to set aside the alienation, if made.

In the Sudder Decision for 1853, page 343, it was held that the sale of joint undivided property in a Mithila family without necessity was void, unless made with the consent of all the joint sharers, and that it was not valid even for the seller's own share: and it was stated by the Judges to have been repeatedly so hold.

In Stokes's Reports, Vol. I, page 277, it was held that a member of an undivided Hindoo family may alienate the share to which, if a partition took place, he would be individually entitled."

It is not necessary for us to determine which of the two doctrines is correct. All that we have to do is to determine when the cause of action accrued.
If the sale was valid as to the father's share, it must have operated as a severance of the joint interest in the property included in the conveyance. If so, Luchmun, the only son living, might have sued the purchaser for a partition of the property, or to recover his own share of it. The father's death in that case would not alter his rights.

If the sale was invalid as regards the father's share, the son might have sued in the father's life-time for a partition or to recover the whole estate to be held as joint family estate.

So in a case under the Mitákshará Law, if a father and a son of full age should be dispossessed in the father's life-time of ancestral property, the son could not, upon the father's death, 20 years afterwards, sue to recover the estate upon the ground that limitation did not begin to run in the father's life-time.

The next question to be decided is, did a new cause of action accrue upon the birth of Radha-mohun, the younger brother, either to him alone or to him and his brother jointly?

Luchmun Persaud was born in 1837. Radha-mohun was not born until the end of 1856 or the beginning of 1857, only about 9 years after the sale in 1848, and not 12 years before the commencement of the suit. It seems clear that, no new cause of action accrued upon his birth.

It is clear that, before his birth his father and his brother might have made a partition of the estate, and if they had done so, he would have had no interest in the share allotted to his brother, (Mitákshará, Chap. I, Sec. 6); and before his birth, his father might have sold the share allotted to him, so, the father and his elder brother, or the father with the assent of the elder brother, might, before his birth, have sold the estate, and the sale would have been binding upon him. It is contended that, although Radha-mohun would have been bound by a sale made by the father jointly with Luchmun Persaud, still he is not bound by a sale by the father alone without the consent of Luchmun.

If the father and Luchmun had been turned out of possession by a wrong-doer, the cause of action would have accrued at the time of the dispossesssion, and a new cause of action would not have accrued upon the birth of Radha-mohun. Radha-mohun succeeded to the estate as it was when he was born. He had no right to dis-
sent from the sale for he was not born at the time. The sale might have been invalid as against Luchmun, but the cause of action accrued to Luchmun immediately the purchaser took possession. If Radha-mohun had been born at the time when the estate was sold, the father would have been entitled to only \( \frac{1}{3} \) of the estate upon partition; but as it was, the father and Luchmun would each have been entitled to \( \frac{1}{4} \) if partition had been made at the time. If the case in Stokes's Reports is correct, the father might have lawfully sold \( \frac{1}{2} \) at that time; but if Radha-mohun on his birth acquired a new right against the purchaser, it was a right which, if partition had been made at that time, would have entitled him to \( \frac{1}{4} \). Now, if Luchmun had sued and recovered \( \frac{1}{4} \) before Radha-mohun was born, could Radha-mohun upon his birth have sued for \( \frac{1}{4} \)? If so, the purchaser, instead of acquiring \( \frac{1}{4} \), would in fact be able to retain only \( \frac{1}{2} \) minus \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the property conveyed, or in other words \( \frac{1}{4} \) instead of \( \frac{1}{2} \).

Whatever interest in the property Radha-mohun became entitled to on his birth, he derived it by unobstructed heritage or inheritance from his father. He could not inherit any thing which his father had lawfully conveyed away. If the father parted with his own share, he could not inherit any part of it. If the conveyance caused a severance of the joint interest of him and Luchmun and passed his own half to the purchaser, Radha-mohun, as heir of the father, could not inherit any part of the share which passed to the purchaser, neither could he inherit from his father any part of Luchmun's share. At most, he inherited only a cause of action; and it is difficult to see how he could even inherit that from his father unless his father had a right to set aside his own sale. Even if he took by inheritance from his father an interest in Luchmun's right of action against the purchaser, he must have inherited it subject to the operation of the statute of limitation upon it. At all events, Radha-mohun's birth could not create a fresh interest or a new right of action in Luchmun, either alone or jointly with himself.

Luchmun is now suing upon a joint cause of action. Luchmun's interest in it is clearly barred by limitation. If there is any cause of action which is not barred, it must be a separate cause of action in Radha-mohun. I do not think that a separate cause of action in Radha-mohun was caused by his birth; but it is not ne-
cessary to determine that question, as the cause of action now sued upon is a joint cause of action in Luchmun and Radha-mohon. Limitation is pleaded to a joint cause of action. If that issue is found against Luchmun, I should think he could not as guardian of Radha-mohon, be allowed, under the allegations in this suit, to recover upon a separate cause of action, if any, accrued to Radha-mohon on his birth. That would be a wholly different cause of action from that sued upon. It is clear that Radha-mohon did not upon his birth inherit from his father a joint cause of action with Luchmun, and that Luchmun's cause of action did not accrue upon the birth of Radha-mohon.

We are of opinion, that the cause of action, if any, accrued when possession of the land was taken by the purchaser.

It having been decided that in the cases, out of which appeals Nos. 228 and 252 arise, the Statute of Limitation did not apply, the appeals will go back to the Division Bench which referred them to this Court to determine the appeals so far as the other issues are concerned.—S. W. R. Vol. VIII, pp. 15—22.


According to Hindu Law, sons acquire rights only in the property which belonged to their father at the time of their birth, and have no claim to property of which a bona fide disposition, effectual as against their father, had been made long before they were born.

The right of an after-born son to share as a coparcener divided property depends upon his mother being pregnant with him at the time of a partition.—Yekeyamiam v. Agni-swarian and another. Mad. H. C. R. Vol. IV, p. 307.

Proprietary right is created by birth, and not by conception. A child in the womb takes no estate. In cases where, when the suc-
cession opens out, a female of the family has conceived, the inheritance remains in abeyance until the result of the conception is ascertained. If the child be still-born, the estate goes not to his heir, but to the heir of the last owner.

A son's or grandson's right of prohibition to his unseparated father making a gift, donation, or sale of effects inherited from his grandfather, cannot be exercised in favour of an unborn son. *Mussammamat Goura Chowdhurain v. Chamman Chowdhury.*—S. W. R. for 1864, page 340.

An inheritance cannot remain in abeyance for an unbegotten heir (such not being a posthumous son.) The succession must vest in the heirs existing at the time of the death of the person whose inheritance descends. *Koylas-nath Doss v. Gyamonee Dossee.*—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 314.

Durga Kunwari one of the wives of Tekait Fatteh Narayan Singh was pregnant at the time of her husband's death, and gave birth to a son Durga Narayan. On the death of Durga Narayan, who of course on his birth succeeded to the property in the entire mehal Chakaye as heir to his father, the plaintiff, as his mother and heiress, became entitled to the entirety of the mehal.—*Tekait Durga Prasun Singh and others v. Mussammamat Durga Kunwari.* S. W. R. Vol. XIII, p. 10.

---

**CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 15th of May, 1865.**

**Present:**

The Honorable G. Loch and W. S. Seton-Karr, Judges.

Case No. 386 of 1864.

**MOHA-RAJAH JUGGUR-NAUTH SABAIE and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants, versus MUSST. MUKHUN KOWNWUR and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.**

Under the Hindoo Law an adopted son has all the rights of a son born. When, however, an adopted son rests his title to succeed to a property on a confirmatory paramount he is bound to prove the paramount.
This was a suit on the part of Rajah Juggur-nauth Sahaie to resume a Jagheer held by Agnee Deb Narain, the adopted son of Beharee-laual, the former Jagheer-dar. The suit was before this Court in 1863; and on the 10th July of that year it was remanded to enable the lower Court to come to a distinct finding on the following points:—1st, Whether the plaintiff can resume a Jagheer on the death of the Jagheerdar without direct heirs, and bar the right of an adopted son to succeed? 2nd, Was the defendant adopted by Beharee-laual, and then duly recognized as grantee by the Moha-rajah; and was a confirmatory sunnud granted to him? The lower Court found from a decision of the Agent to the Governor-General dated 12th of Pous 1234, (and which, in the absence of any decision or evidence to the contrary, we must accept as laying down correctly what is the local custom of the province under his authority in these matters,) that the plaintiff was at liberty to resume grants made by himself or his ancestors upon the failure of heirs direct of the original Jagheer-dar. The Judge found, therefore, that adoption was no bar to resumption; but he held that resumption was barred in his case by a confirmatory sunnud granted by the Rajah in favor of the defendant on the 16th of Assin 1863 Sunbut, and he dismissed the suit.

The plaintiff has appealed, repudiating the sunnud as a forgery. On the other hand, we are asked to express an opinion whether an adopted son has not all the rights of a son born. We think that, under the Hindoo law, the adopted son has the same right as the son born, and if this Jagheer were, strictly speaking, hereditary, the adopted son, unless prevented by local or other custom, might succeed without any confirmation from the Rajah. But in the present case, the defendant has rested his right upon a confirmatory sunnud from the Rajah. This sunnud has not been proved. No witnesses have attested it, and it is evidently not executed in the usual formal and official manner that other deeds of a similar character are. We, therefore, reject the sunnud.

It is then urged that an adopted son is entitled to succeed, sunnud or no sunnud; and that the plaintiff has given no proof that he had authority to resume. The defendant, however, in this case rested his claim on the confirmatory sunnud, and failed to establish. And the fact, even if true, that the Rajah has
received rent from defendant, will not deprive the Rajah of the right to resume, a right declared by the Governor-General's Agent to exist in him. Under this view of the case, we reverse the order of the lower Court, and decree the appeal with costs.—W. R. Vol. III, p. 24.

An adoption is tantamount to the birth of a son to the adopter, and the property inherited from the adopter must be regarded as ancestral: during the lifetime of his father, a son cannot claim to have a specific share declared and defined; but is only entitled to a decree declaring the property to be ancestral. Heera Singh v. Burzar Singh. Agra, H. C. R. Vol. I, p. 256.


A son under the Mitaksar law is entitled jointly with his father from the moment of his birth, or, in the case of his adoption, to ancestral estate, and also to the profits accruing after his birth (or adoption.)—Sadanund Maha-patra v. Surjamani Debi.—S. W. R. Vol. VIII, p. 435.

Under the Mitaksar Law a son is equally entitled with his father as well to the profits of ancestral property as to the property itself from the moment of his birth or adoption.

The father and the son under the Mitaksar Law are in the position of a joint Hindu family, and when ancestral estates are admitted to exist, the presumption of law is that all the property they are in possession of is joint property until it is shown by evidence that one member of the family is possessed of separate property. The burden of proof, therefore, is on the member alleging self-acquisition.

Where money derived from ancestral estates is invested, before the adoption of a son, in the purchase of immovable property which continues to exist at the time of the adoption, the adopted son has equally a vested right in that property as he has in any other similar immovable property which the father had in his power, before the adoption to alienate, but which he did not alienate.*

* This case is to be found in extenso in the Chapter treating of partition.

There is no doubt that an adopted son has all the rights and privileges of a son born.—Tinkouri Chakrabarti v. Dina Nauth Banerjyía and others.—S. W. R. Vol. III, p. 49.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 17th of July, 1855.

JANKEE SINGH (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

versus

JHOTEE SINGH and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.

RADHEY SINGH, Third party.

Right of inheritance of parties, who had got two-thirds by decree of lower Court, held to have lapsed, as their father’s death had preceded that of deceased, whose estate was claimed.

Baboo Sumbhoo-nath Pundit for Jankee.—Chutter Singh, father of Shewuk and Khedum, died before Brimo Dutt, therefore they cannot inherit any property left by Brimo Dutt. Proof of this is in the case decided in 1826. Plaintiff filed in 1821 by Jhakur and Mohesh Dutt, Muneear and Ram Shewuk for himself and Khedun, his minor brother, plaintiffs; which evinces that Chutter Singh, father of Shewuk and Khedun had demised in 1821, and Brimo Dutt died in 1822.

Judgment—

Messrs. B. J. Colvin and J. H. Patton.—In this case the line of argument taken by Kishen Kishore Ghose and Mr. Allan, for Jhotee Singh, is, that those who are alive at the time of the widow’s death, and not those who are alive at the time of her husband’s death, succeeded to the inheritance; and that therefore Jankee Singh, Ram Shewuk Singh and Khedun Singh are entitled to equal shares, which, as their client Jhotee is in possession, will leave him in possession of two-thirds till evicted by the suit of Ram Shewuk and Khedun. But the foregoing decision in the appeal of Jhotee was given on the ground that he had lost all title by the death of his father before Brimo Dutt, and upon the same ground Ram Shewuk and Khedun Singh have lost theirs, as the death of their
father before Birmo Dutt has been proved by a plaint filed on the 16th of July 1821, in which Ram Shewuk sued with others for himself and minor brother Khedun, which he would not have done had his father been alive then. As, therefore, their right of inheritance had lapsed* once, it cannot accrue to them again by the circumstance of their being alive when the widow died.

The question, therefore, whether the heirs alive at the time of the husband’s death or at the time of the widow’s death succeed, does not, in our opinion, arise in this case. We reverse that part of the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen which decrees two-thirds of the property to Ram Shewuk and Khedun, and decree the whole of it to Jankee Singh, with costs, wasilat, &c.

Mr. A. Dick.—The question mooted in this case by the pleaders of Jhotee, was not entered upon yesterday when the Court held, as a point not disputed, that Jhotee Singh’s grandfather having died before Birmo Dutt, Jhotee could not inherit. I now find from the authorities referred to, and the precedent of this Court, Vol. III, Select Sudder Reports, pages 106 to 110, that the heirs of the husband, who dies childless and is succeeded by his widow, have no right of inheritance until after the death of the widow; and that, therefore, those in the same degree, who are alive at the time of the widow’s demise, inherit alike equally, without adverrence to the death of their parent before or after the decease of the husband or the widow. Such is the doctrine of the Dayabhaga as evinced by Macnaughten, and the precedent he cites: and the Pundit who gave the Vyavastha, on which the Principal Sudder Ameen grounded his decision, has informed the Court that there is no difference on the point between the Dayabhaga and Mitakshara. I would, therefore, uphold the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen.†

Jhotee’s claim to inherit is untenable on another ground than that on which the Court rejected it, viz., that he does not stand in the degree of propinquity. But Jankee, Shewuk and Khedun do to Birmo Dutt.—S. D. A. Dec. for 1855, pp. 368 and 380—382.

* See Colebrooke’s Law of inheritance, Chapter II, Section iv, Clause 8, page 216 and Elberling page 78, Section clxxvi.
† Mr. Dick’s judgment appears to be in strict accordance with Hindoo Law.
CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 11th of March 1858.

Present:

Case No. 199 of 1856.
BABOO SHEO-SUHAEE SINGH and others, (Defendants,) Appellants,
VERSUS
BULWUNT SINGH and others, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

Where it was alleged on one side, that A's daughter's son is A's rightful heir, A's son having died before his father; on the other, that A's son survived his father, and that the son's widow is heir through the son to A's property; decree of the lower Court, in affirmation of the former alternative, upheld.

The plaintiff in this case sued for possession of certain landed property in succession to one Dhiraj Naraen, on the ground that he is the son of Phool Coonwur, Dhiraj Naraen's daughter. His allegation in the plaint is that Dhiraj Naraen had a son Dyal Naraen, who died in 1214, during the life-time of his father, and that the succession consequently reverted to the father and could not go in the line of his son, in right of whom the defendants claim to inherit. He further avers that Dhiraj Naraen at his death was succeeded by his widow Woodwunt Coonwur, whose name was recorded as proprietor of the estate in the books of the Collector in succession to her husband, and who again was succeeded by Phool Coonwur the mother of plaintiff.

The allegation in defence is that Dhiraj Naraen, who died in Asamh 1222, did not survive his son Dyal Naraen, and that consequently Dyal Naraen's succession was not cut off, and that at his death he was succeeded by his widow Rajbungshee Coonwur.

The only point for decision in this case is—whether the son, Dyal Naraen Singh, survived the father, Dhiraj Naraen Singh, or vice versa. It is admitted on all sides that Dhiraj Naraen was the common ancestor of the litigant parties, and the last male owner of the property in dispute. The lineal descent, therefore, clearly ran in the line of Dyal Naraen, and if, as asserted by the appellants, he outlived his father, the (plaintiff,) respondent has no conceivable cause of action.

Holding, therefore, that the evidence on the record and probabilities of the case as divulged therein fully warrant the presumption
that Dyal Narain died during the life-time of his father, we see no reason to interfere with the judgment of the lower Court, which we hereby confirm with costs on the appellants.—S. D. A. Dec. for 1858, page 400.

Claim by respondent to succeed to property in succession to her father disallowed in reversal of the judgment of the lower Court, as her father’s death had preceded the death of his own father, during whose life-time, her father had not acquired substantive possession of the property in suit as owner and proprietor in his own right, so that it could not descend through him to respondent.—Mussts. Rupa and Jago, and Mohunt Dhoman Gossain v. Musst. Nouratan Kunwar.—S. D. A. R. for 1858, p. 239.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 5th of April, 1836.

BYRAM SING and Musst. SREE PURSOO KOMAREE, Appellants,

versus

SHEEB-SAHI SING for himself and MAHRAJ SING minor son of Gunga-ram Sing deceased, and TEK-NARAIN SING, for himself and RADHA-NATH SING, a minor, Respondents.

The grandsons of the original acquirer of certain property sued, during the life-time of the latter, their paternal uncle, for their shares, under the Hindoo law of inheritance, of the estate acquired by their common ancestor. Judgment in favor of the plaintiffs, on proof that the original acquirer had relinquished his title to the property in favor of his sons.

The respondents instituted this action in the Zillah Court of Bhagulpore against Baboo Bussawun Sing, Byram Sing, Musst. Sree Pursoo Komaree, the wife of Byram Sing, and Bechho-ram Chowdree, to obtain possession of two-thirds of Mouzah Chuk Kishendeo and others, with mesne profits thereon during the period of dispossession, under the following circumstances.

The plaint set forth, that Baboo Bussawun Sing had three sons: Bhyro Singh, Byram Sing and Gunga-ram Sing. Bussawun Sing amassed considerable wealth by trade, and purchased some landed property. He lived with his three sons as a joint family, giving to Bhyro Singh the superintendence of his affairs at home, while to
Byram Sing he committed the management of matters in the courts of justice and other public offices. On the death of Bhyro Singh and Gunga-ram Sing, their sons lived in the same manner with their grandfather and uncle. Thus in the property of Bussawun Sing his three sons had an equal interest, those of them who died being represented by their descendants inheriting per stirpes. Byram Singh, however, to the great injury of the plaintiffs, conveyed a part of the property to his wife, and another part he sold to Bechoo-ram Chowdree. On this (that is in the year 1236) the plaintiffs and Byram Singh disagreed and separated, the latter castigating the plaintiffs from the who of the property which in the estate of their common ancestor Bussawun Singh. The plaintiffs claim two-thirds of the estate and sue accordingly. The defendant Byram Singh repelled the claim; he urged that Bussawun Sing was a pauper; that the entire property, of which the plaintiffs claimed two-thirds, had been acquired by himself; that supposing the statement of the plaintiffs to be correct, Bussawun Sing was still alive, and therefore the claim could not be preferred during his life-time.

The defendants Musst. Sree Pursoo Comarce and Bechoo-ram Chowdree replied that they held certain portions of the property under conveyances from Byram Sing.

Bussawun Sing stated in answer that the property had been acquired by himself; that he had appointed Bhyro Sing, his eldest son, to the superintendence of his house-hold affairs, and Byram Sing, his second son, to the management of matters in the public offices; that Bhyro Sing died leaving three sons, that from 1231 to 1235 he lived with his sons and grandsons as a joint family, having made over to them the whole of his property to be taken possession of by them per capita and per stipes as if they had inherited it on his death; that then quarrels and disagreements arose between them, and that he then urged upon them a division of the property and separation of the family; that Byram Sing, however, would not follow his advice, but endeavoured to get the whole estate into his own possession; and that he (Bussawun Sing) has now no objection to agree to the claim of the plaintiffs.

The Zillah Judge, Mr. C. Harding, was of opinion, that the statement of the plaintiffs in regard to the property having been
acquired with a trifling exception by Bussawun Sing, and to the fact of his and his sons having lived together as a joint undivided family to the year 1235 was clearly proved. There could, therefore, be no doubt that, under the Hindoo law, the sons of Bussawun Sing would have shared equally in his estate on his death. That he was still alive, did not, in the Judge’s opinion, constitute any bar to the present action, as he had voluntarily given up his estate to be held by his sons the same as they would have succeeded to it in the event of his death; and that, therefore, there now existed no legal objection to the division of the property between the sons of Bussawun Sing or their representatives. The Judge accordingly gave judgment in favor of the plaintiffs for their full claim, with the exception of a small part of the property sued for, which, it appeared to him, had been actually acquired by Byram Sing.

The defendant Byram Sing and Must. Sree Pursoo Komaree appealed to the Sudder Dewanmi Adawlut.

The Court (present Mr. R. H. Rattray) confirmed the decree of the Zillah Court—Sel. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 65.

A childless widow, having formerly relinquished her claim over her husband’s estate in consideration of a certain allowance of money and land, to her brother-in-law and his heirs, endeavoured to re-assert her claim to her husband’s estate when her brother-in-law died childless, on the plea that the widows of her brother-in-law were not heirs within the meaning of the deed. Claim rejected, the relinquishment having been to heirs generally, and the widows being heirs for the time that is during their lives, and trustees for the ultimate heirs.—Musst. Amartu v. Durga Kunwur and others.—S. D. Dec. for 1854 p. 245.
HERITABLE RIGHT, &c. 25

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 12th of June, 1852.

Present:
J. R. Colvin, Esq., Judge.

RADHA-BINDUK MISSE, (Plaintiff,) Appellant,


KRIPA-MOYEE DEBIA and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.

A suit brought by a next heir for possession of an estate on the ground of a widow, who had held it on a life-interest, having become a teruth-bashee, or having relinquished all connection with worldly affairs, is a distinct suit from a former one, brought by the same party, seeking possession on the ground of the widow having injured and wasted the estate by unauthorized alienations; and its reception and investigation on its own alleged new circumstances and merits are not barred by any decision passed on the former suit.

That was a case in which the petitioner originally sued during the life-time of one Tara-monee, widow of Ram Doolal Roy, on the ground of her having, though possessing only a life-interest, injured and wasted the property to which he was heir with title of possession upon her death, by unauthorized alienations.

He then instituted the present suit, claiming all the estates in one action upon a distinct ground, viz., that Tara-monee having relinquished all connection with worldly affairs, (having become tarik-i-dooniya, or teruth-bashee,) she is to be regarded as civilly dead, and that he has a right to sue for unrestricted possession as heir upon her death, and not, as in the former suit, upon the special ground of restraint of waste, and with a condition of being obliged to afford maintenance to Tara-monee.

The Principal Sudder Ameen considers that this suit is barred by the former judgment of this Court.

This is, however, erroneous. The present suit is brought upon alleged new circumstances which create rights not existing at the time of the former suit, and is entitled to a hearing upon its own merits.

The decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen is, therefore, reversed, and the case remanded to his Court for due investigation.—S. D. A. Dec. for 1852, p. 503.

Vol. II. 4
See the cases between the said Radha-Benode Misser and others (printed at pp. 595—606 of the Cal. S. D. A. Rep. for 1856),* in which the Court held as follows:—"On the second issue the Court was of opinion that as the appellants had not denied the fact of Taramonee having become a 'Byraghin' in the Court below, it was not competent to them to do so now; looking, moreover, to the evidence, before it, the Court agreed with the Principal Saddar Ameen in thinking that it proved satisfactorily the plaintiff's allegation and showed that the widow Tara-monee had become a teeruth-bashee, and had renounced the world. The Court was unable to discover that any particular acts are enjoined by the Hindoo religion to render a renunciation of the nature valid,† and as to the particular ceremonies necessary for her becoming a Byraghin; they are so unimportant that absence of notice of them cannot weaken the evidence to the fact of Tara-monee having become a Byraghin. The Court, therefore, was of opinion that the objections raised in the second issue to the present suit are invalid."

See also Sreemottee Jadoo-monee Debee v. Saroda Prosunno Mookjerjea and others (printed at page 120 of Bulnois' S. C. Reports Vol. I, and at page 190 of the Vyavastha Darpana, 2nd edition,) in which the Court (on the authority of Macnaghten as well as the above case,) said: "It is clear that on the occasion of a widow becoming a Byraghin the estate would at once descend to the nearest heirs living at the time."

* The above case is also to be found in the Section relative to widow's succession
† Vide Part I of this work.
AGRA, S. D. A.—The 5th of August, 1863.

Present:

Soordja (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

versus

Bhowanee Deen (Defendant,) Respondent.

Decision of the Court of first instance upheld, in preference to that of the lower appellate Court, which awarded to the defendant an inheritance which he had before disowned and repudiated, when desirous of avoiding the liabilities connected therewith.

The following is the Judge’s decision transcribed at length:—

Soordja, plaintiff, claims the landed property of his deceased uncle, on the score of his being his heir, to the exclusion of Bhowanee Deen, defendant, his uncle’s brother. Bhowanee Deen declares that Soordja, according to Hindoo law, has no right of inheritance, in preference to him, (defendant,) the deceased’s brother.

Plaintiff files in Court copy of a demurrer made by defendant in another case, in which he declares Soordja, plaintiff, to be his deceased uncle’s, that is Ram-persad’s, heir, and that he (defendant) has nothing to do with him, and contends that this paragraph in the demurrer is tantamount to ‘the consent of the members of that family to which it (the property) belongs.’ The Moonsiff takes that view of the case, and decrees for plaintiff. Defendant appeals, and his appeal is affirmed, and decree reversed with costs.

The special appellant urges: 1st, that whereas the (defendant) respondent once acknowledged appellant (Soordja) to be the heir of Ram-persad in Court, declaring himself to have no concern with the latter’s estate, he cannot claim now, contrary to his former admission, to be the heir of the said Ram-pershad; and 2ndly, that appellant is also shown to be the legal heir, under the Vyavasthā applied by the Sudder Pundit.

Judgment—

The second objection is untenable, but we admit the validity of the first on referring to the petition filed by Bhowanee Deen, on the 15th of February 1859. In the former case, to which the lower
Courts have adverted, we find that having been impleaded as Ram Persad's heir, he denied that he was such, or had succeeded to any portion of the estate left by that person, and declared the present (plaintiff appellant) to be his heir, in terms equally distinct and unqualified. It would be contrary to judicial usage and precedent, as well as to the principles of equity, to allow the (defendant) respondent to claim or to hold for his own benefit an inheritance which he disowned and repudiated when desirous of avoiding the liabilities connected therewith. Whether or not therefore the plaintiff be the legal heir of his maternal uncle, we conceive that his claim must be recognised as good against the (defendant) respondent, who having himself admitted it to be so, is precluded from contesting it. We therefore uphold the decision of the Court of first instance, and set aside that of the lower appellate Court. The appeal is decreed with costs.—Agra, S. D. A. Dec. for 1863, p. 173.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 17th of March, 1812.

BULRAJ RAI, (pauper,) appellant,
VERSUS
PURTABA RAI and others, Respondents.

A, having borrowed money of B, pledges certain lands to him, and goes on a pilgrimage. After 50 years, in which A is not heard of, his heir sues to recover the land on payment of the amount borrowed; adjudged on presumption of A's death, and the claim not being barred by the rule of limitations.

This was an action brought by Bulraj Rai, on the 16th of December 1806, in the Zillah Court of Goruckpore, to recover from the respondents, possession of three beegahs, nineteen biswas of land, situate in mouza Jokee, pergunnah Deogang; the yearly produce of which was estimated at five rupees.

It was stated in the plaint, that Ajubee Rai, the plaintiff's uncle, had pledged the lands in dispute to the defendants' grandfather for five rupees, under a general condition, that whenever he should repay the money, he should be entitled to redeem the land; that the

* See case No. 23 of 1853, decided by the Sudder Dewanny Adwalut, North Western Provinces, on 6th July 1853, Shok-deo Dass, and Mudun Mohun, (Defendants) Appellants, versus Ameen-ool-deen and others, (plaintiffs) Respondents.
plaintiff, as heir to his uncle (who, not having been heard of for fifty or sixty years, must be presumed to be dead,) had offered to pay the amount of debt; but that the defendants having refused to accept of it, and to restore the land, he now sued to compel them to do so.

The deed under which the defendants claimed to hold the land in dispute, and which was filed by them in the cause, was in the following words:—“I, Ajubee Rai, have given in trust (orig. sompa) my land, to Soobuns Rai, with all the right I possess therein: when I come back, I shall receive it again, but till I come back it will remain in trust (amanut) with Soobuns Rai. If any one in my absence shall demand, let him not obtain it.”

The above deed was dated the 9th of Kartick of the year 1807 Sumut, answering to the year 1751-52. It appeared, that, Ajubee Rai, the plaintiff’s uncle, had never returned from the pilgrimage above mentioned, nor had he been heard of since. The Zillah Judge observed in his decree, that the above deed was merely a deed of trust or deposit (amanut-namah), that the defendants having held possession of the land under such deed; the limitation of twelve years could not be considered under Clause 1, Section 3, Regulation 2, 1805, as applicable to the claim of the plaintiff; and that the plaintiff being sole heir of Ajubee Rai (since whose departure more than fifty years had elapsed without any information of his being alive having been received), was entitled to recover. Possession of the disputed lands was adjudged accordingly to the plaintiff, on payment of five rupees, the sum in which Ajubee Rai had been indebted to the defendants’ grandfather.

On appeal to the Provincial Court, that Court, in a decree reciting that clause 1, Section 3, regulation 2, 1805, was not applicable to the present suit, reversed the decree of the Zillah Court, and dismissed the claim.

On petition to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the Court called on the Provincial Court to state at length the grounds of their opinion.

On a further petition to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the Court (present J. H. Harington and J. Stuart,) admitted a special appeal, and reversing the decree of the Provincial Court, affirmed that of the Zillah Judge, adjudging possession to the appellant on payment of five rupees. Costs of suit in all the Courts were made payable by the respondent.—Sct. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 4.
CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 22nd of June, 1863.

Present:
The Honorable E. Jackson and the Honorable A. A. Rober
puisne Judges.

Regular appeal from the decision of Roy Taruk-nauth* Badian
Principal Sudder Ameen of Behar, dated the 11th of March.

MUSST. MANKEE COER, (Defendant,) Appellant,
versus
KHEDOO LALL, (plaintiff,) Respondent.

According to the Hindoo law a person who has not been heard of for more
than twelve years is to be presumed as dead.

The appeal arises out of regular appeal, No. 532, this day
poscd of, in which appellant is one of the defendants, responde

We have held in concurrence of the lower Court, the
appellant's husband Gopaul Chand not having been heard
the last 12 years or more, must, according to Hindoo law, be
sidered, dead, and that appellant is not entitled through her
husband to any share in the estate of her deceased father
Choonce Lall; but that she is entitled to a sufficient mainun,
which is to be awarded her in execution of the decree pro
in favour of Khedoo Lall in case No. 232.

Appeal dismissed with costs.†—S. D. A. Dec. for 1863,

* This should be "Tara Caunt," but sic in orig.

† It is not stated in this case what was the age of the missing person a
left his family. But being a resident of Behar he must have been supposed
latter period of life, as otherwise in a province other than Bengal a missing
not be presumed as dead at the expiry of 12 years from the date of his
See the Varnathas and the remarks and notes relative to the above in
work.
AGRA, S. D. A.—The 19th of March, 1862.

Present:
M. R. Gubbins, Esq., J. Lean, Esq., and A. Ross, Esq., Judges,
W. Wynyard, Esq., and W. Edwards, Esq.,
Offg. Extra Judges.

DILRAJ KOONWUR, female, (Defendant,) Appellant,

versus

SOOLTAN KOONWUR, female, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

Field contrary to an opinion delivered by the Hindoo law officer of the Court, that where the inheritance of a deceased person was contested between his widow on the one side, and the widow of a son, who had died during his father’s life-time, on the other; the latter has, under Hindoo law, no right of share in the inheritance, but a right of suitable maintenance only, and right to any personal property of which her husband had possession during his life.

The Judge’s decision was recorded in the following terms:—

Plaintiff sued to establish her own sole right, to (without the partnership of defendants,) the separated Puttee, Ajeet Singh, Tabooqua Bhadaol, on the ground that she as the widow of Ajeet Singh, who died without other heirs, is the sole heiress, and that defendant, the childless widow of Ajeet’s son who died before his father without even having had possession, has no right to the estate left by Ajeet Singh.

Dilraj Koonwur pleaded that the property being hereditary, the father’s and the son’s rights were equal.

The Principal Sudder Ameen decided that they were, and gave plaintiff a decree for half the estate claimed, only dismissing the claim to the other half. Against this decision the appeal is brought.

Judgment—

The case having been brought up before a full bench, the majority of the Court, Mr. Wynyard alone dissenting, proceed to record judgment.

The Court observe that the appellant rests her case upon the opinion now delivered by the law officer, and can adduce neither precedent nor other ruling of the Court, nor any other authority in support of it.—On the other hand, the Respondent adduces the
following proofs, to shew that this point of Hindoo law is not an
open one, but that besides being clearly laid down in Macnaghten's
work, it has been ruled by several precedents in accordance with the
Judge's decision. Respondent refers first, to Macnaghten's Hindoo
law, Volume I, page 32, where it is ruled, that "according to the
law as current in Benares, in default of the son, and son's son and
grandson, the widow (supposing the husband's estate to have been
distinct and separate,) succeeds to the property under the limited
tenure above specified."

Here, he urges "the inference is clear, that next in default of
male issue the widow inherits."

Secondly, Macnaghten's Hindoo law Volume II, page 106,
where it is ruled that "a son's widow has no legal claim of inheri-
tance."—In the case there detailed, in which A represented a father,
and B one of his sons, the Pundit's answer ruled that "the right of B
to the property left by A is barred by reason of his having
died during his father's life-time. His widow, therefore, is not en-
titled to any share in the property of her deceased husband's father.
She is entitled to receive maintenance, therefore, and to take by
inheritance during her life, any property of which her husband had
possession during his life."

The ruling here must be admitted to be altogether inconsistent
with the Vyavasthā of the Pundit now given. Nor is the principle
of this affected by the different status in the case as put in Mac-
naghten, and as now before us, in respect to the non-existence in the-
resent case of other issue of A. For the ruling is absolute, that
the right of B is barred by reason of his having died during his
father's life-time.

The respondent next refers to a precedent of the Calcutta Court
of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, Case No. 179, dated the 17th of No-
vember 1853, Munce-mohun Bose &c. defendants, appellants, wherein
we find that it is clearly ruled that "under the Hindoo law, on a son
dying before his father, the son's widow is precluded from claiming
ancestral property as heir to her husband." In that case, the
Calcutta Court ruled as follows: "We hold that the plaintiff's claim
is altogether inadmissible under Hindoo law, by which, a son dying
before his father, the son's widow is precluded from claiming ances-
tral property as heir to her husband."
Lastly, the respondent quotes a decision of a full bench of this Court dated 14th March 1859, Nos. 185 & 186, Mussunmat Bhooeriya Ooman Koonwaree, defendant, appellant, where it was ruled (see judgment at page 55,) that "the widow of the son, who died in the life-time of his father, has no share in the inheritance of ancestral property."

We observe that in the last quoted precedent, the widow, whose claim was disallowed, was the relict of an elder son who had died during his father’s life-time; and was arrayed against her sister-in-law, the widow of a younger son, who had survived the common father. The case before us, is a fortiori one against the defendant, for she is arrayed not against her sister-in-law, but against mother-in-law, the widow of her deceased husband’s father.

We thus find that the ruling laid down in Macnaghten’s Hindoo Law and the two clear precedents of this, and the Calcutta Court, affirm the principle that the widow of a son who died in his father’s life-time cannot claim a share in hereditary property, while in support of the contrary ruling, there exists only the unsupported opinion of the Court’s present law officer.

We are clearly of opinion that the weight of authority is altogether on the side of the plaintiff, respondent.

We accordingly affirm the decision of the Judge in favor of the plaintiff, respondent, and dismiss the appeal with costs; reserving, however, in favor of the defendant, appellant, what the Judge has omitted to do, viz., the right of a suitable maintenance out of the property left by her father-in-law, Ajeet Singh, together with any personal property of which her husband had possession during his life.

**Mr. W. Wynyard’s opinion.**—I am of opinion that the decision of the Judge should be reversed. The Sudder Pundit has declared that Hindoo law in the particular case, which was put to him in the annexed question, is as follows:—

**Question.**—A, a Hindoo died leaving as his sole heirs B, his widow, (second wife) and C, the widow of D, his son by a former wife. D, having died in his father’s life-time, in what proportions are B, and C, entitled to share in the hereditary property?

**Answer.**—"In the same way as father and son possess rights in property, so where neither of the female claimants have issue their
right is equal, because both are bound to offer the piñd at the obsequial ceremonies of their deceased husbands, and their husband's fathers, &c. Therefore, are they entitled to the share of their husbands, neither can sell or transfer without the consent of the other except for the purpose of performing the śrāvita of the husband. Given according to the Mitákṣhara.

The Pundit holds that there is one law for a daughter-in-law claiming against her mother-in-law, when there are no other heirs and another law when there are other parties who have a title to succeed. There is to my mind a marked distinction between the present case and all the cases quoted, and as nothing that has been adduced in argument, or produced in proof, convinces me that Hindoo law as laid down by the high authority of the Pundit this Court is not correct, I would accept it and reverse the decision of the Judge.—A. S. D. A. Dec. for 1862, p. 240.

Claim to ancestral family estates and personality upheld in a recent case on the rule of Hindoo Law, by which the widow of a son, who dies in the lifetime of his father, is excluded from a share in the inheritance, although entitled to maintenance.

Registration in the Collector's office of the widow's name joint with that of the surviving son, after the father's death, held to convey no title to half the estate, real and personal, of the ancestor failing proof of an agreement to that effect, or acquiescence in said agreement by the widow of the son, who survived his father.

* The fallacy of the Pundit's opinion will be detected by the perusal of the following principle:— But it is perfectly intelligible that upon the principle of survivorship the right of the co-partners in an undivided estate should override the widow's right of succession whether based upon the spiritual doctrine or upon the doctrine of survivorship. According to the principles of Hindoo law, there is co-partnership between the different members of a united family, and survivorship following upon it. There is a community of interest and union of possession between all the members of a family and upon the death of one of them the others may well take by survivorship in which they had during the deceased's lifetime a common interest and common possession. Privy Council. Vide More's India Appeals Vol. IX, p. 611, and Subba Land's Privy Council Judgments, p. 530. The above is the correct principle of the Hindoo law as current in all the schools except the Bengal school. Had an undivided brother or brother's son survived the deceased instead of his father (before whom the right was rather inchoate,) even in that case, that parce/ner would have excluded the widow and taken by right of survivorship. In the present case the undivided half having survived his son, whatever right the deceased son had by birth devolved on the half surviving brother. This is not the case of the husband leaving his own widow, the latter inheriting from him by reason of there being no co-partner of her husband the last male and sole owner of the property in dispute, and his daughter-in-law having no right by birth to represent him husband, or to inherit from her father-in-law. The grounds upon which the above principle is based are to be found in Part I, Sect. i. of this work.
Clay to certain estates, purchased in the name of the son who died in his father's life-time, by his widow, rejected on failure of proof that the purchase conveyed a bona fide separate title to the son, the father having been registered as proprietor after the son's death, and the presumption being that the legal and beneficial interest remained in the father.

Widow of the son, who died during his father's life-time, entitled to maintenance out of the estates.


There being a community of interest and unity of possession between all the members of a united family having common property, it follows that, upon the death of any one of them, the others may well take by survivorship that in which they had during the deceased's life-time, a common interest and common possession.

But the law of partition shows that, as to the separately acquired property of one member of a united family, the other members of that family have neither community of interest nor unity of possession. The foundation, therefore, of a right to take such property by survivorship fails; and there are no grounds for postponing the widow's right to inherit it to any superior right of the co-parceners in the undivided property. Kattama Nauchear v. The Rajah of Shiva-gunga.—Privy Council. Moore's India appeals, Vol IX, p. 610. Sutherland's Privy Council Judgments, page 520.

The sound rule to lay down with respect to undivided or impartible ancestral property is, that all the members of the family who are entitled to unity of possession and community of interest, according to the law of partition, are co-heirs irrespective of their degrees of agnate relationship to each other, and that on the death of one of them leaving a widow and no nearer sapindas in the male line, the family heritage, both partible and impartible, passes to the survivor or survivors, to the exclusion of the widow. But when her husband was the last survivor, the widow's position as
heir, relatively to his other undivided kinsmen, is similar to his position with respect to his divided or self and separately acquir property.—Sri Rajah Agenumula Gavuridivamma Garu v. & Rajah Agenumula Rumanodra Garu. 6 Mad. H. C. Rep. p. 9.

When it is sought to exclude female heirs in succession to husband or father, under the Mitákshara, on the ground that estate was joint, it must be shown to have been so at the time of his death, and not merely at the time of a predeceasing brother, who was father of the complainant.—Musst. Pitam Kunwar al Moran Bibi v. Joy Kishen Das, and others.—S. W. R. Vol. 1 page 101.

According to the Mitákshara law, a conveyance or transfer of joint property by one member of a family is illegal without the consent of the other members.

By the same law, widows have no part in their husband's joint estate, and the mere fact of the husband having treated a property as his own, so far as to mortgage it during his life-time, is no sufficient reason for the conclusion that the property was his separate property, and as such descended to his widows.

According to the same law, an estate cannot be burdened with the debts of one of its joint owners after that person's decease. Lewis Cosserat v. Sudabert Persad Sahoo.—S. W. Rep. Vol. 1 page 210.

Admitted legal opinions.

Retirement from the world operates as natural death.

Q. A person dies, leaving a widow, and two sons of his brother; the widow is living, but has quitted the order of a housekeeper and retired from the world. She had not executed any deed eith of gift or sale in favor of her husband's nephews. In this case, they entitled to the property, by reason of the extinction of temporal affections?
If the widow have really relinquished her right to her husband's property, and quitted the order of a house-holder, her husband's brother's sons become entitled to the property left by her, notwithstanding the fact of her not having made any provision in their favour.*

City of Dacca, June 16th, 1823.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. iv, Case iii.

Retirement from the world is civil death, according to the Hindu law.

Q. Is a Brahmin, whose eldest brother, leaving his ancestral and self-acquired property in joint state with him, had entered into the order of a religious student, and is still living, competent to make a verbal gift of the whole undivided estate to his daughters, or otherwise?

R. When the eldest brother, having left the order of a house-keeper, entered into that of a religious student, his right to the paternal estate became extinct; therefore the gift of the undivided property made by the younger brother to his daughters is legal and valid.

Authorities.

The text of Vasishta, as laid down in the Ratnakara and other books of law. "They who have entered into another order, are debarred from shares.”


The wife of a person who has been missing for 55 years has no right to claim his share of the joint property, according to the law of Benares. But has a right according to the law of Bengal.

Q. A person had a family by two wives, namely, by the first wife a son, and by the second two sons. These three brothers continued to live together as a joint and undivided family; and some time after, one of them, being the issue of the first wife, pro-

---

* Retirement from the world is, according to the Hindu law, a species of civil death, on which, as in the case of natural dissolution, the rights of the heirs immediately begin to exist.—Note by Macnaghten.
ceeded to a foreign country, and no intelligence concerning him has been received for the period of fifty-five years, during which time his wife lived under the protection of his brothers, who managed the estate as before. Now the wife of the missing person claims the share of her husband. In this case, is she entitled to her husband's legal share, or only to her proper maintenance?

R. Supposing the wife of the missing person to have lived with her husband's brothers as a joint and undivided family for the period of fifty-five years, her claim is inadmissible and illegal, according to the law of Benares.

 Authorities.

Boudháyana, after premising, "a woman is entitled, &c." proceeds, "not to the heritage; for females, and persons deficient in an organ of sense, or member, are deemed incompetent to inherit."

It should not be argued, that the wife of a missing person, regarding whom intelligence has not been received for fifty-five years, has any right to her husband's share of the joint ancestral landed property.

Nárada says: "Among brothers, if any one die without issue, or enter a religious order, let the rest of the brethren divide his wealth, except the wife's separate property. Let them allow a maintenance to his women for life, provided these preserve unsullied the bed of their lord."

Q. How would the law in this case be in Bengal?

R. According to the law as current in Bengal, the widow would be entitled to her husband's share.


Sons' sons whose fathers are missing inherit equally with sons.

Q. A person died leaving seven sons, four of whom, after a lapse of time, were missing; and the remaining three took possession of the paternal estate, confiding the management of it to one of their number. In this case, will the property of the deceased devolve on his three sons and the missing son's sons?
R. The deceased proprietor's grandsons, whose fathers are missing, are entitled to share the property with his sons according to their father's shares.* From the circumstance of the management being confided to one of them, the right of the others cannot be divested. This opinion is conformable to law.

Authorities.

"When the father is dead," &c. (Dāya-bhāga, page 9.)

"Among the issue of different fathers, the allotment of shares is according to the fathers."

"And the dissipation of their hereditary maintenance is censured."


A woman has no claim to her missing husband's share of his father's property. The time allowed for the re-appearance of a missing person is 12 years, after which his death is to be presumed.

Q. 1. A person, ten years before his father's death, forsook his family and resided in another country, and no intelligence has been received regarding him since his departure. Is his wife, im-

*According to the Hindoo law, the term "missing person" implies a civil death, which should be presumed after the expiration of twelve years, (or twenty, according to another authority,) from the date of such person's forsaking the family, supposing that during this interval no intelligence of him has been received. At the end of such period, he is to be considered as dead, and his heirs succeed to his property. According to some authorities, however, the term of twelve years applies to missing persons whose age exceeds fifty years; and for all under that age the term allowed for re-appearance is twenty-four years. According to the Nirmaya-nindha, there are three periods allowed for a missing person: in the first period of life, twenty years; for one of middle age, fifteen; and for one in the latter period of life, twelve years.—Elem. Hindoo law, App. p. 246. It is not distinctly stated in this case, how long the four sons were absentees. If they were missing longer than the time allowed for re-appearance, then their sons are entitled absolutely to their respective shares; otherwise, they, according to the law as current in Benares, are entitled to a moiety only of their respective fathers' portions; and they are entitled also to the management of the other half, as their proprietary right over the grandfather's estate during the father's lifetime is recognized in the following extract from the Māndukṣa-śāstra:—"In such property as was acquired by the paternal grandfather, through acceptance of gifts, or by conquest, or other means, (as commerce, agriculture, or service,) the ownership of father and son is notorious; and therefore partition does take place. For, or because, the right is equal, or alike, therefore, partition is not restricted to be made by the father's choice; nor has he a double share, as the law has acquired the management only of their missing fathers' shares, and they cannot compel their uncles to come to a division of the paternal estate with them, as their right over such property is suspended until their fathers' death.—Note by Macnaghten.
mediately on the death of his father, entitled to institute a suit for her husband's share of the patrimony against his two brothers of the half-blood?

R. 1. The wife of the missing person has no right to claim her husband's share of the patrimony, but she must be provided by his brothers with food and raiment. *

Q. 2. What is the time fixed by law, at the expiration of which a missing person is to be considered as dead?

R. 2. Should a person have proceeded to a foreign country, and no intelligence of him have been received for the space of twelve years, he is, at the end of that period, to be considered as dead, and his exequial ceremonies should be performed by his representatives. Should they not then perform such ceremonies, they act sinfully. ♩

Manu says: "And their childless wives, conducting themselves aright, must be supported; but such as are unchaste, should be expelled; and as, indeed, should those who are perverse." ♢


In the case of apostacy from the Hindoo faith, property acquired before the conversion will go to the Hindoo heirs; but that acquired subsequently, will be distributed according to the law of the new religion.

And a Moolumman widow of such apostate Hindoo will have no right to his previously acquired property.

Q. 1. A person of the Hindoo persuasion having become a convert to the Moolummudan faith, on whom will the property which descended to him from his forefathers, and that which he himself acquired, devolve?

R. 1. Whatever property he, previously to his conversion, was possessed and seized of, will devolve on his nearest of kin who professed the Hindoo religion, and whatever he acquired subsequently to his conversion, will go to the person, who, according to the Moolummudan law, becomes his legal heir.

* This is not the law of Bengal.
† But see the foot note at page 39.
Authorities.

Manu:—"All those brothers who are addicted to vice, lose their title to the inheritance."

Sankha says,—"The heritable right of one who has been expelled from society, and his competence to offer food and libations of water, are extinct."

There is no authority which enjoins that the children by a Moohummudan woman should be permitted to inherit from their putative father.

But Bhrigu declared, that 'whatever customary law of a country, a class or tribe, a company of merchants and the like, or of a town, should be alleged and proved, the distribution of an inheritance must be respectively made according to that custom.'—

Cātyāyana.

Q. 2. A Hindu had two sons, whom he disposed of in marriage to their equals in tribe, rank of life, and condition. The eldest son had a son by his Hindu wife, and subsequently both the brothers became converts to the Moohummudan faith; but the son of the eldest brother and the wife of the second continued to profess their own religion. After conversion, one of the sons (the second) died. Now there are three claimants to his estate, namely, his nephew, his Hindu widow, and his Moohummudan widow. In this case, will the property which he possessed previously to his conversion devolve on his Hindu widow or on his nephew?

R. 3. Under the circumstances above stated, if a partition of the estates had been made by the sons of the original proprietor, and they lived apart, the Hindu widow is entitled to the inheritance; and supposing them to have lived together as a joint and undivided family after their conversion, the nephew should be declared entitled to the succession.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. IV, Case iv.

The claimants being a brother’s son and a widow, the former will take the property if the family was joint; but the latter if separate, according to the law of Benares.

Q. An individual had two sons, A and B. The eldest (A) died before his father, leaving a son and a widow. Subsequently the father died, leaving a family consisting of B and his wife, and
A's son and widow; and at his death he also left some landed property. Some time after this, the son (B) died, leaving his widow, and his brother's son and widow him surviving. In this case, what proportions of the property of B will respectively devolve on the eldest son's son and widow, and on the younger son's widow?

R. If A's son, his widow, and the widow of B, lived together as a joint family at the time when B died; according to law, A's son is alone entitled to the estate, but it is necessary for him to provide B's widow with food and raiment equal to her condition of life. If they formerly lived apart, and the share of B was separated, then his widow is entitled to the property which fell to her husband's legal share. A's widow has no right of succession, but she must be provided by her son with proper maintenance.


**Responsa Prudentum.**

According to the Mitákshara, sons have interest in the patrimony by birth; and, in property ancestral, have an equal right with their father. (Mit. on Inh. ch. i. sect. i. § 27; and sect. v. § 3.) The sequel of this opinion, regarding the arrangement to be made in the absence of the father, supposed to be dead, is consistent with the law: but the son's concurrent interest in the patrimony would not be a reason for disturbing an arrangement made by a father to provide for his absence, if there were reason to believe him still living. C.


**Veerakah v. Veneatanarnapah.**

The plaintiff is a widow, whose husband died in the life-time of his father, no division of property between the father and son having taken place, and the son not having acquired any in his own right. The Defendant is the father, and the Plaintiff's own family are unable to maintain her.—What are her claims?

**Answer.**

Had the deceased left male issue, they would have inherited to their grandfather at his death, by right of representation. But no
such right vests in the widow. She is entitled, however, to look to the defendant, the father of her deceased husband, for maintenance; and, whatever she possesses as Strī-dhana, is her own.

Remarks.

Mit. on Inh. ch. ii. sect. i. and ii. C.

The opinion of the Pundit is correct. The widow is heir to her husband only where he dies separated from his co-heirs, as well as without male issue. S.


A person having quitted home, and no intelligence of him having been received by his family, if he was from thirty to thirty-five years of age at the time of his departure, his return must be expected for twenty-one years, counting from the day he set out. If from forty to forty-five years, he must be expected for fifteen; if from sixty to sixty-five, for twelve: at the expiration of the respective periods, without any certain account of him having been received, his heir having performed three chāndrāyana,* must make an image of his missing ancestor, composed of twigs of the Palāsa tree, or Durbā grass, and burn it; after which, observing the ceremonies usual on death, he may take possession of his property: but, until the respective periods above stated be passed, the missing is the sole owner, nor can his heirs claim the inheritance.

(Sd.) NIRBIUYA-RAM, Sastree.

Remarks.—Jātakarna, quoted in the Nirnayānrita, declares, “One whose father is absent, and of whom there is no intelligence, must, after fifteen years, make an image of him, and perform his funeral rites in the prescribed form.”—The Grihyakārikā is cited in the Nirnaya-sīndhu for the following text: “If he be in the first period of life, the rites are directed after twenty years; if he be of middle age, after fifteen; but, in the latter period of life, after twelve. His sons having performed three chāndrāyana* fasts, or thirty austere ones, must burn an image of him made of kusa grass, and observe the mourning and other rites.” C.


* Chāndrāyana, compounded of chandra, the moon, and ayana, motion and means lunar month.
CHAPTER II.

RELATIVE TO A SON’S AND GRANDSON’S CONCURRENT INTEREST OR CO-ORDINATE RIGHT &c., WITH THE FATHER AND GRANDFATHER, AND EFFECTS OF SUCH RIGHT.

SECTION I.

EXTENT OF THE RIGHT AND POWER OF A FATHER, SON AND GRANDSON OVER ANCESTRAL AND OTHER PROPERTY.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 28th of July, 1813.

Present:

H. Colebrooke and J. Stuart, Judges.

SHAM SINGH, Appellant,

versus

Mussumaut Umraotee (on the part of Kalee-su’r-Singh, a minor,) Respondent.

By the Hindoo law, as current in Mithila (Tirhoot), a father cannot give away the whole ancestral property to one son, to the exclusion of his other sons.

This was an action brought by Sham Singh in the Zillah Court of Bhagulpore, on the 11th of August 1804, or the 28th of Sawan 1213 Fuelee, to recover from Mussumaut Umraotee possession of a half share of the talook of Bikrampore Chuckramy of a pargunnah called Chye, and of the mouza of Jypoore Chohur, the annual jumna of which was stated at 6,464 rupees. It was set forth in the plaint, that an ancestral estate, comprising the talook of Bikrampore Chuckramy and the pargunnah of Chye, had descended by inheritance from Hurhur Singh to his two sons Jograj Singh the father, and Udbhoot Singh the uncle, of the plaintiff; that
Udbhoot Singh being the elder of the two, his name was according to custom registered in the office of the Collector, but, that they transacted their affairs together, and jointly shared the profits of the estate; that Jograj Singh, having died in the year 1192 Fucalee, the plaintiff succeeded, in right of his father, to partnership with his uncle Udbhoot Singh; that, during their partnership, his uncle purchased with the profits of the ancestral estate on their joint account, but in his own name, the mouza of Jypoor Chohur and another village; that, in the year 1210, his uncle died, leaving his widow Umraotee and two sons, Kalee-sur Singh, and Zalim Singh; that, in the same year, a proclamation was issued by the Collector of the Zillah of Tirhoot, (in which district the estate was then situated, but from which it had been subsequently separated and annexed to that of Bhagulpore), requiring the attendance of any heir of the late Udbhoot Singh, for the purpose of forming the settlement for the land revenue due on the estate; that, at this time, the plaintiff was precluded by severe illness from hearing of his proclamation; that the defendant Mussammaut Umraotee appeared as heir to Udbhoot Singh, and having procured the settlement of the whole estate to be concluded in her own name, took possession of the same, and wrongfully withheld from him the half share, which he now sues to recover.

The defendant Mussammaut Umraotee denied in general terms the truth of the plaintiff's statement, and alleged, that, Hurhur Singh had a short time before his death, in the year 1182 Fucalee, made a gift of the whole of the estate to his eldest son Udbhoot Singh, her late husband, with a stipulation of a pecuniary provision for the younger son Jograj Singh, the father of plaintiff; that, in the following year, Udbhoot Singh took possession of the estate, which he continued to enjoy as sole proprietor until the year 1210, the date of his decease, previous to which he bequeathed the estate to his eldest son Kalee-sur Singh, a minor, and provided for the management of it by the defendant, during the period of his minority; that, the plaintiff's father had never enjoyed any share of the estate, in partnership with her late husband; and that the plaintiff had consequently no right to the portion which he claimed.

The Pundit of the Zillah Court, to whom the Judge made a reference on the subject of the validity of the gift, alleged by the
defendant to have been made by Hurhr Singh, in favour of her deceased husband, declared the gift by a father of the whole of ancestral immovable estate to one of his sons, to the exclusion of another (where that other was not necessarily disqualified from participation, on account of some defect, natural or incurred,) to be illegal; and stated, that sons were entitled to equal participation in an ancestral estate. On the ground of this opinion, and of the evidence adduced by the plaintiff, which proved the purchase of Jypoor Chohur and the other village by Udbhoot Singh, on their joint account, possession of the half share claimed by the plaintiff was decreed to him in the Zillah Court.

On appeal by the defendant from the above decision to the Provincial Court of Patna, that Court having received an opinion from their Pundit, declaring the gift whereby Hurhr Singh was stated to have conferred the whole of his ancestral immovable estate on his eldest son Udbhoot Singh to be valid, a judgment was passed, reversing the decree of the Zillah Judge, and adjudging the plaintiff entitled to maintenance only from the defendant.

On a further appeal being preferred to the Sudder Dewany Adawlut by Shau Singh, it appearing that the estate, to the half of which the appellant laid claim, had been generally considered as situated in the province of Mithila, and the parties themselves having, in answer to a question put by the Court, admitted that their religious ceremonies connected with funeral and marriage and other observances were governed by the Mithila shaster; the opinions of the law officers of this Court, of the Provincial Court of Patna, and of the Zillah Court of Tirhoot, were required as to the legality or otherwise (according to the Mithila shaster) of the alleged gift by Hurhr Singh of the whole immovable ancestral estate to his eldest son Udbhoot Singh. The Pundits of the Zillah and Provincial Courts differed in opinion with regard to the law in this case, such gift being pronounced invalid by the Pundit of the former Court and valid by that of the latter. The Pundits of this Court were called upon to state under the Hindoo law, as current in Mithila,—1st. Whether the gift pleaded by the defendant was valid? 2nd. Whether such gift would be complete without seizin being given during the life-time of the donor? They expressed their opinion as follows:—1st. If a Hindoo possessing immovable
ancestral property, sometime previous to his death, express himself to this effect in talking of his eldest son, "he will become sole proprietor on my death, and my younger son will be provided by him, with a suitable maintenance;" the gift cannot take place, from the omission of the word dán (donation) in the expression, which, both according to the shásters and the current practice of the country, is essential to complete the gift: further, supposing the word dán (donation) to have been expressed in the above sentence, still the gift cannot be considered valid, because a father and a son possess an equal right in ancestral immovable property; consequently, the younger brother's right is established, and the estate becomes joint property, the gift of which is illegal, and a verbal gift, under any circumstances of immovable property unless supported by a hiba-namah, is invalid. The authorities agreeably to which this vyavasthá has been delivered, are the Viváda Ratnákara, Smriti Samoochchaya, Viváda Chandra, Viváda Chintámáni, and other works current in Muktilá.

The first authority is the text of Yájnyavalkya recorded in the Viváda Ratnákara, Smriti Samoochchaya, and other treatises: "The right of a son and a grandson, in property acquired by a grandfather, whether landed or other property, is equal."

The second authority is quoted in the Viváda Ratnákara, and is as follows: "The shares of ancestral property, to which a son and a grandson will respectively succeed, are neither greater nor less than each other; the son of the deceased has no option to give it away."

The third authority is the text of Vrihaspati cited in the Viváda Ratnákara, Smriti Samoochchaya, Viváda Chandra, and other authorities, and is as follows: "The right of a son and a grandson in property, movable or immovable, acquired by a grandfather, is equal," and in the Viváda Chandra it is thus written, "a grandson's right in property acquired by the grandfather is recognized, even during the life of the son."

The fifth authority is a text of Vrihaspati, cited in the Viváda Chintámáni, Viváda Ratnákura, Viváda Chandra, and other authorities, to this effect: "There are eight things of which a gift cannot be made, 1st, joint property; 2nd, a son; 3rd, a wife; 4th, a pledge; 5th, his whole estate; 6th, a deposit; 7th, property borrowed for use; 8th, anything which he has promised to another."
The sixth authority is cited in the *Viváda Chintámáni*; "There is no right over three things, 1st, joint property; 2nd, a son; 3rd, a wife; and any gift made of them is invalid."

The seventh authority is cited in the *Smriti Samoochokaya* and other books: "A verbal mortgage of immovable property, for a period of ten years, provided it remain in the hands of the mortgagee, is valid; a gift is not valid, unless there be a deed executed between the donor and donee."

The eighth authority is the text of *Marichi* to this effect: "Sale, mortgage, partition, or gift of immovable property is valid, provided there be a deed executed to that effect in which case all cause of complaint is removed."

2nd, Supposing the donor to have made a gift of the above-mentioned property, but not to have given the donee seizín during his life-time, the verbal gift is invalid, because the donee has never been in possession of it. This opinion has been delivered agreeably to the *Viváda Chintámáni* and other books current in Mithila. The first authority is a text of *Vájnyavalkya*, recorded in the *Viváda Chintámáni* and other works, and is as follows: "A deed of gift, unless there should have been seizín of the property, is invalid."

The second authority cited in the *Viváda Chintámáni* is to this effect: "Even supposing that a *hibba-namah* has been executed, the donee's right to the property is not established, unless he shall have been seized in the same." The third authority is the text of *Nárada* cited in the *Viváda Chintámáni* and other authorities, which is to this effect: "Granting that there be a deed and credible witnesses, no right can thereby be produced, if seizín of the property have not been given."

In conformity to the above exposition of the Hindoo law, final judgment was passed by this Court (present H. Colebrooke and J. Stuart), affirming the decree of the Zillah Judge, and reversing that of the Provincial Court.—Sel. Rep. Vol. II, p. 74. (New Ed. p. 92.)
CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 29th of May, 1867.

Present:
The Honorable F. B. Kemp and F. A. Glover, Judges.

Case No. 364 of 1866.

Baboo Beer Kishore Suhel Singh and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,

versus

Baboo Hur-Bullub Narain Singh and others,

(Defendants,) Respondents.

According to the Mitakshara law, a son has an equal right with his father in ancestral property. He can compel the father to divide the property during his lifetime; and any alienation by the father made after the birth of the son without the consent of the son, unless for a purpose justified by the Hindus law as a legal necessity, will not bind the son. If the father, during the minority of the son, alienated any property in fraud of his creditors, such fraud would not bind the son who was neither a party nor a privy to such fraud.

In a suit by the son to set aside an alienation by the father, limitation runs from the date of alienation or of possession under it, unless the son was under legal disability owing to minority at the time of alienation, in which case (according to Section ii, Act xiv of 1853) the suit must be brought within three years from the time when the disability ceased.

According to Section ii, Regulation xvi, of 1793, the minority of a proprietor of an estate paying revenue direct to Government extends to the end of the eighteenth year.

Kemp, J.—This is an appeal from the decision of Mr. H. R. Madocks Judge of Bhagulpore, dated the 13th of August 1866. It appears that the plaintiff, to enable himself to raise funds for the prosecution of this suit, has sold a moiety of his claim to other parties who have been made co-plaintiffs.

The suit is for possession and registry of name in the Collector’s rent-roll by adjudication of right and title in certain estates, which the plaintiff alleges were ancestral properties and which have devolved to him in right of inheritance. The suit is valued at Rs. 24,997, of which rupees 23,225 are claimed as mesne profits. The cause of action is said to have accrued from the death of the father of the plaintiff which took place on the 11th of Magh 1271 F. S.

It is alleged in the plaint that the villages, the subject of this suit, formed the ancestral estate of Zalim Singh, the father of the plaintiff Beer Kishore; that in such property, according to the Hin-
doo Law as laid down in the Mitákshará, the father and the son have an equal title, that without the consent of the son and in the absence of any legal necessity, alienation by the father of any portion of such ancestral estate is invalid: that Zalim Singh, contrary to the Hindoo Law and without legal necessity, alienated the estates claimed to one Lalljee Mull, who afterwards re-sold them to Mussummat Shambuttee Koonwar, the wife of the said Zalim Singh; that, subsequently, some of the properties passed in satisfaction of a decree against Mussummat Shambuttee to the first defendant, Baboo Hurbullub Narain Singh, the sale in execution having taken place on the 16th of April 1857; that the defendants, Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5, are in illegal possession of a six anna share in certain estates in virtue of a sale by the said Shambuttee who had no power to alienate the remaining 10 anna share being in the possession of the defendant No. 1 in virtue of a purchase in execution of a decree against Shambuttee.

The plaintiff, it is obvious, had an equal right with his father in the ancestral property; he could compel his father to divide the property during his life-time, and any alienation by the father made after the birth of the son, without the consent of the son, unless for a purpose justified by the Hindoo Law as a legal necessity, would not bind the son. If, therefore, the father, during the minority of the son, alienated the properties in fraud of his creditors, such fraud would not bind the son, who was neither a party nor a privy to such fraud.

In the present case the son does not claim through his father, his title is from birth—a title wholly independent of, and equal to that of, the father. The acts of the father, even if fraudulent, are clearly not binding upon the son.

After considering the argument on both sides and the evidence adduced, we are clearly of opinion that the alienation by Zalim Singh to Lalljee in November 1841 was not a sham.

In deciding this question, we have to consider, first, when was the plaintiff born? Second, when did the plaintiff’s cause of action arise?

On the first point the Judge has held that the plaintiff was born subsequently to the alienation by his father Zalim Singh to Lalljee, which took place in November 1841. If this finding be correct, the
plaintiff must fail, and this much his learned Counsel admits. After hearing the whole of the evidence read, we are of opinion that the evidence adduced by the plaintiff is more satisfactory than that adduced by the defendant. The plaintiff has been examined, and he gives the date of his birth as prior to the alienation; his witnesses, who from their connection with the family, were in a better position to remember events of this description than the witnesses for the defendants, depose to the same effect. We are not disposed to attach the same importance to the evidence of the witness Byjnauth Jha as the Judge does.

Finding, therefore, that the plaintiff was born before the alienation, we proceed to consider when his cause of action arose.

The plaintiff was born in 1841; he was, therefore, under the provisions of Section ii, Regulation xvi, of 1793, of full age in 1859. This suit ought therefore to have been commenced within three years from the time when the disability ceased (Section ii, Act xiv of 1859; ) but it was not instituted until 1860, and it is therefore clearly beyond time.

Being therefore of opinion that the suit of the plaintiff is barred under the Statute of Limitation, we reverse the decision of the Judge, and dismiss the plaintiff's claim and this appeal, decreeing the cross appeal of the defendants Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 with costs of both Courts bearing interest.

With reference to the case of the defendants Nos. 7 and 8, we observe that they claim through a deed of gift made by Zalim Singh to his eldest son Brij Bhookun Singh in 1837. The plaintiff by his own statement was born in 1841. In this case too the plaintiff in his examination admits this deed of gift, and the fact of the separation of the donee Brij Bhookun from his father Zalim Singh, the donor receiving as his share the estates covered by the deed of gift. It is, therefore, clear that the plaintiff's claim as against these defendants is wholly untenable, and that his plaint and appeal must both be dismissed with costs of both Courts payable with interest by the plaintiff to the defendants Nos. 7 and 8.—W. R. Vol. VII, p. 502.
CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 12th of April, 1869.

Present:

The Honorable J. P. Norman and E. Jackson, Judges.

Case No. 2560 of 1868.

ProtaP Narain Doss and others, (Defendants,) Appellants

versus

The Court of Wards, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

Where a Mokurruree lease, at a nominal rent, of a small portion of ancestral property was granted for long and faithful service to the Dewan of the family by the father without the concurrence of his infant children, the grant was held to be invalid under the Mitaksharé law.

Norman J.—This is an appeal from the decision of the Additional Judge of Bhagulpore. The question is, whether under the Mithila law, a Mokurruree lease of 100 beeghas of land, a very small portion of the ancestral estate, granted at a nominal rent one pice per beegah as a reward for long service, to the Dewan of the family by the father of the infant plaintiffs, who were in existence at the time of the lease, but did not concur in it, is invalid.

The texts of the Mitaksharé are too strong to be got over: “Neither the father nor grandfather is master of the whole immovable estate. Immovable property may not be consumed even by the father’s indulgence,” which passages forbid a gift of immovable property through favor. Chapter I, Section i, page 21.

The decision of the Lower Court is correct, and the appeal must be dismissed with costs.—S. W. Rep. Vol. XI, p. 343.

Held that a sale by a Hindoo of ancestral immovable property, when a legitimate son of the vendor was living, and made without having first obtained the consent of that son, was declared void as being contrary to the Hindoo law.*—Mukoon Misser and another versus Kunyah Ojha. Agra S. D. Dec. for 1846 p. 275.—Vide Morley’s Digest, New series. Vol. I, p. 35.

* This case, which was an appeal from Zillah Goruckpore, where the law of Mithila is prevalent, was decided on the Vyavastha of the law officer of the Court, and on the view of the law on this point taken by sir W. Macnaghten, viz., “the father is incompetent to give, sell, mortgage, or make any other alienation of his immovables and bipeds, when a legitimate son is living, without his consent.” (2 Macn. Princ. H. L. 234.)
CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 12th of May, 1869.

Present:
The Honorable Sir Barnes Peacock Kt. Chief Justice,
and the Honorable F. A. Glover, Judge.

Case No. 479 of 1869.

HURODOOT NARAIN SINGH, (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

versus

BEER NARAIN SINGH and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.

A Hindoo father has no power to settle ancestral property by conveyance in his lifetime or by a will to take effect after his death, without the consent of all his sons living at the time. Where such a settlement is not assented to by the sons living at the time, and another son is afterwards born, no subsequent assent of the former would be binding on the latter.

Peacock C. J.—It appears to me that there was no partition by the father in this case, partition being the adjustment of diverse rights regarding the whole by distributing them on particular portions of the aggregate.—Mitákeshará on Inheritance, Chap. I, Section i, para 4. This being ancestral estate and governed by the Mitákeshará Law, the father had no power to settle the property by a conveyance in his life-time or by a will to take effect after his death. Here, there was no adjustment. All that was done was a grant by the father that all the property except Ameera-poora should be divided into two 8 annas' shares, one 8 annas' share to go to the sons then living born of the first wife, and the other to the then existing sons of the second wife. There was no adjustment of the shares of the sons of the respective wives, and no allotments were made to the wives, and no evidence given to show that the wives had separate property. It was not a partition but a settlement by the father, who had no power to make it without the consent of all his sons who were then living. It appears that the father, in addition to the life-estate which was reserved to him in Ameera-poora, reserved to himself a control over the whole property. The effect of this settlement was, as regards a subsequently born son, very different from what the effect of a legal partition would have been; for, if there had been a legal partition, the father would have taken a share, and each of the two wives would have taken a share,*

* In partition wives are entitled to shares in their husband’s self-acquired property. See the Chapter on Partition in Part I.
and on the death of the father, the plaintiff, as a son born after partition, would have taken the whole of his father's share and the whole of his mother's share, if there were no daughters.—See Section VI of the Mitákshará.

There being no evidence that the settlement made by the father was assented to by the sons before the birth of the plaintiff, the plaintiff's right to his share of the property attached, and no subsequent assent of the sons to the settlement after the plaintiff's birth would be binding on the plaintiff. But even if assent after the birth of the plaintiff would have been sufficient, nothing appears to have been done from which an assent could be inferred with the exception of the reference to arbitration on the 26th of November 1857. I am of opinion that the plaintiff was not bound by that arrangement, he not being a party to it, and being under age when it was made.

The plaintiff is declared to be entitled as one of the joint heirs of his father to an undivided one-sixth of the estate and to possession thereof. The appellant will recover from the respondent Beer Narain the costs of the appeal in the Lower Appellate Court and the costs of this Appeal.—W. R. Vol. XI, p. 480.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 22nd of June, 1865.

Present:

The Honorable C. Steer and W. Morgan, Judges.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Bhagulpore, dated the 9th of December, 1864.

KANT NARAIN SINGH and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,

versus

PREM LALL PANDEY and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.

A son, who from his birth acquires a vested interest in the ancestral estate, may sue to obtain a declaration that sales by his father without the son's consent are, as against him, void and inoperative to pass or to affect any rights possessed by him in the property; and also that property, still in the father's hands, is ancestral property, and cannot therefore be alienated by the father except under the circumstances recognized by the Mitákshará Law as justifying alienation, and with the consent of those whose consent is, by that Law, requisite.
In such a suit by a son against the father and several purchasers, the mere fact of each of the purchasers being concerned only in a portion of the case does not render the suit open to objection on the ground of multifariousness.

The plaintiff Kishnadur Singh, a person of full age, has, with his minor brothers, instituted this suit against their father and several other defendants, who have at various times, it is alleged, purchased portions of ancestral property from the father. The object of the suit is to set aside these purchases as illegal, by reason of the sales by the father having been made for causes which do not, according to the Mitaksharā Law, which governs this case, enable the father alone to sell.

The plaintiff asks by this plaint to obtain possession of the property sold, and also that a prohibitory order may be made under Section 15 of Act VIII of 1859 in the plaintiff's favor, regarding the property still remaining in his father's possession.

The Judge has dismissed the suit on two grounds:—

1st. That such a suit for possession of ancestral property during the father's life-time cannot be maintained.

2nd. That the Plaintiffs, having a mere contingent right, are not entitled to sue for an order declaring such right.

From this decision the plaintiff now appeals.

The decision of the High Court in the case of Mussummant Pranputty Coonwur and others (23rd March 1863,) upon which the Judge relies as showing that the plaintiffs are not entitled to a declaratory order, does not govern the present case.

It is there said that a person having a mere contingent right which may never have existence, cannot sue for a declaration of his right under Section 15 of Act VIII of 1859. The plaintiff there, according to the judgment of the Court, sought for a declaration of his own rights before he had acquired any, and further sought to set aside a document which had no legal force or effect, and to restrain the widow from injuring the estate without showing any grounds for the injunction.

The interest of the son here is not a contingent interest. On the birth of a son, he acquires, by the Mitaksharā Law, a vested interest in the ancestral estate, and, on attaining his majority, he is even in certain contingencies, permitted by the letter of the law, and according to a decision also (see Stoke's Madras High Court Rep.
page 77,) to call for a partition of the ancestral estate. He possesses, therefore, something more than a mere contingent interest. Whatever may be the precise construction of the Section of the Code of Civil Procedure which has been quoted, we think that there is nothing either in that Section or in any rule of Law to prohibit a son from maintaining a suit for a portion at least of the relief which is sought for here. The plaintiffs appear to us to have a right to ask from the Court that the sales by their father may be declared, if they can establish that by evidence, to be, as against them, void and inoperative to pass or to affect any right possessed by them in the property sold. They may further be entitled to a declaration, respecting the property still in the father's hands, that it is ancestral property, and that it, therefore, cannot be alienated by the father except under the circumstances recognized by the Mitakshara Law as justifying alienation, and with the consent of those whose consent is by that Law requisite.

The suit must be remanded for trial.—W. R. Vol. III, page 102.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 19th of June, 1836.

MOTEE LAL and KALIAN SINGH, Appellants,

versus

MITTER-JEET SINGH, SEETA RAM and DULJEET SINGH,

Respondents.

According to the law as current in Behar, the alienation by a Hindoo father of immovable ancestral property without the consent of his sons, except on proof of necessity, is illegal.

The respondents instituted the action, out of which this appeal arose, in the Zillah Court of Ramghur, against the appellants, to recover a fourth or a four anna share of mouzah Doobhee pergunnah Shehurgotte, which they alleged to be their ancestral property. The plaint set forth, that Duriao Singh, the grandfather of the plaintiffs, had two wives, by the first of whom he had a son named Kunhaia Lal, the father of the plaintiffs; and by the second three sons, viz., Mundul Singh, Ramjeawn Lall, and Mohun Lal. In the
year 1215, Duriao Singh gave to Kunhaia Lal, a portion of his property, among which was included that now sued for, and separated him from the rest of his family, he himself residing with his sons by his second wife. In 1216 Kunhaia Lal died, leaving, as his heirs, his sons the plaintiffs. After this Duriao Singh, without the consent of the plaintiffs, sold the entire four anna share of mouzah Doobhee (which was all that he ever possessed of it) to Motee Lal and Kalian Singh, and thus disposed of the portion of the village which he had already given to their father Kunhaia Lal. On the purchasers attempting to get their names registered in the Collector's office, the plaintiff's protested, but were referred to the civil Court. The share of the village transferred to Kunhaia Lal was just what he would have been entitled to on the death of his father, and the plaintiffs as the representatives of Kunhaia Lal have a further claim to it under the law of inheritance. They accordingly sue to set aside the sale of their portion of the village made by Duriao Singh to the defendants, and to obtain possession thereof. The case was referred to the Zillah Pundit.

The Pundit considering the facts stated in the plaint to have been proved, gave judgment on the 4th February 1825, in favor of the plaintiffs. The pundit's decree was affirmed on appeal to the Zillah Judge.

A special appeal was then admitted by the Provincial Court for the division of Patna, and, on the abolition of that Court, the case was transferred to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

By the Court, present Mr. G. Stockwell:—"It is proved that Bukhtawur Singh died in 1219, and that his estate was not divided among his heirs until 1220: the allegation of the plaintiffs, therefore, that Kunhaia Lal obtained possession in 1215, under a gift from his father Duriao Singh, falls to the ground. It remains to be considered whether a Hindoo, in possession of ancestral real property in Behar, having sons and grandsons, can, without their consent, dispose of it, or any part of it. The opinion of the pundit of this Court is against the legality of such an alienation of ancestral property, unless in special cases of necessity. Considering, therefore, the plaintiffs entitled, under the law of inheritance, to the property for which they sue, I would confirm the decrees of the lower Courts; but with reference to the important point of law involved, send on the case for another voice."
Mr. Robertson:—"It is in the evidence that the plaintiff Mitterjeet Singh protested against the sale of the property now in dispute, at the time that it was sold to the defendants Motee Lal and Kalian Singh by Duriao Singh. The plaintiffs' father protested, when the matter was before the Collector, in connection with the commutation of names in his register. The present suit, however, was instituted in 1231, that is the year after the sale of the last two annas of the village, and thus the plaintiffs appear to have objected all along to the alienation of the property. According to the opinions of the Pundit delivered in the case of Gopaul Chund Pandey and another versus Baboo Konwur Singh, page 24, Vol. V. of the Reports,* and in this case, as also in the case of Ram Lal Tewaree, and Ram Tuwukkul Tewaree versus the heirs of Chuttur Tewaree, given at page 6, Vol. II. Strange on Hindoo Law, the alienation of ancestral real property by a Hindoo father, without a clear necessity, or the consent of his sons, is illegal according to the Mitakshara and other authorities current in Behar. I concur with Mr. Stockwell." Judgment accordingly.

Remarks (by Sir W. Macnaghten):—

The opinion of the Pundit delivered in this case has not been given at length, as it was precisely to the same effect, as those delivered in the cases above cited. The Vyavasthas specify that the father cannot alienate immovable ancestral property without the consent of sons; but as the right of representation is admitted as far as the great grandson, the fact of the plaintiffs being the grandsons of Duriao Singh would make no difference in the result. The extent of the father's power over real inherited property is elaborately discussed in the case of Bhuwaneey Churn Banhoojea, Appellant (Vol. II, page 202.)—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 71.

* Post, p. 59.
A, made a grant, of part of his inherited real estate in Shahabad, to B. On B's death his grandsons C, and D, (living their father E,) succeeded. F, (his father A, living,) sued C, D, and E, to set aside the grant, as illegal under the Hindoo Law, and to recover the estate granted under an assignment from A. Ruled, that F's suit is barred by the quite possession of B, C, and D, during a term exceeding 12 years.

Pundit of the Sudder Dewany Adawlut, explains gifts illegal under the Hindoo Law.

A father may give a small part, of the ancestral estate, for a pious purpose, without the consent of sons.

Mr. Leycester first heard this case, on the 30th of December, 1829. He held as proved, the possession of appellants, during a period, longer than twelve years, under the gift of 21st of Aghan, 1207. Any doubt created by the use of a wrong letter, in the word hibah, was obviated by the words ‘have given’ in the deed; and so also, was any suspicion as to the enumeration at the foot, obviated by the extract from the Register. Mr. Leycester proposed, therefore, to reverse the decision of the Court of appeal, and confirm that of the Zillah Court: and that under the grant, appellants should recover as Shikami Taluk-dars, with mesne profita and costs.

Mr. Turnbull, the next Judge, who sat on the case (on the 21st of January 1830,) deemed it necessary to refer to the Pundit of the Court, this question, for solution under the Hindoo Law current in Shahabad. ‘A, gave some ancestral land to B, a Brahmin. On his death B's heirs succeeded and held. One of A's sons, in his lifetime, now challenges the legality of the gift. Is it or not valid?’

To this question, the Pundit Voidya Nauth Misra delivered an elaborate reply: its substance was this: ‘Father and sons had equal property in ancestral lands. Hence, there was that community, which rendered the assent of the sons to the father's alienation indispensable. The gift then, was valid or otherwise, according as such essential, existed, or not. According to texts of the Saint Náráda, cited in the Mitákshará and other works, a gift made, under the influence of fear, as a bribe, and in fourteen other categories, was void. The assent even of the sons could not legalize such gifts.'
On the other hand, according to the texts of Kátyáyana and another Saint [Vyás was meant], which are cited in the same books, the gift of a small portion of land, for the sake of piety, even without the assent of sons, was valid; and the king is enjoined, to compel a son, to surrender any inconsiderable property, which his deceased father, (whether sound or sick,) may have given, or promised, for a spiritual object. The Pundit thus illustrated these pious gifts. 1st. A present for performing indispensable rites in honour of ancestors. 2nd. A present to Priests officiating at sacrifices and the like. 3rd. Pious and reverential gifts to Byahmins,—as Brahmacrta, Krishnárpana, Pudárgha,—in satisfaction of a vow,—as Vritti or aliment,—also gifts from affection towards Vishnu and other divinities. The Pundit declared his opinion to conform with the Mítákshará, Vimritrodaya, Vyavahára Mádhava, and Vyavahára Koutubha, works current in Shahabad.

Mr. Turnbull agreed with Mr. Leycester, that Appellants had held more than twelve years, and in this, Mr. Ross concurred. He also concurred with Mr. Leycester, that the claim of Respondent was barred by prescription. Mr. Ross accordingly, made final the judgment proposed by Mr. Leycester; whereby, the decree of the Court of Appeal was reversed,—the claim of respondent dismissed,—and the estate, to Appellants, as Shikami Talukdars, at rent of 755 rupees, awarded with profits and costs.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. V. p. 24.
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CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 24th of April 1858.

Present:
H. T. Raikes, Esq., A. Sconce, Esq., and
J. S. Torrens Esq., Judges.

Regular Appeal from a decision of J. J. Ward, Judge of
Cuttack, dated the second of April 1859, affirming a decree of
Baboo Tara Caunt Vidyasagur, Principal Sudder Ameen of that
District.

DAMOODUR MOHAPATTUR, (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

versus

BIRJO MOHAPATTUR and others, (Defendants,)

Respondents.

This suit was instituted to declare a mortgage invalid on the
ground that, by the law of Mitáksharā, the consent of the heir was
essential to the transaction, and had not been signified.

Judgment.—

It would appear from the Judge's decision that he held it proved
that the first mortgage had been created for the purpose of paying
off Government revenue, but this finding is not sufficient to dispose
of the whole matter involved in the issue before him.

It may be shown that the ostensible purpose of the loan was to
pay off Government Revenue, but to render such a loan binding up-
on those who had reversionary interests in the property, it must also
be satisfactorily proved that such loan was at the time absolutely
necessary from failure of the resources of the estate itself, and was
not raised through the caprice or extravagance of the proprietor.
This point has not been determined by the Judge; we therefore
remand the case for a proper decision thereon.—S. D. A. Dec.
for 1858, p. 802.
PRECEDENTS OF

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 30th of March 1859.

Present:
H. T. Raikes and J. H. Patton, Esqrs., Judges and
G. Loch, Esq., Officiating Judge.

Case No. 328 of 1858.
SHEO-SUHAYE SINGH and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,

versus
GOBIND ROY and others, (Defendants,)
Respondents.

By the Mitákhárá law, alienation without consent of heirs being unlawful but under necessity, a transfer by mortgage, made to clear off old debts and pay for a marriage was held to have been made under sufficient urgent cause.

This case was admitted to special appeal on the 14th of May 1858.

 Judgment.—

We have been shown by the pleader of the respondent, the creditor, that this suit was brought by the sons, on the assumption that the father and uncles of the plaintiffs had raised money by mortgaging the family property, and squandered the proceeds in pleasure and debauchery, by which means the estate now claimed had passed into the hands of the creditor. In reply to this, the creditor shows that the mortgage, by foreclosure of which he now holds the estate, was given by the father and uncles of the plaintiffs, to clear off two other previous mortgages, the time of which had been out, and subjected the mortgagors to the loss of the estate if foreclosed, and that the money thus advanced was also expended in the marriage expenses of a daughter.

These facts were established to the satisfaction of the Courts below, and, in the opinion of those Courts, constituted such necessities as legalised the alienation without consent of heirs under the Mitákhárá law.

The point raised in special appeal is the insufficiency of the causes stated to create such necessity as the Mitákhárá law recognises.
With the finding of the lower Court before us, that the causes stated do amount to the necessity required, we are only required to regard those causes as they appear on the record.

Doubtless, the encumbrance already burthening the property, when the present mortgage was executed, would have eventually necessitated a sale; and, therefore, they were *prima facie* a necessity within the law. Considering, then, that the record does contain sufficient proof to justify the finding of the Courts below regarding the existence of such necessity as justified the sale, we see no reason to interfere with the judgment, and dismiss this appeal.—S. D. A. Dec. for 1859, p. 376.

---

**CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 8th of June 1861.**

**Present:**

**Case No. 348 of 1858.**

**MUSST. JUNNUK KISSOREE KOONWUR, sister and guardian of BABOO KISSEN-KISSOREE NARAIN SINGH, minor, (Plaintiff,) Appellant,**

**versus**

**BABOO RUGHOO-NUNDUN SINGH and others, (Defendants,)**

**Respondents.**

Held, that under the law of Mithila as well as of the Mitaksara, a father is only joint owner with his sons of ancestral estate, and can only exercise the power of alienation in the case of a minor son existing at the time, under circumstances of legal necessity. Held also, that the debts contracted by plaintiff's father are not shown to be of such a nature as to absolve the son from the obligation to pay them.

Held further that, with the exception of five of the sales made in execution of decrees of Court, all the remaining sales for the reversal of which the present suit is brought were not made under circumstances showing any legal necessity for them, and they are consequently invalid under Hindoo law. Case decided accordingly: both parties under circumstances to bear their own costs.

Suit laid at Co's. Rs. 97,500-6-8.

sues Bhugwut-narain Singh, 1st party, Ram-narain Singh and Ruggoho-nundun Singh and Hurpurkash Narain Singh and others, 2nd party, and various others, for the cancelment of certain deeds of sale illegally made and without warrant of law.

Plaintiff alleges that Mohesh Jha and Omur Jha were the ancestors of the different parties before the Court, and brothers and sons of Bhugruthia Jha, the common ancestor. That both of them had amassed large property whilst living together; that Mohesh Jha had an only son, named Hurdeo-narain Jha, who died childless; that Omur Jha had one son, Kebul-kissore, who succeeded to the whole estate; that Kebul-kissore had three sons, Mohendur-narain, Ram-narain and Lutchmee-narain. Mohendur-narain had two sons, Bhugwut-narain, the father of plaintiff, and Ramanooerah Singh. That Ram-narain had two sons, Ruggoho-nundun and Hur-purkash, defendants in this case; and Lutchmee-narain had a son, Bishenpurkash, defendant; that the three brothers lived together till 1238; that in 1239 or 1832 Lutchmee-narain separated himself from his brothers, and they divided all the property into three parts, and each took his share; that both Mohendur-narain and Ram-narain still lived in commensality. That in 1241 or 1834, Mohendur-narain died leaving his eldest son of age and his youngest a minor; that after his death in Assar 1242, Bhugwut-narain separated himself from Ram-narain Singh and retained possession of one-third share of the property, partly on his own account and partly as guardian of his minor brother, Ramanooerah Singh; that before the separation of Baboo Ram-narain Singh there were lacs of Rupees and other articles left by his grandfather and father, which were divided between Baboos Ram-narain Singh and Bhugwut-narain Singh, according to the former deed of partition; that after the separation, Bhugwut-narain, on account of there being no one to take care of him, began to live extravagantly; that on Ramanooerah arriving at his majority, and seeing Bhugwut-narain Singh living extravagantly, he separated himself from him in 1249, and held possession of his one-sixth share, and Bhugwut-narain held his one-sixth share of the ancestral property; that at the time of the death of Mohendur-narain no debts were due from any one, but he left much cash and other valuables, and had an estate also bringing in a large income, and the share accruing to plaintiff brought in at least a net income of 30,000 Rupees; that
on Bhugwut-narain becoming extravagant, it was good opportunity for Ram-narain Singh, defendant, and other defendants, to entangle him in difficulties and take his property; that for small sums of money they instigated and caused him to execute bonds for large amounts in the name of other individuals; that when these nominal Mohajuns obtained their decrees, they themselves began to purchase them; that again they instigated Bhugwut-narain to execute other bonds in their own names, lending him small sums of money, but not giving him any account of the same, and then caused him to execute bonds for double, treble, four and five times the amount of the sums actually paid to him and obtained decrees on the same; that they also instigated other creditors to sue and obtain decrees for false debts; that then many Mouzahs were brought to sale and fourteen villages were sold on different dates and years, of which 9 villages of large value were purchased by Ram-narain, Rughoon-nundun Singh and others, second party defendants, one by Bishen-purkash Singh in the name of Nursing Thakoor, his own servant, and four by the other defendants as is given in schedule below; that, moreover, they caused the said Bhugwut-narain to execute many Deeds of Sale for many villages of large values inserting large sums of money in them, some in the names of the defendants of the second party, and some in the fictitious names of their servants; that, in short, between 1257 and 1261 all the ancestral and paternal property of plaintiff's father was dissipated; that to strengthen their fraud and to screen their evil acts, they have prepared a deed of gift (Atnamah) of five villages in plaintiff's favor, alleging that it was executed in his (plaintiff's) favor by his father at the ceremonies performed shortly after his birth, and have registered it, hoping thereby that the claim of plaintiff to his ancestral estate by the reversal of the deeds of sale would not be made. That the present suit is instituted consequently to establish the reversionary right of the minor plaintiff to the property alleged to have been sold to the defendants by the reversal of the Deeds of Sale, as having been made by the minor's father contrary to the law of Mithila, without any necessity, but merely to satisfy his present extravagancies, and by the cancelment of the alleged Deed of Gift to himself.

Vol. II.
From the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen, adverse to him, an appeal has now been preferred to this Court by the plaintiff below. He, in his Appeal-petition, calling in question the law of Mithila, as laid down by the Principal Sudder Ameen, submits that as to the power of alienation by a father with a minor son living, it is identical with the law of the Mitáksharā, and that that power can only be exercised within certain limitations, and under certain circumstances not present in the case before the court, and that, moreover, in the present case, the purposes of the sales were of an immoral nature not sanctioned by Hindoo Law, that consequently the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen should be reversed, except as to the reversal of the Deed of Gift to plaintiff and the sale of the dwelling houses.

The issues raised on the pleadings in the suit are:—

1st. Has a father, under the law of Mithila which prevails in Tirhoot, an absolute power to dispose of an ancestral property as he pleases, notwithstanding that a son is living, or is only a joint-owner with his sons, and, therefore, with a power of alienation to be exercised, in the case of a son who has reached his majority, only with his consent, and in the case of minor sons, as in this suit, only on a legal necessity arising?

2nd. If he has only a restricted power, were the debts for which the alienations took place of such a nature as under Hindoo law, to render the property in which the sons have a vested interest under no circumstances liable?

3rd. If not of such a nature, was there any such real or apparent necessity for the sale as justified the vendor in selling, and the vendees in purchasing, property not absolutely the property of the seller, but held by him, partly as his own and partly as trustee for his minor son?

In cases to which the reports of this Court do not furnish any authority, we are compelled to resort to Vyavasthās of learned Pundits, and it may be in some cases to evidence of local custom, but if the reports of the court furnish us with no authority, and also the reasoning, upon which the rule laid down conclusively, is based, we prefer being guided by it, and to leave less weighty authorities; at the same time we lament with the government pleader, that the
chief authorities in Mithila law have not been rendered available, by being translated into English, to Judges unlearned in the Sanscrit language, and that we are thus, many of us at least, unable from our own scrutiny of the text to ascertain and vouch for the accuracy of the law as laid down by our predecessors in the court; in the present instance, however, such scrutiny is the less necessary, as the case on which we intend to reply, was decided by that great authority in Hindoo Law, Mr. Colebrooke, and also by Mr. Fombelle, and had the Vyavasthās on which that judgment was founded been incorrect, they, subject as they were, to the scrutiny of a profound Sanscrit scholar, would undoubtedly not have been adopted.

In the case of Sham Singh versus Musst. Umraottee, which is a Tihoot case, governed by the law of Mithila, the Pundit's Vyavasthā accepted by the court was to the effect that "if a Hindoo possessing immovable ancestral property, some time previous to his death, expresses himself in talking of his eldest son, to the effect that 'you will become sole proprietor on my death, and my younger son will be provided by you with a suitable maintenance,' the gift cannot take place from the omission of the word dān (donation) in the expression, which, both according to the shasters and the current practice of the country, is essential to complete the gift; further, supposing the dān (donation) to have been expressed in the above sentence, still the gift cannot be considered valid, because a father and son possess an equal right in ancestral immovable property, consequently the younger brother's right is established, and the estate becomes joint property, the gift of which is illegal, and a verbal gift, under any circumstances, of immovable property, unless supported by a hebbá-namah, is invalid." The authorities, agreeably to which the Vyavasthā has been delivered, are the Viváda Ratnākara, the Smriti Shamuchchaya, Viváda Chandra, Viváda Chintámanī and other works current in Mithila.

Now it will be observed, that the particular case cited referred to gifts of the whole property, whereas in the present case we have only the sale of a portion, but notwithstanding this difference, the principle upon which the doctrine, as to the former set of circumstances, is founded, applies to the latter, and the illegality of both

* Vol. II., page 74, Select Reports of Sudder Dowany Adawlut. Ante. p. 44.
is based upon the fact that the father and the son in Mithila, as in the countries governed by the Mitáksharás, possess an equal right in ancestral immovable property."

This principle of ancient Hindoo law appears, according to the precedents of this Court above cited, to exist in the books of Mithila as well as the Mitáksharás.

On the ground then of the fundamental principle of general Hindoo law, the principle of co-ownership of father and son, and the precedent of this Court above cited establishing it, we have no hesitation on the first issue in the present case of finding that under the law of Mithila, a father is joint owner with his sons of his ancestral estate, and can only exercise the power of alienation in the case of a minor son existing at the time, as in the present instance, under circumstances of legal necessity.

It has been attempted to be shown us by the evidence of witnesses that the extravagances of the father of the minor, Bhugwutnarain Ram, were of the nature of dissipations, for which under Hindoo law, as being repugnant to good morals, the son would under no circumstances be liable; that, therefore, on this ground the sale of the property in which the son has a vested interest is illegal; but we are not satisfied with evidence of this nature; all dissipation tends to extravagance, but all extravagances are not caused by dissipation repugnant to good morals in the Hindoo sense of the term, and nothing but the strongest and most reliable evidence as to the particular nature of dissipation of the debtor, would justify our giving a verdict on the second issue in plaintiff's favor, and as no evidence of that kind is before us, we find for the defendant upon it.

We proceed to the consideration of the third issue. On the part of the plaintiff, it is contended that on the plaintiff's grandfather's death, no debts were due by him, but he died worth large

* "'Ancient law including Hindoo law,' as has been well remarked by a learned writer, 'knows next to nothing of individuals, it is concerned not with individuals but with families; not with single human beings, but with groups; the mature Roman law, and modern jurisprudence following in its wake, looks upon co-ownership as an exceptional and momentary condition of the right of property, but in India, this order of ideas is reversed. There as soon as a son is born, he acquires a vested interest in his father's substance and on attaining years of discretion he is even, in certain contingencies permitted by the letter of the law to call for a partition of the family estate; co-ownership in fact is there the rule, and it may be conjectured that private property in the shape we know it, viz., as that of individual, was chiefly formed by the gradual disentanglement of the separate rights of individuals from the blended rights of a community or family.'"
estates and possessed of considerable ready money; that the yearly income of the plaintiff amounted to 30,000 Rupees, a sum quite sufficient for all his wants; that, moreover, there were no great ceremonies in the family requiring large expenditure, and in point of fact, the family expenditure amounted to not more than 5 or 6,000 Rs. annually; that the sales for the reversal of which the present suit is brought, were made without legal necessity, merely to raise money to enable the seller to indulge in an extravagant mode of living, or to satisfy bonds for which small considerations had been given and decrees upon those bonds. The property sold being of a value far beyond the amount of the decrees; that granting even if plaintiff is unable to displace the sales which have taken place in execution of judicial decrees on the only ground on which a displacement would be legitimate, viz., the immoral purpose of the loan patent on the face of the decrees, still the other sales are liable to reversal as being made without any necessity, and not only were they made on the part of the vendor without any legal necessity under Hindoo law, but they have been purchased on the part of the purchaser without that enquiry and caution with a view to seeing that no breach of trust was committed, which a party, dealing with a person in the position of the plaintiff, a party a trusty with the restricted right of sale, should have used, that considering the position of the father and that of the person purchasing, relations in most instances to each other, the latter, therefore, cognizant of all the circumstances of the family, it was incumbent on them as laid down by the Privy Council in the case of Hunooman Persaud Pandey versus Musst. Babooee Munraj Koonwaree, to prove the facts, presumably better known to him than to the infant heir, viz., those facts embodying the representation made to them of the alleged receipt of the sale of estates, and of the motives which induced the purchaser, but nothing of this sort have the defendants attempted to prove. That consequently with the exception of the sale made in the execution of decrees, all the sales should be reversed as having been made without authority under Hindoo law.

The sales for the reversal of which the present suit is brought, divide themselves into three classes, 1st, sales made by order of court

in execution of decrees, 2nd, sales made privately to satisfy decrees and bonds, and 3rd, sales made simply in order to raise money for some purpose or other. Freedom on the part of the son as far as regards ancestral property from the obligation to discharge the father's debts under Hindoo law, can be successfully pleaded only by a consideration of the invalid nature of the debts incurred. Now we are clearly of opinion, that the plaintiff has been unable to show that the expenses for which those decrees were passed, were, looking to the decrees themselves, and we cannot now look beyond these, immoral, and such as under Hindoo law the son would not be liable for; we must, therefore, decline to interfere with the 5 sales, Nos. 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29, which have taken place by the intervention of the courts for debts, which, though caused by extravagance, were such as a son would be liable for. The remaining sales fall under other two classes; under the 2nd class of sales made to satisfy decrees and bond-debts fall Nos. 3-4-14-16-18-22, and under the third class fall the remaining sales, Nos. 1-2-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-15-17-19-20-21-23-24. Now in sales made without the intervention of a Court of Justice when the vendor is a trustee for others as well as part owner; and the purchaser a stranger, such purchaser is, as contended for by the learned Advocate General, under an obligation to enquire and see that no breach of trust is, by the act of sale, to him committed, when, moreover, the purchaser is not a stranger, but a person knowing not only the position of the vendor, but the circumstances of the family, the obligation is stronger upon them of making such enquiry, and if the transaction, of whatever nature it may be, be afterwards called in question, the onus is clearly upon him of showing what those facts were which were represented to him, as raising the necessity, which was sufficient to justify it in his mind under the law applicable to the case.

After an attentive analysis of all the evidence placed before us by the defendants, we are unable to say, that any such proof of a satisfactory nature has been placed before us by them in this case, but the doctrine has been openly adopted by them that the sales themselves prove their own necessity; we think that this doctrine is altogether an erroneous one, and that on the simple failure by them to prove that they had made any enquiry as to the legal necessity of the sales in either class of cases under consideration,
this case might at once be decided against them; but on referring to
the evidence of the plaintiff, the nature of all these transactions at
once becomes apparent, and also the fact, that they were all without
exception entered into without any legal necessity, considerable
sums in the aggregate were paid over to the debtor, for which bonds
to a large amount were given and decrees have been obtained on
those bonds, and the transaction seems to have been part of a sys-
tem entered into by certain parties, including the principal defend-
and, to ease plaintiff's father of his ancestral property by supplying
his extravagances. The existence of a bond debt or a decree founded
on, is neither of them, as a general rule, sufficient to warrant a
private sale of property partly held in trust beyond the amount of
the decree or bond debt without the intervention of the court, and
it follows a fortiori, that where there are neither decrees nor bond
debts, the sale of trust property at all can, under no circumstances,
except those of strict legal necessity, be upheld by the court.

Under this view of the case, we confirm the order of the lower
court, reversing the sale of the dwelling houses by plaintiff's father,
and also the Deed of Gift of the five villages alleged to have been
made in his favor by his father also, and we declare, reversing the
decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen, that as far as concerns the
rights in reversion of the minor plaintiff before us, the sales from
Nos. 1 to 24 inclusive are null and void: as the plaintiff's father is
still alive, plaintiff is not entitled to possession and will remain for
the parties interested to determine amongst themselves, whether the
transaction entered into shall stand good for the life-time of Bhug-
wutnarian, but with that determination the court has at present no
concern.

The court also dismiss so much of the plaintiff's claim as refers
to the sale of the five properties, 25 to 29, made in execution of de-
crees of court.

Under the special circumstances of the case each party will
bear his own costs.

Mr. C. Steer.—I concur in the view taken by my colleagues
in this case.—S. D. A. Dec. for 1861, p. 213.
PRIVY COUNCIL.—The 12th May 1874.

Present:
Sir James W. Colvile, Sir Barnes Peacock,
Sir Montague, E. Smith, Sir Robert P. Collier, and
Sir Lawrence Peel.

On appeal from the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal.*

GIRDHAREE LALL and another, versus KANTOO LALL and others;
and
MUDDUN THAKOOR, versus KANTOO LALL, and others.

Ancestral property which descends to a father under the Mitakshara law, is not exempted from liability to pay his debts because a son is born to him, unless the debt is illegal or has been contracted for an immoral purpose, in which case the son may not be under any pious obligation to pay it.

A purchaser of joint ancestral property under an execution is not bound to go back beyond the decree to ascertain whether the Court was right in giving the decree, or, having given it, in putting up the property for sale in execution.

This is a suit brought by Baboo Kantoo Lall, the son of Bhikharee Lall, and by Mussamut Doolaro Koonwarsee, on behalf of Mahabeer Pershad, the minor son of Lalla Bujrung Sahye, the said Kantoo Lall and Mahabeer Pershad being grandsons of Moonshee Kunhya Lall, deceased, against a number of different defendants, who are wholly unconnected with each other, to recover possession from them of certain portions of land which belonged to the ancestral estate, also to set aside the Deed of Sale executed by the two fathers, and to recover possession of the whole property,—not the particular shares of the sons, even if the sons could be said in a case like the present to have had distinct and separate shares. The Principal Sudder Ameen dismissed the suit. The High Court set aside that decision and awarded to the plaintiff Kantoo Lall one-half of his father's share, that is, one-half of an 8 anna share; but as to the other plaintiff, Mahabeer Pershad, the minor son of Bujrung Sahye, they held that he was not entitled

* From the judgment of Kemp and E. Jackson, JJ., in regular Appeals No. 114 of 1867 and No. 44 of 1899, decided 10th April 1888,—3 W. R., 469.
to recover, inasmuch as he was not born at the time when the deed of sale was executed. In respect of that portion of the decision no appeal has been preferred.

The property is situated in the Mithilá district, and is governed by the Mithilá law, which is very similar to the law administered under the Mitákshará. With reference to the Mitákshará upon this point, it may be well to read from the 11th Moore's Privy Council cases, p. 89, a portion of the judgment which was delivered by Lord Westbury in the case of Approvier v. Rama Šubba Aiyán* before the Judicial Committee. He says:—"According to the true notion of an undivided family in Hindoo law, no individual member of that family, whilst it remains undivided, can predicate of the joint and undivided property that he, that particular member, has a certain definite share. No individual member of an undivided family could go to the place of the receipt of rent, and claim to take from the collector or receiver of the rents a certain definite share. The proceeds of undivided property must be brought, according to the theory of an undivided family, to the common chest or purse, and then dealt with according to the modes of enjoyment of the members of an undivided family. But when the members of an undivided family agree among themselves, with regard to a particular property, that it shall thenceforth be the subject of ownership in certain defined shares, then the character of undivided property and joint enjoyment is taken away from the subject-matter so agreed to be dealt with; and in the estate each member has thenceforth a definite and certain share, which he may claim the right to receive and to enjoy in severalty, although the property itself has not been actually severed and divided."

It is probable that on account of this case, and on account of a decision in the High Court, 12 Weekly Reporter, Full Bench cases, p. 5, this suit was brought, by Kantoo Lall and Mahabeer Persad, not for the purpose of recovering their respective shares, because they had no distinct or definite shares to recover, but to recover the whole property upon the ground that the sale by the fathers was void, and that the whole property which the fathers had conveyed ought to be brought back again to be joint property

---

* Sutherland's Privy Council judgments, page 657.
for the benefit of the whole family. It is questionable whether a son can, under the Mitakshara law, recover an undivided share of ancestral property sold by his father (12 Weekly Reporter, Civil Rulings, 478). But it is unnecessary to determine that question in the present case, because their Lordships are of opinion that, looking to the circumstances of this case, the plaintiff was not entitled to recover any portion of the estate as regards the first two defendants.

It appears that the deed of sale was executed on the 28th July 1856. At that time a decree had been obtained against Bhikharee Lall at the suit of Byjnath Chuckerbutty, upon a bond executed by Bhikharee in his favor, and an execution had issued against him, upon which his "right and share" in the dwellinghouse belonging to the family had been attached. It was therefore necessary to raise money to pay the debt of Bhikharee Lall, the father, and to get rid of the execution, whatever the effect of it might be.

The property descended from Kunhya Lall, who died in the year 1250. The eldest of the two plaintiffs, Kantoo Lall was not born until 1251. So that upon the death of Kunhya Lall, the property descended to Bhikharee Lall and Bujrung Sahye as his two sons, and they were the only persons interested in the property at that time. There can be no doubt that if they had contracted a debt at that time, the property which descended to them from their ancestor would have been liable to pay it. But it is said that they could not sell the property, because in 1251, before the deed of sale was executed, Kantoo Lall was born, and, by reason of his birth, under the Mithilā law, he had acquired an interest in this property.

Now it is important to consider what was the interest which Kantoo Lall acquired. Did he gain such an interest in this property as prevented it from being liable to pay a debt which his father had contracted? If his father had died and had left him as his heir, and the property had come into his hands, could he have said that because this was ancestral property which descended to his father from his grandfather, it was not liable at all to pay his father's debts? In the case, which has been referred to in argument, of Hunooman Persaud Panday v. Mussamut Babooee
Munraj Koonwaree (6 Moore's Indian Appeal Cases), Lord Justice Knight Bruce, who delivered the judgment of the Privy Council, says at page 421:—"Though an estate be ancestral, it may be charged for some purposes against the heir for the father's debt by the father, unless the debt was of such a nature that it was not the duty of the son to pay it; the discharge of it, even though it affected ancestral estate, would still be an act of pious duty in the son. By the Hindoo law, the freedom of the son from the obligation to discharge the father's debt has respect to the nature of the debt and not to the nature of the estate, whether ancestral or acquired by the creator of the debt." That is an authority to show that ancestral property which descends to a father under the Mitakshara law is not exempted from liability to pay his debts because a son is born to him. It would be a pious duty, on the part of the son to pay his father's debts, and it being the pious duty of the son to pay his father's debts, the ancestral property, in which the son as the son of his father acquires an interest by birth, is liable to the father's debts. The rule is, as stated by Lord Justice Knight Bruce:—"The freedom of the son from the obligation to discharge the father's debt has respect to the nature of the debt and not to the nature of the estate, whether ancestral or acquired by the creator of the debt."

It is necessary, therefore, to see what was the nature of the debt for the payment of which it was necessary to raise money by the sale of the property in question. If the debt of the father had been contracted for an immoral purpose, the son might not be under any pious obligation to pay it; and he might possibly object to those estates which had come to the father as ancestral property being made liable to the debt. That was not the case here. It was not shown that the bond upon which the decree was obtained was given for an immoral purpose; it was a bond given apparently for an advance of money, upon which an action was brought. The bond had been substantiated in a Court of Justice; there was nothing to show that it was given for an immoral purpose; and the holder recovered a decree upon it. There is no suggestion either that the bond or the decree was obtained be-namdee for the benefit of the father, or merely for the purpose of enabling the father to sell the family property and raise money for his own purpose. There is nothing of the sort suggested, and nothing proved. On the con-
trary, it was proved that the purchase money for the estate was paid into the bankers of the fathers, and credit was given to them with the bankers for the amount, and that the money was applied partly to pay off the decree, partly to pay off a balance which was due from the fathers to the bankers, and partly to pay Government revenue; and then there was some small portion of which the application was not accounted for. But it is not because there was a small portion which was not accounted for, that the son has a right to turn out the bond fide purchaser who gave value for the estate, and to recover possession of it with meane profits. This he is endeavouring to do after the purchaser has been in possession for a period of ten years; for the purchase was completed in 1856, and the suit was not brought until 1866, when the son says that the right of action accrued to him upon his attaining his majority. Even if there was no necessity to raise the whole purchase-money the sale would not be wholly void.

It appears, therefore, to their Lordships that the plaintiffs are not entitled to set aside the deed of sale; that the judgment of the Principal Sudder Ameen with regard to it was correct; and that the High Court were mistaken in upsetting that decision, and awarding to the plaintiff one-fourth of the estate, as being one-half of the share of his father.

In addition to the case in the Privy Council, there is a case in the Sudder Court of Mussammat Junnuk Kishoree Koonwar v. Rughoo-nundun Sing, reported in the Bengal Sudder decisions of 1861; in which it was held that it was necessary for the son, in order to set aside the sale of property for the purpose of paying the father's debts, to show that the debt was illegal or contracted for an immoral purpose. The passage is at page 222. It is there said:—“The sales for the reversal of which the present suit is brought divide themselves into three classes: first, sales made by order of Court in execution of decrees; second, sales made privately to satisfy decrees and bonds; and third, sales made simply in order to raise money for some purpose or another. Freedom on the part of the son, as far as regards ancestral property, from the obligation to discharge the father's debts under Hindoo law can be successfully pleaded only by a consideration of the invalid nature of the debts incurred. Now we are clearly of opinion that the plaintiff has
been unable to show that the expenses for which those decrees were passed were, looking to the decrees themselves (and we cannot now look beyond these), immoral, and such as under Hindoo law the son would not be liable for.”

It appears, therefore, to their Lordships that the plaintiff certainly is not entitled to set aside this deed, and if he were so entitled, it is very doubtful whether he has only a particular share in this property of which he is entitled to recover possession. It is unnecessary, however, for their Lordships to decide anything with regard to that point, inasmuch as they hold that the plaintiff is not entitled to set aside the deed of sale.

The second appeal is by Muddun Mohun Thakoor. He is the fourth defendant in the suit which was brought against him to recover possession of 5-anna share in mouzaahs Rajpore and Alli-nuggur, &c. It appears that Muddun Mohun Thakoor purchased at a sale under an execution of a decree against the two fathers. He found that a suit had been brought against the two fathers; that a Court of Justice had given a decree against them in favor of a creditor; that the Court had given an order for this particular property to be put up for sale under the execution; and therefore it appears to their Lordships that he was perfectly justified, within the principle of the case which has already been referred to, in 6th Moore’s Indian Appeal cases, in purchasing the property, and paying the purchase-money bona fide for the purchase of the estate. At page 423 of the report, Lord Justice Knight Bruce says:—“The power of the manager for an infant heir to charge an estate not his own is under the Hindoo law a limited and qualified power. It can only be exercised rightly in a case of need, or for the benefit of the estate. But where in the particular instance the charge is one that a prudent owner would make in order to benefit the estate, the bona fide lender is not affected by the precedent mismanagement of the estate. The actual pressure on the estate, the danger to be averted, or the benefit to be conferred upon it in the particular instance, is the thing to be regarded. But, of course, if that danger arises, or has arisen, from any misconduct to which the lender is or has been a party, he cannot take advantage of his own wrong to support a charge in his own favor against the heir, grounded on a necessity which his wrong has helped to cause.” The same
rule has been applied in the case of a purchaser of joint ancestral property. A purchaser under an execution is surely not bound to go back beyond the decree to ascertain whether the Court was right in giving the decree, or, having given it, in putting up the property for sale under an execution upon it. It has already been shown that if the decree was a proper one, the interest of the sons, as well as the interest of the fathers, in the property, although it was ancestral, were liable for the payment of the father’s debts. The purchaser under that execution, it appears to their Lordships, was not bound to go further back than to see that there was a decree against those two gentlemen; that the property was properly liable to satisfy the decree, if the decree had been given properly against them; and having inquired into that, and having bond fide purchased the estate under the execution, and bond fide paid a valuable consideration for the property, the plaintiffs are not entitled to come in and to set aside all that has been done under the decree and execution, and recover back the estate from the defendants. It appears to their Lordships, therefore, that the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen as regards this portion of the case was also correct.

Under these circumstances their Lordships will humbly recommend Her Majesty that the judgment of the High Court, so far as it relates to the two portions of the estates purchased by the appellants in these two appeals, respectively be reversed, and that the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen with regard to them be affirmed, and that the respondents do pay to the appellants respectively their costs in the High Court, and their costs of these appeals.—S. W. R. Vol. XXII, P. C. p. 56.

Assuming that an alienation by a father who at the time of such alienation was a member of a Hindoo family living in common-sality, may be questioned by a son, it will have to be seen whether the alienation was made for purposes which justifies it.—Noor Ahmud v. Lulla Persad.—N. W. Rep. Vol. II, p. 189.

Mere production of decree will not establish the propriety and necessity of a sale of ancestral property. There should be evidence of the nature of the debts on which such decrees originated.—Reotee Singh v. Ramjeet.—Ibid., p. 50.
To justify alienation of ancestral property, a legal necessity for the sale must be strictly proved to have existed, and such necessity cannot be inferred from the habits and general character of the vendor.—Mitra-jit Singh and others, v. Ragu-bansi Singh and others.—B. L. Rep. Vol. VIII, Ap. p. 5.

Where the Court has expressly found the existence of debts and that the sale of ancestral property was a bona fide one, the circumstance that there was no actual pressure at the time in the shape of suits by the creditors for the recovery of their debts, is not of itself sufficient to invalidate the alienation.

A sale of ancestral property merely for the purpose of procuring funds for the purchase of other property formerly belonging to the family, cannot of itself be considered a sale for any of the necessary purposes sanctioned by law.—Kaikur Singh and others v. Roop Singh and others.—N. W. Rep. Vol. III, p. 4.

A mortgagee acquiring by operation of law the possession of an estate mortgaged by a Hindoo father, without the son’s consent, is bound to inquire whether the debt, on account of which the mortgage is given, is legally a necessary one or not; otherwise it will not avail him that the Court has, on his application, declared the mortgage foreclosed, or conditional sale rendered absolute.—Purmanund v. Musemummat Orumba Koer.—S. W. Rep. for 1864, p. 143.

Where ancestral property is to be sold or mortgaged, all that a purchaser (or mortgagee) has to do is to see that there is sufficient pressure upon the estate to render the transfer necessary. The fact of there being a decree, an attachment, and proclamation for sale is sufficient pressure.—Sooruj Koer v. Nuckchedee Lau. —S. W. Rep. Vol. IV, C. R. p. 72.

Where a mortgage had been effected by a Hindoo father in a district governed by the Mitakshara law, for the purpose of saving the estate from sale for arrears of revenue, held, on the precedent of the case of Hunooman Persad Panday, Privy Council Reports, Vol. VI, p. 393, that, as the mortgagee appeared to have acted in good faith and had lent the money to prevent a former mortgage from being foreclosed, his mortgage was a good and valid one. It is a mistake to suppose that the dicta in the case of Hunooman
Persad Panday only apply to alienations effected by guardians of minors. They lay down the general principles by which the courts are to be guided in dealing with suits in which it is sought to set aside alienations made by persons having a limited or qualified power over the estates they have alienated.

These are that the power of alienating can only be exercised rightly in case of need, or for the benefit of the estate, but where the charge is one that a prudent owner would make in order to benefit the estate, the bond fide lender is not affected by the precedent mismanagement of the estate. The actual pressure on the estate, the danger to be averted, or the benefit to be conferred upon it in the particular instance, is the thing to be regarded. If the lender inquires into the necessity for the loan and acts honestly, satisfying himself that the manager is acting in the particular instance for the benefit of the estate, the real existence of a sufficient necessity is not a condition precedent to the validity of his charge on the estate, nor is he bound to see to the application of the money. *Deotaree Mohapattur* and others v. *Damoordur Mohapattur* and others.—S. D. A. Rep. for 1859, p. 1643.—Raikes, Samuels, and Loch, Judges.

* It is a mistake to suppose that the dicta in the case of Huneeman Persad Panday apply only to alienations effected by guardians of minors. They lay down the general principles by which the courts are to be guided, in dealing with suits in which it is sought to set aside alienations made by persons having a limited or qualified power over the estates they have alienated.

These are that—the power of alienation can only be exercised rightly in case of need, or for the benefit of the estate, but, where the charge is one that a prudent owner would make in order to benefit the estate, the bond fide lender is not affected by the precedent mismanagement of the estate. The actual pressure on the estate, the danger to be averted, or the benefit to be conferred upon it in the particular instance, is the thing to be regarded. If the lender inquires into the necessity for the loan and acts honestly, satisfying himself that the manager is acting in the particular instance for the benefit of the estate, the real existence of a sufficient necessity is not a condition precedent to the validity of his charge on the estate, nor is he bound to see to the application of the money.—Remarks by the said Court.
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CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 13th of May, 1861.

Present:

Case No. 623 of 1858.
AMERUT MISSE, for SRI-RAM MISSE, (Defendant,) Appellant,

versus
DABEE PERSAUD and BEHARRY LAUL, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

No. 622 of 1858.
DABEE PERSAUD and BEHARRY LAUL, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,

versus
AMERUT MISSE, for SRI-RAM MISSE and others,
(Defendants,) Respondents.

Held, on a question of the necessity of the sale of ancestral property, under the Mitak-shard law, that the only proof of necessity was the recital in a byna-namah of a debt of Rs. 1,000 to a sur-i-pezhos-dar, which was to be paid by plaintiffs, if they wished to complete the sale, and their vendor failed to execute the conveyance, that the terms of this deed showed no such pressing necessity of payment on demand.

Held further that only so much of the property should be sold as is sufficient to meet the claim, and that where the whole of the estate or a larger portion than absolutely required for this purpose is sold, it must be shown by the purchaser to the satisfaction of the Court, that the money required to pay off the claim could not be raised otherwise.

Plaintiffs sued to obtain possession of Mouzah Chuk Ajmeeree, Pergunnah Chuk Panee, under a byna-namah alleged to have been executed by Mohun Misser, father of the defendant, Sri-ram Misser, on the 8th August 1848, or 24th Sraban 1255 F. S. The terms of that deed recited, that Mohun Misser had, on its execution, received Rs. 1,000, and that he agreed to complete the sale to the plaintiffs of Mouzah Ajmeeree in six months from that date, for the sum of Rs. 5,900; that if Mohun Misser failed to execute the deed of sale, the plaintiffs, after paying Rs. 1,000, to a sur-i-pezhos-dar and depositing the balance of Rs. 4,900 with a banker in Mozufferpore, might take possession of the property, and the byna-namah should be considered as a complete bill of sale to them. Plaintiffs allege, that they frequently wrote to Mohun Misser to complete the sale, and on his failing to comply with the terms of the byna-namah,
they deposited Rs. 4,900 on 12th of Assar 1256, and paid Rs. 1,000 to the zur-i-peshgee-dar on 22nd idem, and that the vendor died without taking the money from the banker with whom it was deposited, and they now sue for possession under the byna-namah.

Two appeals have been preferred, one by the defendant on the merits, and the other by plaintiffs objecting to so much of the principal Sudder Ameen's order as refuses them mesne profits.

Judgment—

It is not denied that under the Mitákshará law, a father is incapable of selling ancestral property without the consent of his son then living, and as it is nowhere pleaded that the property in dispute was the self-acquired property of Mohun Misser, we must consider it as admitted by both parties to be ancestral. The question, therefore, for our determination is, whether there was at the time such pressing necessity existing sufficient to authorise Mohun Misser to sell the estate. The only proof of the necessity is the recital in the byna-namah of the existence of a debt of Rs. 1,000 to a certain zur-i-peshgee-dar, which was to be paid by the plaintiffs if they wished to complete the sale, and their vendor failed to execute the conveyance. This debt cannot under any circumstances be looked on as a pressing necessity; for when the byna-namah was drawn up, no immediate payment was demanded. That document provided for the completion of the sale in six months, and then left it at the option of the plaintiffs to pay the purchase-money or not; clearly indicating thereby, that the debt to the zur-i-peshgee-dar was not a pressing demand. It may be further observed, that even if there had been pressure for payment on the part of the zur-i-peshgee-dar, there was no necessity for selling the estate. The proprietor could, we think, have easily raised that sum on a mortgage of the property, and even if he had been necessitated to make a sale, it was, we think, unnecessary to sell the whole property. As a trustee, the father was bound to do the best he could for the property, and if the sale of a portion were sufficient to meet the claim, a portion of the estate only should have been sold. But it is urged, that circumstances may arise which render the sale of the whole estate necessary, though the debt required to be cleared off is comparatively small. We think, however, that the proper rule in all these cases,
keeping at the same time in mind the principles laid down by the Privy Council in the case of Hunnooman Pershad Pandey is, that only so much of the property should be sold as is sufficient to meet the claim, and that where the whole of the estate or a larger portion than absolutely required for this purpose is sold, it must be shewn by the purchaser to the satisfaction of the Court, that the money required to pay off the claim could not be raised otherwise. In the present case, as there was evidently no necessity, we hold the sale to be invalid, and, reversing the decision of the Principal Sudder Amoen, dismiss the plaintiffs' suit, with costs. We also dismiss the plaintiffs' appeal with costs.—S. D. A. Dec., for 1861, p. 193.

Where it has been found that, as to certain portion of the consideration-money of a deed of sale of joint ancestral property, there was a legal necessity, it is a correct principle to uphold the deed as to that portion of the land which bears the same proportion to the whole quantity conveyed as the money borrowed for the discharge of the legal necessity bore to the whole amount of the consideration-money.—Raja-ram Tewaree v. Lutchman Pershad, B. L. Rep. vol. IV, A. C. p. 118; and S. W. Rep. vol. XII, C. R. p. 478.

According to the Mitakshara, a father is not incompetent to sell immovable property acquired by himself.

Landed property acquired by a grandfather and distributed by him amongst his sons, does not by such gift become the self-acquired property of the sons so as to enable them to dispose of it by gift or sale without the consent, and to the prejudice, of the grandsons.

The sale by a father of ancestral immovable property without the concurrence of his sons is not necessarily void, though it may be voided, unless the purchaser can show that it was made, during a season of distress, for the sake of the family, or for pious purposes. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it must be assumed that the price received by the father became a part of the assets of the joint family; and, therefore, if the son seeks the aid of the Court to set aside the purchase, he must do equity and offer to repay the purchase-money, unless he can show that no part of such purchase-money or the produce of it has ever come to his hands.—Modun-gopaul Thakoor and others v. Ram-buksh Pandey and others.—S. W. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 71.
Calcutta, H. C. A.—The 29th of April, 1863.

Present:
The Honorable Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt. Chief Justice, and
the Honorable L. S. Jackson, J. B. Phear, A. G.
Macpherson, and Dwarka Nauth
Mitter, Judges.

Madhoo Dyal Singh, (Plaintiff,) Appellant,
versus
Golbur Singh and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.

Under the Mitákshara Law, a son is entitled to recover from a purchaser from his
father ancestral property improperly sold by the father, and in the absence of proof
of circumstances which would give the purchaser an equitable right to compel a
refund from the son, the latter would be entitled to recover without refunding any
part of the purchase-money.

But if it is proved that the son got the benefit of his share of the purchase-money, the
son must refund his share of the purchase-money before he can recover his share of
the property sold. And where the purchase-money has been applied to pay off a
valid incumbrance on the estate, the right of the son to recover will be subject
to that of the purchaser to stand in the place of the incumbrancer.

The onus in such cases to prove the application of the purchase-money lies on the
purchaser.

This case was referred to the Full Bench on the 3rd of December 1867, by Kemp and Glover Judges.

The Judgment of the Full Bench was delivered as follows:—

Peacock, C. J.—The question upon which the opinion of the
Full Bench is asked is, whether under the Mitákshara Law a son,
who recovers his ancestral estate from a purchaser from the father
upon proof that there was no such necessity as would legalize the
sale, and that he never acquiesced in the alienation, is bound in
equity to refund the purchase-money before receiving possession of
the alienated property.

There can be no doubt that, although the word “recovers,” is
used in this question, the meaning is whether under the circum-
stances stated, a son is entitled to recover except upon condition of
refunding the purchase-money. Assuming that to be the question,
I think the answer should be that in the absence of proof of circum-
stances which would give the purchaser an equitable right to compel a refund from the son, the latter would be entitled to recover without refunding the purchase-money or any part of it. We express no opinion as to whether he would be entitled to recover the whole or only his share of the estate.

Having answered the question propounded, I think we ought to add that if it is proved to the satisfaction of the Court that the purchase-money was carried to the assets of the joint estate, and that the son had the benefit of his share of it, he could not recover his share of the estate without refunding his share of the purchase-money. So if it should be proved that the sale was effected for the purpose of paying off a valid incumbrance on the estate which was binding upon the son, and the purchase-money was applied in freeing the estate from the incumbrance, the purchaser would be entitled to stand in the place of the incumbrancer, notwithstanding the circumstance might be such that the incumbrancer could not have compelled the immediate discharge of it; and the decree for the recovery by the son of the ancestral property, or of his share of it, as the case might be, would be good, but should be subject to the right of the purchaser to stand in the place of the incumbrancer.

It appears to me, however, that the onus lies upon the defendant to show that the purchase-money was so applied. I do not concur with the decision which has been referred to from 6 Weekly Reporter, page 71, in which it is said that "in the absence of evidence to the contrary it must be assumed that the price received by the father became a part of the assets of the joint family." If the father was not entitled to raise the money by sale of the estate, and the son is entitled to set aside that sale, the onus is on the person who contends that the son is bound to refund the purchase-money before he can recover the estate, to show that the son had the benefit of his share of that purchase-money. If it should appear that he consented to take the benefit of the purchase-money with a knowledge of the facts, it would be evidence of his acquiescence in the sale.

I think the case must go back with this answer to the Division Bench which referred the question to us, in order that the case may be finally determined upon the merits by that Bench.—W. R. Vol. IX, page 511.
Held, that in a suit brought by a Hindu son, for himself and
on behalf of three infant brothers, to set aside a sale of certain
ancestral lands, which had been made by his father without his son's
concurrence, the onus of proving that the payment of the debts,
on account of which the property was sold, was not a common family
necessity, was properly laid by the District Judge upon the plain-
tiff.—Bābājī Sakhojī v. Rām Shet Pandu Shet and Shākhojī Shivājī.

In a suit to recover possession of certain ancestral fields sold,
during the absence of the defendant, who was united in interest,
by his father, to the plaintiff, in consideration of the money ad-
vanced by her, out of her Strī-dhun, for the purpose of building the
family house, of which the defendant possessed himself after his
father's death: Held that the defendant, by retaining possession
of the house, ratified the act of his father, and elected to take
the house in lieu of the ancestral fields, the sale of which was de-
clared to be valid, and possession thereof given to the plaintiff.—

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—June 20th, 1873.

Before Mr. Justice Phear and Mr. Justice Ainslie.

RAJAH RAM NARAIN SINGH (Plaintiff,)

versus

PERSUM SINGH and others (Defendants.)*

Where, in a part of the country the general law of which is the Mitakshāra, a custom
exists, with regard to ancestral immovable property, that it is not partible among
the members of the joint family, but descends from the father to his eldest son,
the father cannot alienate such property without the concurrence of his son, unless
such alienation is justified by family necessity.

This was a suit for khās possession of Ruttenpore and other
mouzas in Pergunna Gundhore, after setting aside a bond, a letter
of assignment, and a potta for a term of eleven years, executed by

* Regular Appeal, No. 40 of 1872, from a decree of the Judge of Bhaugulpore,
dated the 11th October 1872.
Rajah Mohender Nath Singh, the father of the plaintiff, on the ground that the property in dispute was the ancestral property of the plaintiff, that, according to the Mitáksharā law and the custom of primogeniture which was prevalent in the family, the plaintiff's father had no right to alienate, and that, therefore, the plaintiff, as the eldest son and born during lifetime of his father, was entitled to recover possession.

The Subordinate Judge found that the lease, bond, and letter of assignment formed parts of the same transaction; that the lease was a Zur-i-peshgee one, but was not such a transfer of ancestral property by the father, as, under the Mitáksharā law, would entitle the son to sue for cancellation thereof, and that the loan under the bond was a bond fidē transaction. He held that the bond and lease could not be interfered with. He accordingly dismissed the plaintiff's suit.

The plaintiff appealed to the High Court.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Phear, J.—

With regard to the principal issue of fact in this case, we concur in the finding of the lower Court. It appears to us that the granting of the ticca potta, and the execution of the bond, were but two steps in one transaction by which the plaintiff's father secured to the bondholder at least the repayment of the interest stipulated for in the bond, by means of the rents reserved in the ticca lease.

I therefore think, not only that the original transaction was a transaction having the character of a mortgage, a transaction which had for its purpose at any rate to secure to the bond-holder the payment of the interest due on his bond, but also that the ticca itself was a grant of a very beneficial character to the grantee; so that the grant, independently of its forming part of the mortgage transaction, would be an incumbrance upon the estate. In other words the incumbrance effected by the assignment of the ticca rent to secure the payment of the interest on the bond was increased by reason of the inadequacy of that rent. With this view of the facts of the case, it remains to be considered whether the plaintiff had a right to ask for possession and enjoyment of the property free of these incumbrances which his father had put upon it.

Thus we come to the question whether the father held and enjoyed the property with the incidental power of alienating or incumbering it as against his successors.
It is perhaps somewhat unfortunate that no issue of fact was distinctly raised in the Court below for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of the father's proprietary right in this property. But we have it asserted in the plaint, and not contradicted by the defendants, that the property in question had descended to the plaintiff's father from his father. It was therefore in the hands of the plaintiff's father an ancestral property as distinguished from a self-acquired property; and its incidents and the rules which would govern its descent, would therefore be those prescribed by the general law of the land in that part of the country, namely, by the Mitakshara law, excepting so far as that might be controlled or overridden by the operation of an established custom or other special authority. And in the absence of any such exceptional disturbing force, I need hardly say that one of the incidents of ancestral property in the hands of the father (as I have just observed this property was) would be that he would have no power of alienation or of incumbrance as against any members of the family who were joint with him in respect of his property.

Now, admittedly, the present plaintiff was born during the life-time of his father and while the father had this property; and, therefore, by the Mitakshara law, if it operated uncontrolled, the plaintiff immediately became joined with his father as regards right to his ancestral property, and any alienation or incumbrance which the father at any time should make without his concurrence would be void as against him, unless it was justified by family necessity.

In this way I think we have reached a point in the case, at which we must enquire whether there has been any established custom or any other established authority proved such as had the effect of overriding the general law, the Mitakshara law, which otherwise would govern the incidents and descents of this property.

Some such custom or authority has been made out to a certain extent, or rather we must take it that there is in this case something of the kind active. For the plaintiff in his plaint asserts that this property is impartible amongst the members of the joint family, and descends from the hands of the father to those of the eldest son, if he has sons, and so on; in other words that it is not in any form divided or distributed amongst the members of the joint family. The defendant does not deny this, and consequently
we must take that as a fact in the case. If then the custom or
authority has this effect, and so far controls the general law, but
does not go further, there must still remain the other incidents, one
amongst others is that the holder of the property cannot alienate
any portion of it, excepting for a family necessity, without the con-
sent of all the members of the joint family. It seems to me that
in arriving at this position, we have the authority of the Privy
Council expressed in several judgments; in particular it is ex-
pressed in the judgment in the case of Sree Rajah Yaunmula Venkaya-
mah v. Sree Rajah Yaunmula Boochia Vankondara.* Another
case, in which the like doctrine has been lately enunciated by a judg-
ment of this court, is Maharani Hira-nath Koer v. Baboo Ram-
narayan Sing.†

It appears to me then, on the facts with which we have to deal,
that we must take the property which is the subject of suit to have
been ancestral property, which descended with the joint family in
the ordinary way, subject to the effect of an established custom in
regard to its partibility amongst the existing joint members of the
family; and in this view of the facts it is evident that the father
had no power against his son, who was unquestionably joint with
him as regards this property, to alienate or incumber the estate,
excepting upon a justification of a family necessity. No such
ground justifying the father's deeds of 21st and 22nd Asar (13th and
14th July) has been even attempted to be proved.

The result to my mind is that the plaintiff is entitled to have
it declared that the two deeds, the ticca potta and the bond of the
21st and 22nd of Asar had the effect of placing an incumbrance on
the estate, and that the plaintiff was entitled to have possession of
the property at the time of his father's death free from that incum-
brance. The plaintiff must have his costs in both the courts.—Ape-

---

* 18 Moor., I. A., 333
† 1 B. L. B. P. C., 13;—12 Moor. I. A., 523.
PRECEDENTS OF

AGRA, S. D. A.—The 30th of January, 1862.

Present:


Case No. 147 of 1861.

TIRBENEE DOOBAY and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,

versus

JUTTA SHUNKUR, and RAM KULLEE his wife,

(Defendants,) Respondents.

Held, following the recorded opinion of the Hindoo Law Officer, that a father, who after dividing his property among the sons by a first marriage, retaining a maintenance for himself, afterwards remarries and acquires fresh property, exceeding his former property in value, is competent to transfer the property thus remaining and acquired, to his second wife, provided that it is done for the benefit of the issue by the second marriage.

Tirbeynee and others, plaintiffs, are sons and grandsons by a first marriage of Jutta Shunkur, the first defendant, and the second defendant, Ram Kullee, is Jutta Shunkur’s wife by a second marriage. Jutta Shunkur has transferred to Ram Kullee considerable property belonging to him; and his issue by the first marriage contest his right to do so, and sue to set the transfer aside.

It appears that before contracting the second marriage, Jutta Shunkur divided his property among his two sons by his first marriage, retaining a moderate share for his own use. After so doing, he married Ram Kullee, and has had a son by her; and plaintiffs, appellants, represent that the property which he has now transferred to her, comprising the reserved share of his former estate, and other property since acquired by him, exceeds that which by the former division is assigned to them.

The transfer to Ram Kullee was made in this manner. Ram Kullee sued her husband, and he confessed judgment; and subsequent thereto, the son by the second marriage was born.

The Moonsif who first decided the case, passed a decision in favor of plaintiffs, based on an opinion given by the Hindoo Law Officer, that the father could not thus alienate the property in favor of his second wife, to the injury of his sons by the first marriage.
On appeal to the Principal Sudder Ameen, it was urged by the defendants, that the transfer had been made for the benefit of the issue expected by the second marriage, which issue had actually resulted, a son being born and alive when the plaintiffs commenced their action. The Principal Sudder Ameen then consulted the Hindoo Law Officer again, enquiring whether the transfer, if made for the benefit of the issue by the second marriage, were lawful or not? which question the Hindoo Law Officer answered in the affirmative: and thereupon the Principal Sudder Ameen reversed the Moonsiff's decision, and decreed for the defendants.

Plaintiffs now prefer a special appeal on the ground, that there existed no issue of the second marriage when the disputed transfer was made; and further, that the decree obtained by Ram Kullee, contained no specification that it was for the benefit of her issue.

Judgment—

We have referred the question put by the Principal Sudder Ameen to the Hindoo Law Officer, and we find that it correctly represents the facts of the case. And we see no reason to question the correctness of the answer given, or of the decision thereon founded. We attach little importance to the objections taken in special appeal. For at the present time, the transferer, transferee, and their son, are all alive; and if the special appeal exceptions were admitted, and the transfer admitted under the Hindoo Law,(as declared in the second bywusta,) a new transfer could at once be made, which would be equally injurious to the plaintiffs, appellants. We accordingly affirm the decision, and dismiss the special appeal with costs.—Agra S. D. A. Dec. for 1862, p. 71.
The plaintiff and defendants in this case are brothers. The former sued for the recovery of a third share of that part of the family-estate which had been reserved in 1842 as the share of their deceased father on division taken place between the father and the sons. The father himself died in the year 1857.

The first defendant pleaded that the father had from motives of affection and gratitude for kindness shown to him in his declining years, bestowed his share upon the second defendant in the year 1848, and that the first defendant is now in possession in virtue of a sale executed by second defendant in 1857. The second defendant himself, in a separate answer, acknowledged the truth of this statement.

The District Moonsiff was of opinion that the gift of his share by the father to second defendant was illegal, and that the three brothers were entitled to divide the share of their deceased father into equal portions. He accordingly gave judgment for the plaintiff with costs; and this decision was confirmed in appeal by the P. S. Ameen.

The first defendant preferred a special appeal against this latter judgment.

On the case coming on for hearing, it became apparent that the decision depended on a point of Hindoo law which had been sufficiently considered by the lower courts. The following question was accordingly proposed to the law officers of the Sudder Court.

"A, the father of three sons, B, C, and D, divides his property with them, reserving a share to himself. Can A subsequently bestow the share thus reserved upon B, to the exclusion of C and D? and after A's death is B entitled to the property thus bestowed upon him by the father, or are C and D also entitled to the shares?"

To this question the Pundits returned the following answer.
As a division between father and sons annihilates the latter’s right in the property of the former, the father is competent to alienate his share to any person whatever, and his sons have no right to object thereto.

For this reason, B, referred to in the question, is, after the demise of A, entitled to the property bestowed upon him by A;—C and D are not entitled to share in it.

Authority.

Vijnaneswariyum Yajaanavulcya says: "But effects which have been given by a father or by the mother belong to him on whom they were bestowed.

The law officers having thus pronounced an opinion in favor of the validity of the gift, by which the share of the father was conferred upon the second defendant, to the exclusion of the other brothers, the Sudder Court proceed to reverse the decision of the lower Courts, and dismiss the claim of plaintiff with all costs of suit.*—Mad. S. D. A. Dec. pp. 1 and 2.


MADRAS, S. D. A.—The 24th of October, 1860.

MUTTU-MAREN, Special Appellant,

versus

LAKSHMI, Special Respondent.

A father is not competent to alienate his immovable property, whether ancestral or self-acquired, to the prejudice of his sons, except under urgent necessity.

The suit has been brought for recovery of land assigned to plaintiff in 1832 by Vira-muthu Reddi the father of the first and

* See the Vyaraathds with the authorities and annotations relative to the above, in Vol. I.
third defendants and the husband of the second. The District Moonsiff discredited the evidence adduced by the plaintiff and dismissed the suit.

The P. S. gave a decree for plaintiff.

Judgment—the Court (present Strange and Ferere) remark that by Hindoo law, the father, Vira-muthu Reddi was not competent to alienate his immovable property, whether ancestral or self-acquired, to the prejudice of his sons. The first and third defendants and the husband of the second defendant, it may be gathered, were minors at the date of the assignment.

Such being the case, their father could only make the assignment to the destruction of their rights under urgent necessity, and no such necessity has been shewn. That they subsequently consented to the plaintiff’s enjoyment of the land under a title adverse to their own does not appear. The occupation of Samigan during their father’s life-time would disclose no such title to them, neither would the subsequent occupation by their brother Kuppan. The registry has up to this day remained unchanged and the public evidence of title has thus continued in themselves.

The Court are, therefore, of opinion that the plaintiff’s title is an invalid one, and in reversal of the decree of the P. S. Ameen, they resolve to dismiss the suit with costs.—Mad. S. D. A. Dec. for 1860, pp. 227, 228. See the fourth edition of Strange’s Hindoo Law by J. D. Mayne, Esq., p. 363.


Under the Benares law a man’s immovable property, though self-acquired, is not within his power of disposal so absolutely by gift in his life-time as to enable him to give it to one son or grandson in exclusion of the rest.—Maha Sookh v. Budree. N. W. Rep. Vol. I, p. 103.
CO-ORDINATE RIGHT, ITS EFFECTS, &c.

PRIVY COUNCIL.*

The 25th, 26th, 27th, & 28th of June, 1862.

NANA NARAIN RAO Appellant, and HUREE PUNTH BHAO, SREE NEWAS RAO and BULWUNT RAO Respondents.

On appeal from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, North-West Provinces, Agra.

By the Hindoo law as administered in the North-West Provinces, a Hindoo has power to make a testamentary disposition in the nature of a Will.

A disputed Will, made by a Hindoo, disposing of self-acquired estate among his family, established.

Charges of fraud, forgery and perjury having been made by the Respondents against the Appellant, the party who propounded the Will, costs of the Courts in India, and upon appeal to England, were, upon reversal of the decree of the Sudder Court, ordered to be paid by the Respondents.

LORD KINGSDOWN:—

The question in the original appeal in this case is as to the genuineness of an instrument alleged by the Appellant to be the Will of Ram Chunder Punth, deceased, the father of the Appellant and respondents; the Appellant being the eldest son, and the Respondents the two younger sons, of the alleged Testator. The Zillah Court of Cawnpore decided in favor of the will. The Sudder Adawlut of the North-West Provinces reversed that decision, but held that certain property which the Respondents alleged to be a part of their father's estate belonged to the Appellant.

Against the decision on this point, and against a determination of the Court with respect to the amount of the alleged Testator's property, with which the Appellant is to be charged, there is a cross-appeal by the Respondents.

Ram Chunder Punth in his life-time was Sooba-dar, an officer of rank and distinction, in the service of the Maha-rajah, the ex-Peishwa. He had accumulated a large property, and had invested some part of it, not very considerable in proportion to the whole, in the purchase of land.

* Present:—Members of the Judicial Committee.—The Right Hon. Lord Kingsdown, the Right Hon. Lord Justice Knight Bruce, the Right Hon. Lord Justice Turner, and the Right Hon. Sir Edward Ryan.

Assessors:—The Right Hon. Sir Lawrence Peel, and the Right Hon. Sir James W. Colvill.
He had two wives, three sons, and at least one daughter. He had a residence at Bithoor, and he had a smaller house—a Bungalow, as it was termed by one of the Respondents' Counsel, at Cawnpore—at the distance of about ten miles from Bithoor.

There seems nothing in this Will which to English notions would appear unreasonable. The eldest son was to maintain the rank and position of the family; he had issue which the younger sons (who had arrived at the age of manhood and appear by the Will to have wives) had not, and the provision seems to be such as a prudent Testator might be supposed very likely to make who was inclined to found a family.

The evidence in support of the Will is singularly strong.

We think the circumstances of the case are strongly in favour of the Will. It contains such a disposition of his property as it was extremely probable that the Testator should make, and extremely unlikely that the Appellant should introduce into a forged instrument. The Testator was of great age. He had placed his eldest son in his place with respect to the management of all his affairs in his life-time. He might very naturally desire to keep together in his family the wealth which he had acquired by his own exertions, and to prevent its dispersion by division amongst his sons. His eldest son had issue, his other sons had none; and he had the example of his master, the Peishwa, to follow, who had adopted a son and made a Will in his favour. The witnesses in favour of the Will are in general less open to exception than is usual in Indian cases, and some of them entirely unexceptionable. The Zillah Judge who has seen them has come to an opinion in favour of the Will, and appears to doubt whether the opposition to it is really the spontaneous act of the Respondents.

Their Lordships are of opinion, that the reasons assigned by the Sudder Court for its judgment are quite unsatisfactory. The view which they take of the original appeal makes any consideration of the cross-appeal unnecessary. It must of course be dismissed. They must humbly advice Her Majesty to reverse the decree of the Sudder Court on the original appeal, and to restore that of the Zillah Court; and considering that the Respondents' case is founded on an allegation of fraud, perjury and forgery, which, in their Lordships' opinion, 'fails, they think they cannot do justice without ad-
vising, that the Respondents should be ordered to pay all the costs of the suit in both the Courts below, and of both the appeals to Her Majesty.—Moore's Indian Appeals, Vol. IX, pp. 96—99, 102, 103, 122, and 123.

Under the Mitáksharā Law, a father can dispose of his self-acquired property movable and immovable, at his own will, and he can, by will, make an unequal distribution* of the same amongst his heirs.—Bawa Misser father and guardian of Mukond Lall Misser, minor, and others (Defendants) Appellants, v. Rajah Bishen Perkash Narain Singh, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.†—S. W. R. Vol. X, p. 287.

PRIVY COUNCIL.—The 17th May 1873.

Present:
Sir James W. Colvile, Sir Barnes Peacock, Sir Montague E. Smith, Sir Robert P. Collier, and
Sir Lawrence Peel.

On Appeal from the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal.‡

RAJAH BISHEN PERKASH NARAIN SINGH,

versus

BAWA MISSER and others.

Under the Mithila law, self-acquired property can be given by its owner at his pleasure.

The Mitáksharā law requires the son’s consent; but the fact of the son’s being in debt does not incapacitate him from consenting.

The facts of this case and the law which arises upon them may be very shortly stated. Dabee Dutt Misser, shortly before his death, executed an instrument, whereby he gave to his only son, who was considerably in debt at that time, his ancestral property. His self-acquired property he gave to his grandsons and to his then second

* See, however, the Chapter on Partition by a father of his self-acquired property.
† Decided by Kemp and E. Jackson J. J., on the 21st of August 1868.
‡ From the judgment of Kemp and E. Jackson, J. J., in Regular Appeal, No. 83 of 1868, decided 21st August 1869.—10 W. R., 257.
wife, afterwards his second widow. At the same time he made his
son the guardian of these grandsons during their minority. It was
contended in the first place that he had no right to make this dis-
position of his property, and secondly that this deed was fraudu-
ent; the intention of Dabee Dutt being that, although upon the face of
the deed the property was given to the grandsons, it should really
belong to the son, and that the transaction was not a real but a color-
able one. The Principal Sudder Ameen appears to have adopted
this view, but their Lordships are of opinion that there was no suffi-
cient evidence to support it. The only evidence at all pointing in
the direction of that finding would be that, after the death of Dabee
Dutt, the son remained in possession of the property, but inasmuch
as the grandsons were minors and he was appointed their guardian,
that possession was not inconsistent with the deed.

The High Court reversed the decision of the Principal Sudder
Ameen, finding that the transaction was a real one and not merely
a colorable one, a finding in which their Lordships concur.

It only remains then to be decided whether or not by law Dabee
Dutt was enabled to make this disposition of his property. The
transaction occurred within the Mithilā District, and the Mithilā
law would prevail. Of that law the principal authority is the Vi-
vāda Chintāmani, in which it is laid down in very plain terms,
without qualification, that self-acquired property can be given by
its owner at his pleasure, and subsequently it is stated that ‘‘the
father has full dominion over the property of his father, which,
being seized, is recovered by his own exertions, or over that which
is gained by him through skill, valour, or the like. He may give
it away at his pleasure, or he may distribute it.’’ In their Lord-
ships’ view this dictum would apply.

But it has been argued that, under the Mitākshāra law, the
father could not dispose of the property away from his son without
the son’s consent. The Mitākshāra law appears to be referred to
undoubtedly by the learned judges of the High Court as applying
to this case. But assuming (what it is not necessary to decide,) that
the Mitākshāra law applied, and assuming the Mitākshāra law only
to admit of the father making such a disposition with the consent
of his son, in this case the consent of the son was given. It was
indeed argued that because the son was in debt he could not con-
sent, but their Lordships are of opinion that there is no foundation for that argument. The consent of the son was given, and in either view Dabee Dutt exercised a power which by law appertained to him.

On these grounds their Lordships are of opinion that the decision of the court in India was right, and that this appeal must be dismissed with costs, and will humbly advise Her Majesty to this effect.—S. W. R. Vol. XX, p. 137.

There is distinction between ancestral and self-acquired property under the Mitakshara law with regard to a father’s right to dispose of it. The fact of being an out-caste would not prevent him from exercising his rights as he might otherwise have done.* Ojodhya Persaud Singh, v. Rám Surn and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 77.

Toofanee Singh, who with his only son Jugdeep Narain formed a joint Hindu family subject to the Mitakshara law, executed in favour of Deen-dyal Laul, a bond whereby he professed to pledge certain family property as security for the repayment of money advanced to him by Deen-dyal. Default being made in repayment of the loan when due, Deen-dyal brought a suit on the bond against Toofanee Singh, and obtained a decree for the amount secured thereby, but not for the sale of the property. In execution of this decree, Deen-dyal attached and caused to be sold the right title and interest of Toofanee Singh in certain other family property not covered by the bond, and himself became the purchaser thereof, and took exclusive possession of the whole of the property. Jugdeep Narain then brought a suit against Deen-dyal and Toofanee Singh to recover possession of the property purchased by the former on the ground that he and his father having been members of a joint Hindu family under the Mitakshara law, the purchaser of the father’s rights and interests could obtain nothing; and that no legal necessity existed for the loan.

* See the Rules respecting Exclusion from Inheritance, and the precedents &c., relative thereto.
Held that Toofanee Singh had no individual right to any portion of the property which he could pass to a third person, and, therefore, Jugdeep Narain was entitled to have the alienation set aside, and recover possession of the property. If the judgment creditor had got a decree for the sale of the property pledged by the father’s bond, and executing such decree had sold and bought the property, he would have been entitled to insist on a partition of the property between the father and the son before it was delivered back. Further, if the judgment creditor, even under the money decree, could show in a regular suit that there was no property belonging to the father which he could find or reach other than that in which the father was jointly interested with his son as a Mitakshara family, he would have a right to insist on such a partition as would enable him to satisfy his decree in execution. Or if there had been anything amounting to a voluntary representation by the father of his having any right and interest in the property, or any representation of fact made by him in order to induce Deen-dyal to advance the money, it would give rise to an equity between him and the creditor such as would entitle the latter to call on the former to divide the property with his son, so as to make the share of Toofanee available by the creditor to the extent of the loan.—Jugdeep Narain Singh (Plaintiff) Appellant v. Deen-dyal Lall and Toofanse Singh, (Defendants,) Respondents. B. L. R. Vol. XII, p. 100; S. W. R. Vol. XX, p. 174. Maha-beer Pershad v. Ram-yud Singh† distinguished.

In a suit by four sons, members of a joint family, for determination of right of partition of family property which had been mortgaged by their father as security for a loan, and had been sold in execution of a decree, the father being still alive, as well as his second wife who was not incapacitated by age from bearing children.

Held that the mortgagee could not stand in a better position than the father against whom the sons had a right to require partition of the property so far as it was ancestral. Lochun Singh and others v. Nim-dharee Singh and another.—S. W. R., Vol. XX., c. r. page 170.

* This is a doctrine which does not appear to have been expressed in any of the previous cases in this side of India, but in Bombay and Madras.
† To be found in the Chapter on Partition.
CO-ORDINATE RIGHT, ITS EFFECTS, &c.

CALCUTTA. H. C.—The 9th of September, 1864.

Present:
The Honorable F. B. Kemp and F. A. Glover, Puione Judges.

Case No. 757 of 1864.
BISSUMBUHR NAIK, (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

versus
SUDA-SHIB MOHA-PATTUR and others,
(Defendants,) Respondents.

Under the Mitakshara law, according to which the father and son are joint owners in the ancestral estate, the son's power to prevent alienations by the father extends to Acts of waste, and not to alienations for the payment of joint family debts and for maintenance of family.

This was a suit for a declaratory decree setting aside certain alienations of ancestral property made by the father of the plaintiff.

In special appeal, it is contended that as the parties are governed by the Mitakshara law, and under that law the father and son are joint owners in the ancestral estate, the alienations by the father without the consent of the son are illegal and void. A decision of the late Sudder Court, dated the 8th June 1861,* is quoted in support of this contention.

The lower Court having found that the alienations by the father were made under legal necessity to pay the debts of the joint family, and for the maintenance of the family, we have only to consider whether the consent of the son was necessary, and in the absence of such consent, whether the sales are void.

In the case quoted by the pleader, it was ruled that under the law of Mithila, the father and son are joint owners, and that the father can only exercise the power of alienation in the case of a minor son existing at the time, under circumstances of legal necessity. The Court did not go beyond this and lay down, whether a father could alienate for legal purposes in the case of a major son existing, without the consent of the son.

We fully admit that, under the Mitakshara law which governs this case, the father and son are joint owners in the ancestral pro-

* See ante, page 63.
property, but we hold that the son’s power of interdiction to prevent alienations by the father of the ancestral estate extends to acts of dissipation or waste of the property only, and not to alienations for the payment of joint family debts and for the maintenance of the family. See Mitakshara, page 179, Section X.

We fail to see why it should be legal for a father to alienate for legal necessity, where a minor son exists who cannot protect his interests, but illegal where there is a son who has arrived at majority, and can exercise the power of interdiction if the father commits waste, but fails to do so and stands by and allows innocent purchasers to give a good consideration for the properties. In the present case, we find a father making alienations of properties of no great value (the suit is laid at some Rupees 131) to pay debts and to maintain the family. These are indispensable duties and such as no good Hindoo can neglect. The son, eleven years eleven months and twenty-eight days after date of these alienations, brings this suit to question his father’s acts, and wholly fails to prove that those acts were acts of waste, or that the debts were contracted for an improper purpose. In fact, the suit is clearly brought to defraud the purchasers, and under the circumstances, we cannot but think that the father and son are colluding together.

We dismiss this Appeal with costs and interest payable by the Appellant.—S. W. R. Vol. I, p. 96.

A Hindu died leaving a son and grandson. Held, that the son could not alienate the ancestral property without the consent of the grandson, and that the grandson might put in his claim for his half share, in the event of his father wishing to alienate it.—Duvasunker Kassee-ram, v. Brij-vullubh Motee-Chund. Bombay Sel. Rep. p. 41. Vide Morley’s Digest, Vol. I, p. 44.

GANGÁ-BÁI KOM NÁRÁYAN-BHAT DÁTÁR, Appellant,
versus
VÁMANAJI ABÁJI DÁTÁR, Respondent.

In a suit to recover possession of certain ancestral fields sold, during the absence of the defendant, who was united in interest, by his father, to the plaintiff, in consideration of money advanced by her, out of her stri-dhun, for the purpose of building the family house, of which the defendant possessed himself after his father's death: Held that the defendant, by retaining possession of the house, ratified the act of his father, and elected to take the house in lieu of the ancestral fields, the sale of which was declared to be valid, and possession thereof given to the plaintiff.

The original suit was instituted by Gangá-báí, on the 19th of January 1862, to recover from the defendant certain fields, which had been sold to her by his father, Abáji, for Rs. 250, by a deed of sale dated the 3rd of Bhádra-páda Vádyía, Shaké 1781 (A. D. 1859); and were, she alleged, in her possession till the month of Choitra, Shaké 1784, when the defendant deprived her of them.

The defendant, in his written statement, alleged that the fields in question were in the possession of his father up to the time of his death, and since then in his own possession, that the plaintiff was his paternal aunt, and resided with his late father, with whom he (Vámanaji) was on bad terms; that his father had no right alone to sell the fields which were ancestral property; that he did not know that his father had passed the bond; that his father was not in such circumstances as to be obliged to incur debt; and that the deed sued upon might be without any consideration.

The following decree was made (by the High Court):—The Court is of opinion that the respondent's father, Abáji Bápúji Dátır, had full power to alien the field called Savreh, that field not having been ancestral property.† The Court is further of opinion that the said field, called Savreh, and the two other fields found to be ancestral property, were aliened by Abáji Bápúji Dáтир for a family purpose, namely, to provide the funds necessary for building a family house; and that the respondent, by possessing himself of the family

* Present: Westropp and Tucker, Judges.
† But see the Principles (in Vol. I) with respect to self-acquired immovable property.
house, built with the funds, so provided, has precluded himself from disputing the propriety of that alienation, even so far as regards the two fields which have been found by the District Judge and Munshi to be ancestral estate.

This Court, accordingly, reverses the decree of the District Judge and the Munshi; and declares the deed of sale (exhibit No. 3), dated the 3rd of Bhādra-pada Vādyā Shakē 1781, to be valid; and directs possession of all of the property, sued for, to be given to the appellant, Ganga-bai, and orders the costs of the appeal and of this suit to be paid by the respondent. Appeal allowed. Reid's Bombay H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 318.

Where ancestral property is sold by the father, the son is entitled to sue for cancelment of such sale, and the decree should not be that the property is ancestral, and will pass to the father's heirs on his death, but a decree cancelling the sale so far as it obstructs him in asserting his right and in effect declaring the sale to be invalid, without interfering with actual possession, that may have been obtained by purchaser.—Baboo Ram and others v. Guja-dhur and others.—Agra Rep. F. B., Vol. I, p. 86.

According to Sudabert Persaud Sahoo v. Foolbush Koer, a sale of undivided ancestral property by a father without any legal necessity, and without the consent of all the co-sharers is, under the Mitáksharā law, invalid. It is not valid even as regards the father's share. A son going to set aside such an alienation is, according to that case, entitled to a declaration that the alienation is void altogether. The son suing in the father's life-time on behalf of the family may be entitled to a decree for possession. Upon what terms that decree should be made will, according to the decision in Madhoo Dyal Singh v. Golbur Singh,* depend on the equity which the purchaser may have to a refund of the purchase-money or to be placed in the position of an incumbrancer, as against the joint family in the particular case.—Hunooman Dutt Roy and another v. Baboo Kishen Kishor Narayan.—B. L. R. Vol. VIII, F. B. p. 358;—S. W. Rep. Vol. XV, F. B. p. 6.

* Ante, page 84.
Under the Mitakshara law, a single member of a family is empowered to sell immovable property for the purpose of paying off family debts only where the sons and grandsons are minors or otherwise incapable of giving their consent.

Where the sale of landed estate by a single member is set aside because made without the son’s consent, the son can only get possession on repayment of the purchase-money which was applied to the liquidation of the debts.—Muthoora Coonwaree v. Bootun Singh.—S. W. Rep. Vol. XIII, p. 31.

A son may sue to obtain declaration that sales by his father, without his consent, are, as against him, void and inoperative to pass or to affect any rights possessed by him in the property, and also that property still in his father’s hands is ancestral, and cannot be alienated, except under circumstances recognised by the Mitakshara law as justifying alienation, and with the consent of those whose consent is by that law requisite.—Kanth Narain Singh v. Prem Lal Paurey.—S. W. R. Vol. III, p. 102.

Where property in which two members of a Hindoo family are jointly interested is sold in order to raise money for the payment of a debt jointly contracted by both, the son of one of them cannot sue to recover his own, or his own father’s, share in the absence of the other. In such a suit, if it is alleged that the father is connected with the institution of the suit with a view to defraud creditors, an important issue is raised which should be tried and decided.—Sheo-churn Narain Singh v. Chukrun Pershad Narsingh Singh.—S. W. R. Vol. XV, p. 436.

A member of an undivided Hindoo family living under the Mitakshara law, in his father’s life-time, brought a suit for a declaration of his future right to one-sixth share in a portion of the immovable property of the family, and to set aside an alienation of it by his father, as having been made without legal necessity. Held that no such suit was maintainable.—Rao1 Gorain v. Teza Gorain, B. L. R. Vol. IV, p. 90.

According to the Mitakshara law, a son has a right during the life-time of his father, to set aside alienation of ancestral property
made without his consent. His cause of action arises from the date when possession is taken by the purchaser.—Aghory Ram Surug Singh v. J. Cochrane.—B. L. R. Vol. V, p. 14.

A, a Hindu, subject to the Mitakshara law, sold his right and interest in the undivided ancestral estate of his family without the consent of his co-sharers, and not for the benefit of the estate, but in order to pay off a personal debt. The sale was by auction to an innocent purchaser for value. Held that, in a suit brought within twelve years from the date on which the purchaser obtained possession, the sons and grandsons of A, deceased, were entitled to recover possession without making any refund of the purchase money.—Nathu Lall Chowdry v. Chadi Sahi.—B. L. R. Vol. IV, p. 15 and S. W. R. Vol. XII, p. 446.

Limitation can be pleaded as a bar to a suit to set aside an alienation by a grandfather, the cause of action in such a case arising not from the date of the grandfather's death, but from the date of the alienation.

The right of an unborn son to sue does not give a perpetual right of action. When neither want of enquiry nor mala fides is shown, the existence of legal necessity must be presumed, and the acts of the guardian considered to be the acts of the minor.

Quere.—Whether the same rule strictly applies to the relation of the head of the family, and his descendants holding vested rights in his estate, in regard to alienations by the head of the family to which the descendants did not expressly consent.—Seetul Persad Singh v. Gour Dyal Singh.—S. W. R. Vol. I, p. 283.

In a suit by a son to annul an alienation of ancestral property by his father, onus is not on the son to prove the absence of necessity for the sale, but on the purchaser to prove the existence of the necessity.—Jugdel Narain Suhaye v. Lalla Ram Prakash and others.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 292.
CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 17th of September, 1859.

Present:
C. B. Trevor, and E. A. Samuells Esqrs., Judges, and
H. V. Bayley Esq. Officiating Judge.

GOPAUL-DUTT PANDEY for self and as Guardian of
CHUTTOOR-BHOOJ PANDEY, heirs of JUGGO-
MOHUN PUNDIT, (Plaintiffs), Appellants,

versus

GOPAUL-LAUL MISSER and others,
(Defendants,) Respondents.

Held, that the consent of nephews to the sale by the uncle of his share of ancestral property is requisite, neither according to the Mitakhara, nor to the Hindoo law as current in Mithila. The consent of sons and grandsons is alone necessary to the sale, by the father, of ancestral property. The principle of the distinction, as stated in the Mitakhara, is, that a son has an inchoate right in the possession of his father from the time of his birth, whereas a nephew has no right at all in the ancestral property in the possession of his uncle, until after the death of the latter.

Judgment—

In this case the special appeal has been admitted to try whether the Judge has not erroneously held that the consent of nephews is necessary to render valid alienation of property under the Mithilâ law. We consider it quite clear from the Mitakhara, Colebrooke, page 210, para 3, and from Macnaghten's Hindoo Law Vol. I, page 46, that the consent of nephews is not requisite under either the Mithilâ or Mitakhara Law, but those whose assent is necessary are sons or grandsons. The principle of the distinction is explained in the passage from the Mitakhara, cited, viz., 'that a son has a right on his father's property from the time of his birth; whereas a nephew can have no right until after the death of the party from whom he inherits.'

The special respondent's pleader has been unable to show us any authority of Hindoo law, or any precedent in point, opposed to this view.

We, therefore, decree the special appeal, with costs of special Respondents.—S. D. A. Dec. for 1859, p. 1814.
CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 14th of March, 1859.


GopaUL Singh, Plaintiff,

versus

Bheekun Laul and others, Defendants, Petitioners.

Held, that plaintiff suing for 10½ annas of a property and averring possession of 6½ can only sue for 4 annas. Held, that where parties agreed to a decision according to the Mithila law, the specific authorities of that law, and not those of Middaharé, should be cited to support a bywastá.

Held, that as the Hindoo law only contemplates the illegality of a father's alienation without a son's consent, in certain cases, a suit by a nephew against his uncle's alienation was wrong; and, further, was not referred to in the bywastá relied on.

Held, that the Judge's dictum, that a deed must always speak for itself, was incorrect, and that in many cases its terms are to be interpreted by the surrounding circumstances of the case.

Plaintiff, alleging that his father and uncle had illegally alienated certain ancestral property to his prejudice, by two sales, sued to set aside those sales, and for possession of so much of the property as was not in his possession.

On special appeal by plaintiff to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the case was remanded on the 23rd of October 1857, (page 1506,) with this order: “The Judge, in confirming the decision of the Lower Court against plaintiff, has applied a precedent cited in Macnaghten's Hindoo Law, Vol. II, page 312, and decided this case with reference to the doctrine therein laid down. It is urged in special appeal that the case in question is a Bengal case, and, consequently, of no authority in the present one, which is in Tirhoot, within the province of Behar. We admit the plea and remand the case, in order that it may be tried according to the law and precedents in force in Behar.”

The Zillah Judge on this asked the Provincial Pundit at Patna, “whether a father in Zillah Tirhoo can, under any circumstances, alienate any portion of ancestral property, according to the Hindoo law.” The Pundit replied, that a father could do so in case of a famine, for the maintenance of his family, for ancestral and funeral debts, his own or children's marriage, and debts incurred for religious acts. The Judge states: “the Pundit adds, ‘this opinion is accord-
ing to the Hindoo law, current in Mithilâ, Zillah Tirhoot, province Behar, and the Mitâksharâ." The Pandit then cites two authorities, both from the Mitâksharâ. The Judge then held that the deeds did not disclose the necessity required by Hindoo law. He at the same time remarked that the deed must speak for itself, and from it nothing can be gathered to support in any way defendant's assertions. The Judge, therefore, decreed the appeal of plaintiff.

Defendant appeals specially to this Court, urging three grounds.

On the first point, we consider the Judge's decision clearly wrong; for, if the plaintiff's plea of possession of the 6½ annas is proved to be groundless, his claim, so far as is founded upon that possession, can at most be for the 4 annas, and not for the 10¼.

On the second point, we think that the Pandit, when, as it is admitted by both parties before us, the Mithilâ law was to govern the case, should have supported his opinion by the books acknowledged as authorities of that law, such as the Vivâda Ratnâkara, Vivâda Chintâmani, Vyavahâra Chintâmani, the Smriti-sâra, and other Mithilâ works, (Vide Macnaghten's Preface, page 22,) and not as he has done by citations from the Mitâksharâ. It has been pressed on us, on the other hand, that the Mitâksharâ is of equal weight with the Mithilâ Law Books; but, we think, where the special Mithilâ law is clearly contemplated by the Court and the parties as governing the case, and that law has its own authorities, though they may happen to agree with the Mitâksharâ, they should be cited and acted on. Further, it has still more strongly been urged that the decision in Vol. II, Select Reports, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, 28th July 1813, page 74, and that in Vol. VI, page 132, referring to the case in page 71 of Vol. VI, show that by the Hindoo Law current in the same district of Tirhoot, such alienations as this are valid. Without going into the details of the cases, we think it enough to remark that, to the east of the Gunduck, in one part of Zillah Tirhoot, the special Mithilâ law prevails, and in that part to the west, another law, viz., the Mitâksharâ; and in fact, if we required more, to show the erroneous and incomplete nature of the bywastâ in that case, it is to be found in the fact that a copy of a bywastâ by the same Pandit, filed in this case, shows he has applied the penal Mithilâ law, and held that under it alienations, by a father, cannot be made without the son's consent.
On the third point, the pleadings and the judgment of the Judge clearly show, that the plaintiff sued partly as son and partly as nephew, to set aside his father's and uncle's alienation, and that the uncle's alienation was not even referred to in the bywastā.

We would further remark that the Judge is in error in writing that a deed must always speak for itself. Its terms may and should, in many cases, be interpreted and explained by the surrounding circumstances of the case.

We remand the case to the Judge, to re-try it with reference to the foregoing remarks.—S. D. A. Dec., for 1859, p. 294.

Held that a nephew is not competent by Hindu Law to object to any alienation of ancestral property directly or indirectly made by his uncle.—Gunga Deen Rawot v. Madhoo Soodun and others. Agra Rep. Vol. III., A. C. p. 4.

CALCUTTA,—H. C. A.—The 16th of September 1872.

Before Sir Richard Couch, K.t., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Ainslie.

BABOO NUND COOMAR LALL and another (Plaintiffs)  
versus  
MOULVIE RAZEEOODEEN HOSSEIN and others (Defendants).*

BABOO NUND COOMAR LALL and another (Plaintiffs)  
versus  
SYUD RUZAOOODEEN HOSSEIN and others (Defendants).*

BABOO NUND COOMAR LALL, and another (Plaintiffs,)  
versus  
MOULVIE ABDool LUTF, and others (Defendants).*

In execution of a decree against A, a Hindu, living under the Mātrikāraṇ, his right, title, and interest in a certain property, part of which he had acquired as heir to his nephew and cousin, was sold. A suit brought by A's sons to obtain possession of their share of the property, on the ground that the debt for which the sale was held, had not been incurred under a legal necessity, was dismissed so far as it related to the part of the property which A had inherited collaterally.

* Regular Appeals, Nos. 62 of 1871, and 41 and 42 of 1872, from a decree of the Subordinate Judge of Fatea, dated the 30th December 1872.
According to the Mitákshará, a son cannot prevent alienation by his father of property which the latter has inherited collaterally. The restriction upon the father's power of alienation only applies to the grandfather's property.

Couch, C. J.—The plaintiffs in this suit are the sons of Laekram Lall, and the case in the plaint was that Laekram Lall held a share in the Mehal Jehangeer-pore Munkurpaul as ancestral property, two-thirds of which share were the share of the plaintiffs, and one third was the share of their father.

It appeared that of the share of 2 annas 1 d. 6½c. held by Laekram, he directly inherited from his father or grandfather 12½d., and the remainder he inherited collaterally from the widows of two of his brothers and of a nephew.

Two questions were raised in the appeal: first, whether the sale of the plaintiffs' share was justified and was binding on them;—secondly, whether, if it was not, the plaintiffs were entitled to a decree in respect of the property which Laekram inherited collaterally.

There was no evidence how or for what purpose the debts which were said to have been paid off with the borrowed money were contracted. The evidence is altogether insufficient to establish a case in which a mortgage by a father of ancestral property would be binding on his sons.

It is therefore necessary to decide the second question, whether the plaintiffs are entitled to a decree in respect of the property which Laekram inherited collaterally. In the Mitákshará, Ch. I, s. I, v. 3, heritage is said to be "of two sorts, unobstructed, or liable to obstruction. The wealth of the father or paternal grandfather becomes the property of his sons or of his grandsons in right of their being his sons or grandsons, and that is an inheritance not liable to obstruction. But property devolves on parents (or uncles,) brothers, and the rest upon the demise of the owner, if there be no male issue; and thus the actual existence of a son and the survival of the owner are impediments to the succession; and, on their ceasing, the property devolves on the successor in right of his being uncle or brother. This is an inheritance subject to obstruction." V. 27 of the same section which was much relied upon in the argument for the appellant, where it says:—"Therefore, it is a settled point that property in the paternal or ancestral estate is by birth" must be considered to refer to inheritance not liable to obs-
struction; what is described in v. 3, as becoming the property of sons or grandsons in right of their being sons or grandsons. They do not by birth acquire a right in property to the succession to which by their father there is an impediment, and which he may never succeed to. V. 33 says:—"In respect of the right by birth to the estate, paternal or ancestral we shall mention a distinction under a subsequent text." In s. 5, v. 9, it is said:—"So likewise the grandson has a right of prohibition if his unseparated father is making a donation, or a sale of effects inherited from the grandfather; but he has no right of interference in the effects which were acquired by the father. On the contrary, he must acquiesce because he is dependent." And v. 10 is:—"Consequently the difference is this: although he may have a right by birth in his father's and in his grandfather's property, still, since he is dependent on his father in regard to the paternal estate, and since the father has a predominant interest as it was acquired by himself, the son must acquiesce in the father's disposal of his own acquired property; but since both have indiscriminately a right in the grandfather's estate, the son has a power of interdiction if the father be dissipating the property." According to these texts the restriction upon the father's power of alienation only applies to the grandfather's property, v. 8 and 11 of the same section confirm this, and so also does v. 5 of s. 5.

Doubts have been raised on this question by commentators, and the arguments on each side are stated in Colebrooke's Dig., Vol. II, Madras Ed., p. 274 where the author is of opinion that the rule of equal dominion vested in father and son only applies where the property has regularly descended. The state of the question is very well stated in West and Buhler, Bk. 2, Intro. p. 19:—"Ancestral property, as amongst descendants, comprises property transmitted in the direct male line from a common ancestor, and accretions to such property made with the aid of the inherited ancestral estate." Thus, in the case of a father, head of a family, property inherited from his father or grandfather, is ancestral property, however acquired by its previous possessors. On the other hand, property inherited by him from females, brothers or collaterals, or directly from a great-great-grandfather, appears to be subject to the same rules as if self-acquired. Ancestral property, in fact, may be said to be co-extensive with the objects of the aprati-bandha-dāya or unobstructed inheritance.
What appears to be the result of the text of the Mitákshará and the better opinion among commentators is supported by two decisions. In Rayadur Nallalambi Chetti v. Rayadur Mukunda Chetti* it was held that a suit by a son against his father to compel a division of immovable property inherited by the latter from his paternal cousin could not be maintained. And in Jowahir Singh v. Guyan Singh†, it was held that a son cannot control his father’s act in respect of a property, the succession to which is liable to obstruction; and it is only in respect of property not liable to obstruction that the wealth of the father and grandfather becomes the property of his sons or grandsons by virtue of birth.

We concur in these decisions. The decree of the Court below must be reversed as to two-thirds of 12½d. of the property in suit, and it must be decreed that the plaintiffs do recover two-thirds of 12½d. of the property claimed in the plaint, with mesne profits and costs of suit in proportion.

A similar decree will be made in the appeal No. 41 of 1872 between the same parties, and in appeal No. 42 of 1872 where the suit was against another purchaser.


A son cannot control his father’s act in respect of the succession to which he is liable to obstruction. It is only in respect of property not subject to obstruction that the wealth of a father or grandfather becomes property of his sons or grandsons by virtue of birth.—Jowahir Singh v. Guyan Singh and others.—Agra H. C. Rep. Vol. IV, p. 78.
PRECEDENTS OF

BOMBAY, S. D. A.*—The 19th of September, 1839.

AMBUK ROW TRIMBUCK PEHTAY,

versus

TRIMBUCK ROW AMRUTAYSHWUR and another.

In this case, it was ruled that a son’s share of ancestral property, specially appropriated for his maintenance, is not attachable in satisfaction of his father’s debts, during the lifetime of the latter.—Scl. Rep. p. 218. Morley’s Digest, Vol. I, p. 44.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 30th of January, 1866.

Present:


GOOR SURN DASS, (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

versus

RAM SURN BHUGUT and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.

According to the Mitakshara Law, sons have a vested interest in ancestral property, which interest is saleable at any time in satisfaction of claims against them.

This suit arose in this wise.—Chuttaree Bhugut, the original acquirer of the property, left two sons, Ram Suhae and Sheo Suhae—the first, who is now alleged to be ‘non compos mentis,’ had sons, Ablakee and others; the last (who is dead), left also sons, Ram Surnun and others. These sons of Ram Suhae and Sheo Suhae borrowed money from, and executed a deed of mortgage to, one Maghessur Dyal on the 12th of November 1858, and he sold his interest to Goor Surn Dass, the plaintiff, in November of the following year.

Goor Surnun foreclosed, and then sued for possession of the mortgaged property. He got a partial decree only, the sons of Ram Suhae being declared to have no right on account of their father’s insanity. The plaintiff then brought his suit against Ablakee and the other sons of Ram Suhae for the money lent, and obtained a

* Present; Fyne and Greenhill, Judges.
decree on the 29th of May, 1863, which was confirmed afterwards by theJudge on appeal.

In execution of this decree, Goor Surun prayed for the sale of his debtor's reversionary right in the ancestral estate then held by their father Ram Suhae Bhugut. This was refused by the Principal Sudder Ameen, and the present suit was brought to cancel this miscellaneous order, and to declare the debtor's right saleable.

The Lower Court has now decided that the rights in question are not 'existent,' but are contingent on an extremely uncertain event, that is, the survival of the father by the sons, and that they are not, therefore, legally saleable.

The decree-holder appeals against this decision, and urges that, according to the Mitakshara system of law which confessedly governs this case, sons have from birth a vested interest in ancestral property, and that such interest is saleable at any time.

There can be no doubt, we observe, that this is a correct exposition of the law as it prevails under the Mitakshara system, and that sons can, at their pleasure, force a father, however reluctant, to divide with them property obtained from a paternal grandfather, (vide Colebrooke's Mitakshara, Chapter I, Section 6). This right accrues to a son from the time of his birth, and is not, therefore, one contingent on the father's death, or upon any uncertain event; it is a vested right claimable at any time during the father's life.

It may be, as argued by the respondents' pleader, that no case of the kind is to be found in our books; but the principle is, we consider, indubitable, and we have no hesitation in declaring it. There is no necessity for our going further than this, or for stating the effect of our decision on the properties claimed.

It is sufficient for the purposes of this case that we lay down the general rule, as, with the exception of Sheo Surun, none of the respondents have appealed.

With reference, however, to this respondent who claims through his ancestor, Bhayabul Singh, to have purchased the entire right, both of Ram Suhae and of his sons, in Mouza Pachoonda before the passing of the plaintiff's decree, we think that the case must be remanded for enquiry.

For the rest, we reverse the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen, and declare the sons of Ram Suhae to have a vested right
in the ancestral property, which is liable to sale in satisfaction of any claims against them.

The costs of this appeal will be paid by all the respondents except Sheo Suru Roy, whose case is remanded. The costs of that portion of the suit will follow the result of the enquiry now ordered.

Admitted Legal Opinions.

Without the consent of his legitimate son, a man cannot alienate any part of his immovable property.
A widow having an adopted son cannot, without his consent, alienate any portion of the estate which belonged to her husband.

Q. 1. Is a landed proprietor at liberty, having a son born in lawful wedlock, to bestow his whole or a portion of his landed estate by gift to his son by a woman of another class, or to a stranger, without the consent of his legitimate son?

R. 1. "Though immovables or bipeds have been acquired by a man himself, a gift or sale of them should not be made by him, unless convening all the sons." "By favour of the father clothes and ornaments are used, but immovable property may not be consumed, even with the father's indulgence."

According to the above quoted texts of Manu, Yājñyawalkya, Nāreda, and Devâla, the father is incompetent to give, sell, mortgage or make other alienation of his bipeds and immovables, where a legitimate son is living, without his consent. The father is competent to make a gift to his illegitimate son sufficient to provide him with food and raiment, though there be a legitimate son alive.

Q. 2. Subsequently to the death of the Raja, his widow adopted a son and put him in possession of all the property left by her husband. Shortly after, she, without the sanction of her adopted son, assigned a portion of the estate, by a deed of gift, to a stranger. In this case, is such gift legal and valid?

R. 2. According to the doctrines of Kātyāyana and Yājñyawalkya, the widow is incompetent to make a gift, mortgage, or sale of any property, excepting such as she may have received from her affectionate kindred, without the sanction of her adopted son.

An ancestral landed estate cannot be given to one son, to the exclusion of the sons of another son.

Q. A landed proprietor had two sons, the eldest of whom died, leaving two sons. Subsequently he (the proprietor) disposed of his entire ancestral estate, consisting of movable and immovable property, by a deed of gift in favor of his second son. In this case, is the gift legal or otherwise?

R. He is incompetent to make a gift of the immovable estate which devolved on him from his forefathers, to his second son, without the consent of his eldest son's sons, and the deed of gift is null and void. He is entitled to give jewels and other movables, though inherited from the grandfather. This is conformable to the Vivāda-ratnākara, Mitāksharā, and other authorities.

Authorities.

Yājnyavalkya:—"The ownership of father and son is the same in land which was acquired by his father, or in a corodry, or in chattels."

"The father has no power to make an unequal partition, or to make a gift, of the ancestral property. This is the doctrine of the Vivāda-ratnākara."

"They who are born, and they who are yet unbegotten, and they who are still in the womb, require the means of support: no gift or sale should, therefore, be made."

Yājnyavalkya:—"The father is master of the gems, pearls, and corals, and of all other movable property: but neither the father nor the grandfather is so of the whole immovable estate."

Zillah Bhagulpore, April 7th, 1819.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 3.

Sale of a man’s entire property allowable under what circumstances.

Q. Can a person, having a son, a daughter, and a wife, sell his whole ancestral landed estate to a stranger?
R. If a father, having sons and other heirs, sell his entire patrimonial immovable property without their consent, or without extreme necessity, such as to render the sale necessary for the purpose of the family support, the sale is void and illegal; but under such necessity the act is allowable. This opinion is conformable to the Viváda-chintámani, Viváda-ratnákara, Viváda-chandra, and other authorities.

Authorities:

Cátyáyana:—"A wife or a son, or the whole of a man's estate, shall not be given away or sold without the assent of the persons interested; he must keep them himself; but in extreme necessity, he may give or sell them with their assent; otherwise, he must attempt no such thing: this has been settled in codes of law. Except his whole estate and his dwelling-house, what remains after the food and clothing of his family, a man may give away, whatever it be, whether fixed or movable; otherwise it may not be given."

"If the sons and the family cannot be supported without selling the whole real estate, or if the father, reserving such portion as may suffice for the maintenance of the family, sell the entire patrimonial landed estate, the sale is good and legal."

Dáyya-bhágä:—"But if the family cannot be supported without selling the whole immovable and other property even the whole may be sold or otherwise disposed of."


The gift of a man's own acquisition is valid, though made on his death-bed, if he was of sound disposing mind at the time.

Q. A Hindu, having a uterine sister's son living, made over his entire estate, consisting of movable and immovable property, which he had acquired by dint of his own industry, by gift to a woman

* Although this is a Bengal case, yet the opinion delivered in the reply seems to be according to the other schools, and not of the Bengal school, where a father has absolute power to dispose of property immovable as well as movable, ancestral as well as acquired, without the consent, may to the prejudice, of his son and son's son.
whom he kept as a concubine. At the time when the deed of gift was executed, he was afflicted by illness, which terminated in his death two days afterwards. In this case, is the gift legal; or supposing it to be void and illegal, will his entire property devolve on his sister's son?

R. Supposing the person alluded to in the question to have made over his self-acquired real and personal estate by gift to his concubine while his uterine sister's son was living, and presuming him to have been, at the time when the deed was executed, of sound disposing mind, in that case the alienation is good and valid; otherwise it has no validity, and the sister's son will inherit*.

Manu says: "He may give it away at his pleasure, or he may defray his expenses with such wealth†."

Nareda: "Though generally his own master, what a man does while disturbed from his natural state of mind, the wise have declared not done, because he is not then his own master."

Patna Court of Appeal.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 89.

A gift by a father of his entire property to one daughter is legal, though he may have another daughter, and brother's son.

The other daughter, if unmarried, is entitled to have the expenses of her nuptials defrayed.

Q. 1. A person having two daughters, a brother's son, and a son who was an outcast, verbally conferred his entire estate, consisting of movable and immovable property, on one of his daughters. In this case, is the gift good and legal?

R. Supposing that the person alluded to, through paternal affection, verbally alienated his whole landed and other property to one of his daughters, while his other daughter, a nephew, and an outcast son were living, the alienation is legal, and the persons above

* This opinion, and the one which preceded it to the like effect, must be received with some degree of qualification. It has been laid down as a general principle by Mr. Colebrooke in his treatise on Obligations and Contracts, Book IV, § 645, that "by the Hindu law, a gift or gratuitous contract, made by a person afflicted with an incurable disposition, is void. His equanimity being disturbed, he does not possess the self-control requisite to a valid act and legal disposal of his property." It follows, that to uphold a gift, made on a death-bed, there should be the clearest proof of sound disposing mind, to repel any presumption which might exist to the contrary.—Note by Sir W. Macmagon.†

† This text is not of Manu, but of Vrikhaspati.
named have no right to the property, as is laid down in a text of Yājñavalkya:—"They who know the law of gifts declare, that things once delivered, as the price of goods sold, as wages, for the pleasure of hearing poets, musicians, or the like, from natural affection, as an acknowledgment to a benefactor, as a nuptial gift to a bride or her family, and through regard, cannot be resumed." This is conformable to the Mitākhsāra and other authorities.

Q. 2. Supposing the gift to be illegal, and the outcast son dead, and that there are two daughters and a brother's son of the donor living, which of these survivors is entitled to the inheritance?

R. 2. Whatever property is given to a daughter, the gift is legal; for it insures the production of benefits, as Vyāsa says: "A gift to a daughter is productive of an eternal enjoyment of benefit, and also to a brother."—The other survivors have no right of succession; and if the other daughter be a maiden, she is only entitled to such portion of the property as may suffice for the necessary expenses of her nuptial ceremony.


Responsa Prudentum.

NACHARUMMAH and another, v. SASHUMMAH and another.

The deceased Venganah, besides his son Singree, left surviving him the defendant Sashummah his wife, a daughter, two daughters-in-law, and a fraternal sister-in-law,—all widows. In his last illness he directed that after his death, a certain sum with his accounts and bonds being first given to his son, the residue of his property should be divided equally between him and the five widows. This was accordingly done; and the son having since died, the two daughters-in-law, above alluded to, claim to be entitled to share what he has left, as against the defendant Sashummah, the mother of Singree deceased. Qu. as to their right?

* This is not a text of Yājñavalkya, but of Nārada. See Dig. Vol. ii. p. 291.
Answer.

The deceased Venganah, having a son, had no right to make the distribution stated.

Remarks.

By law, as received in the school that follows the Mitakshara, Smriti-Chandrika, and Madhavya, a father is restrained from giving away immovables, without the concurrence of his sons: but he is not precluded from disposing of movables at his discretion. (Mit. on Inh. Ch. i. Sect. 1. § 27.) Considered then as a gift, the distribution alluded to, which seems not to have concerned land, should not have been deemed invalid. No doubt, the mother (and not the sisters-in-law) was entitled to succeed to the son's property.


ZILLAH OF SARUN.

(A) Ram Tuwukul Tevaree, (B) Lal Ram Tevaree Appellants, versus

(C) Four sons of Chuttur Tevaree, (D) Ico Lal Tevaree Respondents.

Ruggoo Nath, deceased, was the father of A, C, and D. A is the father of B. It appears that C and D having instituted in the Zillah of Sarun a suit against A and B, claiming certain lands on the ground of their having been assigned to A by deed in writing by their father Ruggoo Nath, contrary to the Shāstra, obtained a decree in their favor by the decision of the Registrar, which was confirmed in appeal by the Assistant Judge. The appeal of A and B to the Provincial Court not being admitted, they petitioned the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for a special appeal; upon which that Court referred to their Hindoo Law Officers the following questions, arising from the case as above stated, with the pleas urged by the appellants.

1. Supposing Ruggoo Nath to have acquired the lands in dispute by means of ancestral property, could he in that case, assign them by deed to one of his sons, to the exclusion of the others?
2. Supposing them to have been not ancestral, but of his own acquisition, could he do so?

In answer, the Pundits replied,

That, under the circumstances stated, the father, in either case, was not competent to assign over, by any means, the lands in question to one son, without the consent of the others; a father not having power either to give or sell without the consent of his sons, whether land or slaves, though acquired by himself, much less where they have descended to him. And for this they referred to the text of Manu, cited in the Mitakshara, Vyavahara Madhava, Vira Mitrodaya, Vyvada Tantrava, &c &c.

Communicated by Mr. Sutherland.—Stra. H. L. Vol. II, (2nd Ed.) page 10.

LATCHEME-NADA, v. VISVA-NADA S.—

The Defendant, and the husband of the Plaintiff being brothers, and undivided, and their mother dying, the defendant, in the absence of his brother, made a gift of land on the occasion of her death, equal to two mercalls of seeds, to one Annavaraloo Sashumbuttoo; he, the Defendant, being at the time in possession of the family property. Quest. Was the gift good as against the absent brother, unauthorized by him?

Remarks.

See Mit. on Inh. Ch. I, sect. i, § 28, 29. The gift being made for the spiritual benefit of a mother’s shade, and, so far as appears, being not excessive for that purpose, according to the religious notions of the parties, seems to come under the description of indispensable duty, for which one brother is competent to make a valid gift, without the consent of the other,—it could not, therefore, be recalled. The action, however, does not appear to have been brought for this purpose, the donee being no party to the suit; but for that of charging the whole gift against the donor’s share of property; in which view also the maxim cited from the Mitakshara is adverse to the Plaintiff’s claim, which goes to disallow this disposal of property as for the common concern.

C.
CO-ORDINATE RIGHT, ITS EFFECTS, &c. 123

It may be remarked, in addition to the observations, that, had the Plaintiff's husband been a minor at the time of the grant in question, it would have been clearly good, without his consent, which he would not, during minority, have been competent to give. (Mit, on Inh. Ch. I, Sect. i. § 28, 29.) It does not appear that he was a minor; but it is stated that he was absent at the time, which would be equally material, as connected with the occasion of the grant; being the death of the mother, whose ceremonies could not conveniently wait. Minors and absentees stand, in many respects, in point of Hindu law, on the same footing. T. A. S.


TEROOVANDE-PORAM CHRISHTAMA-CHARIAR, By his Vakeel,
SESHADRU IYENGAR,

versus

ALAMALAMMAN, by his Vakeel, SYED KUSSEMOODEEN CAWN.

We send you copy of the genealogical table in this cause; and you will let us know which of the parties is to be considered as heir. If the proprietor of a property authorize another to take possession of it, and perform his funeral ceremonies after his death, and die, leaving an heir at law, is the latter thereby disinherit ?

Answer of the Pundit.

The gift by the owner in his life-time was competent; and takes effect upon his death.

Remarks.

This is a consequence of the power of giving; which is not restrained, unless in the case of land, the owner having male issue living; or in that of the whole property, leaving the family thereby destitute (Jagan-nátha's Digest, Book II, Ch. iv, ver. 4, 5, 7, 9, 14, 18.) According to the Smriti-Sára, cited by Jagan-nátha, (Vol. ii. p. 118.) a gift of the whole estate is valid, but sinful. In the case of land, however, the gift would be invalid, if the heir were a lineal male descendant, and did not consent. Mit. on Inh. Ch. I, Sect. i, § 27.

C.

ZILLA OF VIZAGAPATAM.—17th of December, 1808.

The family of the deceased, a Hindu of the Banyan tribe, consisted of his wife and the widows of the two sons dead without leaving issue; when, being at the point of death, he caused to be drawn two instruments under two several dates, purporting, that nothing should be given to his elder daughter-in-law, except the jewels she had worn during the life of her husband; but that the younger one should have some of the moveables, besides her ornaments; and that all the rest of his property, movable and immovable, should belong, in certain specified proportions, to his blood relations, his servants, and his widow.—Are these instruments valid? And, if not, in what manner are the three widows, i.e. the widow of the deceased, and his two daughters-in-law, living together, to divide the estate?

Remarks.

A disposition of property made under influence of anger, as of any other violent passion, disturbing the intellect, is by law invalid. But the objection must appear from other circumstances than the mere fact of the disposition being different from that which the law would have made without it. The whole property in question was vested in the father, and he, having no surviving male issue, was not restricted by law from disposing of immovables, as well as moveables, at his discretion. Whatever was not so given away by him would devolve by inheritance on his widow, and, after her death, on his legal heirs; and, according to an opinion which is supported by the author of the Vaijayantī, a commentary on Vishnu, the widows of sons, who died before their father, are entitled to succeed to him. But this doctrine, on which alone the daughters-in-law could found any pretensions to participate, is not generally received in the schools which follow the Mitākṣaraḥ.

ZILLA OF CHITTORE.—17th of December, 1810.

The Calendar* of a village adopted a son, who married, and died, in the life-time of his father. The father subsequently died, having previously to his death given his meeresa in trust, for the support of a daughter, a sister, and the widow of his deceased son, who were all living with him at the time. And now the daughter-in-law claims it as hers. The Pundit (Ausoory Alagasingara Charloo,) reported, that the disposition by the Calendar was a competent one, and the claim set up by the daughter-in-law not maintainable.

Remarks.

There was nothing in the law to prevent the man disposing of his property by gift, (which this trust is) for the support of the women, in any manner he judged proper. And even, had he made no such gift, still, according to the doctrine prevalent in the school of Mitakshaśa, the daughter would have inherited, in preference to the son’s widow; though the author of the Vaijayanti, and a few other writers, hold otherwise.

C.


* The Calendar is he to whom belongs, in villages, the function of reading and expounding the Panchānga. Panchānga (compounded of pancha, five, and ugra, members,) signifying a book treating on astrological subjects, under five particular heads. It is the province of Brahmins. Every Hindu village has one, who receives, as his compensation, a portion of the produce, which is called his meeresa. In some villages it is hereditary.
CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 11th of June, 1850.


Case No. 3 of 1849.

CHUTTER DHAREE LAUL, Appellant, (Defendant with others, absent in appeal,) versus BIKAOO LAUL, Pauper, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

It is not competent to a son, even in the provinces where the law of the Mitakshara prevails, to bring a suit for possession of an ancestral estate, and mutation of names, as an exclusive proprietary right during the lifetime of his father, on the ground that the father had made an illegal alienation of the estate by a sale without the son's consent, and that not only was the sale illegal on that account, but that the father had, by making it, divested himself of his own interest in the estate. A former decision by a single Judge of the Court, to the contrary effect, overruled.

The Principal Sudder Ameen's decision is, in substance, as follows:—"Plaintiff sues for possession, partition and registry of property, as detailed below, and for vasilat thereof, estimating the value of the suit at 5,101 rupees.—First, For his share in mouzahs Deorees and Dhunkee, pargannah Gho, purchased by Chutter-dharee Laul, appellant in case No. 3.—Second, For a similar share in mouzah Seeora, pargannah Cherand, purchased by the appellant in case No. 22."

"The defendants plead that the plaintiff's father sold to them his property, with plaintiff's consent, in order to pay off debts contracted for the expenses of the marriages of his daughters and sons; that, at the time of the sale, the plaintiff was present at the execution of the deed with his father, and engaged with him in completing the sale. He, however, made no objection to the sale, either at the time of mutation or registry of the deed."
"On the other hand, it having been clearly proved by the decisions and other documents filed by the plaintiff, that plaintiff's father was a bad-character, and alienated the disputed property which was ancestral; that plaintiff objected to the sale at the time of mutation, and that plaintiff's father cannot, under the Mitakhshar, sell or alienate ancestral property, without the consent of his son. It is, therefore, ordered, that the case be decreed in favor of the plaintiff."

**Judgment—**

Appellant proceeds to argue the case as to the sale of village Dhunkee; and urges that, whether the sale be good or bad, during the life-time of his father, the plaintiff has no title to possession, nor even to come into court to claim such possession; and further, that the mother of Nund-koomar is still alive; that Gobind Shevuk may have other children; and, in such case, the division between the plaintiff and his half brother Nund-koomar, in half shares, would prejudice the rights of other children born subsequent to that division, which, of itself, preclude the Court from granting a decree to the effect now sought.

In answer, it is pleaded that a father and son possess an equal right in ancestral immovable property (see page 75, Select Report, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, Volume II., Sham Singh, appellant, versus Musst. Omraotce, respondent*); and it is argued that as the father by making the sale, has divested himself by his own act of his right, the plaintiff is the only legal claimant to the property in suit.

On these points, we have to observe that a suit for possession and mutation of names, as an exclusive proprietary right, is the suit before us, not a suit to declare the sale by father of ancestral property, without consent of his son, to be illegal.

We are clearly of opinion that, during the father's life, the plaintiff cannot institute such an action as is now brought. We, therefore, reverse the decision of the lower Court, and give judgment in favor of the appellant with costs. The respondent's pleader has produced as a precedent in support of his case, the Report at page 175 of the Sudder Decisions for 1845, wherein it was

---

* Ante page 44.
ruled by a single judge (Mr. Rattray) that a plaint, similar to the present, is admissible, and a decree in concurrence with that of the Principal Sudder Ameen was passed for Ram Gholam, the plaintiff. We, however, cannot concur in the principle of that decision.—S. D. A. Dec. for 1850, p. 282.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 3rd of May, 1867.

Present:
The Honorable H. V. Bayley and Shumbhoo-nath Pundit, Judges.

Case No. 2527 of 1866.
SHEO RUTTUN KOONWUR, (Defendant,) Appellant,  
versus  
GOUR BEHAREE BHUKUT and others, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

Where one member of a joint family claims a property as separate, the onus is on him to prove his allegation. Under the Mitakshara law, an alienation by a son without the father's consent is invalid.

Bayley, J.—The pleas taken in special appeal are, in our opinion, valid.

These pleas are that the burden of proof has been wrongly put by the Lower Appellate Court upon defendant, special appellant, and that the alienation by one brother without the direct participation of the father and in his life-time was invalid.

Plaintiff sued for a house at Bhagulpore, alleging title by a purchase from Gopee and Laul Beharee, the sons of one Luchmun. The original purchase was in the name of Gopee alone. Defendant is an auction-purchaser at a sale in execution of the rights and interests of Luchmun, the father, and Laul Beharee, the son, both judgment-debtors.

The Lower Appellate Court, admitting that the family lived jointly at Mirzapore, states that it is not shown by defendant, special appellant, that the house at Bhagulpore was connected with the joint family or otherwise than separate.
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But with the presumption arising from the status of the family being admittedly joint, it was not on defendant, but on plaintiff who sued for the house at Bhagulpore as a separate property, to prove that it was so.

Nor could the property be alienated under Mitákshara law by the sons without the consent of the father then living.

We, therefore, decree this appeal with costs. We reverse the decision of the Lower Appellate Court, and remand the case to be tried with reference to the above remarks.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 449.

BABJEE BALLAL, v. RAMAJEE NARAYUN KURMUKUR.

In this case the Kulkarn of a village was sold to the respondent by the owner with the consent of the co-parcener (appellant's father,) then absent, and the respondent was ousted of possession by the appellant; it was held that the sale was good as against the appellant, his father being allowed a right of action to set aside the alleged sale, if false.—Borr. Rep. Vol. II, p. 642. See Morley's Digest, Vol. I, p. 44.

Alienation made by a Hindu with the consent of his son, cannot, under the Mitákshara, be questioned by the grandson.—Burraik Chuttee Sing and another v. Giridharee Sing and others. S. W. Rep. Vol. IX, p. 337.

A deed of sale (where full consideration is paid) executed by a member of a Hindu family, acting de facto as the guardian of his minor brothers, is not valid by reason of the father being alive at the time.

Where a guardian sells part of an estate, and applies the purchase-money to the expenses incurred in a suit undertaken and found in fact to be for the benefit of the whole property, the sale is valid.—Gunga Pershad and others v. Phool Singh and others.—S. W. Rep. Vol. I, p. 106.
Admitted legal opinions.

Partition without the father's consent is illegal. But with his consent binds him, though absent at the time. And without his consent does not bind the son who made it.

Q. 1. A person had three sons, the youngest of whom absconded from his family house, and the father went towards Bindrabun to make inquiry after him. His other two sons remained at home. In this case, is the eldest son competent to exercise proprietary right over the landed and other property? Supposing the eldest in this interval to have adjusted the proportion of his father's share of the joint property by means of arbitration, in this case, is the adjustment complete and binding?

R. 1. In the absence of the father, who proceeded to Bindrabun to inquire after his missing son, the eldest son is competent to manage his assessed lands and his other property, in virtue of which he may exercise proprietary right over it*. But any partition of joint property made by means of arbitration without the father's permission, cannot be considered as lawful.

Q. 2. If the father, at the time of his proceeding to Bindrabun, verbally left directions with his eldest son to adjust the dispute regarding his share of the immovable property held in joint tenancy with his other co-heirs, and he (the eldest son) accordingly did so while he was absent, and the father upon his return be not satisfied with the adjustment, in this case, is such adjustment good and binding?

R. 2. Supposing the eldest son, in the absence of his father, but with his permission expressed at the time of his proceeding to Bindrabun, to have chosen an arbitrator, and to have received

---

* It should not be supposed, from the doctrine laid down in this case, that according to the Hindu law it is a settled maxim, that the eldest son is alone entitled to manage his father's estate, and that the other sons are to be debarred from the management. The law authorizes a capable son, whether he be eldest or youngest, to manage the estate; but if each son claim his share of management, he is competent to do so. A son who is capable may assume the management, with the consent of the rest, during the father's absence or at his death, as appears from the subjoined extract of the Dya-bhada: "Is not the eldest son alone entitled to the estate, on the demise of the co-heirs, and not the rest of the brethren? Not so; for the right of the eldest (to take charge of the whole) is pronounced dependant on the will of the rest. Thus Narada says: "Let the eldest brother, by consent, support the rest, like a father; or let a younger brother, who is capable, do so: the property of the family depends on ability. By consent of all, even the youngest brother, being capable, may support the rest. Primogeniture is not a positive rule."—Note by Sir W. Macnaghten.
his legal share of the joint property, separated by means of arbitration, such partition of the estate is good and binding, even though the father after his return wish to recede from it.

Q. 3. A person had an only son, who in the absence of his father having chosen an arbitrator, caused a partition of his father's ancestral immovable property which was held in joint tenancy with his other co-heirs; and the father having returned home dissented from the measure, and shortly after died. The son who caused the partition is still living, and wishes to recede from it. In this case, is he competent to do so, or otherwise?

R. 3. The partition of the father's joint immovable and other property made by the award of an arbitrator, during the father's absence, without his express permission, and to which the father after his return did not consent, is illegal, and on the death of the father, if the son who caused it to be made wish to recede, it cannot be considered as good and binding.


---

**Responsa prudentum.**

**Soobumah, versus Ginecapah.**

On a question, as to the liability of the son to be sued, on account of property claimed by the father, the father living and amenable at the time, the Pundit (Rungachary) certified in the negative.

**Remarks.**

A son can only sue, or defend a suit for his father, unauthorized by him, if the latter be disabled by decrepitude, disease, alienation of mind, or the like. See a passage of Vrihaspati, as follows: "A kinsman (explained by Mitra Misra to mean a son, or other near relation,) or any person who is delegated by the party, may institute or defend causes on the part of one who is an idiot, a madman, an old man, or one afflicted with disease."—If the father have retired from worldly affairs, the whole management of the family devolves on the son; and in such case he may of course be sued. C.
Right.—The father has absolute dominion during his life; the children have nothing to do with the property, or the claims on it, till after his decease.

E.


MADRAS, S. D. A.

If a Hindoo die, leaving property, can his eldest son, being of age, claim the outstanding balances due to his father, without previous application for the purpose to the co-heirs?—Or, must he obtain a Vakalut-namah from them, to empower him?

Answer.—The elder brother should consult, on the occasion, such of his younger ones as are of age at the time.

Remarks.

An elder brother may certainly take the management of the whole, with the acquiescence of the co-heirs; (Mit. on Inh. Ch. I, Sect. iii, § 3; and 2 Dig. text ix.) And if the objection be on the part of a debtor, pleading the claimant’s want of authority from his co-heirs, the plea would be bad; though it is presumed that, if he require, for his satisfaction and security, that all should join in acquittance for payments made by him, he ought to have that satisfaction. If the objection be on the part of the co-heirs, the elder brother (no doubt) cannot act for them, against their consent.

C.

“Should consult,” &c.—That would be very proper; but what answer is this to the Court’s question? It was meant to ask, whether it be necessary that the elder should receive a formal commission from the other brothers, or whether he may act without it? The answer is that no formal commission is necessary. The elder brother succeeds naturally, as the representative of the father, to the administration of the estate; but, by common consent, any of the others may do so. In the latter case, a written agreement may be given; but the necessity of one is not even here absolute: the general notoriety of the fact is in all cases sufficient.

E.

CHAPTER II.] CO-PARTNER'S POWER OF ALIENATION.

SECTION III.

ON THE POWER OF A FATHER, OR ANY CO-PARTNER, OVER PROPERTY UNDIVIDED, OR DIVIDED.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 27th of May, 1826.

Present:

Sheo Surun Misser (son and heir of Singh Laul alias Duriao Misser, deceased) Appellant, versus Sheo Suhai, Respondent.

Sale of joint landed property, situated in the district of Mirzapore, by one partner without the consent of the rest, set aside as being contrary to the Hindoo law, and there being evident over-reaching on the part of the purchaser.

This was an action brought by Sheo Surun Misser against Sheo Suhai, to recover possession of two mouzas situated in zillah Mirzapore, pergunna Aroura.

The defendant, in formâ pauperis, replied that the land was worth more than Rs. 5,000, and was the joint property of his father and his four uncles. Had he wished it, he could not have alienated the land during their lives. He never executed any kut-kubâlah or written obligation, such as described in the plaint. He never received any of the sums spoken of by him, nor petitioned the Court to give the plaintiff possession. The real case was this: he was at a loss for money to pay the Government revenue for the year 1224 F. S., and therefore executed a written obligation of the nature of a mortgage deed, pledging the land for the sum of Rs. 1,000.

The officiating Judge of the Zilah passed a decree in favor of the Plaintiff with costs, directing the plaintiff to pay the defendant Rs. 2,056, the rest of the purchase-money. The defendant appealed, in formâ pauperis, to the provincial court of Benares, part of the judgment delivered by the First, Second and Officiating Judges of that Court is as follows:—"The appellant's father being alive, he (the appellant) had no right or power to alienate any part of the land, and all the deeds executed with that view, or to that effect, are
amount. We therefore reverse the decision of the lower court and give a verdict for the appellant with costs." From this decision the case was brought by special appeal into the Subadar Dewanny Adawlut.

The Chief and Junior Judges of the Subadar Dewanny Adawlut W. Leicester and W. Lorne, in the 25th of May 1858, recorded their opinions as follows: The Hindu law as laid down in systems of Hindu law does not permit alienation of land held jointly by several puttee-dars, or owners, to be made by one without the consent of the others, nor indeed does such alienation hold good for the alienating partner's individual share even without the consent of the rest. It is not in the present case sufficiently shown that the partners had consented to such alienation, as the appellant has attempted to prove. And even had their consent been shown, there was such evident overreaching on the part of the appellant, that the Court could not hold the transaction valid, though at the same time the respondent was clearly bound to refund to the appellant the money he had received, with interest. For these reasons the decree was affirmed with costs.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. IV, p. 158. (New Ed. p. 201.)

According to the Hindu law, as current in Behar, an only son cannot be given or received in the Duttaka form of adoption,† and according to the same law, neither joint property nor the profits arising from sacrificial fees are fit subjects of transfer. Nund-rum, and others, heirs of Ram Sunthye Pandey, Appellants, v. Konadh Pandey and others, Respondents.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. III, p. 282. (New Ed. p. 310.)

A, B and C were brothers, sons and tenants in common of some ancestral lands. A, several years before his death, by deed, gave his general estate to D, his sister's son, and had his name recorded. On his death, B and C sued for A's interest in the undivided lands and also for his personal estate and certain villages bought in A's

† See Civil Reports, page 292, Vol. III, and page 71, et passim, of the present volume. The same doctrine was also maintained in a Tirhoot case wherein Raja Bydiamund was appellant against Jyotah Jha and others, respondents. The Pundits then also held the sale of joint undivided property to be invalid, without the consent of all the sharers, and not valid even for the seller's own share, while undivided.—Note by the Register of the Subadar Dewanny Adawlut.

‡ This case will be found in extenso in the Book on Adoption.
name, which they alleged must be held to be an accretion to the ancestral estate. S. D. A., affirms judgment of Lower Court, passed on an opinion of its Pundit. This awarded right of B and C to A's share in the common villages, because, undivided,—and gift therefore, thereof, illegal. It dismissed claim to rest, because,—sole acquisition (on presumable admission of plaintiffs) was inferrible,—and continued adverse possession of donor and donee established.

Where B and C impugned as illegal a gift by A to D made several years before his death,—It was held that on A's death, B and C might recover, by suit, object of such illegal gift,—their right then accruing: so that, there was not adverse possession in A's lifetime, nor waiver of claim on the part of B and C by previous omission to sue.—Jivanlal and others v. Ram Govind Singh and others.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. V. p. 163. (New Ed. p. 193.)

AGRA, S. D. A.—The 16th of April 1864.

Present:


Tota Ram and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,

versus

Peetum and others, (Defendants,)

Respondents.

Held that a property which has once been declared to be family-property, belonging to a Hindoo undivided brotherhood, must follow the conditions of such estates under Hindoo Law, and no sharer is competent to alienate his rights without having obtained the consent of the brotherhood.

This was a suit for declaration of right to one-half of 15 biswas 1½ biswansees, belonging to Peetum and Ram Chund, who died childless, and for prohibition of division by cancelment of a sale-deed in favor of Chotay, to which property the plaintiffs, appellants, became entitled under Hindoo Law and custom on the demise of their father.

In appeal it is urged that as the Judge admits that the share of one brother dying childless was divided among the family under a Vyavasthā, he should have found that the sale of their rights by
CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 23rd of April 1866.

Present:
The honounable W. H. Kemp and W. S. Setton-Karr, Judges.

Case No. 207 of 1866.

NEHRU PERNAM JHA and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants, versus

JUNIA RAM JHA and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.

A suit by the guardian of minors to set aside an alleged alienation made by the adult member of a joint Hindu family in collusion with the purchaser, and without the consent of his wards, is not premature.

According to the Mithila law, such a sale is void for want of the consent of the whole of the heirs, and in the absence of proof that the sale was made for a legal necessity or for the benefit of the minors.

This suit is not premature, as contended by the pleader of the special appellant. The guardian of the minors sues to set aside
an alleged alienation made by the adult member of a joint Hindoo family in collusion with the purchaser and without the consent of his wards. Such suit, in the discharge of his trust as guardian, can by no means be termed premature.

Whether the special appellant is entitled to a refund of his purchase-money from the adult members of the family is a point which we are not called upon to decide in this appeal.

The Principal Sudder Ameen did not, as contended, refuse to consider the evidence, on the ground that there was no recital of a legal necessity in the deed of conveyance. The Principal Sudder Ameen did consider the evidence, and observe that it was rendered suspicious by the absence of any recital in the bill of sale. It is admitted that the sale is void under the Mithila law for want of consent of the whole of the heirs; and there is no proof that the sale was made for a legal necessity or for the benefit of the minors.

The appeal is dismissed with costs and interest.

This decision governs No. 208, which is also dismissed with costs and interest.—S. W. Rep. Vol. V, p. 221.

It is the firmly settled rule of Hindoo law, resting upon the authority of the Mitakshara and repeated in judicial decisions that a managing co-parcener has not the capacity to alienate or charge the share of his minor co-parcener in immovable ancestral property except for the purpose of providing for some family need or the performance of an indispensable religious duty, or except the alienation or charge be for the benefit of the joint estate.—Mad. H. C. Vol. VI, p. 371.

The incapacity of joint owners confers powers of alienation in certain cases of necessity upon the managing owner.—Koer Shee-pershad Narain v. the Collector of Monghyr and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 5.

A brother acting as manager of the family property and for the benefit of the minors, although he has not obtained a certificate of guardianship under Act XL of 1858, may make a temporary alienation of the family property for necessary purposes and the benefit of the minors.—Lalak Sectul Pershad v. Chand Khan.—N. W. Rep. Vol. II, p. 428.
It was well that by the law as current in Travancore the "sale of joint undivided property is invalid without the consent of all the members," as in that case the law would declare that such sale was not valid even for the members whose share was undivided.—Brighi Pydah v. Kandath Konai.—Sri, S. D. A. Rep. Vol. IV, p. 160, note.

 Held that by the Hindu law as current in Travancore the sale of joint undivided property, without the consent of all the members is invalid.—San Cheru Lall v. Jamuna Lall and others.—Sri, S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 170.

Where the validity of a sale of ancestral property is objected to on the ground that it was effected without the consent of all the members of the joint Hindu family, the objection can only be made by the member who did not consent.

A member of a Hindu family may mortgage his undivided share of the joint property without the consent of his co-sharers, in order to raise money for the benefit of the family, e.g., to pay debts or liquidate demands of legal necessity.—Jugarnauth Khoochiah v. Doodeo Misser.—S. W. Rep. Vol. XIV, c. r. p. 80.

An undivided member of a Hindu family cannot sell a portion of the ancestral estate unless driven thereto by pressing necessity. Rama Kutlu Aiyar v. Kulatturaiyan.—11th December 1859.
CO-PARCENER’S POWER OF ALIENATION.

Mad. S. A. 1859, p. 270. See also Rama Pillai and others v. Sreerungum Pillai and others.* 25th April 1860.—Ibid. p. 49.

Sale of property by an undivided member is not valid, even if falling within the limits of his individual share, unless made under emergent circumstances and with reservation of the shares of his sons and a sufficiency for the maintenance of his wife and daughters. Kanakus-bhaiya Pillai v. Sesha-chalu Sastri.*—8th February 1860. Mad. S. A. R. p. 17.

---

MADRAS, H. C.†—The 2nd and 15th of December, 1863.

VIRA-SVAMI GRAMINI versus AYYA-SVAMI GRAMINI.

According to the Hindoo law current in Madras the member of an undivided family may alien the share of the family-property to which, if a partition took place, he would be individually entitled.

There may be a valid sale of such a share upon an execution in an action of damages for a tort.

Such damages and the costs recovered constitute a judgment debt in respect of which the execution-creditor’s rights are the same as those upon any other judgment for the payment of money.

Scotland, C. J.—This was a suit for the recovery of two houses and premises numbered respectively 82 and 83, in the Chilé Bazaar road, which the plaintiff had purchased at a sale by Sheriff of Madras under a writ of fieri facias issued to recover the amount of damages and costs in an action of trespass against the defendant Ayya-svami Grámini and others. Three issues were settled. The first was whether at the time of the sale the houses and premises were the sole and exclusive property of the defendant Ayya-svami Grámini, and the third, whether at the time of the sale there was any valid and subsisting mortgage of the house No. 82. The Court disposed of these issues at the close of the case, finding the first in the negative and the third in the affirmative, and both against the

---

* See the fourth edition of Strange’s Hindoo Law, by J. D. Mayne, p. 362.
† Present: Scotland, C. J. and Bittleston, J.
plaintiff. But the second issue raised a further question whether, assuming the houses and premises to be the property of the undivided family of which Ayya-svâmi and the defendants Ayya-svâmi Grâmini and Devanè Ammal are members, the plaintiff by virtue of such sale acquired any and what title and interest in the same; and upon this question we have now to give judgment.

For the defendants it was contended as a matter of law that the sale by Sheriff passed no interest whatever in the family property, for that even if it had been an alienation by Ayya-svâmi himself without the consent of his co-parceners, such alienation would have been void and inoperative even to the extent of his own share; and this being a sale upon an execution in an action of damages for a tort was put as an a fortiori case. But we are of opinion that Ayya-svâmi might have made a valid alienation of his share and interest in the property, and that it passed under the sale in execution by Sheriff. As regards the supposed distinction where, as in the present case, the execution is for damages for a tort, we think that the damages and costs recovered constitute a judgment debt, and the right of the execution-creditor thereunder, is the same as upon any other judgment for the payment of money. To hold differently in this case would be in effect to declare the pecuniary immunity of all members of undivided Hindú families not possessing self-acquired property for any wrong, however great, which they may commit.

Mr. Mayne, however, mainly relied upon the general ground that no alienation by a member of an undivided Hindú family without the consent of his co-parceners can bind even his own share; and he asked our consideration of several decisions of the late Sudder Court upon this subject. It was not disputed that the course of decision in the late Supreme Court since at least the case of Rama-svâmy v. Sasha-chella, and the opinion expressed by Mr. Colebrooke in his observations upon that case supported the validity of such an alienation to the extent of the alienor's own share: nor that the same rule of law prevails in Bengal. But it was said that there is a foundation for the rule in Bengal which does not exist according to the Hindú law applicable to Madras, for that in Bengal the share of each parcener is treated as separate even before partition, though unascertained.
In support of this the 31st section of the second chapter of the Daya-bhaga was referred to. But that section appears to be a quotation from Narada, and according to Mr. Colebrooke's note to the passage it is otherwise interpreted by different compilers, and is generally understood as declaring the separate and independent right of co-heirs who have made a partition; and certainly the language of the passage itself refers to a condition of separation to some extent. But we do find in Chap. XI, Sect. i, § 26, on the widow's right of succession, that the author, in the course of a discussion upon the contradictory statements of text-writers and commentators, makes the observation that "it is not true that, in the instance of re-union [and of a subsisting co-parcenery] what belongs to one appertains also to the other parcener. But the property is referred severally to unascertained portions of the aggregate. Both parceners have not a proprietary right to the whole." This observation, however, is used only in reply to the argument, that the preferable right of surviving parceners may be deduced by inference from the fact that "the same goods, which appertain to one brother, belong to another likewise," and that "when the right of one ceases by his demise, those goods belong exclusively to the survivor, since his ownership is not divested." But according to both schools of Hindú law the right of survivorship is not absolute, and the undivided share, according to both, descends to his sons; and it seems to us that the real ground upon which the widow's right of succession is placed in the Daya-bhaga is the authority of Vrihaspati, who says that "a wife is declared by the wise to be half the body of her husband, equally sharing the fruit of pure and impure acts. Of him whose wife is not deceased half the body survives." Adding by way of question "How then should another take his property while half his person is alive?" So that the right in truth rests upon the oneness of husband and wife, not upon the existence of a separate estate and interest of the husband in the property during his life. Such a separate estate as a matter of inference might be deduced as well from the descent of the father's undivided share to sons, which is common to both schools of law, as from its descent to his widow, which is peculiar to the Bengal school. It is further to be observed that whatever distinction there exists in this respect was
certainly present in the minds of Mr. Colebrooke and of the Judges who decided the cases above referred to.

It only remains for us to notice the Subter Court decisions to which our attention was called. We have looked at these cases, seven in number, and we find that three of them expressly decide that one of several co-partners may bind his own share by alienation and that it is liable for his individual debt. These are the decisions to be found at p. 222 of the Reports for 1853, at p. 233 of the Reports of 1855, and at p. 247 of the Reports for 1860, which is the latest case. There are, however, in the volume for 1860, two decisions in which the contrary is held. One of these, at page 67, is rested upon the authority of the other at p. 17, and that again is rested upon the authority of the decision at p. 270 of the Reports of 1859. Looking at that case it does not seem to go the length supposed in two last mentioned cases: for the judgment in terms recognizes the power of the co-partner to confer upon the purchaser a right to what might eventually fall to his share at division, and the suit being for the recovery of a specific portion of property upon an alleged division, which was disbelieved, appears to have been properly dismissed. As to the decision at p. 215 of the Reports for 1854, we need only say that the Court appears to have proceeded upon the ground that the managing member having the control of the family property in his own hands could not proceed by suit and process to enforce his individual claim against the property.

We see nothing in these decisions that materially conflicts with (and some of them supports) the opinion we have above expressed, and Sir Thos. Strange in the first volume of his work of authority, at page 202 expressly says "that in favor of a bona fide alienee of undivided property, where the sale or mortgage could not be sustained as against the family, such amends as it could afford would be due out of the share of him with whom he had dealt, and for this purpose a court would be warranted in enforcing a partition."* What the purchaser or execution-creditor of the co-partner is entitled to is the share to which if a partition took place the co-partner himself would be individually entitled, the amount of such share of course depending upon the state of the

family. In this case there appear to be two brothers and a step-
mother, and the share of each brother is a moiety. There is no
evidence of Ayya-svámi’s having sons. If he had, they would no
doubt be entitled to shares in their father’s moiety, and so the pro-
erty available for the plaintiff would to the extent of their shares
be reduced; and except in this way the existence of sons would
not, we think, affect the plaintiff’s right. Having then established
his right to an undivided moiety subject to a charge for mainten-
ance, we might, as in an action of ejectment in the late Supreme
Court, have decreed to the plaintiff possession of the undivided
moiety in both the houses, but for the mortgage that has been
proved under the third issue; although further proceedings should
be necessary in order to realize to the plaintiff the actual enjoy-
ment of the moiety. In suits under the Civil Procedure Code, the
Court is certainly bound to take into consideration all the rights of
the parties to the suit, whether legal or equitable, and by its decree
to give effect to those rights as far as possible; but we think that
the court should confine itself to granting such relief as is prayed
by the plaint. In the present case, therefore, as the suit is simply
for the recovery of possession, and as there was at the time of the
sale by the Sheriff and at the institution of the suit a valid sub-
sisting mortgage of the house No. 82, entitling the mortgagee to
possession, the Court can only decree to the plaintiff the right to
possession of Ayya-svámi’s share in the house No. 83.

The plaintiff is to have the costs of the second issue, to be
paid him by the first, third and fourth defendants. The Plaintiff
will pay all the defendants their general costs of suit.—Mad. H. C.
MADRAS H. C. A.—The 22nd of June, 1865.

Special Appeal No. 188 of 1865.

PALANIVELAPPA KAUNDAN, Appellant,

versus

MANNÁRU NÁIKAN and another, Respondents.

A sale by a father is valid by Hindu law to the extent of his own share of the undivided estate. There is no distinction according to the Madras school between a father and other co-parceners.

This was a special appeal against the decree of the Additional Principal Sudder Amin’s Court of Coimbatore in Regular Appeal No. 244 of 1863, reversing the decree of the District Munsif’s Court of Bhavani in Original Suit No. 57 of 1863.

The Court delivered the following:—

Judgment.—In this case the plaintiff has most improperly been allowed by the Munsif, whose irregularity has not been noticed by the Principal Sadr Amin, to sue for what he calls the cancellation of an agreement made by his father. The real truth of the matter is that the 2nd defendant, the father of plaintiff, has sold land alleged to be family property to 1st defendant, and that, as is now admitted, the land has actually been delivered in pursuance of the sale. It is manifest that the cancellation of the rást-námah would be of no use whatever to the plaintiff, and that he ought to have been compelled to sue for what he really wanted.

In argument, treating this case as an action for the recovery of the land, it has been contended that a sale by the father is altogether void, that partition for the purpose of satisfying the contracts cannot as in other cases be directed. The principle upon which, following the suggestion of Sir T. Strange and Mr. Colebrooke, the Courts have of late years satisfied the contract of one individual member out of the share which would come to him on partition, is that as the co-parcener has contracted he ought to fulfil his contract, that he could, if disposed, at any time, according to the doctrine of the Madras School, enforce a partition, and that it is only just that, where he has incurred an obligation, he shall not be allowed to

* Present: Frere and Holway, Judge.
escape its effects by the allegation that his own deed was *ultra vires*, but compelled to give to his creditor all the remedies to which he would himself be entitled as against the object matter of his agreement. It is quite clear that on the theory of the Madras School there is no distinction between a father and other co-parceners.

We, therefore, refer to the Lower Court the issue:—To what portion of the land sued for would the 2nd defendant be entitled on a partition enforced by suit?

It is accordingly hereby ordered that the Principal Sunder Ameen do return his finding on the foregoing issue within six weeks from this date.—Stokes' Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 416.

**BOMBAY H. C.—The 18th of August, 1863.**

**GUNDO MAHÁDEV, Appellant,**

**RÁM BHAT BIN BHÁÚ BHAT, Respondent.**

A member of an undivided Hindú family has power to mortgage his own share of the family estate, and, if he be acting as representative and manager of the undivided family, to mortgage the interests of the other members of the family therein on any common family necessity, or for the common benefit and use of the undivided family.

This was an action by Gundo Mahádev to recover the sum of Rs. 267-7-6, alleged to be due on a mortgage bond executed by Narsi Bhat, a member of an undivided Hindú family. The property mortgaged consisted of a house.

The Court delivered the following judgment:—We hold that Narsi Bhat had power to mortgage his own interest in the house, although the family was undivided, and that, if he were acting as representative and manager of the undivided family, he had power to mortgage the whole of the house upon any common family necessity, or for the common benefit and use of the undivided family. We, therefore, reverse the decree of the Court below and remand the case, in order that the judge may determine whether the plaintiff can show that Narsi acted as representative of the family, and executed the mortgage under any common family necessity, or for their common benefit, and may pass a new decision in conformity with our view of the law.
The second defendant, Rám Bhat, to be at liberty to prove that Narsi Bhat was not acting as manager, or that there was collusion between Gundo Bhat and Narsi.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 39.

The manager of an undivided Hindú family, if acting in his individual capacity, can sell his own share of the family property only.—Dámodhar Vítkal Hari, Appellant, Dámodhar Hari Soman, Respondent.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 182.

Held that on this side of India, a member of an undivided Hindú family cannot, without the consent of his co-parceners, make a gift of his share of undivided property or dispose of it by will.—Gangu-bái Kom Sidháppá and another v. Rámanná Bin Bhímanná.*—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. III, p. 66.

BOMBAY H. C.—The 17th December, 1869.

TUKÁ-RÁM AMBAÍ-DÁS, Appellant,
RÁM-CHANDRA VALÁD BHÍMÁNNÁ DHÚGI, Respondent.

On this side of India a member of an undivided Hindú family can, without the consent of his co-parceners, sell his share in the undivided property.

Per curiam:—The facts found by the District Judge are—that Bhímanná and his sons Víthobá and Rám-chandra were an undivided family, and that Bhímanná with the consent or acquiescence of Víthobá, but without Rám-chandra’s consent, sold the family house to the plaintiff. Under these circumstances the Judge has awarded a half-share of the house to the plaintiff, who appeals, on the ground that he is entitled to the whole house. On the other hand it is contended for the respondent that the sale was invalid, since a member of an undivided family cannot, without the consent of his co-sharers, alienate even his own share of the family property. The authority relied upon in support of this proposition is the case of Gangu-bái v. Rámanná (supra.) We think that the decision in that case went no further than to declare that a member of an undivided family cannot, without consent of co-parceners, make a gift of his share, and that it in no way affected the previous decision.

of this Court that a member of an undivided Hindu family can sell his own share of the family property. Dámodhar Vithal v. Dámodhar Hari (supra.) We hold, therefore, that the sale to the plaintiff is valid as regards the share of Bhimanná, and invalid as regards the share of Rám-chandra. We accordingly amend the decree, by decreeing two-thirds of the house to the appellant.—Decree amended.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 247.

AGRA, S. D. A.—The 28th of March, 1864.

Present:

BYJ-NATH SINGH and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,

versus

RAMESHUR DYAL and others, (Defendants,) Respondents.

In provinces where succession among Hindus is governed by the Bengalee Shástras, alienation of joint property, even to the extent of the alienor’s own share, invalid, but if the property be partitioned, the transfer is legal.

The plaintiffs, who are co-heirs in mouzah Bhoj-pore and other mouzahs of Kureeat Mithoo, in zillah Azimgurh, sue to avoid a deed of sale made in favor of the defendant, Sheo Gholam Singh, by one Rameshur Dyal also a co-partner. They allege that as the seller is childless, the sale by him is invalid.

The Moonsiff, finding the plaintiffs and the defendant Rameshur to be of one family, and the defendant to be without issue, ruled that the sale was invalid, and decreed the claim in favor of the plaintiffs, the co-partners.

The Judge has reversed the decision on the ground that the seller who is of an age to have issue, is not controllable in respect of the alienation of the property by the co-parceuers. He finds by some precedents, (of which one* only need be cited here as appli-

cable to the case), "that the seller has the undoubted right to transfer his property in any way he pleases."

In appeal it is contended that the sale, being an alienation of joint family-property by a childless co-partner, is invalid under the Hindú Law.

Judgment—

We find ourselves compelled to remand the case for a distinct finding as to whether the property in suit is joint or divided, as the validity of the transfer depends upon the determination of this point.

It is observed in that decision that the consent of the nephews is not requisite under either the Mithilá or Mitákshará Law to render the alienation of ancestral property valid. The principle of the distinction is explained in the Mitákshará cited (V., page 210, paragraph 3,) and from Macnaghten’s Hindu law, Vol. I, page 46, viz., "that a son has a right in his father’s property from the time of his birth, whereas a nephew can have no right until after the death of the party from whom he inherits."

We observe, however, that it is not stated whether the property was undivided or partitioned, though it is inferrible from the report at page 934 of the 30th May 1857, of this case which was remanded on the date, that it was divided property. It has, we remark, been long ruled by the precedents cited, that the alienation of joint property is invalid, even to the extent of the alienor’s share, except when made with the assent of the rest of the co-partners. The first of these cases is governed by Mithilá law; the second a Mirzapore case by Benares Law.* In both, the Mitákshará is quoted as the authority, the principle being that partition is necessary for the ascertaining of individual rights, ("is the act of ascertaining"), and that until division has taken place, transfer is invalid. Although, therefore, "Hindoo Law does not permit alienation of land held jointly by several puttee-dars or owners to be made by one, without the assent of others, nor indeed does such alienation hold good for the aliening partner’s individual share, even without the assent of

the rest," yet such alienation does hold good if the property is divided, as is evident from the ruling of the Calcutta Sudder Court in the case of Gopaul Pandey, and the doctrine laid down in the decision of this Court in the case quoted by the Judge.

But in the absence of a distinct finding that the property here in suit is partitioned, (although it would seem from an expression at the commencement of the Judge’s decision that it is so), we feel ourselves precluded from pronouncing upon the validity of the sale.*

We annul the decision of the Judge who will proceed to find, according to the rule above laid down, whether the property here in suit is divided, and decree the validity or invalidity of the sale according to the status of the property; providing at the same time for the costs of this appeal.—Agra, S. D. A. Dec. for 1864, p. 299.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 30th of July, 1869.

Before
Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt., Chief Justice.
Mr. Justice Kemp, Mr. Justice L. S. Jackson, Mr. Justice Macpherson, and Mr. Justice Glover, Judges.

SADÁBART PRASÁD SÁHU, (one of the Defendants,)

versus

FOOL BÁSH KOER, Mother and Guardians of
HARI-NÁTH PRASÁD, Minor (Plaintiff,) and others (Defendants).†

A member of a Hindú family, living under the Mushkard law, and having joint family property, died entitled to an undivided share in such property, leaving two widows, him surviving. The widows were sued in their representative capacity in respect of debts incurred by him during his life-time, on his own account, and decrees were obtained against them. In execution, an interest in certain portions of the joint family property, to the extent of the share to which the deceased was entitled in his life-time, was sold, and the auction-purchasers obtained possession of it.

* The Hindoo Law Officer’s ruling is to the effect “that if the vendor had lived separately, and provided his food and clothing separately, and been personally in possession of the property in suit, he was at liberty to alienate it.”

† The land in suit is ruled to be altogether and solely in possession of the vendor.—Decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, N. W. Province, 1860, page 404.

† Regular Appeal, No. 165 of 1865 (and analogous cases), from a decree of the Subordinate Judge of Sarun, dated the 9th April 1866.
Held, that the share of the deceased did not at his death pass to his widows, but that (there being no male issue) it passed to the remaining members of the family by survivorship, and could not be rendered liable to the debts of the deceased in a suit against his widows.

Quere, whether those who take the share by survivorship, are liable for the debts of the deceased to the extent of his share.

A member of a joint Hindú family has no authority, without the consent of his co-sharers, to mortgage his undivided share in a portion of the joint family property, in order to raise money on his own account, and not for the benefit of the family.

The following questions were referred to the Full Bench by Mr. Justice Kemp and Mr. Justice Markby:—

Markby, J.—In this case, having regard to the difference of opinion expressed in the cases of Damodhar Vithul Hari v. Damodhar Hari Somana (1), Gondoo Mohadev v. Ram-bhat Bin Baboo-bhat (2), and Palani-velappa Kaundan v. Mannaru Naikan (3), on the one hand, and that of Cosserat v. Sudaburh Pershad Sahoo (4), on the other,—we refer the following questions to the consideration of the Full Bench:—

Bhagwan Lal, a member of a Hindú family, living under the Mitaksharā law, and having joint family property, died entitled to an undivided share in such property, and leaving two widows, Mahesi Koer and Mussummat Parbati Koer, him surviving. After the death of Bhagwan Lal, his widows were sued in their representative capacity in respect of debts incurred by him in his life-time on his own account, and not for the benefit of the joint family, and decrees were obtained against the widows in that capacity. In execution of one or more of these decrees, an interest in certain portions of the joint family property, to the extent of the share to which Bhagwan Lal was entitled in his life-time, has been sold by auction, and the purchasers have taken possession. Can the nephew of Bhagwan Lal, who is one of the surviving members of the joint family, recover from the purchasers possession of the interests which they have purchased, or any part of them?

Bhagwan Lal, in his life-time, executed an ordinary suri-peshgi mortgage in respect of his undivided share in a portion of the joint family property, in order to raise money on his own account, and not

---

for the benefit of the family. Can the nephew of Bhagwan Lal recover from the mortgagee, without redeeming the same, possession of the mortgaged share, or any portion of it?

The following is the judgment of the Full Bench, on the first question, delivered by

Pecocot, C. J.—The parties to this suit not having consented that this Bench should decide the whole of the case upon regular appeal, it is necessary for us to decide the question which has been referred to us by the Division Bench.

The question is: "A member of a Hindu family living under the Mitaksharā law, and having joint family property, died entitled to an undivided share in such property, leaving two widows him surviving. After his death, his widows were sued in their representative capacity in respect of debts incurred by him during his lifetime on his own account, and decrees were obtained against the widows. In execution, an interest in certain portions of the joint family property, to the extent of the share to which the deceased was entitled in his lifetime, was sold, and the auction purchasers obtained possession of it. Can the nephew of the deceased, who is one of the surviving members of the joint family, recover possession of such interests, or any portion thereof, from the auction purchasers?"

It is stated that the widows were sued in their representative capacity, and that the sale took place under a decree against them in their representative capacity. We must assume that the sale took place under decree in that suit. The certificate of sale simply says that the rights and interests of the widows were sold; but assuming that the widows were sued in their representative capacity, the certificate must be considered to apply to such property of the deceased as they took in their representative character. It is contended that, under section 203 of the code of Civil Procedure, the execution-creditor was entitled to seize Bhagwan's share of the undivided joint estate and to sell it. The Section is as follows: "If the decree be against a party as the representative of the deceased person, and such decree be for money to be paid out of the property of the deceased person, it may be executed by the attachment and sale of any such property." But I apprehend that the meaning of this is, that where the decree is against a representative of a deceased person,
and the decree is for money to be paid out of the property of the deceased, it must be paid out of such of the property of the deceased person as passed to the representative. If, for instance, under the English law, an executor should be sued for a debt, and a decree obtained against him, I apprehend that, as a general rule, you could not, under that decree, seize property which passed to the heir, and not to the executor.

Whatever may be the construction of section 203, the property which was seized in execution and sold was not the property of the deceased person at the time it was seized. It was his neither legally, nor equitably, nor had his heirs any legal or equitable interest whatever in it.

According to the Mitáksharā law, if a member of a joint undivided family dies without a son, and leaving a brother, his widow does not take his share by descent. If he leaves a son, the son takes by descent; but if he leaves only a widow, the survivors take by survivorship, and they hold the property which they take by survivorship, legally and equitably for themselves, and not in trust for the heirs of the deceased. The deceased's heirs have no interest either legally or equitably in the share which passes by survivorship to the surviving cosharers.

That the estate survives, and does not pass to the widow by inheritance, has been held by the Privy Council to be the law. They held that, in the absence of a son, the share of a deceased member of a joint family, under the Mitáksharā law, does not go to the widow or to the person who would be next heir of the deceased if the widow were not in existence. It appears to me to be clear that the property seized was not the property of the deceased in the hands of his widows as his representatives, nor was it property over which the widows had any power whatever, or with regard to which they had any legal or equitable right; it was property which belonged wholly, both legally and equitably, to the survivors. If the deceased had left a son, his interest would have gone to the son as his heir, and then his interest, no doubt, would have been assets in the hands of the son for the purpose of paying the father's debt.

If the survivors who take the property by survivorship are liable to pay the debts, they can only be made liable by a suit against them, and not in a suit against the widows. If survivors
are liable to payment of debts out of the property taken by survivorship, it is only just and reasonable that they should have an opportunity of showing that no debts were due. If they were sued for the debts in consequence of their taking the interest of the deceased by survivorship, they might show that the deceased left no debts.

It is unnecessary for us to decide whether, under a decree against Bhagwan in his life-time, his share of the property might have been seized, for that case has not arisen. According to a decision in Stokes' Reports, it might have been seized, but the case as against Bhagwan and that against the survivors is very different. So long as Bhagwan lived, he had an interest in this property which entitled him, if he had been pleased to have demanded a partition, and to have had his share of the joint estate converted into a separate estate.

The case of Ishan Chandra Mitter v. Buksh Ali Sowdagur,* was quoted as an authority, but that appears to me to be a very different case. There the widow was sued. The plaintiff alleged that the husband had died, and that he had left a widow and a minor son. In that suit the son being a minor, the question was whether the decree was not in substance a decree against him represented by his mother as his guardian.

I think, therefore, that this property not being the property of the widows, and not being the property of the heirs of the deceased, could not be made available under the decree against the widows; that if it could be made available at all for payment of the debts of the deceased, it must be in a suit against the survivors to charge the share of the deceased in the joint estate with the payment of the decree, or by suing the survivors for the debt, and asking to have the deceased's share of the estate made available in the hands of the survivors to the same extent as that to which it would have been made available if the deceased had left a son, and the estate had gone to him by inheritance.

I think, then, that the question must be answered in the affirmative, that the plaintiff has a right to sue the purchaser under that decree, to recover back the estate, inasmuch as the property belongs

---

to him, and the title of the defendant, as a purchaser under the decree against the widows, is an invalid title.

*Kemp, J.*—I never entertained any doubt that the plaintiff took the estate of Bhagwan Lal in right of survivorship. My doubt was whether he took the estate of Bhagwan *cum onere*, that is to say, burdened with the payment of Bhagwan’s debt or not? Unfortunately our reference has been so worded that this point, which is of the utmost importance, has not been decided. The judgment of His Lordship the Chief Justice, though it approaches the question very closely, does not solve it. For the rest, I concur in the judgment which has been delivered by the learned Chief Justice.

*Jackson, J.*—I also concur in the answer which it is proposed to give to the first of the two questions referred to the Full Bench.

*Mackpherson, J.*—I concur.

*Glover, J.*—I am of the same opinion.

The following is the judgment of the Full Bench, on the second question, delivered by

*Peacock, C. J.*—(The other Judges concurring). The first question has already been answered. The second question raises the point whether a member of a joint Hindu family, governed by the Mitáksharā law, can mortgage his undivided share in a portion of the joint family property, in order to raise money on his own account, and not for the benefit of the family. There are conflicting decisions upon the subject, as pointed out by the Division Bench, by which the question was referred. The cases referred to from Dunbar’s Bombay Reports, and that from the reports of the High Court at Madras, are in support of the affirmative. The case of *Cosserat v. Sudaburt Pershad Sahoo* is an authority in support of the negative. This case has been very ably argued by the pleaders on both sides; and in addition to the Mitáksharā on Inheritance, translated by Mr. Colebrooke, numerous passages have been cited from the Sanskrit of other parts of the *Dharma Sāstra* of Yājñavaalkya, together with several cases in addition to those referred to by the Division Bench. Amongst others, the pleaders, in support of the affirmative, have referred to the case of *Virasvāmī Gramini v. Ayyasvāmī Gramini*.† In that case it was held that, according to

---

the Hindú law, as it prevails in Southern India, one member of a joint Hindú family may sell his undivided share of joint property, and that such share is liable to be seized and sold in execution for the separate debts of the sharer.

The decisions founded on the doctrine of the Schools of Southern India and of Bombay, though entitled to great weight, are not sufficient to justify this Court, in a case governed by the Mitáksharā law, in overruling a long series of decisions expressly founded upon that law.

In Appoovier v. Rama Sūbha Aiyan and others,* it was held that an actual partition by metes and bounds was not necessary to render a division of undivided property complete; but that when the members of an undivided family agree among themselves with regard to a particular property, that it shall henceforth be the subject of ownership in certain defined shares, then the character of undivided property is taken away from the subject-matter so agreed to be dealt with; and each member henceforth has in the estate a definite and certain share which he may claim the right to receive and enjoy in severalty, although the property itself has not been actually severed and divided.

In that case, however, their Lordships stated that they would be unwilling to reverse any rule of property which had been long and consistently acted upon in the Courts of the Presidency; and we must, I think, be guided by the same principle.

Now the case referred to in support of the negative of the question, namely, Cosserat v. Sudaburt Pershed Sahoo,† was not the first case in which it was held that, according to the Mitáksharā law, one member of a joint family cannot alienate his own share of joint family property, without the consent of all the other members. That decision was founded upon a current of authorities supported by the Vyavasthās of Pandits, which it is too late now for the courts to overrule, even if it were disinclined to agree in the principle established by them.

In Nundram v. Kashee Pundey,‡ the question was put to the Hindu Law Officers of the Court whether it was lawful, according to

---

* 11 Moore's I. A., 75.
the law current in Tirhoot, for any one of several co-parceens, to transfer his share either by sale or gift; to which the Pandits replied that a gift of joint undivided property, whether real or personal, was not valid even to the extent of the donor's share, and that the property could not be sold or given away, until it was defined and ascertained, which cannot be done without a division; and they referred to the Mitakshara, by which it was said that "partition is the act of ascertaining several individual rights." The Court, acting upon that opinion, affirmed the decision of the lower court.

Afterwards a review having been applied for upon suspicion that the Pandit who had delivered the Vyavastha had been bribed, a fresh Vyavastha was called for from other Pandits of the Court, who answered that property being held in joint tenancy by several sharers, whether it be real or personal, no one of the said sharers has authority, without the permission of the co-sharers, to call any part of the said property his share and to give it away, and they cited as authorities, first Vyasa in the Mitakshara:—"In immovable property, whether divided or undivided, all the sharers share alike: among them one person cannot sell, mortgage, or give it away; secondly, Nareda in the Dattaka Mimamsa:—"Property held in common among many sons cannot, under any circumstances, be alienated." Upon considering the above Vyavastha, the Court ultimately upheld, upon review, the former decision.

The Vyavastha given in the original case is quoted as an authority in Macnaughten's Hindo law, page 224, case XVII, (Post).

The principle of the above case was adopted in the case of Sheo Surn Misser v. Sheo Sahai* decided in 1826, upwards of 40 years ago. In that case the Judges of the Sudder Dewanny recorded their opinion as follows:—

"The Hindo law, as laid down in Vyavasthas delivered in "former cases" (referring to the cases above cited), "does not permit alienation of lands held jointly by several Pattidars or owners to be made by one, without the assent of the others; nor indeed does such alienation hold good even for the aliening partner's individual share, without the assent of the rest."

In a note to the last case, it is said:—“The same doctrine was also maintained in a Tirhoot case, wherein Rajah Bedyanund was appellant, against Jay Dutt Jhá and others, respondents. The Pandits there also held the sale of joint undivided property to be invalid, without the consent of all the sharers, and not valid even for the seller’s own share while undivided.”

A Vyavasthá similar in effect, and a decision founded upon a similar principle, were given in 1832 in the case of Jivan Lall Sing v. Ram Gobind Sing.*

The above principle was again acted upon in Sheo Shurn Lall v. Jumun Lall† and in Mussamut Roopa v. Roy Reete Ramun‡.

A similar rule was followed and acted upon in the late Sudder Court of the North-Western Provinces, in the case of Joynarain Sing and others v. Roskun Sing and others§; and in the case of Byjnath Sing v. Ramesur Dyal and others, decided in 1864, the same Court held that, in Provinces where the succession among Hindús is governed by the Benares Shástras, alienation of joint property, even to the extent of the alienor’s own share, is invalid; but that if the property be partitioned, the transfer is legal. (See Ane, p. 147.)

In the Viváda Chintámani, by Prasanna Kumar Tagore, page 77, it is laid down that “what belongs to many may be given with their assent.” “Joint ancestral immovable property may be given with the assent of all the heirs.” “The assent of all the heirs is required for a gift of joint ancestral property, whether movable or immovable.”—Page 78. “When the whole property is actually divided, the individual action of the share-holders is valid.”—Page 79.

In the Mitákshará on Inheritance, it is said, Chapter I, Section 1, Verse 30:—“Among unseparated kinsmen, the consent of all is indispensably requisite, because no one is fully empowered to make an alienation, since the estate is in common.

I was at one time disposed to think that as one of several members of a joint family can compel partition of ancestral property

‡ S. D. (1853), 344.
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against the will of others (see Mitákshará, Chap. I, Section 5, Verse 8), so he might, without the will of the others, alienate that share to which he would be entitled upon partition; but upon reflection I feel that that opinion cannot be maintained according to the true principle of the Mitákshará law. In the case of Appoovier v. Rama-subha Aiyán,* to which I have already referred, and which was a case governed by the Mitákshará, the Lords of the Judicial Committee say:—"According to the true notion of an undivided family in Hindú Law, no individual member of that family, whilst it remains undivided, can predicate of the joint and undivided property that he, that particular member, has a certain definite share. "No individual of an undivided family could go to the place of receipt of rent, and claim to take from the Collector or Bailiff of the rents a certain definite share. The proceeds of undivided property must be brought, according to the theory of an undivided family, to the common chest or purse, and then dealt with according to the modes of employment of the members of an undivided family. But when the members of an undivided family agree among themselves with regard to particular property that it shall thenceforth be the subject of ownership in certain defined shares, then the character of undivided property and joint enjoyment is taken away from the subject-matter so agreed to be dealt with, and in the estate each member has henceforth a definite and certain share which he may claim a right to receive and to enjoy in severalty, although the property itself has not been actually severed and divided."

According to the law of England, if there be two joint tenants, a severance is effected by one of them conveying his share to a stranger, as well as by partition, but joint tenants under the English law are in a very different position from members of a joint Hindú family under the Mitákshará law; for instance, if a Hindú family consist of a father and three sons, any one of the sons has a right to compel a partition of the joint ancestral property; but upon partition during the life of the father, his wives are entitled to shares; and if partition is made after the death of the father, his widows are entitled to shares, and daughters are entitled to participate; see Mitákshará, Chapter VII. If partition be made during the life of the father, and another brother is afterwards born, that

* 11 Moore's I. A. 57.
brother alone will be entitled to succeed to the share allotted to the father upon partition.—Mitaksharā, Chapter I, Section 6; but so long as the family remains joint, and separation has not been effected, either by partition or by agreement, such as that recognised in the case above cited from the Privy Council, every son who is born becomes, upon his birth entitled to an interest in the undivided ancestral property. In such a case, neither the father, nor any of the sons, can at any particular moment, say what share he will be entitled to when partition takes place. The shares to which the members of a joint family would be entitled on partition are constantly varying by births, deaths, marriages, &c., and the principle of the Mitaksharā law seems to be that no sharer, before partition, can, without the assent of all the co-sharers, determine the joint character of the property by conveying away his share. If he could do so, he would have the power by his own will, without resorting to partition, the only means known to the law for the purpose, to exclude from participation in the portion conveyed away those who, by subsequent birth, would become members of the joint family, and entitled to shares upon partition. “They who are born and they who are yet unbegotten, and they who are still in the womb, require the means of support, no gift or sale should therefore be made.”—Mitaksharā, Chap. I, Section 1, Verse 27.

The Court has very carefully referred to the passages quoted from the Sanskrit of the Dharma Shāstra of Vajnyavalkya, and in addition to the translation which was handed in, they have had a translation made by Baboo Shāmā Charan Sircar, the chief sworn interpreter of the Court, as suggested at the time of the argument. The Court sees nothing in those extracts at variance with the opinions above expressed.

We are called upon to decide this case according to the Mitaksharā law as we find it, and not according to our own views of policy. Whatever our opinions might be, in the absence of the decided cases to which I have referred, I am of opinion that we should not be justified in unsettling the law by overruling that current of authorities by which, for nearly half a century, the law appears to have been settled, and in accordance with the principles of which it appears to have been generally understood and acted upon.
I am of opinion that upon the simple fact stated in the second
question, Bhagwan Lal had no authority, without the consent of his
co-sharers, to mortgage his undivided share in a portion of the joint
family property, in order to raise money on his own account, and
not for the benefit of the family.

The facts are not sufficiently stated to enable this Bench to say
whether the nephew of Bhagwan Lal can recover from the mortgagee,
without redeeming the same, possession of the mortgaged share, or
any portion of it.—Bengal Law Reports, Vol. III, p. 31.

CALCUTTA H. C.—14th December, 1870.

Before
Mr. Justice Norman, Officiating Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Loch,
Mr. Justice Bayley, Mr. Justice Kemp, Mr. Justice L. S.
Jackson, and Mr. Justice Mitter.

HANUMAN DUTT ROY, and another,

versus

BABOO KISHEN KISHOR NARAYAN SING.

According to Saddharia Persad Sahu v. Poorbhak Kooer* a sale of undivided ancestral
property by a father without any legal necessity and without the consent of all the
co-sharers, is, under the Mitakshara law, invalid. It is not valid even as regards the
father's share. A son, suing to set aside such an alienation, is, according to that
case, entitled to a declaration that the alienation is void altogether. The son suing
in the father's life-time, on behalf of the family, may be entitled to a decree for
possession. Upon what terms that decree should be made will, according to the
decision in Modhu Dyal Singh v. Gobbar Singh,† depend on the equity which the
purchaser may have to a refund of the purchase-money, or to be placed in the
position of an incumbrancer as against the joint family in the particular case.

The judgments of the Court were as follows:—

Norman, J., (Bayley, Kemp, Jackson and Mitter, J. J., con-
ccurring.)—In this case the question referred for the decision of the
Full Bench was this:—(reads.)

† 9 W. R. 511. Ante, p. 84.
It appears to us that this question has been decided in the Full Bench decision to which reference is made in the order of the referring Judges.

Sadabart Prasad Sahu v. Foolbash Kooer* adopts the rule laid down in the Mitakshara that the sale or mortgage of joint undivided property is invalid if made without the consent of all the co-sharers, and not valid even for the seller's own share when undivided. The argument which has been addressed to us would tend to show that, if an alienation is made by a father of joint ancestral property in a case in which no legal necessity exists, it might be treated as an alienation of the father's separate share. But the case of Sadabart Prasad Sahu v. Foolbash Kooer shows that, even if so construed, that alienation is invalid as against the joint family. A son, therefore, suing to set aside such alienation, is entitled not only to a declaration that the alienation is void as an alienation of the entire estate, but void altogether even to the extent of the share as to which the alienation is considered to be established. As a consequence of that declaration the son suing on behalf of the family may be entitled to a decree for possession. Upon what terms that decree shall be made, will, according to the decision in Modhoo Dyal Singh v. Golbar Singh,† depend on the equity which the purchaser may have to a refund of the purchase-money, or to be placed in the position of an incumbrancer as against the joint family in the particular case.

It appears to me that there is no question raised in this reference which has not substantially been disposed of in the two cases already decided.

Lush, J.—I accept the conclusion come to by the majority of the Judges who compose the Full Bench that the question asked in the reference has already been disposed of in the Full Bench judgments mentioned in the judgment now delivered by the Full Bench.—Bengal Law Reports, Vol. VIII, pp. 358—370.

* 3 B. L. R., F. B. p. 31. Ante, p. 149.
† Case No. 1195 of 1867; 29th April 1868. Ante, p. 84.
BOMBAY H. C. A.—20th & 31st March & 29th of April 1873.

VÁSU-dev BHAT, Appellant,
VENKATESH SANBHÁV, Respondent.

It is settled law in the Presidency of Bombay, that one of several parcers in a Hindú undivided family may, without the assent of his co-parcener, sell, mortgage, or otherwise alienate, for valuable consideration, his share in the undivided family estate, movable or immovable.

It is also settled law in the same Presidency that a share in the undivided estate of a Hindú family may be taken in execution, under a judgment against the parcener to whom such share belongs, at the suit of his personal creditor. Where a Hindú parcener voluntarily advanced money to his brother and co-parcener, for the purpose of his defence against a charge of forgery, without any previous request, and merely to save the reputation of the family, the obligation being no more than a moral obligation, was held not to be a sufficient consideration to support an assignment to the former by the latter of his share in the undivided family estate.

Westropp, C. J.—This suit was brought, in the Court of the Subordinate Judge at Coомpta, by the respondent, Venkatesh Sanbháv, against the appellant, Vásu-dev Bhat, and his brother Munj-náth Bhat, to set aside an order made, we presume, under Section 246 of the Civil Procedure Code, raising an attachment obtained by the plaintiff (under a decree in a suit brought by him against the present second defendant, Munj-náth Bhat,) against three houses, to an undivided share in which Munj-náth Bhat was entitled, but which the plaintiff alleged to have been, by deed (Exhibit 9,) executed shortly before the attachment, fraudulently and collusively assigned by that defendant, to his brother, the first defendant, Vásu-dev Bhat.

The Subordinate Judge, being of opinion that the deed of sale was insufficiently stamped, rejected it, and made a decree for the plaintiff.

The first defendant appealed to Mr. Spens, the District Judge of Canara, who held that the deed was sufficiently stamped, but was fraudulent; and he, accordingly, on that ground, affirmed the decree of the Subordinate Judge.

The first defendant has now made a special appeal to this Court, in disposing of which we must accept the following facts as found by the District Judge, viz., that both of the defendants were, at the time of the execution of the deed of sale (Exhibit No. 9), members of an undivided family. Finally, the District Judge found that the
second defendant in collusion with the first defendant' executed the deed of sale 'in order to defraud creditors from whom he (the second defendant) had personally borrowed money.'

It was argued before us that for two reasons the decree of the District Judge is erroneous: first,—that the family property, or any share in it, cannot, for the separate debt of one of several co-parceners in an undivided Hindú family, be lawfully taken in execution, and thus alienated previously to partition; second,—that the sum of Rs. 3,500, having been actually paid by the first to the second defendant for his personal benefit only, was not properly chargeable against the family at large.

With respect to the first point, as a preliminary remark, we should observe, that neither Bombay Regulation IV, of 1827, nor its substitute, the Civil Procedure Code, contains any exemption of a share in undivided property from liability to attachment and sale.

The objection, contained in the first point, has been rested upon the assumed inalienability of the share of a member of a Hindú family in the undivided estate belonging to the family without the assent of his co-parceners.

In Macnaghten's Hindú Law, Vol. I, p. 5, it is stated that 'a co-parcener is prohibited from disposing of his own share of joint ancestral property; and such an act, where the doctrine of the Mitákshará prevails (which does not recognize any several right until after partition, or the principle of factum valet,) would undoubtedly be both illegal and invalid.

Macnaghten (Vol. I, H. L., pp. 5 and 6,) in illustration of the more strict doctrine against alienation, which some schools of Hindú Law hold the Mitákshará to justify, mentions the instance of a deed of gift in Behar (Mithilá), which was held invalid even to the extent of the donor's own share.* Other instances, to the same effect, of the Mithilá doctrine are to be found in IV. S. D. A. Rep. pp. 158, 160, 330; V. Ibid. pp. 24, 163, 202; and VI. Ibid. pp. 176.

The passages in the Mitákshará on Inheritance, from which this doctrine has been drawn, are in Chap. I, Sec. I, placita 27 to 30 inclusive (Colebrooke's Translation, pp. 256, 257.) Of these, placentum 30 is that most relied upon. There the author, explaining the following passage from Vrihaspati as cited in the Ratná-kara:

* S. D. A. Rep. 282 and see pp. 144, 145.
"Separated kinsmen, as those who are unseparated, are equal in respect of immovables; for one has not power over the whole to make a gift, sale, or mortgage"—says it must be thus interpreted: "among unseparated kinsmen, the consent of all is indispensably requisite, because no one is fully empowered to make an alienation, since the estate is in common; but, among separated kindred the consent of all tends to the facility of the transaction, by obviating any future doubt, whether they be separate or united; it is not required, on account of any want of sufficient power, in the single owner; and the transaction is consequently valid even without the consent of separated kinsmen." The doctrine of the Mayūkha, as stated in Chap. IV, Sec. VII, pl. 36, 37, 38, does not seem materially to vary from that of the Mitākṣhara, but in the same chapter, Section I, pl. 6, it is admitted that ownership is acquired by co-parceners by birth, and their respective shares only ascertained by partition; so that a sale by a co-parcener of his share before partition could not, according to the Mayūkha, be regarded as a sale without ownership. See also Smṛiti Chandrika (Chap. VII, pl. 56, Chap. XV, pl. 1; Iyer's Translations, pp. 91 & 236,) which agrees with the Mitākṣhara.

Mr. Colebrooke, however, who stood first amongst the authorities on Hindú Law, writing, with a full knowledge of those passages, to Sir Thomas Strange upon a Madras case Sashachella Pillay v. Rama-samy,* said: "on the subject of the question, which you had lately before you, I entirely agree with you, that a mortgage, sale, or gift, by one of several joint-owners, without the consent of the rest, is invalid for others' shares. In Bengal law, it is clear, that it is good for his own share and for that only. In other provinces, it is as clear that the act is invalid, as it concerns others' shares; and the only doubt, which the subtlety of Hindú reasoning might raise, would be, whether it be maintainable even for his own share, of undivided property. On the two first points, then, as stated by you, the law is undoubtedly as you have viewed it. On the third point, I take the law to be that the consent of the sharers, express or implied, is indispensable to a valid alienation of joint property, beyond the share of the actual alienor; and that an un-

* 2 Madras Notes of Ca. 234 & 240.
authorized alienation by one of the sharers is invalid, beyond the alienor’s share, as against the aliencee” (Appendix to 2 Stra. H. L. p. 344). In the case, as to which Mr. Colebrooke thus wrote, Sir T. Strange held the alienation valid as regarded the alienor’s own share, but invalid as regarded that of his co-parcener. As to another Madras case, Mr. Colebrooke said: “See Mitáksharā on Inheritance, Chap. I, Sec. I, pl. 30, 32. None can dispose of joint property (especially immovables) without consent of the sharers.” The alienor there had attempted to dispose not merely of his own share in a village, but of the whole village. Mr. Colebrooke continued: “But here the sale appears to have been without authority, general or special. In setting it aside on this ground, equity would require redress to be afforded to the purchaser, by enforcing a partition of the whole, or a sufficient portion of it so as to make amends to the purchaser out of the vendor’s estate.” Mr. Ellis, as to the same case, said: “The sale is valid only so far as the seller’s share in the property extended” (Appendix to 2, Stra. H. L. 349, 350). Sir Thomas Strange (1 Stra. H. L 200) said: “Accordingly it imports creditors to take notice whether the family, with which they are about to deal or contract, be divided or undivided; and, if the latter, at their peril, to see that the transaction be one, by which the rest of the co-heirs will be concluded; since otherwise, he only with whom it had been entered into, will be answerable for it, and not the common stock. Such seems to be the result of the decisions referred to below; of which those at Bengal rest upon the highest living authority in Hindú Law, that of Mr. Colebrooke, who upon this point, and with reference to a case at Madras, upon which he was consulted, held ‘that the consent of the sharers, express or implied, is indispensable to a valid alienation of joint property, beyond the share of the actual alienor’s, observing, in the course of his opinion, ‘that the only doubt which the subtlety of Hindú reasoning might raise would be whether it be maintainable even for his own, the property being undivided.” Such may be the construction of a passage in the Mitáksharā on the ground of co-ordinate property (Mitáksharā Chap. I, Sec. I, pl. 30). But where each parcener is considered to have vested in him during the co-partnership, a several, though unascertained, right, as is the case where the authority of Jimūta Vāhana prevails, it is clear that there may be an assign-
ment before partition; the alienee becoming a sort of tenant in
common with the other partners, admissible, as such, to his dis-
tributive share upon a partition taking place; and even with respect
to an alienation of the whole, it would be good for the alienor’s
share, though for his attempt to dispose of more, unwarranted, he
would be liable to penal consequences.” Subsequently, at page 202,
Sir T. Strange says: “In favour of a bond fide alienee of undi-
vided property, where the sale or mortgage could not be sustained
as against the family, such amends as it could afford would be due
out of the share of him with whom he had dealt; and for this pur-
pose, a Court would be warranted in enforcing a partition.”

The next observations of Mr. Colebrooke are of great impor-
tance, and, no doubt, have much influenced the Madras and Bombay
Courts in taking the course which they have adopted. He continued
thus: “It may be objected to Vijñyāneshwara and the Smṛiti
Chandrika, that the texts, which prohibit gifts of any portion of
joint property, or of the whole of a man’s sole property, thereby
distressing his family, equally forbid sale and mortgage of it; so that
these also would be void, although a valuable consideration have
been paid and received. Injury and injustice may, however, be
prevented by holding him and his property answerable for the re-
payment of the money or valuable consideration received by him;
and equity, perhaps, would award partition, for the purpose of en-
forcing payment from his share, thus rendered a separate one.”
(Here Sir T. Strange refers by a foot-note to the passage in his work
already quoted from Vol. I, p. 202). Mr. Colebrooke continued:
“But in the case of a gratuitous alienation, there are not the same
difficulties; and I apprehend that under the Hindú law, as received
among those with whom the Mitakṣarā and Smṛiti Chandrika
are the chief authorities, it must be held that the disposal by will
(considered as gift) of an undivided share of joint-property is not
valid; nor of any part of it, unless for pious purposes, or other
uses incumbent on the testator to provide for, and falling within
the exception which the law makes to the general prohibition.” As
to gift see also, Stra. H. L. 261.

The High Court of Madras has adopted the views of Mr. Cole-
brooke, Mr. Ellis, and Sir Thomas Strange (and the decision of the
latter at Madras in Sashchella Pillay v. Rama-śāmy, already mentioned by us) as to the validity of an alienation, for valuable consideration, of the share of one of several co-parceners in a Hindū undivided family.

In Vira-śvāmi Grāmini v. Ayya-śvāmi Grāmini,* Sir C. Scotland, C. J., and Bittleston, J., held, at the Original Jurisdiction side, that one member of an undivided family may alien his share of the family property, and that there may be a valid sale of such a share upon an execution in an action of damages for a tort. The judgment, there delivered, shows that the Supreme Court and the Sudder Dewany Adawlut respectively of Madras had acted upon the same doctrine. Frere and Holloway, J. J., in Palanivelappa v. Mannaru,+ held that a sale by a father is valid by Hindū law to the extent of his own share of the undivided estate, and that according to the Madras school there is no distinction in this respect between a father and other co-parceners. In their judgment, they say—

"The principle, upon which, following the suggestion of Sir Thomas Strange and Mr. Colebrooke, the courts have of late years satisfied the contract of one individual member out of the share which would have come to him on partition, is that as the co-parcener has contracted he ought to fulfil his contract, that if he could, if disposed, at any time, according to the Madras school, enforce a partition, it is only just that when he has incurred an obligation, he shall not be allowed to escape its effects by the allegation that his own deed was ultra vires; but compelled to give to his creditor all the remedies to which he would himself be entitled as against the object matter of his agreement."

The Mithilā and Benares Schools, however, interpret the Vivāda-chintāmanī and the Mitākṣharā as declaring the invalidity of alienation, for valuable consideration, even of his own share, by one parceller without the assent of the others. Upon that view, the High Court at Calcutta (following several previous decisions of the Calcutta Sudder Dewanee Adawlut, and one in the North-Western Provinces,) has acted in cases coming before it, in its appellate jurisdiction, from provinces where the law of the Mitākṣharā

---

prevails.—Cosserat v. Sudaburt Pershad Sahoo,* Sudaburt Pershad Sahoo v. Foolbash Koer,† and Hanuman Dutt Roy v. Kishen Kishor Narain Sing,‡ both of which last decisions were made by a Full Bench. Sir B. Peacock, referring to the previous decisions upon that question at that side of India, and to the well-known passage in the judgment of the Privy Council in Appoovier v. Rama Subba Aiyan,§ said, in Sudaburt Pershad Sahoo v. Foolbash Koer:||

“We are called upon to decide this case according to the Mitakshara law as we find it, and not according to our own views of policy. Whatever our opinions might be, in the absence of the decided cases to which I have referred, I am of opinion that we should not be justified in unsettling the law by over-ruling the current of authorities, by which, for nearly half a century, the law appears to have been settled, and in accordance with the principles of which it appears to have been generally understood and acted upon,” and held accordingly that one parceur “had no authority, without the consent of his co-sharers, to mortgage his undivided share in a portion of the joint-family property, in order to raise money on his own account, and not for the benefit of the family.”

Previously to advertting to the Bombay authorities, we may notice that in a recent case before the Privy Council from Oude, Syud Tuffuzzool v. Rughoo-nath Persad,¶ Lord Justice James, in giving the judgment of their Lordships and speaking of a share in undivided Hindú property, said: “Mr. Leith referred in his argument to the family property of Hindús, and urged that such a share in such property may be attached and sold in execution. No doubt that such a share is property, and that a decree-holder can reach it. It is specific, existing, and definite; but it is not properly the subject of seizure under this particular process, but rather by process direct against the owner of it, whether by seizure or sequestration, or appointment of a receiver. In the present case the attachment, as it has been observed, is not of the antecedent share in the undivided assets. It is of a claim under a future award, as to which it is wholly uncertain, until the award be made, to what the debtor will be entitled.”

† 3 B. L. Rep. 31 F. B. Ante, p. 149.
§ 11 Moo. Ind. App. 75.
¶ 14 Moo. Ind. App. 40.
∥ 3 Bengal L. Rep. 45 F. B.
As a general proposition, it is true that, in this Presidency, the Mitakshara, where not differing from the Mayukha, is usually followed by the courts upon questions of Hindú law. But this rule is not invariable. The courts have, in some instances, declined to follow either of those works. The doctrine of Mr. Colebrooke, Mr. Ellis, and Sir Thomas Strange, as to the right of alienation for valuable consideration by one of several co-parceners of his share in undivided Hindú family estate without the assent of the others, has been here preferred to that of the Mathilá and Benares schools; and, as a logical consequence of that doctrine, the courts have recognized the right of a judgment creditor to take in execution, for the private debt of a parceller, his share in such undivided property.

Steele, who is an authority in this Presidency, seems, at p. 210 of his work, 1st edition, to take much the same view of alienation as Strange and Colebrooke.

We have succeeded in finding only one case, amongst the reports of cases in this Presidency, in which the non-alienability of a parceller’s share was maintained. That is Bellojee v. Venkappa.*

In subsequent cases, it appears that the Bombay Sudder Adawlut, although holding that the purchaser of the share of a parceller in Hindú family property cannot, before partition, sue for possession of any particular part of that property, or predicate that it belongs to him exclusively, yet was of opinion that he may maintain a suit for partition, and thus obtain the share which he has purchased: Sada-sew v. Bapooji,† Jiwan v. Gunnoo.‡

The High Court at its appellate side (Kinloch, Forbes, and Tucker, J. J.) held in Gundo v. Ram-bhat.§ that a member of a Hindú undivided family may mortgage his own share of the family estate, and that, if he were acting as manager of the undivided family, he may mortgage the shares of the other members of the family on any common family necessity, or for the general benefit and use of the family. The right of one member of an undivided Hindú family to sell his own share was maintained by Kinloch, Forbes, and Erskine, J. J., in Damodhar Vithal v. Damodhar Hari.¶

---

¶ Ibid., p. 182. Ante, p. 146.
In *Tukd-ram v. Ram-chandra,* Melvill and Warden, J.J., in 1869, held distinctly that, at this side of India, a member of an undivided Hindu family cannot, without the consent of his co-parceners, sell his share in the undivided property. They distinguished the case of a sale, as that was, from the case of a gift, which, in *Gangu- 
bdí v. Ramanná,* it was held that a Hindu parcellor could not make gift of his share in undivided property without the consent of his co-parceners. The case of a gift (either testamentary or *inter vivos*) is clearly different from that of a transfer or charge made for valuable consideration; and we have already seen that Mr. Colebrooke distinguishes the former from the latter. We are not aware of any instance, at this side of India, in which, without the consent of the heirs, a testamentary gift of the share of a parcellor in undivided property has been upheld.† I have frequently refused to recognize such devises, and am aware that other Judges have pursued the same course.

During the nineteen years and upwards of my acquaintance with the Island of Bombay, I can affirm that the right of a parcellor to sell, mortgage or otherwise alien, for valuable consideration, his share of Hindu undivided property, has uniformly been recognized in that Island, originally in the Supreme Court, and, since its abolition, in the High Court at its original jurisdiction side; and according to the tradition, which existed amongst the senior members of the Legal Profession whom I found here in 1854, that doctrine had been acted upon in this Island from a time anterior to the opening of the Supreme Court in 1824.

In accordance with that tradition was the decision in *Maccundass v. Gunpat-rao,* where, subject to the claims which other members might have on the undivided family estate, the right of one member to mortgage his share was recognized and that of the mortgagor to maintain a suit against the other co-parceners for partition.

We next proceed to mention the authorities here as to the right to take in execution, for his private debt, the share of a parcellor in the undivided estate of a Hindu family.

---

‡ *Note.—* [2. *Burn.* R. 7, 515, Reprint of 1862-63.]
§ Perry’s Or. Ca. 149.
The plaintiff in Sheo-chund v. Nihal-chund,* a suit brought in 1817, did not, by his plaint, venture to deny that his co-parcener's (Dhoollubh's) share was lawfully attached, but sought for exemption of his own share only from attachment.

In Duyá-shunker v. Brij-vullubh† an attachment against a parcener's share in undivided property, was upheld.

Hurrée-dass v. Ghirdur-dass,‡ is another instance of an attachment against a parcener's share in undivided property being upheld.

In Ram and Gunesh Sabasht v. Rugkoo-veer,§ the Sudder Dewany Adawlut upheld an attachment against the share of one of three co-parceners for his private debt, and, after a reference to the Shástrá, laid it down that a division of property may be enforced to satisfy a judgment creditor.

In Suda-shew v. Gunesh and Ram Sabasht,‖ the same court permitted an attachment of the whole of the family property, but directed that, on a sale thereof, one-third of the proceeds, or so much of such one-third as might be necessary, should be paid to the judgment creditor of one of the parceners, and that the remaining two-thirds should be paid over to the other two parceners.

The same doctrine was enforced by the same Court in Mulhar Kundo v. Rowjee and Luximon,¶ Devi-chund v. Yemajee,** Jejee-bhaee v. Jejeebhhaee,†† Motee-ram v. Sham-jee,‡‡ Bhagoo v. Hunumunt-ram.§§

There is a consistency in that doctrine with the liability of the deceased father's estate in the hands of his sons or others to pay his creditors as laid down in the Mayúkha, Chapter V, Section 4, Pl. 14, 16, 17, 19, and in the passage quoted by Sir B. Peacock from the Mitákshará on the payment of debts published by Mr. Roer and Mr. Montriou, text No. 51, above-mentioned. We are not, however, to be understood as saying that the liability amounts to a lien (see 9 Bombay H. C. Rep. 116.)

---

* 1 Borr. 329.
† Select Ca. S. D. A. 43.
‡ Select Ca. S. D. A. 46.
§ 1 Morris S. D. A. Rep. 9.
†† Ibid. 161.
‡‡ Ibid. 146.
On the principle stare decisis, which induced Sir Barnes Peacock and his colleagues strictly to adhere to the anti-alienation doctrine of the Mitakshara in the provinces subject to their jurisdiction where the authority of that treatise prevails, we at this side of India find ourselves compelled to depart from that doctrine, so far as it denies the right of a Hindu parner, for valuable consideration, to sell, incumber, or otherwise alien his share in undivided family property. The foregoing authorities lead us to the conclusion that it must be regarded as the settled law of this Presidency, not only that one of several co-parceners in a Hindu family may, before partition, and without the assent of his co-parceners, sell, mortgage, or otherwise alien, for valuable consideration, his share in the undivided family estate, movable or immovable, but also that such a share may be taken in execution under a judgment against him at the suit of his personal creditor.* Were we to hold otherwise, we should undermine many titles, which rest upon the course of decision, that, for a long period of time, the courts at this side of India have steadily taken. Stability of decision is, in our estimation, of far greater importance than a deviation from the special doctrine of the Mitakshara upon the right of alienation.

It remains for us to dispose of the second point, namely: whether the deed of sale (exhibit 9) was executed by the second defendant to the first defendant for valuable consideration. As already stated by us, we must, on the facts as found by the District Judge, hold that the sum of Rs. 3,500, the alleged consideration, was paid voluntarily by the first defendant to the second defendant without any previous request from the latter, and “merely to save the reputation of the family.” A moral obligation is not a sufficient consideration to uphold a promise: Eastwood v. Kenyon.†

On these grounds, we affirm the decree of the District Judge with costs, and with a declaration that only the right, title, and interest of the second defendant, Munj-nath Bhat, can be sold under the attachment of the three houses mentioned in the plaint.‡ Decree affirmed.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. X., pp. 139—162.

* The same law had been laid as to Muhammadans—2 Morris S. D. A. Rep. 99, 276, 284; Select Cas. S. D. A. 46.
† 11 Ad. and E. 438.
‡ See the next case.
Held by a Full Bench, following the doctrine laid down in the preceding case, Vánu-dev Bhat v. Venkatesh Sanbháv, that a Hindú parcener may, without the consent of his co-parceners, alienate his share in undivided family property.—Fakirápá bin Satyápá, Appellant. Chanápá bin Chanmalápá, Respondent.


CALCUTTA, HIGH COURT.

Present:
The Honorable F. B. Kemp and F. A. Glover, Judges.

NUTHOO LAUL, VERSUS CHEDEE SHAEE, AND OTHERS.

In a suit by sons and grandson of one Nirbhoy Singh to set aside the sale by Nirbhoy Singh of a part of the ancestral estate to Soamber Singh, whose rights and interests in the estate were purchased at auction by the defendant Nuthoo Laul, it was held, that the cause of action to the sons would accrue, and limitation run, from the date on which Soamber got possession from Nirbhoy.

Held, that the consent of the elder brother (alone) would not make the transfer valid, inasmuch as by the Mitákshará law the consent of all the share-holders would be necessary to the alienation of his own share.

Held that as the purpose to which the purchase-money was applied was to meet an obligation purely personal to Nirbhoy Singh, and as the sale in no way benefited the estate, the sale was illegal, and purchaser had no right to a refund of the purchase-money.

Glover J.—This was a suit by the sons and grandson of one Nirbhoy Singh to set aside a sale made by their relative to the defendant Soamber Singh, on the ground that it was effected without their consent and was not justified by any such necessity as the Hindú law allows.

The property sold consisted of a two anna share of mouzah Sabaspore and it is admitted that it formed part of the ancestral estate of the family.
The defendant Nuthoo Laul Chowdhry, the purchaser at auction of Soamber's rights and interests in the estate, defended the suit on the ground, first, that the claim was barred by limitation; and second, that Nirbhoy was justified in selling to Soamber by reason of necessity.

It appears to us absolutely immaterial to determine the nature or extent of Muddun's possession, as it is clear from the record that Nirbhoy came again into possession after the arrangement with Muddun, and it was against Nirbhoy that Soamber got a decree for possession in March, 1856. The adverse possession commenced, therefore, from the date on which Soamber got possession from Nirbhoy, and on this calculation the plaintiffs are just within twelve years.

Then as to the necessity for the sale. The money is said to have been raised to pay a demand of Government against Nirbhoy as security for the former of certain ferry tolls. There is no denial on the part of the defendant as to the purpose to which the money was applied, and we think it quite clear that this obligation was purely one of a personal character and could not be got rid of by laying it upon the estate. It was Nirbhoy's personal liability, and he had no right to burthen his family with it. But it was agreed that even if there were no proved necessity, still as Chedee, the eldest son, was of age, when the transaction was entered into, and made no objection to it, his consent to the sale should be implied; and that as the other sons have allowed many years to elapse since the transfer, they must also be considered as having agreed to the sale.

With regard to the last part of this argument, we remark that all the younger sons of Nirbhoy were admittedly minors at the time of the sale to Soamber, and there is nothing on the record to show that they have even now attained majority, and we cannot imply consent under such circumstances.

As to the elder brother Chedee. Even if it be admitted that his silence is equivalent to a consent to the sale, that consent would not make the transfer valid, inasmuch as by the Mitákshará law, the consent of all the share-holders would be necessary even to the alienation of his own share.
Then as to the *refund* of the purchase-money. It has been ruled by the Full Bench in the case of Madhoo Dyal *versus* Golbar Singh and others (*IX Weekly Reporter* 511*), that there must be proof of certain circumstances before a purchaser can have an equitable right to compel a refund, and these circumstances are stated to be that the purchase-money went to the benefit of the estate, and that in that way the sons got a direct advantage from it. In this case, as we before remarked, money paid by Soamber was applied by Nirbhoy to his own personal necessities, and in no way benefited his estate; and as Soamber, if he were in possession, would have no right to a refund, neither can Nuthoo Laul have such right, as he can stand in no higher position than the party whose interests he purchased.

Nor can he, we think, retain possession of Nirbhoy's share, nor get back such portion of the purchase-money as would be represented by that share, inasmuch as the estate being joint and undivided, Nirbhoy had no right to burthen or alienate even his own share without the consent of all his co-sharers. The ruling of the Full Bench in the case of Mussummat Phool-basoo Kower *versus* Mussummat Parbutty Kower dated the 30th of July 1869, disposes of this point adversely to the defendant.

Neither can we take cognizance of the fact of the defendant's being an innocent auction-purchaser. He had every opportunity of making enquiry and must have known the extreme danger of purchasing an interest which had been originally bought from a single member of a joint undivided family being under the Mitakshara law.

The order, therefore, we make in this case is, that the plaintiff's suit to have the sale to Soamber set aside as illegal be decreed as regards all the co-sharers, and that the Additional Judge's order regarding the retention by the defendant of Nirbhoy's share and the refund of purchase-money by Chede be set aside.—*S. W. R. Vol. XII*, p. 446.—*B. L. Rep. Vol. IV*, a. e. p. 15.
CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 13th of March, 1875.

Present:

The Hon’ble J. B. Phear and G. G. Morris, Judges.

Cases Nos. 11, 32, and 49 of 1873.

Regular Appeals from a decision passed by the 1st Subordinate Judge of Bhagonlpore, dated the 27th of September, 1872.

MUDDUN GOPAL LALL and others, (Defendants,) Appellants,

versus

MUSSAMAT GOWRUN-BUTTY and others, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

The interest which, under the Mitakshara law, a son acquires in the ancestral property of his father, by, and in the event of, being born, is of the nature of an inheritance and remains liable to the payment of the personal debts of the father, even though subsequently contracted, in the same way as the entire property would have been, had the son not been born; except only in the case in which those debts are illegal, or were contracted for an immoral purpose.

Accordingly any disposition of the property which is reasonably made by the father, for the purpose of discharging a debt of the father’s, which does not fall within the exception, is one of those spoken of and authorized as “unavoidable” by the Mitakshara, Chap. I, Sec. I, paras 28 & 29.

Phear, J.—It appears to be admitted that Shib Narain Singh, the first defendant, and his elder son, the second defendant, and his younger sons, the minors, plaintiffs, together constitute a joint family living in commensality under the Mitakshara law, and in the joint enjoyment of the property which is the subject of suit.

With regard to all three appellants, it may be reckoned as certain from their written statements and from the evidence that they knew the joint family consisted of more members than Shib Narian and Amur Pershad, but they advanced money to, and dealt with, Shib Narain and Amur Pershad as being the only adult members of the family; and they were ultimately content to take such security for repayment of the money as Shib Narain and Amur Pershad alone could give them in the shape of a mortgage for charge upon the family property.
Consequently, the three cases may be summarized thus:—In that of Muddun Gopal the plaintiff's father and elder brother mortgaged 8 annas of the joint property to Muddun Gopal in consideration of a loan of money which was wanted for a family purpose.

In those of Girdharee Lall and Poosun Lall, putting them at their highest, the plaintiff's father and elder brother mortgaged 8 annas of the joint property in order to prevent the sale of that property at the instance of Girdharee Lall and Poosun Lall in execution of decrees which those persons had respectively obtained against the father and eldest son personally.

The plaintiff's case then is reduced to this, namely, are the minor sons, the plaintiff, entitled to insist on partition of the joint property and to obtain their shares of the joint property free of these mortgages? In a late case reported in XX Weekly Reporter, 336, we had occasion to discuss the first part of this question at considerable length. The result at which we arrived was that the sons could at any time during their father's life call upon him to partition the ancestral property. And as to the 2nd part of the question, it was also made clear in the course of the discussion that under the Mitakshara law, the occurrence of the birth of a son had the effect of limiting the father's power of disposition over ancestral property. While he could before the birth of a son deal with it as sole owner, after that event he becomes in a certain sense subject to the control of his son who by birth becomes co-owner with him,—with this further condition, however, that during the minority of his son he has an absolute discretion within certain limits.

Those limits are prescribed in paragraphs 28 and 29 of Sec. 1, Chap. I, Mitakshara. They are expressed no doubt in these paragraphs in somewhat general terms, and this court is constantly called upon to decide whether a given case comes within them or not. The judgment of the Privy Council in Honooman Pershad Pandey's case (VI Moore's Indian Appeals) has been applied by analogy and considered to furnish a guiding principle upon this point. Since, however, the present appeal first came before this court, a decision has been passed by the Privy Council, which is even more immediately relevant, namely, the decision reported in XXII Weekly Reporter, 56.†

* See post, pages 181 & 182. 
† See Ante, page 72.
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According to that decision as we understand it, the interest which under the Mitakshara law a son acquires in the ancestral property of his father, by, and in the event of, being born, is of the nature of an inheritance, and remains liable to the payment of the personal debts of the father even though subsequently contracted in the same way as the entire property would have been liable had the son not been born, except only in the case where those debts are illegal or were contracted for an immoral purpose. The judgment says expressly the interest of the "sons, as well as the interest of the fathers in the property, although it is ancestral, is liable for the payment of the father's debts."

It would therefore seem to follow that any disposition of the property, which is reasonably made by the father for the purpose of discharging a debt of this kind, i.e., a debt of the father's which does not fall within the exception, is one of those spoken of and authorized as "unavoidable" by paragraphs 28 and 29, Section i, Chapter I, Mitakshara.

The debt being of such a nature that the property is ultimately liable to discharge it, the alienation of that property, whether by mortgage or sale by the father upon reasonable terms for the purpose of discharging the debt, must be substantially an unavoidable transaction.

In the case of Muddun Gopal, the debt was incurred for a family purpose; and in the other two cases, they were debts, the reality of which has, so to speak, been guaranteed by a decree. It must be taken, as long as those decrees are unimpeached, that there really was a debt from the father and his eldest son to Poosun Lall and Girdharee Lall respectively. The debts then being apparently real debts, and not of an immoral character, and one of them being incurred for a family purpose, it follows that they were of such a nature that the joint property of the family was liable to meet them. And that therefore the mortgages which the father has made for the purpose of securing these debts to the defendants, appear upon the authorities which have been quoted to be good incumbrances upon the joint estate, and valid against the claims of the minors, the plaintiffs.

We thus think that while the plaintiffs are no doubt entitled to have a partition of the property, the partition must be subject
to the mortgages of the three appellants to the extent of 8 annas of the entire property.

The appellants are entitled to their costs; but as we cannot give a decree making the minors pay the costs, these costs will be declared a charge upon the property.—S. W. Rep. Vol. XXIII, pp. 365—367.


d—\[
\text{AGRA, S. D. A.—The 1st of June, 1864.}
\]

\textbf{Present:}

J. H. Batten, Esq., and C. R. Lindsay, Esq., Offg. Extra Judges.

\textbf{Case No. 85 of 1863.}

\textbf{BABOO AJOODHIA SINGH and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,}

\textit{versus}

\textbf{BABOO SUMRUT SINGH, (Defendant,) Respondent.}

Held that a Hindú in sole proprietary possession of a share in an estate, which has been partitioned, in the absence of male issue, may alienate his property as he pleases. Held, also, that in this suit the alienation was made \textit{bonâ fide}, and for valuable consideration.

This is a suit, \textit{in forma pauperis} for a declaration of a proprietary title in, and for possession of, certain shares in 21 villages named in the plaint, and to set aside five deeds of sale whereby the said property was conveyed to the defendant by Baboo Inder-dawun Singh, deceased; also to recover mesne profits amounting to Rs. 45,693,—total value of the claim Rs. 47,857.

The plaint sets forth that the litigants are the descendants of a common ancestor, who acquired the property in dispute; that the property is a joint undivided estate, and that Inder-dawun, under these circumstances, was not competent to alienate it. It is contended that the alienation was not a \textit{bonâ fide} sale of property for valuable consideration, and that at the period of the execution of the deeds, Inder-dawun was not sane, he being afflicted with a disease which rendered him incompetent to think and act for himself.

The defence set up is, that Inder-dawun at the period of the sale was well able to conduct his affairs, and that the property being
his divided share of the ancestral estate, he was competent to alienate it to whom he pleased, he having no male issue. The sale was bona fide for valuable consideration. The Lower Court has decided against the plaintiffs.

**Judgment**

There are three issues for determination in this case:—

1st.—Was the property in dispute part of a joint undivided estate, or was it the separate divided share of the deceased Inder-dawun?

2nd.—Was Inder-dawun in his right mind when he made the alienation, and was he legally competent to execute a deed of sale?

3rd.—Was valuable consideration given for the property?

Regarding the first, there is incontestable documentary and oral evidence that the plaintiff Ajoodhia Singh and Inder-dawun Singh partitioned off their ancestral shares, and held separate possession of the land so divided. In fact the Counsel for the appellants had not a word to say on the point, for the Government records, and Ajoodhia's petition dated 1st February 1849, precluded any argument. The non-payment of the consideration, and the incompetency of the deceased Inder-dawun, by reason of disease, to execute the deeds, are the points in favor of the plaintiffs upon which their Counsel rely. Now, we observe that there is no proof that Inder-dawun was so ill that he could not exercise his faculties. On the contrary, there is good evidence for believing that, though suffering from a severe disease, he was fully able to use his mental faculties. The disease was not of a nature to prevent the free exercise of the mental faculties, though very likely it did materially affect his physical powers. Moreover, Inder-dawun lived about 15 months after the execution of the deeds. Had they been collusively prepared without his knowledge, he certainly, during that term, would have heard about the fraud. But so far from being a collusive transaction, it is on record that Inder-dawun petitioned the Collector for the mutation of names in favor of Sumrut Singh, and presented himself to the Tehseeldar who had been directed to verify the petition.

We have no doubt that Inder-dawun did, of his own free will, convey the property to the defendant. Then, as to the consideration, the property was conveyed to the defendant for Rs. 50,000. Part of
the consideration was paid in cash, part was set off against old debts due to, or on account of, the defendant, and other claims on the seller. Rs. 7,200 were paid off in cash. We think there is sufficient evidence proving the payment of valuable consideration; and even supposing that the whole sum of Rs. 50,000 was not paid, such fact would be no bar to the validity of the sale.

In the fourth plea, the appellants urge that a childless Hindú cannot alienate his property when a legal heir is present.

The assertion is true as regards undivided joint property, but when a partition of land has taken place, a several right arises according to the doctrine of the Mitáksharã, current in these provinces, and the Counsel for the Appellants has verbally allowed that the plea is weak, for, if the consideration be proved, the alienation, it is granted, is not contrary to Hindú Law.

We do not think that the non-production of the deeds of sale, or the non-registration of such important deeds, materially affect the issue of the case.

The appellants on their pleadings allow that the deeds were executed, but contend that they are false documents.

Now we fail to perceive that the production and inspection of these documents would have proved their falseness. It is fairly presumable that, had the documents been producible the defendant would have filed them in Court.

We affirm the decision of the Lower Court, and dismiss this appeal with costs.—Agra. S. D. A. Dec., for 1864, p. 545.

---

Ram-anoograh Sing, the kartá of a Hindú family, governed by the Mitáksharã law, living with his two sons Maha-beer Persad and Sheo-nundun Persad in joint enjoyment of the family property, took a loan from certain persons, and executed to them a mortgage by a bond of the joint family property. The bond-holders obtained a decree on their bond, in execution of which they caused the property to be sold, and themselves became the purchasers. Sheo-nundun Persad was a minor at the time of the alienation. In a suit by Maha-beer Persad on behalf of himself and Sheo-nundun Persad to set aside the alienations—on the ground that it had been
made without their consent and without legal necessity, the court found that Maha-beer Persad had taken such a part in the transactions leading to the alienation as made him a consenting party to it; that there was no legal necessity for the alienation; and that Sheo-nundun being a minor, the alienation was not the joint act of all the members of the family.

_Held_, that under these circumstances the alienation failed to convey to the purchasers either the entirety of the property or any share or interest in it, and Sheo-nundun was entitled to have it set aside. In ordering the alienation to be set aside, the court in the interest of the minor son, and favoring the equity the purchasers clearly had against Ram-anoograh Singh and Maha-beer Persad directed that, on recovery of the property, it would be held and enjoyed in defined shares, and that the shares of Ram-anoograh Singh and Maha-beer Persad should be jointly and severally subject to the lien thereon of the purchasers for the repayment of the loan to Ram-anoograh Singh.

So long as a Hindu family under the _Mitakshara_ law is living in the enjoyment of the family property, without having come to an actual partition among themselves of that property, or an ascertain-ment and partition of their rights in it, no member of the family has any separate proprietary right therein in which he can alien or incumber. The property can only be alienated by the joint act of all the members express or implied; or, in case of justiciable family necessity, by the _kartâ_ alone.

Upon a partition of ancestral property between a father and his sons during the life-time of the father, the mother is, under the _Mitakshara_ law, entitled to a share._—_Maha-beer Persad v. Ram Yad Singh_ and others._—_B. L. R. Vol. XII, p. 90._—_S. W. R. Vol. XX_, page 336.

* This decision is given in extenso in the Book on Partition.
PRESENT:
The Hon'ble Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt., Chief Justice,
and the Hon'ble G. Loch, Judge.

CASE NO. 228 OF 1865.
RAJARAM TEWARRE AND OTHERS, (DEFENDANTS,) APPELLANTS,
VERSUS
LUCHMUN PERSHAD AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFS,) REPLYANTS.

Plaintiff, on behalf of himself and his minor brother, as sons and heirs of Jeetun Lall deceased, sued to recover possession of certain lands being ancestral property, by reversal of certain deeds of absolute and conditional sale alleged to have been executed without any necessity. The deeds were executed by Jeetun Lall and his brother O, but the plaintiffs' claim was confined to the one-half share alleged to have belonged to their father Jeetun Lall. The property was subject to the Mitakshara Law.

Held, that as the family was not separated, nor the property partitioned, the suit should have been brought by all the joint owners to set aside the deed as to the charge created by O, as well as to the charge created by Jeetun Lall.

Held, that if plaintiffs' case were sustainable in other respects, it would be necessary to try the issue whether the persons who advanced the money did, after due enquiry into the necessities of the father and uncle, act honestly in the belief that a sufficient necessity existed for taking up the money for the benefit of the family.

Held, that if a larger sum was borrowed or raised than was legally necessary, or a larger portion of the estate mortgaged or sold than was necessary to raise the sum legally necessary, the vendees or mortgagees would be entitled to a charge upon the lands mortgaged or sold to the extent of the money required and taken up for purposes recognized by Hindu Law.

In a case where the plaint sought to set aside the deed in toto, on the ground that the whole of the money was used by the father
for his own extravagance, the Court might, upon the defendants establishing a necessity for part of the loan, decree that the deed should be set aside, and the plaintiff recover possession, upon his paying the amount which was legally taken up for necessary purposes, or that the deed should be set aside in proportion.—S. W. R. Vol. XII, c. r. p. 478.

It is incumbent on the vendee or mortgagee to give proof not only of the consideration money for the sale or mortgage having been bond fide advanced in discharge of an antecedent debt, but also of an enquiry productive of results which warranted his reasonably believing that such debt was a family obligation, and the sale or mortgage a prudent arrangement for its discharge.—*Turavana Tevan v. Mulayi Ammal Tirumalae Guandan*.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 371.

By Hindu law the burden of showing what separate property consists of lies upon the person who alleges the property to be separate.

A person lending money on the security of the property of an undivided family is bound to make enquiries as to the necessity that exists for such loan. If he lends the money after reasonable enquiry, and bond fide believing it will be properly expended, he is not bound to see to the application of it. The rule is the same whether all the members of the family are adults or minors.—*Gane Bhive Parab et al. v. Kane Bhive et al.*—4 Bom. Rep., a. c. j. page 169.

When a person who claims property on the allegation that he purchased it from a person to whom it exclusively belonged, fails to prove that the property was the separate property of his vendor, he cannot have a decree for the share of the property to which his vendor was entitled as a member of a joint-family.—*Gour Behary Ram Bhugut v. Sheo Ruttun Coonwur* and others.—S. W. Rep. Vol. X, p. 243.
Admitted legal opinions.

The sale by the managing partner of an entire estate is valid in a case of necessity.

Q. There were three uterine brothers in joint possession of some ancestral landed property. One of them staid at home to conduct the affairs of the family, and superintend the estate, and the other two proceeded to a foreign country to obtain office. In this case, is the brother, who manages the estate, entitled to sell or mortgage the property for a certain term, while the other brothers are at a distance?

R. If two of the three associated brothers, having left a brother at home to manage their joint property, proceeded to a distant country to obtain office, the managing brother may mortgage and sell the whole or a part of the undivided patrimonial property for the support of the family and religious purposes, even though there be no consent on the part of his co-parceners; in like manner as he may, without his brothers' sanction, dispose of his own share for the maintenance of his own dependants. This is conformable to the Dāya-bhāga, Dāya-krama-sangraha, and other legal authorities.*

Authorities.

"But if the family cannot be supported without selling the whole immovable and other property, even the whole may be sold or otherwise disposed of."—Vrihat Menu. "The support of persons, who should be maintained, is the approved means of attaining heaven: but hell is the man's portion, if they suffer. Therefore (let the master of a family) carefully maintain them." This is the doctrine contained in the Dāya-bhāga.

"Should even a slave make a contract in the name of his absent master for the behalf of the family, that master, whether in his own country or abroad, shall not rescind it."

"The term 'contract' means sale and the like."—Dāya-krama-sangraha.

"But, at a time of distress, for the support of his household, and particularly for the performance of religious duties, even a single co-parcener may give, mortgage, or sell the immovable estate."

* Namely,—the Vissāda-Chintāmani and other authorities current in the Mithila, Benares and other schools.
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"If a debt be incurred by a slave for the support of the family of his master, it must be discharged by the master." This is the opinion of the author of the *Vivāda-chintāmani*.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. XI, Case x.

According to the law as current in Orissa, the sale of a portion of joint property is void.

Q. A family, consisting of three brothers, held a patrimonial landed estate in joint tenancy, the eldest of whom, without coming to a partition, sold a moiety of the estate, with the consent of his youngest brother, but without the consent of the second brother. In this case, is the eldest brother competent to sell such property; and if it be sold, is the sale good and valid, according to the law as current in Orissa?

R. The eldest brother is incompetent to sell one-half of the joint patrimonial real estate without coming to a partition, or defining his legal share, having only the sanction of his youngest brother; and the sale in such case is null and void.—Zillah Midnapore, March 15th, 1813.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. XI, Case xvi.

A sale by one partner of an undivided estate, if justified by necessity, is good and binding upon the other partners.

Q. A, B, and C are three brothers, proprietors of an undivided landed estate. A dies, leaving a son D; B dies, leaving a son E; and C dies, leaving a son F. F dies, leaving four sons. On the death of A, the estate was registered in the name of D; and during the minority of the sons of F, it was about to be sold by public auction on account of arrears of revenue. With the view of saving the estate, D, in concert with E, made a mortgage and conditional sale of it to a stranger, and the conditional sale ultimately became absolute, in consequence of the money borrowed not being repaid to the mortgagee within the stipulated period. Now the heirs of F have sued to recover their share, alleging that the sale took place without their consent and during their minority. Is such sale, made during the minority of the heirs of F, valid according to law?
R. D and E being the elder brothers of the family, and managers of the affairs, and having disposed of the property in a time of distress and through necessity, such act is valid; and here the sale is good, because the estate was disposed of to prevent its being sold by public auction.

Authorities.

"Even a single individual may conclude a donation, mortgage or sale, of immovable property, during a season of distress, for the sake of the family, and especially for pious purposes." The text of Yājñavalkya cited in the Mitākṣharā, Kalpa-taru, and other authorities current in Behar.—Zillah Shahabad, April 1st, 1820.


Circumstances under which three brothers can effect the sale of an estate without the consent of the widow of the fourth brother.

Q. A landed estate was purchased jointly by A and B. The latter died, leaving his four sons, namely C, D, E, and F. Subsequently to B's death, one of his sons, F, died leaving a widow. Afterwards the surviving three uterine brothers (C, D, and E) and A sold the whole estate. In this case, is the sale of such property, without the sanction of F's widow, valid and binding, or not? And has the widow any right over it, or is she only entitled to food and raiment from her husband's brothers?

R. Supposing F to have been separated from his brothers by obtaining a division of the estate, and then to have died, in that case, his widow is entitled to his estate. If no separation between F and his brothers took place, or if he, having separated from his brethren, be re-united with them, his widow can only have her maintenance from her husband's brothers until her death. If after partition there was a re-union with one only of the brothers, the re-united parciener is alone bound to provide his co-parciener's widow with maintenance; and under these circumstances, the widow's consent is by no means necessary to the validity of the sale.

According to the Hindú law as current in Terrahe, a gift of joint-property is invalid.
And Birt profits are unalienable.

Q. 1. Is it lawful to make a gift of joint undivided property, whether real or personal, according to the law current in Terrahe?

R. I. A gift of joint undivided property, whether real or personal, is not valid, even to the extent of the donor's share; for property cannot be sold or given away until it is defined and ascertained, which cannot be done without a division.

Authorities.

"Partition (Vi-bhāga) is the adjustment of divers rights regarding the whole, by distributing them on particular portions of the aggregate."—Mitākshara.

Q. 2. Is the Birt Mahá-brāṁint, or profits arising from the levy of sacrificial fees, a fit subject of transfer? and supposing such profits to be enjoyed jointly by several of the class of persons denominated 'Mahá-brāhmüns,' is it lawful for any one of the co-partners to transfer his share, either by sale or gift?

R. 2. The profits of the Birt Mahá-brāhmıntı do not constitute a fit subject of transfer, and no one of the sharers in the joint profits of the Birt is at liberty to transfer to another person his own interest therein: even if the profits had been divided, the same prohibition would apply, inasmuch as the sacrificial fees, which constitute the Birt, are only fit to be received by the officiating priests, to whom they were offered; and the purpose of the offerings, namely, the spiritual welfare of deceased ancestors, would be defeated by the alienation.

Authorities.

"Having assembled eleven Brāhmüns, having invoked the manes of deceased ancestors, let him present to the Brāhin occupying the foremost seat, the couch, &c., belonging to the deceased." Deva Yagnika, cited in the Nirmaya Sindhu. "Having sprinkled them with odoriferous perfumes, let him present to the sacrificer

* Priests who attend at funerals: in some districts they are called Mahá-brāhmüns; in others Mahá-pátras, Agrahāins, Pratiyas, Cantis, &c. See note to page 61, Vol. II, Colebrooke's translation Digest Hindú Law.
his father's wearing apparel, his ornaments, his sleeping couch," &c. 
Vrihaspati, cited in the Nirmaya Sindhu.

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, May 14th, 1823.
Nundram and others, v. Kashee Pandey and others.—Macn.
H. L. Vol. II, Chap. VIII, Case xvii.

Responsa prudentum.

MADRAS S. D. A.

A Hindū, being in possession of landed and other property, died, leaving two sons, the younger a minor of thirteen years only, at the death of his father. The elder of the two, taking possession of the paternal property, proceeded to borrow successive sums of money, amounting, on a settlement of accounts with the lender, to a sum for which he gave his note, mortgaging, for the payment of it, the family property. The amount exceeds his share of that property. The younger brother was not privy at the time to the contracting of the debt; nor has he ever recognised its validity, so far as his interest is concerned. Neither does it appear that it was incurred on account of the family. Under these circumstances, is it chargeable, beyond the share of the elder brother, on the paternal property?

Answer.

The Sastree, Vencatasa, certified that, under the circumstances stated, the act of the elder brother could not prejudice the rights of the younger.

Remarks.

(Extract of a letter (1813) from Mr. Colebrooke, to the then Chief Justice of Madras, upon a suit before the Court, impeaching the transaction above alluded to; and upon which the preceding reference was made to the Pundits of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.)

On the subject of the question which you had lately before you, I entirely agree with you, that a mortgage, sale, or gift, by one of several joint owners, without the consent of the rest, is invalid for others' shares. In Bengal law, it is clear, that it is good for his own
share; and for that only. In other provinces, it is as clear, that
the act is invalid, as it concerns others' shares; and the only doubt,
which the subtlety of Hindú reasoning might raise, would be,
whether it be maintainable even for his own share, of undivided
property. On the two first points, then, as stated by you, the law
is undoubtedly as you have viewed it. On the third point, I take
the law to be, that the consent of the sharers, express or implied,
is indispensable to a valid alienation of joint property, beyond the
share of the actual alienor; and that an unauthorized alienation by
one of the sharers is invalid, beyond the alienor's share, as against
the alience. But consent is implied, and may be presumed in many
cases, and, under a variety of circumstances, especially where the
management of the joint property, entrusted to the part-owner, who
disposes of it, implies a power of disposal; or, where he was the
only ostensible, or avowed owner; and, generally, when the acts, or
even the silence of the other sharers, have given him a credit, and
the alience had not notice. I cannot refer you to authority beyond
the passages to which you have already adverted, for this position.
I rather consider it to be a point of evidence, what shall suffice to
raise the presumption of consent, or acquiescence, than a matter
on which the Hindú law has pronounced specifically; and I do not
recollect any passages more express, than those to which you have
referred, shewing that the alienation is invalid, as against the alience.
The case of Pran-nath, v. Cali-shunker,* to which you refer, was,
I conceive, determined on the ground of implied consent; the land
being answerable for the revenue, for which the managing owner
had engaged, on the part of himself and sharers; besides other
peculiar circumstances in the case.—Stru. H. L, Vol. II. (Second Ed.)
pp. 343—345.

ZILLA OF CHINGLEPUT.—June 18, 1805.

Upon an application to the Court on the part of Vizayaraga-
venjar, son of Vurdienjar, for a division of family property belong-
ing in co-parcenary to himself and uncles, it appears that the

* Reports in Sudder D. Adawlut, Bengal, previously to 1805, pp. 49—51.
complainant, having taken upon himself to dispose of a village belonging to the property in question, has appropriated the proceeds partly in the discharge of his father's debts, the remainder to other purposes foreign to the co-heirs.

Answer.

Upon this statement, Vizayaragavienjar had no right to dispose of any part of the joint property, to answer either the debt of his father, or any purpose of his own, without the consent of his co-parceners, no partition having been previously made.

(Signed) Kistnama Chariar, Pundit.

Remarks.

See Mit. on Inh. Ch. I, Sect. i, § 30, 32. None can dispose of joint property (especially immovables) without consent of the sharers. But here the sale appears to have been without authority, general or special. In setting it aside on this ground, equity would require redress to be afforded to the purchaser, by enforcing a partition of the whole, or a sufficient portion of it, so as to make amends to the purchaser out of the vendor's share. It is presumed that the debt, stated to have been discharged, was one for which the co-heirs were no way answerable; else the case would come within the exception in the Mitákshará, Ch. I, Sect. i, § 28.

"Had no right," &c. Certainly not. And the sale is valid, only so far as the seller's share in the property extended. Both the seller and purchaser are punishable criminally in this case; for the sale is fraudulent in one; and, subject to the contrary being shewn, the law will imply that it is collusive in the other. See the title of Aswámi-vikraya, sale without ownership, in any of the books. E. Stra. H. L. Vol. II, (Second Ed.) p. 349.


In respect to a Hindú's will, I have according to my promise, examined the Smriti Chandricá, with the view of furnishing any
further information it might contain on the doctrines of Hindú law, which can be brought to bear on the case in question.

I find much difficulty, adverting to the positions maintained in that work, to admit any power in a joint owner to give away his proper share, yet unseparated, of the common property, whether by will, or by gift in his life-time, without the consent of his undivided brethren. The author of the Smriti Chandricá, speaking of common property, of which a gift is forbidden by the law, observes, that this regards common ways, and other things common to many; but property belonging to an undivided family (he says) may, in certain circumstances, be given away, since the consent of all parties concerned may be easily had in this instance, though not so, in the case of a public way, common to great numbers. It is afterwards observed, that an owner may give away his own acquisitions, without the consent of his undivided brethren, but not so joint hereditary property. The author, however, goes still further in regard to immovables; restricting a sole owner from selling, pledging, or giving away, without consent of kindred, immovable property acquired by himself, unless it exceed the necessary subsistence of the family, or unless the wants of the family, or other distress, require it to be parted with.

This last restriction naturally suggests the doubt, whether the prohibition in this, or in the former case, is to be taken as invalidating the act of an owner, who shall persist in disposing of his property against the injunctions of the law. But no hint of such a distinction (which is to be found in the writings of the Bengal school, between gifts valid, though forbidden, and gifts either void or voidable) is contained in the Smriti Chandricá. The author, on the contrary maintains, that forbidden donations shall be set aside by the sovereign authority; and it seems more consonant to his doctrine to say, that the owner's disposal of his share of undivided hereditary property, without assent of partners, is voidable.

I intended to have completed a similar examination of the Mādhavya, with reference to the same point; but the book is not just now at hand.


I have examined the Mādhavya since I wrote to you; and find nearly the same opinions as in the Smriti-chandrikā, more concisely expressed; but with a restriction of some importance. Mādhavya observes, in regard to movables, that property, which a man himself acquired, may be alienated by him, without the assent of his brethren, with whom he has no partition of wealth; but not so in regard to immovables; adding then the remark, that property inherited from ancestors may be given away by the chief brother, with the assent of the rest. He appears to consider all the passages cited by him in this place, as relating to immovable property; and it may, therefore, be questioned, whether he contemplated any restraint on a joint proprietor from giving away moveables, not exceeding his own share of undivided wealth.

The subject is certainly one of considerable difficulty; and I have all along felt much at a loss to give a decided opinion on the question of a Hindū's will, under the law, as it prevails in your part of India.*—Str. H. L. Vol. II, (Second Ed.), p. 441.

Part of Mr. Colebrooke’s opinion contained in Strange’s Hindū Law Vol. II, (Second Ed.) p. 433.

It may be objected to Vijyāneshwara and Smriti-chandrikā, that the texts, which prohibit gifts of any portion of joint property, or of the whole of a man’s sole property, thereby distressing his family, equally forbid sale and mortgage of it: so that these also would be void, although a valuable consideration have been paid or received. Injury and injustice may, however, be prevented, by holding him and his property answerable for the repayment of the money or valuable consideration received by him: and equity perhaps would award partition, for the purpose of enforcing payment from his share, thus rendered a separate one. But, in the case of gratuitous alienation, there are not the same difficulties: and I apprehend, that, under the Hindū Law, as received among those with whom the Mitākshaṇa and Smriti-chandrikā are the chief authorities, it must be held that the disposal by will (considered as gift) of an undivided share

* See the Chapter on Wills.
of joint property, is not valid; nor of any part of it, unless for pious purposes, or other uses incumbent on the testator to provide for, and falling within the exception which the law makes to the general prohibition.*

BOMBAY.—January 23, 1811.

Two brothers, possessing a house jointly, the elder executes a contract for the sale of it, in the name of himself, and his absent brother; and deposits it with a third person, on condition that it is to be delivered to the purchaser, on its being signed by the younger brother, and the purchase-money received. The younger brother objecting to sign, the purchaser still insists upon the benefit of the contract, as entered into by the elder, and sues accordingly. Is he entitled to it?

Answer.

It depends upon the age of the younger brother at the time. If he was of age, the claim is available only as against the share of the elder, who took upon himself to enter into the contract without the privity of his brother. But if the younger were at the time a minor, the property being undivided, the purchaser may enforce his claim to the full extent.

(Signed) Vistnu Pandoorung, Sastree.

Remark.

This opinion seems to be grounded on the Mitākshara on Inh. Chap. I, Sec. i, § 29; but should be restricted, as it there is, to a case of indispensable necessity for the common interest. The purchaser must take care, that the purpose of the sale be such as will maintain its validity under the provisions of the law.—Stru. H. L. Vol. II, (Second Ed.) p. 348.

* See the Chapter on Wills.
B O O K  I I .
PRECEDENTS OF SUCCESSION OF HEIRS, &c.

CHAPTER I.

OF SONS, GRANDSONS AND GREAT-GRANDSONS,
(IN THE MALE LINE.)

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 7th of September, 1802.

Present:

DULJEET SING, Appellant,

versus

SHEO-MUNOOK SING, Respondent.

The proprietor of a talook in Benares died, leaving three sons. The first son died leaving a son, the plaintiff; afterwards the second son died. Plaintiff, the grandson, sued defendant, the third son, for a partition and his share; and there are surviving, besides the parties, two widows of the second son. Adjudged, that the plaintiff and defendant take half and half by inheritance; and that the widows receive maintenance.

But it afterwards appears that the parties had withheld from the knowledge of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut a decree of the Provincial Court (passed during the appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut) adjudging to the widows a third of the talook, under a deed executed by their husband. Ordered, therefore, that the parties get each half of the remaining two-thirds.

The respondent fined 100 rupees by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for mis-stating facts to the Court with respect to the said decree of the Provincial Court, with a view to obtain an order for the enforcement of the decree of the Sudder Dwanny Adawlut, which the Provincial Court had delayed until further instructions.

In September 1797, or Bhadon of the Fusslees year 1204, Sheo-munook Singh sued Duljeet Sing in the City Court of Benares, for a moiety of the semindaree right of the talook Jughnee, in pergunnam Keswar, of which talook the annual jumma was stated at 12,730 rupees.

The plaintiff demanded a partition of the talook, and claimed a moiety on the ground that he was entitled by inheritance to an
equal share, with the defendant, of the talook formerly belonging to Ramrooj. The defendant pleaded, first, that neither the plaintiff nor his father had ever possessed any share of the talook, and that the plaintiff could not now be admitted to claim a share; second, that the plaintiff had resigned any claim he might eventually have had. The defendant accordingly produced an instrument termed Baz-námah, or deed of renunciation, under date the 4th of Koar, 1197, not signed by the plaintiff, but alleged to be in his hand-writing, setting forth, that he was confined by the Rajah of Benares, for a balance of revenue due on account of Pergunnah Koond, and was released on the defendant's paying the money for him, to the Rajah; in consideration of which the plaintiff relinquished all claim to a share, or division, of the talook in question.

The City Judge consulted his pundit on the case, who gave an opinion, that, from the alleged deed of renunciation, it was sufficiently clear that the zemindaree had not been divided in the time of the plaintiff's father, that is, that it was an undivided property (which appears to have been the fact); that, the zemindaree having belonged to the grandfather; and one of the plaintiff's uncles, besides his father, being dead; the zemindaree must now belong half to the plaintiff and half to the defendant. According to this opinion, the City Judge gave a decree for the plaintiff, for the moiety claimed; and, in appeal to the Provincial Court, it was affirmed; the judgment providing, that nothing in it should be considered to bar any right which the widows might possess.

A further appeal was brought to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (present H. Colebrooke and J. H. Harington) by the defendant, insisting, first, that the deed of renunciation was valid: second, that, nothing against the right of the widows having been decided by the other Courts, the plaintiff, at any rate, could not obtain so much as a moiety. To this the respondent objected, that the widows would by law only receive maintenance. The Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, setting aside the first plea, put the case thus to their pundits, as to the question of inheritance. Baboo Ram-rooj, zemindar of the talook, died leaving three sons, Bhoop-naraen, Prem-naraen, and Duljeet. After his death, Bhoop-naraen managed the talook on the part of the three sons: and died leaving a son, Sheo-munook. After this Prem-naraen managed the talook; and died
without issue, leaving two widows, Bukht-konwur and Binut-konwur. After this Duljeet managed the talook. Sheo-munook sues for partition, and for a share of his hereditary estate. By the Hindu law, as established in the province of Benares, what share, falls to Sheo-
munook; and are the widows of Prem-naraen entitled to any share or not? The pundits declared in answer, that the 'widows were entitled to no share, but had a right to maintenance from the estate; that, the estate being divided, Sheo-munook and Duljeet would each take half.' The Sudder Dewanny Adawlut affirmed the decrees of the lower Courts; and issued the usual directions for carrying the judgment into effect. But on the 25th of February 1808, a petition was presented to the Court on the part of Sheo-
munook Sing, setting forth, that, while the cause between him and Duljeet was pending in appeal before them, Duljeet (the original defendant in that cause) having learnt that the widows of Prem-
naraen would only be entitled to maintenance, had, with a view to defraud the petitioner, induced them to bring an action against himself, in the Benares City Court, for a third of the talook; in which action judgment had gone in favour of the plaintiff, on the defendant's admission of their title; which judgment the Provincial Court had affirmed in appeal: that the Provincial Court therefore did not execute the decree passed by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the petitioner's favour, adjudging to him a moiety of the talook; which decree the petitioner prayed might be enforced.

The Sudder Dewanny Adawlut having no information of the suit mentioned by the petitioner, called on the Provincial Court to transmit the decrees, if any such had been passed. And it appeared from the return made, that on the third of May 1799, the widows of Prem-naraen had sued Duljeet and Sheo-munook in the Benares City Court, for a third share of the talook, under a deed of gift to them from their husband, and two written acknowledgments by Duljeet and Sheo-munook: that in September following, they obtained a judgment for the share claimed; which judgment the Provincial Court affirmed in appeal, in May 1800, reciting in their decree, that the documents of the plaintiff were proved, and that Sheo-munook, in the pleadings in appeal, admitted them. And the facts represented to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut by Sheo-munook in his petition, turned out to have been wilfully misstated. The
pleader of Sheo-munook, who presented the petition on his part to the Court, stated, in answer to questions put to him, that it was transmitted to him by an agent on the part of his client; that he could not answer for its contents; and that, while the appeal was pending before this Court, he was not informed of the suit relative to the third share.

The Sudder Dewanny Adawlut directed that Sheo-munook, for the false statement, made with a view to mislead the Court, should pay a fine to Government of 100 rupees.

And it appearing to the Court that the decrees in the suit brought by the widows against the present parties, of which suit, during the appeal, they concealed all knowledge from this Court, could not be affected by the decision passed in this Court; it was directed, that the Provincial Court, maintaining their own decree in favour of the widows for a third share, should, under the decree of this Court of September 1802, reserve to the appellant and respondent two-thirds only of the talook, giving the respondent possession of half of that portion.*—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. I, p. 59. (New Ed. p. 79.)

BOMBAY, S. D. A.—The 27th of May, 1824.

Present:
Romer, Sutherland and Ironside, Judges.

MUSSUMMAT MUNCHA and others,

versus

BRIJ-BHOOKUN and another.

In this case,—

Two sons of a Hindú, deceased, by his second wife (who survived him), were held to be entitled to share equally with the sons of a former wife in their father's property. The widow to be maintained by all the sons.—Bom. Sel. Rep. p. 1. Vide Moreley's Digest, Vol. I, p. 306.

---

* By the rules of inheritance the widows of the second brother were entitled to a maintenance only, not a share of the estate. (Mitakshara on Inheritance, Ch. ii. Section 1, § 39.) But under a deed of gift from their husband, and written acknowledgments from both the co-heirs they acquired a right thus specially conferred on them.—Note by Sir William Macnaghten.
CHAP. I.]

SUCCESSION OF ILLEGITIMATE SONS.

BOMBAY, S. D. A.—The 3rd of July, 1818.

Present:
Elphinstone, Keate and Sutherland, Judges.

LAROO versus MANIK-CHUND SHAMJEE.

The substance of the decision of this case is as follows:—
Where a Hindu claimed to obtain from his step-mother, a half of his late father's estate, leaving the other half to her son, his younger brother, it was held that the sons were each entitled to one moiety, after deduction of one twentieth share of the whole for their sister's dower, and a suitable sum for the brother's marriage.—Borradaile's Reports, Vol. I, page 418. Vide Morley's Digest, Vol. I, page 305.

PRIVATE COUNCIL.

The 27th, 28th, 30th of Nov., and 8th of Dec., 1857.

Present:
The Right Hon. The Lord Justice Knight Bruce, the Right Hon.
T. Pemberton Leigh, the Right Hon. Sir Edward Ryan,
and the Right Hon. The Lord Justice Turner.

CHUOTURYA RUN-MURDUN SYN, Appellant, and
SAHIB PURHLAD SYN, Respondent.

An illegitimate son of a Khattri, one of the three regenerate castes, by a Soodra woman, cannot, by the Hindu law of inheritance, succeed to the inheritance of his putative father; but he is entitled to maintenance out of his deceased father's estate. So held in the case of a disputed succession to the Rajdow and Zemindary of Ramnugur, in the Presidency of Bengal, of the Rajah last seized, the putative father, being a Rajpoot of the Khattri class.

Sacas. In the case of the Soodra class, illegitimate children being qualified to inherit. Inquiry into the History of the Khattri class. Such class held not to have lost caste and sunk into the Shoodra class.
The Rajpoots of Central India, and in the district where the Rajdow of Ramnugur is situate, held to be of the Khattri class, and that the right of succession to the Raj and Zemindary was to be determined by the laws and customs of that class.
The Right Honorable Sir Edward Ryan:

In June, 1832, Rajah Tej Purtab Syn died, in undisputed possession of the Raj and Zemindary of Ramnugur, in the Zillah of Sarun, the right to which Raj and Zemindary is the subject-matter of the appeal. He left surviving him three widows, and an only brother of the half-blood, Rajah Umur Purtab Syn. A dispute arose between Telotma Debee, his eldest surviving widow, and his brother, as to who should succeed to the Rajdom and Estates; but this was ultimately compromised, and Telotma Debee relinquished her claim in consideration of a certain revenue secured to her for her life. Rajah Umur Purtab Syn continued in possession of the Raj and estates until his death, which took place in November, 1834. Upon his death, Lutchmee Debee, his widow, obtained possession of the property, and a Virasut-namah was filed in her name on the 5th of December following, stating that she was in possession, and claiming for her the Raj and Zemindary, as sole heir to the deceased. After the usual proclamations, the Government Collector entered her name in the books of Record as the heir and sole proprietor of the Raj and Zemindary. Subsequently, claims were set up to the property by Telotma Debee; by Oodey Purtab Syn; and by the Appellant; and also by the Respondent.

Two suits were commenced; only in August, 1835, by Oodey Purtab Syn, against the widows of Rajah Tej Purtab Syn, and Lutchmee Debee, the widow of Rajah Umur Purtab Syn, in which he claimed as heir from a common ancestor of the deceased Rajah and himself—one Moorkund Syn. The Plaintiff in this suit is not set out in the transcript, and is not clear whether the Appellant was originally a party, or became so by a supplementary petition; but in the plaint he is stated to be the son of a slave-girl.

The other suit was commenced on the 5th of May, 1836, by the Respondent on behalf of his son, Futteh Bahadoor Syn, an infant, against the widows of Rajah Tej Purtab Syn, Lutchmee Debee, and Oodey Purtab Syn; and by an order of the Court, dated the 26th of March, 1838, the appellant was also made a defendant. This suit was founded on an Ijazut-puttur alleged to have been executed by Rajah Umur Purtab Syn, empowering Lutchmee Debee and his brother’s widows, to bestow the guddee of the Rajdom on the Respondent’s son.
These suits came on for hearing together before the Principal Sudder Ameen at Sarun, on the 7th of May, 1839, and were dismissed with costs. The grounds in which the first suit was dismissed are stated in these words, “that although Chuoturya Run Murdun Syn was the son of Umur Purtab Syn, yet whether he, not being born of a woman of equal caste, was entitled to the Rajdom during the life of Ranee Umur Raj-lutchmee Debee, was a question, the investigation of which did not become necessary in this case, because there existed no dispute or disagreement between Ranee Umur Raj-lutchmee Debee and Run Murdun Syn: but, whether Run Murduu Syn was entitled to the Rajdom, or not, while Umur Raj-lutchmee Debee lived; plaintiff had no right to the Rajdom whatever on the score of relationship, the Zemindary being a separate one altogether.” In the suit of the respondent it was held that, as the claim rested solely on the Ijazul-puttur which was found not to be a genuine instrument, it was not necessary to go into the matter of relationship.

From these decisions, Oodey Purtab Syn and the present Respondent, on behalf of his infant son, appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, on the 12th of July 1840. After the Appeal, and before any further proceedings, Ranee Umur Raj-lutchmee Debee died; upon which the present appellant and the Respondent, as father and guardian of Futteh Bahadoor, presented to the Sudder Court separate petitions, in which they set forth their respective claims to be considered as heirs to the deceased Ranees. Mr. Reid, the Judge, before whom these petitions came, directed the Principal Sudder Ameen of the Zillah of Sarun to receive proof of their claims as heirs to the deceased. In the meantime, the estate was attached by the Collector under order of the Judge and placed under a Manager, and a proclamation issued for the attendance of heirs. Oodey Purtab Syn, the respondent, in his character of father and guardian; the surviving widow of Rajah Tej Purtab Syn; and the Appellant, attended to prove their respective claims. On the 7th of November, 1840, the papers relating to proof of succession were brought before Mr. Reid, and in an order made by him of that date, he states that as from the decision of the 7th of May, 1839, it appears that Run Murdun Syn is the son of Rajah Umur Purtab Syn, but by a woman of unequal rank, it has, therefore, become
imperative on him, before going into the merits of the case, to re-
require a Bywasta (law opinion) from the Pundit of the Court, on
the point, whether among Hindús a son by a woman of unequal
rank, while lineal relations are forthcoming, will be entitled to in-
herit the estate of his deceased father; and the Pundit is accordingly
ordered to give his opinion on the point. In January, 1841, the
Bywasta of the Pundit is filed: it states, "that among Hindús of
the Rajpoot caste, a son who is not born from a woman of equal
rank and caste can be reckoned as son, and will be entitled to the
estate of his deceased father, a near relative of lineal descent living
notwithstanding, because a Rajpoot is of the Soodra caste, and a
son born to an individual of a Soodra caste, even from the womb of
a slave, &c., is reckoned his son by the Shaster laws, and is entitled
to succeed to his father's estate, a near relation of lineal descent
living notwithstanding;" and he also states that "if there be no
legitimate offspring, that is to say, no issue from a married woman,
in such a case, the illegitimate son of an unmarried Soodra woman
will be entitled to the whole of his father's estate."

This Bywasta was brought before Mr. Reid on the 5th of Feb-
uary following, and he then proceeded with the further hearing of
the cause, and he was of opinion that, although this Bywasta of the
Pundit was in favour of Run Murdun Syn, yet that considering the
claims of the parties, it was inexpedient to dispose of the case with-
out going into its full merits, and he ordered that both cases should
be tried together, and that all the objecting parties and claimants
should be at liberty to come forward, and that the name of the party
whose claim should be found good, should be entered in lieu of the
name of the deceased widow.

On the 23rd of May, 1842, the proceedings taken before
Mr. Reid, and all the other papers in these suits, were, by an order
of the Court, brought before a Full Bench, and the Judges, consist-
ing of Mr. Leo Warner and Mr. James Shaw, recorded their opinion
in these terms: "We perfectly agree in the opinion pronounced by
the Principal Sudder Ameen in regard to the validity of the Ijasut-
puttur. But as inquiry into the agnatic descent of the Appellants
in the both cases, and the objections made by Chuoturya Run
Murdun Syn, and his marriage in a Rajpoot family, has been neg-
lected by the Principal Sudder Ameen, we return the decisions of
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the Principal Sudder Ameen, dated 7th of May, 1839, as incomplete; and, under Cl. 2, Sec. 2, of Reg. IX of 1831, hereby order that the papers of this case and of case No. 50, of 1840, with a copy of this proceeding, be sent back to the Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, accompanied with a precept with this order: that he restore both the cases to their former number; and, as regards this case, he should inquire whether the marriage of Chuoturya Run Murdun Syn, who declares himself to be the son of Umur Purtab Syn, and whose marriage, by the papers appears to have taken place in the village of Bel Ghat, in Zillah Ghoruckhpoor, and in the family of a Hindu Sahee of the Rajpoot caste, had actually taken place in a Rajpoot family, and whether he eats and drinks with them or not; and whether the marriage of Rajah Umur Purtab Syn with Lutchmee Dya Debee, the mother of Chuoturya Run Murdun Syn, was solemnized according to the custom and practice of the family or not; and after requiring and obtaining from Sahib Purhulad Syn, father and guardian of Futteh Bahadoor Syn, the Plaintiff in case No. 50 of 1840, a petition in regard to his agnicline descent, and a genealogical table and documentary proofs and witnesses from both parties, to try and decide the two cases as may be most consistent with justice and equity, as regards the heirship of Run Murdun Syn to the estate of his father, Rajah Umur Purtab Syn, and the relationship of the parties according to the genealogical tables given in by both."

In November, 1842, the Respondent filed a supplementary petition, setting forth his genealogy, and claiming in his own right as the next male heir of Rajah Umur Purtab Syn.

In February, 1843, the Principal Sudder Ameen gave judgment on the retrial of these causes, and held the Respondent to be the nearest next of kin to the deceased Rajah Umur Purtab Syn; that Oodey Purtab Syn being only remotely related, had not established his claim; that the marriage of Rajah Umur Purtab Syn with Lutchmee Dya Debee was not proved; that the Appellant, as the illegitimate son of Rajah Umur Purtab Syn, was entitled to maintenance.

Against this decision, Chuoturya Run Murdun Syn, in April 1845, appealed; and on the 9th of April, 1846, the Sudder Dewanny Court dismissed the appeal, affirming the decree of the Zillah Court
in all respects, except as to the allowance of maintenance to Chuo-
turya Run Murdun Syn; which part of the decree was reversed.

From the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Court the present appeal comes before their Lordships, and the Appellant objects to the decree.

First. Because, he claims to be entitled to the Raj and Zemindary, as the legitimate son of the late Rajah Umur Purtab Syn.

Secondly. Because, if the alleged marriage and legitimacy be not established, he claims to be entitled to the inheritance as the illegitimate son of the Rajah.

Thirdly. That if not entitled to the inheritance, he is, as the illegitimate son, entitled to maintenance out of the estate, which the Court has disallowed.

In 1838, the Appellant endeavoured to establish by evidence, on the first question, that the late Rajah Umur Purtab Syn was married, according to the custom of the family, to Lutchmee Dya Debee, and the Respondent endeavoured, by evidence, to show that the Appellant was the illegitimate son of a slave-girl. Upon the retrial of these cases before the Principal Sudder Ameen in 1845, no fresh witnesses were called by the appellant to establish the marriage, although special directions were given as to the issues on this point; but many witnesses were called by the Respondent to show that no such marriage took place. Their Lordships, therefore, are of opinion, that no satisfactory grounds have been alleged for disturbing the finding of the Court below on this matter of fact, confirmed by the judgment of the Sudder Dewanny Court, and are of opinion, that the Appellant has failed to establish the alleged marriage of his father with Lutchmee Dya Debee, and that consequently his claim as the legitimate son of the late Rajah cannot be sustained.

Then arises the second question, whether the Appellant is entitled to the inheritance as the illegitimate son of the late Rajah?

There is no dispute as to the paternity of the Appellant, and the principal matter for inquiry is the Hindu law of inheritance, with regard to the right of succession of illegitimate children.

This law, it appears, varies according to the different classes of the Hindús, and it is necessary, therefore, in the first instance, to consider what those classes are, and where they are to be found. It
is undoubted that there were originally four classes: First, the Brahmins; second, the Khatris; third, the Vaisyas; fourth, the Soodras: the first three were the regenerate or twice born classes, the latter the servile class. It was contended on the part of the Appellant, that the Khattri and Vaisyas classes have ceased to exist, and were sunk into the Soodra class, and that there are now two classes only, namely, the Brahmin and the Soodra. The appellant, in order to show that the proper genuine "Khattri" are extinct, cites as authorities in support of this position, "the Ayeen Akbery, or, the Institutes of the Emperor Akbar." Vol. II, page 377, in which there is this passage: "At present there are scarcely any true Khatris to be found, excepting a few who do not follow the profession of arms."—"Those among them, who are soldiers, are called Rajpoots." Tod's "Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan," Vol. I, p. 53, where it is said, "Of the fifth dynasty of eight princes" "four were of pure blood, when Kistra, by a Soodra woman, succeeded." Ward's "Account of the Hindús" Vol. I, p. 66 (Edit. 1815). Sec. 2, which treats of the Kshatriya caste, has this passage:—"Some affirm, that there are now no Kshatryas in the Kali Yuga, that only two castes exist, Brahmins and Soodras, and that the second and third orders have sunk in the fourth."

Steele, "Summary of the Law and Customs of Hindú castes," p. 95, says, "The Brahmins assert that Purus-ram destroyed the whole of the Kshattriyas;" and at p. 96: "The Rajpoots, Mahratta chiefs of the Sattara or Bhousle, and Kolapoor families, &c., and other houses, lay claim to the title of Kshattriya, and wear the Jenoa. But they are considered Soodras by the Brahmins;" and there is an opinion to the like effect expressed by Mr. Sterling, in a paper on Orissa proper, in Vol. V, of the "Asiatic Researches," p. 195: "The proper genuine Khatris are, I believe, considered to be extinct, and those who represent them are, by the learned, held only to be Soodras."

Whatever weight may be due to these authorities in support of a speculative opinion, entertained, perhaps, by learned Brahmins and others, their Lordships have, nevertheless, no doubt that the existence of the Khattri class as one of the regenerate tribes, is fully recognized throughout India, and also that Rajpoots in central
India, and in this District, are considered to be of that class. No doubt, as far as we are aware, has ever been raised in the Courts in India as to the existence of the *Khattari* class as one of the regenerate tribes. The Courts in all cases assume that the four great classes remain. Thus Sir W. Macnaghten, in his marginal note to Pershad Singh v. Ramee Muheesree (3. S. D. Rep. 132), says, "according to the Hindú Law, an illegitimate son of a Rajpoot or any of the three superior tribes, by a woman of the *Soodra* or other inferior class, is entitled to maintenance only." In the statement of the case, he takes it as an admitted fact that a Rajpoot is one of the three superior tribes; although it is true, as has been observed, that the point ultimately decided in this case, was only that the paternity was not established. In the second volume of Macnaghten's "Principles of Hindú Law," p. 119, the marginal note is, 'The illegitimate son of a person belonging to one of the regenerate tribes (in this case a Rajpoot) is entitled to maintenance only." Accurate information as to the distinction of classes, especially in this part of India, is to be found in the statistical survey of Dr. Francis Buchanan, conducted under the direction of the Government of India. The second volume of M. Martin's "India" contains Dr. Buchanan's report on the District of Goruckpoor, and at p. 456 he says, "The Rajpoots are here, everywhere and by all ranks, admitted to be *Khattarises* although they claim all manner of descents, except from the persons who, according to the *Vedas*, sprung from the arms of *Brahma*." Other passages in the same report have been referred to by Mr. Leith to the same effect. The Rajpoots are mentioned in Elphinston's "History of India" Vol. I, p. 607, as the military class in the original Hindú system; so also in Cunningham's "History of the Sikhs," p. 202. Thornton, in his "Gazetteer," Tit, "Rajpoottana" says, "The widely spread sect of Rajpoots are considered offsets of the *Kshatriyas*, one of the four great castes into which the Hindús were originally divided." Sir John Malcolm, in his "Memoir of Central India," Vol. II, p. 125, enters fully into the state and condition of the Rajpoot tribes. They are treated of throughout his history as belonging to the Superior class; he mentions that although their intercourse with females of a lower tribe may have, in some instances, produced a mixed race; yet even in this class, which he terms the bastard Rajpoot tribes, the lowest of
them who aspire to Rajpoot descent, consider themselves far above the Soodras.

In the report of Dr. Buchanan, mention is made of the existence of this mixed race in the District of Goruckpoor, and that there are several persons of the mountain tribe, called Khatriis; who are a spurious race, but who claim all the dignities of the military order. One of the witnesses in this case, the Rajah of Gopalpoor, a Khatri Kossuck, states that his family do not intermarry with the mountain Rajahs. It seems to us, therefore, not only that the Khatri class must be considered as subsisting, but that according to the Hindú Law generally prevailing in this part of India, and independently of exceptions arising out of any well-established usage or custom to the contrary, as to particular places or families, Rajpoorts are to be considered as of the Khatri class.

From these premises it seems to us to follow, that (it being indisputable that Rajah Umur Purtab Syn was a Rajpoot) the true question to be decided in this case as to the Hindú Law of inheritance is—not whether the illegitimate son of a Soodra man by a Soodra woman can inherit, but—whether the illegitimate son of a Khattri can in any event inherit, whether his mother be a Soodra, or of any other caste.

The law relating to the right of succession of illegitimate children, is thus stated in the first volume of Sir W. Macnaghten’s “Hindú Law,” p. 18:—“Among the sons of the Soodra tribe, an illegitimate son by a slave-girl takes with his legitimate brothers a half share; and where there are no sons (including son’s sons and grandsons), but only the son of a daughter, he is considered as a co-heir, and takes an equal share.” In the second volume of the same work, in a foot-note, p. 15, he states: “According to the Hindú law, the illegitimate son of a Soodra man by a female slave, or a female slave of his slave, may inherit, but not the illegitimate child of any of the three superior classes;” and he adds, “If the woman were not his female slave, the son begotten on her by him would have no right to the inheritance, but only a claim to maintenance.”

As an authority in support of the passage in his text, Sir W. Macnaghten refers to Colebrooke’s translation of the Mitakshará, on Inheritance, which, as is well known, is the standard authority on this subject in all the schools of Hindú law, from Benares to the
Southern extremity of the Peninsula of India. In chapter I, Section 12, of that work on "The right of a son by a female slave, in the case of a Soodra's estate," it is thus stated: "The author next delivers a special rule concerning the partition of a Soodra's goods. 'Even a son begotten by a Soodra on a female slave, may take a share by the father's choice. But if the father be dead, the brethren should make him partaker of the moiety of a share; and one who has no brothers, may inherit the whole property, in default of a daughter's sons. In clause 3, it is stated, that the rule does not apply to the three superior regenerate classes. From the mention of [a Soodra in this place it follows that] the son begotten by a man of a regenerate tribe on a female slave, does not obtain a share even by the father's choice, nor the whole estate after his demise. But if he be docile, he receives a simple maintenance.

In another treatise on the Hindú law of inheritance, also translated by Colebrooke, and which is the great authority in Bengal. The "Dāya-bhagā of Jīmūta-vāhana," p. 151, the same doctrine is to be found. Also in the treatise on "Adoption," translated by Mr. Sutherland. The Dattaka Mimāṁsā Sec. 2, cl. 26. p. 32, and the Dattaka Chandrikā Sec. V. cl. 30. p. 205, the third Volume of Colebrooke's Dig. cl. XXIV. p. 143, Strange's 'Hindú Law,' pp. 69—132 of Vol. I, and p. 68 of Vol. II.

A decision on the right, among Soodras, of illegitimate children to inherit, is reported in Sir Thomas Strange's Notes of Cases at Madras, Vencata Ram v. Vencata Lutchme Ummall (Vol. II. p. 305). In his judgment he says, illegitimate children of Soodras inherit, but in the case of illegitimate children begotten by a regenerate man, the law is different; they are entitled to maintenance only.

It seems, therefore, to be established by an unusual concurrence of authority, that according to the law prevalent where this property is situated, the illegitimate son of one of the three regenerate or twice-born races cannot succeed to the inheritance of his father. We think, therefore, that the Appellant's case fails on the second point no less than on the first.

The only remaining question is the reversal by the Sudder Dewanny Court of that part of the judgment of the Zillah Court which directed that an annual sum of Rs. 6000 should be set aside out
of the estate, given by the decree to the Respondent, for the maintenance of the Appellant. The grounds upon which the Sudder Dewanny Court reversed this part of the judgment do not appear in these proceedings. The right of an illegitimate child of one of the three regenerate classes to maintenance out of the estate of his father, is recognized by all the authorities on Hindu Law relating to this subject; and as to this, there was no difference of opinion between the Pundit of the Sudder and the Pundit of the Zillah Court, although they differed on the right to the inheritance. It is not shown that the allowance is in excess of what the Appellant is justly entitled to receive with reference to the value of the estate; and on this question, the native Judge of the Court of the District in which the Zemindary is situated had the best means of forming a correct opinion. If the Court had thought the amount in excess, means might have been taken to ascertain what would be a proper allowance. In this part, therefore, of the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Court, their Lordships are unable to concur: they are of opinion that although the Appellant is shown to have no right to the inheritance, either as the legitimate or the illegitimate son, he is still entitled to maintenance out of the estate of his deceased father.

Their Lordships, therefore, will humbly recommend to Her Majesty to reverse the decision of the Sudder Dewanny Court, in so far as it reversed the decision of the Sudder Ameen, with respect to the maintenance, to declare that the Appellant, as the illegitimate son of the late Rajah Umur Purtab Syn, was, and is, entitled to maintenance out of his estate, at the rate fixed by the Sudder Ameen, and to remit the case to India for the purpose of effect being given to that declaration, but in other respects to dismiss this appeal, although without costs, the appeal having, in part, succeeded.—Moore's Indian Appeals, Vol. VII, pages 18 to 53.

According to Hindu law prevalent in Madras, legitimate children of illegitimate parents of the Soodra caste, can contract a legal and valid marriage.

According to Hindu law, illegitimate children of the Soodra caste can inherit, and are entitled to maintenance.
The marriage between persons of different sections of the Soodra caste is valid and legal.—Inderan Valungypuly Taver v. Rama-swamy Pandia Talaver and another.—Privy Council. B. L. R. Vol. VIII, p. 1.

MADRAS, II. C. A.—January 3rd, 1865.

MUTTU-SAMY JAGA-VIRA YETTAPA NAIKAR, Appellant,

versus

VENKATA-SUBHA YETTIA, Respondent,

The illegitimate son of a Soodra by a concubine, not being a female slave, is entitled to maintenance according to Hindu Law.

Judgment.—This is a special appeal from a decree of the Civil Judge of Tinnevelly awarding Rupees 8,400 per annum to the plaintiff below, found to be the son of the late zamindar by a concubine.

The question really is whether this son, not being the child of a female slave, is entitled to maintenance.

In his first volume at page 18, the learned author (Macuaghten) states the doctrine and quotes in its support the Mitákshará, Chap. I, Sec. xii, which declares the circumstances in which the son of a Soodra by a female slave is to inherit. The word “female slave” is used throughout the passage, but the not very delicate discussion in Colebrooke’s Digest (Vol. II. 221, &c.) of the circumstances and employment which, according to some commentators, distinguish slavery from mere servitude, seems to show that no peculiar weight ought to be attached to the word “slave.” Again, if the Sanscrit word in the Mitákshará is द्वाषि, as we were informed at the bar that it is, a reference to any dictionary will show that the word means “a female of the Soodra tribe, the wife of a fisherman and a concubine.” Even if it were द्वाष as the masculine noun means equally “a fisherman” and “a servant,” there seems no reason for supposing that the feminine does not mean a female ser-

* Present: Frere and Holloway J. J.
vght, although "female slave is the only meaning given to it by Wilson in his dictionary. Without a careful collation of the original it would be difficult to determine this point. If the restriction is really laid down by the authorities, it is probably on account of the difficulty of tracing sonship where the woman is not absolutely under the reputed father's power.

The son imperfectly adopted was held to be in the condition of a slave, yet a person so imperfectly affiliated would unquestionably be entitled to maintenance. Assuming him to be excluded from the inheritance, it seems impossible to say that he would not be entitled to maintenance. We find from Murdun Singh v. Purkulud Singh (VII Moo. I. A. 18)* that the illegitimate son, even of a man of the regenerate tribe, is entitled to maintenance. It cannot be disputed, as indeed it is in that case as throughout all the authorities admitted, that the illegitimate son of a Soodra stands in this particular in a better condition than one of a twice-born man.

The right to maintenance, too, follows upon the exclusion from inheritance, and we are unable to see that there would be any justice in upholding the argument used at the bar that he may have been entitled to inherit, but, as he has lost the inheritance, he has no right to be maintained. For the purpose of the present case it is sufficient to say that the plaintiff is within the precise words of the rule laid down by Macnaghten. Whether reason and legal analogies will not show that the rule is too much narrowed is open to question. As to the amount of maintenance, nothing has been urged to justify us in disturbing the decision of the Lower Court, or to show that in this case the amount of maintenance is a question of law at all. This special appeal is dismissed with costs. Appeal dismissed.—Mad. H. C. R. Vol. II, p. 293.

* Ante, page 199.
MADRAS H. C. A.*—The 15th of February, 1868.

N. KRISHNAMMA, Special Appellant,

versus

N. PAPA and 2 others, Special Respondents.

The words "the heirs of the preceding Kurnum" in Section 7 of Regulation XXIX of 1802 mean his next of kin according to the order of succession of several grades of legal heirs and not heirs in the order of succession to undivided divisible ancestral property.

A daughter's son is one of the nearer sapindas, and in the line of heirs before a brother's son according to Hindu Law.

Sonde, an illegitimate son of a Soodra by his concubine is his heir in preference to a brother's son.

This was a special appeal against the decision of P. Srinivas Rao, the Principal Sudder Ameen of Vizagapatam, in Regular Appeals Nos. 102 and 117 of 1867, reversing the decree of the Court of the District Munsiff of Vizagapatam in Original Suit No. 18 of 1864.

Judgment:—This is a suit to establish the right claimed by the plaintiff to an hereditary office of Kurnum, and to recover the lands forming the mirasi maniem attached thereto. The 2nd defendant is the present holder of the office, having been appointed by the 3rd defendant under Regulation XXIX of 1802. But the Lower Appellate Court has dismissed the suit without going into the question whether the lands are appurtenant to the office, on the ground that the 2nd defendant, the illegitimate son of Ramanna by the 1st defendant, his concubine, was his heir, and entitled to the office in preference to the plaintiff, Ramanna being a Soodra.

From that decision the 1st plaintiff has appealed, and the objection relied upon on his behalf is that the Hindú Law in regard to the rights of an illegitimate son of a Soodra to inherit is strictly limited to a son by a woman in one of the conditions of slavery defined by the law. This position has been met on the part of the respondents with the argument not only that the law has a general application to all illegitimate sons of Soodras, but that assuming the law to be so limited, and the 2nd defendant not eligible, the

* Present: Scotland, C. J. and Innes, J.
legitimate grandson of Ramanna through his daughter is a nearer heir than his nephew, the appellant, and of right therefore entitled preferably to the office under the Regulation, and we are of opinion that this contention is well founded and fatal to the claim in the suit.

We think that the words "the heirs of the preceding kurnum" in Section 7 of Regulation XXIX of 1802, mean his next of kin according to the order of succession of the several grades of legal heirs, and not, as has been argued on behalf of the appellant, heirs in the order of succession to undivided divisible ancestral property. Now a daughter's son is clearly one of the nearer sapindas and in the line of heirs before a brother's son, and consequently if the appellant's objection is valid, the 2nd defendant is the person whom the Section makes it obligatory on the 3rd defendant to appoint, except he be incapacitated for the duties of the office, and that must be established by proof before the Judge of the Zillah, which it is not pretended has been done. The plaintiff therefore has failed to show a right as heir rendering his appointment to the office obligatory on the 3rd defendant.

It becomes unnecessary to express a decision on the appellant's objection to the 2nd defendant's right to succeed, but we may observe that our present apprehension of the authorities leads us to think that the Lower Appellate Court has taken the sound view of the law.


The illegitimate son of one of the mixed classes between the second and third of the regenerate classes has no title to inherit by the ordinary rules of Hindu Law, and the circumstance that the father was illegitimate does not alter the law.—Sri Gaja-paty Hari Krishna Devi Garu, Appellant v. Sri Gaja-paty Radhika Patta Mahà Devi Gáru, Respondent.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 369.
MADRAS, H. C. A.—The 4th of January, 1869.

Present:

Collett, and Ellis, Judges.

DATTI PARISI NAYUDU and 3 others, Special Appellants,

versus

DATTI BANGARU NAYUDU and 3 others, Special Respondents.

The illegitimate son of a Soodra being the offspring of an incestuous intercourse (intercourse between a father-in-law and his daughter-in-law) is not entitled to inherit or share in the family property according to Hindu Law.

Sensible. To entitle the illegitimate sons of a Soodra by a Soodra woman to inherit a share in the family property, the intercourse between the parents must have been a continuous one, and the woman must have been an unmarried woman. Therefore the illegitimate son of a Soodra by a Soodra woman living with him in adultery is not entitled to a share in, or to inherit, the family property.

The plaint was filed by the 4th plaintiff as the mother and guardian of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd plaintiffs who were minors to recover a half share in the property situated in the village of Vangaru. The plaint stated that the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd plaintiffs are step-brothers of the 1st and 2nd defendants, and the 3rd defendant is their step-sister, and the 4th defendant is father of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd plaintiffs, and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd defendants.

The 1st defendant in his statement states that the property in dispute and some other property of much value are in possession of the 3rd and 4th defendants, and he has no property whatever in his own possession; that it is true that a document was executed to the 4th defendant for settling the division of the common property, but it was not divided according to the said document; that therefore he should be compelled to divide and give up his share, and that his costs ought to be ordered to be paid by the plaintiffs.

In the statement put in on behalf of the 2nd and 3rd defendants, it was alleged that the fourth plaintiff was first married to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd defendants' deceased older brother Ramu Naidu, by whom he begot two daughters; and on her husband's death, she lived in the defendants' house for two years; but having by secret illicit intercourse conceived the 1st plaintiff, she was turned
out by all the defendants; that afterwards she continued to carry
on her adulterous course publicly; that the 4th defendant kept the
4th plaintiff contrary to Hindú law even when the 1st plaintiff was
3 years old.

The 4th defendant supported the case made by the plaintiff.
The plaintiffs and 4th defendant stated at the first hearing of
the suit that though the 4th plaintiff was the widow of the 4th defen-
dant’s eldest son, yet the 4th defendant married her according to
the custom prevailing in their family. The 2nd and 3rd defendants
contended that it was not their usage to marry a daughter-in-law.

The sole question for our consideration is that on which the
Principal Sudder Ameen has decided against the 3rd plaintiff, viz.,
whether the illegitimate son of a Soodra being the offspring of an
incestuous intercourse is entitled to share in the family property.
All references to the English or Mahomedan law, or to the supposed
law of nature, are irrelevant, as they cannot assist to a decision of
this case which must be entirely governed by the Hindú law. Nor
can we allow ourselves to be influenced by any consideration of the
increasing importance of the caste of Soodras in the present day.
After the decision of this Court reported in II. Madras High Court
Reports 293 (ante 210,) we think it quite unnecessary to review the
numerous texts cited by the Principal Sudder Ameen (to which we
could readily add others) wherein the word “Dási” is used. We are
governed by that case and are well satisfied to be so. There is the
authority of both Hindú and English writers on Hindú Law to show,
and indeed it was conceded in argument before us, that the illegiti-
mate son of a Soodra by “an unmarried Soodra woman” is entitled
to share in the family property. It is also quite necessary for us to
review the texts cited by the Principal Sudder Ameen with reference
to marriages between Hindús who are Sa-gotra. In the first place,
the use of the term Sa-gotra shews that those texts refer only to
the three reguereate castes, and in the next place, there is no ques-
tion in the present case that there could have been no legal mar-
riage between the parties and that their intercourse was simply
incestuous.

We should also probably be prepared to agree with the Prin-
cipal Sudder Ameen that to entitle the illegitimate sons of a Soodra
by a Soodra woman to participate, the intercourse between the
parents must have been a continuous one; there must have been an established concubinage, or in other words, the woman must have been one, "exclusively kept" by the man. But it is unnecessary for us to decide that point, for upon the facts as found in this case we take it to be clear that the intercourse between the 4th plaintiff and 4th defendant was a continuous and exclusive concubinage.

When the matter for consideration is thus reduced to its proper dimensions, the question left for decision is the short one we have stated above. It is admitted that there is no express authority to be found upon the point. We are of course not at all inclined to extend the legal recognition of concubinage among Soodras beyond what the terms of the law require, and we think that the phrase "other unmarried Soodra woman" used by the authors alluded to above may rightly be applied strictly and establishes that the illegitimate son of a Soodra by a Soodra woman living with him in adultery would be excluded from participating in the family property. Then we think that there is authority for holding that the son of a Soodra by a woman of one of the regenerate or superior castes would similarly be excluded from participating in the inheritance of his natural father, and for this we think it sufficient to refer to Dāyabhāga, Chap. V, Art. 14, Smritī Chandrikā (Kristna Swamy Iyer’s Translation) pp. 63, 64, Arts. 11 and 14, and the texts cited and the comments thereon to be found in 3 Colebrooke’s Digest pp. 129, 143, 325, 326. The fair result we think of these express authorities is to indicate the principle that though the law recognizes concubinage among Soodras and admits the illegitimate sons of the concubine to participate in the estate of the father along with the legitimate sons by his wife, yet that the illegitimate sons will be excluded from this privilege where the intercourse between their parents was one in violation of, or forbidden by, the law, and clearly an incestuous intercourse is of this nature. Upon this ground we think that we are justified in concurring in the judgment of the Principal Sudder Ameen that though in point of fact the 3rd plaintiff in this suit is the illegitimate son of the 4th defendant by the 4th plaintiff, yet as intercourse between a father-in-law and his daughter-in-law is clearly forbidden and incestuous, the 3rd plaintiff is not entitled to participate with the other defendants, the legitimate sons of the 4th defendant, in the family property.
We therefore confirm the decrees below and dismiss this special appeal with costs.—Madras High Court Reports, Vol. IV, p. 204.


A son not born in lawful wedlock may inherit if such be the custom of the province, but not otherwise. In this case, it appearing that, by the custom of the Nagur Brahmans in Benares, illegitimate sons cannot inherit, judgment was passed against the claimant, the illegitimate son of a Nagur Brahman suing for his father's estate.—Mohan Sing v. Chumun Rai. 20th November 1799.—S. D. A. Rep. Vol. I, p. 68. (New Ed.) p. 37.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 14th of December, 1864.

Present:
The Honorable C. Steer and E. Jackson, Puisne Judges.

Regular Appeal from an order passed by the Principal Sudder Amee of Patna, dated the 29th of March, 1864.

Luchomun Pershad (Defendant,) Appellant,
versus

Debee Pershad (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

Under the Mitakshar law, a grandson (his father being dead) shares equally with a son the self-acquired property* of the grandfather.

This is a suit in right of inheritance to a moiety of the estate, real and personal, of the late Deen-dyal Bhugut. The plaintiff is

* Also the ancestral property.—See ante, page 195. See also Partition.
the grandson of the late Deen-dyal, and the defendant is the son of Deen-dyal.

The first issue arising out of the pleadings, is one of law, viz., whether by the Mitákshará law, a grandson, whose father dies before his father, can succeed to the self-acquired property of the grandfather where his son is alive. The second issue is one of law and fact combined, viz., whether Banee Ram, the son of Deen-dyal, and the father of the plaintiff, was expelled from the paternal abode and lived separate from his father, and whether these facts extinguished Banee Ram’s right of inheritance to his father’s estate, and the inheritance, in consequence, of his son.

It is admitted, that the property of which Deen-dyal died possessed was all self-acquired property.

It has been held by the Principal Sudder Ameen that, under the Mitákshará law, a grandson inherits in an equal degree with a son, and on the issue of fact he is of opinion that there is no truth whatever in the allegation of the defendant that the plaintiff’s father Banee Ram was expelled by his father from the paternal abode, and on these findings he decrees to the plaintiff a moiety of the estate of his grandfather.

It is at once admitted on the part of his pleaders that, by the Hindú law as current in Bengal, a grandson whose father is dead, takes equally with a son of the grandfather’s self-acquired property. But it is contended that the Bengal school and the Mitákshará school differ materially in regard to the rights of such grandsons, and that with respect to them they have no right of inheritance while a son exists, who, as conferring higher benefits to his deceased ancestors, has a prior and superior right to the inheritance, and that the law books are also clear that a son is an obstruction to the grandson in the way of his inheritance.

We think that there is no warrant for this contention from the authorities which have been cited in support of it.

No doctrine of Mitákshará law is better established than this that the right of a son as a joint owner with his father accrues to him from the moment of his birth, and that though a father may alienate his personal estate, the son’s right to it, if it is not alienated, is as clear and undoubted as his right is to the ancestral estate. If then this is the true principle of law, Banee; the son of Deen-dyal,
possessed undoubtedly a joint interest with his father, and had he
lived, he would, with his brother, have shared half and half the
patrimonial estate.

The word "puttro" in the Hindú law books has been construed
to mean not only a son, but a son's son and male issue to the fourth
generation. Therefore there is no force in the argument, that the
defendant being the son of Deen-dyal confers more benefits on his
departed ancestors than the plaintiff who is only Deen-dyal's grand-
son, for both being sons in the interpretation of Hindú law, both
confer equal benefits, and both being in the sense of sons, the one
is not an obstruction to the other.

On the issue of fact, we are altogether with the Court below in
considering the plea of Banee's expulsion and separation from his
father, a mere pretext adopted for the purpose of defeating the rights
of the plaintiff in this suit.

In this view of the case, we affirm the judgment of the Court
below, and dismiss the appeal with costs.—S. W. R. Vol. I, page 317.

Grandsons of the original acquirer of certain property instituted
an action, during the life of the latter, against their paternal uncle,
for their shares of the estate acquired by their common ancestor.
Held, that they were entitled to their shares, on proof that the
original acquirer had relinquished his title to the property in favor
of his sons, and that therefore no legal objection existed to the di-
vision of the estate between the sons or their representatives.—
Byram Singh and another v. Seeb-suhæe Singh and others.—S. D.

A Hindú dying possessed of real property, and leaving a son
and grandson, an equal right descends to each, and not to the son
Admitted and Approved legal opinions.

The son of a Soodra by a female slave will inherit if there be no other heirs down to daughter's son.

Q. The eldest brother of a Soodra family, which consisted of four brothers and a sister, had one son by a female slave; and the sister, during the husband's absence, and while he was residing in a foreign country, had a son by a stranger. The other three brothers died, leaving no heir. Now there are two persons, namely, the son of the eldest brother, and the son of the sister, living, and each claims the property. In this case, on which of these survivors will the property left by the brothers devolve?

R. Under the circumstances above stated, in default of all heirs down to the daughter's son, the family being of the Soodra tribe, the entire property will devolve on the son begotten by the elder brother on a female slave.

The son of the sister has no title to the inheritance.

The text of Vājñavalkya cited in the Mitakshara:—"Even a son begotten by a Soodra on a female slave, may take a share by the father's choice. But, if the father be dead, the brethren should make him partaker of the moiety of a share: and one who has no brothers may inherit the whole property, in default of a daughter's son."

Bukhtear Singh, versus Bahadoor Singh and others.


* According to the Hindu law, the illegitimate son of a Soodra man by a female slave, or a female slave of his slave, may inherit, but not the illegitimate child of any of the three superior classes. It appears in this case that the parties are Soodras; but it is not distinctly stated whether the eldest brother died previously or subsequently to the death of any or all of his other three brothers, or whether the woman on whom the plaintiff was begotten by him was one of the fifteen descriptions of slaves, or was merely a concubine. If the woman were his slave, and the other three brothers died before the eldest, then the son begotten by him on the female slave would be entitled to the entire property. On the other hand, if one or more of the brothers died subsequently to the death of the eldest brother, the illegitimate son would be entitled to claim only such portion as belonged to his putative father, there being no law admitting the son of a Soodra by a female slave to share the estate of collaterals. If the woman were not his female slave, the son begotten on her by him would have no right to the inheritance, but only a claim to maintenance; and under no circumstances could the son of the sister begotten as above have any right to succeed to his mother's brothers.
The illegitimate son of a person belonging to one of the regenerate tribes is entitled to maintenance only.

Q. A Rajput died, leaving a widow and a concubine of the Aheer tribe, by whom he had four sons; and on his death, his widow performed all the exequial ceremonies necessary on the occasion. In this case, are the sons and their mother entitled to any proportion of the property left by the deceased owner; and if so, to what portion is each of the survivors entitled?

R. Under the circumstances stated, the entire property left by the deceased, excepting such ornaments and clothes as were worn by the concubine and her sons, will devolve upon the widow. The concubine and her sons have no right to share such property, but they are entitled to maintenance. This opinion is conformable to Menu, the Mitakshara, Vivadra-ratnakara, Vivada-chintamani, and other authorities.

Authorities.

The text of Vrihaspati, cited in the Vivadra-ratnakara and other authorities: "The virtuous and obedient son born of a Soodra woman unto a man who leaves no legitimate offspring, shall take a provision for his maintenance, and the kinsmen shall inherit the remainder of the estate."

"This relates to the son of a woman not lawfully married." The Vivadra-ratnakara and Vivada-chintamani.

"Even a son begotten by a Soodra on a female slave, may take a share by the father's choice." "From the mention of a Soodra in this place, it follows that the son begotten by a man of a regenerate tribe on a female slave, does not obtain a share even by the father's choice, nor the whole estate after his demise. But, if he be docile, he receives a simple maintenance."—Mitakshara.

Gotama: — "A son by a Soodra woman, born unto a man who leaves no legitimate offspring, shall, if he be strictly obedient like a pupil, receive a provision for his maintenance."

"The son begotten on a Soodra woman not lawfully married, by a man belonging to one of the three first classes, who leaves no son by a woman of twice-born class, shall receive a provision for his maintenance, that is, some trifle, as a stock whereon he may earn a livelihood by agriculture or the like.—The Vivadra-ratnakara."

---

A son's son shares equally with sons.

Q. A person had four sons, one of whom died before him, leaving a son; and shortly after his son's death, the original proprietor died. There are now surviving his three sons and a grandson. In this case, is the grandson entitled to inherit from his grandfather?

R. The son's son will equally share with his paternal uncles, though his father died before his grandfather.

Authorities.

To this effect Yājñavalkya says: "The ownership of father and son is the same in land which was acquired by his father, or in a corody, or in chattels."

Kātyāyana thus declares: "Should a son die before partition, his share shall be allotted to his son, provided he had received no fortune from his grandfather, that son's son shall receive his father's share from his uncle, or from his uncle's son: and the same proportionate share shall be allotted to all the brothers, according to law."

According to the above authorities, if a son die previously to partition, his son is entitled to his father's portion.


Sons' sons whose fathers are missing, inherit equally with sons.

Q. A person died leaving seven sons, four of whom, after a lapse of time, were missing, and the remaining three took possession of the paternal estate, confiding the management of it to one of their number. In this case, will the property of the deceased devolve on his three sons and the missing sons' sons?

R. The deceased proprietor's grandsons, whose fathers are missing, are entitled to share the property with his sons according to their fathers' shares. From the circumstance of the management being confided to one of them, the right of the others cannot be divested. This opinion is conformable to law.
Chap. I.]

Succession of Son's Sons, &c.

Authorities.

When the father is dead, &c. (Dāya-bhāga, page 9).

"Among the issue of different fathers, the allotment of shares is according to the fathers."

"And the dissipation of their hereditary maintenance is censured."


Grandsons in the male line whose father is dead, and great-grandsons whose father and grandfather are dead, share with sons, and inherit per stirpes, not per capita.

Q. A landed proprietor had two sons. Of these, one died, leaving four sons, of whom two are living, and the other two dead, leaving their sons. In this case, to what proportion of the lands is each entitled?

R. Supposing the person in question to have died, leaving some landed property, and two sons, and, of the two sons, one to have died, leaving four sons, of whom two have since died, and the other two are living, then the property left by the original proprietor should be made into two shares, of which one will devolve on his son, and the remaining one will be subdivided into four parts, of which two will go to the two surviving grandsons, and the other two portions to the heirs of the two deceased grandsons. If, of the deceased grandsons, one had many sons, and the other had less in number, they will, in that case, take their fathers' respective shares, and divide them, according to the numbers of the brothers among themselves. This opinion is conformable to the Dāya-bhāga, Dāya-krama-saṅgraha, and Mitakṣarā.

Authorities.—"Among the issue of different fathers, the allotment of shares is according to the fathers."

"If unseparated brothers die, leaving male issue, and the number of sons be unequal, one having two sons, another, three; and a third, four; the two receive a single share in right of their father, the other three take one share appertaining to their father; the remaining four similarly obtain one share due to their father.
So, if some of the sons be living, and some have died leaving male issue, the same method should be observed; the surviving sons take their own allotments, and the sons of their deceased brothers receive the shares of their own fathers respectively. Such is the adjustment prescribed by the text."—Mitakshara.


Responsa prudentum.

ZILLA of DARAPORAM.—February 3, 1807.

COOPATRA-VADOO, v. SUNJALATRA-VADOO.

The plaintiff is the legitimate son of one Condataratva-vadoo. The defendant is his son by a woman whom he kept. The father being dead, what becomes of his property?

Answer.—It is his son’s by his lawful wife, to the exclusion of the defendant, subject to any gift that may have been made by the deceased in his life-time; and this not in fraud of the rights of the plaintiff, as his legitimate son.

(Signed) S. Sunkara, Sastrees.

Remarks.

See Mitaksh. on Iuh. Ch. I, Sect. xii;—and Dig. Vol. III, page 223.

C. The son is interested in his father’s property, nor can any incident of birth deprive him of this inherent right.

With respect to Soodras, (all the tribes of which are, in law, nearly equal,) I am inclined to think that sons, of whatever description, are entitled to equal shares. E.

In this case, I think the legitimate son is the sole heir to his deceased father’s estate; nor do I believe the Hindu law, in any case, except in the instance of a Soodra’s son by a female slave, recognises the heritable right of illegitimate children. The first in the series of heirs is male issue (Pittra). But whom does the law include in this term? To this I should reply, I. The real legitimate
son. 2. Next, son of the son, or of the son's son. 3. The Putra-pratinidhi, or substitute son. Again, of the Putra-pratinidhi, by the ancient law, eleven descriptions are recognized; and of these the Paunarbhava, or son of the twice-married woman alone might, in some instances, be regarded as "a natural son," in one acceptance of the term. But, in the present age, of the eleven subsidiary sons, the adopted son of the two descriptions technically called Dattaka, or the son given, and Kritrima, or the son made, is alone approved by the law and general practice. What constitutes a legal adoption, is a question involving many considerations, and which will not be here relevant.


MADRAS SUDDER ADAWLUT.

Q. Has an illegitimate son any, and what, hereditary right?
A. His father may settle a share upon him, if he make partition in his life (1). On the death of the father, without partition, he takes with his legitimate brothers, a half share (2). If none, he is entitled to a share equal to that of a grandson, by a daughter.

Remarks.

(1) See Mit. on Inh. ch. I, sect. xii, § 1 and 2.
(2) Provided the father do not belong to one of the three higher tribes, for this rule is restricted to the Soodra. 3 Dig. 143.


MADRAS SUDDER ADAWLUT.

Has the son of a Brahmin, begotten on a Soodra woman, any, and what, claim on the estate of his father?

Answer.—To the extent of food and raiment.

Remarks.

Provided he be of good conduct, and, as expressed in the Mitakshara, (Ch. I, Sect. xii. 3,) docile.

C. Vol. II. 29
The Court would presume the natural son qualified to receive maintenance, unless the opposite party could shew what, in the contemplation of the law, is a legal disqualification.

S.


ZILLAH OF VIZAGAPATAM.—May 8, 1804.

A man having an illegitimate son, whom he had educated and married, had afterwards children born in wedlock; and conceiving an aversion to the former, he turned him out of his house, denying his having any claim upon him. The case being referred to the Pandit of the Court, his opinion was, that the son in question being neither Datta nor Aurasu, (neither adopted nor legitimate,) and no other being inheritable in the Cali age, he could enforce no claim on the property of his putative father; that it was nevertheless competent to the latter, if he thought proper, to admit him to a share, and this without the consent of his legitimate issue; and that, provided he was free from vice, he could not, without violating the Sastras, refuse him food and raiment.

Remarks.

Issue by a concubine is described in the law as son by a female slave, or by a Soodra woman. If the father were a Soodra, he might have allotted a share to his illegitimate son. Mit. on Inh. Ch. I, Sect. xii. And the obligation of affording him the means of subsistence is declared in passages quoted in Jagan-natha’s Digest. Vol. III, p. 170.

C.

The Aurasu putra (literally, son of the breast) is described as the son begotten by a man on his lawfully wedded wife. Is a Gandharva marriage legal, or illegal? If legal, the offspring of such a marriage would be legitimate; and, no doubt, the right of succession would arise.

S.

CHAPTER II.

WIDOW'S SUCCESSION, &c.

CALCUTTA SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

Present:

NUND KOOWUR, Appellant,

versus

TOOTEE SINGH AND UHLAD SINGH, Respondents.

By the Hindoo Law, as current in the West, a widow does not inherit the property of her husband, when held in co-parcenary, but only when held in severalty. In the former case, she is only entitled to maintenance out of it.

After the death of Ujeet Singh, Jhuboo Koowur succeeded to his share, and after Kehur Singh's death, Kurum Koowur took possession of his share of the estate of their father, Kishen Singh. On the demise of the latter, Nund Koowur sued for the whole estate, as the widow of the only male descendant of Kishen Singh. Uhlad Singh and Tootee Singh claimed the respective shares of their maternal grandfathers, Ujeet Singh, and Kehur Singh, as their heirs at law. On the 13th of March 1813, Mr. H. Colebrooke put the following questions to the Pundits of the Sudder Dewanny Adwalut:

Q. 1. "If Kehur Singh and Ujeet Singh had held, in co-parcenary, the estate which they inherited from their father, Kishen Singh, to whom would it go after the death of their widows; whether to the wife of a son who died before them, to a surviving daughter, to the sons of their deceased daughters, or to their Sva-gotra?"

Q. 2. "If they had held the estate in severalty, and not in co-parcenary, who would inherit?"

Answer to question 1. If the estate had been held by the brothers jointly, then, on the death of Ujeet Singh, his interest would have devolved on his brother, Kehur Singh, and not on his widow, Jhuboo Koowur. On this supposition, then, Kishen Singh's estate
would have come entire to Kehur Singh; and after his death, and the
demise of his widow, his daughter, Gyan Koowur, would be entitled
to the whole, to the exclusion of all other claimants. Nund
Koowur the son's childless widow, is only entitled to maintenance
out of the estate.

Authorities.

The text of Nareda, quoted in the Mitakshara, Vira-mitrodya,
Vyavahara Madhava, Vyavahara Mayukha, Vivada Tantava, and
others. "Among brothers, if any one die without issue, or enter
a religious order, let the rest of the brethren divide his wealth,
except the wife’s separate property."†

Mitakshara.—"If the husband die, either unseparated from
his co-parceners, or re-united with them, his widow has no right to
the succession."‡

The text of Nareda, and others, quoted in the Vira-mitrodaya.
"If sons have lived unseparated, or have re-united, the childless
widow of one of them, though chaste, is entitled only to her mainte-
nance."

The text of Vrihaspati, quoted in the Mitakshara, Vira-mitrodaya,
Vivada Tantava, and other treatises. "As a son, so does
the daughter of a man proceed from his several limbs. How then
should any other person take the father’s wealth?§

Answer to question 2. If Ujeet Singh and Kehur Singh held
the estate in severalty, the share of the former will go, on his death,
to his widow, Jhuboo Koowur, and after her death to Soogbee Singh
and Uhlad Singh equally.

On the demise of Kehur Singb, and of his widow, their daugh-
ter, Gyan Koowur, will inherit the whole of his share, and Nund
Koowur will only be entitled to maintenance out of that share.

Authority.

The text of Vyajyavalkya, quoted in the Mitakshara &c. "The
wife, and the daughters also, &c., are heirs in succession to the estate
of one who departed for heaven, leaving no male issue."

---

* Vide Colebrooke’s Mitaksharâ, Ch. II, Sec. I, para 7, p. 326.
† Ibid, Ch. II, Sec. I, para 19, p. 331.
‡ Ibid, Ch. II, Sec. 2, para 2, p. 341.
§ Sic in orig.       § Vide Colebrooke’s Mitaksharâ, Ch. II, Sec. I, para 2, p. 324.
Mitaksharā, and other treatises.—"When a man, who was separated from his co-heirs and not re-united with them, dies leaving no male issue, his widow, [if chaste,] takes the estate in the first instance.*

The Court (present H. Colebrooke and J. Fombelle) were of opinion, that the uncontested possession which Jhuboo Koowur had held of the estate of her deceased husband for many years, was proof of the property having been separated; and therfore passed a decree, agreeably with the Vyavasthā, awarding Ujeet Singh's share to his heirs, Sooghee Singh and Uhlad Singh, and Kehur Singh's portion to his daughter, Gyan Koowur.—S. D. A. Rep. Vol. IV, p. 330. (New Ed.) p. 420.†

By the laws as current in the West, a widow succeeds to the inheritance of her husband, living separate from his ancestral family, in default of sons, grandsons and great-grandsons.—Raj Koomar Bisessur Koomar Singh v. Mussummat Sookh Nundun Kooer.—S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VII, p. 87.


By the law as current in Behar, the grandson of a paternal uncle is excluded by a brother's son, and on the brother's son's death, by his widow, if the family were divided.—Mussummat Deepoo v. Gowree Sunker.—S. D. A. Rep. Vol. III, p. 310 (New Ed. p. 410).

A Hindú widow's right to succeed to her husband's ancestral undivided property is only as his immediate heir.

A Hindú widow can only inherit family property where there has been a partition among the co-partners of whom her husband was one, or where the whole property has vested in her husband by the death of all the other co-partners.

* Colebrooke's Mitaksharā, Ch. II, Sec. 1 para 30, p. 335.
† This case ought to have been placed in Vol. II, of the Select Reports, but not having been so, it has been inserted, by way of Foot Note, under the case "Mussummat Gyan Koowur v. Dook-hurn Singh and Debee Duth" (to be found in daughter's succession of the present work), and in so doing the Reporter, Sir W. Macnaghten, says: "This case was not reported in its place. As it in some measure affects this (i. e., above) suit, and is in itself remarkable, a brief abstract of it is subjoined."
A widow of an undivided Hindú who leaves a co-parcener him surviving, has, like the widow of a divided Hindú who leaves male issue, merely a right to maintenance.

Where, therefore, a widow sued for a Pálayappattu as heir to the surviving brother of her husband:—Held, that the suit must be dismissed.—Peddamuttu Viramani, Appellant v. Appu Rau and others, Respondents.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 117.

A Hindú widow, whether childless or not, stands next in the order of succession on failure of male issue.

Daughters can succeed only on failure of widows.

Where A had two wives, B and C, and B predeceased A, leaving three daughters, and C survived A and was childless:—Held, that C succeeded to A’s property in preference to the three daughters.—Perammál, Appellant v. Venkatammál, Respondent.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 223.

By the law as current in Mitild, where there are no sons, a widow inherits, during her life, property which belonged solely to her husband, but without power of alienating it.—Museummat Lalchee Coonwur v. Sheo Persad Singh and others.—S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VII, p. 22.


A Hindú dying, and leaving a widow and a daughter by a former marriage, the widow (the step-mother) inherits the estate, to the exclusion of the step-daughter; but the latter being next in succession, the step-mother cannot sell or alienate the property. Gunga v. Jeevee.—Borr. Rep. Vol. I, p. 384.

A Hindú widow is entitled to the accumulations of the income from her husband’s estate. Panna-lall Seal v. Srimati Bama-sundarí Dást.—B. L. R. Vol. VI, p. 732.

If a son die before his father, the father’s wife will succeed on his death, in preference to the son’s widow; but if the father died


Mussummat Joraon Koowur, Appellant,

versus

Chowdhree Doosht-dowun Singh, Mussummat Soorja Koowur

and others, Respondents.

The Judge of Zillah Tirhoot gave judgment to the following effect:—"It is clear from the plaintiff's own admission that her husband Opender Singh died before his brother Ooda Singh; there is no proof on the part of the plaintiff that the property of the two brothers Opender Singh and Ooda Singh was ever divided between them, and in the absence of such it must be presumed that no division ever took place; such being the case, Ooda Singh, according to the law as current in Mithila, which in such cases regulates the succession, succeeded to his brother on the death of the latter. On the death of Ooda Singh his widow will inherit for her life-time, and the plaintiff Joraon Koowur is entitled only to maintenance. The deed of adjustment executed between the plaintiff and the widow of Ooda Singh, which has been pleaded by the plaintiff, is clearly illegal on both sides: on that of the plaintiff, as she was entitled only to a maintenance, and on that of Soorja Koowur, as she held only a life-interest in the property. The plaintiff's claim must be dismissed."

CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 29th of June 1867.

Present:
The Hon’ble Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt., Chief Justice, and the Hon’ble L. S. Jackson, Judge.

LALLA MOHA-BEER PERSHAD and others (Defendants) Appellants,
versus
MUSSUMAT KUNDUN KOOWAR (Plaintiff) Respondent.

The Jains are governed by the Hindoo Law of Inheritance applicable in that part of the country in which the property is situate. An actual partition by metes and bounds is not necessary to render a division of undivided property complete. According to Hindoo Law there is a co-parcenership between the different members of a united family, and survivorship follows upon it. The widow would take the inheritance of her husband if he at the time of his death had been separate in estate.

Peacock, C. J.—This is a suit brought by Mussumat Kundun Koowar as widow and heiress of Lalla Moneerut Doss for a declaration of right and inheritance, and for the recovery of possession of certain property according to the shares specified in an ưkrār-namak dated the 30th of October 1857, and also of a share in Mouzah Shaha-pore, Puttee Shaha-pore.

The property is situate in a district subject to the Mitāksharā Law of Inheritance, but the family are Jains.

It is contended by the appellants that the plaintiff, as widow of Moneerut Doss, is not entitled to succeed to his share, as at the time of his death he was joint in estate with his cousins, and that the lands were situate in a District in which the Mitāksharā Law prevails.

On the other hand, it was contended,—first, that the family were Jains, and therefore not subject to the Mitāksharā; and, secondly, that the plaintiff’s husband was not joint in estate, and that, consequently, even, according to the Mitāksharā Law, the plaintiff was entitled to succeed in her suit.

Several issues were laid down in the cause, the most important of which were the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th, which raised the two points above-mentioned.
The case was tried before the Principal Sudder Ameen, who, upon the authority of a Bywasta given in 1863 by the Pundit of the High Court in another case, held that the plaintiff was entitled to inherit her husband’s share whether the property were joint or separate, and, secondly, that the plaintiff’s husband as regards the property in question was separate. He consequently gave a decree in favor of the plaintiff. From this decree some of the defendants have appealed.

The Bywasta relied on was given by the Pundit of the late Sudder Court. The Pundit on that occasion referred to Gautama Sankhita, and certain books said to be of authority among the Jains; but the books were referred to generally, and no reference was made to any particular passage.

The authority of Gautama is quoted in the Mitakshara, Chapter II, Section i, Verse 8, and of itself is no sufficient authority in support of the doctrine for which it is cited; for the author of the Mitakshara, after quoting the authority of Gautama in the Verse above cited, shows in a subsequent Verse 19, that the widow does not take when the husband is unseparated.

In verse 30 the conclusion is arrived at from the arguments in the previous Sections, and it is there said:—“Therefore the right interpretation is this: ‘When a man, who was separated from his co-heirs and not re-united with them, dies leaving no male issue, his widow (if chaste) takes the estate in the first instance.’”

The learned Counsel for the plaintiff, respondent, have not been able to refer us to any authority in support of their argument that, amongst the Jains, a widow is entitled to inherit, whether the husband is separated or not.

In the absence of evidence to prove that the rules of Inheritance of the Jains are not the same as those of the orthodox Hindus, we cannot say that the Jains are not governed by the Hindu law of Inheritance applicable in that part of the country in which the property is situate, viz., the Dāya-bhāga in Lower Bengal generally, the Mitakshara in the Mitakshara Districts, and the Maithila in the Maithila country.

If the members of a particular sect of Hindus claim to be governed by a particular law, and not by the ordinary Hindu Law applicable to the District generally, we think it is for them to prove
clearly as a matter of fact, by Pundits, or other persons acquainted with their usages, by what other rules their rights of inheritance are regulated. It was for the respondent in this case, as it was in the Shiva-gunga case, to show (if her case depended upon it) that the property did not descend according to the usual course of Hindú Law prevailing in the district. (See 9 Moore's Indian Appeals, 608).

The Bywasta produced in evidence was not acted upon in the case in which it was given. It is very unsatisfactory, and it is not shown that the Pundit had any peculiar knowledge of the usages of Jains in respect of Inheritance, or that they are not governed by the general law which is binding upon other Hindús. He does not state why the rules laid down in general terms by Gautama as to a widow’s right of inheritance to be applicable to the Jains whether the husband was separate or not, notwithstanding it has been shown by verse 30, Chapter II, Section 1, of the Mitáksharā that it is applicable only when the husband was separate in estate.

We are of opinion that the Bywasta does not contain a correct exposition of the law and that it cannot be acted upon as an authority, and that in that part of the country in which the Mitáksharā prevails, the Jains, like other Hindús, are bound by that reading of the law.

We do not, therefore, concur with the Principal Sudder Ameen so far as his decision relates to the 3rd issue.

The question, then, arises whether the family was undivided or divided in estate in respect of the property which is the subject of this action.

The question has been very recently considered and decided by the Privy Council in an Appeal from Madras—Appovier v. Ramsubba Aîyan and others. The judgment was pronounced on the 17th of November 1866, though I believe the case has not yet been published in any of the regular reports.*

That case appears to be so very similar to the present, that I cannot do better than read the following extract from that judgment.

The Lords of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council say:—

"According to the true notion of an undivided family in Hindoo Law, no individual member of that family, whilst it remains undivided, can predeceate of the joint undivided property, that he, that particular member, has a definite share. No individual member of an undivided family can go to the place of the receipt of rents, and claim to take from the collector or bailiff of the rents a certain definite share. The proceeds of the undivided property must be brought, according to the theory of an undivided family, to the common chest or purse, and dealt with according to the modes of enjoyment of the members of an undivided family. But when the members of an undivided family agree among themselves with regard to particular property, that it shall thenceforth be the subject of ownership in certain defined shares, then the character of undivided property and joint enjoyment is taken away from the subject matter so agreed to be dealt with; and in the estate each member has thenceforth a definite and certain share, which he may claim a right to receive and to enjoy in severalty, and although the property itself has not been actually severed and divided."

"The appellant admits that the deed was operative with regard to a certain number of villages, because, he says, those were actually divided; but he contended it was not a deed which made the family a divided family with regard to the rest of the villages, because it has not been followed by actual partition."

"It is necessary to bear in mind the twofold application of the word 'division.' There may be a division of right, and there may be a division of property; and thus, after the execution of this instrument, there was a division of right in the whole property, although, in some portions, that division of right was not intended to be followed up by an actual partition by metes and bounds, that being postponed till some future time when it would be convenient to make that partition."

"The deed, after dealing with the villages that were intended at once to be the subject of an actual partition proceeds thus:—

'But inasmuch as it is not convenient to divide now our moiety of the villages,' (then follows an enumeration of the villages) 'we shall divide every year in six shares the produce of them and enjoy it, after deducting the sarkar sist and charges on the villages.' Nothing can express more definitely a conversion of the tenancy, and with
that conversion a change of the status of the family quad this property. The produce is no longer to be brought to the common chest representing the income of an undivided property, but the proceeds are to be enjoyed in six distinct equal shares by the members of the family who are thenceforth to become entitled to these definite shares. Thus, using the language of the English Law merely by way of illustration, the joint tenancy is severed, and converted into a tenancy in common."

"Then, if there be a conversion of the joint tenancy of an undivided family into a tenancy in common of the members of that undivided family, the undivided family becomes a divided family with reference to the property that is the subject of that agreement, and that is a separation in interest and in right, although not immediately followed by a de-facto actual division of the subject-matter. This may at any time be claimed by virtue of the separate right."

"The words with which this instrument of the 22nd of March 1834 concludes manifest an intention to become divided, for after expressing that they have already divided the silver, brass, utensils, the parties use these words:—'We have henceforward no interest in each other's effects and debts except friendship between us.' We find, therefore, a clear intention to subject the whole of the property to a division of interest, although it was not immediately to be perfected by an actual partition."

"We have no doubt of the legal effect of this deed of March 1834. It operated in law a conversion of the character of the property and an alteration of the title of the family, converting it from a joint to separate ownership, and we think the conclusion of law is correct, viz., that that is sufficient to make a divided family, and to make a divided possession of what was previously undivided, without the necessity of its being carried out into an actual partition of the subject-matter."

This decision is in my opinion quite consistent with justice and common sense, and, also with the law of Inheritance as laid down in the Mitákshará when carefully read and studied; but even if it were not so, it is an authority by which we are governed.

Reading the ikar-namah of the 30th of October 1851, it appears clear that, although the four parties to the instrument had
been jointly carrying on the business of the koties and purchasing landed properties, taking sur-i-peshges and other usufructuary leases, they had been still separate in point of interest and each had been receiving one-fourth share of the profits and appropriating it to his own use. The ikrar-namah, it was admitted, was between Mukhum Lall, son of Chadee Lall, the two sons of Bechun, the son of Gopal-chand, and Monerut Doss, the plaintiff's husband, the son of Showkee Lall. When I speak of the four parties to the deed, I consider the grandsons of each of the sons of Chadee Lall, the common ancestor, as taking per stirpes the shares of their respective fathers and as forming one party entitled to the same one-fourth share, as their respective fathers would have been, if living.

This is made clear by that part of the deed which says that it is expedient that the declarants should have the names of themselves recorded in the books of the Collector as proprietors in equal fourth shares as follows: that is to say, one-fourth share in the name of Mukhum Lall, who was the surviving son of Chadee Lall; one-fourth in the names of Lalla Moha-beer Pershad and Monohur Doss, sons of Bechun Lall; one-fourth in the name of Munnee Lall, son of Gopal-chund; and one-fourth in the name of Monerut Doss, son of Showkee Lall.

It appears from the deed that the four sharers had previously made a settlement by which they were entitled to the lands and the profits of the koties in equal fourth shares, and that the four sharers were in possession each of one-fourth share of the lands, and had contributed in those shares to the payment of the Government revenue; that the lands stood, some in the name of one, and some in the names of others of the four sharers; and that with a view of making the settlement more sure and of removing future doubts, the ikrar-namah was executed and four lists regarding the koties, and that four schedules of houses, ancestral and acquired, had been made out, and one of them deposited with each of the parties. It is then declared solemnly by the ikrar-namah that, according to the terms inserted therein, the parties would cause the names of the four sharers to be inserted in the register of the Collector as proprietors of equal shares in the said mehals and of the zemindaries and mouzahs in mokurruree. It then declares that the villages held under sur-i-peshges mortgages, the putwa villages, and other vil-
lages which might in future be held under sur-a-pekhee mortgages, certain villages held under a conditional sale, and certain other properties, as well as the capital and the debts and assets mentioned in the chitta of the kotee, should be the property of themselves, the four sharers, in equal shares, without reference to the persons in whose names the documents were made out; and that they should enjoy the profits or sustain the loss in equal shares. It is then declared that, of their mutual accord, they left the business of the kotee to be conjointly conducted and managed as heretofore; that the affairs of the kotee should be managed in the best possible manner in consultation with, and with the consent of, all the sharers; that they would share and appropriate the profits thereof according to the shares afore-mentioned, that is to say, one-fourth share each; that if in future any property should be purchased with the assets of the kotee, or any transaction in the shape of peshgee, putwa, usufructuary lease, or conditional sale, should be made with the profits of the joint kotee in favor of any of the co-sharers, they should all be entitled thereto each receiving a fourth share; that the houses, shops, and gardens, mentioned in the schedule, which stood in the name of all the four co-sharers, the silver plates, tents, carpets, household furniture, and conveyances, should remain in the possession of themselves, the four co-sharers, as they had hitherto been.

Nothing can be clearer to my mind than that the parties were separate in interest although an actual partition had not been effected, and that their object in executing the ikrar-namah was to render the settlement by which their interests had been divided more sure and to prevent future disputes. The parties were content to separate in interest; they did not require a formal partition so long as there was no disagreement between them. But, lest any disagreement should arise, the following clause was inserted in the ikrar-namah providing for an actual partition whenever it should become necessary. They say "God forbid! If at any time there arise between ourselves or our heirs any contention or disagreement, then we or our heirs shall, in accordance with the shares aforesaid, partition all the property entered in the chitta of the kotee and schedules, and also whatever property may hereafter be acquired with joint funds, and take equal shares, that is to say, each one-fourth." On
this point no one shall have any plea to urge, nor shall any one have anything to do with the share of another."

It is clear that the parties in this case intended that there should be a division of the interest, although there was no formal partition by metes and bounds.

They then point out certain properties which were the exclusive property of some of the sharers, and declare that in these none of the others has any right or interest.

The *ikrar-namah* contains strong evidence to show that the parties were separate before that document was executed; but even if they were not, the *ikrar-namah* effected a division of right as to the property in which the parties agreed they should be entitled to equal fourth shares.

It is unnecessary to go into the evidence to show that the *ikrar-namah* was acted upon, and that the joint receipts and profits, after deducting expenses were divided into four shares and carried to separate accounts, the evidence upon this and other points, showing that the parties were separated.

We must ascertain what the parties intended to do, and what they did, and then decide what were the legal consequences of their acts. In the Shiva-gunga case, 9 Moore’s Indian Appeals, 611, it was laid down clearly that; according to the principles of Hindú Law, there is a co-parcenership between the different members of a united family and survivorship following upon it; that there was a community of interest and unity of possession between all the members of the family; and that upon the death of any one of them, the others take by survivorship *that* in which during the deceased’s life-time they had a common interest and a common possession.

In this case there was no community of interest, and it appears, to me, therefore, that the interest of the plaintiff’s husband did not pass by survivorship to the other sharers, but descended to his widow, the plaintiff. I am therefore of opinion that the Principal Sudder Ameen was right in holding that the parties were separate as to the properties included in the *ikrar-namah*.

The decision of the Lower Court (which is in favor of the widow, the plaintiff) must be affirmed with costs of this appeal.
Jackson J.—"I will add only a few words to the judgment of my Lord, in which, after long and anxious deliberation on the case, I desire now to express my concurrence."

(Some of the words added by him to the above judgment are as follows:)"

"In this case I have never entertained any doubt as to the failure of any evidence to show that the Jains living in a part of the country where Hindús are governed by the Mitákshará Law, had among themselves any rule or principle of inheritance other than that prescribed in the Mitákshará; and it, therefore, unquestionably followed that the widow, the plaintiff in this case, would only take the inheritance of her husband if he at the time of his death had been separate in estate."


CALCUTTA S. D. A.—The 5th of November, 1821.

Pokhnarain, Mohun Lall, and Sohun Lall, Appellants,

versus

Mussummat Seesphool (Widow of Ram-dyal),

Respondent.

The decree of a Court below in favor of a Hindú widow for possession of her husband's landed property was set aside on the ground of its not having specified the nature of her interest, and the mode in which the property should be disposed of after her death.

This was a claim originally preferred in the Zillah Court of Tirhoot, by the Respondent, to recover possession of half the talooko Bhugwan-pore, Mominabad, Hurnarain-pore, &c.

On the 13th of June 1821, the whole of the proceedings of the case having been gone through before the Second Judge (C. Smith,) before whom the case was first heard in appeal, he decreed as follows:—It appears from all the evidence adduced, that Gunaish Dutt and Ram-dyal were two brothers in joint possession of an undivided landed estate situated in the district of Tirhoot; that on the death of the former individual, the latter succeeded to his portion in right of inheritance, and continued in exclusive enjoyment of the entire property until his death when both shares devolved of right
on his widow Mussummat Seespooz. This indeed is the substance of her plaint, although for the present she has advanced her claim to one moiety only, and has stated it to be her intention to lay claim to the other moiety at a future period. It appears from the second law opinion delivered by the pundits, that Mussummat Seesphool has a right to the possession of the estate left by her husband during her life-time; that she may make such disbursements as are necessary for the spiritual welfare of her deceased husband; that she is not at liberty to make any other description of alienation, and that after her death, in the event of there not being in existence any heir of her husband from his daughter down to his spiritual teacher, the property, which had so devolved on the widow, should escheat to the ruling power. But, in the decrees of the Courts below, there is no mention made of the widow's inability to alienate, nor of the mode in which the property should be disposed of after her death. It seems, therefore, necessary to amend the decree of the Provincial Court by wording the decision thus:—'Mussummat Seespooz shall have a life interest in one moiety of the landed property left by her deceased husband, which property shall be sequestered to the use of Government, in the event of there not being at the time of her death any surviving heir of her husband, from the daughter down to the spiritual preceptor. The decree should further provide that Mussummat Seespooz is at liberty to sue for the remaining moiety of the estate; and that the costs in all three courts should be paid by the Appellants.'

The case having been next taken up by the Third Judge (S. T. Goad) he expressed his concurrence in the opinion recorded by the second Judge, with the exception of that part of it which expressly provided that Mussummat Seespooz was at liberty to sue for the remaining moiety of the estate. He did not deem it necessary to provide specially for her preferring a claim which she was at liberty to do under the general regulations, without such provision; especially as it appeared that the names of the Appellants had been registered with the consent of the Respondent's husband, as proprietors of one moiety of the estate claimed. The Fourth Judge (J. Shakespeare) coinciding in this view of the case, a final decree was, on the 5th of November 1821, passed according to their concurrent opinion, which differed only in one particular, as above.

Calcutta H. C. A.—The 22nd of March, 1867.

Present:
The Hon’ble H. V. Bayley and Shumbhoo-nath Pundit, Judges.

Benee Pershad (Defendant) Appellant,

versus

Mussummat Moha-boodhy and others (Plaintiffs).

Respondents.

Where the Mitâkshâra Law prevails, the widow of a member of a joint Hindú family cannot succeed to her husband in preference to the husband’s brother, and is no heir to her brother-in-law or to his widow after their death.

Pundit, J.—Plaintiff claims as heir to Reut Lall, the deceased brother of Jumeeut Lall, plaintiff’s late husband, who had before died. Her allegation is that she was in possession jointly with Lall Daee, the deceased widow of Reut, from the time of Reut’s death.

Plaintiff never alleged in this case that she was in possession from the time of her husband who died before her brother-in-law. Further, the previous unsuccessful proceedings commenced first by Lall Daee (and to which plaintiff also was afterwards made a party) to get their names recorded in the place of Reut Lall after his death, show that plaintiff could never make such an allegation.

In this view we cannot understand upon what data the Lower courts made an issue regarding plaintiff’s possession from the time of her husband’s death.

The decisions of both the courts were chiefly based on the fact that special appellant, defendant, had failed to prove that his father was joint with the husband and the brother-in-law of the plaintiff.

If these courts really intended to decide for the plaintiff on the ground that they were satisfied that she held independently as heir from the death of her husband, they should have noticed and explained how, in the district of Tirhoot under the Mitákshâra Law, a widow of a deceased Hindú joint brother could hold or acquire
any right as heir to her husband in preference to her husband's brother in a joint undivided Hindu family living under that law. These courts could not but have observed that, even if plaintiff were allowed to hold in some way jointly with the male member of the family, that could not be as of right, and even if she had alleged and proved to have really held, we do not see how, as regards the half share of her husband, the courts could give a decree for possession to the plaintiff.

This half share, after the death of Lall Daee, must go to the special appellant, even if his father and other predecessors were living separate from the husband and the brother-in-law of the plaintiff. We, however, see that the very plaint of the plaintiff shows that she has no case on the grounds taken below, and there was no occasion to try such a claim.

We, accordingly, decree the special appeal with costs, and, reversing the decisions of both the Lower Courts with costs, dismiss the plaint of the plaintiff.—S. W. Rep. Vol. VII, p. 292.

Held that under the Hindu Law a widow was not entitled to inherit the estate of her husband's brother, and she having no locus standi in Court could not question the title of the party in possession of the disputed estate.—Choora and others v. Mussummat Busuntee.—Agra Rep. Vol. I, A. C., p. 174.

Held that a widow cannot under Hindu law claim to inherit the estate left by her husband's uncle, and cannot consequently question the title of the defendant (widow of another brother's son) who was admittedly in possession of the estate claimed.—Mussamat Goure and others v. Mussamat Oomrao Koonwar.—Agra Rep. Vol. I, A. C., p. 149.

The childless widow of a Hindu being a separated brother, is heiress to his own estate, but has no right to a share of the estates of his brothers dying after him, and where of three brothers one died leaving a childless widow, and another leaving two sons, and the third not leaving either a wife or children, the widow was held to be entitled to her husband's property, obtained, whether real or personal, because he had separated from his brothers; but the real and personal property of the brother who died without wife or issue, devolved on the sons of the third brother, because the widow was

Where ancestral property has been held according to the rule of primogeniture, and the family is governed by the law of the Mitákshará, that law, in the event of a holder dying without male issue, would, if the family were undivided, give the succession to the next collateral male heir in preference of the widow or daughters of the last possessor. Chowdhry Chintamun Singh v. Mussumat Nowluckhna Konvari. Privy Council Judgment. The 1st July 1875. S. W. R., Vol. XXIV, pp. 255—258.

Privy Council.—The 30th of November 1863.

In the case of property, of which part is the common property of a joint Hindú family, and part the separate acquisition of a deceased brother, his widow (in default of male issue) succeeds to his separate estate.

There being a community of interest and unity of possession between all the members of a united family having common property, it follows that, upon the death of any one of them, the others may well take by survivorship that in which they had, during the deceased’s life-time, a common interest and common possession.

But the law of partition shows that, as to the separately acquired property of one member of a united family, the other members of that family have neither community of interest nor unity of possession. The foundation, therefore, of a right to take such property by survivorship fails; and there are no grounds for postponing the widow’s right to inherit it to any superior right of the co-parceners in the undivided property.—Kattama Nauchiar v. The Rajah of Shiva-gunga.—Sutherland’s Privy Council Judgments, page 520. See Post p. 447.

Remark.—Previous to the passing of the above decision the following case was decided by the Madras High Court, in which a widow was deprived even of the self-acquired separate property of her husband. Such
determination seems not only contrary to the above ruling, but also contrary to the Hindu law itself.

By the law current in the Madras Presidency an undivided Hindu is entitled during his life-time to the separate enjoyment of his self-acquired immovable property; but on his death without male issue, such property, unless it has been previously disposed of, devolves on his surviving co-parceners, and his widow is only entitled to maintenance.—Varudi-perumâl Udayyan, Appellant, v. Ardanâri Udayyan and others, Respondents. The 29th of October, 1863.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 412.

PRIVY COUNCIL—The 19th of February, 1847.

Present:

On Appeal from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for the N. W. Provinces.

REWUN PERSHAD
versus
MUSSUMMAT RADHA BEEBY.

A Hindu testator, after the death of his widow, gave a moiety of his property to his brother A, and on his death to A's two sons B and C. A died in the life-time of the testator's widow, and a complete division of all A's property which was held in co-parcenary was agreed upon between B and C. B also died in the life-time of the testator's widow, and on the death of the testator's widow, B's widow claimed his share.

Held that B and C took A's moiety under the will as tenants in common, and that each of them had a vested interest in a one-fourth share, though the actual enjoyment was postponed until the death of the widow; and that the claim of B's widow was not barred by the doctrine of Hindu Law that a widow succeeding as heir to her husband, cannot recover property not in the possession of her husband, which doctrine was held to be inapplicable to the case of property in which the husband had a vested interest under a will or deed, though the actual enjoyment thereof was postponed during the life-time of another.

According to the Hindu Law a widow cannot claim an undivided property.

Fakir Chund died in the year 1814, and for the present we will call him the testator in this cause. He, in March 1814, executed an
instrument intended to regulate the disposition of his property after his death. That instrument is set out at length at page 44 of the appendix.

Fakir Chund, the testator, was one of three brothers; his elder brother was Bhowany Persad, who is stated to have divided from his family, which was originally an undivided Hindoo family; he left two sons, Dial Dass and Goonee Lall. The date of the death of Bhowany Persad is not stated, but it was before the month of March 1814. Bheekhary Dass was the youngest brother, and he died in 1817; he had three sons, the eldest, Koonj Behary, died in 1825, leaving a widow, Radha Beeby, the respondent in this appeal, but no male issue, Mudun Mohun, the second son, died in 1829, and he left a son, Rewun Persad, who is the present appellant; the third son died young, and there is no interest derived through him concerned in this litigation.

The property in dispute was the property of Fakir Chund, and all the parties agree that the instrument which he executed in March 1814, in triplicate, is a valid and operative instrument, and to be carried into effect.

Pursuant to the terms of that instrument on the death of Fakir Chund, in 1814, his widow, Mehtaboo, succeeded to the possession and enjoyment of his property. She died in 1833, and then a litigation arose as to who were entitled, and in what shares, to take the property of the testator.

It is not necessary to state the details of this litigation. In the result, Dial Dass took, under the decree of the Court, one moiety, and Rewun Persad was put into possession of the other moiety, but not so as to preclude any claim which Radha Beeby, the widow of Koonj Behary, might have to a share thereof.

Accordingly, she commenced a suit to recover a fourth share of the estate left by Fakir Chund, and for that purpose filed her plaint on the 1st of June 1855 in the Zillah Court of Mirzapore. Dial Dass compromised with the plaintiff, the present respondent, and Rewun Persad in effect became the only defendant, and is now the appellant. In short, the only question now to be determined is, whether the respondent, the widow Radha Beeby, as heir to her husband Koonj Behary, is entitled to recover from the appellant, Rewun
Persad, one-half of the moiety of the estate of Fakir Chund, which Rewun Persad is now in possession of.

Mr. Monckton, one of the Judges of the Appellate Court, on the 8th of April 1839, pronounced his opinion in favor of the respondent, and that the decree of the Zillah Court ought to be reversed. The papers in the cause having been submitted to the consideration of Mr. Taylor, another Judge in the same Court, his opinion agreed with that of Mr. Monckton, and accordingly, on the 29th of April 1839, a decree was pronounced reversing the decree of the Zillah Court dated the 14th of September 1838, in effect declaring that the respondent was entitled to recover one-fourth of the estate left by Fakir Chund; that the present appellant should pay to her as much as he had received beyond a fourth share of the said estate, and that Dial Dass should, if there was any deficiency, make good the same.

From this decree Rewun Persad has appealed to her Majesty in Council, and the question is, whether he ought, according to the law prevailing as to Hindú families in the district where the parties lived, to refund to the respondent so much of the estate of Fakir Chund as exceeds one-fourth thereof.

There are certain facts not in contest in this cause. All parties agree that the will or deed of Fakir Chund, whichever it may be called, is an operative instrument; that one moiety of his estate, on the death of his widow, Mehtaboo, became the property of the family of Bhownay Persad, and that one-fourth of the property belongs to the Appellant, Rewun Persad, through his father, Mudun Mohun, who died before Mehtaboo, viz., in 1829. Neither is it denied that the remaining fourth became part of the estate of Koonj Behary, who died in 1825, in the same manner as the one-fourth became part of the property of Mudun Mohun, assuming it to have vested in either during their lives.

Again, it is admitted that, according to the Hindú Law of Succession, Radha Beeby, the respondent, became heir to the divided estate of Koonj Behary, he having died without male issue.

Radha Beeby, the respondent, being entitled to the estate generally of Koonj Behary, she is entitled to this one-fourth of the property of Fakir Chund, if it is become a part of the estate of Koonj Behary.
The appellant alleges, and alleges truly, that the respondent cannot recover from him the property of which he is in possession unless she proves her title. She asserts that she as heir is entitled to the whole, unless there be a special exception. The appellant alleges two grounds of exception:—

First.—That Koonj Behary and Mudun Mohun were two undivided brothers, and that this share of Fakir Chund’s estate was undivided; that, by the Hindu law, therefore, the widow cannot claim it, though she be heir.

Secondly.—The appellant alleges that this property never was in possession of Koonj Behary; that, by the Hindu Law, the widow, though his heir, cannot claim property not in possession of the deceased husband, and that, for this reason, her claim must fail.

Now, as to the first grounds of defence, the law is not disputed. It is not denied that a widow cannot claim an undivided property. The decision of this question therefore turns upon a matter of fact, namely, whether Koonj Behary and Mudun Mohun were divided brothers or not.

We think that it may be admitted that the prima facie presumption, where there are no circumstances to affect it, is that every Hindoo family of this class was an undivided family, and, consequently this presumption must prevail, unless the circumstances of this case lead us to a contrary conclusion. We must, therefore, consider the circumstances, having, however, first directed our attention to some points of Hindu Law which may have a bearing on the conclusion to be drawn from the facts.

First.—We apprehend it to be undisputed that a division may be effected without an instrument in writing.

Secondly.—That a division may be either total or partial.

Thirdly.—That a separation from commensality does not, as a necessary consequence, effect a division of property, or, at least, of the whole undivided property.

Bheekhary Dass died in 1817, and by the instrument of March 1814, called the will of Fakir Chund, a moiety of his property, on the death of his widow, is given in these words:—“Let my brother, Bheekhary Dass, aforesaid, and, after the death of my said brother his sons, take one-half.”
Now, we conceive that Bheekhary Dass, having died in 1817, in the life-time of the widow, the tenant for life, and his sons surviving him, this moiety was not a part of his estate, properly speaking, and that, therefore, *prima facie*, it could not be divided as part of the estate of Bheekhary Dass.

The Pundit of the Sudder Adawlut of Calcutta gave in his bewusta. The opinion of this Pundit supports the claim of the widow whether there had or had not been a division of Bheekhary Dass's estate between his two sons.

The decision of Mr. Monckton, the Judge of the Sudder Adawlut of Allahabad, before whom the cause first came, is in favor of the widow (page 86).

The true question, then, before us, is whether we are convinced by the arguments of the appellant that this decision is erroneous; for if not so convinced, it must be affirmed.

We think, on a consideration of all the circumstances, that a complete division of all the property of Bheekhary Dass which was held in coparcenary was agreed upon between the brothers, and we think so from a consideration of all these papers.

So stands the case upon the pleadings. A division is admitted, and no particular exception alleged. The objection of Rewun Pershad is not that there was a special exception of the disputed property, but that from the nature of the property it was necessarily excepted.

We do not think that there is anything in the nature of the disputed property which should except it from a general division. The testator, after the death of his widow, gives his property to his brother, Bheekhary Dass. On his death it becomes divisible into two parts, one moiety to the sons of Beckhary Dass. We apprehend that they would take as tenants in common—in fact, that they had each of them a vested interest in one-fourth share not to come into actual enjoyment till the death of the widow. But here was no contingency, as contended for by the appellant. The only uncertainty was the period of enjoyment.

We are inclined, indeed, to the opinion that this property was not properly the subject of any division at all, but that the division was effected by the deed or will, and that each brother took one-fourth as a divided property.
In the Sudder Adawlut, however, much more important evidence was produced, viz., the proceedings in an action brought by Mudun Mohun in 1825. In that suit Mudun Mohun pleaded the division of the paternal estate, and the separation from his brother Koonj Behary.

We think that this averment by Mudun Mohun, and which was supported by evidence is strong proof against Rewun Pershad, who claims through him, that a division and separation had taken place.

And herein we agree with Mr. Mouckton, that the fact of Rewun Pershad not having specified any exceptions to the partition being of the whole of the paternal property, is evidence that their were no exceptions.

We think that, upon a consideration of these premises, we are justified in concluding, if such conclusion be necessary for the decision of this case, that a complete division and separation did take place between Koonj Behary and Mudun Mohun.

It may be well here to notice another argument which was strongly pressed on behalf of the appellant. It was said that the widow, as heir, could not claim any property of her husband which was not in possession at the time of his death; that the disputed property was, at that period, and for years afterwards, in the possession of Mehtaboo, and that, consequently, Radha Beeby can have no claim to it.

There is not the least reference to it in the opinion of the Pundit of the Sudder Adawlut of Allahabad, nor in that of the Pundit of the Sudder Adawlut of Calcutta, not in the Judgment of Mr. Mouckton, in which Mr. Taylor concurred. We think that it would be impossible, under such circumstances, for us to reverse the decree of the Court below on that ground. Indeed, this averment of the law is not even one of the grounds of appeal.

We have no intention whatever to disturb the doctrine of Hindoo Law that a widow succeeding as heir to her husband, cannot recover property not in possession of her husband. But we think that it has not been shown in this case that the disputed property was not in possession according to the meaning of that term in Hindoo Law, nor that the doctrine applies to a property where the
husband had a vested interest under a will or deed, and the actual enjoyment thereof was postponed during the life-time of another.

We proceed then to determine this case, on the assumption that there was a complete division between the two brothers, and that the law, as to possession by the husband, does not, under the existing circumstances, bar the widow's claim.

We do not think that this property was bequeathed to the two brothers as joint tenants. But even if it were, we should incline to the opinion that the division extended to it. We therefore come to the conclusion that, either the disputed property was never held in joint tenancy, or that if so held, it was divided, and consequently we affirm the judgment, on the grounds taken by the Pundits in the Sudder Adawlut, and adopted by the two Judges of that Court, and it must be affirmed with costs.—Sutherland's Privy Council Judgments, p. 172.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 33-40.

The doctrine of Hindú law that a widow, succeeding as heir to her husband, cannot recover property of which he was not possessed is inapplicable when the husband has vested interest under a will or deed, the actual enjoyment being postponed.—Hurro Soondary Debea Chowdhrain v. Rajessury Debea.—H. C. A. The 3rd of May 1865. S. W. Rep. Vol. II, p. 321.

BOMBAY H. C. A.—The 9th of October 1867.

PÁRVATÍ KOM DHONDI-RÁM, Appellant,
BHÍKÚ KOM DHONDI-RÁM, Respondent.

D, a Párdesi Hindú residing at Náilk, died leaving two widows, B and P; B, who was the first wife, though not incontinent, had been turned out of his house by her husband some time after he married P by púj.

In a suit by B, to recover a moiety of D's estate, P, while admitting that she herself had been leading a life of prostitution since D's death, resisted a partition of his estate, on the grounds that, B had since D's death cohabited with M, and subsequently married with R; both of which allegations B denied.

Held, that, though, by Hindú Law, incontinence excluded a widow from succession to her husband's estate, yet if the inheritance were once vested, it was not liable to be divested, unless her subsequent incontinence were accompanied by degradation; but that, by Act XXI, of 1850, deprivation of caste can no longer be recognised as working a forfeiture of any right or property, or affecting any right of inheritance.
Held, however, also that if B, had duly remarried, she would cease to have any right to recover or hold any part of her late husband's property; and, as the District Judge, on appeal, had left the fact of B's remarriage unascertained, that his decree must be reversed, and the case remanded for a finding on that question.

Westropp, J.—This is an action by Bhikú against Párvatí and her father, Mán-sing, to recover from them Rs. 2, 392, alleged to be the moiety in value of the estate of Dhondi-rám, deceased.

The first wife of Dhondi-rám was Bhikú. Subsequently he married, by pát, Párvatí, who was then a widow; and about one year and a half afterwards, he turned his first wife, Bhikú, out of his house. The Judge finds that, during Dhondi-rám's life-time, Bhikú neither deserted him nor was unchaste. Dhondi-rám died in Posh, Shake 1871 (December 1859). The defendant Párvatí possessed herself of his property, movable and immovable.

Párvatí (who, the Judge states, admitted that, since Dhondi-rám's death, she has been living as a prostitute) resisted a partition of the property, on the ground that, subsequently to the death of Dhondi-rám, Bhikú had cohabited with Mirdha valad Narayan, and afterwards married one Rám-sing, both of which allegations Bhikú denied.

Where there are two widows, who were both the lawful wives of a deceased Hindú, who dies separate and without leaving male issue, they succeed to equal moieties of his property, movable and immovable: West and Buhler, Bk. I, pp. 88, 89, 91; Mayákha, Ch. IV, Sec. VIII, pl. 9; 1, W. H. Macnschten, H. L. 19; Steele, p. 43, para. 25, and p. 232, para. 72; Doe dem. Bhagobutty Raur v. Rada-kissen Mookerjee*, Ramda v. Bhabí†, Sree Muttee Muttee v. Ram-conny Dutty; and see Rindamma v. Venkata-ráonappa.§

But if either widow remarries after the death of her husband, she can neither recover nor retain a share of his property. By remarriage she forfeits her right to it. This is so by Hindú Law.[1]

If, therefore, Bhikú actually married Rám-sing, she must fail in this suit.

But as, upon the Judge's decree, we are unable to say whether she married Rám-sing or merely cohabited with him, it behoves us to consider what is the legal result of the incontinence of a Hindú

---

‡ East's Notes: 2 Mor. Dic, pp. 80, 81, 82.
§ 3 Mad. H. C. Rep. 266.
[1] Steele, pp. 170, 177; West and Buhler, BK. I, pp. 96, 99.
widow, who, as we are bound to hold in the present case, continued virtuous during her husband's life-time, and in whom, accordingly, at his death, a moiety of his property vested in interest, although she has been kept out of possession of it by his other widow.

By Hindú Law, incontinence excludes a widow from succession to her husband's estate; Mayákha, Chap. IV, Sec. VIII, pl. 2, 4, 8, 9*; Mitáksharám on Inheritance, Chap. II, Sec. i, pl. 19, 29, 30†; Dáya-krama Sangraha, Chap. I, Sec. ii, pl. 3‡; 2 W. H. Macnaghten 20, 21; Doe dem. Rada-money Raur v. Neel-money Dass§; 3 Colebrooke's Dig. 474, 478, 479, 576, paras ccxxv, ccxxviii, ccxxix, ccclxxvi. Some of the above quoted writers speak of suspicion of incontinence as sufficient to justify her exclusion. But the better opinion seems to be that nothing short of actual infidelity disqualifies: 1 Stra. H. L. 136; 2 Ibid., note by Mr. Ellis, p. 271; Steele[7], a high authority on this side of India, and Macnaghten[8] speak of adultery or incontinence, and nowhere of mere suspicion of those sins, as affecting the widow's right to succeed to or hold the property of her husband. If, however, the inheritance be once vested in the widow, it is not, by Hindú Law, liable to be divested, unless her subsequent incontinence be accompanied by "loss of caste, unexpiated by penance and unredeemed by atonement:" 1 Stra. H. L. 136, 163, 164, 244. Mr. Sutherland also rests the forfeiture on degradation from caste. See his remark in 2 Stra. H. L. 269, Appendix. So too Mr. Colebrooke says: "Nor after the property has vested by inheritance, does she forfeit it, unless for loss of caste, unexpiated by penance, and unredeemed by atonement." See his remark 2 Stra. H. L. 272, App. Not only incontinence after the husband's death (Steele, p. 41, para. 23,) but in many cases, even adultery in his lifetime, may be expiated by penance.[**]

There has not been any finding in this case as to whether Bhikú had been put out of caste; or, if so, whether she has since, by penance, expiated her incontinence, if any. We have, however, arrived at the conclusion, that modern legislation has rendered those questions immaterial. At the first glance at Act XXI of 1850, we had

---

* Stokes' H. L. Bks., pp. 84, 86. † Ibid., pp. 432, 436. ‡ Ibid., p. 474.  
‖ p. 43, para. 25; pp. 175, 174, para. 19; and see per Arnsuld, J., 1 Bom. H. C. Rep. 68.  
some doubts, arising from its preamble, whether the Act applied to
the case of a widow degraded from caste on the ground of inconti-
nence. But a closer examination of that enactment removed the
doubt. The Legislature did not simply extend the Bengal Reg. VII
of 1832, Sec. ix, which is set forth in the preamble, to the rest of
British India; but, reciting that it would be beneficial to extend its
"principle" throughout British territory, enacted that "so much of
any law or usage, now in force within the territories subject to the
Government of the East India Company, as inflicts on any person
forfeiture of rights or property, or may be held in any way to im-
pair or affect any right of inheritance, by reason of his or her re-
nouncing, or having been excluded from the communion of any re-
ligion, or being deprived of caste, shall cease to be enforced as law
in the Courts of the East India Company, and in the Courts estab-
lished by Royal Charter within the said territories." The Act is not
limited to renunciation of religion only, but, after providing for that
case, specially includes deprivation of caste, and is not restricted to
deprivation of caste on any particular ground. Hence deprivation
of caste, whether it be for change of religion, or for unexpired in-
continence, or any other cause, can no longer be recognised as either
working a forfeiture of any right or property already vested in inter-
est, or as impairing or affecting any right of inheritance.*

We have consulted the Chief Justice and our other learned bre-
thren usually sitting at the Appellate Side of the Court, and find
that they concur in that view of Act XXI of 1850, which appears
to have been the same as was taken by Sir Lawrence Peel, C. J., in
Doe dem. Sham-money Dasee v. Nemy Churn Dass, a case decided in
July 1851. The lessor of the plaintiff was a Hindu widow, who had
inherited her husband’s property, but had been deprived of posses-
sion, and sued to recover it. The defence was that she had forfeited
her right in the property, by reason of her having, since his death,
led an immoral and unchaste life. Peel, C. J., referring to Act XXI,
of 1850, gave a verdict in her favour.

We must hold that, although Bhikó may have been inconti-
nent, and may consequently have been expelled from caste, she
would not, upon those grounds, be disqualified to obtain a partition
in her favour of Dhondi-rám’s property.

* See, however, Pest p. 253.
If, however, she have duly remarried, she would cease to have any right to recover or hold any part of the property of Dhondi-rám. The Judge having left the fact of remarriage unascertained, we must reverse his decree, and remand the cause for the determination of that question.

\textit{Warden, J., concurred.}


\textit{Held} that incontinence of plaintiff is established, and the right of succession which by Hindú law she thereby forfeited is not affected by the provisions of Act XXI, of 1850, which refer to the renunciation of the Hindú religion and not to a case of incontinence.—\textit{Raj-koomaree Dassee, v. Golabee Dassee.*}—Cal. S. D. A. Dec. for 1858, p. 1891.

\textbf{Bombay, H. C.—The 11th of September 1862.}

\textbf{Ramiá} widow, \textit{Applicant.}

\textbf{Bhági} widow, \textit{Caveatrix.}

\textit{Where a Hindú dies intestate leaving no issue and several widows, the widows succeed equally, and are entitled to equal shares in his estate, and the ordinary course would be to grant them a joint administration.}

\textit{Inconsistency in a wife, or incontinence in a widow, in order to constitute a disqualification to inherit, must be positively proved, or at any rate there must be a reasonably well-grounded suspicion of its having taken place.}

\textbf{Arnould, J.}—This is a question between two widows of a deceased Hindú as to which of the two has the right to administer. The admitted facts are—(1) That deceased died intestate and childless on 20th January 1862. (2) That Ramiá, the applicant, is the elder widow, having been married to the deceased about thirty years ago; that she left his house some four or five years ago, and did not return to it till after his death. (3) That Bhági the caveatrix, is the younger widow, having been married to the deceased about eight years ago, and that she continued from her marriage to live with him till his death. The evidence taken altogether shows this:—that till the second marriage Ramiá and her husband had

\textit{* This case will be found in extenso in the \textit{Vavasthá, Darpan}, (second edition).}
not been on bad terms; that after the second marriage quarrels arose; that Ramiá left her husband’s house secretly with Rakhmi and Sitá-rám. It is not proved that she took her jewels with her, nor that she lived in concubinage with Sitá-rám or any one else.

On the other hand, I think, it is made out that she lived quietly and decently at her father’s house; On the whole I think the evidence fails to prove adultery in Ramiá, fails even to make out a case of suspicion of unchastity, but does show misconduct in her as a wife in absenting herself from her husband’s roof, without sufficient cause (according to Hindú manners and feelings), and refusing to return at his request.

Against the other widow nothing whatever is alleged.

Has either of these two widows an exclusive right to the property here? According to Sir T. Strange, Vol. I, pp. 136, 137 (ed. of 1830), “when a man has left more widows than one, and no son by any” (which is the present case), “she who was first married, being the one who is considered to have been married from a sense of duty, succeeds in the first instance, the others inheriting in their turn as they survive, entitled in the meantime to be maintained by the first.” But Sir T. Strange refers, in his notes on this passage in his text, to p. 56 of the same volume, where we find this: “it is the elder or first widow that succeeds eventually to her husband as heir, maintaining the others, who inherit in their turn on her death, &c.” But note 7 queries the position, and refers us to the Mayúkha a work of great authority on this side of India. At p. 59, para. 19, of the Mayúkha (Borradaile’s Ed.†) we find that “even childless wives of the father are pronounced equal sharers.” And again at page 103, para. 9, “The wife if faithful takes the wealth, but if there be more than one they will divide and take equal shares;” and this doctrine has been followed by the late Supreme Court in a case of the goods where the Court, after consideration and obtaining answers from the Shástrés of the Suder Adalat and at Pandé, held that “if there be more than one widow, each of them is entitled to an equal share of the property.” It appears from those answers that, although the author of the Mayúkha cites no text in support of his opinion, such texts are to be met with in the Virámitro-daya, an authority of the Benares school, and Macnaghten’s Principles of Hindú Law,

† Stoke’s Ed. pp. 52 and 86.
a work of authority in Bengal. It is also said, p. 19 of the latter work (Ed. of 1829), that if there be more than one widow their rights are equal. The case in Morton's Reports, p. 314, shows that this rule was acted upon by the Supreme Court in Calcutta as early as the year 1791; and in Morley's Digest, Vol. I, New Series, Title "Hindū widows," p. 180, s. 15, we find an instance of its being acted upon in the North-Western Provinces in 1850. On these authorities we hold that the widows in this case are prīmā facie entitled to equal shares of the property, and it remains to be considered whether either of them is disentitled by misconduct to a share, and if not, then whether we ought to grant administration to them jointly, or to one only, and, if the latter, to which of them. As to the general doctrine, that proved infidelity before widowhood disqualifies, and proved incontinence after widowhood divests the inheritance, the authorities seem to clash; and as to the nature of the proof of incontinence that disqualifies there is again a discrepancy in the authorities. Sir T. Strange, p. 136, after laying down the principle that "an unchaste wife is excluded from the inheritance," adds "that nothing short of actual infidelity in this respect disqualifies," and the authorities collected in the Appendix to which he refers support this view. In all the cases we have been able to consult, the proof of incontinence or infidelity seems to have been positive. The Mayūkha, on the other hand, p. 102, lays it down, "That even a suspicion of incontinence is enough to reduce a widow's rights to that of mere maintenance." This, as it seems to us, can hardly mean vague suspicion; it must mean a reasonably well-grounded suspicion short of actual proof. In this case, for instance, had Rāma gone off with Śitā-rām alone, and been proved afterwards to have been in company with him at a distance from her husband's residence, this would probably have constituted a case of suspicion sufficient to deprive her of inheritance on the authority of the Mayūkha. But the proof here falls short of that. It does, however, show such misconduct as would render us reluctant to confer the administration on her to the exclusion of the younger, irreproachable widow. On the whole, we strongly recommend that the Administrator General should be requested to take the administration on himself. If this
suggestion is not acted on, we should be driven to grant a joint administration.*—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 66.

It appears, therefore, that a Hindú widow is not bound to reside with the relatives of her husband; that the relatives of her husband have no right to compel her to live with them; and that she does not forfeit her right to property or maintenance merely on account of her going and residing with her family, or leaving her husband's residence from any other cause than unchaste or improper purposes.†—Part of the Privy Council Decision in Rajah Pertheo Singh v. Raj Kooer alias Rani Shib Kooer—B. L. R. Vol. XII, page 290.

See the Privy Council Decision in Káshí-náth Basák and Ramá-náth Basák versus Hara-sundari Dási and Kamal-mani Dási, upon which the above decision is based and which is to be found in the Vyavasthá Darpana (2nd Ed. p. 97) and some other books.


Although the Shástras impose on a widow the duty of living with her deceased husband’s relatives, the duty has been regarded by the British Courts as a moral duty which they will not lend their aid to enforce, and of which the non-performance does not deprive the widow of her right to inherit.—Umrít Kœwarœ v. Kedâr Náth Ghose and others. Agra Rep. Vol. III, p. 182.

* NOTE.—Mr. Justke Strange, of the High Court at Madras, in his “Manual of Hindú Law prevailing in the Presidency of Madras” (2nd Ed., para., 326), lays it down that in Southern India the law is that the wives are viewed on an equality, and inherit jointly, and cites the Mitákbhár, II, i., a clause omitted between clauses five and six of Colebrooke’s translation.

† See the Chapter on Maintenance in which the above case is given in extenso.

‡ That part of the main decision of which the above is an abstract is as follows:—Is the plaintiff debarred from suing by the fact of her having chosen to reside in the family of her father instead of that of her husband? On this point the decision of the Privy Council in the case of Káshí-náth Basák versus Hara-sundari Dási and another (See page 65 Morton’s Reports,) is, in the opinion of the Court, quite decisive as to the right of the plaintiff to sue.
One Venkanna Gandu died leaving no son but two widows—Krishnamma and Rindamma. A dispute having arisen, Krishnamma brought a suit against Rindamma and obtained a decree dividing equally between them the lands of the deceased husband. Krishnamma took possession of her moiety and held the same till her death when Rindamma took possession.

In a suit by the sons of the deceased daughter of Krishnamma against Rindamma for the share formerly held by Krishnamma:—

Held, that they were not entitled in preference to the surviving widow. They may have a good title as next heirs of the husband upon the death of the defendant, the surviving widow.—Rindamma v. Venkata-ramappa and four others.—Mad H. C. R. Vol. III, page 268.

One of the two widows who had succeeded to their late husband’s landed property in separate possession, made over her share, by a deed of gift, to her husband’s illegitimate son, who, on her death, sued the surviving widow for the share of the donor. Held that he had no claim as the widow had no power to alienate the property, except for the performance of funeral rites, or for her own subsistence.—Gunput Singh v. Mussummat Ranee Choukan.—N. W. Decis. Vol. V, p. 202.—Moll. Dig. N. S. Vol. I, p. 180.


If a Hindú die without issue, leaving two widows, they take his whole estate for life; and on the death of one, the whole survives to the other, upon whose death it goes to the collateral heirs of the husband.—Sreemutese Brojessury Dossee v. Ram-ony Dutt and another.—East’s Notes. Case 54.
Widow’s Powers over her Inherited Property.

PRIVY COUNCIL—The 21st of December 1861.

Present:
Lord Justice Knight Bruce, Lord Justice Turner,

On Appeal from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Madras.

THE COLLECTOR OF MASULIPATAM,

versus

CVALY VENCATTA NARAINAPAH.*

Under the Hindú Law a widow, though she takes as heir, takes a special and qualified estate. If there be collateral heirs of her husband, she cannot, of her own will, alienate the property except for special purposes. For religious or charitable purposes, or those which are supposed to conduces to the spiritual welfare of her husband, she has a larger power of disposition than that which she possesses for purely worldly purposes. To support an alienation for the last, she must show necessity. The restrictions on her power of alienation are inseparable from her estate, and independent of the existence of heirs capable of taking on her death. If for want of heirs, the property, so far as it has not been lawfully disposed of by her passes to the Crown, the Crown has the same power of protecting its interest as an heir by impeaching any injurious alienation by the widow.

Where an opinion, apparently discordant from works of current and established authority is delivered by Pundits, it must not be taken on their authority to be a correct exposition of the law. They should be questioned further as to authorities, usage, and generally received opinions.

The acts of a Government officer bind the Government only when he is acting in the discharge of a certain duty within the limits of his authority, or, if he exceed that authority, when the Government, in fact or in law, directly, or by implication, ratifies the excess.

The onus is on those who claim under an alienation from a Hindú widow to show that the transaction was within her limited powers.

This cause has come before their Lordships on appeal for the second time. They regret to find that they are still without the means of satisfactorily determining the long litigation between the parties.

The zemindary, which is the subject of the suit, was claimed by the appellant on behalf of the Government of Madras, as an escheat

* This case is considered to be the leading case on the subject of a widow’s succession and power over her inherited property. Vide Norton’s Leading Cases, part II, p. 618.
to which the Crown became entitled on the death of the widow of the last male zamindar, of whom there were no heirs in remainder to the widow; and he claimed to have it free, and discharged from all incumbrances with which it had been charged by the widow during her enjoyment of it.

The respondent disputed the right of the Crown to take the particular property by escheat in any circumstances; and insisted that, even if that right existed, he had a title to the zamindary paramount to that of the Crown by virtue of a razee-namah executed in his favor by the widow in her life-time. His case as to this was, that his father had made advances to the widow for some of the purposes which, under the Hindoo Law, justify the alienation by a widow of immovable property inherited from her husband, and had obtained a decree for the amount of the debt; that after his father's death he had taken out execution on that decree, and that to stay his execution the razee-namah had been executed. He further contended that this had been done with the sanction and under the advice of the then Collector of the District, and that the Government was estopped from disputing the transaction, if it could otherwise have done so, by the conduct of its officer.

The razee-namah was in the nature of an agreement for the payment of the judgment-debt by instalments, with stipulations that if default were made in the payment of any instalment, the whole sum should become due, and that the judgment-creditor should be put into possession of twelve out of the fourteen villages comprising the zamindary (which were to be impledged to him) and should, on her death, take possession of the two other villages, and hold the whole zamindary as his absolute estate. No instalment was paid by the widow, nor yet was possession taken under the razee-namah in her life-time. The respondent, however, alleged that it was by reason of an order of the Sudder Court, suspending the execution of the razee-namah, in consequence of proceedings in another suit, that he failed to get possession.

It follows from this statement that the questions to be determined in the cause were, whether the Crown had any title by escheat to the lands; and, if so, whether that title had been defeated, either absolutely or to the extent of any subsisting charge, by the acts of the widow in her life-time. The latter question involved the consi-
deration of the powers of a Hindoo female taking her husband's estate by inheritance, and whether the transaction relied upon by the respondent was an act done _bona fide_ in the exercise of her powers, or a mere colorable contrivance for transferring the property to the respondent in spite of her disabilities.

In the judgment of the Sudder Adawlut, which was the subject of the first appeal, the Court has dealt with the first of these questions only. It held that the property having belonged to a Brahminical family, the Crown had no right to take it by escheat, though on the clearest failure of heirs: and therefore dismissed the suit on that ground, without adjudicating upon the other questions raised in it.

Upon the appeal, however, the whole case was, more or less, fully argued. Their Lordships came to the conclusion that the judgment of the Sudder Adawlut was erroneous; that the Crown was entitled to take the property of a Brahmin as of any other Hindoo subject, dying without heirs.*

The case went back to Madras, and was re-heard by the Sudder Adawlut there. In the judgment pronounced on the 22nd of October 1860, the Judges stated that—Admitting the right of the Crown to take by escheat property of which the last owner died without heirs, they held that where there had been an assignment by that owner though a female, the Crown could not take the place of an heir to challenge her power to make that assignment. They, therefore, decided that the suit, having been brought upon the erroneous assumption that the Crown had the power to challenge and defeat the act of the last incumbent, should be dismissed.

They next decided that, even if the Crown had the right contended for, it was estopped from asserting it by the acts of the Collector, and the sanction given by him to the razee-namah of 1841.

They, lastly, decided that, even if the Crown could now challenge the alienation in question, the plaint had not been properly framed for that purpose.

It is with the appeal against this judgment that their Lordships have now to deal.

---

* This decision of the Privy Council will be found in the Section treating of Escheat to the Ruling power.
The first conclusion of the Sudder Adawlut, however, involves a question of substance—an important question of Law; and if their Lordships were satisfied that it was well-founded, they would be disposed to prevent its being met by the objection, in some degree formal, of its inconsistency with the order of Her Majesty, by taking measures to procure the variation of that order. They, therefore, proceed to consider—first, whether the conclusion is, in fact, correct.

It was justly observed in the course of the argument, with reference to those authorities which speak of the widow's interest as a life-estate; that great confusion arises from applying analogies derived from the English Law of real property to the Hindú Law of inheritance; and that, when so applied, the terms by which we describe estates in land under the English Law are more likely to mislead than to direct the judgment aright. It may, however, be doubted whether the argument, on behalf of the respondents, does not really require some such process of reasoning to support it, the Hindú widow, it was urged, has an estate of inheritance, not a life-estate; the original estate, it is said, devolves on her in a course of succession derived from the husband, who had in him an estate of inheritance which she takes as heir. Yet, what is this, in effect, but to apply the English Law regulating the descent of lands in fee simple from ancestor to heir?

It is clear that, under the Hindú Law, the widow, though she takes as heir, takes a special and qualified estate. It is a qualified proprietorship, and it is only by the principles of the Hindú Law that the extent and nature of the qualification can be determined.

It is admitted, on all hands, that if there be collateral heirs of the husband, the widow cannot, of her own will, alien the property except for special purposes. For religious or charitable purposes, or those which are supposed to conduce to the spiritual welfare of her husband she has a larger power of disposition than that which she possesses for purely worldly purposes. To support an alienation for the last she must show necessity. On the other hand, it may be taken as established that an alienation by her, which would not otherwise be legitimate, may become so if made with the consent of her husband's kindred. But it surely is not the necessary or logical consequence of this latter proposition that in the absence of
collateral heirs to the husband, or on their failure, the fetter on the widow's power of alienation altogether drops.

Nor does it appear to their Lordships that the construction of Hindú Law, which is now contended for, can be put upon the principle of cessante ratione cessat et ipsa lex. It is not merely for the protection of the material interests of her husband's relations that the fetter on the widow's power is imposed. Numberless authorities, from Menu downwards, may be cited to that, according to the principles of Hindú Law, the proper state of every woman is one of tutelage; that they always require protection and are never fit for independence. Sir Thomas Strange (See "Strange on Hindú Law", Vol. I, page 242,) cites the authority of Menu for the proposition that, if a woman have no other controller or protector, the king should control or protect her. Again all the authorities concur in showing that, according to the principles of Hindú Law, the life of a widow is to be one of ascetic privation (2, "Colebrooke's Digest," 451). Hence, probably it gave her a power of disposition for religious, which it denied to her for other, purposes. These principles do not seem to be consistent with the doctrine that, on the failure of heirs, a widow becomes completely emancipated; perfectly uncontrolled in the disposal of her property; and free to squander her inherited wealth for the purposes of selfish enjoyment.

Their Lordships cannot but think that, if the consequences of the failure of heirs of the husband were such as they are now argued to be, there would be some decision on a case so likely to have happened before, or, at all events, that there would be some trace of so startling an exception to the general rule of Hindú Law touching females taking by succession the property of males, in the ancient text-writers and commentators. The proposition, however, rests upon the argument founded on the nature of the Hindú female's estate as an estate of inheritance; upon a passage from a modern treatise by Mr. Strange, for which no authority is cited; and upon the opinion of the pundits. The first, for the reasons already given, their Lordships consider unsatisfactory. The second cannot be treated as more than an opinion, though an opinion deserving of respect and attention. Upon the last, their Lordships can but repeat an observation made by them in a late case, to the following effect:—"Where an opinion apparently discordant from works of current and established
authority, is delivered by pundits, it must not be taken on their
authority to be a correct exposition of the law. They should be
questioned further as to authorities, usage, and generally received
opinions. Such an enquiry might produce a conviction that the
pundits on a new case delivered rather their own notions of expedi-
tent law, as law, than delivered it on the force of the opinions of any
writers or authoritative expounders of the Hindu Law."

Their Lordships are of opinion that the restrictions on a Hindoo
widow’s power of alienation are inseparable from her estate and that
their existence does not depend on that of heirs capable of taking on
her death. It follows that if, for want of heirs, the right to the prop-
erty, so far as it has not been lawfully disposed of by her, passes to
the Crown, the Crown must have the same power which an heir would
have of protecting its interests by impeaching any unauthorized alien-
ation by the widow.

Their Lordships, therefore, dissent from the first ground on which,
by the judgment under appeal, the Sudder Adawlut has dismissed
the appellant’s suit.

The next consideration is, whether the Sudder Adawlut was
right in holding that the Crown is estopped by the act of the former
Collector, Mr. Grant, from disputing the title asserted by the respon-
dent under the razee-namah. In their Lordship’s opinion, the prin-
ciples of estoppel do not support this contention. On every reason-
able presumption the facts relating to the creation of the original
debt were known to the respondent, or to the original plaintiff in the
suit whose judgment he was enforcing. The Collector would have
no necessary knowledge on the subject, nor is he proved to have had
actual knowledge. His advice to the widow to the effect that unless
she made an arrangement with the creditor, the estate (which, the
sale being an execution-sale, must be taken to mean her right, title,
and interest in the estate) would be sold, is not a statement at vari-
ance with the true state of things. The razee-namah into which she
entered, might, for aught that appeared, be satisfied by payment of the
instalments in her life-time. Again, the acts of a Government offi-
cer bind the Government only when he is acting in the discharge of
a certain duty within the limits of his authority, or, if he exceed
that authority, which the Government, in fact, or in law, directly, or
by implication, ratifies the excess. The Collector in this case had
certainly no authority to waive the rights to which Government might become entitled by the escheat; nor were his acts, when fairly viewed, calculated to give rise to the supposition that he had such an authority.

Their Lordships have already indicated their opinion that it is too late to assert, if it could ever have been successfully asserted, that it is not open to the appellant on these pleadings to question the validity of the widow's alienation against the Crown. The reasoning of the Sudder Adawlut on this point seems to their Lordships to involve some misconception of the effect of the decree under which the respondent claims. As regards the appellant, that decree is res inter alias acta. He is, therefore, in a very different position from one who, coming into Court to get rid of a decree binding upon him, has to allege and prove that it was fraudulently or collusively obtained, or is open to some other definite objection.

Again, though particular circumstances may shift the burthen of proof, the general rule certainly is, that it lies upon those who claim under an alienation from a Hindu female to show that the transaction was within her limited powers.

Their Lordships continue to think that the evidence before them is not such as to admit of a satisfactory decision of the question whether the razee-namah does to any, and what, extent, constitute a charge on the zamindary as against the Crown, and that there ought to be a further trial of that issue. Under the former order of Her Majesty, the Sudder Adawlut should have given to each party, if so disposed, an opportunity of adducing further evidence. It does not appear to have done this, but to have acted on its own impression that no further evidence was necessary. Such at least is their Lordships' understanding of the preliminary statements in the judgment under appeal.

In these circumstances their Lordships propose humbly to recommend to Her Majesty that the present appeal be allowed; that it be declared that the Crown, taking by escheat, the same right to impeach the alienation by the widow which the next heirs of the husband (if such there had been,) would have had, and are not estopped from asserting that right by the acts of the Collector in 1848; that the Crown is not bound by the decree, and that the widow was not entitled to alienate without the consent of the Crown, except
in so far as she could have alienated without the consent of the
next heirs of the husband, if such there had been, but that the
respondent is, at all events, entitled to a charge upon the estate, and
to be paid and satisfied thereout, the full amount of all such of the
advances, if any, made by the respondent's father to the widow as
were made for purposes for which according to the Hindú Law, she
would have been entitled to alienate the estate, as against the next
heirs of her husband, if such there had been, in so far as she had
not other estate of her husband to answer such purposes, and that
the cause be remitted to the Sudder Adawlut to enquire whether,
having regard to the declarations aforesaid, the right of the Crown
was absolutely defeated by the razee-namah, and, if not, to enquire
what advances, if any, were made by the Respondent's father to the
widow, and whether all, or any, and which, of such advances, and
to what amount, were made for purposes for which, according to the
Hindú Law, the widow would have been entitled to alienate the
estate as against the next heirs of her husband, if such there had
been, and whether the widow had, when such advances were respec-
tively made, other estates of her husband sufficient to answer such
purposes, and the parties respectively are to be at liberty to adduce
further evidence touching the matters aforesaid, or any of them, as
they may be advised, and the Sudder Court is to proceed in the
cause according to the result of the said enquiries.—Mooro's Indian

The widow of a Hindú dying without any known heirs may
convey absolutely his estate as against all but the King.—Dict. dem.

A Hindú widow cannot alienate movable or immovable prop-
erties acquired by her out of the funds derived from the income of
her husband's estate. Such properties descend to the heirs of the
husband and not of the widow. Where, however, a widow held un-
der a deed which conveyed the property to her to enjoy for her life-
time, and to incur all needful expenses, held that she was entitled to
invest sums out of the income for the benefit of her daughter
and grand-daughter in the purchase of immovable property for

A widow is not competent to alienate property which she has purchased with the funds derived from her husband’s estate after his death, and purchases with such funds would not belong to the widows otherwise than the lands from which the money arose belonged to them.—Nihal Khan and others v. Hur Churn Laul. Agra. Rep. Vol. I, A. C. p. 219.

A Hindú widow has no power to alienate part of the ancestral property to the injury of the reversioners. Kunhya Lall Roop v. Sheo Nath Dey and another.—S. D. A. Rep. for 1859, page 1186.

CALCUTTA S. D. A.—December 2nd, 1819.

THAN SING and MAHAJEET SING, Appellants,

versus

MUSSUMMAT JEETOO, Respondent.

According to the Hindoo law, as current in Agra, a childless widow, after her husband’s death, will succeed to the moiety of a village granted to him and his brother by the Rajah of the country, on a rent-free tenure; partition being presumed. She has only a life interest therein, and cannot alienate it. After her death it will go to her husband’s heirs.

The respondent (originally plaintiff) instituted this action in the Zillah Court of Agra, on the 29th of April 1814, to recover from Ludja Ram, Bishen Doss, Than Sing and Mahajeet, brothers of her deceased husband, a moiety of the village of Nowgawah, situate in parguna Sonk (formerly attached to parguna Sonasa), held rent-free under a sunnud granted by Madhoo Rao Narain Scindia. She stated in her plaint, that the village in question was granted on a rent-free tenure to her husband, Bintee Ram, and his brother Bishen Dass, by Madhoo Rao Narain Scindia, under a maafee sunnud, in the year 1204, F. S., (A. D. 1796-97) in their joint names; and that Bintee Ram had possession thereof till it was attached by the officers of the Mahratta Government in the year 1856, Sumbut era (1206-7, F. S.), that he died in the following year, and the village remained
under attachment till she, having supplied Bishen Dass with money for his expenses, sent him to General Perron, the amil of that part of the country under the Mahratta Government, who removed the attachment in the year 1860 of the Sumbut era (1210-11, F. S.), and delivered the village to them, on the same rent-free tenure: that she received a moiety of the profits thereof for the years 1861 and 1862, Sumbut era, (1211-12, and 1212-13, F. S.), that the defendants had unjustly dispossessed her, and refused to pay her the share of the profits, to which she was entitled in right of her deceased husband, she therefore instituted the present action.

Ludja Ram, the elder brother of the plaintiff's husband, did not appear to defend the suit. It appeared from the proceedings, that he had separated from the family during the life-time of his father, and a letter from him to the plaintiff was filed, wherein he acknowledged that the claim of the plaintiff was just.

Bishen Dass and Than Sing denied the right of the plaintiff to any share in the village. They admitted that the sunnad was granted in the joint names of Binte Ram and Bishen Dass, but stated that the former never had possession thereof, he having executed a deed, whereby he relinquished the village to Than Sing, the Poojaree, or officiating priest, of the idol Sree Ram Chand Jeo, for the expenses of the worship, &c., that the plaintiff had never received any part of the produce, and that when the village was attached by General Perron, Bishen Dass, without any pecuniary aid from the plaintiff, got the attachment removed.

Mahajeet resisted the claim on the same grounds, but denied the legality of the transfer of the village to Than Sing, Poojaree, and claimed to share therein as a joint family estate.

After perusing the pleadings and documents filed by the parties, and hearing the evidence of the witnesses, the Zillah Judge observed, that though the plaintiff had not proved that she ever had actual seizin of the village, she had established the fact of her having received part of the profits thereof, for the years 1861 and 1862, Sumbut era: he rejected the deed of transfer filed by Than Sing, as irregular in its execution, and not supported by credible evidence.
He considered the point at issue to be the right of the plaintiff to the property of her husband, under the Hindu law; to ascertain which, he put the following questions to the pundit of his Court.

One of five brothers, after the death of his father, obtains a grant of a village under a manafee sunnud in his own name and the name of one of his brothers. He dies, leaving four brothers and a widow. An answer, therefore, to the following questions is required: 1st, can all the brothers, or only those whose names are entered in the sunnud, claim the village? 2nd, Is the widow entitled to her husband’s share, or is her right barred by the fact of her being childless?

The answers of the pundit were in the following terms: 1st, If a person, without aid of property left by his father, acquire real property, this property so acquired belongs solely to him, and not to his brothers. If any other co-operated with him in acquiring it, their shares are equal. 2nd, If the acquirer of real property die childless, even though he were at the time in family partnership with his brothers, his property will go to his widow, and not to his brothers. The widow cannot, however, alienate it by gift or sale; she will enjoy possession thereof during her lifetime, and after her death, it will go to her husband’s heirs. The authorities for these answers are Munoo and Vajnyavalkya.

The defendants denied the correctness of the law, as laid down in these answers, and filed opinions (Vyavasthas) delivered by certain pundits in the city of Agra.

They prayed, therefore, that answers to the questions put to the law officer of the Zillah Court might be obtained from the law officer of the Provincial Court. In compliance with their prayer the questions were sent to the Provincial Court, by whom they were submitted to their pundit. His answers were as follow: 1st, If one or two persons acquire property by their own exertions, without aid from the family property, other brothers, though in family partnership, do not participate with them. If the property be acquired with aid from the family funds, the acquirer will take two shares, and the other brothers in equal proportions.

On consideration of the circumstances of the case, and the opinions of the pundits of the Zillah and Provincial Courts, the Zillah Judge was of opinion, that the plaintiff’s claim was clear, and
unobjectionable, and that no circumstances appeared to bar it. He therefore passed a judgment in her favour, on the 30th of September 1814, awarding to her possession of a moiety of the village in question, and making the costs payable by Bishen Dass and Than Sing.

These persons appealed from this decision to the Provincial Court.

The Fourth Judge of the Provincial Court considered the right of the respondent clearly established. He observed that it was proved that the respondent had received part of the profits of the village, as stated in her plaint; he rejected the deed of transfer as improbable. He, therefore, passed a decree on the 5th of September 1815, confirming the Zillah decree and dismissing the appeal with costs payable by the appellants.

Than Sing and Mahajeeet being dissatisfied with this decision, presented a petition to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut accompanied by copies of the decrees passed by the lower Courts, and of the Vyavasthas of the pundits of those Courts, and of the Vyavasthas filed by them in the Zillah Court.

Previously to deciding the case, the Court ordered that the maafce sunnud should be submitted to their pundits, with instructions to answer the following questions, and state the law thereon, according to the Mitakshara as received in the district of Agra.

In this sunnud, which is a maafce sunnud for a village, the names of Bintee Ram, the husband of the respondent, and Bishen Dass, his own brother, are entered; and it purports to grant the village to them and their heirs in perpetuity. Under the deed, both brothers had possession, and Bintee Ram dying, leaves the respondent his widow: under these circumstances, it is asked, whether a moiety of the village is the right of the respondent, during her life-time, or of Bishen Dass, and if Bishen Dass be entitled thereto, whether the respondent can claim from him food and maintenance?

Their answer was in the following terms:

If two brothers, Breamins, to whom the Rajah of the country has given a village as charity, and in order to perpetuate the gift, has granted a sunnud, have, under that sunnud, had possession of the village in equal shares, and one of them die childless, leaving a widow, that moiety of the village, of which he had possession,
will go to his widow, and not to his brother. For, from the circumstance of the two brothers having had possession each of a moiety of the village, a partition is presumed: and of the property, which falls to a husband on a partition, his widow is the first heir. Under the terms of the sunnuud, the heirs of the donee will take the property. It is not customary to enter the names of females in such documents, men's names only being inserted. If the heirs generally are not meant, then the father and brothers cannot take; this would be contrary to the shaster, and the custom of the country. This Vya-
vasthā is agreeable to the Mitāksharā and other law tracts current in Agra.

Authorities:—1st, Vājnyavalkya, cited in the Mitāksharā and other tracts. "The property of a person who has no great-grandson (meaning neither son, grandson, nor great-grandson in the male line) will go to his wife; if he have no wife, his daughter, and in default of a daughter, daughter's sons, &c., will succeed thereto." 2nd, Mitāksharā, "If a person, who has possession of divided property, and has not again joined his brothers, die, and leave no son, or grandson, his wife will take his property."

The Court (present J. Fendall and S. T. Goad) on considering this opinion, and the whole of the proceedings held in the case, saw no reason for altering the decisions of the Zillah and Provincial Courts. They therefore passed a final judgment, on the 2nd of December 1819, in favour of the respondent, awarding to her possession of a moiety of the village during her life-time, and declaring that she was not authorized to alienate it, and that on her death, the heirs of her deceased husband should succeed thereto. The costs were made payable by the appellants.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 320. (New Ed. p. 411).

In Tirhoot, a widow succeeding to her husband's estate has power to consume, or give, or sell, in her life-time, the moveables, but has no power over the immovables beyond a moderate or legal enjoyment of them.—Sree-naraen Rai v. Bhya Jha. (17th July 1812. Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 23.) Cited in East's Notes, Case 124. Vide Morl. Dig. Vol. I, p. 312.
Those parts of the main decision of which the above is an abstract are as follow:—

The pundits of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut were subsequently consulted (by the Suder Court) on the legal competency of Ranee Indrawuttee, to make a donation of the estate, movable and immovable, which devolved to her on the death of her husband, of the profits of that estate during her possession, and of any landed property purchased by her out of such profits: and it appeared, from the opinions which they delivered, that the widow was not competent to make a donation of any landed property, without the express consent in writing of her husband’s heirs and relations; but that she might make a gift without their consent of movable property, of every description, excepting slaves; but that in all gifts it is made a condition, that half the husband’s property be reserved for the due performance of his periodical obsequies.

The respondent having referred to an opinion of Jaga-nátha, (the compiler of the Digest of Hindú law,) in which it is declared, that the gift by a widow, of the immovable property left by her husband, though immoral and blamable, is not invalid; the pundits of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut were called on to state, whether this opinion was supported by any and what books of the Mithila, Bengal, or Benares school. From the answer of the pundits, as well as from a variety of Vyavasthás, in other cases, it appeared that the gift of her husband’s immovable property by a widow, without consent of heirs, or unless for special reasons set forth in the Shasters, was not only blamable, but invalid. The uniform decision of the Court, in other cases, had likewise disallowed such power of transfer by the widow.

The Court observed, that under the donation of the Ranee (if established), as alleged by Bhyá Jha, and sworn to by his witnesses, Bhyá Jha would be entitled to the whole of the personal property left by the Ranee, provided it did not amount to more than a moiety of the whole estate. The Court accordingly (present J. H. Harrington and J. Stuart), affirmed the decision of the Provincial Court.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 22. (New Ed. p. 29). See post pp. 281, 282.

By the (Hindú) law as current in the South, a widow, in a divided Hindú family, has no power to alienate the immovable
property inherited by her from her husband, except a small portion thereof for religious purposes; but she has absolute authority over the personal or movable property inherited by her from her husband to consume or dispose of it at her pleasure.—_Gopaula Putter and another v. Narain Putter and others._—28th of September 1850. _Mad. S. A. Dec._ p. 74.—_Molr. Dig. N. S._ p. 180.


By the (Hindú) law as current in the South, a widow of a divided brother takes a life interest in the immovable property of her deceased husband; but she cannot dispose of it,—except with the consent of his heirs, or from pressuring want to perform his funeral ceremonies. But she may dispose of his movable property.—_Ramaseshin v. Akya-landummal._ 22nd of November 1849.—_Mad. S. A. Dec._ p. 115.—_Molr. Dig. N. S._ p. 180.

**Bombay H. C.—The 21st of September 1863.**

**Bechar Bhagyvan, Appellant,**

**Bái Lakshmi, Respondent.**

A Hindú widow’s right to alienate movable property inherited from her husband, without the consent of his heirs, is absolute.

With respect to immovable property inherited from her husband, a Hindú widow is little more than a tenant for life, and trustee for the heirs of her husband, and she is restricted from alienating it by her sole independent act, unless for necessary subsistence, or for purposes beneficial to the deceased.

The appellant, plaintiff below, sued in the Court of the Munsif of Jambúsar, in the Broach District, to recover certain property, real and personal, in the possession of defendant, belonging originally to one Uká, the brother of the defendant, claiming under a deed of gift made to him after Uká’s death by his widow, Prem, who was then seised of the property.

The appeal was argued before Forbes, Erskine, and Westropp, J. J.

**Forbes, J.—Delivered judgment:**—In this case we find that the widow, Prem, has sought to transfer by a deed of gift the whole
of the real and personal estate of her husband to the plaintiff, Bechar, without the consent of her husband's heirs, and that the claim of Bechar founded on this deed of gift is resisted by Lakshmi, the sister of Prem's deceased husband, on the ground that Prem exceeded her powers in so transferring her husband's estate.

We are of opinion that the Hindu law existing on this side of India gives a widow absolute power over the movable property of her deceased husband which has been inherited by her, but no power to alienate immovable property except under special circumstances. We, therefore, reverse the decree of the Lower Court as regards the movable property, and order that Bechar recover from Lakshmi the movable property claimed. *Decree amended.*—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 56.

A widow in Western India has only a particular estate for life in the immovable separate property of her husband.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 11.

A Hindu widow succeeding to the immovable property of her deceased husband, and also claiming as heir to her only daughter, who died after her father, childless and unmarried, is only entitled during her life to a widow's estate. The doctrine laid down in the Division Court that ancestral property after partition can be disposed of by Will in the same way as self-acquired property, disapproved of, as opposed to the authorities and general spirit of Hindu Law.—*Laksmit-bati*, widow of *Krishna-nath Moroba* v. *Ganpat Moroba* and others.—Bom. H. C. R. Vol. V, p. 128.

A widow has no power to dispose by will of immovable property inherited by her from her husband. The word "inherited" used in the Mitakshara in regard to a woman's *stri-dhan*, does not include immovable property so as to make it her *peculium*, but refers only to personal property over which alone she has absolute dominion.—*Goburdhun Nath* v. *Onoop Roy* and others.—S. W. R. Vol. III, page 105.

That portion of the main decision of which the above is an abstract is as follows:—In the translation of the *Vivada Chintamanik* lately made by Baboo Prosunno Coomar Tagore, we have a table of
succession from the Mitákshará and other works of authority on inheritance. In Section XI we find that "A widow inheriting her husband's property can enjoy it for life, but cannot sell or make a gift of it at her pleasure;" and again in Section XII, "Any property which a woman inherits is her Stri-dhan, that is, peculiar property. Hence, any property of her husband which she inherits, shall, on her death, be received by the heir of her peculiar property. But such property, cannot, according to the Smriti-sára, be her Stri-dhan. Hence, the heirs of her husband shall receive it." These passages appear at first to be contradictory, but at pp. 261 and 262 of the same work, we have some explanation, which helps to clear the difficulty, and it lays down the rule that a woman may dispose of movable property inherited from her husband, but not immovable. Section XII, moreover, as quoted above, merely describes the course of succession, but does not contradict the rule laid down in Section XI, that a widow cannot make a gift of it. All the schools, therefore, appear to concur in this point, as regards immovable property inherited by a widow from her husband, she has nothing but a life-interest and cannot dispose of it except under peculiar circumstances and under certain restrictions. We think, therefore, that the word "inherited" used in the Mitákshará, must be certainly limited to personal property, which a woman inherits, and does not extend to immovable property so as to extend to constitute her peculium."—S. W. R. Vol. III, pp. 107 & 108.

Remark.—Thus the meaning of the term "inherited" contained in the Mitákshará is interpreted in the above decision in conformity with the Viváda-chintámaní which is a Mithilá authority (and according to which a widow has absolute power over her inherited movable property*), but not in conformity with the Mitákshará, which makes no distinction between the movable and immovable property inherited by a female, and according to the true purport of which her power of alienating either of them is restricted except under a legal necessity or with the consent of the reversionary heir. And a woman's inherited property, though it is in the Mitákshará etymologically or nominally called Stri-dhan, descends according to that very authority not to the heir of her real Stri-dhan, but to the heir of the last full owner who may be her husband, father, or son, as the

* See ante, pp. 272, 273, and post pp. 281, 282.
A childless widow, who is the nearest heir of her deceased husband, has, under the Mitákshara law, an absolute right over all the movable property left by him; and can alienate it to any one she pleases. A Government Promissary Note is not a corroyd, or, consequently immovable property.—Doorga Dayee v. Poorun Dayee.—S. W. R. Vol. V, p. 141. Ind. Jur. Vol. I, p. 128.

By the Hindú law, as laid down in the Benares or Western Schools, although a widow may have power of disposing movable property inherited from her husband, which she has not under the law of Bengal, yet she is by both laws restricted from alienating any immovable property which she has so inherited; and on her death, the immovable property, and the movable, if she has not otherwise disposed of it, will pass to the next heirs of her deceased husband. There is no distinction with respect to such alienation between ancestral and acquired property.

The devolution of Stri-dhan or woman's peculiar property, from a childless widow, is regulated by the nature of her marriage. If her marriage was according to one of the four approved forms, at her death her husband's collateral heirs succeed to it.—Mussummat Thakoor Dayee v. Rae Baluk Ram.—Privy Council, the 11th, 12th and 13th of December 1866.—Moore's India Appeals, Vol. XI, page 139.

Remark.—The erroneousness of the above three decisions, will be known not only by reference to the widow's succession in the main book, but also to the following decision of the Privy Council, which, being as it is in accordance with the Mitákshara, is the best and most correct on the point as respects Mitákshara school.

* Post page 278.
Privy Council.—The 2nd, 3rd and 6th of December, 1867.

Bhungwan-deen Doobey, Appellant, and Myna Bibe Respondent.

On Appeal from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, North-Western Provinces, Agra.

By the Hindu law prevailing in Benares (the Western School) no part of the Husband’s estate, movable or immovable, forms portion of his Widow’s Stridhan, and she has no power to alienate the estate inherited from her husband, to the prejudice of his heirs, which, at her death, devolves on them.

The estate which two Hindu widows take in their husband’s property is a joint estate. Where a childless Hindu dies, leaving two widows surviving, they succeed by inheritance to their husband’s property as one estate in co-parcenary, with a right of survivorship; and there can be no alienation or testamentary gift by one widow without the concurrence of the other.

One of the two widows died, having made a testamentary disposition whereby she gave a moiety of her husband’s estate, which she had been put in possession of, to her father and brother. In a suit brought by the surviving widow to recover the moiety, Held, that the surviving widow was entitled to the share of the deceased widow.

The summary order made by a Judge under Act XIX, of 1841, not in a suit, but on an application for immediate possession, in consequence of differences having arisen in the family, giving possession in equal moieties, to two widows, although acquiesced in by the widows, by each taking possession of a moiety, does not amount to a partition of the estate.

If the Court below was wrong in its procedure, such miscarriage will not prevent the Judicial Committee from deciding the question, with respect to the power of disposition of the movables.

In this Appeal, the suit was brought in the Court of Principal Sudder Ameen of Benares, by the Respondent, as the sole surviving widow and heiress-at-law of Rae Deena-nath, a Hindu inhabitant of Benares, who had died childless, against the Appellant personally, and as guardian of his son, Kaloo Ram, a minor, to recover possession of a moiety of the self-acquired movable and immovable estate of Rae Deena-nath, which had been in possession of Doola Baee, then deceased, the other widow and co-heiress of Rae Deena-nath, and to set aside a testamentary disposition of Doola Baee, whereby she gave the moiety of the estate she was in possession of to the Appellant, Bhugwan-deen Doobey, her father, and Kaloo Ram, her brother; and also to render inoperative an order made in a mis-
cellaneous suit, under Act, No. XIX, of 1841, which upheld the possession of the Appellant in the moiety given by the Will of Doola Baee.

The question raised by the suit was, whether by the Western School of Hindú Law, prevalent in Benares, where the estate was situate, where there were two widows, co-heiresses-at-law and representatives of a deceased Hindú resident of Benares, each of whom had on his death succeeded separately and severally under an order made by a judge in a summary suit, pursuant to the Act No. XIX, of 1841, to moiety of his whole movable and immovable estate, either of them could in her life-time give by way of testamentary disposition, her moiety, or any portion of the movable or immovable property included therein, to her blood-relations, to the exclusion of the surviving widow, or the heirs of their deceased husband who might be alive at the time of the surviving widow's decease.

The decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen (Mr. Robert H. Smith) determined this point in favor of the appellant, on the ground, that there had been a division declared and effected by a competent Court, namely, the judge of Benares, by his summary order for possession under Act No. XIX, of 1841, and such division having been acquiesced in by the Respondent, the estate of Rae Deena Nath thereby became a divided and separate estate, to a moiety of which Doola Baee succeeded exclusively as her own inheritance, and which she was competent to leave to whomsoever she pleased; and that the disposition so made by her to her father and brother was valid.

The Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Agra consisting Messrs. Ross, Edwards, and Roberts, also held that the estate was so divided, but as the Hindú Law prevailing in Benares did not in this respect differ from that prevalent in the Province of Bengal, that Doola Baee was incompetent to make any testamentary disposition of the property which had been allotted to her under the summary order to the prejudice of the Respondent, who was her co-partner in respect thereof until such co-partnership had been dissolved. Hence this Appeal.

(The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, after reviewing the discordant Vyavasthás or law opinions of many Pundits, proceeded.)

"It must, then, be taken upon the authorities to be settled law that under the law of Benares a Hindú widow has not the
power to dispose of immovable property inherited from her husband to the prejudice of his next heir; and the only question open to doubt is, whether she has any such power over movable property."

"It must be admitted that, in favor of this supposed distinction, there appears at first sight to be a considerable body of positive authority. In the case of Cossi-nath Bysack v. Hurroo-soondry Dossee, the leading case upon the rights and disabilities of a Hindu widow in Bengal, it was at first supposed that the distinction was recognised even by that school. The first decree in that case declared the widow entitled to an interest for life in the immovable, and to an absolute interest in the movable, estate of her late husband. That was altered by the decree made on a bill of review, which declared her entitled to the real and personal estate of her husband, to be possessed, used, and enjoyed by her as a widow of a Hindu husband, dying without issue, in the manner prescribed by the Hindu law. On an appeal from that decree the whole subject was reviewed by Lord Gifford. His judgment (which is reported in the appendix to Mr. Longueville Clark’s Rules and Orders,) whilst it establishes that, according to the law of Bengal, there is no distinction between movable and immovable property in respect to the widow’s power of disposition over it, seems to proceed on the ground that the treatises known as the Viváda-chintámaní and the Ratnákara are over-ruled and qualified in this respect by the Dáya-bhága and Dáya-tatwa, which give the law to Lower Bengal, and that where the two former treatises prevail, the distinction may exist.

"Of decided cases affirming the distinction, we have that in the High Court of Bengal, which was cited at the Bar from the Indian Jurist of the 31st of March, 1866, p. 128;* and which appears to be a case governed by the law of the Mithiša school. We have further the four cases cited in the judgment in that case, of which two show that the distinction has been recognised by the Sudder Court of Madras as prevailing in the Presidency of Madras; and two show that it has also been recognised by the High Court of Bombay as prevailing in that Presidency.

"The Judges, indeed, of the High Court of Calcutta says, in the judgment just referred to, ‘This case comes from Tirhooit, one

* Ante, p. 277.
of the Districts forming the ancient province of Mithilā, but the law is admittedly the same in this particular both for Mithilā and for the provinces governed by the Mitaksharā. Their Lordships however, are not satisfied that this statement is correct.

The Mitaksharā is no doubt accepted as a high authority by all the schools, even by that of Bengal, when it is not controlled by the Dāya-bhāga and other treatises peculiar to that school. But the other four schools have, like that of Bengal, though in a less marked degree, their particular treatises and commentaries which control certain passages of the Mitaksharā, and give rise to the differences between those schools. In proof of this, it is only necessary to refer to the preliminary remarks of Sir William Macnaghten, pp. xxi to xxiii. From these it would appear that, whilst the Mithilā school follows implicitly the Vivāda-chintānani and the Ratnakara, the south of India follows the Smriti-chandrikā and the Mādhavya; and the Presidency of Bombay the Vyavahāra Mayūkha. These works are by no means held in equal estimation at Benares.

Now, it appears from the judgment of Lord Gifford that the works which were supposed to go furthest towards establishing the distinction between movable and immovable property, which is now under consideration, were the Vivāda-chintānani and the Ratnakara. These may well be taken to establish such a distinction according to the law of Mithilā, and yet fail to do so according to the law of Benares. Again, the Mayūkha is cited as an authority for the decision of the case, at p. 43 of the second volume of Macnaghten’s Hindu Law. And, in the judgment under appeal, it is expressly stated that that treatise is not accepted as an authority by the Benares school; and, consequently, that the case in question was not binding on the Court. In like manner the law established by the two decisions at Madras, if it be so established, may depend on treatises and authorities peculiar to the South of India, and not accepted at Benares. From the reports of these, at p. 117 of the Sudder Decisions for 1849, and at p. 77 of the Sudder Decisions for 1850, it appears that both were decided on the Byvastas of Pundits. In the former case the authorities relied on by the Pundits are not given; but in the latter, mention is made of the Books called Mādhavya and Sarasvatī-vīlāsa, as well as of the Mitaksharā (there
called Vijñayānesvarā; and it appears, from Sir William Macnaghten’s remarks, that the two latter works are of paramount authority in the territories dependent on the Government of Madras, whilst they are not enumerated amongst the works accepted at Benares.

If this be so, it follows that, even if the above-mentioned cases were correctly decided, they are by no means conclusive on the present question. The decision of the High Court of Calcutta in so far as it confirmed the title of the purchaser of the Government promissory notes, might have been rested on the general law relating to the transfer of negotiable papers; and that case, so far as it involved the question now under consideration, and the case in the second volume of Moore’s Indian Appeal Cases, were determinable by the law of Mithilā. The two cases in the High Court of Bombay, were decided according to the peculiar law of the Bombay Presidency, including the Mayūkha; and those at Madras according to the law of that Presidency. None of them necessarily governs a case to be decided according to the law of Benares.

How, then, does the law stand independently of these decisions?

The startling differences of opinion amongst the Pundits show that the question cannot be taken to be clearly settled by the authorities accepted at Benares.

The text of the Mitakshara, on which, the Appellant must mainly rely, is the second paragraph of Section xi, of Chapter II, which includes ‘property which she may have acquired by inheritance’ in the enumeration of women’s peculiar property. These words make no distinction between movable and immovable property: Sir William H. Macnaghten, indeed, (“Hindū Law,” Vol. I, p. 38), excludes from Stri-dhun all the different kinds of property enumerated in the last clause of the paragraph in question.

On the other hand, it may be argued that the text is explicit; that it includes under the head of Stri-dhun all property inherited from the husband; that from the fact of its inclusion the power of disposition over it is prima facie to be inferred; but that the right to alienate immovable property, whether inherited from the husband or given by him in his life-time, having been taken away by positive texts, the distinction in this respect between movable and immovable property has arisen.
This argument, however, would fail to show why immovable property, inherited from a husband, should not (and all the decided cases show it does not) descend as Stri-dhun; but passes, on the widow's death, to the next kin of the husband. The truth seems to be, that the texts which restrict a woman's power of disposition over immovable property given to her by her husband in his lifetime, are different from those which both restrict her power over immovable property inherited from her husband, and regulate the course of its devolution.

To the former class belongs the text of Náreda: "Property given to her by her husband through pure affection, she may enjoy at her pleasure after his death, or may give it away, except land or houses; and the text of Kátyáyana: "What a woman has received as a gift from her husband she may dispose of at pleasure after his death, if it be movable; but as long as he lives, let her preserve it with frugality, or else commit it to the family." To the second class belongs the text of Kátyáyana, on which the judgment under appeal so much proceeds, viz.: "The childless widow preserving inviolate the bed of her Lord, and strictly obedient to her spiritual parents, may frugally enjoy the estate or property until she die; after her the legal heirs shall take it." We take these texts as rendered by Colebrooke, Dig. Vol. III, p. 575 and p. 576.

The preponderance of authority is certainly in favour of the proposition that, whether the widow has or has not the power to dispose of inherited moveables, they, as well as the immovable property, if not disposed of, pass on her death to the next heirs of the husband.

It is also worth remarking, that the doctrine—that property inherited from her husband forms part of a woman's Stri-dhun—receives no countenance from two of the treatises current in other schools which are supposed to recognize the widow's power to dispose of moveables so inherited. Both the Vivádu-chintámani and the Meyúkha confine Stri-dhun within the definitions of Menu and Kátyáyana. They exclude property inherited, and the other acquisitions which are comprehended in the last clause of the paragraph in the Mitáksará.

They have distinct chapters for "the separate property of women," and "her right of succession to a husband who leaves no
son.” The *Viváda-chintámáni* expressly says (p. 262), that the text of *Kátyáyana* does not refer to the peculiar property of a woman; and although it cites from *Kátyáyana*, “Let a woman on the death of her husband enjoy her husband’s property at her discretion,” and explains “that this refers to property other than immovable,” it also, at page 292, quotes from the *Mahábhárata*, “For women the heritage of their husbands is pronounced applicable to use. Let not women on any account make waste of their husband’s wealth,” to which it adds, by way of explanation, “Here waste means sale and gift at their own choice.” (See *Viváda-chintámáni*, pp. 256 and 266, and *Mayúkha*, pp. 84 and 78.)

The reasons for the restrictions which the Hindu law imposes on the widow’s dominion over her inheritance from her husband, are as applicable to personal property invested so as to yield an income, as they are to land. The more ancient texts importing the restrictions are general. It lies on those, who assert that movable property is not subject to the restrictions, to establish that exception to the generality of the rule.

The diversity of opinion amongst the *Benares Pundits* is sufficient to show, that the supposed distinction between movable and immovable property is anything but well established in that school. And the unanimous judgment of the five Judges of the Sudder Court, supported by the opinion of the *Court Pundits*, has, in this case, ruled that the distinction does not exist. Such a judgment ought not to be lightly over-ruled.

“*Their Lordsships, therefore, have come to the conclusion that, according to the Law of the *Benares* School, notwithstanding the ambiguous passage in the *Mitákshará*, no part of her husband’s estate, whether movable or immovable, to which a Hindu woman succeeds by inheritance, forms part of her *Strí-dhun* or particular property; and that the text of *Kátyáyana*, which is general in its terms, and of which the authority is undoubted, must be taken to determine—first, that her power of disposition over both is limited to certain purposes; and secondly, that, on her death, both pass to the next heir of her husband. It is unnecessary for them to express any opinion touching the correctness of those decisions.*
Their Lordships have now to consider, whether the effect of so-called partition was to give Doola Baeo any power of disposition over her share which she should not otherwise have had.

The so-called partition was between two widows, each having the limited interest of a Hindú widow in her husband’s estate. It does not appear, that it was made at the suit or on the application of either. It was made by order of a judge who in the particular proceeding (one under Act No. XIX, of 1841), had no jurisdiction to determine questions of title; and who could only deal with the right to possession. It is difficult to see how such a partition could enlarge either widow’s estate so as to give her a power of disposition which she would not otherwise have had against the next heirs of her husband.

The transaction seems to have been merely arrangement for separate possession and enjoyment leaving the title to each share unaffected. The acquiescence of the widows in the Judge’s proceedings cannot have done more than bind each not to disturb the other’s possession.

The estate of two widows, who take their husband’s property by inheritance is one estate. The right of survivorship is so strong that the survivor takes the whole property to the exclusion even of the daughters of the deceased widow (2. W. H. Macnaghten’s Hindú Law, p. 38, note 1). They, therefore, in the strictest sense, are coparceners, and between undivided pareners there can be no alienation by one without the consent of the other. And accordingly, this might have been decided in favor of the Respondent on this ground alone. *

Upon the whole, then, their Lordships are of opinion that the decree under appeal is substantially right and ought to be affirmed. Considering, however, that what has here been decided in respect of Doola Baeo’s interest, is equally applicable to that of the Respondent, and that as the latter is said to have assumed a power of disposing of her own share, they think it may be well to insert in the decree a declaration that the property recovered by the

* Not on this ground alone, since in that case it would follow that the surviving widow could alienate her share with the consent of the other widow, and thus the reversionary heir would be deprived of the inheritance which the law enjoins the widow or widows to reserve for him. The Hindú law does not allow a female to alienate her portion of the inheritance with the consent of her co-wife, but with the consent of the former owner’s next or reversionary heir coupled with that of the co-wife, if any.
Respondent is to be possessed and enjoyed by her as a widow of a Hindú husband dying without issue, in the manner prescribed by the Hindú law. Their Lordships will humbly recommend Her Majesty, with that variation, to confirm the final decree of the Sudder Court of Agra.—Moore's India Appeals, Vol. XI, p. 487.

CALCUTTA H. C.—The 23rd April, 1868.

Present:

The Hon'ble A. G. Macpherson and F. A. Glover, Judges.

Regular Appeal from an order passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen of Patna.

PAUCHCOWREE MAHTON and others (Defendants,) Appellants, versus KALEE CHURN and others, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

A childless widow, under the Mitáksharā Law, takes only a limited interest in her husband's estate, similar to that taken by a childless widow according to the law of the Bengal School.

Glover, J.—This was a suit by one Kalee Churn as next heir of his grandfather Junglee Sahoo to recover possession of certain real properties, by cancelling deeds of sale executed by his maternal grandmother Phool Dyee, the widow of Junglee, to the vendors of the various defendants, on the ground that, according to Hindú Law as prevailing in the provinces governed by the Mitáksharā, she had no power to alienate, not being under legal necessity so to do.

Kalee Churn, the first plaintiff, sues along with four others, who are stated in the plaint to have purchased a large share in the property sued for in consideration of their providing the funds for carrying on the suit.

Junglee Sahoo died in 1838 (Pous 1245 B. S.), leaving a widow Phool Dayee, and two daughters, Bolakun and Mukkhun. Each of the daughters had a son, but Debee Pershad, one of them, is dead, and Kalee Churn, the plaintiff, is now the only survivor.
The Principal Sudder Ameen held that the Law of Champert did not apply to this country; that the suit was not barred by the Statute of Limitation; and that Cally Churn was, as the only surviving grandson of Junglee, entitled to sue. On the merits he found that Phool Dyee was not justified by Hindu Law in making the alienations complained of, and that Kalee Churn had never consented to her doing so. He therefore decreed in the plaintiff's favor, and ordered the various deeds of sale and orders of the Civil Courts to be cancelled.

Against this decision all the Defendants appeal.

For the defendants it was argued that according to the Mitákshara Law, the estate taken by Phool Dyee was not a restricted estate such as that of a widow under the Hindu Law current in Bengal. It was contended generally that a widow under the law of the Mitákshara takes an absolute interest in her deceased husband's estate, and may dispose of it as she pleases, and, further, that at any rate in the property not proved to have come to her husband as ancestral property she takes an absolute interest. We, however, decline to hear any argument on these points, there being no sort of doubt that according to a long series of decisions of the courts of this country which are in accordance with decisions of the Privy Council, a childless widow under the Mitákshara Law takes only a limited interest in her husband's estate, similar to that taken by a widow under the law of the Bengal School.

The later decisions of this Court have not gone further than to express doubts as to the application of the doctrine of champerty to our Courts, but the result has practically been a regular following of the precedent of 1852.* As to whether the Sudder Court in that decision misunderstood the former cases that had been brought to their notice, I do not think it necessary to offer an opinion. It is sufficient that all those cases were referred to and examined, and that the judgment of the Full Bench of the Court was that champerty was not of itself illegal.

* This is to be found in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports for 1852, page 394, in the case of Kishen Lall Bhowmik versus Pearee Soondury and others. It was passed by a Full Bench, consisting of five Judges, who after reviewing the older cases on the subject, decided that champerty was not per se illegal, but that every such arrangement must stand or fall according to the peculiar nature of its conditions.
It seems to me, therefore, to have been authoritatively ruled that between a plaintiff and defendant in this country, no question of champerty can arise, and as I am not prepared to dissent from that ruling, although I confess to have some doubts of its propriety, I must decide this issue against the appellants.

*Macpherson, J.*—I concur generally in this judgment.

---

**PRIVY COUNCIL.—The 22nd of July 1869.**

**Present:**

Sir James W. Colvile, Sir Joseph Napier, Lord Justice Gifford, and Sir Lawrence Peel.

*On Appeal from the High Court at Calcutta.*

**RAJ-LUKHEE DEBIA, versus GOCOOL CHUNDER CHOWDHRY.**

A Hindu widow sold a portion of her husband’s property under a deed of sale; upon the face of which there was a statement that the property was sold in order to liquidate the husband’s debts. Held that, that statement was not sufficient of itself to prove that the property was sold for the purpose stated, but that it was on the party seeking to uphold the sale to prove by evidence that the property was sold for that purpose.

Held further that a transaction of this sort may become valid by the consent of all the husband’s kindred who are likely to be interested in disputing it, or by such a concurrence of the members of the family as suffices to raise a presumption that the transaction was a fair one and justified by Hindu Law.

The mere attestation of a deed of sale by a relative does not necessarily import his concurrence.

The question raised by this appeal is whether the sale by two Hindu widows of part of the estate of their late husband, one Gooroo Pershaud Talookdar, to the respondent, can be upheld as valid?

The suit was brought to impeach this transaction by the appellant as the adoptive mother and guardian of one Mohesh Chunder. The fact of that adoption is not now in dispute, nor is it disputed.

*From the judgment of Steer and Seton Karr, J. J., dated the 10th of May 1864, in Regular Appeal No. 428 of 1861,—not reported.*
that Mohesh Chunder was by virtue of it, at the time of the institution of the suit, the next heir to Gooroo Pershaud or to the sons of Gooroo Pershaud failing his widows or the survivor of them. Mohesh Chunder was still living at the date of the final decree which is the subject of the present appeal; but he afterwards died childless, and the appeal is brought by his adoptive mother, who, as such mother, is his heiress. There is a suggestion in the appellant’s case that she has, under the authority given to her by her husband, made a second adoption, but inasmuch as the validity of that adoption is incapable of being discussed in this suit, their Lordships cannot take that into their consideration.

The validity of this transaction is sought to be upheld upon two grounds, first, upon the construction of the bibba-namah, or deed of gift (at page 37 of the record), which, it is contended, gave to the widows an absolute interest, subject to be divested in the event of their sons or either of their sons coming of age. If that construction were correct, there would, of course, be an end of the case, because the deed of the widows would be good against all the world. Their Lordships will, therefore, first dispose of that question.

Upon the best consideration which their Lordships have been able to give to this document, they are of opinion that it provides only a species of trust for management, and that it does not interfere with the devolution of the estate, according to the ordinary law of succession, under the Hindoo Law.

That being their Lordships’ view of the construction of the deed, it may be convenient here to consider what has been the course of the succession to the property. If the succession were not altered by the deed, then of course, upon the donor’s death, the two sons became entitled to his estate. Those sons are shown to have survived him. Each is also shown to have died in the life-time of his mother, and to have died childless and under age. The consequence of that is, that on the death of each, his interest would have passed to his mother, and that Mohesh Chunder, who was the adopted son of the testator’s nephew, became on his adoption the collateral heir of each son, subject to the interest of his mother. The result, of course, is that upon the death of the widow, Gourree Dabea, who is dead, Mohesh Chunder became entitled to a present interest in the property, which is the subject of this contention, unless it can be
shown that that property has been validly passed by the act of alienation which is the subject of the suit.

Their Lordships have next to consider whether treating this deed as one executed by women having only the limited interest of Hindu females in property which they take either from their husband or their sons, the transaction can be supported upon any of the grounds on which such a transaction is recognized as valid by the Hindu Law. The law upon the point is well ascertained and has been established by many cases.

Then, upon what grounds are we to treat this transaction as valid? The statement upon the face of the deed is, that the property was sold in order to liquidate the husband’s debts.

The learned Judges, however, finally decided the case, partly upon the mere fact that Juggut Ram was an attesting witness and must therefore be taken to have been a concurring party to the transaction, and partly upon the corroboration which they seem to think that fact afforded by the evidence of Khadem Ally. Their Lordships cannot see how the one can be any corroboration of the other. The fact that Juggut Ram attested the deed is perfectly consistent with the fact that Khadem Ally is a tutored witness brought forward at the last moment to depose to having seen what he never saw.

Again, with respect to the effect of the attestation of the deed by Juggut Ram, it seems to their Lordships that the learned Judges have attached to that circumstance a weight which it really does not possess. Their Lordships do not mean to impugn those authorities which lay down that a transaction of this kind may become valid by the consent of the husband’s kindred, but the kindred in such case must generally be understood to be all those who are likely to be interested in disputing the transaction. At all events, there should be such a concurrence of the members of the family as suffices to raise a presumption that the transaction was a fair one and one justified by Hindu Law.

And one of the difficulties of allowing the present decree stand is that this point, which was raised at the last moment, v decided upon the mere proof, by the production of the deed, that Juggut Ram was an attesting witness to it. The point had never been raised before. The opposite party has had no opportunit
examining Juggut Ram as to the circumstances under which he became an attesting witness, or what his understanding of the transaction really was. The utmost that the Judges ought to have done in that state of things, was to remand the case to be re-tried for the full consideration of that question.

Their Lordships cannot affirm the proposition that the mere attestation of such an instrument by a relative necessarily imports concurrence. It might, no doubt, be shown by other evidence that when he became an attesting witness, he fully understood what the transaction was and that he was a concurring party to it, but from the mere subscription of his name that inference does not necessarily arise. But considering who Juggut Ram was, and what the circumstances of this family were, their Lordships are further of opinion that his concurrence would not in this case be sufficient to set up the deed. In the first place, it is not proved, though on the other hand it certainly is not disproved, that at the date of the execution of this deed, which was executed before the adoption took place, Juggut Ram was the next heir in reversion. He was unquestionably a very distant relation, and although he appears to have taken a considerable part in the management of this family, and in even the adoption of the plaintiff, he is not proved to have been the next heir. On the other hand, the very fact of his connection with the family leads to the presumption that he knew that the present appellant had the power given to her by her husband to adopt a child, and that therefore his interest, even if it existed, as next reversioner was in all probability likely to be defeated. Therefore, if his concurrence were proved, it would not amount to such a concurrence by the husband's kindred as, in the opinion of their Lordships, would have defeated the plaintiff's claim.

They think that the minutes should stand thus:—“Declare that the deed of the 16th of November 1845 was and is invalid as against Mohesh Chunder and the appellant as his heir, and declare that Mohesh Chunder became on the death of the widow Goure Deba, and that the appellant, as such heir, is now entitled, in possession, to one moiety of the four annas, and order that the respondent do deliver up to the appellant such moiety, and do pay to her the profits thereof received since the death of Goure Deba.”
Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise Her Majesty to allow the present appeal, to reverse the decree of the Sudder Court, and to direct that, in lieu thereof, a decree be made to the effect above stated, and further to direct that the respondent do pay to the appellant the costs incurred by the plaintiff in both the Courts below. The appellant must also have the costs of this appeal.—S. W. R. Vol. XII, P. C., p. 47.

By the Hindú Law as current in the South, a widow of a divided brother takes a life interest in the immovable property of her deceased husband; but she cannot dispose of it except with the consent of his heirs, or from pressing want to perform his funeral ceremonies.—Rama-sashien v. Akyalandummal. Mad. S. D. A. Decis. for 1849 p. 115. Vide Morl. Dig. N. S. Vol. I, pp. 180—182.

A Hindú widow, who has inherited immovable property from her husband, though possessed of a limited power of alienating portions of such property for necessary purposes or spiritual uses, cannot dispose of by gift in Dharm or Krishnapun of the whole of such immovable property without the consent of the heirs of her husband.—Bhasker Trimbak Achárya, Plaintiff v. Muhadev Ramji and others, Defendanta.*—Bombay H. C. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 1.


The consent of all† the heirs living at the time of the execution of a bill of conveyance by a Hindú widow, either directly or by attestation is requisite to make the sale binding against the reversioners.—Kartik Kurmokar v. Dhuno-monee Goopta.—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 268.

---

* This decision will be given in extenso among the Cases respecting sister’s right of succession.
† See the Privy Council decision at page 288 et seq.
The fact of a reversioner being an attesting witness to a conveyance by a Hindu widow is an acquiescence on his part which precludes him from impeaching the sale on the ground of waste. — *Gopaul Chunder Manna v. Gour-monee Dassee and others.* — S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 52.

The reversionary heirs whose assent is requisite, are those whose interests are directly affected, and not those whose interest is merely inchoate and future. — *Ram-dhun Bukshee v. Punchanun Bose.* — S. D. A. Rep., for 1853, p. 641.

A deed of alienation by a childless Hindu widow is only valid when made either with the consent of the immediate heirs or under one of those exigencies which give a widow a power of sale. — *Sree-mutty Chunder Munee Dassee v. Joykissen Sircar.* — S. W. Rep. Vol. I, p. 107.

Consent of all* the heirs is necessary to make a sale by a childless Hindu widow valid in law, but the purchaser is entitled to hold the property during the widow's life-time. Only immediate reversioners are entitled to impeach a sale by a widow. — *Museummat Radha v. Museummat Koar.* — S. W. R., for 1864, p. 148.

A Hindu widow cannot, under any circumstances, alienate the whole landed estate devoted on her by the death of her husband, nor can she alienate a part, except under special circumstances, without the consent of all* the husband's heirs, notwithstanding she may have obtained the consent of the nearest heirs; and a deed of gift executed by her in favor of a stranger to be valid must be attested by all her husband's heirs, as consenting parties. — *Mohun Laul Khan v. Ranee Shiro-munee.* — Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 32 (New Ed. p. 40).

Remark. — The decision of the Privy Council in favor of the aforesaid Ranee was founded expressly on the ground that the deed then in question was executed without the concurrence of the descendants in the male line, who (though they were not heirs) were

* The reversionary heirs whose consent is necessary for the validity of an alienation made by a widow of her husband's property without a legal necessity have been determined by the Privy Council in the case of Raj-jukhee Debea v. Gocool Chunder Chowdhry (ante p. 288). This determination appears to be in accordance with Hindu law and conclusive on the point.
guardians and protectors of the widow.—Vide Ranee Sreemutty Debea v. Ranee Kund Lutta and others.—Sutherland's P. C. Judgments, p. 182.

If a deed of sale executed by a Hindú widow be signed or attested by all the heirs living at the time of its execution, the consent of those heirs to the sale is to be presumed. This presumption is not conclusive, but may be rebutted by any party showing that his signature was there for some other purpose than that which the Hindú law presumes.

The signatures of the nearest heirs upon a deed of sale executed by a Hindú widow is insufficient to render the sale valid; those of all the heirs of the widow's husband living at the time of its execution, either are requisite, or their consent to the sale must be given in some other form.

Certain deeds of sale were in this case rejected by the Court as not having had the consent of all the heirs living at the time of their execution given to them; certain other deeds were declared valid inasmuch as the consent of all the parties, whose consent is requisite under the Hindú law, was given to the transfer.—Hafesun-nissa Begum v. Radha Benode Misser.—S. D. A. Rep. for 1856, p. 595.


* Norton's Leading Cases, Part II, p. 626.
CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 13th of July, 1874.

Present:
The Hon’ble Sir Richard Couch, Kt., Chief Justice, and the Hon’ble W. Ainslie, Judge.

LALLA KUNDEE LALL and others (Defendants) Appellants,

versus

LALLA KALEE-PERSAUD and others (Plaintiffs) Respondents.

Where persons who are presumptively next heirs in succession to a widow, come into an arrangement by which she surrenders possession to them and receives a maintenance from them, such arrangement must be held to be binding as a family arrangement, and would not be altered by one or other of the reversioners dying during the life-time of the widow.

Couch C. J.—The material question in this case appears to us to be that which is raised in the second issue framed by the Moon-siff,—whether the father of the plaintiffs or the plaintiffs accepted the *ikrar-namah*, and accordingly held possession of the disputed property along with the defendants for a period upwards of ten years or not; because if it were so, the facts are that in the life-time of the widow, and after she had become entitled to succeed to the property, the persons who were presumptively the next in succession, and who, if she had then died, would have been entitled to divide it amongst them, came to an arrangement by which the widow, instead of continuing in possession, was to receive from them 24 rupees for her maintenance, and they were to take possession of the same shares as they would have had if she had then died.

That appears to us to be an arrangement which the family might come to, and which would not be altered by one or other of them dying in the life-time of the widow; and so the rights, when she died, being different from what they were when they made the arrangement. The agreement must be held to be binding as a family arrangement. It would be binding upon the father of the plaintiffs, and therefore is upon them who stand in his place. If in the form in which the case comes before us, we could give a finding upon that question, the suit might be disposed of now. But we have not authority to do so. And we cannot say that there has been any finding upon the question by the Lower Courts.
They have decided the case upon the law of limitation. Although
the Judge may have used expressions which indicate what his
opinion probably would have been, we cannot take them as a find-
ing. We must send the case down to have a finding upon this issue,
and when it is returned to us we will dispose of the appeal.—S. W.

CALCUTTA S. C.—The 21st of November, 1856.

Srimati JADU-MANI DABI,

versus

SARODA-PROSANNO MOOKERJEA and others.

A conveyance for a good consideration by a Hindu female of her share in a joint family
estate, inherited by her from her son, with the consent, and in favour, of the next
heir then living, is a disposition permitted by Hindu law.

Khela-ram Mookerjea died intestate in the year 1817, possessed
of considerable real and personal estate, and leaving two sons, Kali-
prosanno Mookerjea and Boidyo-nath Mookerjea, and two widows,
Srimati Droupodi Debi the mother of Kali-prosanno Mookerjea and
Srimati Anando-moyi Debi the mother of Boidyo-nath Mookerjea.
The two sons inherited the estate of Khela-ram Mookerjea and re-
mained jointly possessed of it until the death of Boidyo-nath Moo-
kerjea, who died in the year 1822, without issue, leaving an infant
widow who died in the year 1830. Anando-moyi Debi then became
the heiress of Boidyo-nath Mookerjea. On the 5th of March 1830,
Anando-moyi Debi in consideration of a yearly allowance of Co’s
Rs. 4800 to be paid to her by Kali-prosanno Mookerjea, granted and
assigned to him all her interest in the estate of Boidyo-nath Mooker-
jea, in the year 1843. Anando-moyi Debi went on a pilgrimage to
Benares, where she lived till her death. Her allowance was regular-
ly paid to her by Kali-prosanno Mookerjea so long as he lived, and
by his representatives after his death. In February 1844, Kali-
prosanno Mookerjea died leaving two infant sons—the defendant
Saroda-prosanno Mookerjea and Tara prosanno Mookerjea, deceased; 
and two widows, the defendant Srimati Bimala Debi the mother of
the defendant Saroda-prosanno, and the defendant Srimati Shyam-
sundari Debi the mother of Tara-prosanno. Kali-prosanno Mookerjea
by his will, left his real and personal estate to Saroda-prosanno
Mookerjea and Tara-prosanno Mookerjea jointly, with a gift over to
the survivor of them, if either of them should die without male
issue, and he appointed Srimati Bimala Debi and Srimati Shyama-
sundari Debi his executrixes and Ashutosh Dey and Promatho-nath
Dey his executors. The executrixes took possession of all the testa-
tor's property. On the 23rd of August 1849, Tara-prosanno Mooker-
jea died without issue, but leaving a widow, Srimati Jadu-mani
Debi the plaintiff.

The plaintiff's case was, that Tara-prosanno Mookerjea having
survived Anando-moyi Debi became entitled to a moiety of Boidyo-
nath Mookerjea's estate, which on the death of Anando-moyi Debi
devolved on the heirs then living, Sarada-prosanno and Tara-prosanno
Mookerjea, and that the assignment by Srimati Anando-moyi Debi
did not operate to give a divisible interest to Kali-prosanno in
Boidyo-nath's moiety of the estate of Khela-ram Mookerjea; that
the whole estate of Boidyo-nath Mookerjea was divisible into equal
moieties, of which the defendant Saroda-prosanno Mookerjea was
entitled to one moiety, and the plaintiff, as widow and heiress of
Tara-prosanno Mookerjea, to the other.

Jackson, J.—Tara-prosanno Mookerjea having survived Anando-
moyi, the plaintiff contends that he, as one of the heirs of Boidyo-
nath living at her death, became entitled to a moiety of Boidyo-nath's
estate. The defendant relies, however, on the deed of gift or sur-
render by Anando-moyi in favor of Kali-prosanno as taking the pro-
erty out of the usual course of descent, and making it part of Kali-
prosanno's estate, and subject to the limitations of his will. The
validity of the deed is therefore the next subject for consideration: —

I think the argument for the defendant on this point is not
supported to its full extent by authority, for although it is clear that
on the occasion of a widow becoming a byrāghi, the estate would
at once descend to the nearest heirs living at the time, (2 Mac-
naghten's Hindu law, 131, 233, and the case of Hafeezun-nissa Begam
versus Radha-binode Misser,)* yet there is no authority for the un-
qualified proposition that the widow can by her surrender vest the

* See ante, pp. 25 and 26.
whole estate indefeasibly in the nearest heirs living at the time of such surrender.

On a review of all the authorities, the correct view of the law would seem to be, that a widow’s conveyance of the estate to all the nearest heirs living at the time of the conveyance is valid, provided that no other heirs of equal or superior degree happen to be in existence at the time of the widow’s death. Mr. Colebrooke, in his note to the case of Mahoda versus Kalyani, lays it down thus:—“It has been declared by the law officers of the Court in other cases that a widow’s gift of the estate to the next heir, is good in law, though she be restrained from making any other alienation of it. This opinion, though not founded on any express passages to that effect in books of authority, seems reasonable, as such a gift is a mere relinquishment of her temporary interest, in favor of the next heir. It may, however, happen that the person who would have been entitled to take the inheritance at her decease, might be different from the one who obtained it under gift or relinquishment to him as presumptive heir; and if the title of that person be either preferable or equal, it may invalidate such gift in whole or in part.” This passage is inserted verbatim by Sir Francis Macnaghten, in his remarks on the case of Mahoda versus Kalyani (see page 309.) And we may therefore presume it was approved of by him. The case of Bijoya Debi versus Anna-poorna Debi is an illustration of this rule. In another recent case in the Sudder Adawlut, Rám-dhan Bakshí versus Panchánan Bose, the Court held, that the nearest class of heirs could alone sue to set aside a deed executed by the widow, and that a suit by remoter relations for that purpose, whose interest were merely inchoate, could not be sustained.

The consent of the heirs is all that is required by the old authorities (see Dáya-bhágga). If the true meaning of the word ‘heirs’ be all the persons living who might by possibility be heirs at the subsequent death of the widow, and it be meant that the consent of all these persons is necessary, the widow would seldom or never be able to convey, for among so large a class of heirs all of them would scarcely ever be competent or willing to consent. But I do not think that this is the correct meaning of the word ‘heirs’ and that the term is used in the old authorities to designate that class of persons only who would immediately succeed to the estate,
if the widow’s interest were determined, rather than all the persons who might, by possibility, become heirs on the happening of that event.

On the whole, then, applying this view of the law to the facts of the case, I think that Kali-prosanno Mookerjea was the only nearest or next heir at the time of the execution of this deed, and that his consent to the gift in his own favor is clearly shown, and that although Tara-prosanno and Saroda-prosanno were the heirs living at the death of the widow, yet they were not heirs of superior, or, equal, but, on the contrary, of a remoter degree than Kali-prosanno, their father, and that therefore they cannot dispute the validity of the deed, which is valid according to Hindu law.

I would only in conclusion advert to one other argument. It was urged that the Hindu law does not give the Hindu widow any power of accelerating or altering the course of descent. This may be true as regards acts and conveyances by herself alone, but the observation is unfounded as regards acts done, by the widow with the consent of the heirs, for such acts and conveyances are clearly within the contemplation of the law.

( Part of the judgment of Colvile C. J., is as follows: — )

In the case of Mohan-lall Khan versus Ranee Shiromani,* (also cited for the plaintiff) the gift was to a stranger, it was objectionable in its nature, it was not made with the consent of all the co-heirs of the husband, or of his paternal relatives who, though more remote in the order of succession than his maternal kindred, were held entitled to control the widow’s gift as her legal guardians and advisers.

The case before Mr. Braddon reported in the 6th, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, p. 36,† is directly in favour of the proposition contended for by the Defendant. And the result therefore of the older decided cases is certainly not to show that the instrument in question was invalid in law.

There is a case on special appeal at page 457 of the Sudder decisions, for 1849 which, though very imperfectly reported, seems to imply the right of a widow to relinquish the inheritance, in consideration of maintenance, in favor of the next heir. Her power

---

* See ante, p. 203.  
† Post p. 300.
of recompense seems also to be annulled in a case reported in the

The Mr. Justice Jackson's case in the case of Amnum-Debi vs.
Kanti-andoo recognizes two other propositions which are more or less in favor of the defendant in the case; in that a widow can, by paying a certain form of recompense, exonerate herself of the estate and thus accelerate its devolution in the next heir in her lifetime. —Similarly, and this
was ruled by the Court in Kali-prosunno Moorkerjea vs. Jahan, that a consent to the widow's possession given by a reverendary heir who after her death in his lifetime, because of immediate descendants. Such a rule seems to be reasonable and convenient,
since otherwise every possession by a widow would be in certain circumstances voidable.

Upon the whole it appears to me that, although the question
is not free from doubt, the balance of the authorities is in favor of
making such a transaction as that which took place between
Amnum-Debi and Kali-prosunno Moorkerjea, as a disposition
of which the widow was, with the implied consent of Kali-prosunno,
his heir's nearest heir, competent to enter into; at all events,
as one which neither the sons of Kali-prosunno nor the representa-
tives of those sons, are entitled to impeach. Such a conclusion, if
justified by authority, is certainly one which is agreeable to reason.
And if that conclusion be sound, it follows that on the case made
by the plaintiff, he has neither any interest in the share of
Boiden-muth Moorkerjea, nor any title of relief in this suit.

I entirely agree, however, with Mr. Justice Jackson in thinking
that in the circumstances of the case the bill, though dismissed,
should be dismissed without costs as against the principle defen-
dants. The other defendants must have their costs.—Boulnois' Re-

A gift by a widow of the property derived from her husband to
her daughter (the next in succession,) and her daughter's husband,
a Brahman, is valid, under the Hindoo law, as current in Bengal.*—
Hindoo Inder Narain Choudree and Mathoor Inder Narain Choudree
v. Nathana Debra and Kishen Chunder Sandyal.—Sel. S. D. A.
Rep Vol. VI, p. 36 (New Ed. p. 42.)

* In this respect there is no difference between the Hindoo law as current in Bengal
and that current elsewhere.
WIDOW'S SUCCESSION, &c. 301

Where the transfer sought to be set aside was by the widow in favor of her daughter, who was lawful heir to the property,—held that, the plaintiff, a reversioner, has no present ground of action, as his reversionary right was not prejudiced thereby.—Udhur Singh v. Mussummat Ranee Koonwar. Agra.—Rep. Vol. I, A. C. p. 234.

Held, though strictly speaking, a Hindú widow has no legal power to execute a hibbon-bil-iwuz, which is more in the nature of a sale than gift, still in the present case, which is a transaction between the (maternal) grandmother and her grandson, the Court consider the transaction in the light of a gift; and consequently it was quite competent to the grandmother, her own daughter or her grandson's mother not being alive, to transfer the property to her grandson, so as to accelerate his succession and to place him in a position at once to assert his right to his grandfather's estate.—Goda-dhur Ghose v. Wooma Churn Ghose.—S. D. A. Decia., for 1859, p. 156.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 9th of September 1864.

Present:

The Hon'ble C. B. Trevor and G. Campbell, Puisne Judges.

PROTAP CHUNDER ROY CHOWDRY, (one of the Defendants,) Appellant,

versus

SREEMUTTY JOY MONEE DEBEE CHOWDHRAIN and others,

(Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

According to Hindú law, a widow in possession can relinquish, and, by relinquishing, anticipate for the reversioners their period of succession. A relinquishment in favor of second reversioners is also valid if made with the consent of the first reversioners.

One Chunder Sekhur had two sons, Doorga Churn and Parbutty Churn, Doorga Churn died childless, leaving a widow, Joy Doorga, who died in Jeit 1267. Parbutty had six sons, Komul Churn, Kali Churn, Gowree Churn, Rugghoo Churn, Oti Churn and Bowanee Churn. The two last sons died before their father, Komul Churn, and Gowree Churn died without heirs. Kali Churn died leaving only a widow, Joy Monee, plaintiff in the present case; and Rughhoo Churn left a son, Protap, who is the principal defendant in it.
The plaintiff Joy Monee sues in her husband's right for one-fourth share of the 8 annas of the property belonging to her husband's father Parbutty Churn, and also in the same right for one-fourth of the 8 annas of the share of Doorga Churn, which share, by a deed of gift executed on the 7th Jist 1223 had, with the consent of Parbutty Churn who was then living, been transferred to his sons, and possession taken by them under it.

The defendant, Protab, pleads that plaintiff is entitled to one-fourth of the 8 annas belonging to her husband's father, but that the deed of gift by Joy Doorga was not executed by her, but if executed, was null and void under Hindu law, and as she was a widow in possession and all the other members of the family predeceased her, he, as the nearest heir of Doorga Churn, is entitled to the whole of the property with the exception of the share belonging to plaintiff.

The lower Courts found that the deed of gift was executed by Joy Doorga with the consent of Parbutty Churn, that the four sons of the latter took possession under it, and that consequently plaintiff, as the wife of Kali Churn, is entitled not only to the share of Parbutty Churn which her husband enjoyed, but also to the same share in the property of Doorga Churn which had passed to her in his lifetime.

It is now contended on the part of the defendant in special appeal, that the deed of gift is in itself illegal; that to make it legal, it requires the consent of all the contingent reversioners then in existence; that even if it be looked upon as a relinquishment, it is illegal, for a widow having once taken possession cannot relinquish under Hindu law; that, consequently, the lower Court's judgment should be modified, and the suit of plaintiff, as to a share in Doorga Churn's share of the property, dismissed.

We think that it admits of no reasonable doubt, that under Hindu law, a Hindu lady in possession can relinquish, and by relinquishing anticipate for the reversioners their period of succession, and if she does this in favor of second reversioners (as in the present instance) with the consent of the first then or afterwards expressed, the relinquishment is valid, and this notwithstanding that it may be expressed in a form which under some circumstances might be open to question.
Under this view, we consider the relinquishment by Joy Doorga in favor of Parbutty Churn’s sons with the consent of Parbutty Churn entirely legal, and as the property vested in those sons, the plaintiff, the wife of one of them, is entitled to the possession of the whole property of her husband, i. e. to one-fourth of the property of Doorga Churn, as well as the same share in that of Parbutty Churn.

There is then no ground for special appeal, and we reject the application with costs.—S. W. Rep. Vol. I, c. r. p. 98.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 26th of November 1867.

Present:

The Hon’ble L. S. Jackson and Dwarkanath Mitter, Judges.

SHAMA SOONDUREE and another, (Defendants) Appellants,

versus

SHURUT CHUNDER DUTT and others, (Plaintiffs),

Respondents.

The cession of her right by a Hindu widow, during enjoyment, to the heir of her husband is valid; the recipient becoming absolutely entitled to the property which passes on his death to his heirs.

Jackson, J.—The decision of the Lower Court in this case is erroneous. That Court has held that although Shurut Chunder, during the life-time of Huro Soonduree, who was a Hindu widow in life enjoyment of the estate, obtained a decree as heir, on the strength of a deed of gift, of the estate, still this decree and gift can only stand good during the life-time of the childless widow, Huro Soonduree. And the decision goes on to say, that no gift or sale by a childless widow can remain valid subsequent to her decease, and that though Shurut Chunder was the heir of Huro Soonduree’s husband, still as he died during the life-time of that lady, his heirs can only hold and enjoy the disputed property under the above deed of gift and decree, so long as she lives, but that after her death they can have no right to it. Now, it appears that Shurut Chunder was, in fact, undisputably the heir of Huro Soonduree’s husband, and therefore the reversioner. It has been repeatedly held by the
late Sudder and by this Court, that the cession of her right by a Hindu widow during enjoyment, to the heir of her husband, is valid. Among the latest cases upon this point is that given at page 241 of Marshall's Reports, the case of Rujoneekant Mitter.* That being so, and Shurut Chunder having received a surrender of the rights of the widow, entered into possession as heir of the husband and became absolutely entitled to the property, the interests of the widow being thereby extinguished. On his death, his heirs took the property, and the heirs of Huro Soonduree's husband have, therefore, no claim to it. The decision of the Lower Appellate Court must be overruled, and the special appeal allowed with costs.—S. W. Rep. Vol. VIII, c. r. p. 500.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 29th of July, 1874.

Present:
The Hon'ble Romesh Chunder Mitter, Judge.

GUNGA PERSAD KUR, (one of the Defendants,) Appellant

versus

SHAMBHOO NATH BURMUN and others, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

The succession of females, according to Hindu law, is not regular succession, and is not based upon the ordinary theory of spiritual benefit. Therefore, if they relinquish their rights in favor of the reversioner, the case is again brought back to the normal state of succession, the effect being to vest in him a complete title.

The facts out of which this special appeal arises are briefly these. One Abi-ram was admittedly the former owner of the properties which form the subject matter of this litigation. He died sometime before 1235, leaving him surviving Jusoda, his widow, Dullabha, his daughter, and Ram-nath and Shumbhoo-nath, sons of his daughter Dullabha. That after his death, Jusoda, with the consent of Dullabha, made a gift of these properties to her grandsons Shumbhoo-nath and Ram-nath. That on the 27th of Bysack 1235, 14 anna share in them was sold to the Defendant's ancestor by Ram-nath and Shumbhoo-nath. That subsequently on the 9th of Magh

---

* See Vyavasthâ Darpana (2nd Ed.) p. 123.
1249, the remaining 2 anna share was similarly sold to the defendant's ancestor by Shumbhoo-nath and the widow of Ram-nath, who had died in the meantime. That subsequent to this, the remaining son of Dullabha, viz., Shumbhoo-nath, also died, and last of all Dullabha herself dying in Assin 1274, the plaintiffs have become entitled to the properties in dispute by right of inheritance as heirs to the original owner Abi-ram. Upon these facts both the courts below have decreed the plaintiff's claim, with the exception of a small portion of a certain talook which has been held to have been lost to the plaintiffs, by the provisions of Section 2 of Act VIII, of 1859.

The defendants have preferred this special appeal, and the following grounds have been urged:

1st.—That the Lower Courts should have dismissed the plaintiff's claim as barred by limitation.

2nd.—That, upon the facts found, the Lower Courts should have held that the gift by Jusoda with the consent of Dullabha created an absolute right in the disputed properties in her grandsons Ram-nath and Shumbhoo-nath.

3rd.—The sale by the daughter Dullabha conjointly with the reversionary heirs transferred the whole proprietary right, and the purchaser by such transfer acquired an absolute interest in the disputed properties.

The contention of the special appellant raised in the second ground of special appeal, which I shall consider first, seems to me to be valid. The arrangement by which the property in dispute was made over to Ram-nath and Shumbhoo-nath appears to be legally to amount to cession and relinquishment of their rights on the part of Jusoda and Dullabha in favor of reversionary heirs. The Lower Courts speak of it as a gift of the life estate of Jusoda, as if there was vested in some one else the remainder of that estate. I need hardly point out that this proceeds from an erroneous assumption that the widow's is mere life-estate. Therefore, the question to be determined is whether, according to Hindú Law, such cession and relinquishment of the widow's rights in favor of the reversioner operates to vest in the latter a complete title. Upon the authorities it is clear that it should be decided in favor of the reversioner. All the earlier cases upon the subject are collected in the case of Jadumoni Debea versus Saroda-prosunnio Mookerjea (Boulnois' Reports, Vol. II.
Although from an examination of them there might be some ground for contending that there was a slight conflict, yet an examination of the modern cases makes it quite clear that upon the authorities the question should be answered in the affirmative. (Vide page 127 Norton's Leading Cases, part II, where these cases are quoted). It seems to me also that this view is quite in accordance with the spirit and principles of Hindu Law. The succession of females according to Hindu Law is quite exceptional, and is not founded upon the ordinary rule *viz.*, that of spiritual benefit. It is true that in the case of the widow, she confers some spiritual benefit, but if that were the sole test she would have ranked much lower than what she does now: daughters confer no benefit, but they succeed because their sons do. Thus it is evident that succession of females according to Hindu law is not regular succession, and is not based upon the ordinary theory of spiritual benefit. Therefore if they relinquish their rights in favor of the reversioner, the case is again brought back to the normal rule of succession. For these reasons I am of opinion that the effect of the arrangement by which Jusoda and Dullabha relinquished their right in favor of Ram-nath and Shumboo-nath was to vest in them at once a complete title as if they had taken the inheritance direct from Abi-ram. This being so, the plaintiff's claim must fall upon this ground of law.

In this view of the case it is not necessary to express any opinion upon the other grounds of appeal. Therefore the result is that the special appeal will be decreed, and the plaintiff's suit dismissed with costs in all the courts.—S. W. R. Vol. XXII, p. 393.
CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 26th of August 1868.

Present:
The Hon'ble L. S. Jackson and Dwarkanath Mitter, Judges.

CHOWDHRY JUNME-JOY MULLICK, (Defendant,) Appellant,

versus

RAS-MOYEE DASSEE, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

A Hindú widow has full right to alienate any portion of the estate in her possession, if the benefit of her husband's soul requires such a sacrifice, even though the act by which that benefit is to be secured is to be performed by a male member of the family.

Mitter, J.—This was a suit instituted by the plaintiff, now respondent before us, to recover possession of certain movable and immovable properties described in the plaint. The case set up by the plaintiff was, that the properties sued for by her were held and owned by her father, the late Gudha-dhur Roy; that on the demise of her father without male issue, his whole estate, real and personal, devolved upon her mother, Sreemuttee Doyee as his next heir and successor; that on the death of her mother which took place on the 19th of Bhadro 1273, the plaintiff as the only heir and representative of her father wanted to take possession of the estate, but that she was opposed by the defendants in the cause under color of various titles alleged to have been created in their favour by the said Sreemuttee Doyee. The cause of action was stated to have arisen on the 14th of May 1866, the date when this opposition was alleged to have been offered. The Principal Sudder Ameen of Midnapore, Baboo Nobin Kishen Paulit, has given a decree to the plaintiff in respect of a portion of her claim, and the present appeal has been accordingly preferred by the defendant Chowdhry Junme-joy Mullick.

With reference to the purchase made from the mother of the plaintiff, the appellant contends that she, the plaintiff, was a consenting party to the alienation; and further, that independently of such consent, there was a valid necessity to support it.

The appellant has shown by good and satisfactory evidence that the plaintiff's mother had occasion to defray the expenses of the
srádh of her husband's mother; and that it was for the purpose of raising funds on account thereof that the sale in question was made.

The Principal Sudder Ameen entirely forgets the position which a Hindú widow occupies with reference to the estate of her deceased husband. This position is clearly laid down in the Dáya-bhága, page 182. "For women the heritage of their husbands is pronounced applicable to use. Let not women on any account make waste of their husbands' wealth." The word "waste" is expressly defined to mean "expenditure not useful to the owner of the property." It is clear, therefore, that the mother of the plaintiff had full right to alienate any portion of the estate in her possession, if the benefit of her husband's soul required such a sacrifice, even though the act by which that benefit was to be secured was to be actually performed by a male member of the family. It is a mistake to suppose that she holds the estate in trust for the benefit of the next heir of her husband, and such an heir has no right to contest the validity of an alienation that has been made for the spiritual welfare of the deceased owner himself. Now, the performance of the srádh of his mother was a matter of the utmost importance to the manes of the plaintiff's father;* and whoever might have performed it, the plaintiff's mother was fully justified in raising funds for such performance. The mother of the plaintiff, therefore, was bound in duty to raise funds for the srádh, whoever might have performed it; and by raising funds for this purpose she was using, and not wasting, the property within the meaning of the definition above pointed out.

All that the appellant was bound to show was that he had made reasonable enquiries about the existence of the alleged necessity, and that it was a necessity sanctioned by the Hindú law. The appellant has given ample evidence to prove this part of his case, and there is literally no evidence produced by the plaintiff to rebut it.—S. W. R. Vol. X, p. 309.

* See ante, page 122.
CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 14th of June, 1871.

Present:
The Hon'ble F. B. Kemp and F. A. Glover, Judges.

Special Appeals from a decision passed by the Subordinate Judge of Gyu.

Case No. 2691 of 1870.
LALLA GUNPUT LALL and others, (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,
versus
MUSSUMMAT TOORUN KOONWUR and others, (Defendants,)
Respondents.

Case No. 2694 of 1870.
CHUMUN LALL, (one of the Defendants,) Appellant,
versus
LALLA GUNPUT LALL and others, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

The srddha of the widow's husband, the marriage of his daughter, the maintenance of his grandsons, and the payment of the husband's debts are admitted by Hindu law as legitimate grounds of necessity for alienations. *

Kemp. J.—The main ground and the ground upon which we think that we ought to remand the case is contained in ground No. 4, namely, "that the Lower Appellate Court seems to have erroneously held that there is no evidence of legal necessities, and the reasons assigned by it for invalidating your petitioner's deed of sale are wrong in law." The first Court, a Hindu Officer, in a very elaborate decision, found that the alienation by the widow was for pur-

* In Kashi-nath Basak and another versus Hara-sundari Dasi and another, in the Privy Council, Lord Gifford, after reviewing the opinions of the different Pandits, observes as follows:—

"The result, as it appears to me, of these different opinions, is this: that they all agree, as I have already stated, that the widow Hara-sundari Dasi is entitled to absolute possession; that she has, for certain purposes, a clear authority to dispose of her husband's property; she may do it for religious purposes, including dowry to a daughter, and making gifts and donations to the husband's family; but they differ in this: the Court Pandits say that if she alienates the property for other purposes, without the consent of the husband's relations, it would be invalid; the others say that, though she would incur moral blame, if applied for purposes not allowed, yet the act would be valid as against the relations of the husband; in that respect the four pandits differ from the pandits of the Court, founding their opinion upon the doctrines contained in the Ratnakara and Chintamani which were not overruled by the Daya-bhadya and Daya-bhastawa." See Vyavasthik Durpana (2nd Ed.) pp. 97 and 140.
poses allowable by the Hindú Law. He finds that the sur-i-peshgee made by the husband of the widow, the common ancestor of the parties, Khoob Lall, was paid off by the widow; that the srádh of Khoob Lall was performed by her; that the marriage expenses of Bal Koonwur, daughter of Khoob Lall, were provided by the widow; that the maintenance of the other plaintiffs was also provided for by the widow as well as the marriage of their children; and that all the disbursements on the above accounts had to be provided for by loans raised by the widow from the defendants. He also found that the plaintiffs are living in commensality with the widow and are colluding with her in order to render her acts not binding upon them beyond her life-time. The first Court shows very distinctly that in the litigation which took place between the widow and the ticca-dar, Rewut Sahoo, the widow had to institute proceedings in the Fozdary Court before she could get rid of the ticcadar; that these proceedings were appealed to the Sessions Judge, and that the widow did not get possession except on the footing that she was first to repay the amount of the sur-i-peshgee advanced by the ticcadar; then there was a suit in the Civil Court by the ticcadar against the widow, although that suit was dismissed; and he found also that the widow had herself to sue the ticcadar in the Civil Court, and that there were expenses incurred by the widow on that account, and although she got her costs in that suit still there were many expenses incurred in excess of the costs which the Court awarded to her.

This elaborate and careful decision of the first Court is disposed of by the Lower Appellate Court, a Mahomedan Officer, in as many words as there are pages in the first Court’s decision.

The Subordinate Judge finds that because the widow got her costs in the litigation with the ticcadar awarded to her, it is absurd to say that she incurred any costs of her own in those suits. He also finds that any other necessity has not been proved because the Moonsiff had proceeded on imaginary grounds. We fail to see how the Moonsiff’s grounds are imaginary, for he proceeds on grounds admitted by the Hindú law to be grounds of necessity for such alienations, namely, the srádh of the widow’s husband, the marriage of his daughter, the maintenance of his grandsons, and the payments of the husband’s debts. All these grounds are acknowledged by the
Hindú law as legitimate causes for raising money by a widow, and they have been found to be proved by the first Court.

The decision of the Subordinate Judge is so unsatisfactory that we take the case out of his hands and remand it to the Judge to be tried as an appeal from the Moonsiff's decision. Costs to follow the result.—S. W. R., Vol. XVI, p. 52.


Hindú Law does not regard "pious purposes" as the only "necessary purposes" which justify alienation of inherited property by Hindú ladies. Self maintenance, discharge of just debts, protection or preservation of the estate, may be regarded as such "necessary purposes" also.—Soorjoo Persaud v. Rajah Krishna Persaud Bahadur Sahib.—N. W. R. Vol. I, Part I, p. 49.

A widow may alienate houses and real property inherited from her husband, provided it be for paying his debts or defraying his funeral expenses, or for any other good and religious object, but always with the reservation of any rights possessed by any other persons in the same.—Lukmee-ram and others v. Khooshalee and another.—Borr. Rep. Vol. I, p. 412.—Molr. Dig. Vol. I, p. 285.

PRIVY COUNCIL.*—The 11th and 12th of December, 1867.

CAVALY VENCATA NARRAINAPAH, Appellant;

And the COLLECTOR OF MASULIPATAM, Respondent.

A, made advances to a Hindú widow in possession, which were secured by a mortgage on the immovable estate of her late husband, and the advances were applied by her to purposes for which she had power by the Hindú law to charge or alienate her husband's estate, without his heirs' consent. Held, that A, was entitled as against the Crown, who took the estate by escheat on the death of the widow for want of heirs, to possession of the estate under the mortgage, as security for the amount advanced and interest, subject to the equity of redemption by the Crown.

* Present:—Members of the Judicial Committee.—The Master of the Rolls (The Right Hon. Lord Romilly), the Right Hon. Sir James William Colvile, the Right Hon. Sir Edward Vaughan Williams, and the Right Hon. Sir Richard Torin Kildersley.

Assessor:—The Right Hon. Sir Lawrence Peel.
This is the third appeal to Her Majesty in Council in this unfortunate case. On the first it was determined that the Crown, which is represented by the Respondent, was entitled to the zemindary in question by escheat, subject to whatever interest the Appellant might have acquired therein by virtue of the transactions between his late father and Veregodah Lutchmi-devammah, the widow of the last zemindar. The order in Council made on the second appeal, which bore date the 6th of January, 1862, amongst other things, declared, that the Crown, taking by escheat, had the same right to impeach the alienation of the widow which the next heirs of the husband (if such there had been) would have had; and that the Appellant, then the Respondent, was entitled to a charge upon the estate, and to be paid and satisfied thereout, the full amount of all such of the advances (if any) made by his father to the widow, as were made for purposes for which, according to the Hindú law, she would have been entitled to alienate the estate against the next heirs of her husband, in so far as she had no other estate of her husband to answer such purposes,—and by the same order the cause was remitted to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut of Madras.

The High Court sent down the issues so directed for trial in the Zillah Court. The judgment of the Civil Judge (Mr. Elliot) states very carefully the facts which he found to have been proved before him, and came to the following conclusions:—First, that the alienation by the widow was for legal purposes sanctioned by the Hindú law, and that the right of the Crown, as next heir of the husband, was, therefore, actually defeated by the Razi-namah; secondly, that the sums due for such advances amounted in April, 1838, to Rs. 48,614-13-6, the balance of the account then adjusted and settled; and thirdly, that the zemindar, the late husband of the widow, died possessed of no property available for any purpose, save and except the estate in dispute, which at his death was not unencumbered.

The decree of the High Court made on appeal from this judgment, declared that the right of the Crown to take by escheat was not defeated by the Razi-namah; that from the death of the zemindar in 1810 up to 1813 advances were made to the widow by the Appellant's father for purposes for which, according to the Hindú
law, the widow would have been entitled to charge or alienate the
estate as against the next heirs of the husband.

Against this decree the present appeal has been brought; and
their Lordships have now only to inquire what facts must be taken
to have been proved on the trial of the issues directed by Her
Majesty’s Order in Council of the 6th of January, 1862, and what
conclusions ought to be deduced from them.

That the zemindar, the husband of the widow, died in debt,
and left little or nothing except the zemindary in question, is un-
disputed. It seems to be also admitted that the gross annual reve-
 nue of the zemindary was on the average, little, if at all, in excess of
Rs. 10,000, that the Peishkush, or Government revenue, was up-
wards of Rs. 4,000, and that the balance was not much more than
would cover the zemindary and other expenditure of the widow.
The probability, therefore, of her getting out of debt, if she ever
found herself in debt to a considerable amount, was exceedingly
small.

Again, it is proved, that the pecuniary transactions between the
late zemindar and the uncle and father of the Appellant (who were
first cousins of his wife) began before the year 1804. If this be
so, we have it established that in 1810, when the widow came into
possession, her late husband was indebted to the Appellant’s uncle,
Kavali Seethiah, in a sum exceeding Rs. 20,000, and that she had
to borrow from him a further sum amounting to about Rs. 3,200, in
order to defray the expenses of her husband’s obsequies, and perhaps
also for other purposes. That the debt so due to Kavali Seethiah was
transferred to the Respondent’s father on the 15th of April, 1811,
is proved by Exhibit, No. XVI.

The High Court has held, that the only other advance estab-
lished to their satisfaction is that of Rs. 1,033-3-3, paid for Peishkush
in 1828. And their Lordships will accept that finding as correct,
though there is undoubtedly some evidence of other advances of the
like nature.

The widow is shown to have succeeded to the zemindary, en-
cumbered with debts which she had no means of discharging, ex-
cept the income; that is admitted to have been in ordinary years
little more than sufficient to pay the Government revenue, and pro-
vide for the expenses of her establishment and family.
They do not agree with the finding of the Zillah Judge, that the title of the Crown was absolutely defeated by the Razi-namah of the 5th April, 1841. They do not think that the Crown is bound by that document, or by the judgment of the 20th of March, 1839, on which it was founded.

The result is, that their Lordships must humbly recommend Her Majesty to reverse the decree of the High Court, and to declare, that on the 20th of April, 1838, there was due from the widow to the father of the Appellant in respect of advances for which she would have been entitled to alienate the estate, as against the next heirs of her husband, if such there had been, the sum of Rs. 48,611-13-6; that sum was duly charged upon the estate by the mortgage of the 20th of April, 1838; and that accordingly the Appellant is now entitled to hold the zemindary against the Crown as a security for so much of the said sum and of the interest thereon as now remains unpaid. This declaration is fatal to the Respondent’s claim to immediate possession of the zemindary; but it will leave an equity of redemption in the Crown.—Moore’s India Appeals, Vol. XI, p. 619.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 15th of July, 1847.

MUSSUMMAT OMA CHOWDHURAIN and GOPI-NATH ROY, Appellants,

versus

MUSSUMMAT INdra-Mani CHOWDHURAIN and others.

A Hindu widow can alienate lands to pay her husband’s debts without consent of heirs, and such sale even without possession is valid.

Plaintiffs declare that they succeeded in getting a decree against Subhaddra’s husband Jiban-Krishna Babu, for Rupees 57,599-7-5, that after his demise she, in lieu of that debt, executed a bill of sale on the 17th Ashar 1249, and sold certain estates of her husband, which defendants, on the pretext of benami deeds alleged to have been executed by Jiban-Krishna in their favor, withhold from plaintiffs, plaintiffs pray, therefore, for possession and wasilat.

In appeal, several pleas were urged for Appellants, of which the third is, that the sale to them, on which plaintiffs claim, is ille-
gal according to Hindú law; the widow, who sold to them, having no power to alienate property inherited from her husband. Fourth, the sale, with respect to the two properties in question, is illegal, because the seller was not in possession. Fifth, the decree for the amount of which the estates were sold, was collusive, and consequently the sale is invalid. Sixth, the sale and gift of Appellants were bonâ fide real transactions, and not fictitious, and therefore should be upheld.

On the part of respondents it was argued that, the sale having been made to pay her husband’s debts, by the widow, was perfectly legal. The parties were Hindús, and according to the Shástra, a sale even without possession is valid. There was no collusion. The plaintiffs had obtained a decree against the widow’s husband, which he appealed and died. The widow then withdrew the appeals and sold the estate to avoid heavier liabilities from continuing to contest the demand. And that the sale and gift of Appellants have been clearly fictitious and fraudulent to evade demands, and therefore were properly declared invalid by the Principal Sudder Ameen.

On the third plea, the following question was put to the pandit of the Court: ‘Have Hindú widows the power to alienate the whole of the landed property inherited from their husbands, for payment of their husband’s debts, without the consent of the next heirs to the said property, relatives of the husband?’

To which the pandit answered: A Hindú woman, who has inherited the property left by her husband, may alienate the whole of it to pay his debts, because, so inheriting her husband’s property, she is bound to pay his debts.’

The pandit refers for his authority to Nárada Muni, as stated in the Digest of Jagan-nátha, and to be found in Colebrooke’s translation, (pp. 315 and 316, volume I.) ‘If the assets of the husband have been received by the wife, she must pay the debts.’ And again: ‘and so must a debt be paid by a childless widow, who has accepted the care of the assets, even though she have not accepted the burden of the debts, for she is successor to the estate.’*

The fourth plea is utterly untenable under the Hindú law, as is evident from the whole tenor of the law on rescission of sale, laid

* This however is not the translation of the text of Nárada Muni, but of Jagan-nátha’s comment thereon. See Coleb. Dig. Vol. I pp. 315, 316.
down in the Digest of Jagan-nátha, especially the two texts of Ná-
rada cited therein (pp. 317 and 318, volume II, Colebrooke’s trans-
slation,) ‘when a vendible thing, sold for a just price, is not deli-
vered to the purchaser, this is called non-delivery of a thing sold, a
title of a judicial procedure.’ And again: ‘He then, who having
sold vendible property for a just price, delivers it not to the buyer
shall be compelled, if it be immovable, to pay for any subsequent
damage, as the loss of a crop or the like; and, if movable, for the
use and profits of it.’ Here are express penalties for non-delivery
but not a word about invalidity on that account.

The fifth plea is one which cannot be adduced by Appellants,
as they are not heirs, and cannot call in question the propriety and
honesty of the acts of the widow.

The Court, therefore, deeming the claim of the Respondents va-
lid, and the sale and gift of Appellants fictitious, dismiss the appeal
with full costs, and affirm the decision of the Lower Court.—Sel. S.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 21st of June, 1848.

PREAG NARAIN, Appellant,

versus

AJODHYA-PERSAUD and others, Respondents.

The expenses incurred by the widow of a Hindú for the marriage of a daughter are
recoverable from his estate.

This case, instituted by the Appellant in Zillah Patna on the
second June 1843, was admitted to special appeal, on the 10th
November 1846, under the following certificate recorded by Mr.
Charles Tucker:—

‘One Sanik Ram died leaving a widow, Juddo Bunsee Koonwur,
and one unmarried daughter Parbuttee. The widow borrowed some
money from the plaintiff to defray the expense attending the mar-
riage of this daughter.

‘On instituting a suit for the recovery of the amount against
the widow and nephews of Sanik Ram, who succeeded to his estate,
the lower Courts refused to give a decree against the estate of Sanik Ram, but confined their award to the widow personally, and any property she might possess in her own right.

'The marriage of unmarried daughters is one of the objects for which the Hindu law allows a widow to alienate a portion of her deceased husband's estate; consequently, a debt contracted for this purpose, should be a charge on the estate of the deceased, and not on the widow personally. Special appeal admitted on these grounds.'

By the Court (Mr. Tucker, Sir B. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins:)

With reference to what is set forth in the above certificate, we amend the decisions of both the lower Courts, and decree against the estate of Sanik Ram against which the Appellant is at liberty to take out execution in satisfaction of this decree.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VII, p. 513 (New Ed. p. 602).

By the Mitakshara law alienation without consent of heirs being unlawful but under necessity, a transfer by mortgage, made to clear off old debts and pay for a marriage, was held to have been under sufficient urgent case.—Sho Suhas Singh and others v. Gobind Roy and others.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1859, p. 376.

Sale of a portion of her deceased husband's property by a Hindu widow, ostensibly to pay his debts, and to defray other expenses for which the Hindu law permits alienation by a widow, upheld on proof as regards some of the debts—and on presumption as regards the others, that they were incurred by the husband,—and in the absence of proof, that the sale proceeds were otherwise appropriated.

The purchaser is not required to prove actual appropriation of the proceeds to the ostensible purpose.—Baboo Hurreech Chunder Roy v. Nund Lall Dutt and after his death Gobind Chunder Dutt.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1852, p. 259.

A sale by a Hindu for a just debt, made in conformity with the Hindu law, and with the consent of the reversioner may be valid, although the debt creating the necessity for the sale was a debt not of the ancestor's time, but of the widow's own contracting.—Sho-\-bhanke\-r\-e Dos\-\-e for self and as guardian of Gopaul Chunder Bose, minor, v. Chand-monee Dos\-\-e and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 335.

A widow is liable under a decree for ancestral debts.—Sitaram Dey v. Ranee Prosunno-moyee Debia.—S. W. R. Vol. IV, p. 38.
The widow of an undivided Hindú has no right to sell his property for payment of his debts, even though it be self-acquired. *

Judgment:—This was a suit by the plaintiff as an undivided brother of the second defendant, and of the deceased husband of the first defendant, to recover two-thirds share of a house said to have been illegally sold by the first defendant to the third.

The lower Courts upheld the sale in question, and dismissed the plaintiff's claim, on the ground that the house was the self-acquired property of the first defendant's husband, and that the sale was made by the widow, the first defendant, for the purpose of paying her husband's debts.

We consider it clear that the ground on which the lower Courts have decided this case are untenable in point of law. The brothers being undivided, it is manifest that on the death of one of their number the widow had no right to deal with his property whether self-acquired or not;* and the sale is consequently invalid.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 374.

A widow has full power over the effects of her husband so long as she does not contract a second marriage. And where a widow had appropriated such property to the payment of the debts of her deceased husband, and to the expenses incidental to his funeral rites, through the instrumentality of the mukaddams or Patels of their cast, previously to her contracting a second marriage, and the heir of her deceased husband claiming the property from the Mukaddams, as reverting to him on her contracting a second marriage, was non-suit ed, as it was shown by them that the property had been legally applied as aforesaid by the directions of the widow, and it did not appear to have remained in their hands, or to have expended for their use. Bhoola Khoosha v. Shiv-lall Kooher and others.—Borr. Rep. Vol. II, p. 264. Vide Morl. (New Series) Dig. Vol. I, p. 285.

* This decision seems to be opposed to the foregoing decisions, especially the Privy Council's Decision in Katama Natchear v. Rajah of Siva-gunga which is quite in accordance with Hindú law. See ante p. 344.
A sale by a Hindú widow of land inherited by her from her husband is valid only when made of necessity, and for certain purposes.—Ranga-swamé Ayyangdr v. Vanjulatámmál and others.—Mad. H. C. R. Vol. I, p. 28.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 7th of April, 1859.

H. T. Raikes and A. Sconce Esq., Judges, and G. Lock Esq.,
Officiating Judge.

SREE NATH ROY (plaintiff) Appellant,
versus
RUTTUN-MALA CHOWDHRAIN and others (Defendants) Respondents.

This case was admitted to special appeal by Messrs.
C. B. Trevor and H. V. Bayley.

The subject of this suit is the validity of a talookdaree pottah granted by the mother of plaintiff, a Hindú widow, before she had adopted the plaintiff. Both the lower Courts affirmed the pottah, and dismissed the suit; and a special appeal having been admitted on two grounds, it was held with reference to the second, that the danger of losing the whole estate by a sale for arrears of revenue, and the limited and encumbered resources of the widow, which together were held to justify the widow in seeking relief by the creation of the defendant’s talook, furnish grounds of legal necessity within the contemplation of the law.

The plaintiff alleges that Unnopoorna, his adoptive mother, granted to the defendant a Meerasee talookdaree pottah dated 13th of Assaurh B. S., but that he now sues to set it aside as invalid under the Hindú law.

The Principal Sudder Ameen and the Judge have held that the transfer was valid under the Hindú law.

Raikes J.—The Judge’s finding is, that the loan to the widow benefited the heir, who succeeded her, by saving the estate, and that the lease is valid, as no other resources are shown to have been available.

Elberling in his treatise on inheritance, has collated all the authorities on this subject, and at page 73, Section CLXV, he refers to them. “The widow is in her right as wife entitled to enjoy the
property of her deceased husband, and as heir is bound to apply it for his spiritual benefit. Generally she can not make gifts of or sell, or mortgage, the property, because, after her death, the property is to go to the next heir of her husband. When a sale or mortgage becomes necessary for any indispensable duty, religious or secular, or for her maintenance, it is valid, because duties must be performed, and she has a right to her maintenance out of the property."

Doubtless, for obvious reasons, the Hindu law could not specifically provide for a case of Government sale; but it is not consistent with Hindu law that the widow should passively allow the estate of her husband to be swept away, when the sacrifice of a small portion of it would preserve the greater part, and the act of sale or mortgage would apparently come within the line of secular duty imposed upon her, and render valid any such alienation independent of the precedent mismanagement which may have caused the necessity. If, then, the alienation be in proportion to the Government demand, and the lender be able to show that he used due caution in ascertaining the apparent truth of the representations made to him regarding the jeopardy of the estate, there seems nothing in the spirit of the Hindu law to prevent the recognition of his rights against the successors to the property.

As to the point that the defendant was bound to show that the adverse seasons, or some inevitable calamity, had exhausted the property and brought it to the hammer, as the only legal ground on which a charge of this nature on the property can be made valid under the Hindu law, I do not find that in the precedents quoted from any judicial ruling on the point; nor do they profess to give the precise authority under the Hindu law which inculcates this peculiar doctrine. I would rather say that no such general rule should be laid down, but that, when a mortgagee seeks to enforce his lien against property in the hands of the heir under circumstances like the present, he must prove that the representations which induced him to advance his money, disclosed such a state of facts as showed that the maintenance of the widow was dependent on the preservation of the estate, or that the performance of some duty enjoined by the Hindu law justified the alienation.

For the above reasons I decline to interfere with the Judge's decision, and would reject this special appeal, with costs.
Lock J. said:—"A Hindú widow, having the power to adopt, but not having adopted, sold part of the hereditary property to obtain funds to pay the Government revenue due from the estate, and thereby preserved it from public sale. She afterwards adopted the plaintiff, who now seeks to set aside the above sale on the ground that his adoptive mother, having, at the time of the sale, only a life-interest in the property, had no power to alienate; that a sale by a Hindú widow is only valid in cases of necessity prescribed by the Hindú law; that the present was not such a necessity as justified the alienation.

The decision of the Privy Council, in the case of Hunooman Persaud Pandey, has materially altered the position of a mortgagee or vendee from a Hindú widow. It has relieved him from much responsibility, and only requires him to have acted in good faith, and to have been satisfied in the existence of an immediate necessity for the money at the time of his transaction with the widow. In the case quoted above, it is urged that the widow had adopted a son; but the mortgagee's or vendee's position and responsibility do not rest upon the position of the widow, but on the fact of a necessity then existing, and on his own good faith in the transaction. The chief point, therefore, to be looked to, in all those cases, appears to be the necessity under which the sale is alleged to have been made, and the conduct of the purchaser. The private sale or mortgage, by a widow, of part of an estate, to save the remainder from a revenue sale for arrears to Government, is an act not contemplated by the Hindú law; but it is admitted that, under certain circumstances the widow is justified in making such a sale. In the present case we find that the Judge considers that a necessity which rendered the sale justifiable did exist. From the evidence before him, he finds that the late proprietor died in embarrassed circumstances; that plaintiff, when he came of age, was, owing to his embarrassed circumstances, also obliged to contract a loan, showing thereby that the resources of the estate were insufficient for the support of the family, or had been diverted into other channels, such as the payment of debts. He finds that the danger to the estate by Government sale, which was advertised to take place on a date close at hand, was imminent; and that, owing to this private sale of a part of the property, the remainder of the estate was
saved, the arrears of Government revenue having been paid up
from the purchase money obtained from the vendee. There is
nothing illegal in this finding. I would therefore confirm the order
of the Lower Court, and dismiss the appeal, with costs."

Mr. Sconc also affirmed the Lower Court's decision.

________________________
CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 10th of January, 1868.

Present:
The Hon'ble Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt., Chief Justice, and the
Hon'ble Dwarka-nauth Mitter, Judge.

PHOOL CHUND LALL (Defendant) Appellant,
versus
RUGHOO-BUNS SUHAYE (Plaintiff) Respondent.

In a suit by reversioners to set aside a deed of sale by a Hindu widow of part of her
husband's estate on the ground that the money which it was necessary to raise could
have been raised by other means; it was held that if the widow sold a larger por-
tion of the estate than was necessary to raise the amount which the law authorized
her to raise, the sale would not be absolutely void as against the reversioners, who
could only set it aside by paying the amount which the widow was entitled to raise
with interest.

Held also that, if a widow elects to sell when it would be more beneficial to mortgage,
the sale cannot be set aside as against the purchaser if the widow and the purchaser
are both acting honestly.

Peacock, C. J.—This is a suit brought by the plaintiff against
the widow of Nursing Suhaye, deceased, who was a cousin of the
plaintiff, the plaintiff and Nursing Suhaye being the sons of two
brothers. Nursing having died without male issue, the plaintiff's
claims under the Mitakshara Law to be the reversionary heir of
Nursing upon the death of his widow, and the suit is brought for
determination of right of inheritance by setting aside several deeds
of sale by the widow of various parts of her deceased husband's
estate, one of which is the subject matter of this appeal.

If there were any necessity, such as the Hindu Law warranted,
for a sale of part of the property, and the widow sold a larger por-
tion of the estate than was necessary to raise the amount which the
law authorized her to raise, it appears to me that the sale would not
be absolutely void as against the reversioners, but that they could
only set it aside upon paying that amount which the widow was
entitled to raise with interest; and if the widow was not authorized
to sell any part of the estate because it would have been more ben-
eficial for the reversioners that she should raise the amount by mort-
gage instead of sale, I am of opinion that the reversioners could
not set aside the deed of sale without placing the purchaser in the
same position as that in which he would have been if the widow
had mortgaged instead of selling.

The widow takes a widow's estate by inheritance from her
husband. It is not absolute for all purposes, and it is not merely
an estate for life; but she takes the estate of her husband for the
benefit of her deceased husband, which includes her own mainten-
ance and the performance of her religious duties, rather than for
the benefit of those who may become the heirs of her husband
upon her death. It is unnecessary in this case to determine whether
in any case a widow is bound to mortgage. My impression is, that
if a widow elects to sell when it would be more beneficial to mort-
gage, the sale could not be set aside as against the purchaser, if the
widow and the purchaser are both acting honestly. It must be
remarked that if a widow were bound to mortgage, the interest of
the money raised by mortgage must be paid out of the estate, and
thus the income of the widow would necessarily be reduced for the
benefit of the reversionary heirs.

The plaintiff in this case brought his action in the life-time of
the widow, and she was one of the defendants. The death of the
widow pending the suit could not alter the nature and object of the
suit itself, and, therefore, we must see what the plaintiff asked for
as against the widow and the purchaser.

It is very unlikely that the plaintiffs, when they commenced this
suit, would have been willing to pay to the purchaser out of their own
pocket any amount which the widow might have been authorized to
raise, because even if they did so, and the deeds were set aside, they
would not have been entitled to the estate during the widow's life-time,
and probably might never have been entitled to it at all; for it was
only in the event of their surviving the widow that they would have
been entitled to the inheritance. They ask to determine the right of inheritance by setting aside the deeds, and they allege that those deeds were improperly executed, not because there was no necessity to raise any money, but because the money, which was requisite, could have been raised by other means.

If they had asked to have their own right of inheritance declared, they would have been premature, because it might happen that they would not survive the widow.

Under these circumstances, it appears to me that the only question for the consideration of the Court is, whether the deeds were absolutely void upon the ground that the widow ought to have raised the money, which was required, by other means than by selling a portion of the estate.

Now, it appears that, with regard to the deed now under consideration, a portion of the purchase money was raised for the purpose of paying Government revenue, a portion to pay off a debt incurred for the purpose of performing her husband's Shraddh, a portion to pay off a debt contracted to defray the funeral ceremonies of her husband, and a portion to pay off a decree which had been obtained against her husband. It appears to me that the widow was not committing waste by selling a portion of the estate to raise those sums, and that the purchaser was justified in advancing his money upon the representations of the widow that she considered it necessary to raise those monies by selling, instead of raising the monies either upon the security of the estate by mortgage or in any other way.

I am of opinion that the widow was not bound to borrow the money by mortgaging the estate, and thus necessarily reducing the income to which she was entitled during her life-time for the maintenance of herself and her daughter, for the performance, if she thought necessary, of pilgrimage, and for other proper and necessary religious duties.

The suit is not brought to set aside the deeds upon putting the purchaser in the same position as that in which he would have been, if he had advanced the money upon a mortgage of the estate instead of paying it to the widow as the price of his purchase. If the decree of the Judge is right, and the deeds are to be absolutely set aside, and the heirs are to be entitled to take back the estate from
the purchaser because it has been sold instead of being mortgaged, then the reversionary heirs are entitled to benefit by an honest mistake of the widow (for no fraud is imputed to her,) in considering that it was better to sell than to mortgage.

We think that the decree of the Judge must be set aside, and the decree of the Lower Court dismissing the suit, must be affirmed. The Appellant will be entitled to the costs of this appeal, and to his costs in the Lower Appellate Court.—W. R. Vol. IX, page 107.

There is no rule of Hindu law which compels a widow alienating any portion of her husband’s property to have recourse to a mortgage, instead of to a sale, to raise funds for her maintenance.* The question whether she has exceeded her powers or not, depends upon the necessities of the case.—Nubo-oomar Haldar v. Bhob-sundaree Dassee.—B. L. Rep. Vol. III, A. C. 375.

A, a Hindu widow, sued for possession of an estate, and obtained a decree in her favor for a share of it, with a reservation that she was to have only a life interest in such share, without authority to sell any portion of it; the remainder of her claim being dismissed, she had to pay costs on that portion. A, wanting money partly for the purpose of paying these costs, and partly for her own use, sold the share to B. B, never got possession of the share, and sued C, and D, A’s heirs, for the return of the purchase-money, understanding that A, was not empowered to sell the estate. The Court held, that the necessity of borrowing money on the part of A, was made out only so far as the costs of the former suit and a sum for her maintenance; and that as she borrowed a larger sum than was required, the sale was invalid, and the purchase-money became a debt due from A; but they considered B’s claim to be good against C and D, only for that portion of the debt incurred by A, for the benefit of the estate and for her own maintenance, and decreed such portion accordingly with interest.—Mussommul Wuzerun v. Ragobind Rae and another.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1846, p. 46.—Moir. Dig. N. S. Vol. I, pp. 180 & 181.

Sale by a Hindu widow of her husband’s estate, under legal necessity, cannot be set aside upon payment of the amount which it was necessary for the widow to raise, or in the proportion which

* See however the Dyaya-bhidga.
that sum bears to the amount for which the estate was sold.—Sugee-
run Begum v. Juddoo-buns Suhaye and others.—S. W. R. Vol. IX,
page 284.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 1st of February 1826.

RAM-CHANDER SARMA versus GANGA-GOBIND BANERJEA.

Ganga-gobind Banerjea sued to recover possession of his deceased brother’s estate, 7 annas of which were sold, and 9 annas were made over in gift by the deceased’s widow. The Zilla Judge finding from the Vyavasthá submitted by the pandit, that the sale, made by the widow, of a 7 anna share of her late husband’s estate was valid, but that the gift of the 9 anna share was illegal, passed a decree awarding to the plaintiff possession of the 9 anna portion, which defendant Ram-chander was directed to relinquish. This decree was affirmed by the Provincial Court. The Sudder Court held that the widow of a Hindú, who died without issue, has the power of making a gift of a portion (from one to three sixteenths) of her late husband’s property for his spiritual benefit; but such not appearing to the Court to have been the object of the gift in the present instance, the claim of the donee was disallowed, and the Lower Court’s judgment was affirmed.

The principal part of the Vyavasthá, given in the above case and according to which the case was decided, is as follows:—“A widow having succeeded to the property of her deceased husband has the power of alienating by sale so much of such property (and no more) as may be necessary for the payment of debts contracted by him, for her own subsistence, for the support of her husband’s family, and for the performance of his exequeal rites. She may likewise make a gift proportioned to the extent of her late husband’s property for the benefit of his soul. And if these objects (viz., payment of debts, expenses of Srádha, &c.,) cannot be effected without the sale of all the property she has the power of disposing of the whole of it. But she is not permitted to alienate by (gift or) sale the whole or even a part of the property solely at the suggestion of her own will or pleasure.—S. D. A. Rep. Vol. IV, p. 117 (New Ed.) page 147.
CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 20th of September 1869.

Present:
The Hon'ble W. Markby and F. A. Glover, Judges.

TARINEE CHURN GANGOOLY and others, (Plaintiffs) Appellants,

versus

WATSON & Co. (Defendants) Respondents.

Where a widow, who is under age, is properly represented in a suit, the matter stands precisely as if she were of age and acted on her own behalf: and as representative of the entire estate, involving the interests of her deceased husband and her minor son, she has the same control with respect to compromise as she has with respect to the assertion of rights and appeal against an adverse decision.*

Markby, J.—This was a suit brought to recover possession of a share of two zamindaries called Pergunnah Bogree and Turuf Behala, under the following circumstances:—

These zamindaries belonged to a family of Mookerjees. At some time prior to the year 1243, that family consisted of three brothers and three sisters, and on a partition the Bogree Pergunnah became vested in two of the brothers, Shumboo Chunder and Ram Narain, jointly, in equal shares, while Turuf Behala became vested in Shib Chunder alone. Shumboo Chunder died leaving a widow and several children, namely, Juggut Chunder, Pran Chunder, Mohesh Chunder, Hurish Chunder, Kalee Chunder, and Sreeman Chunder. Pran Chunder died in 1247, leaving a widow, Brohmoo Moyee, and a daughter Dukhina who married the plaintiff Tarinee Churn Gangooloe, and by him had two sons Chinta Monee and Oma Monee. Oma Monee is dead and is represented by his father Tarinee Churn. Chinta Monee and Tarinee Churn are plaintiffs in this suit; and it is not disputed that, by inheritance a 2 annas 13 gundas 1 cowree 1 krant share in the two zamindaries is vested in these two plaintiffs.

In the year 1246, the creditors under the decree obtained upon the loan to Ram Narain, attached and sold Ram Narain's share of the Bogree Pergunnah zamindaree, and the creditors themselves, amongst whom one was Pran Chunder, the father of Dukhina, became the purchasers of the property at the auction sale.

* The above abstract is not perfectly correct: see the main decision.
In the year 1255 the purchasers at the execution sale brought a suit in the Mofussil against Messrs. Watsons and other persons, the object of which was to get rid of the putnee pottah granted by Ram Narain to Watsons and others on the ground that they were collusive transactions intended to defraud creditors and to get possession of the property.

The Principal Sudder Ameen (Mr. Mackay) who heard the suit, gave the plaintiff a decree for possession of 8 annas of Bogree Pergunnah, declaring the pottahs to be invalid.

Messrs. Watsons appealed, and on the 27th Assar 1257 (10th July 1850) a compromise was entered into by Robert Watson for himself and as representing the estate of John Watson who had died during this litigation. The compromise is contained in two documents in the form of pottah and kubooleut. The pottah is granted by Juggut Chunder, Mohesh Chunder, and Sreeman Chunder on their own behalf; by Juggut Chunder and Mohesh Chunder "as guardians on behalf of Kalee Chunder Mookerjee, deceased, and Sreemutty Dukhina Debee," she being then a minor; by Mohesh Chunder as agent on behalf of the minor sons of his brother Hurriah Chunder; and by Sreemutty Soudaminee Debee, the mother of Kalee Chunder. The corresponding kubooleut is executed by Robert Watson "for self and as Administrator of John Watson."

The plaintiffs, Tarinee Churn and Chinta Monee, prior to this suit granted a putnee talook of all their share in the two Zemindaries to Luchme-put Sing Roy, who joins in this as plaintiff.

It is admitted that by her subsequent acts Dukhina Debee so far recognized this conveyance as to make it binding on herself, but it is contended that it has no operation whatever upon the interests of Tarinee Churn and Chinta Monee whose interests cannot be alienated by the acts of the widow except under special circumstances of necessity, which here do not exist.

The argument is good if the view of the facts be correct, but we think the view is not correct. A great deal will depend on whether or no Dukhina Debee was properly represented in the suit before the Principal Sudder Ameen. If, as we think, we ought now to presume, she was properly represented, then we think the matter stands precisely as if Dukhina Debee had been of age and had acted on her own behalf, and we think it would be a wholly erroneous
view of the transaction to look upon it simply as an alienation by her of an interest of which she was in possession. We consider that both before and after the decree in the Principal Sudder Ameen’s Court, she, and therefore those who represented her, had full power to compromise the suit.

If she had chosen never to assert her right, her children would have been barred by the statute of limitations (9 Weekly Reporter, 505, F. B.), surely then she could enter into a compromise before suit brought. If the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen had been adverse, and Dukhina had not appealed, the decision would have been binding on her children (9 Moore’s Indian Appeals, page 404).* Surely she could then have compromised. If the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen had been reversed by the Sudder Court and she had not then appealed to the Privy Council, her children would have been equally bound, and in that case also she could clearly have compromised. It seems to us much more reasonable to hold that as representative of the entire estate in the litigation, she has the same control with respect to compromise as she has with respect to the assertion of rights and with respect to appeal against an adverse decision.

But even were we to suppose the compromise to be invalid, and that the Principal Sudder Ameen’s decree stands, the decision of the Full Bench in 9 Weekly Reporter decides that no new cause of action accrues to the heir after the death of the widow: the only cause of action which ever existed has been asserted by the widow, and she obtained a decree thereon. The plaintiffs Tarinee Churn and Chinta Monee could therefore, at most, be entitled to execute that decree. This is not what they are now attempting to do; nor could they do so, for the same decision demonstrates that they would be barred here also.

Again, suppose that Dukhina was not properly represented in the litigation in the Court of the Principal Sudder Ameen. Those proceedings must then, so far as the present plaintiffs are concerned, be wiped altogether out of consideration, and how does the matter stand?—Precisely as the matter stood in the case before the Full Bench. The plaintiffs are heirs after a widow who had not asserted

---

her rights. More than 12 years have elapsed since their cause of action accrued, and they are therefore barred.—S. W. R. Vol. XII, c. r. p. 413.

A compromise by which a Hindú widow gives up all her rights in her husband’s estate, reserving only a life-interest in a part of it, cannot but be regarded as an alienation, and is not binding against reversioners.—Mussummat Indro Kooer and others v. Shaik Burkut and others.—S. W. R. Vol. XIV, p. 146.

A reversioner is not bound by any compromise effected by the widow, and, therefore, limitation will not run against him from the date of the compromise, but of the death of the widow.
Calcutta High Court Decis. for 1862, p. 477.

______________________________

Champerty—Alienation by a Hindú Widow.

A Hindú widow as the heiress of her husband sued his four surviving brothers, who retained the enjoyment of the whole joint estate, for the recovery of her share. While the suit was pending, on the 24th April 1859, she entered into an agreement with the defendant G., by which, after reciting the nature of her claim, and stating that she was too poor to prosecute it, she assigned to him all she might be entitled to receive from the joint-estate in right of her deceased husband, together with all interest and accumulations thereon, and all advantage to be derived from the suit about to be instituted by the defendant G., and she appointed him her attorney to institute and carry on any suit in her name for recovering her right and share in the property: it being agreed that he should retain one moiety of what might be recovered absolutely for his own benefit as remuneration, and out of the other moiety should repay himself such sums as he might from time to time have advanced or paid for her maintenance, with interest at 12 per cent. per annum, and also all such sums and costs as he might from time to time have advanced or been put to in carrying on the suits with 12 per cent. per annum, and should pay over the residue to the widow herself. Subsequently that suit was withdrawn.
In May 1859, the widow, by G., filed a fresh bill against her husband's surviving brothers for recovery of her husband's share in the estate together with accumulations; and in August 1861, obtained a decree for a large sum of money out of the joint estate,—"the whole to be enjoyed by her as a Hindú widow in the manner prescribed by Hindú law." By a deed dated November 14th 1860, G. assigned his interest under the assignment of April 1859, to H. S. the defendant.

In a suit brought on the 22nd February 1866, by the reversionary heirs of the husband in the Court of the Principal Sudder Ameer of Hooghly against the widow, G., and H. S., the last one of whom alone resided in Calcutta; which suit was on the 23rd of April 1866, removed into the High Court, on the application of G. and H. S.; it was prayed that the agreement of April 1859, and all sub-assignments that might have been made be set aside as void, and that the money should be paid into Court and kept there during the life of the widow defendant for the benefit of the reversionary heirs and in order to prevent waste.

_Held_, in appeal, by Peacock, C. J., and Macpherson, J.—That the suit could be maintained for the relief sought, and for the protection of the property.

That the deed of the 4th April 1859, so far as it relates to the moiety of the property assigned to the defendant G., absolutely, was not binding on the plaintiffs or on the persons who upon the death of the widow may succeed to the property of her deceased husband. Though not void on the ground of champerty it was an unconscionable bargain, and a speculative, if not a gambling, contract, and there was no necessity for such an alienation by the widow. But so far as regards the assignment of the moiety as security for the advances and expenses which G., or his assigns might reasonably and properly make or incur for the maintenance of the widow for carrying on the necessary proceedings to enforce her rights, with 12 per cent. interest on such advances, it is not void, but created a charge upon that moiety which was binding upon the reversionary heirs of the husband to the extent of such advances and expenses. There was legal necessity for such charge and it affected the moiety both of principal and accumulations.
Held, by Macpherson, J. — That accumulations are not the same as income, and cannot be dealt with by a Hindú widow as such; they should be treated in the same way as the corpus of the estate.

The agreement of April 1859 was void by English law as being a mere gambling transaction, and contrary to public policy and illegal.—Grosé and another (Defendants) v. Amirta-monu Dasi (Plaintiff).—B. L. Rep. Vol. IV, o. c., p. 1.

PRIVY COUNCIL.—The 10th of July 1840.

Present:

Lord Brougham, Mr. Justice Bosanquet, Sir H. Jenner, Dr. Lushington, and Sir E. H. East.

On Appeal from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut of Bengal.

Keerut Sing, versus Koolahul Sing, and others.

A childless widow Ranee has no power to alienate her deceased husband's property as against his collateral heirs by a wasseeyut-namak or deed of gift.

Dr. Lushington.—This appeal is preferred against three decrees of the Court of Sudder Adawlut, bearing date the 19th of January 1825, confirming three decrees, made by the Provincial Court of Patna on the 19th of February 1823. The property involved in these suits appears to be very considerable, and on the death of the last possessor, the Ranee, the widow of Juswant Sing, became the subject of litigation, and gave rise to the three suits already mentioned.

It is not necessary to enter into the particulars of these suits further than to say that the respondents claimed in various proportions the whole property as heirs of the Rajah last in possession. The present appellant, Keerut Sing, claims this Zemindary upon several grounds: first, by virtue of a wasseeyut-namak or deed from the Ranee, the widow of the Rajah Juswant Sing, the last proprietor, who died in possession of the property. This deed bears date the 5th of July 1813, the Ranee having died herself on the 26th
of October 1818. Secondly, the Appellant alleges himself to be a relation of the late Rajah, though not, as was admitted at the bar, the nearest relative. Thirdly, he claims as in possession, denying that the respondents, the plaintiffs in the Court below, have made out their title. Both Courts have pronounced against his claim, and in favor of the respondents.

It may be expedient in the first instance to examine his title under the alleged deed; because, if the deed were validly executed by a person having legal authority so to dispose of the property, all other questions would be unnecessary; and in considering the title preferred under the deed, the power of the Ranee so to dispose of the property is obviously the first consideration; for if that question be determined in the negative, none can arise as to the execution.

Then, as to the power of the Ranee to dispose of the property, assuming Keerut Sing to be a near relation of her deceased husband; this question was put by the Court to the pundits, and answered decidedly in the negative; that will appear by the reference to the Appendix, folio 212.

There does not appear to be the least reason to doubt that this answer is a true exposition of the law which must govern the claims of all parties to the property. It is in conformity with the law, as laid down and acted upon in former cases.

This doctrine, too, is recognized by the Judge of the Provincial Court, Appendix, page 225, and also in his judgment of the 19th of February 1823; and this decree is affirmed by the Judge of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, on the 19th of January 1825, but without stating the law particularly.

As we are all of opinion that the law has been correctly laid down, and that the Ranee had no power to execute a deed of this tenor, all the title on behalf of the appellant, as founded on this deed, necessarily falls to the ground; and in this view all questions as to the execution of the deed require no consideration. But as a title, on the footing of possession, has been set up, we have not deemed it right wholly to pass by the question of execution.

Keerut Sing had been the Mookhtar or general Attorney of the deceased Ranee, and employed confidentially by her.

We think that there is no sufficient ground for holding that the appellant was a bona fide possessor by reason of this deed.
Under these circumstances, we intend to affirm the decrees of the Court below. There are, in point of fact, it may be said, three decrees of the inferior Court and three decrees of the superior Court; for all the suits seem to have been considered as one combined suit. Their Lordships think it right not only to affirm these decrees appealed from, but also with costs. They do not think it necessary to enter more particularly into the evidence, inasmuch as they affirm these decrees; but they are of opinion, looking at all the circumstances attending the taking possession of this property, and the manner in which the deed is alleged to have been obtained, that it is their duty to affirm the decrees with costs, and to discourage such attempts to take property from the right heirs by doubtful deeds of gift, and erroneous assertions of heirship.


Suit to declare invalid certain alienations of her husband's estate made by a Hindú widow, decreed by the lower Court, and decree affirmed in appeal on the merits of the case, there being no proof on the record to show that the alienation was made on account of the debts due by the widow's husband or for any other purpose sanctioned by Hindú law.—Goberdhun Singh v. Sheo Sunker Singh.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1857, p. 401.

Held, that no legal necessity was made out to admit of the childless Hindú widow in this case creating a putnee talook and appropriating the premium derived from assigning, in putnee, the property, in which she had but a restricted life interest.—Mr. R Larmour, Manager of the Bengal Indigo Company v. Mussummat Tripoora Soonderee Dassee and others.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1859, p. 567.

The burden of proving property (the subject of a gift by a Hindú widow) to be stri-dhun rests with those claiming under her. A deed of alienation by a childless Hindú widow of her late husband's property is not good against any one, unless made either with the consent of the immediate heirs, or under one of those exigencies which give a widow a power of sale.—Sreemutty Chunder Monee Dossee v. Joy-kissen Sircar.—S. W. R. Vol. I, p. 107.
Sales of property made by her for the payment of a Hindú widow’s debts either arising from litigation or other cause, or for the payment of the Government revenue, unless in this latter case the necessity for the estate arise from draught, or other such cause, are invalid under Hindú law, and especially in cases in which the widow has an ample maintenance.—Hufeez-un-messa Begum v. Radha Binode Misser.*—S. D. A. Rep. for 1856, p. 595.

A sale made by a widow to the prejudice of a son adopted by her under her late husband’s authority is invalid, unless made under circumstances of inevitable necessity, even should the sale be made previously to the adoption.—Ranee Kishen-munee v. Rajah Oodwunt Singh and another.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. III, p. 228.

CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 13th of February 1867.

Present,
The Hon’ble H. V. Bayley and Shumbhoo-nath Pundit, Judges.

RAJ CHUNDER DEB BISWAS (Plaintiff) Appellant,

versus

SHEESHOO RAM DEB and others (Defendants) Respondents.

According to Hindu Law, the Sraddh of a mother is not a legal necessity, as that of the father is, to justify a sale by a daughter to the prejudice of the daughter’s son.

Pundit J.—The special appellant represents the rights of a daughter’s son.

The special Appellant further argues that, of the three necessities for sale by the daughter pleaded by the defendant, and founded by the lower Appellate Court in his favor as proved, one, viz., the Sraddh of the mother is not a legal necessity, as that of the father is, to justify the sale by the daughter to the prejudice of the daughter’s son.

* This case is given in extenso in the Vyavastha Durpama (2nd Ed.) p. 78.
We agree with the lower Appellate Court in its view of the Hindú Law. Accordingly we reject the Special Appeal.—S. W. Rep. Vol. VII, p. 146.

CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 2nd of December 1864.

Present:
The Hon’ble C. Steer and E. Jackson, Puissance Judges.

HURO MOHUN AUDHIKAREE (Plaintiff) Appellant,

versus

SREE MUTTY AULUCK MONEE DOSSEE and others, (Defendants)

Respondents.

A pilgrimage to Benares is not a legal necessity to justify a sale by a Hindú widow.

In this suit a sale by a Hindú widow has been set aside by the lower Appellate Court as made without legal necessity. It is said on special appeal that that necessity is apparent on the face of the deed of sale, and, on the Judge’s judgment; the alleged necessity was the widow’s maintenance, and to enable her to go to Benares. The Judge finds that the proceeds of the estate were sufficient for purposes of maintenance, and that there was no necessity for any pilgrimage to Benares. We quite agree with him, and dismiss this appeal with costs.—S. W. Rep. Vol. I, c. r. p. 252.

CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 29th of August 1864.

The Hon’ble Shumbhoo-nath Pundit and G. Campbell, Puissance Judges.

KARTICK CHUNDER CHUCKERBUTTY, (Defendant,) Appellant,

versus

GOUR MOHUN ROY, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

A Hindú widow cannot endow an idol with her husband’s property or a portion thereof to the detriment of the reversioners.

* Here by the word ‘mother’ is meant not the late owner’s mother, but his daughter’s mother, whose śraddha expenses also ought to be defrayed from her husband’s estate, as he himself was bound to perform her śraddha in the event of her dying before him without a son.
WIDOW'S SUCCESSION, &c. 337

In this case the question is whether a widow can endow an idol with her husband's property, or a portion thereof, to the detriment of the reversioners. Appellant, claiming to hold the property as custodian of the Idol, contends that such a dedication is for the benefit of the deceased husband's soul, and therefore valid under Hindú law. But we think that even under the Hindú Text Books he has failed to show any sufficient authority for his contention. He refers to Shama-churn's book, page 61, where we find a quotation to this effect: "For the purpose of raising her husband to a region of bliss, a wife may give away property left by him." But in another passage, quoted in the main text of the same page, we find "great benefit is done to a departed soul by paying his debts, by bestowing his daughter in marriage, and supporting his family: indeed if these duties be neglected, he is doomed to hell." Nothing is said of such a duty as endowing an Idol: from this we rather gather that the fulfilment of the moral and religious duties of the deceased are those by which he is to be raised to bliss, not a dedication by the widow of the nature of that under which the special appellant claims, which, under any circumstances, could only be supposed to conduce to the spiritual benefit of the widow herself;* (who made the gift without her husband's consent). We dismiss the appeal with costs.—S. W. R. Vol. I, c. r. p. 48.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 5th of September, 1842.

BUNGSEE DHUB HAJRA, Appellant,

versus

THAKOOR PYRAK SINGH, Respondent.

A Hindú female in possession of property inherited from her husband, in which she had a life-interest, contracted debts entirely personal, and for purposes of her own. Held that her husband's heirs, on whom the estate devolved at her death, are not responsible for her debts, which can be recovered, not from the property left by her husband, but only from her separate property.

The Plaint set forth that Mussummat Ruttun Koomaree Thakorain, Zemindar of Turuf Unwa, Pergunah Bandra, borrowed from the plaintiff a sum of 376 Rupees, on execution of a bond, but died

* See, however, ante, p. 307 and the Main Book.
before repayment. After her death, her property devolved in succession to Sooruj-narain Singh and the respondent. The debt not having been repaid, the plaintiff sues the latter, who is now in possession of the estate.

The defendant replied, that his grandfather, Gopal Singh Thakoor, had two sons, viz., Chunder-mohun Singh and Sooruj-narain Singh, the father of the defendant. Chunder-mohun, as the eldest son, inherited his father's estate, and, dying childless, was succeeded by his brother, Sooruj-narain. Mussummat Ruttun Koomaree Thakorain, the widow of Chunder-mohun, brought an action against Sooruj-narain for recovery of the estate left by her husband. A decree was passed which awarded to her possession of the property during her life-time, but without power to alienate it; and further provided, that on her death the estate should devolve on Sooruj-narain. On obtaining possession, Ruttun Koomaree made various attempts to alienate portions of the property. On this, the defendant's father presented a petition to the Judge of the Civil Court of Jungle Mehals, stating the fact, and praying that measures might be taken to protect his interests. This took place in 1243, two years before the date of the bond under which the plaintiff sues. A proclamation was issued strictly prohibiting any alienation of the property, except for payment of arrears of Government revenue. The plaintiff therefore can have no claims against the property in which Mussummat Ruttun Koomaree had only a life-interest, or against those who have succeeded to it as heirs to her husband. This was a personal debt incurred by Mussummat Ruttun Koomaree, and can be recovered only from her separate property.

The Principal Assistant (stationed at Manbhoom) dismissed the claim; and his decision, on appeal, was confirmed by the Agent to the Governor-General.

A special appeal was then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

By the Court, Mr. A. Dick:—"The defendant is not the heir of Ruttun Koomaree, but of her husband; the debt was personal to her, and cannot be levied from the heirs of her husband, or from the property left by him. I would confirm the decrees of the Lower Courts; but, with reference to the admission of a special appeal in the case, wish for the opinion of another Judge."
Mr. Lee Warner referred to the pundit of the Court for an opinion as to whether, if a woman in possession of her husband’s estate to borrow money, and on her death the property devolve on her husband’s heirs, they are responsible for the debt incurred by her. The pundit replied that they are responsible if the money was borrowed for any purpose of the nature of that under which the woman was authorized by the law to alienate a portion of the property,—such as to pay her husband’s debts, or perform his funeral obsequies,—but not otherwise. On the receipt of this opinion, Mr. Lee Warner, concurring with Mr. Dick that the debt incurred by Mussummat Ruttun Koomaree was entirely of a personal nature, and in no way connected with her husband, passed final orders confirming the decrees of the Lower Courts.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VII, p. 114 (New Ed. p. 133).

By the Hindú Law a widow is allowed, during her life-time, to make the fullest use of the usufruct of her husband’s estate; but whatever part she leaves behind at her death becomes the property of the next heir of her deceased husband, and is not liable for her personal debts, unless such debts have been contracted under legal necessity for the benefit of the estate.—Chundrabulee Deba (objector) Appellant, v. Mr. Brody (Decree-holder) Respondent.—S. W. Rep. Vol. IX, p. 584.

Held that a personal decree against a widow does not bind her husband’s estate. Shah-zadah Mohummad Raheemoodeen petitioner, Ranees Prosunno-moyee Deba opposite party.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1850, p. 358.

A decree against a widow in temporary possession for a debt arising out of her own neglect of duty, is not binding on all persons who take the estate in succession to her. A sale made in execution of such decree passes on more than the widow’s personal interest.—Brij Bhokun Lall Awasteec v. Mohadeo Dobey.—S. W. R. Vol. XVII, c. r., page 422.

A debt incurred on her own account by a widow of a member of a Hindú family, holding joint and undivided property, is not recoverable from the joint-estate, but from the widow personally, or from her separate property.—Mussummat Sootce Koonwur for self
and her minor son *Nund-kishore Singh*, Appellant v. *Punnoo Roy*,

CALCUTTA S. D. A.—The 18th of December, 1811.

Hem-chand Mujoomdar, Appellant,

versus

Mussummat Tara-munee and Mussummat Rai-munee,

Respondents.

S, the wife of B, deceased, executed a deed of relinquishment to H, acknowledging
and confirming an alleged transfer by B, of his estate to H, in payment of a debt.
Claim by T, and R, the mother and daughter of B, to possession of the estate during the
life-time of S, disallowed, but it not appearing in proof that B had transferred his
estate to H, or had died indebted to him, the deed ruled out to preclude the rights of
the other heirs of B, after the death of S; a wife not having the power, under the
Hindú law, of alienating (except for special causes) the estate devolving to her on
her husband’s death.

This was an action brought by Mussummat Tara-munee against
Hem-chand, the appellant, her deceased husband’s nephew, for the
recovery of a 9 ana share of Kismut Palara and other talookdary
lands.

The Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut admitted the appeal,
on consideration of the insufficiency of the proceedings of the Pro-
vincial Court; and the erroneous adjudgment of possession to Tara-
munee, who was obviously not the legal heir of Bhyro-chand, his
wife and daughter surviving.

Rai-munee (the daughter of Bhyro-chand) was, on her peti-
tion admitted as joint respondent with Tara-munee.

In answer to a reference by the Court, the Hindú law officers
gave a *vyavasthá* to the following effect: “If the proprietor of a
landed estate die, leaving a grandmother, mother, step-mother, wife,
unmarried daughter, and son of his father’s uncle, his wife succeeds
to the sole possession of the estate; but she cannot, without sufficient

* Here for convenience’s sake the initial letters used in the marginal note of the
original, are, except B which formed the initial of Bhyro or Bhyrob, changed respectively
into the initials of the names of the different parties; viz., A, is changed into S, C into
B, D, in to T, and E, into R.
cause, or the consent of the above mentioned relations, transfer the property by gift or sale. The widow may transfer the real and personal estate of her deceased husband in discharge of his debts, if the amount of the debt exceed or equal the value of the estate, but if the value of the estate exceed the amount of the debt, the widow is only entitled to sell such part as may suffice to cover the debt. In order to render such sale by the widow valid, the debt must be proved by documentary evidence, or the testimony of witnesses; the declaration of the widow herself, whether she state that the debt was acknowledged by her husband, or merely herself acknowledge the justice of the debt, not being admissible. If, in the present case, the widow have transferred her deceased husband's estate in payment of his just debts and the creditor under such sale obtain possession of the estate, the other heirs of the deceased are not entitled to set aside the sale by payment of the debt: but if, on judicial investigation, it be proved that the value of the estate exceeded the amount of the debt, the Court may pass such decision as they judge equitable. Debts incurred by any member of a family living jointly, on account of any private concern, are exclusively demandable from that person, and his heirs, and not from the other members of the family; lastly, although the la-davoo in question was not in itself sufficient to convey to the appellant the proprietary right in the lands, yet, if it were established by evidence (as stated in the document in question), that the husband of Sooruj-munnee had verbally made over his share of the joint estate to Hem-chand in payment of his debt, then Hem-chand is entitled to the lands in question, and his right thereto would not be precluded, although it should appear that the value of the lands in question exceeded the amount of the debt, in payment of which they were so transferred."

On consideration of the evidence taken on these points, the Court (present J. H. Harrington and J. Stuart) were of opinion, that there was no sufficient proof either of Bhyro-chand having incurred the debt on which the deed of relinquishment (la-davoo) was grounded, or of his having, in his life-time, made over the lands in question to the appellant. A final decree was therefore passed, amending the decree of the Provincial Court, as far as it went to give possession to Tara-munnee; and providing that, after the death of Sooruj-munnee, the deed of relinquishment executed by her should
not operate to preclude the right of the other surviving heirs of Bhyro-chand.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. I. p. 359 (New Ed. 481.)

The existence of a debt, the liquidation of which is provided by lease of ancestral property, is no justification for alienation of such property by a Hindú widow during her life tenancy.—Tiluck Roy and others v. Phoolman Roy and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 450.

In the case of alienation by a Hindú widow, the mere fact that a sale ishtchar proved to have been issued about the time of transfer, is not evidence of necessity.—Nand Coomar Mondol and others v. Gastro Dossee and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 323.

The payment of a time-barred debt of her deceased husband is not a valid cause for the absolute alienation by a Hindú widow of her deceased husband’s immovable estate.—Milgirappa bin Sulbappa Teli v. Shivappa bin Erappa.—Bom. H. C. Rept. Vol. VI, page, 270.

The consent of the then reversionary heir to a sale by a Hindú widow, though not binding evidence on the present heir, is strong presumption of the existence of necessity at the time of sale, to be rebutted only by proof of fraud or collusion, or of the absence of necessity.—Kaloe-mohon Deb Roy v. Dhununjoy Shaha and others. S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 51.

CALCUTTA High Court.

Present:

Cases No. 79, 84, 201, and 210 of 1862 and Nos. 78 and 84 of 1862.

Case No. 79.

Musst. GOBINDO-MANI DASL (Plaintiff) Appellant,

versus

SHAM-LAL BASAK and others (Defendants) Respondents.
A conveyance by a Hindú widow for other than allowable causes, of property which has
descended to her from her husband, is not an act of waste which destroys the
widow’s estate and vests the property in the reversionary heirs, and the conveyance
is binding during the widow’s life.

The reversionary heirs will not be precluded even during the life of the widow from com-
mencing a suit to declare that the conveyance was executed for causes not allowable,
and is, therefore, not binding beyond the widow’s life, nor will the reversionary heirs
be deprived, during the widow’s life, of their remedy against the grantee to prevent
waste or destruction of the property, whether movable or immovable.

The question, which was referred for the consideration of a full
Bench in these appeals, is whether a conveyance by a Hindú widow
of immovable property which she takes by descent from her husband,
is valid during the widow’s life, if the conveyance is made for causes
other than those allowed by the Hindú law; and if not, whether the
reversionary heirs of the husband can interfere by suit to cause the
property to be delivered up to themselves or to the widow.

The case has been very fully and elaborately argued on both
sides. The principal authorities on the subject are collected in the
Vyavasthā Darpana, a very useful book upon Hindú law, by Baboo
Shama-Churn Sircar.

Kātyānā says:—

“Let the childless widow, preserving unsullied the bed of her
lord and abiding with her venerable protector, enjoy the property,
restraining herself until her death. After her, let the heirs take it.”
(Colebrooke’s) Dā, bhā Chap. XI, Section I, para 56.

Again:—

“The widow is only to enjoy her husband’s estate. She is not
competent to make a gift, mortgage, or sale of it.” (Idem.)

In Colebrooke’s Digest, Vol. III, p. 465, it is said:—

“It fully appears that the widow’s disposal of her husband’s
property at pleasure, otherwise than by the simple use of it or by
donation for the benefit of the lord, is invalid.”

Sir William Macnaghten, a very great authority, appears to
have been of opinion that a gift or conveyance by a widow other
than for allowable cause, was void, not only as against reversionary
heirs of the husband, but also as against herself. (See Macnaghten’s
In the case of *Doe dem.* Banerjea _versus_ Banerjea, the plaintiff was non-suited. The decision turned upon another point and is no authority upon the question now under consideration, but it is important as containing the opinion which was delivered to East, C, J., by Macnaghten, J., drawn up by his son Sir William Macnaghten.

The opinion was as follows:—

"If a widow make a sale in perpetuity of her husband's landed property, by a deed to that effect, the purchaser, as she had no right to make the sale, will not be benefited by it, nor will he be entitled, in virtue of it, to the interest which the widow has in the estate. This is founded upon the principle of the sale being without ownership, which renders it void, _ab initio_, and not, as I before thought, upon the principle of a greater interest being conveyed by the deed than the widow was competent to grant. The Pandita, whom I have to-day consulted, agree in saying that, if one of four brothers make a deed of sale of the whole patrimonial property, it will hold good, as far as his share is concerned, because the sale creates ownership in the purchaser, and not the deed, which is only proof of the sale, and may be taken to prove it, as far as will serve that purpose, though invalid with respect to the conveyance of the property of the other brothers, it is valid against himself, and is proof of his intention. Not so in a deed made by a widow: she has no unlimited proprietary right over _any_ part of her husband's property, but merely a general usufructuary right over the whole indiscriminately. It is clear, therefore, that she cannot convey the whole in perpetuity, but the deed by which she conveys is void, _ab initio_, as to the sale: nor can it convey the interest which she possesses, which (independently of its not being transferable) is an interest of a totally different nature from that of proprietary right." (2nd Morley's Digest, p. 155.)

The opinion that the purchaser would not be entitled during the widow's life was founded upon the principle, that she had no proprietary right over any part of her husband's property, but merely a general usufructuary right over the whole indiscriminately, and that the sale being without ownership was void, _ab initio_, by the Hindú law. The opinion of Sir William Macnaghten was founded upon the same principle, upon which he also gave his opinion, in the
same case that sale of a father's property by a son during the father's life-time was void, *ab-initio*, upon the ground that it was a sale without ownership and was therefore not binding, after the father's death, upon the son, who succeeded to the property as his father's heir. Sir William Macnaghten appears to have considered that the widow had no greater right in an estate which she takes by descent from her husband, than a son has in the estate of his father during his father's life-time.

This, however, is not the case. In *Golack-maní Debea* versus *Digamber Dey* (Sup. November 15th, 1852,) the Court said:—

"No part of the entire interest, when the widow takes by inheritance, is in suspense or abeyance in any way, nor is there a reversion on a life estate, but the whole interest is in the widow. When she takes as heir under the Hindú law, she is ranked: in all treaties a heir. Sir Francis Macnaghten treats her estate rightly as anomalous, and other writers treat it as coming to her as heir; therefore, when they term it also a life estate, they mean that expression in a sense different from that of a pure and mere life estate." (Macpherson on Mortgages, 3rd Edition, page 25.)

The Court goes on to say:—

"It has been invariably considered for many years that the widow fully represents the estate; and it is also the settled law, that adverse possession which bars her, bars the heir also after her, which would not be the case if she were a mere tenant for life as known to the English law," (Idem. p. 27.)

See also the case of *Káshí-náth Basák* and another versus *Harasundart Dásti* and another, in the Privy Council, 24th June, 1826, (Clerke's Reports, p. 91, and Montriou's Cases of Hindú law, p. 495) from which it would seem that the widow takes more than a life estate. See also *Jádu-maní Debi* versus *Sárodá-prasanna Mookerjea* (1 Boulnois' Reports, p. 129; Macpherson on Mortgages, 3rd Edition, p. 28.)

In 6 Moore's Indian Appeals, p. 433, *Hari-dás Dutt* versus *Srimati Apárvá Dásti*, it was held that the title of a widow to her husband's property, though a restricted one, was not in the nature of a trust.
There are some decisions in the Sudder Court in which it has been held that the conveyance does not operate as against the widow during her life-time. There are others in which the conveyance has been allowed to operate against her during her life-time.

In Hem-chander Mozumdár versus Tárá-mani (18th December, 1811, S. D. A. Report, Vol. I, page 359,* ) it was declared by the decree that a deed executed by the widow should not, after her death, operate to preclude the right of the surviving heirs, leaving it to operate during her life-time.

In Krishna-gobinda Sen versus Gángá-nárayan Sircar, the Supreme Court declared a decided opinion that a widow had no right, other than for allowable causes, to make any grant of her interest in the estate which could endure beyond her own life. (Sir F. Macnaghten’s Cons. Hindú law, page 19.)

In the case of Rámánanda Mukhopádhyá versus Ram-krishna Dutt (Idem, pages 19 and 20,) it was admitted by all the Judges of the Supreme Court that the grant which was made by a widow of property inherited from her husband, and which, it clearly appeared, was not made for benefit of her husband’s soul, was good for her life.

In Káshi-náth Basák and another versus Hara-sundárí Dást and another, in the Privy Council, to which we have already referred, Lord Gifford, after reviewing the opinions of the different Pandits, observes:—

“The result, as it appears to me, of these different opinions, is this: that they all agree, as I have already stated, that the widow Hara-sundárí Dást is entitled to absolute possession; that she has, for certain purposes, a clear authority to dispose of her husband’s property; she may do it for religious purposes, including dowry to a daughter, and making gifts and donations to the husband’s family; but they differ in this: the Court Pandits say that if she alienates the property for other purposes, without the consent of the husband’s relations, it would be invalid; the others say that, though she would incur moral blame, if applied for purposes not allowed, yet the act would be valid as against the relations of the husband; in that respect the four pandits differ from the pandits of the Court, founding

* Ante, page 340.
their opinion upon the doctrines contained in the Ratnā-kara and Chintā-mani which were not overruled by the Dāya-bhāga and Dāya-bhāgavati." (Vyaavasthā Darpana page 133. First Edition.)

It appears also from the same judgment that two other pandits were examined, and were asked whether they agreed with, or differed from, the opinions of the Court pandits. Their answer was:—

"We agree upon all points with the opinions given by the Court pandits yesterday, with this exception: they yesterday stated that gifts of movable and immovable property made by a widow, for other than allowable causes, were not valid against herself or the next heir of her husband. We agree with them that such gifts are not valid as against the next heir of her husband; but we say that they are valid as against the widow who could not reclaim them, whereas the heir is entitled to do so." (Idem.)

In Fulton's Reports, page 73, Kāli-chāud Dutt versus Moore and others, Ryan C. J., says:—

"That a grant made by a widow for her own life is good, has been decided in this Court."

Upon the whole, after considering all the cases upon the subject, we are of opinion that a conveyance by a Hindu widow, for other than allowable causes, of property which has descended to her from her husband, is not an act of waste which destroys the widow's estate and vests the property in the reversionary heirs, and that the conveyance is binding during the widow's life. The reversionary heirs are not, after her death, bound by the conveyance; but they are not entitled, during her life-time, to recover the property either for their own or for the use of the widow, or to compel the restoration of it to her. If the widow in any case be imposed upon and induced to execute a conveyance by fraud, the conveyance will, in such case, as in all other cases of fraud, be void.

It has been urged that the reversionary heirs may be prejudiced if they cannot sue for the property during the widow's life, for after her death it may be difficult to procure the necessary evidence to show that the conveyance was executed for causes not allowable; and that, in the case of movable property, such as money or valuable securities, irreparable injury may be done to the reversionary heirs by the grantees making away with the property during the widow's life, or in the case of immovable property, by committing waste.
But our decision will not preclude the reversionary heirs, even during the life-time of the widow, from commencing a suit to declare that the conveyance was executed for causes not allowable, and is therefore not binding beyond the widow's life. Nor will it deprive the reversionary heirs, during the life of the widow, of their remedy against the grantee to prevent waste or destruction of the property, whether movable or immovable in the event of their making out a sufficient case to justify the interference of the Court.—Full Bench Reports of the Calcutta High Court from 1862—1868, page 48. Sutherland's Full Bench Reports, page 165.

CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 20th of May, 1869.

Present:

The Hon'ble Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt., Chief Justice, and the Hon'ble F. A. Glover, Judge.

RAM MONOHUR SINGH and others (Plaintiffs) Appellants,

versus

KOOLDEEP NARAIN SINGH and another (Defendants) Respondents.

A reversionary heir has no right to set aside a deed of sale executed by a Hindu widow during her life-time.

A reversionary heir is subject to all rights which exist against the property in consequence of acts done by, or decrees obtained against, the ancestor.

Peacock, C. J.—This is a suit to set aside a deed of sale executed by a widow upon the ground that there was no necessity. The suit is brought by a reversionary heir in the widow's life-time, but a reversionary heir has no right to set aside a deed in the widow's life-time, because if the deed is set aside, it destroys the purchaser's right even during the widow's life-time. But the grounds upon which it is said that there was no necessity fail, even if this had been a suit merely to declare that the deed was not binding upon the reversionary heir.

The first ground of necessity was a decree obtained against the widow's husband in his life-time. The reversionary heir says that he is not bound by that decree, that it ought to have been proved as against him that there was a good cause of action against the
husband; but there can be no doubt that the reversionary heir is subject to all rights which exist against the property in consequence of acts done by the ancestor or decrees obtained against him. If the decree had been executed, a portion of the estate might have been sold. The widow in this particular case, having regard to the amount of the income, was not bound to apply it in satisfaction of the decree in order to prevent the judgment creditor from executing his decree.

As to the other transaction, the suit is to set aside a deed by which the widow of the plaintiff's ancestor raised 150 rupees for her maintenance during the time of the famine. I think, however, that necessity was sufficiently made out in this case. Evidence was given merely as to the general amount of the widow's income, and it was not proved that she could, or did in fact, collect the rents of her estate during the famine. If she had received them, they would not probably have exceeded 600 rupees a year. But whatever may have been the amount of her income, it was not proved that during the year of the famine she collected any part of it, and the judge has found that no extravagance was proved against her. Under these circumstances, I think a case of necessity has sufficiently been established.

The decree of the Lower Appellate Court will be affirmed with costs.

_Glover, J._—I am quite of the same opinion.

_W. R. S. Vol. XI, c. r. p. 514._

A conveyance by a Hindu widow, without proof of necessity to justify an alienation of ancestral property, can only operate as a conveyance of her life-interest.—_Tarinee Churn Banerjea v. Nund Coomar Banerjea._—S. W. R. Vol. I, c. r. p. 47.

When alienations of her husband's estate are improperly made by the widow, they are good as against her for her life, and the reversionary heir's cause of action does not arise until her death. But when property belonging to the husband's estate, is held adversely to the widow; and never reaches her hands, the cause of action accrues to her, and a suit, whether by her, or by the reversionary heir, must be brought within the usual period, counting from the commence-
ment of adverse possession.—*Nubeen Chunder Chukerbutty* v. *Issur Chunder Chukerbutty* and others.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, (F. B.) p. 505.

Sale by a Hindu widow is not invalid if made without collusion. But the sale is limited to the widow's life-interest and the reversioner is only entitled to declaration that the sale will not affect or prejudice his interests beyond the widow's life.—*Ramgutty Kurmoskar* v. *Boistob-churn Mujoomdar*.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 167.

The widow of one of the brothers of a divided Hindu family, governed by the *Mitakshara* law, does not acquire an absolute interest in her husband's separate estate, but only such an interest as would render her acts conveying her interest to a third party binding as against herself, but not as against the reversionary heirs, unless the alienations were made under legal necessity.—*Chut Bunoo v. Ram Kishen Singh*.—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 102.

Alienation by a Hindu widow of property inherited from her deceased husband is valid for the period of her own life, though the conveyance may purport to convey a greater interest.—*Milgirappa bin Sulbappa v. Shivappa bin Erappa*.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. VI, A. C. J. p. 270.

*Held* that a Hindu widow having a life-interest only in the property inherited from her husband has independent power of sale over the same to the extent of such life-interest and no further.—*Maya-ram Bhai-ram v. Moti-ram Govind-ram*.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, page 331.

A sale by a widow of property derived from her husband, who was divided in interest from his own family, is valid for her life, such a sale will not be set aside at the instance of a divided brother of the husband.—*Bhagavatomma v. Pammao Gaud* and others.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 593.

A Hindu widow has the fullest beneficial interest in her husband's property inherited by her, for life. She takes as heir a proprietary estate in the land, absolute for some purposes, although in some respects subject to special qualifications, and her disposition of the property is good for her life.
The proposition that a widow has no estate in her husband's immovable property, but only a personal enjoyment of the usufruct, is untenable.—Kámávadhani Vénkata Subbaiya v. Joysa Narasinghappa.—Mad. H. C. Itrep. Vol. III, p. 116.

**Haradbun Nag, versus Issur Chunder Bose.**

The claim of the plaintiff is for setting aside the deed of sale, as well as for recovery of possession, and so far as this last relief is concerned, the special appellant has undoubtedly no right to dispossess the widow, or the purchaser holding under her, during the lifetime of the said widow.

But as far as the right of the appellant is confined to his obtaining a declaration that the sale is invalid against him, on his establishing that the sale was made without the necessity recognized by the Hindu law, we think (vide page 165, of the special number of Sutherland's Weekly Reporter*) that the plaintiff, special appellant, is entitled to sue for only that special relief.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 222.

K, a Hindu widow, while in possession, granted a *putnee* lease of property which was afterwards sold and purchased by B.

Held, that if there was no legal necessity to justify the alienation, the *putnee-dar* acquired no more title than the life interest, but if there was, then B's purchase was subject to the *pottah* granted by the widow as a valid alienation of prior date.—*Bisso-nath Chunder v. Radha-kristo Mondul.*—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 554.

A lease granted by a childless Hindu widow is valid, and enures for the life of the widow.—*Mussummat Mohun Coower v. Baboo Zoramun Singh.*—Marshall's Reports, p. 166.

---

* * Amateur, page 842.
Held, that an action instituted by reversionary heirs against a Hindú widow, in her life-time, to invalidate alienations by her of her husband's ancestral property and to deprive her of the management in consequence, and to obtain possession themselves, will lie.

Alienations having been proved to an extent entirely subversive of the rights of the heirs, and the Onoomuti puttur, or the deed of authorization, under which they were alleged to have been made, having been declared invalid, the widow was deprived of the possession as well as the management of the property, which was placed in the hands of heirs, with the exception of the family-mansions: They were directed to pay the whole of the profits, arising from the several properties, into the Zillah Court, quarterly, for the benefit of the widow, during her life-time. In the event of their failing to fulfil this condition, for a period exceeding three months after any payment becomes due, the Zillah Court is to report the circumstance with a view to having the property placed in the hands of a suburah-kar or receiver.

Sale of part of the property presumed from lapse of time and other circumstances to have been made in satisfaction of a decree of Court against the deceased proprietor, held to be valid.—Nundloll Baboo and Mudunloll Baboo versus Bolakee Bibee;—and Bolakee Bibee versus Nundloll Baboo and another.—S. D. A. Dec. for 1854, p. 351.

Remark.—This decision, not the unanimous decision of the Court, has been generally looked upon as extremely harsh, and it has been since modified, especially by the observations of the Sudder Court, in the (following) case of Golak-monee Dossee, Appellant. Vide Laul Soonder Doss v. Hurry Krishna Doss. Post.

CALCUTTA S. D. ADAWLUT.

Case No. 243 of 1858.

GOLUK-MUNEE DOSSEE (one of the Defendants) Appellant

versus

KRISHNA PROSAD KANOONGO and others, Respondents.
Case No. 244 of 1858.

NITYANUND MALUTEE v. KISHEN PROSAUD KANOONGO and others.

MUSST. ANNO POORNA DEBEE v. KISHEN PROSAUD KANOONGO and others.

Held by the majority of the Court, that suits by reversionary heirs, though their interest is not vested, but only contingent, to restrain waste, or alienations in the nature of waste, by a Hindu widow, will lie.

Held also in accordance with the precedent of Nundloll Baboo versus Bolakoo Bibee, that when alienations by a Hindu widow, utterly subversive of the rights of the heirs in reversion, are proved, and it is shown that, but for the interference of the Courts, ultimate loss to the heirs who may succeed eventually will ensue from the conduct of the tenant in tail in possession of the property, this Court, with a view of remediying, or rather preventing, such loss, will step in, and appoint a receiver to take charge of the estate. The reversionary heir may be the receiver, but his appointment as such is not by virtue of his reversionary right, but on a consideration of what is most for the benefit of the estate.

Held, moreover, that when a stranger is appointed as receiver, security should be demanded, but when a reversioner is appointed, his interest in the retention of the management and in the welfare of the property may stand in the place of security, the more especially as it is always in the power of the widow to move the Court either for the appointment of a fresh receiver, or for the demand of security, should the rents and profits be not regularly paid over as directed.

Judgment:—

Messrs. C. B. Trevor, and G. Loch:—There is no question at the present time that suits by reversionary heirs, though their interest is not vested, but only contingent, to restrain waste or alienations in the nature of waste, by a Hindu widow in possession, will lie. This point has been decided frequently both in the Supreme and this Court.* The only question regarding which any contention can be raised is, whether, on waste or on alienation being proved, it is legal or proper to divest the widow of possession placing the reversioners in possession as receivers, and making them liable to her for the rents and profits during her life-time.

We are unable to find any case on the point reported as having occurred in the Supreme Court, but it appears to us not improbable.

looking to the principles on which that Court, as a Court of equity, acts, that, on bill filed and proof given of illegal alienations, of the nature of waste, by the widow, the Court would appoint a receiver, and if it were for the benefit of the estate, would appoint the reversioner as such receiver.

Turning, however, to the decisions of this Court, we find the case of Nand-lall Baboo versus Bolakee Bibee* which has, since it was passed, been the leading case on the point before us. In that case alienations were proved to an extent entirely subversive of the rights of the heirs, and, the deed of authorisation under which they were alleged to have been made having been declared invalid, the widow was deprived of possession of the property, which was placed in the hands of the reversioners with directions that they should pay the whole net profits arising from the several properties into the Zillah Court quarterly. In the event of their failing to fulfil this condition for a period exceeding three months after any payment became due, the Zillah Court was directed to report the circumstance with a view to having the property placed in the hands of a Sarbarth-kár or receiver.

It is now objected, that this decision is not in conformity with Hindú law, under which, during her life-time, the widow cannot, under any circumstances, be deprived of possession of her husband’s property. This objection mis-apprehends the ground upon which the decision objected to was passed. It was not passed in accordance with Hindú law, but in accordance with those principles on which a Court of equity should act. Those principles regard the remedy to be applied, and do not affect the rights of parties under Hindú law, which they leave intact.

We do not, and cannot, after the decision of the Privy Council in the case of Káshi-náth Basák and Ramá-náth Basák versus Hara-sundari Dási and Kamal-mani Dási, decided by the Privy Council,† regard the nature of a Hindú widow’s interest in exactly the same light as it was regarded by the Judges who decided the suit in this Court in 1854; but, looking upon it not as a mere life estate, but as a restricted estate of inheritance, we, in accordance

* See decisions of S. D. A. for 1854, pp. 351, 373, ante, p. 352.
† Clarke’s Reports p. 91; and Vyavasthi Darpana (2nd Ed.) p. 97.
with that decision, think that, on sufficient proof by the reversioners being given that, but for the interference of the Courts, ultimate loss of them as to the heirs who may succeed eventually will ensue from the conduct of the tenant in tail in possession of the property, and with a view of remedying, or rather of preventing, such loss, this Court should step in and appoint a receiver to take charge of the estate. The proof, though inferential, must be clear and cogent; and unless the evidence lead inevitably to the conclusion that the heirs will be damnified if she be left in possession, the widow should not be divested of the possession of her husband’s estate.

The conduct of the widow may not amount to what is technically called waste; but extending the meaning of that term to any illegal act of alienation, either directly or indirectly, injuriously affecting the interest of the reversioners—alienations contrary to the nature of her estate, and therefore in the nature of waste,—we think that the same course should be pursued as should also be followed in a case of technical waste.

In placing the reversioners in possession, it is to be understood that, in a case like that before us, they are in possession not by any right appertaining to them, but simply as receivers, and on a consideration that, as heirs in reversion, they have the strongest interest in the well-being of the property entrusted to their care.

For the reasons then above given, we see no room to doubt that a suit of the nature of that out of which the present special appeals have arisen, viz., one by a reversioner for the setting aside of illegal alienation during the life-time of the widow, coupled with a prayer for possession as receiver, is maintainable in our Courts. And as the Judge finds, whether rightly or wrongly, that the alienations made are so subversive of the reversioner’s rights as to justify the removal of the widow from possession, in order, it would seem, to prevent future acts of the same nature, we see no ground for interfering in special appeal with the decision passed by him.

As to the second objection raised in special appeal, it is not one to which we can listen in special appeal. The power of the Courts to appoint a receiver in such a case being clear, the details connected with such appointment must be left to the Courts themselves. As a general rule, on the appointment of a stranger as receiver, security should be required; but in a case in which the reversioner
has been appointed the receiver, his interest in the retention of the management and in the welfare of the property may, in the Court’s judgment, stand in the place of security, more specially as it is always in the power of the widow to move the Court either for the appointment of a fresh receiver, or for the demand of security, should the rents and profits be not regularly paid over to her as directed.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1859, pp. 210, 214.

Calcutta H. C. A.—The 24th of June, 1868.

Present:
The Hon’ble G. Loch, and F. A. Glover Judges.

Mussummat Moha-Ranee and another (Defendants) Appellants,
versus
Nuddu Lall Misser (plaintiff) Respondent.

Where waste is proved on the part of a widow, the Court should not put a reversioner into possession; but should appoint a manager (who might be the reversioner) who should be required to render accounts periodically. Leases which have been given by the widow cannot be interfered with, unless the lessees be making waste.

Loch, J.—Waste on the part of the widow has been proved, and the Lower Courts have given the reversioner possession, and directed that his name be registered as a joint proprietor with the widow. We think the order is wrong. The Court should not have converted the reversioner into an actual proprietor. It should have appointed a manager accountable to the Court for all his acts in respect of the estate, who should be required to render accounts periodically, and be put in possession of all the property in the widow’s own possession. Leases which have been given by her cannot be interfered with (as laid down by the Full Bench in the special number of the Weekly Reporter pages 165 and 166), unless the lessees be making waste; and if the charge be proved then the Court can take measures to preserve the property given in lease. There is nothing to prevent the Court appointing the reversioner to be manager if he be a fit person for the appointment. We modify the orders of the lower court accordingly.—S. W. B. Vol. X, c. r. page 73.
Family jewels, if part of the ancestral property, are not transferable by a widow except for special purposes; and acts of waste on the part of the widow in regard to her husband’s property, if proved, would be a ground for withdrawing a certificate granted to her under Act XL of 1858.—_Bhagwanee Koonwur v. Parbutty Koonwur._—S. W. R. Vol. II, Mis. p. 13.

Declaration of title may be granted to reversioners, and alienations by a Hindu widow set aside during the widow’s life-time, although possession of the estate itself will not be ordinarily given. _Mussummam Shibo Koeree and others v. Joogun Singh and others._—S. W. R. Vol. VIII, p. 155.

In the case of _Kāshi-nāth Basāk and Ramā-nāth Basāk versus Hara-sundari Dāsī and Kamal-manī Dāsī_ (Clarke’s Reports, p. 91)—Lord Gifford in his judgment mentions an opinion of certain Pundits that the female Hindu heir may be restrained from abusing her power of disposition. This opinion is supported by the authority of all the text-writers: it is most consistent with the general principles of the Hindu law as to females; and also perfectly consistent with reason; for surely there ought in reason to exist somewhere the power of preventing an alienation against her duty by one whose power of alienation is limited by the law, and who owes a duty to those in succession to preserve the corpus of the estate. Yet of what value would be a power of prevention, to which no Court of justice would give effect? It remains to consider whether the bill states a sufficient case of waste. No doubt the remedy should not extend beyond the mischief.—Part of the decision passed by the Supreme Court of Calcutta in the case of _Hari Das Dutt versus Rangan-mani and others._ See Bell and Taylor’s Reports, Vol. II, Part 5, p. 279; and _Vyavasthā Darpana_, (2nd Ed.) p. 124.
On appeal from the Supreme Court at Calcutta.

HURRY DASS DUTT, Appellant,

versus

SREEMOTEY APORNA DOSSEE and another, Respondents.

A Court of equity will not interfere, unless it is shown that there is danger from the mode in which the tenant for life in possession is dealing with the property. The mere fact of the tenant for life keeping in hand for about three months part of the corpus for the alleged purpose of an illegal investment does not amount to waste; nor is in derogation of those entitled in reversion.

The title of a Hindú widow to her husband’s property, though a restrictive one, is not in the nature of a trust. Whether by the Hindú law current in Bengal the interest of a daughter in the estate of her deceased father, is of the same nature as that of a widow. Quere.

Their Lordships do not think it necessary to trouble the Counsel for the Respondent. This Bill is filed by a party entitled to property secured during the life of the tenant for life; and the Bill proceeds on the ground that the property is endangered from the manner in which the tenant for life is dealing with it. The tenant for life is the daughter of the intestate Hirá-lal Mallik. It has been decided by this Court in the case of Káshi-náth Basák versus Hara-sundari Dást, after most full deliberate argument and consideration, that the principles which are applied in Courts of equity in England, for securing in the public funds any property to which one person is entitled in possession, and another is entitled in remainder, are not applicable to the case of property in India, where such property is in possession of a Hindú widow.

Now, the Bill alleges, that, in this respect, the widow and the daughter stand in the same situation. Whether they stand in the same situation or not, with respect to the right of disposition of the property, they at all events stand in the same situation as to the right of administration, and right of enjoyment for their lives; and the principle laid down in the case which has been referred to in this Court was this, that it is not sufficient to say that there is one person entitled in possession, and another entitled in remainder, in order to induce the Court to interfere to take the property out of the hands
of the individual who is in possession of it; but it is necessary to show that there is danger to the property from the mode in which the party in possession is dealing with it, in which case, and in such case only, the Court will interfere.

The law, therefore, being perfectly settled by that decision, and that decision having been followed during the time Sir Edward Ryan presided over the Supreme Court, and also his successor, Sir Lawrence Peel, it must be considered as the settled law of the Courts in Bengal.

The question here is, has any thing been shown in this case to justify interference, or has the case, alleged in the Bill, been established by evidence? The only evidence which exists being the answer of the defendant. It appears to their Lordships, it has not been made out at all. Can it be said, that the respondent, who according to the ordinary Hindú custom, keeps in her house a certain portion of the money, having in the course of three months, invested Rs. 39,000, three fourths, or at least two thirds, of the money in other securities, was guilty of a devastavit, or shewed the slightest intention of committing a devastavit in this respect. Their Lordships are of opinion that no such case is made out; and as the ground upon which the Bill was filed, therefore, entirely fails, the appeal must be dismissed with costs.

We must observe, that no such instance has been produced, either from the native or the Supreme Courts in which any order has been made for such interference, except in a case in which manifest danger, or risk of danger, has been proved to the satisfaction of the Court.

Their Lordships will advise Her Majesty to affirm this decree with costs.—Moore's Indian Appeals, Vol. VI, p. 433.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 26th of August 1862.

Present:

W. Morgan, C. Steer and Sir Charles Jackson, Judges.

LOLL SOONDER Doss, versus HURAY KISHEN Doss.

A Hindú widow, entitled to a life-estate only, granted a putne of the lands. Held first, that this did not work a forfeiture entitling the reversioners to enter. Secondly, that the reversioners were not entitled to have the putne set aside.
Thirdly, to justify divesting a Hindú widow of her possession on the ground of waste, there must be clear evidence of acts on her part tending to injure the reversioners.*

This suit was instituted by reversioners against a Hindú widow and her putnee-dar, impugning the act of the widow in granting the putnee as an act of waste prejudicial to their interest, and claiming immediate possession of the estate, and to set aside the putnee as invalid.

Jackson, J.—This case has been referred to me in consequence of the difference of opinion between the judges who heard it in the usual course.

The question now is whether the cause of action is one upon which the plaintiff was entitled to a decree. The respondent’s pleader urged upon the court the well-known case of Bolakee Bibee Appellant.† That decision, not the unanimous decision of the court, has been generally looked upon as extremely harsh, and it has been since modified, especially by the observations of the Sudder Court in the case of Goluuck-monee Dossee Appellant,† and I think looking at the light in which the status of the Hindú widow is now viewed, it would always be ruled at this day that to justify a suit for divesting the widow of possession, there must be clear evidence of acts on her part tending to injure the property, so that interference of the Courts is necessary to prevent ultimate injury to the eventual heirs. The criterion, therefore, in this case would be the plaintiff’s success or failure in showing that ultimate loss to them would result from the widow’s act. I do not see that any of the sort is established. The Principal Sudder Ameen calls the granting of this putnee an alienation, but I cannot see that it is so. It has the effect of diminishing the gross sum which the widow will receive by way of rental. It cannot be doubted that she might grant a lease for years or one not going beyond her life-time. If on her death the next heirs seeking to enter on the estate, should be met by the allegation of putnee, they will no doubt sue to get rid of the incumbrance and will presumably succeed. But I see no act of waste on the part of the widow, and nothing which gives any foundation for the present suit. I, therefore, concur with Mr. Justice Morgan in reversing the

† Amic, pages 352 and 353.

When the validity of an alienation by a Hindú widow is the question for the consideration of the Court, the onus of proving the necessity for the alienation rests with the defendant. Where in such a case the plea of necessity fails, the Court will not grant a decree for immediate possession, unless a very strong case of waste and deterioration is made out.—Chutter-dharee Singh and others v. Mussummat Hur-Coonmaree and others.—Ind. Jur., for 1862-1863, page 99.

An attempt at a false adoption of a son does not render a widow liable to the penalty of absolute forfeiture of the property by her for the benefit of the reversioners.

No acts of waste or fraudulent alienation of the property being alleged, the Court declined to interfere with the widow's management. Kumol-monee Dossee v. Ahlad-monee Dossee and another.—S. W. R. Vol. I, c. r. p. 256.

A Hindú widow cannot be compelled, without proof of waste, to give security for the value received by her of lands belonging to her husband's estate taken by a Railway Company.—Bindoo Basinnee Dossee v. Bolie Chand Sett.—S. W. R. Vol. I, c. r. p. 125.

Suit by a reversioner to set aside an alleged fabricated deed of alienation said to have been executed by his ancestor and supported by the widow.

Held, that the suit in this form could not be maintained during the widow's life-time, whatever right the plaintiff might have either to obtain a declaration that the deed was not binding beyond the widow's life-time, or to procure the interference of the Court to prevent waste.—Mussummat Ram Banee Koonwar and others v. Mussummat Muheshur Koonwar and others.—S. W. R. Vol. I, c. r. page 338.

A conveyance by a Hindú widow, for other than allowable causes, of property which has descended to her from her husband, is not an act of waste; destroying the widow's right, and vesting the property in the reversioners, but is binding only during the widow's life-time.

Vol. II.
The reversioner can, during the widow’s life-time, sue to obtain a declaration that the conveyance is not binding beyond the life-time of the widow, and also to prevent waste.—Mucheeram Sen v. Gour Ghootee.—S. W. R. (F. B.) 165.

Relative to Reversionary Heirs.

The rule of Hindú Law is that, in the case of inheritance, the person to succeed must be the heir of the last full owner. On the death of the last full owner, his wife succeeds as his heir to a widow’s estate, and on her death the person to succeed is the heir, at that time, of the last full owner.—Bhoobun-moyee Deboa v. Ram-kishore Acharjea.—S. W. R. Vol. III, P. C. p. 15.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 9th of April 1883.

Laxmi Narayan Singh and Bechan Kumari, Mother and Guardian of the Minor Gada-dhar Parsad, son of the late Siva Dutt Narayan Singh, Appellants

versus


The reversionary heirs to an estate of a sonless Hindú, vacated by his widow’s death, to which she succeeded, are his heirs surviving at her decease;—so that of several kinsmen of equal degree who would have jointly succeeded, but for the widow, if any die in the interim between the deaths of the husband and widow, their heirs are excluded.

Baboo Daryao Narayan Singh, a Zemindar of Zillah Sarun, had five sons, Sarva Narayan Singh, Narsingh Narayan Singh, Fateh Narayan Singh, Partap Narayan Singh, and Harakh Narayan Singh, who separated and divided. In 1220 Fateh Narayan Singh died childless possessed of certain Talukas in Bál and other Per-gunnahs, and other real properties in that Zillah. His widows Ram Kumari and Talimand Kumari succeeded as his heirs, and were recorded in the Collector’s office in regard to the lands registered therein. Narsingh Narayan Singh died in 1214 Fussi, and left

On the 23rd February, 1828, in the Provincial Court of Patna, Tulsee Narayan Singh, the son of Siva Sankar Narayan Singh, the eldest son of Partap Narayan Singh, and his cousins Har-dev Narayan Singh and Gang-dev Narayan, the sons of Sarup Narayan, the second son of Partap Narayan Singh, against Laxmi Narayan Singh, and Siva Dutt Narayan Singh, instituted the suit.

The plaint was to this effect:—‘When Fateh Narayan Singh died, he was survived by six nephews. The Defendant Laxmi, the Defendant Siva Dutt and his brother Aditya, since dead; Siva Sankar, father of Tulsee; Sarup, father of Gang-dev and Har-dev;— and Udit, son of Sarva Narayan. These six nephews were his heirs. His widows merely by way of alimony held deceased’s estate. Those of the six nephews who died are represented by their sons respectively. The estate of Fateh Narayan should be divided into four shares. We, as representatives of Siva Sankar and Sarup Narayan, the sons of Partap Narayan who survived their uncle Fateh Narayan,—are entitled to one share.

On the death of Siva Dutt, Bechan Kumari, his wife, appeared, on the part of self and his minor son Gada-dhar Parsad, to defend.

On the 2nd March, 1830, Sir James Harington, a Judge of the Provincial Court, passed a decree, with costs, in favour of Plaintiffs.

From this decree, Laxmi Narayan preferred an appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in which the widow of Siva Dutt afterwards joined.

On the 21st November, 1832, the case was first heard by Mr. R. Walpole, a Judge of the Court, who proposed to amend the decision of the Provincial Court in the mode and for the reasons thus stated in his judgment.—‘I find on consulting the Pandit that on the death of a widow who took her husband’s estate when brothers and brothers’ sons concur, the succession is regulated by propinquity. Who then, on this principle, were the heirs on the death of Ram Kumari? It is clearly proved that three nephews of Fateh Narayan Singh were then surviving,—the two original defendants and Siva Sankar, the father of the plaintiff Tulsee. Under these circumstances, they succeeded to the estate of Fateh Narayan Singh. His grand nephews, Har-dev Narayan Singh and Gang-dev Narayan
Singh, sons of Sarup Narayan Singh, who had pre-deceased Ram Kumari by three years, are barred of heritable right.

The case next came on before Mr. R. H. Rattray on the 27th November, 1832, who recorded his concurrence in the judgment proposed by Mr. Walpole.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. V, p. 182 (New Ed. p. 330.)

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 4th of December 1867.

Present:
The Hon'ble H. V. Bayley and J. B. Phear, Judges.

Ram Shewuk Roy and others (some of the Defendants), Appellants,

versus

Sheo Govind Sahoo (Plaintiff), Respondent.

A Hindú widow takes, with her husband’s estate, the power of alienation; and conveyances made by her give a good title, liable only to the superior claim of such of her husband’s heirs as may be alive at the time of her death.

Following a decision of a Division Bench of the High Court, it was held that, on the death of a Hindú widow, her deceased husband’s heirs become entitled to all his immovable property which was in her hands, except only so much as might have been disposed of by her under circumstances which would render her alienations binding against them.

In such a case the heir’s cause of action, in a suit to obtain possession, accrues on the day of the widow’s death.

The sale of a Hindú widow’s rights and interests in her husband’s estate, in execution of a money-decree against her, does not touch the estate.

Collectorate chêllauts acknowledging the receipt of Government revenue, were held to be no evidence of the necessity for the sale of the ancestral property on account of which the revenue was paid.

The facts, so far as they are necessary to render the matter of litigation intelligible, may be shortly stated as follows:—

The property in suit which is very extensive, consists of a four anna share in a considerable number of mouzahs, and it was formerly the separate estate of one Baboo Digambur Sing. On his dying, very many years ago, without leaving any issue surviving him, his widow, Bal Kooer, took the property for the estate of a Hindú widow. She was young at that time, but she lived to attain a great age. During the early part of her widowhood, she encumbered or
made away with the whole of the property in question, and the substantial defendants in these suits are her alienees, or their representatives, claiming under conveyances, which all date back more than twenty-five years. At the death of Digambur, it seems that Raj Coomar Sing, Moharaj Sing, and Joobraj Sing, the three minor sons of his deceased brother Nityanund, were his nearest of kin and entitled to succeed to his property, had the widow been then out of the way. Both Moharaj and Joobraj died during the life-time of Bal Kooer. The former had no issue, but the latter left a son Gunga Persaud alias Ghuseetun Lall, who with his uncle Raj Coomar, survived the widow, and is a prominent figure in the present suits.

(The most important part of the judgment in these cases is as follows:—)

Then comes the question, did Raj Coomar become entitled to that property at Bal Kooer's death, notwithstanding that lady's alienations? He was at that time the sole nearest of kin to Digambur alive, and by Hindú Law, whether of the Benares or Bengal School, his sole heir. If the law applicable to the case were that of Bengal, it is admitted that the answer to this question would depend simply on the circumstances under which the alienations were respectively made. But the law by which the parties are bound is that of the Mitákshará, and the appellants urge that under that law, when the widow takes her husband's estate in default of male issue surviving him, she takes it as woman's property, descendible to her own heirs instead of her husband's heirs, with complete power of alienation over it. This point was very ably argued before us, and if the matter were res integra, I should require much time for consideration before I should be able to come to the conclusion, on the Benares texts, that the appellant's contention is wrong. But it seems to me that the question has already been judicially decided by this Court. In the suit of Onoop Roy versus Goberdhun Nath, (reported in III, Weekly Reporter, page 105,)* of a Division Bench of this Court, after reviewing or referring to most of the authorities which bear upon it, held distinctly that under the Mitákshará Law “as regards the immovable property inherited by a widow from her husband, she has nothing but a life-interest,

* See ante pages 275—286.
and cannot dispose of it except under peculiar circumstances, and
under certain restrictions. It further held that on her death it
went to the heirs of her husband. It is true that the argument upon
which the Court founded its judgment is not altogether satisfactory.
Still the Court in that case, deliberately setting aside the disposi-
tion of the property made by the widow, declared the husband’s
heir, living at her death, entitled to recover against her devisee, and
as this decision seems to me strictly in point, I feel myself bound
to be guided by it, because I am not prepared to express my dissent
from it, and on that ground to make a reference to the Full Court.

Following this precedent, it appears to me that on the death
of Bal Kooer, Raj Coomar became entitled to all Digumbur’s im-
moveable property which had been in her hands, excepting only so
much as might have been disposed of by her under circumstances
which would render her alienations valid against her deceased hus-
band’s heirs. He, therefore, at the same time acquired the right
to bring a suit for possession against all persons, who wrongly kept
him out of possession of that property. He did not himself obtain
possession, and Deo Coomar, his son, admits that since his father’s
death, he has conveyed his rights in two annas of Digumbur’s prop-
erty to Sheo Gobind so that as between these two persons, each
has a right to sue for recovery of a moiety of Digumbur’s estate,
and subject only to such titles to the same as Bal Kooer’s alienees
may be able to establish.—S. W. R. Vol. VIII, p. 519.

See Rooder Chunder Chowdhry v. Shambhoo Chunder Chow-
dhry.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. III, p. 106; and Musummat Joy-
monsee Deba v. Ram-joy Chowdhry.—Ibid. p. 289.

See also Bhowo-narain Sahoo v. Baboo Jobraj Singh.—S. D.
A., Decia of 13th January 1847, where a Hindú died leaving his
widow. The next heirs were three brothers, one of the brothers
died during the widow’s life. It was held that his representatives
did not succeed on the death of the widow.—Norton’s Leading Cases
Part II, pp. 520, 521.

Though a reversioner cannot obtain possession during the life-
time of a Hindú widow, yet he may be entitled to a declaration

* But see the Privy Council Decision in p. 278 which is decisive on the above point.
whether the alienations made by the widow are or are not valid and binding on the absolute heir. If the reversioner can prove that wilful default is about to take place, he will be entitled to such relief from the court as will prevent the apprehended occurrence of a sale for arrears.—Shurut-chunder Sein v. Muthoora-nath Pudatich.—W. R. Vol. VII, p. 303.

Held, that according to Hindu law, the property of a deceased person in the possession of his widow reverts at her death to the reversioners in existence at that time; that, consequently, the property in the present case went to the plaintiff, the nearest male heir, nephew of the deceased, Doolar Chand, to the exclusion of another nephew born deaf and dumb, and of the third party who claimed to have purchased the rights and interests of Moorut-lall, brother of the deceased, but who died before the widow.—Balgobind-lall and others v. Ram Partab Sing and others.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1860, p. 661.

A conditional sale is an alienation, the validity of which a reversioner to a Hindu widow is, by Hindu law, entitled to question. Odit-narain Singh v. Dhurm Mahton.—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 263.

When a childless Hindu widow is the heiress and legal representative of her husband, the reversionary heirs are bound by decrees relating to her husband's estate, which are obtained against her without fraud or collusion, and they are also bound by limitation by which she, without fraud or collusion, is bound.—Nubem Chunder Chukerbutty v. Iisur Chunder Chukerbutty and others.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, (F. B.) p. 505.

Present:
The Hon'ble Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt., Chief Justice, and the Hon'ble W. S. Seton Karr, Judge.

SUGERUN BEGUM (one of the Defendants) Appellant versus JUDDOON RUNSUHAYE and others (plaintiffs) Respondents.

A sale by a Hindu widow of her husband's estate under necessity cannot be set aside upon payment of the amount which it was necessary for the widow to raise or in the proportion which that sum bears to the amount for which the estate was sold.
Peacock, C. J.—In this case the plaintiff seeks to set aside the sale by the widow altogether, and he is not at liberty to set aside the sale upon payment of the amount which the defendant has proved that it was necessary for the widow to raise; nor is he entitled to have the sale set aside in the proportion which the sum for the raising of which necessity is proved bears to the amount for which the estate was sold.

This case is governed by the principles laid down in Special Appeal No. 1664 of 1867.*—S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 284.

Where a sale was necessary, it cannot be set aside on repayment of the purchase money.—Agra Dec. Vol. I, p. 291.

A reversionary heir cannot, during the life-time of a Hindú widow, sue to set aside a sale made by her, if 12 years have elapsed since the date of the sale, though he may, during her life-time, sue to have the sale declared void and to prevent waste. Such limitation does not affect the right of suit of the reversioner after the widow’s death when he succeeds as heir.—Subadara Bibee v. Mohendro-nath Bose.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 271.

The right to bring a suit for possession as heir to a deceased person does not accrue during the life-time of the deceased’s widow. Rooknee Kant alias Anund-mohon Sircar v. Kuroona-moyee Goopta and others.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 244.

A reversioner can, during the life-time of the alienor, commence a suit to declare that the conveyance is not binding upon him beyond the life of the alienor.

A deed of conveyance by a Hindú widow is an act hostile to, and invalidates, a reversioner’s rights, and as such, warrants his suing for a declaratory decree.—Shewuk-ram Persaud v. Mahomed Shumool Huda and another.—S W. R. Vol. XII, p. 26.

In a suit by a reversioner upon the death of a Hindú widow who had succeeded as heiress of her husband to recover possession of property by right of inheritance as next heir of the husband, the reversioner’s cause of action arises at the time of the death

* Pheeul Chund Lall v. Rughoo-buns Sukar to be found at page 108 of S. W. R. Vol. IX: ante p. 322.
of the widow, when the right of entry first accrued to the reversioner: and this is so, even when the widow in her life-time professed to adopt a son and put him in possession of the property, if the reversioner denies the validity of the adoption.—Sree-nath Gangooly and others v. Mokesh-chunder Roy and others.—S. W. R. Vol. XII, (F. B.) p. 74.


During the existence of a Hindú widow’s interest in an estate, the assignee of a reversionary heir to her husband has no interest therein, as such assignee, which will enable him to bring a suit to have a mortgage or decree affecting the estate set aside. This is so, even though the assignee is the next reversionary heir to the husband after the assignor.—Rai-churn Paul v. Peary-monee Dasee.—Beng. L. R. Vol. III, a. c. j. p. 70.

As regards the property of which a Hindú widow never gets possession, and which is held adversely to her and to her husband’s estate, limitation runs during her life-time, and if the ordinary period of limitation has elapsed since the cause of action accrued to her; the reversioner will be barred.

The mere fact of a widow making alienations during her life which are not binding on the reversioner after her death, does not entitle him to a declaratory decree.—Brinda Debee Chowdhrawn v. Peary Lall Choudhry.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 460.

The fact of a reversioner being an attesting witness to a conveyance by a Hindú widow, is an acquiescence on his part which precludes him from impeaching the sale on the ground of waste.

A decree against a Hindú widow for a loan to pay Government Revenue is binding on the reversioner.—Gopal-chunder Manna, v. Gourmonee Dosses and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 52.
Debts incurred by a Hindú widow for charity in honor of her deceased husband, provision of necessaries or subsistence, maintenance of any trade or business left by the husband to his widow's management and charity on her own account, are recoverable from the heirs after her death, but they are not liable for any debts unnecessarily incurred by her.—*Umroot-ram Byragee v. Narayun-das Ruseek-das*.—Borr. Rep. Vol. II, p. 201.

A suit for a declaratory decree must be brought by the nearest reversioner, but there is no objection to a suit by a more distant reversioner when the prior rights of the nearer reversioner or reversioners have been waived.

A suit by a reversioner during the widow's life-time to declare a conveyance made by her to be void, must be brought within six years from the date of conveyance, Act XIV of 1859, Sec. i, Cl. 16.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. X, a. c. j. p, 351.

Suit dismissed as premature, the plaintiffs not being the immediate reversioners and being unable to show collusion on the part of the more immediate heirs than themselves.—S. D. A. Rep. for 1859 p. 69.

A sale by a Hindú widow is not invalid if made without collusion. But the sale is limited to the widow's life-interest, and the reversioner is only entitled to a declaration that the sale will not affect or prejudice his interests beyond the widow's life.—*Ram-gutty Kurmokar v. Boeshtab-churn Mujoomdar*.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, page 167.

According to the Mitákshará, a sister's son cannot inherit.

A person having only a contingent estate during the life-time of a Hindú widow, is permitted to sue simply on the ground of the necessity that the contingent reversioner may be under of protecting his contingent interest. It is, therefore, essential to see that he has such an estate as entitles him to come in that way, i. e., that he holds the character which professes.—*Thakoorain Sahibah and another v. Mohun Laul* and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, P. C. page 25.

The plaintiff as reversioner was entitled to possession, to prevent waste, as trustee for the widows during their life.—*Koreona-


A reversionary heir cannot set aside a deed of sale executed by a widow, during her life-time.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 514.

A reversioner may sue, during the widow’s life-time, to obtain a declaration that the conveyance made by the widow is invalid.—S. W. Rep. Vol. III, p. 183.

When a widow is proved to have made alienations without necessity, the reversioner may be appointed to act as her trustee.—Cal. H. C. Decis. for 1862 p. 582.

A reversioner may sue to have a conveyance by a Hindu widow declared void as against him, but he cannot sue simply for ejectment and possession during the life-time of the widow.—Hurrichh Chunder Sein Lushker Guardian of Okhoy Chunder Sein and another, minors v. Brohmo-moyee Dosseea and others.—S. W. R. Vol. V, p. 131.

The mother and guardian of a minor reversioner, being herself a reversioner and of full age, may sue without obtaining a certificate under Act XL, of 1858.

A reversioner may sue during the widow’s life-time to obtain a declaration that a conveyance made by the widow is invalid as made without necessity, therefore not binding beyond the widow’s life.—Woodoy Chand Jha and others v. Dhun-monee Debeea.—S. W. R. Vol. III, p. 183.

Sale by a Hindu widow in which she had a mere life-interest annulled, no necessity for sale having been shown.

Before a decree for immediate possession can be given in such cases to plaintiffs, it must be clearly proved, that the property has deteriorated, owing to the sale, or is wasted by the purchasers.—Chutter-dhares Singh and others v. Hur-koomares and others.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1862. Hay’s Reports, Part II, p. 107.

A person cannot sue for a declaration of his right unless he has an existing right. Mere contingent right which may never have
existence is not sufficient to ground an action under Section 15 of Act VIII of 1859.


**CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 2nd February, 1867.**

**Present:**

The Hon’ble J. P. Norman and W. S. Seton Karr, Judges.

**Cases Nos. 2398 and 2440 of 1866.**

**Special Appeals from a decision passed by the Judge of Patna.**

**CHUMMUN MOHUNT and others (Defendants) Appellants,**
**versus**

**RAJENDUR Sahoo (Plaintiff) Respondent.**

A reversioner in the position of son or step-grandson (in the female line) may sue in the life-time of a Hindoo widow in possession to prevent waste.

**Seton-Karr, J.**—The only point raised and argued by Mr. Twidale is that the plaintiff had no right to sue during the life-time of his mother and step-grand-mother. No precedents are quoted in support of this position, except one from 2 Hay’s Reports, page 608, Case of Pran Puttee Koer.

Other cases have been shewn us which rule that a reversioner, such as plaintiff, may sue in the life-time of a widow in possession, in order to prevent waste and obtain a declaratory decree. (*See S. D. A. Rep. for 1859, page 1623, and 1 Hay’s Reports, page 107, 2nd August 1862, Chittur-dhaves Singh versus Hurro-coomaree*).

But in the very case relied on by the appellants from 2 Hay’s Reports, page 608, we find a passage which tells strongly against the appellants, and which gives good reasons why a plaintiff, such as the one before us, can institute a suit as reversioner.

---

* The important part of the decision of which the above is an abstract is embodied in the following case.
In that case, page 611, the Court (Peacock, C. J., and L. S. Jackson, J.) say:—"The plaintiff would, indeed, have a right to sue and restrain the widow from waste; but his right to do this arises less from the necessity of protecting his own interests than from the function vested by the Hindú Law in the next male heir of a person whose estate descends to a female, namely, that of protecting the estate. And it is obvious that, if heirs in expectancy were debarred from suing to protect waste until the succession had actually accrued, the waste would, in most cases, be past remedy, and the estate irretrievably impaired."

We think that this rule so laid down is sound and quite applicable to the case before us; and though, in that case, the plaintiff, under the peculiar circumstances of his suit, was held not to have a right of action, those expressions do lay down a sound rule and may serve as a guide and authority in the present appeal before us.

Fully concurring in that principle, we confirm the decision of the Judge, and dismiss both appeals with costs. In case No. 2440, it is immaterial whether the plaintiff was the grandson or only the step-grandson of Mussamut Patasoo. His mother was alive, and he had clearly a right to sue to protect his own interests.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 119.

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 30th of June 1859.


NAIKRAM-LALL and BRIJOKOMAR-LALL, (Defendants,) Appellants, versus

SOORIJ-BUNS SAHEE, (Plaintiff,) and others, Respondents.

Suit laid at Rupees 6003-9.

Suit dismissed as premature, the plaintiffs not being the immediate reversioners and being unable to show collusion on the part of more immediate heirs than themselves.

From the pleadings, it appears that Bundhoo Sing had four sons,—Neel-kanth alias Kantoo-lall, Sujeebun-lall, Jugjeebun-lall and Ramjeebun-lall. Kantoolall died on the 6th of Assar 1249 F. S.
(28th June 1842), leaving a widow, Akhlesee Koowur, a daughter, Parbuttee Dai, and two grandsons, Hur-buns and Sooru-j-buns, sons of Parbuttee, the former of whom has since deceased. Sujeebun-lall left two sons, Naik-ram and Lullit-ram, the latter of whom has died, leaving a son, Brijokoomar-lall. Jugjeebun had a son, Debee-persad, who died, leaving a widow, Jankee Koowur. And Ramjeebun's son, Pryag-narain, has also deceased, leaving a widow, Bhag-monee Koowur.

The contention between the parties is, whether the family is a joint undivided Hindoo family, and the ancestral property held in common, or whether there has been a separation of the members of the family and a partition and separate possession of the ancestral property.

The plaintiff denies that Naikram or Brijokoomar-lall, or any other party, save himself, through his mother Parbuttee Dai and Akhlesee Koowur, is the heir of Kantoolall; and he now sues to set aside certain documents executed and published by the defendants in collusion with Akhlesee Koowur and Parbuttee Dai, in which they style themselves the heirs of Kantoolall.

In the lower court two issues were raised: first, whether, during the life-time of the father and mother of the minor, for Sooru-j-buns was a minor when this suit was originally instituted, the minor could be represented by his uncle, who brought the suit in his name: second, whether there had been a separation of the family and partition of the ancestral property. The first issue was not tried, as the plaintiff became of age before the suit came on for trial; and on the second issue the Principal Sudder Ameen gave judgment for the plaintiff.

The defendants (Naikram and Brijokoomar-lall) have appealed against this decision, and raised the following issues: first, whether, during the life-time of Akhlesee Koowur and Parbuttee Dai, neither of whom is in possession, the plaintiff,—a distant reversioner, and who has no right to possession of the property till after the death of the abovenamed,—can bring this suit to set aside Deeds in which he is not immediately interested, some of which, as alleged by appellants, have been executed by Akhlesee Koowur; and secondly, whether the family is not still undivided and the property held in
joint possession, and, consequently, the widow of Kantoo-lall is entitled only to maintenance.

For the appellants it was argued that the proper party to bring this suit was Akhlassie Koowur, but not being in possession, she would be obliged to sue both for possession and for the cancelment of the Deeds, but admitting for argument’s sake, that she were in possession, the plaintiff could not even then carry on the suit, unless he could show that there had been collusion, not only between Akhlassie and the appellants, but also between his mother Parbuttee and them.

We think there is no valid objection to our hearing and determining the legal point now raised, before going into the merits of the case. We consider Akhlassie Koowur to be the proper party to bring this suit, and after her, Parbuttee Dai, and that plaintiff can only come into court to set aside the acts of the defendants on proof of collusion between the defendants on the one part and Akhlassie and Parbuttee on the other. If Akhlassie be in possession, it was for her to sue to set aside the Deeds propounded by the defendants, which are injurious to the interests of herself and of Kantoo-lall’s family; and if she failed to do so, Parbuttee, the mother of the plaintiff, to whom the property would devolve on the death of Akhlassie, is the proper person to bring the action. In the decision of this Court of the 20th July 1853, page 641, Ramdhun Bukshee and others, appellants, it was held that, in a sale by a childless Hindú widow, the parties whose interests are directly affected in the disputed property, and not those whose interest is merely incumbrate and future, are entitled to sue regarding the infraction of Hindú law; and in another case, decided so lately as the 12th May 1859, Gogun-chunder Sein and others, appellants, the same rule was laid down that, during the life-time of the immediate reversioners, the more distant were not entitled to bring a suit to set aside the acts of a widow in the management of her deceased husband’s estate. One decision by a single Judge of this Court, dated the 3rd August 1850, Bhyrub chunder Chowdhree, appellant, page 369, has been brought to our notice to show that reversioners in the position of the present plaintiff were entitled to sue, and, unless the action was brought within twelve years of the act done by the widow, limitation would run from the date of such act. The rule laid down in this case has,
however, been suspended by subsequent decisions of this Court; and
the rule now is, that the ordinary law of limitation does not apply
to bar suits to set aside acts of waste by a childless widow, for this
reason, that such acts can confer no valid title on the holder. In
the case of Jugudamba Debea, of the 30th April 1858, the position
of the parties was not similar to that in the present case, also in the
case of Bolakee Beebee, it was the next heirs who brought the suit,
and the case of Pran-puttee Koowur, also cited by the Counsel for
the respondents, is not similar nor applicable to the present case.

We think, in the absence of collusion on the part of Akhlasee
Koowur, who repudiates the Deeds bearing her name, and who
being, as alleged by herself and the plaintiffs, in possession, is the
party to bring the action to set aside those Deeds and the title set
up by the defendants, the collusion of Parbuttee Dai will not give
the plaintiff a present right of action. Considering, therefore, the
present suit on the part of the plaintiff to be premature, we dismiss
it with costs.—Sudder Dewanny Decisions for 1859, p. 891.

In suit for the recovery of a share of joint property, the plain-
tiff's maternal aunts, childless Hindú widows, who were entitled to
a prior life-interest to which the plaintiff's reversion was subject,
filed a petition disclaiming their interest, and assenting to the suit.—
Held that the Judge might make a decree founded upon the dis-
claimer of the widows.

The statute of limitation is no bar to a suit for the recovery of
a share of joint family property; where the plaintiff and defend-
ants, Hindús, have been living together in commensality, up to
within twelve years of bringing the suit; for, in such a case there
can be no adverse possession so long as the family was undivided.—
Rajani-kanta Mitter and others v. Pran-chand Bose and others.—
Present:
The Hon'ble Dwarknath Mitter and Sir Charles Hobhouse,  
Bart., Judges.

Tiluck Chunder Chuckerbutty, (Defendant) Appellant,  
versus  
Muddun Mohun Joogee and others (Plaintiffs) Respondents.

Misjoinder of parties is not an objection which can be allowed to be taken in special appeal. Where a widow's estate is sold for arrears of rent, it is not merely the widow's life-interest that is transferred, and the reversionary heir cannot follow the estate after her death.

Mitter, J.—On the first point taken by the pleader for the special appellant, we are of opinion that misjoinder of parties is not an objection which can in this case be allowed to be taken at this late stage of the proceedings.

As to the second point, we think the contention of the special appellant is right. The zemindar obtained a decree for arrears of rent against the maternal aunt of the plaintiff, special respondent, who was then in possession of the estate as the legal heir and representative of her husband Mohesh-chunder, and in execution of that decree the properties which form the subject-matter of this special appeal, namely, a 7 annas share of plot No. 17 and plot No. 25, and a 3 annas and 15 gundas share of plot No. 22, were put up to sale under the provisions of Act X of 1859, and purchased by the vendor of the special appellant. The Lower Appellate Court seems to be of opinion that the effect of this sale was merely to transfer to the special appellant's vendor the life-interest which the widow possessed in the tenure. We think that this opinion is erroneous. The rent due to the zemindar cannot under any circumstances be treated as a personal debt of the widow; and if the zemindar thought it proper to put up the properties now in dispute for sale for the realization of that rent, after having obtained a decree for it in due course of law, the reversionary heir can have no right to come in after the death of the widow and take back those properties from the hands of the purchaser. If the widow
had contracted a debt to meet the zamindar's demand for rent and then alienated a part of her husband's estate for the satisfaction of that debt, the alienation would have been good and valid in law; and we do not see reason why less effect is to be given to a decree passed by a court of competent jurisdiction, in execution of which decree certain properties belonging to the estate of the widow's husband were brought to sale and purchased by the special appellant's vendor.

Holding this view of the case, we are of opinion that the decision of the Lower Appellate Court, so far as it relates to the properties mentioned above, must be reversed, and that of the first Court restored, with costs of this appeal and the costs of the Lower Appellate Court.—S. W. R. Vol. XII, c. r. p. 504.

Privy Council—The 15th of July 1874.

Present:

On Appeal from the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal.*

Moulvie Mohamed Shumsool Hooda and others,
versus
Shewuk-ram, alias Roy Doorga Pershad.

A Hindú widow (a Ranees) having conveyed to a bonâ fide purchaser for full value an ancestral estate beyond her own life, a reversioner brought a suit for a declaration that she had only the power to grant a life-estate, and that, after her death, he was entitled to an estate in remainder. The Courts below in India were of opinion that he should only be entitled to recover the property after the Ranees's death on payment of the full purchase-money. The High Court varied the decree so far as to declare that he should be entitled to it upon the payment of a mortgage upon the property which was existing at the time of the conveyance.

Held, that a Hindu widow might sell such an estate absolutely if it could be shown that the conveyance was necessary in order to pay the debts of the testator and was for the benefit of the estate generally. There was no proof of such being the state of things in this case.

Held, that the judgment of the High Court was right, and that the mortgage having been paid by the purchaser, it was equitable that when the plaintiff reclaimed the estate credit should be given to the purchaser for such payment which otherwise the plaintiff himself would have to meet.

In this case a Hindu widow lady, of the name of Ranee Dhunkowur, in the year 1854, sold an estate to the defendant by a conveyance, in which she purported to give him an absolute title, what we should call in this country an estate in fee simple. Her grandson, on coming of age a great many years after, brings a suit for the purpose of having it declared in his favor that this lady had only the power to grant a life estate, and that, after her death, he was entitled to an estate in remainder.

The question depends upon the construction of a petition presented by Roy Hur-narain to the Collector in the year 1830, which has been treated by both sides in this litigation and by both courts, as in the nature of a testamentary instrument. The state of the family of Roy Hur-narian at the time of his presenting this petition was this. There were living only the before-mentioned Ranee Dhun Kowur, the widow of his son Roy Kalika Pershad, and her two daughters by that son, Bibeo Shitaboo and Bibeo Dularee, who at that time (1830) appear to have been unmarried. That being the state of the family Hur-narain makes this, which must be now considered as a testamentary instrument. He first recites that the property of which he is about to dispose was ancestral property; he recites the death of his son Roy Kalika Pershad, and the death of his own wife, and he recites that the widow of his son, Ranee Dhun Kowur, was alive; that she has no heirs except her two daughters, Mussummat Bibeo Shitaboo and Bibeo Dularee, her daughters by his son, who would be her heirs. He then uses expressions which, if they stood alone, would, in their Lordships' opinion, show that he intended to make an absolute gift to Ranee Dhun Kowur. The expressions are these:—

"And my wife too died before, only Mussummat Ranee Dhun Kowur, widow of Roy Kalika Pershad, my deceased son above-men-
tioned, who too, excepting her two daughters born of her womb, Mussummat Bibee Shitaboo and Bibee Dularee, has no other heirs, is my heir.” And then he further goes on to say, “except Mussummat Raneec Dhun Kowur aforesaid, none other is, nor shall be, my heir and malik.” He proceeds, however, again to refer to the daughters of Raneec Dhun Kowur, whom he had before-mentioned, it can scarcely be assumed without some purpose, for he goes on to say:—

“Furthermore, to the said Mussummat Raneec, too, these very two daughters named above, together with their children, who after their marriage, may be given in blessing to them by God Almighty, are and shall be heir and malik.” There is, indeed, another translation of this document which has been referred to in another case, but inasmuch as this translation appears to have been agreed to by the parties, their Lordships think they must adopt it.

It has been contended that these latter expressions qualify the generality of the former expressions, and that the will, taken as a whole, must be construed as intimating the intention of the testator that Mussummat Raneec Dhun Kowur should not take an absolute estate, but that she should be succeeded in her estate by her two daughters. In other words, that she should take an estate very much like the ordinary estate of a Hindu widow. In construing the will of a Hindu it is not improper to take into consideration what are known to be the ordinary notions and wishes of Hindus with respect to the devolution of property. It may be assumed that a Hindu generally desires that an estate, especially an ancestral estate, shall be retained in his family; and it may be assumed that a Hindu knows that, as a general rule, at all events, women do not take absolute estates of inheritance which they are enabled to alienate. Having reference to these considerations, together with the whole of the will, all the expressions of which must be taken together without any one being insisted upon to the exclusion of others, their Lordships are of opinion that the two Courts in India, who both substantially agree upon this point, are right in construing the intention of the testator to have been that the widow of his son should not take an absolute estate which she should have power to dispose of absolutely, but she took an estate subject to her daughters succeeding her in that estate, whether succeeding her as heirs of herself or succeeding her as heirs of the original testator is immaterial. It
would appear that the testator used the word "heir" as signifying the person who is to take immediately in succession to another; that he applies it to the Ranee as the person who is to take in immediate succession to him, and to the two daughters as the persons who are immediately to succeed to the Ranee; and their Lordships think that, viewing the will as a whole, when he uses the expression "except Musummata Ranee Dhun Kowur aforesaid, none other is, nor shall be, my heir and malik," it may be fairly construed as meaning that she shall take a life-interest immediately succeeding him without that interest being shared by her daughters or by any other person.

On the whole, therefore, although undoubtedly there is some difficulty in construing this testamentary document, their Lordships are of opinion that the Indian Courts have been right in construing it as not giving an estate of inheritance to the Ranee which she was able absolutely to alienate. If that be so, her daughters under this, will take after her, and the question has been raised whether they take as joint tenants or tenants in common. The High Court appears to suppose that they would take as joint tenants, but inasmuch as one of these daughters died before the testator, this question becomes immaterial, because in either case the plaintiff would be the heir and would be entitled to institute this action.

It follows that the Ranee could not convey to the defendant, who must be taken to have been a bona fide purchaser, having paid the full value (although he does not appear to have made any inquiries as to whether or not the Ranee did possess a power, unusual in Hindoo ladies, of making a conveyance of an estate in fee simple), an estate beyond her own life, and that the plaintiff is entitled to a decree to the effect that after her death the property belongs to him.

But then comes the question as to what terms this decree in his favor shall be subject to. The Courts below in India were of opinion that he should only be entitled to recover the property after the Ranee's death on payment of the full purchase-money. The High Court varied the decree so far as to declare that he should be entitled to it upon the payment of a mortgage upon the property for Rs. 14,000 which appears to have been an existing mortgage at the time of the conveyance in 1854. A further question, however, has
issue arose on the point of the application. The application was, that assuming the mortgage to have ceased, and that there were some other steps at the time of the mortgage, as the point of the presumption, that there was money which was required to make up the deficiency.  

The burden of the argument was the question whether the money was necessary to secure the mortgage on the mortgage as an executory.

They suggested the case in the same tone. The House was aware, that money had been advanced on the security of the mortgage, and the estate was not sufficient to pay the deficiency. Such an admission was necessary in order to pay the debts, and was for the benefit of the estate generally. In these Lordships' opinion there was no such proof whatever in this case. It appears that the mortgage was advanced on the security of some amount, above a lie of 40,000, minus the Government revenue of Rs. 34,000, leaving two to make an increase in annual amounts, of the property of Rs. 22,000, and was paid off in an amount of Rs. 22,000, and was paid off in an amount of Rs. 22,000. The mortgage was advanced as a matter of Rs. 22,000, and was paid off in the same way. Moreover, we have nothing to do with that. He is also shown to have owed a debt of Rs. 12,000 at the time of his death, but it was Rs. 1,000. A man with an income of Rs. 2,000, a year is shown on his death to have owed a sum of Rs. 2,000, and it is pretended that 10 years afterwards a necessity arises for selling a considerable portion of his real estate, to pay this debt of Rs. 1,000, plus some 500, which had been subsequently contracted by the Rector. The mere statement of these facts appears altogether to dispense with the contention that this estate could have been sold for the necessary purpose of paying the testator's debts, and when we add that both Courts have found that the fact was not so, their Lordships think it unnecessary further to dwell upon this point.

The only question that remains, then, is whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree of the High Court as it stands, or whether he is entitled to it without the burden of paying off the Rs. 14,000. On the whole their Lordships are of opinion that the judgment of the High Court was right; that this mortgage of Rs. 14,000 subsisting upon the estate at the time of the sale, and having been paid by the purchaser, it is equitable that, when the plaintiff reclaims the estate, credit should be given to the purchaser for the payment
of the mortgage, which otherwise the plaintiff himself would have to meet.

For these reasons their Lordships are of opinion that the judgment of the High Court was right, and they will humbly advise her Majesty that the both appeals should be dismissed, and that there should be no costs. But in order to render the intention of the Court more clear, their Lordships will recommend that the following words be added to the declaration:—"And to be put in possession of the said property after the decease of Mussummat Ranee Dhun Kowur on payment to the said defendant of the sum of Rs. 14,000.

The appellant will have his costs of the application for leave to enter his cross-appeal paid out of the deposit; the remainder will be repaid to the appellant's agent.—S. W. R. Vol. XXII, p. 409.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 18th of June 1873.

Present:
The Hon'ble J. B. Phear and W. Ainslie, Judges.

Case No. 1115 of 1872.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Bhaugulpore.

MOTEE-RAM KOWUR (Defendant) Appellant,
versus
GOPAL Sahoo and another (Plaintiffs) Respondents.

A widow is not trustee for the heirs, but has the whole of the inheritance in her with a limited power of alienation; her power of alienating for spiritual purposes being larger than that to which necessity gives rise.

An alienation by a widow is not void by reason of inadequate consideration; but is voidable by the heir upon his offering to pay the real consideration, and on certain other conditions being satisfied.

Phear, J.—After giving consideration to this case, we are of opinion that the Rs. 900, the debt incurred for the Gya pilgrimage, and the Rs. 800, the debt incurred for the shrād, by the widow, were expenses to liquidate which it was within the power of the widow to
alienate her husband's property. They are of the nature of expenditure for the purpose of procuring spiritual benefit for the husband; and it has been laid down by the Privy Council, and the doctrine has been constantly followed by this Court, that the widow's power of alienation for spiritual purposes is larger than the power of alienation to which necessity gives rise. It has been long settled that she is not, in any proper sense, trustee for the heirs: she has the whole of the inheritance in her with a limited power of alienation,—a power of alienation which can only be exercised perhaps, we may say, in two classes of contingencies,—one class comprising cases of necessity, and the other class, cases of raising money for spiritual purposes.

In this view, it appears to us that the alienation was a good alienation, although it may be that the Rs. 17,00, which is the total of the two items to which we have referred, may have been an inadequate consideration for the sale: we suppose, indeed we must take it to have been an inadequate consideration, because the actual purchase-money was Rs. 4,000. Under these circumstances, the alienation is not void, but, as was expressed by the late Chief Justice in a case reported in IX, Weekly Reporter, page 108, is voidable by the heir upon his offering to pay the real consideration (in this case it would be Rs. 17,00) together with reasonable interest thereon; and upon the further condition, of course, that the defendant should account for the rents and profits during the interval over which he had been in possession, both the interest and the account of rents and profits to run from the date of the widow's death.

We think, therefore, that the decrees of both Courts below, which have been passed in favour of the plaintiff without any qualification whatever, are wrong decrees, and must be reversed.

The plaintiff has not in this suit expressed his readiness to repay the defendant any portion of the purchase-money, but has sought to recover the property unconditionally.

Under the circumstances, we think that the right order will be to dismiss the plaintiff's present suit leaving him to any future remedy if he has any right to it.

The defendant, appellant, must have his costs in all the Courts.

S. W. R. Vol. XX, c. r. p. 187.
Held that none but the immediate reversioner is entitled to sue to interfere with the acts of a Hindú widow.

Held also that a petition presented by the immediate reversioner, when the suit was pending in special appeal, waving his rights in favor of the plaintiffs, in order to cure the defects of parties, could not be admitted at that stage.—Gugun Chander Sin and others v. Joy-doorga alias Goluck-basee and others.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1859, p. 620.

A reversioner can during the life-time of the alienor, commence a suit to declare that a conveyance is not binding upon him beyond the life of the alienor.

A deed of conveyance by a Hindú widow is an act hostile to, and invades, a reversioner's rights, and as such warrants his suing for a declaratory decree.—Shewuk Ram-persad versus Mohomed Shomsool Huda and another.—S. W. R. Vol. XII, p. 26.

A decree in a suit brought for a zamindary by a Hindú widow, binds those claiming the zamindary in succession to her. Unless the decree can be successfully impeached on some special ground, it will be an effectual bar to any new suit by any person claiming in succession to her. For, assuming her to be entitled to the zamindary at all, the whole estate would, for the time, be vested in her, absolutely for some purposes, though, in some respects, for a qualified interest, and, until her death, it could not be ascertained who would be entitled to succeed.—Kattama Nauchiar v. The Rajah of Shivagunga.—Sutherland's Privy Council Judgments, page 520. Moor. Ind. App. Vol. IX, p. 539.

Held following a Full Bench case cited that a reversioner can maintain a suit during the life-time of a childless Hindú widow to set aside a deed of conveyance as inoperative on the death of the widow by whom it was granted.—Lalla Chuttur Narain v. Mus-summat Wooma Koonwaree and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VIII, page 273.

A reversioner has no right of suit during the life-time of a widow to set aside a deed of alienation said to have been executed by his ancestor and supported by the widow.—Mussummat Ram

Held that a daughter was competent to sue during the life-time of her mother, the encumbrancer; the daughter being the immediate reversioner to the property, and her reversionary right being seriously threatened.—Mussummat Golab Koonwur v. Shib Suhae and others.—Agra. Rep. Vol. I, p. 55.

Where it appeared that there were other persons nearer than plaintiff, and there had been no disclaimer of their right on their part,—Held that plaintiff, who, according to the ordinary Hindú law of inheritance, was not the next heir, could not maintain the suit.—Goshaeen Teekumjee and others v. Pursotum Lalljee and others.—Agra Rep. Vol. IV, p. 238.

Although a suit to set aside an alienation, alleged to have been illegally made by a Hindú widow, of property belonging to the estate of her deceased husband, should usually be brought by the next, and not by a remote, reversioner, yet such a suit may be brought by other than the next reversioner where it can be considered as one brought by a person who, by express declaration of those who having prior rights, was entitled to maintain it by their consent, and of their relinquishment in his favor of the right of suit.

When this relinquishment is once shown, the suit is open to no objection on the score of its having been instituted without the plaintiff, at the time of the institution, having shown that the prior rights of others had been waived or abandoned in his favor.—Amur Singh v. Murdun Singh.—N. W. Rep. Vol. II, p. 31.

Although an alienation of property by a widow for other than allowable purposes may be declared void, yet the reversioners are not entitled to immediate possession unless the widow has committed some act involving forfeiture of property.—Mussummat Kissore v. Khela Ram.—N. W. R. Vol. II, p. 424.

Though a reversioner cannot obtain possession during the life-time of a Hindú widow, yet he may be entitled to a declaration whether the alienations made by the widow are or are not valid and
binding on the absolute heir. If the reversioner can prove that wilful default is about to take place, he will be entitled to such relief from the Court as will prevent the apprehended occurrence of a sale for arrears.—Surut Chundar Sein v. Muthoora-nath Puddatwick.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 303.

Where transfer is made by a widow in fraud of the rights of the presumptive reversioner—Held that he is entitled to a declaratory decree, that the widow's act is null and void, as it may affect the interests of the reversioner, and for provision, if necessary, to prevent any waste of the estate by the appointment of a receiver, but not to a more extensive remedy. His reversionary interest is not accelerated by the transfer. Where a daughter was colluding with the widow in making transfer of divided property—Held that plaintiffs, the next reversioners after the daughter, were competent to maintain the suit to have the transfer declared null and void.—Jwala-nath and others v. Kulloo and others.—Agra. Rep. Vol. III, p. 55.

When the immediate reversioner is in possession of a part of the property, and not in a position to institute proceedings to set aside alienations, the next reversioner is entitled to sue to protect his future rights.—Bal-gobind Ram v. Hiruранee.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 255.

A reversionary heir to his uncle's property may sue, during the life-time of the widow for a declaratory decree to the effect that an alienation will not bind him in the event of his surviving the widow.—Bykunto Nath Roy v. Grish Chunder Mookerjee.—S. W. R. Vol. XV, c. r. p. 96.

A, brought a suit against C and D, alleging that he was an heir-expectant upon the death of B, a Hindú widow in possession of an estate, and, as such sought to have a declaration of title, and to have certain conveyance of this estate, said to have been executed by C, in favor of D, set aside as affecting A's future interest, without charging any act of waste or injury to the property which might affect his rights as reversioner. Held that A, had disclosed no cause of action against C and D.—Musummat Sooruj Buni Koonwur v. Mahiput Singh.—B. L. R. Vol. VII, p. 669.
Declarations of title may be granted to reversioners, and alienations by a Hindú widow set aside during the widow’s life-time, although possession of the estate itself will not be ordinarily given. *Mussummat Shibo Koeree* and others v. *Joogun Shingh* and others. S. W. R. Vol. VIII, p. 155.

In a suit by a reversioner to set aside a sale of property made by a Hindú widow, the court cannot direct possession to be given to the reversioner, but can only declare the sale to be invalid, and leave the widow or her vendees as her tenants in possession.—*Goluck Chunder Dass* v. *Gopal Kishen Sein*.—S. W. R. for 1864, page 250.

A reversioner cannot sue to dispossess a widow or a purchaser holding under her, though he is entitled to sue for a declaration that a sale by the widow is invalid against him on his proving that the sale was made without legal necessity.—*Hara-dhun Nag* v. *Issur Chunder Bose*.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 222.

A reversionary heir has no right to set aside a deed of sale executed by a Hindú widow during her life-time.—*Ram-monokur Singh* and others v. *Kooldeep Narain Singh* and another.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 514.

A reversionary heir is subject to all rights which exist against the property in consequence of acts done by, or decrees obtained against, the ancestor.—*Ram-monokur Singh* and others v. *Kooldeep Narain Singh* and another.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 515.

Suit by a reversioner to set aside an alienation is cognizable if the title of the reversioner has been injured by a distinct act of alienation, and if the widow who ought to have brought the suit has relinquished her life-interest, and signified her assent to the suit proceeding.—*Bheem-ram Chukerbatty* v. *Huree-kishore Roy*. S. W. R. Vol. I, p. 359.

A party, who subject to the life-interest of his mother has a real and vested interest in remainder such as a Hindú has the power of creating, has a right to sue to obtain a declaration of the invalidity of a will set up to his prejudice, which purports to take away altogether his future right and interest in the property.

Relative to Purchasers, &c.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 21st of December, 1864.

Present:
The Hon’ble H. V. Bayley and A. G. Macpherson, Puisne Judges.

WOOMA CHURN BANERJEE (Plaintiff) Appellant,

versus

HARADHUN MOJOOMDAR and others (Defendants) Respondents.

The plaintiff's cause of action, as reversioner, held to accrue from the death of his grandmother who had the life interest. Held also that the purchaser from the grandmother was bound to prove his title deeds and the existence of legal necessity for the sale.

In this case plaintiff sued for possession of certain brohmoter lands, gardens, tanks, &c. Plaintiff's allegation is that "the entire property left by the plaintiff's maternal grandfather and maternal uncle, devolved on his grandmother Ram-koomaree." Plaintiff adds that "he attained his majority in 1260, and after the death of his maternal grandmother Ram-koomaree, he attempted to take possession of the estate as he is lawfully entitled to it, but the defendants opposed him and did not deliver over possession to him." The gist of the answer of all the defendants is that they have possession; that plaintiff never had any; that they hold under various titles, and that plaintiff must show a superior title in order to justify his obtaining a decree.

It is clear that the plaintiff's contention was that, even if the defendants had possession as the Ameen reported, still, as the Ameen had also reported that the defendants did not produce their title deeds, and had stated that in some cases the defendants claimed from the grandmother, the burden was on them, defendants, as purchasers, to prove their own title deeds, and also the legal necessity under which they purchased, before they could have any
right under Hindu law in preference to the heir at law, as which plaintiff clearly all along claimed. The case has, in no way, been tried on this view. We therefore remand it that this may be done, and we take the opportunity to call the attention of the lower Court to the views expressed by Her Majesty's Privy Council in Volume VI of Moore's Indian Appeals, page 424. "Their Lordships think that the lender is bound to enquire into the necessities for the loan, and to satisfy himself as well as he can, with reference to the parties with whom he is dealing, that the manager is acting in the particular instance for the benefit of the estate, but they think that if he does so enquire and act honestly, the real existence of an alleged sufficient and reasonably credited necessity is not a condition precedent to the validity of his charge, and they do not think that under such circumstances he is bound to see to the application of the money. Their Lordships do not think that a bona fide creditor should suffer when he has acted honestly and with due caution, but is himself deceived."—S. W. R. Vol. I, a. c. pp. 347—349.

It is argued in special appeal that the mere declaration of necessity was sufficient to justify the purchaser proceeding to buy. But this is not so. It is not necessary for the purchaser to see application of the purchase-money, but he must make such enquiries as an ordinary prudent man would in the transactions of life to satisfy himself of the reality of a fact, such as the existence of a legal necessity in this case.—Gunga-gobind Bose and others v. Sree-mutty Dhunnee and Ramee.—S. W. R. Vol. I, c. r. p. 60.

* It is a mistake to suppose that the dicta in the case of Hunooman Persad Panday (i.e., in the case above cited) apply only to alienations affected by guardians of minors. They lay down the general principles by which the courts are to be guided, in dealing with suits in which it is sought to set aside alienations made by persons having a limited or qualified power over the estates they have alienated.

These are that—"the power of alienation can only be exercised rightly in case of need, or for the benefit of the estate, but, where the charge is one that a prudent owner would make in order to benefit the estate, the bona fide lender is not affected by the precedent mismanagement of the estate. The actual pressure on the estate, the danger to be averted, or the benefit to be conferred upon it in the particular instance is the thing to be regarded. If the lender inquires into the necessity for the loan and acts honestly, satisfying himself that the manager is acting in the particular instance for the benefit of the estate, the real existence of a sufficient necessity is not a condition precedent to the validity of his charge on the estate, nor is he bound to see to the application of the money."—Remarks by the late Sudder Dewany Adawlut of Calcutta in the case of Dostcare Mohapattra and others v. Damodar Mohapattra and others. Vide S. D. A., Decis. for 1868 p. 1846.
A party claiming immovable property by virtue of an alienation by a Hindú widow during her son’s minority is bound, whether he be a plaintiff or a defendant, to prove that he made reasonable inquiry, and he in good faith believed that such circumstances existed as would justify the widow in alienating her son’s estate.—Kashi-nath Seta-ram Oze v. Dakhi et al.—Bom. H. C. Rep. a. c. j. Vol. VI, p. 211.

Where a purchaser of immovable property deals with a person having a qualified power of dealing with that property, it lies upon the purchaser to give some reasonable account of the need which actually existed, or was alleged to exist, for the sale.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 407.

In purchasing from a Hindú widow the purchaser is not bound to look to the appropriation of the money, nor is he affected by the fact that the alienation was made for a larger sum than the necessity of the case required.—Kamikha Prosad Roy v. Srimati Jagadumba Dasi.—B. L. R. Vol. V. p. 508.

Where a considerable time has elapsed of enjoyment and apparent acquiescence, a purchaser, or one claiming through him, may be absolved from showing any more than the fact of the sale being made to him under some ostensible plea of necessity.—Madhub Chunder Hajra v. Gobind Chunder Banerjee and others.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 350.

The purchaser from a Hindú widow who is still living is entitled to possession of the property sold, whether there was necessity for the sale or not.—Booona Jha, v. Lall Doss.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, page 36.

Purchase from a Hindú widow is invalid, but the purchaser may remain in possession during the widow’s life-time, on proof of his purchase being preferable to an alleged gift made by the widow to the defendant.—Chunder-nath Surma, v. Roma-nath Surma.—S. W. R. Vol. I, p. 69.

Where the legal necessity for a sale by a Hindú widow is questioned, its existence must be shown by the party standing on

In a sale by a Hindú widow under necessity where the Vendee pays a fair price, and acts bona fide, the mere fact of only two-thirds of the purchase-money being paid to creditors does not invalidate his conveyance, as he is not bound to see to the application of the purchase-money.—Ram Gopaul Ghose v. Bul-deb Bose.—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 385.

The first duty of a purchaser from a Hindú childless widow is to satisfy himself as to her right to sell. If he does not act with due care and attention in the matter, he cannot be said to have acted legally in good faith, although he may have believed or taken for granted that all was right.—Ram-dhone Bhuttucharjee v. Ishanee Debee.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 123.

A purchaser for value is not bound to prove the antecedent economy or good conduct of a Hindú widow who alienates a portion of her husband’s estate, nor to account for the due appropriation of the purchase money, but is bound to use diligence in ascertaining that there is some legal necessity for the loan, and he may be reasonably expected to prove the circumstances connected with his own particular loan.—Kali Koomar Chowdhry v. Nund Koomar Chowdhry.—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 153.

Where a Hindú widow raises money by mortgaging her husband’s property, the mortgagee is not bound to look to the appropriation of the money so raised, his responsibility ceasing when he has satisfied himself that there was legal necessity for the loan.—Ram Persad Singh v. Mussummat Nag-bungshee Kooer.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 501.

The existence of a decree which may be executed at any time against ancestral property is a clear legal necessity for contracting a loan, and justification to any one lending money on the mortgage of the property.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 446.
Miscellaneous Cases.

CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 12th of July 1869.

Present:
Mr. Justice Kemp and Mr. Justice Glover, Judges.

MUSUMMAT INDU-BANSI KUNWUR (Plaintiffs,)

versus

MUSUMMAT GRIBHIRUN KUNWUR and others (Defendants.)

A Hindú of Tirhoot died in 1849, leaving two widows and a brother. A compromise was made by the three, whereby they agreed that the brother should remain in possession of the property left by the deceased; and that some land should be assigned to the widows for maintenance. The elder widow died in 1867, and the other sued the heirs of the brother for recovery of possession of the property. The defence set up was that the suit was barred by limitation, as her cause of action arose not on the death of her co-widow, but on the death of her husband.

Held, that as to recovery of possession of a moiety of the property, the cause of action arose on the death of the co-widow.

That the possession of the elder widow was not adverse to the younger widow, as the elder widow was permitted to enjoy the possession of the husband's property during her life-time, the younger widow receiving an allowance from the profits of the estate.—B. L. R. a. J. Vol. III, pp. 289—290.

Where certain landed property in the possession of a Hindú widow was sold on the alleged ground of necessity, and the execution of the deed of purchase attested by the then next heir, it was held that the assent implied in such attestation was not conclusive in law as to the necessity for sale, though the fact of the persons most interested in contesting such a sale being called in to execute the deed is the strangest possible proof of good faith on the part of the purchaser.—Madhab Chunder Hajrak v. Gobind Chunder Banerjea. S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 350.

A Hindú widow has power, with the consent of the reversionary heirs, to make a valid alienation, for religious purposes, of property, movable or immovable, left by her husband.
Where a Hindu widow dedicated property by a deed to the worship of an idol, and the property was given to trustees in trust, after the death of the widow, to permit the male heirs of her late husband to receive the rents, held, that such heirs were entitled to actual possession and to the rents of the estate, provided they devoted it according to the provisions of the deed to the worship of the idol.—Braja-nath Baisakh versus Matilal Baisakh and another.—B. L. Rep. Vol. III, o. j. c. p. 92.

Where only the rights and interest of the widow in the property left by her husband were sold in execution of a decree against her on account of debt contracted by her, and neither the decree nor the sale proceedings declared the property itself liable for the debt—Held that the purchase conveyed an interest in the estate only during the widow's life-time.—Kisto-moyie Dossee and others, v. Prosunno Naraen Choowdhoory and others.—S. W. Vol. I, p. 303.

In re Joy-naraen Bose—It was held that a widow's interest may be sold in execution for her debts.—Sev. Rep. Vol. IV, p. 781.


A lender in good faith lent money to save the widow's estate from sale, on security of a bond and mortgage. The present possessor, though not succeeding as heir, is liable to the extent of the security, if the widow acted for the benefit of the estate and under necessity.—Hur-nath Roy Choowdhoory v. Inder Chander Baboo.—S. D. A. R. for 1859, p. 207.

When a party does not sue as an heir of a Hindu widow or her husband to set aside a sale by her on the ground of illegality under the Hindu law, but sues as a decree-holder to have the same set aside as fraudulent, he cannot raise the question of necessity.—Kissen Bullub Mahttab v. Roghu Nundan Thakoor and others.—S. W. B. Vol. VI, p. 305.

Suit by a widow for possession of her husband's share of joint property inherited from his grandfather. Held that if the husband died before his grandfather, she had no title; but that if he had outlived his grandfather, his widow would be entitled to his share on
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proof of her having lived in commensality with the defendant within 12 twelve years from the dates, of her dispossession.—Bindu Basini Dassee v. Anund Chunder Paul.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 179.


On the death of a Hindú (who had been separated from his brothers), and during the life-time of his widow, his brothers' sons having claimed as his heirs and obtained mutation of their names on the Collector's rent-roll:

Held, that under the Mitakshara (under which the case came) the widow succeeds, the act of the nephews was hostile to her, and their possession for more than 12 years was adverse possession barring her claim.

Held also that if a widow without fraud or collusion, would be barred, the reversioners claiming to succeed on her death would also be barred.—Gopal Singh v. Kunkya-lall Sahib-zadah.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 9.

That a Hindú widow, entitled to her husband's share in the joint property continues to live in the family and mess with them, is sufficient, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to show that she is receiving payments on account of her share.—Gobind Chunder Bagchee guardian of Ek-courree alias Kali-kisto Bagchee minor v. Kripa-moyee Debea.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 338.

Held that, as the respondent had given all title to monies due to her husband in favor of the appellant, his other wife, she could not be held equally liable for her husband's debts. The order of the lower Court, dismissing the appellant's claim to recover money from the defendant (respondent) as jointly liable with her for their husband's debts, confirmed.—Museummat Radha Koonwur widow of, Chintamun Awustee v. Doorga Koonwur, widow of Chintamun Awustee.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1859, p. 1195.

When the amount of a judgment debt was due from two brothers A., and B., and the widow of A., in order to save her husband's
estate from sale in execution, gave a bond making herself responsible for the whole debt, and after her death, the judgment creditor sought to recover the amount from the heirs of A, it was held that the widow had no authority to settle for B's share of the debt as well as for her husband A, nor could she make her husband's estate liable for it; that plaintiff had made a mistake in taking a bond only from the widow, and as it did not make her and B, jointly and severally liable, A's heirs could not be held responsible for the debt of B, and that plaintiff must fall back on his original decree and execute it.—Mussummat Ram Doolary Koonwar and Juggun Singh v. Sheo Shunker Singh and others.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1860, page 502.

A reversioner cannot during the life-time of a Hindu widow sue to set aside a sale made by her if 12 years have elapsed since the date of the sale, though he may during her life-time sue to have the sale declared void and to prevent waste. Such limitation does not affect the right of suit of the reversioner after the widow's death when he succeeds as heir.—Subodara Bibee v. Mohendro-Nath Bose.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 271.

A putnee lease granted by a widow while in possession is not invalidated by the fact that her equity suit is pending at the time.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 554.

Where a Hindu widow alienates land while in her possession without a legal necessity, the putneedar acquires only her life interest, but if there was a legal necessity, then the purchaser of her husband's right and title is subject to the pottah granted by her.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 554.

The onus of proving the necessity for a sale by a Hindu widow and the adequacy of the purchase money lies on the purchaser.—Jodu Nath Sircar and another v. Sreemutty Sonamonee Dossee and others. Cor. Rep. p. 70.

A widow re-marrying is entitled to succeed to the estate of her son by a former marriage, and Section 2 of Act XV, of 1856 does not deprive her of any right or interest which she had not at the time of re-marriage.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 82.
When a childless Hindú widow is the heiress and legal representative of her husband, the reversionary heirs are bound by decree relating to her husband’s estate, which are obtained against her without fraud or collusion; and they are also bound by limitations by which she, without fraud or collusion, is bound.

The words “cause of action” in Act XIV, of 1859, refer, not to a new cause of action accruing to the reversionary heir personally, but to the cause of action which accrued to the heir or representative, for the time being, of the deceased.

When alienations of her husband’s estate are improperly made by the widow, they are good as against her for her life, and the reversionary heir’s cause of action does not accrue until her death. But when property belonging to the husband’s estate is held adversely to the widow and never reaches her hands, the cause of action accrues to her, and a suit, whether by her or by the reversionary heir, must be brought within the usual period, counting from the commencement of the adverse possession.—Nobin Chunder Chuckerbutty (Plaintiff) Appellant, v. Issur Chunder Chuckerbutty and others (Defendants) Respondents.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, F. B. page 505.

In a suit by the sons of the reversionary heir of a Hindú ancestor to recover property sold by his widow fifty years ago to the defendant’s predecessors, the Court—considering the unreasonable-ness of expecting direct evidence of legal necessity for the alienations in question after so great a lapse of time, the adequacy of the consideration given by the purchasers, the due registration and publication of deeds 50 years old and containing a recital of legal necessity, the proved knowledge of the alienations at the time they were made by the then reversionary heir, his conduct and silence up to the time of his death, or for nine years after the widow’s death when the succession opened out to him, and the delay made by his son in bringing this suit—held the defendants entitled to a strong presumption in their favor, which had not been rebutted by the plaintiffs that their predecessors had purchased the estates in question after a due enquiry, and after satisfying themselves in

* This doctrine has been adopted by the Privy Council.

A suit to recover principal and interest on a bond executed by a Hindú widow whilst possessed of her late husband’s property, cannot be brought at her death against his reversionary heirs on the ground of some supposed equity arising out of the possession of the estate by the defendants, obliging them to pay a portion of the money which was expended in recovering it.

There is no necessity for a widow to borrow money when she has an income to pay the expenses of litigation.

In order to establish a binding promise by the defendants’ father to pay the bond, there must be proof of a consideration for such a promise.—\textit{Roy Mukhun Lall v. Mr. W. Steward} and others, S. W. R. Vol. XVIII, p. 121.

Alienations made by Hindú widows of shares of an estate held as a hereditary \textit{mocurree} tenure, can only be contested by reversionary heirs and other persons having some interest in the estate; it is not open to the zamindar or superior landlord to object to such alienations. If the reversionary heirs make no arrangement for the due payment of the \textit{mocurree} rent the only right which the zamindar has, is to sue them for arrears, and to cause the sale of the tenure, if necessary, in execution of the decree, but not to take \textit{khas} possession of it by force.—\textit{Ram Dhan Shaha} and another v. \textit{Rajah Rajkristo Singh Buladoor}.—S. W. R. Vol. XVIII, p. 406.

Where a widow having lost her rights in her husband’s estate on account of remarriage under the provision of Section 2, Act XV of 1856 was allowed to retain possession by the next reversioner—Held that such arrangement by the next reversioner was only binding upon him, and not on the heirs of such reversioner; who on the death of the former were entitled to sue for possession of the property by dispossessing the widow.—\textit{Kaisho} and others v. \textit{Museum mat Jumna}.—Agra Rep. Vol. I, a. c., p. 140.

Where a Hindú widow, exceeding her rights, alienates property which a reversioner claims, his suit is not barred if brought within
12 years from her death.—*Gopal Chunder Mullick v. Onoop Chunder Roy* and others.—S. W. R. Vol. XI, p. 183.

The rights of a reversioner entitled to succeed on the death of a childless Hindú widow if he shall happen to survive her, could not be sold in execution of a decree of Court.—*Koraj Koonwar v. Komul Koonwar and others.*—S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 34.

Raj Chunder Dass, a Hindú, died possessed of property, leaving as his heiress, his widow, Ross-monee Dossee. He also left four daughters two of whom died in the life-time of their mother, each leaving a son. Ross-monee Dossee died leaving her surviving two daughters, Puddo-monee Dossee, and Jugdumba Dossee, who succeeded to the estate of Raj Chunder Doss. *Held* that Thakoor Doss Biswas one of the sons of Jugdumba Dossee has no such interest in the property as could be attached and sold in execution of a decree against him.—*Bhoobun Mohun Banerjee v. Thakoor Doss Biswas.*—Indian Jurist, Vol. II, N. S., p. 277.

Reversionary interest may be sold in execution of a decree. *Gour-huree Dutt v. Radha Gobind Shaha.*—S. W. R. Vol. XII, page 54.

The mere execution and registration of a deed as between strangers, without any ulterior act directed against a Hindú widow in possession, or against the reversionary heir or his possession, cannot give the latter any cause of action or entitle him to ask for a declaratory decree.—*Sooruj-bunsi Koonwar v. Mohi-put Singh.*—S. W. R. Vol. XVI, p. 18.

The possession in right of inheritance of a widowed daughter having sons alive is not adverse to a reversioner.—*Poorun Chunder Nundes v. Sriesh Chunder Chukerbutty.*—S. W. R. Vol. XV, c. r, page 147.

A reversioner obtained a decree declaring that he was then the nearest heir to certain ancestral property, and would be entitled to succeed on the death of the widows of his cousin who were in possession. After the death of the widows, it was found that the reversioner had become insane, and was therefore incapacitated by Hindú law from inheriting. Upon this his son, who had been ap-
pointed manager on behalf of his father under Act XXXV of 1858, applied for execution of the above mentioned decree as his representative. *Held* that it was necessary to look to the status of the heir at the time the succession opened out to him, and that the applicant in the capacity of the representative to the reversioner (who was not the heir of the widow’s husband), was not entitled to execute the decree.—*Brijo Bhookun Lall v. Bechun Dobey.*—*S. W. R.* Vol. 14, c. r. p. 329.

Limitation reckons against the reversioners or next heirs of a deceased person only from the death of the widow or the immediate heirs of the deceased.—*Gri-dhares Singh v. Mussummat Indro Kooer.*—*S. W. R.* Vol. XVII, c. r. 237.

---

**Admitted Legal Opinions**

According to the Hindu law as current in Benares, the widow will succeed to the exclusion of the brother, if the estate was divided; but if undivided, the brother will exclude her; and the brother in either case excludes the brother’s sons.

Q. Rajah Bhuwa-bul Deo died leaving four sons, namely, Baboo Iswari Buksh Deo, Baboo Dil-gunjun Deo, Baboo Ahalb Singh, and Baboo Soobh-nath Singh, of whom the eldest (Baboo Iswari Buksh Deo) died, leaving a minor son and two widows, the elder called Ranee Sheo-raj Koonwar, and the younger Ranee Ahbeeman Koonwur, and subsequently the minor died. Ahalb Singh died, leaving Huruk-nath and Joy-nath as his sons and representatives; lastly, Dil-gunjun Deo died childless, leaving a widow called Ranee Golab Koonwuree; and Soobh-nath is still living. In this case, whether will the property left by Dil-gunjun Deo, devolve on his widow Golab Koonwuree, on his brother Soobh-nath, or on his brother’s sons Huruk-nath and Joy-nath?

R. Supposing Dil-gunjun to have left neither son, son’s son, nor son’s grandson at his death, but to have been survived by his widow Golab Koonwuree, his brother Soobh-nath Singh, and his brother’s two sons Huruk-nath and Joy-nath, his widow is alone entitled to succeed to his real and personal estate, provided it be divided. If Bhuwa-bul Deo died leaving four sons, Iswari Buksh,
Dil-gunjun, Ahlad, and Soobh-nath, and his estate was undivided, then the uterine brother Soobh-nath is entitled to inherit the portion to which his late brother Dil-gunjun was entitled, whose widow has a right to demand food and raiment only until her death. This opinion is conformable to the Mitákshará and other law tracts which are current in the Western provinces.

Authorities.

"The wife and the daughters, also both parents, brothers likewise, and their sons, gentiles, cognates."—Yájnyavalkya, cited in the Mitákshará.

"The wealth of him who leaves no male issue, goes to his wife; on failure of her, it devolves on daughters; if there be none, it belongs to the father; if he be dead, it appertains to the mother; on failure of her, it goes to the brothers; after them, it descends to the brother's sons."—Vishnu, cited in the same authority.

"The rule, deduced from the texts (of Yájnyavalkya, &c.,) that the wife shall take the estate, regards the widow of a separated brother."—Mitákshará.

Menu:—"To the nearest kinsman (Sapinda), the inheritance next belongs."


The claimants being a brother's son and a widow, the former will take the property, if the family was joint; but the latter if separate, according to the law of Benares.

Q. An individual had two sons, A and B. The eldest (A) died before his father, leaving a son and a widow. Subsequently the father died, leaving a family consisting of B and his wife, and A's son and widow; and at his death he also left some landed property. Some time after this, the son (B) died, leaving his widow, and his brother's son and widow him surviving. In this case, what proportions of the property of B will respectively devolve on the eldest son's son and widow, and on the younger son's widow?

R. If A's son, his widow, and the widow of B, lived together as a joint family at the time when B died; according to law, A's
son is alone entitled to the estate, but it is necessary for him to provide B's widow with food and raiment equal to her condition of life. If they formerly lived apart, and the share of B was separated, then his widow is entitled to the property which fell to her husband's legal share. A's widow has no right of succession, but she must be provided by her son with proper maintenance.


An unchaste widow forfeits all right to her late husband's property.

Q. A person died, leaving a widow and a brother of the half blood. Subsequently to his death, the widow violated the hitherto unsullied bed of her husband, and had a child by a paramour of another class, while the brother's conduct was consistent with his religion; in this case, which of the two is entitled to succeed to the property of the deceased? Supposing the widow during the life-time of her husband to have co-habited with a stranger, and to have therefore been expelled from the family, and to have lost her reputation, has such widow any right to inherit her husband's property?

R. It is the general doctrine, that the virtuous widow of a man who dies leaving no heir down to the great-grandson, succeeds; but that if she, on the death of her lord, be faithless to his bed, she has no right of succession: consequently the widow in such case would be excluded by her husband's half brother. So in the case of her having acted unchastely while her husband was living. The authorities for this opinion are laid down in the Dāya-bhāga and other books of law.

Authorities.

Vṛiharpati:—"If her husband die before her, she shares his wealth. This is a primeval law."

Katyāyana:—"Let the widow succeed to her husband's wealth, provided she be chaste." "The childless wives, conducting themselves aright, must be supported; but such as are unchaste, should be expelled; and so indeed should those who are perverse."

* Dāya-bhāga, 159. † Mitākshar, 363.
**Vrihat Menu:** — "The widow of a childless man, keeping unsullied her husband's bed, and persevering in religious observances, shall present his funeral oblation, and obtain (his) entire share."

**Náreda:** — "But a wife, who does malicious acts injurious to her husband, who has no sense of shame, who destroys his effects, or who takes delight in being faithless to his bed, is held unworthy of the property before described."


An unchaste widow may be expelled from her husband's house.

**Q.** There were two brothers, of whom one died, leaving sons, who are still alive; and the other died leaving a son, who also died, leaving a widow, him surviving. The widow had become a prostitute, and had violated her husband's bed. In this case, is she entitled to inherit her husband's estate, and if not, on whom does his property devolve?

**R.** If it be proved that the widow in fact did not keep her husband's bed unsullied, she has no title to his property, and ought to be expelled from his house. His estate, in default of heirs down to the uncle, should devolve on his uncle's sons. This opinion is in conformity to the authority contained in the Dáya-bhága, &c.


A widow cannot inherit property left by her husband's relatives or their widows.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. I, Sect. ii, Case 11.

A man dying and leaving three widows, who inherited his property, on the death of one of them without issue, the two others will take her share.

**Q.** A Hindú inhabitant of Patna died, leaving three wives him surviving. Of these three, the first was childless; the second had three daughters, and the third had one daughter. Under these circumstances, on the death of the childless wife, to whom does her share of the property legally belong, and who is entitled to claim it, according to the law as prevalent in that part of the country?

**R.** If a Hindú inhabitant of Patna die, leaving three wives; the first childless, the second having three daughters, and the third
one daughter, of whom the childless one died, in this case, the surviving two widows of her husband are entitled by law to her share of the property, and to sue for the same; because, although a widow succeeds to her husband’s property in default of male issue, yet, on her death, it goes to her husband’s nearest heirs, and in this instance his nearest heirs, in default of son, grandson, and great-grandson, are his widows. This is the law according to the Mitakshara, Vîra-mitrodaya, Vyavahâra-mayûkha, Vyavahâra-koustubha, and other authorities current in Patna, and the adjacent places.

Authorities.

“The childless widow, preserving inviolate the bed of her lord, and strictly obedient to her spiritual parents, may frugally enjoy the estate until she die; after her the legal heirs shall take it.”
Kâtyâyana.

The wealth of him who leaves no male issue, goes to his wife; on failure of her to his daughter, &c.—Vishnu.

A wife, daughters,* &c.—Yâjnyavalkya.

Sudder Dewany Adawlut, July 12th 1827.

Doonda Singh, Appellant v. Musrummat Doorga Koonwur.

Property acquired without using the patrimony by one brother living in partnership, belongs to him exclusively.
After his death it goes to his widow, who has, however, no right to dispose of it; and after her death, it devolves on his brethren.

Q. 1. A Hindú acquires landed property by means of his own funds or by means other than those of the joint funds, at a time when he is living in partnership with his brethren. Do such land after his death go to his undivided brethren, or to his widow? If they go to his widow has she or has she not a right to dispose of them by sale or gift; and, if she has not a right to dispose of such

* The case stated is that of a widow dying childless, and being survived by two other widows of her husband, each of whom had issue; but it would have been the same had the deceased widow been the mother of a daughter or daughters; the property going at her death to the nearest heirs of her husband, who are in this instance his wives and not his daughters. But all the daughters would inherit equally on the death of all the three widows.—Note by Sir W. Macnaghten.
lands by sale or gift, to whom will they devolve after the death of the widow? To her husband’s heirs, or to whom?

R. 1. A Hindú acquires landed property by means of his own funds, or by means other than those of the joint funds, at a time when he is living in partnership with his brethren. Under these circumstances, such lands are not divisible, among his brethren. After his death, therefore, the right to them will be vested in his widow, and not in his undivided brethren. But in such case, the widow has no right, without the consent of her husband’s heirs, to dispose of the lands so devolved upon her from her husband by sale or gift, and after the death of the widow, the right to such landed property will be vested in the heirs of her husband. This opinion is delivered in conformity to the Viváda-chintámáni, the Viváda-ratnákara, the Vyavahára-chintámáni, and other authorities current in Tirhoot.

**Authority.**

1st. What a brother has acquired by his labour, without using the patrimony, he need not give up without his assent; for it was gained by his own exertion. Texts of *Menu* and *Viśhnu* cited in the Viváda-chintámáni, Viváda-ratnákara, and other authorities.

2nd. That which is acquired without detriment to the joint-stock, belongs exclusively to the acquirer.—Interpretation of the text in the Viváda-chintámáni.

3rd. Property acquired without detriment to the joint-stock is indivisible.—Interpretation of the Viváda-ratnákara.

4th. As by no text is a woman authorized to dispose of, by gift or sale, immovable property given to her by her husband; in like manner she has no authority to dispose of, by gift or sale, her husband’s immovable property which she has inherited.—Viváda-chintámáni. So also the Prañasák and Ratnákara.

5th. When the husband is deceased, his kin are the guardians of his childless widow. In the disposal of the property, and care of herself, as well as in her maintenance, they have full power. Text of Náredá cited in the Viváda-ratnákara, and other authorities.

6th. A gift, pledge, or sale of lands, houses, or slaves, by a dependant person, is invalid or inefficient. Text of Kátyáyana cited in the Vyavahára-chintámáni.
7th. Let the childless widow, preserving unsullied the bed of her lord, abiding with her venerable protector, enjoy with moderation the property until her death. After her, let the heirs take it. Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. I, Section ii, Case 14.

The fact of a widow’s having recovered her husband’s share by litigation, gives her no additional power over it.

Q. There were three brothers who held some landed property in co-parcenary, one of whom died childless, leaving a widow, who succeeded to the share of her husband. Subsequently, the surviving brothers sold their entire estate, including the share to which the deceased was entitled, to a stranger. The widow applied to a court of justice for her husband’s portion: a decree was passed in her favour, and she was put in possession of the property claimed. She then, notwithstanding that her husband’s two brothers’ sons and grandsons in the male line were alive, made a gift of the whole of her husbands’ property, which she recovered by litigation, to one of her husband’s brothers’ grandsons. In this case, has the gift validity or otherwise?

R. Under the circumstances above stated, the widow was incompetent to give away her husband’s whole property to one of his brothers’ grandsons while there were his other nephews and their sons existing, and the gift must be considered illegal, as expressly declared by the following sages. Kātyāyana: “Let her enjoy with moderation the property until her death. After her, let the heirs take it.” “Let the widow, preserving unsullied the bed of her lord, take his share; but she may not seek independency while she lives, to give, pledge, or sell it.”

“Even in this case, if a partition should have been made, the widow is not entitled to the immovable property.”—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 46.

A widow having received instructions from her husband to adopt a son, and without doing so, making a gift to a stranger of the property, which had devolved on her at her husband’s death such gift is invalid.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 40.
The son of a Śúdra by a concubine or female slave, is entitled to inherit property, but his widow is incompetent to alienate to the prejudice of other heirs.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 49.

A widow cannot alienate, by gift or will, property devolved on her from her husband, nor her own acquisitions made by means of such property.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 49.

Sale by a widow, without the consent of the next heirs, of any part of the property devolved on her from her husband is invalid, except under special circumstances.—Macn. H. L, Vol. II, Chap. xi, Case 9.

A widow may, for the spiritual benefit of her deceased husband, make a gift of a small portion of his estate, to her own relation. Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 32.

A gift of personal property, inherited by a widow to her daughter’s husband, is good, though the daughter be living.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 9.

A widow may alienate a portion of her late husband’s property for his spiritual welfare, or for her own subsistence.

But not for her own subsistence, if the next heir agree to support her.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. viii, Case 4.

Sale by a widow of landed property is good, if necessary for the support of the family.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. xi, Case 2.

The sale by a widow of her husband’s landed property is valid, if necessary for her maintenance.

Q. There were three uterine brothers, who held their patrimonial lands in joint tenancy. Two of the brothers died, each leaving a widow, and the other brother still survives. The estate is jointly possessed by these individuals. The widows, being much distressed for the means of maintenance, sold a part of their husbands’ shares of the joint landed estate, without the consent of their husbands’ brother, and appropriated the purchase-money to their own use. In this case, is the sale good and valid?
R. The text of Vrihaspati cited in the Dáya-bhága:—“Let the wife of a deceased man, who left no male issue, take his share, notwithstanding kinsmen, a father, a mother, or uterine brethren be present.”

“Therefore the widow of a person dying without male issue takes his entire heritage, even though his father and brother be living, because she confers benefit on her deceased husband by preserving her life with the enjoyment of his wealth, and by offering oblations to his manes: and if she, having become indigent, defile her chastity, then hell becomes her husband’s portion. Under these circumstances, the preservation of her chastity and life is absolutely necessary. If, with the produce of their husbands’ estate, their maintenance cannot be supplied, they (the widows) for the purpose of acquiring the means of subsistence, may mortgage or sell a portion of their husbands’ landed estate, and the sale in such case is legal and valid.”

Dowlut Singh, versus Bukhtawur Singh.

Sale by a wife of her insane husband’s estate, when valid.

Q. A woman, during the lifetime of her insane husband, sells a portion of his landed property for the purpose of performing the funeral obsequies of her mother-in-law. In this case, according to law, is the sale complete and binding?

R. Should a wife sell a portion of her husband’s estate, he being childless, and of confirmed insanity, for the purpose above stated, such sale is good in law.


Circumstances under which the husband’s heirs are liable for a debt contracted by his widow.

Q. A person died, leaving a widow, who succeeded to his estate, subject to the law which allows her only to enjoy the property with moderation until her death, but not to give or sell it, and
having contracted a debt, either to save the property left by her
husband or, for other purposes, died without liquidating such debt,
leaving her husband's brother and brother's son claimants to the
property. Her husband's brother took possession of the property,
and the other brother's son obtained a decree for a moiety of the
same. In this case, will the liquidation of the debt rest with the
brother and the brother's son of her husband?

R. Supposing the proprietor's widow, who succeeded him, to
have contracted the debt for the payment of rent due to Govern-
ment, or other necessary disbursements to save the estate, or for the
purpose of promoting her husband's spiritual welfare, or for the
support of the family, or for the due execution of any conditions
made by her husband, and to have died prior to the liquidation of
of such debt, the proprietor's heirs, that is, his brother and brother's
son, are bound to discharge the debt. And if the amount was
borrowed for the purpose of being appropriated to any other pur-
poses than those specified, such debt must be satisfied by him who
becomes possessed of her jewels and other movable property.
This opinion is conformable to the Dāya-bhāga, Mitāksharā, Vivāda-
chintāmani, Dipa-kalica, and other legal authorities.

Authorities.

The text of Nārada cited in the Dāya-bhāga:—"What remains
of the paternal inheritance over and above the father's obligations,
and after payment of his debts, may be divided by the brethren, so
that their father continue not a debtor."

The necessity of liquidating the debt is recognised by the text
of Goutama cited in the Mitāksharā:—"He who takes the assets
of a man leaving no male issue, must pay the sum due by him;"
and by the text of Vrihaspati laid down in the Vivāda-chintā-
manī:—"A father being dead, his sons, whether after partition or
before it, shall discharge his debt, in proportion to their shares;
or that son alone, who has taken the burden upon himself.*"

Menu in the Dipa-kalica:—"If the debtor be dead, and if the
money borrowed was expended for the use of his family, it must
be paid by the family, divided or undivided, out of their own

* This is not the text of Vrihaspati, but of Nārada, in Digest, Vol. I, page 275.
estate." By the term "father," mentioned in all the texts, it must be understood, the father and others.

The debts which are not to be chargeable are noticed in the Viváda-chintámaní:—"A son need not pay in this world money due by his father for spirituous liquors, for lustful pleasures, for losses at play; nor what remains unpaid of a fine or toll; nor any thing idly promised."

Dacca Court of Appeal, May 29th, 1820.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. x, Case 7.

**Responsa Prudentum.**

The widow of a man of the goldsmith caste, having made a Will, by which she disposed of her property to a stranger, to the prejudice of her daughter, who neither subscribed nor consented to it, it is void by the Dharma Sástra; and the person in whose favor it was, having been at the expense of her funeral, the amount should be re-imbursed out of the estate, and the residue made over to the daughter.

*By the Pundit.*

Remarks.—A woman may dispose of her own peculiar property (Strí-dhana,) but what comes to her from her husband, she can only give away with the sanction of his kin; with him whom the control of her conduct rests. Without such sanction, even the consent of the daughter, as next presumptive heir, would hardly suffice.

It is equitable that the funeral expenses should be re-imbursed. For the person who takes the succession is bound to defray the obsequies.—3 Dig. p. 545. C.


**A. Ramasamy, versus Mandavilly Pariah.**

A childless widow having succeeded to the separate property of her husband, who has brothers living, to what extent has she power to alienate it, and how? *Answer.—Caret.*

Remarks.

A widow who succeeds to her husband's estate, is restricted from aliening the *immovables* without consent of his heirs, accord-
ing to the Madhavya; but there does not appear to be any restriction on her power, as affecting movables. C.

The property of a widow in her husband's estate, is not absolute. Na stri svāttantryamarhati. "No woman, under any circumstances, is absolutely independent." A woman has a right to use the property to a certain extent in charity, though, no doubt, the Court would restrain waste, even on this account.

E.

Stra. H. L. Vo. II, (2nd Ed.) p. 408.

Answer of Pundit.

I am of opinion that the wife of Pandita Royaloo had sufficient authority to give away the land left by her husband, and that Mallayah, the respondent, has no right to oppose the gift, his father not having objected, when Pandita divided away and distributed, at his pleasure, some parts, reserving to himself the residue of what he had acquired.

(Sd.) V. NARSIMMA, SHASTREE.

Remarks.

It is maintained in the Madhavya, that no widow can give away immovable property, coming to her from her husband, without consent of the next heirs. This seems to be the correct doctrine. Pandita had doubtless power to give away his lands; but what he did not give away, may, and should, pass regularly in succession. C.

The widow had no right to make the gift in question. She had a right to use the property for charitable purposes; but the law limits even these to what may be consistent with her circumstances and condition in life.

E.

RELATIVE TO DAUGHTER'S SUCCESSION &c.

MADRAS H. C.—The 21st of February, 1863.

PERAMMÁL, Appellant, versus VENKATAMMÁL, Respondent.

A Hindú widow, whether childless or not, stands next in the order of succession on failure of male issue.
Daughters can only succeed on failure of widows.
Where A, had two wives, B, and C, and B, predeceased A, leaving three daughters, and C, survived A, and was childless:—Held, that C, succeeded to A's property in preference to the three daughters.

Strange, J:—The plaintiff has brought this suit on behalf of three minor daughters of one Venkata-svámi Náyak. She is their grandmother and guardian, and she seeks to recover for them their father's estate.

The acting Subordinate Judge has decreed in the plaintiff's favour and the Civil Judge has affirmed his decision.

The fact that the minors' mother died before her husband Venkata-svámi Náyak shows that the estate never vested in her, and consequently could not be transmitted through her. The minors have thus no rights derivable from their mother. Whatever rights they may possess must be traceable from their father Venkata-svámi Náyak. Now it is indubitable that a widow, whether childless or not, stands next in the order of succession on failure of male issue, and that daughters can only succeed on failure of widows. The law being thus, the minor daughters of Venkata-svámi Náyak, can have no right to the estate during the life-time of his widow the first defendant.

We therefore reverse the decrees below and dismiss the suit with costs.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 223.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 14th of February 1865.

Present:
The Hon'ble G. Loch and W. S. Seton Karr, Judges.
Married daughters are not excluded from succession by either the Dāya-bhāga or the Mitākshara.

The plaintiff, as the legal heir of the deceased Gobind Singh, sues to recover possession of her father's ancestral property. She alleges that her father, Purdhan Gobind, having inherited the property, died in 29th of September 1831, (14th Assin 1248 B. S.) leaving as heirs his two widows, Sheeb Koomary, mother of the plaintiff, and Soogun Koomary, and his daughter, the plaintiff, and her two sons, Gopal and Dul-gobind; that her mother succeeded to the property under the law of inheritance current in Bengal; but owing to her dislike to her daughter, the plaintiff, and her children, she made over the property to Monee-nath Sahee, a distant relation of the family, from whom she received a payment of malikanah and continued in possession till her death on the 31st of May 1852; that under the law of the Dāya-bhāga, by which succession in the family is governed, the plaintiff is entitled as the nearest legal heir to succeed to the property of her mother; that she is prevented from taking possession by the defendant Purdhan Gopal Sahee, son of Monee-nath Sahee, and she, therefore, brings this action to obtain possession with mean profita.

The case was again heard by the present Deputy Commissioner or Collector on the 17th of September 1863, and he dismissed the suit for the following reasons: that the family is governed by the Mitākshara law; and, under it, a married daughter cannot succeed to her father's property. Further, that the plaintiff, in another suit, brought by the Rajah of Chota Nagpore for the resumption of these lands, waived her right to the property in favor of her son, Gopal Singh, and, therefore, she is stopped from making the present claim.

We do not concur in the reasons assigned by the Judge below for dismissing the suit, though we are satisfied that his order of dismissal is the proper order to be passed, but on other grounds than those given by the Lower Court. Whether succession be gov-
erned by the law of Bengal (the Dāya-bhāga,) or by that of Benares (the Mitāksharā), married daughters are not excluded from succeeding by either of these laws. By the law of Bengal, the unmarried daughter is the first entitled to inherit; if there be no maiden daughter, then the daughter who has, and the daughter who is likely to have, male issue, are together entitled to the succession, daughters who are barren or widows without male issue, or mothers of daughters only, can, under no circumstances, inherit. By the law of Benares, preference is given to the maiden daughter; failing her, the succession devolves on the married daughters who are indigent, to the exclusion of wealthy daughters who succeed in default of indigent daughters. But no preference is given to a daughter who has, or is likely to have, male issue, over a daughter who is barren, or a childless widow. It is evident, therefore, that the Judge was wrong in supposing that a married daughter could not succeed.

The second reason assigned by the Judge is also incorrect, for any thing; that plaintiff may have said in a petition filed in another case, to the effect of her being guardian of her son who is entitled to succeed, can be no estoppel to any right that she may have to the property as against a third party holding adverse possession, the more so when such statement has been rendered nugatory by a decision of the Sudder Court, which declared the son incapable of bringing an action during the life-time of his mother and grandmother. The plaintiff seeks to recover possession after the opposite party have been in undisputed possession for more than thirty years.

Now, this statement shews unmistakeably that succession to this property did not follow the Law of Inheritance current in Bengal as laid down in the Dāya-bhāga, but rather that there was a family custom by which the eldest sons succeeded to the exclusion of the others as averred by the defendant. Then it is alleged by the plaintiff that her mother was in possession of the property; but she has given no proof whatever of such possession,—and even if her mother had, as she declares, taken steps to deprive her of the inheritance, yet the other widow of Gobind Sahee was not likely to give up her rights to the property, and yet we hear nothing of her possession and enjoyment. Again, it is not probable that, if the widow of the deceased Gobind had been entitled to retain possession during her life-time, she would have waived her rights in favor of
a distant relative to the injury of her own children, for the Court can find no proof of the ill-will said to have existed between the mother and daughter; nor do we think it at all likely that, had the plaintiff's mother succeeded to actual possession, she would have been deprived of it by the Governor General’s Agent in 1833. On the whole, therefore, we think that plaintiff has entirely failed to make out her case. Her own admissions prove that the course of inheritance is not governed by the law current in Bengal, and in support of her other allegation she has not given a shadow of proof. We dismiss the appeal with all costs and interest thereon from the date of decision to date of realization.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 176.


Under the Mitákshara law, a daughter can inherit a separated share; where the property is held jointly, the widow or daughter cannot succeed, but are only entitled to maintenance.—Kooladah Debia, v. Rajmotes Debia.—S. W. R. Vol. XII, p. 453.

Under the Hindu law, the daughter of a deceased member of a family to whom a separate property was awarded for maintenance, is a superior heir to a brother's grandson.—Chowdhry Hurree-kur Pershad Dass Pukraju, v. Gokoolanund Dass Muha-pattur.—S. W. R. Vol. XVII, c. r. p. 129.

Under the Hindu law, where property is proved to be a separate and divided property, the daughters and daughter's son are the legal heirs entitled to it, and not more remote relations to the deceased.—Burrigar Singh and others v. Mussunmat Hunsee and others.—Agra H. C. Rep. Vol. II, a. e. p. 166.

Held that, between two married daughters, the circumstance of having a son is no qualification on this side of India, giving the married daughter having a son a prior claim to inheritance of her parents' property over the married daughter not having a son; such priority of claim depending on the several daughters being respec-
tively endowed (sa-dhan) or unendowed (nirdhan), the unendowed daughter having the preference.


On this side of India, having male issue does not determine tho right to inherit. Comparative poverty is the only criterion for settling the claims of daughters to their father's estate. A nirdhan (unendowed) daughter has preference over a sa-dhan (dowered) daughter—Poli widow Appellant v. Nurotum Bapu and Lalai Keshav Shet Respondents.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 183.


CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 12th of May 1874.

Present:
The Hon'ble J. B. Phear and G. G. Morris Judges.

Dowlut Kooer, (Plaintiff,) Appellant versus Burma Deo Suhoj, and another (two of the Defendants) Respondents.

Under the Mitakshara, as well as under the law of the Bengal School, the unmarried daughter takes the whole of the property in preference to her married sisters; but under the Mitakshara she only takes in priority of them, and not to the ultimate exclusion of their right to inherit from their father. On her death it goes according to the ordinary rules to the next surviving heir of the last full taker of the property.

Phedr J.—In this case one Jusoda Kooer, daughter of Brij Beharee Laul, upon the death of her mother took the property which is the subject of suit, and which had belonged to her father, Brij Beharee Laul, deceased, in preference to her sister Dowlut Kooer the reason for her being preferred to her sister in this respect being that she was then unmarried, whereas Dowlut Kooer was married.
Jusoda Kooer, after thus obtaining the property, married, and it is alleged in this suit that she has a son, one Jankee Persad, who is still living. Jusoda Kooer herself has lately died, and Dowlut Kooer, her sister, who survives her, now makes claim to the property in succession to her. And the question is whether Jusoda Kooer took the property on the death of her mother for an absolute estate, or whether she took it only for the estate of the female heir of her father Brij Beharee Laul.

The right of the daughters under Mitaksharā Law to inherit the property of their father in default of male heirs and in default of his widow rests on the provisions of Section 2, Chapter II, of the Mitaksharā.

There appears in this Section to be no restriction upon the right of inheritance or limitation in the nature of the tenure by which the daughter holds her father’s property when she thus succeeds to it; but at the same time neither is there in the Mitaksharā any expressed restriction or limitation in this respect as to the right of the widow in the property which she takes upon her husband’s decease. In both cases alike the Mitaksharā is very concise, and merely says that the widow or daughter, as the case may be, in default of male heirs takes the property. Nevertheless the Courts of this country and the Privy Council have unquestionably decided a limitation of right in the mother’s case. In the case which is reported in the VIII Moore’s Indian Appeals, p. 551*, the Privy Council makes the restriction of widow’s right depend upon general considerations which are just as applicable to the case of the daughter as to the case of the widow; in other words, which are common to the circumstances of all female members of the joint Hindú family. The restriction or limitation upon the widow’s right is two-fold, namely, in regard to the power of alienation, and also in regard to the persons who succeed to the property upon her death. And we should be bound upon the authority of the case followed by the Privy Council itself again in the case in 11 Moore’s Indian Appeals p. 172,† to hold that notwithstanding the absence of an express enactment upon this point, so to speak in Section 2 of Chapter II, of the Mitaksharā, still the same limitation in the

---

† 10 W. R. P. C. 3.
power of alienation, and the same restriction with regard to the persons who succeed, exist in the case of a daughter as in the case of a widow.

But we have further the opinion of Sir William Macnaghton, page 21 of Hindu Law, who says:—"In default of the widow, the daughter inherits, but neither is her interest absolute." In Strange's Hindu Law, p. 138, the same doctrine is laid down. And the late Chief Justice Sir Barnes Peacock, in the case which is reported in IX Weekly Reporter, p. 509, expressly stated that the same restrictions and peculiarities which attach to the widow's rights in her husband's property, also attach to the rights of the daughter and other female heirs. It is true that under Para 3, Section 2, Chapter II of the Mitákshará, the unmarried takes solely when there is a competition between an unmarried daughter and married daughter. And in the doctrine of the Bengal School, which has been evolved from Chapter XI, Section 2, para 30 of the Dáya-bhága, the right of the unmarried daughter, who thus takes in preference to her married sisters, is held to resemble an absolute right in this respect, namely, that if she dies leaving a son and sisters, the property goes to her son and not to her sisters.* But the reason for this special course of descent in that case is to be found in special words in the paragraph 30, Section 2 of Chapter II of the Dáya-bhága itself—words which are introduced by the Commentator, and which are not to be found in the Mitákshará, nor any words equivalent to them. These words are simply parenthetical; and however good a foundation they may afford for the doctrine of the Bengal School, they do not give any reasons for modifying or affecting the provisions of the Mitákshará in those districts where the Dáya-bhága is not the governing text book. And Macnaghton, after the passage which has just been referred to, goes on to say:—"According to the doctrine of the Bengal School, the unmarried daughter is first entitled to the succession." (And that is so also under the Mitákshará;)—"If there be no maiden daughter, then the daughter who has, and the daughter who is likely to have, male issue, are together entitled to the succession," and so on.

* This is not according to the Dáya-bhága, but according to Srikrihna and Macnaghten.—Vide Vyavastha Darpana (2nd Ed.), pp. 1062, 1063.
And in page 24, he says:—"If one of several daughters who had, as maidens, succeeded to their father's property, die leaving sons, and sisters, or sisters' sons, then according to the law of Bengal, the sons alone take the share to which their mother was entitled, to the exclusion of the sisters and sisters' sons." Afterwards he adds:—"This distinction does not seem to prevail anywhere but in Bengal.*

A decision of the Bombay High Court,† was relied upon by the lower Appellate Court, but it has already been held by this Court that that decision does not correctly express the law in regard to the daughter's succession to their father's property as it obtains in this country.—See 20. W. R., p. 102.

On the whole we have no doubt that although under the Mitáksharā law, as well as under the law of the Bengal School, the unmarried daughter takes the whole of the property in preference to her married sisters, if there be any, still, under the Mitáksharā, she only takes in priority of them and not to the ultimate exclusion of their right to inherit from their father. Upon her death, we think, that the property, must go according to the ordinary rule which governs the descent of property on the decease of the female heir; that is, it goes to the next surviving heir of the last full taker of the property. In the present case it must go to the nearest heir of Jusoda Kooer's father, that is her sister Dowlut Kooer.

In this view we are of opinion that the decision of the Lower Appellate Court is wrong in law and that the plaintiff is entitled to a decree, and, therefore, the decree of the Lower Appellate Court must be reversed, and the decree of the first Court affirmed with costs in this Court and in the Court below.—S. W. R. Vol. XXII, p. 54.

---

* Not also in Bengal. Vide Vyasavastā Durpāna, pages. 1062, 1063.
† 1 Bombay H. C. o. c. j. 130, post p. 420.
BOMBAY, SUPREME COURT.—The 8th of November, 1859.

PRAN-JIVAN DASS TULSI DASS and JOG-MOHUN DASS
JAMNA DASS, Plaintiffs,

versus

DEVKUVAR BAI widow of RAM DASS HERA CHAND, deceased, BHAGVAN DASS PURSHOTAM DASS, GOKAL NATH SAVAK NATH, and NANA BAI, PARBHU DASS, (executors of the last will and testament of PURSHOTAM DASS HIRA CHAND, deceased), and ARTHUR JAMES LEWIS, Advocate general of Bombay, Defendants.

A Hindoo, an inhabitant of Bombay, entitled to separate movable and immovable property, dies without male issue, leaving a widow, four daughters, a brother, and the male issue of other deceased brothers. The widow is entitled to the movable property absolutely, and to the immovable property for life. Subject to the widow's interest, the immovable property descends to the daughters absolutely in preference to the brother, and the issue of the deceased brothers.

One Hira Chand Lakshmi Chand died in the Christian year 1819, leaving four sons, Ram Dass, Purshotam Dass, Tulsi Dass and Jumna Dass. Tulsi Dass died intestate, in 1830, leaving one son, the plaintiff Pran-jivan Dass Tulsi Dass, Jumna Dass died intestate in 1832, leaving one son the plaintiff Jog-mohun Dass, Jumna Dass. Ram Dass died in 1846, leaving a widow the defendant Devkuvar Bai, and four daughters who were all married, but no male issue. In his life-time Ram Dass had executed a Guzerati Will, which contained the following residuary gifts:—“And whatever surplus of my funds there may remain, the same is to be expended for charitable purposes in my name, with the consent or advice of my wife, and my brother Purshotam Dass.”

The plaintiffs filed their bill against the defendants, and amongst other things prayed that the residuary bequest in the Will of Ram Dass might be declared void and inoperative, as being so vaguely expressed as to be incapable of being carried into effect, and that it might be declared that plaintiffs, as co-heirs with Purshotam Dass, of Hira Chand and also of Ram Dass, and as members of a joint undivided family became entitled upon the decease of Ram Dass, to one-third part each of his residuary estate.

The evidence taken at the hearing was considered by the Court to show that Ram Dass had separate property, movable and immov-
able, in respect to which his Will, and the residuary bequest therein contained could operate; and two questions arose with regard to residuary bequest. I.—Was the same a valid bequest to charity, having regard to the vagueness and generality of Guzrat word for charity, viz. "Dharma," used in the Will? and II.—If the bequest was void to whom did the residuary property of Ram Dass, the subject of such bequest, descend? The decision of the Court with respect to the first point was that the bequest was void, and that the residue was undisposed of. The judgment of the Court on the second point was delivered on the above day by Sausse C.J., and was in substance as follows:—

The testator left a widow and daughters, and we must consider first what estate the widow took, the husband dying leaving separate property. I have felt considerable difficulty in coming to any decision, the schools being so conflicting, and it is difficult to follow the reports of the Adalat. The books of chief authority in this part of India are three: Manu, the Mitaksharā, and the Vyavahāra Mayūkha. Mr. Colebrooke in a letter, set out in the Appendix to Strange’s Hindu law,* speaks of the Mayūkha as being in the west of India, and particularly among the Mahrattas, the greatest authority after the Mitaksharā. Mr. Borradaile, in his reports also, speaks of these as being the three books generally referred to in this part of the country. I had enquiries made of the śāstras here and at Poona, and was informed that these three books have been established by usage as authorities in this part of India, and for the last eighty years have been referred to as such upon the law of inheritance in this presidency.

On this side of India, a different rule is considered to prevail, and it is based on the authority of the three books I have mentioned. In Strange† it is stated that the restrictions there mentioned on the disposing power of a widow over property inherited from her husband, seem to concern land only, whereas with regard to movables she has a greater latitude. He cites Bengal Reports of the year 1812, and two Borradaile’s Bombay Reports p. 428. I have referred to the latter, but it does not appear to support the statement. In Steel’s “Summary of Law and Customs of Hindu Castes in Dakhan,” published by authority of the Bombay Government in 1827, it is laid

down that the widow of a separated brother dying without male issue succeeds by inheritance to the whole of his share of the family property and acquisitions, but that she has no right to alienate immovable property without the consent of all the male heirs,* and subsequently, "females, however, possess a life-interest only in immovable inherited property and cannot, therefore, alienate it without the consent of the next male heirs.† He also states that in Khandesh and Satara the widow is heiress to the husband’s personal property, but holds the real property for life, and without power of alienation. In the Mitakshara; it is laid down as a settled rule that a wedded wife, being chaste, takes the whole estate of a man who, being separated from his co-heirs, and not re-united with them dies leaving no male issue. In the Mayuka the law is laid down very much the same way. From these authorities it would appear that a widow takes an absolute interest in her husband’s estate; but in answer to my question the Shastras stated that as to the immovable property she is limited to the use of it for life, but she has power over the whole estate for proper purposes, provided she exhaust the movable before resorting to the immovable property, the latter being an object of care to the Hindu law, with a view to preserve it for the heirs. The schools and the cases are conflicting, but I find that over the movable the widow has, according to some cases, a power of disposal, but that this power is denied in respect to the immovable. In Madras it was said that a widow may give away personal property during her life, but cannot will it.

On the whole, I think the spirit and practice of Hindu law, as recognised in Western India, will be best construed by treating the widow as having uncontrolled power over the movable estate, but as having nothing more than a life-use in the immovable estate. The widow has according to the text books a number of duties thrown upon her in respect to the mode of spending money she may have inherited, but these duties are of such a character, that it would be impossible for the Court to enforce the performance of them. I have, therefore, come to the conclusion that in regard to immovable property her estate is in the nature of that of a tenant for life.

* Para. 25, p. 42. † Para. 72, p. 69.  
‡ Chap. II, Sect. 1, para. 39. § Chap. IV, Sect. 8, para. 1 and 2.
The widow, then, not having an absolute estate in the immovable property, it remains to determine who are entitled to the absolute interest subject to the estate taken by her. In this case there are daughters. Now, according to all the authorities, the daughters take next after the widow. What, then, is the nature of the estate they take? Here, again, there are differences of opinion, but dealing with the question according to the three books I have mentioned, it appears to me that the daughters take an absolute estate. We find quoted in the Mayākha, a passage from Manus: "The son of a man is even as himself, and the daughter is equal to the son; how then can any other inherit his property, but a daughter, who is as it were himself." With reference to this point, also, I consulted the Shāstrīs both here and at Puné, and inquired whether daughters could alienate any, and what portion of the property inherited from a father who died separate. The answer was that daughters so obtaining property could alienate it at their will and pleasure, and in this the Shāstrīs of both places agreed, both also referring to the above text in the Mayākha as their authority for that position. On reviewing all accessible authorities, I have come to the conclusion that daughters take the immovable property absolutely from their father after their mother's death. I therefore hold that the plaintiffs have no locus standi to maintain this suit. The bill must be dismissed with costs as against Dev-kvūvar-bāī and the Advocate General. As to the other parties, though nominally defendants, they are virtually plaintiffs, and have been acting in concert with them, as to them I think the bill should be dismissed without costs.†

* Chap. IV, Sect. 8, para. 10.

† With respect to the above decision the High Court of Bombay, in the decision of Jamistram v. Hal Junna (see post) has observed as follows:—"As to the first point, viz., the nature of the estate which the widow of a separated Hindú takes on his death in his immovable property, we have already intimated that it ought, in this Court, to be considered as definitively established. It was in effect settled by an elaborate decision of the present Chief Justice pronounced in the late Supreme Court, after an exhaustive reference to all the accessible printed authorities, and the consultation of many learned Shāstrīs—a decision well known on the other side of the Court as Devkūvar-bāī's case, and which has since been affirmed in the Privy Council, in a case decided there in the early part of the present year. That decision was that, on this side of India, the widow of a separated Hindú takes only a life estate in the separate immovable property of her deceased husband. The notion that according to the Mitākshāra such property forms part of the widow's stri-dāna, and as such, goes on her death to her heirs, not to her husband's, was founded on a passage of Sir Thomas Strange (Chap. X, on widowhood I. H. L., p. 248) which was itself based on a mistaken reference to the Mitākshāra."—Vide Morton's Leading Cases, Part II, p. 618.
Partially opposed to the above decision are the following cases:—

CALCUTTA, S.  D.  A.—The 3rd of February, 1829.

Mussummatt Gyan Koonwur, and Joya Koonwur, Appellants,

versus

Dookhun Singh, and Debee Dutt, Respondents.

By the Hindo law a daughter has no power to alienate ancestral property to the detriment of the other heirs of her father.

This suit was brought by the respondents, for possession of two-thirds of sixteen mehals in Pergunah Tilowah, zillah Behar.

Gyan Koonwur had obtained possession of the whole estate of her father, Kehur Singh, under a decree of the Sudder Dewanny, dated the 6th of October 1814.* The plaintiffs asserted, that, on the 6th of November 1816, she executed a deed of partition of the whole estate amongst her three daughters, Nunna Koonwur, Deo Moorut and Oomed Koonwur, or their then existing heirs, and under this deed they jointly claimed one share in right of their mother Deo Moorut; and Dookhun Singh a second share, as the adopted son of Nunna Koonwur. Gyan Koonwur, on the other hand, denied that she had ever executed such a deed, but on the contrary pleaded, that she had previously, in October 1815, bestowed the whole estate in gift on Joya Koonwur, the widow of her deceased son. The legality of this deed of gift was denied by the defendant.† The Judge of the Provincial Court, Mr. J. B. Elliot, referred the point of law to the Pundits of the Provincial and the City Courts of Patna. They declared that Gyan Koonwur was incompetent to alienate, by gift, the ancestral property she held, whilst there were heirs and claimants to the estate living. On this opinion Mr. Elliot passed a decree setting aside the gift of Gyan Koonwur to Joya Koonwur; but as he gave no credit to the deed of partition, on which the plaintiffs' claim was founded, he also dismissed their suit, leaving the estate in Gyan Koonwur's possession.

From this decision Gyan Koonwur and Joya Koonwur preferred an appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. They pleaded as the grounds of their appeal, that it had been ruled in the very decree by which Gyan Koonwur gained possession of the state, that the daughter's son had no right of inheritance, during the life of the

---

* See ante, p. 227.  † Sic. in orig.
daughter; that, therefore, Oomed Koonwur was her legal heir; and
that, as her only heir made no objection to the gift, it was unjust
to set aside that gift on the showing of the respondents, who were
not heirs.

On the 19th of April 1828, the case came before the Third
Judge (G. T. Sealy). He referred the proceedings to the Hindú
law officers of the Court and called on them to declare, according
to the Maithila and Western Schools of law, whether Gyan Koonwur
was competent to bestow the estate in gift on Jaya Koonwur; and
if not, who was entitled to the estate on her decease. Their reply
was to the following effect:—"When a person dies, leaving no male
issue, the widow who succeeds to his estate has no right to alienate
any part of it, except for religious purposes; and, therefore, the
daughter, whose right of inheritance is weaker, that is, who only
succeeds on failure of the widow, a fortiori can have no such right.
Now, it appears from the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
dated the 6th of October 1814, that the property in question is
ancestral, and not Gyan Koonwur's peculiar property (Stridhun),
and also it seems from the deed of gift that such gift was not made
for religious purposes. According, therefore, to the law, as current
in the Maithila and the West, the deed is invalid. Such being the
case, the property will go, after her death, to the nearest heir of
her father, Kehur Singh, then living. For, as in the case of the
widow, the property goes, on her decease, not to her heir, but to
the nearest heir of the husband, who may be then living; so the
same rule is to be observed a fortiori as regards the daughter. Now,
according to the Maithila School, there is no descendant of Kehur
Singh, who can inherit from him, and, therefore, on Gyan Koonwur's
death, the estate will go to the descendant of his father, or grand-
father, or other ancestor, who may be his nearest sapinda. Accord-
ing, however, to the Western School, Tootee Sapinda, the son of
Kehur Singh's (another) daughter, will succeed to the whole estate
on the death of Gyan Koonwur, should he survive her. This dif-
fERENCE arises from the Western School considering the daughter's
son to be an heir, who is not acknowledged as such in Maithila.*
This Vyavastha is agreeable to the Vivada-chintamani, Vivada-

* See, however, the succession of the daughter's son in the Main book.
ratnâkara, and Virâda-chandra, and other authorities recognised in Maithila, and to the Mitâksharâ, Vîrimitrodoya, Vyâsâkâra-mâdhava, Vyâsâkâra Mayâkha, and other authorities recognized in the West."

Mâhâkârata.—"For women, the heritage of their husband is pronounced applicable to use. Let not women on any account make waste of their husband’s wealth."

The Virâda-chintâmani explains “waste” to mean gift or sale &c., at pleasure.

Vîr-mitrodoya:—"The power of a daughter over ancestral property is not such as that she should alienate it at pleasure."

The text of Kâtyâyana quoted in the ‘Ratnâkara, Vîrimitrodoya, and other treatises:—“Let the childless widow preserving unsmirled the bed of her lord, and abiding with her venerable protector, enjoy with moderation the property until her death. After her, let the heirs take it.”

Virâda-chintâmani:—“First his own son, then his son’s son, then his son’s grandson, then his chaste wife, daughter, mother, father, brother, brother’s son, and the nearest sapinda, each claims the inheritance on failure of the preceding.”

Mitâksharâ:—“On failure of the daughter, her son claims a share.”

Vîr-mitrodoya:—“On failure of the daughter, her son (inherits.)

It thus appearing that the gift by Gyan Koonwur was invalid, Mr. Sealy, on the 5th of May 1828, affirmed the decree of the Lower Court, as far as regarded the litigated property; but as he made their own costs, in both Courts, payable by each party, the opinion of another Judge on this point was necessary, and the case was accordingly brought before the fifth Judge (R. H. Rattray). In the mean time, Gyan Koonwur died; and on the 22nd of May, proclamation being made for her heirs, only her daughter Oomed Koonwur, appeared to claim the property. On the 3rd of February 1829, the case came on finally before Mr. Rattray. He coincided in opinion with Mr. Sealy, and, accordingly, made their own costs, in both Courts, payable by the parties respectively, Oomed Koonwur to discharge the costs due by Gyan Koonwur. Possession of the estate was not awarded to any one by the Court; but any person who considered he had a
title to it, was left at liberty to prefer his claim in the Civil Court, according to the Regulations.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. IV, p. 330 (New Ed. p. 420).

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 28th of May 1873.

Present:
The Hon’ble J. B. Phear, and W. Ainslie, Judges.

DEO PERSAD (Plaintiff,) Appellant, versus LUIJOO ROY (one of the Defendants,) Respondent.

Where the daughter takes her father’s property on the death of the widow in default of a son, she takes the inheritance with a qualified power as regards alienation, in respect of which she is in no better situation than the widow. On the death of such daughter, the heir of the father succeeds as his heir, and not as her heir.

Phear J.—It appears to us that there is no doubt now on this side of India that, in such a case as this, where the daughter takes her father’s property upon the death of the widow in default of a son, she takes the inheritance with a qualified power as regards alienation. She is in respect of alienation in no better situation than the widow, and any alienation which may be made by her is liable to be called in question by the heir of her father, who will take the inheritance at her death in default of a valid alienation. Whatever may be the state of the authorities in the Bombay Presidency (as for instance a case cited on the part of the respondent), here, we think, there is no doubt that on the death of the daughter who has taken the property, it is the heir of her father (the ancestor) who succeeds, and who takes it as the heir of the ancestor, and not as her heir. It is not necessary to enquire whether the plaintiff was in existence or not at the time when the alienation was effected, because we think that at no time during the daughter’s life, had she an absolute unqualified power of alienating the property. With these views we think the decision of the Lower Appellate Court must be reversed, and the case sent back to that Court for retrial on the merits.—S. W. B. Vol. XX, p. 102.
According to the Hindu law of inheritance as received in the Bombay Presidency, immovable property inherited by a married woman from her father, whether or not it be strictly entitled to the name of stribhum, descends on her death to her own heirs, and not to her father’s ascendants.

An inheritance descending on a married woman from her father classes as stribhum, and descends accordingly.

The appeal was heard by Arnould Acting C. J. Forbes, and Warden, J J. The facts of the case are sufficiently disclosed in the following judgment of the Court, delivered by Forbes, J:

Oomed-ram, a person of the Surati Shrimati Brahman caste, died, leaving a widow, a son named Naro-shunkar, and a daughter named Lalita. Naro-shunkar died in his mother’s life-time, but Lalita survived both her mother and his brother. Lalita married Nund-kishor, and had by him two daughters, one of whom named Ruksh-mani, survived her. Naval-ram, the plaintiff in this action, is the judgment-creditor of Huri-shunkar, the husband of Ruksh-mani; and Nurotam, the defendant, is the brother of Lalita’s husband, Nund-kishor. Naval-ram sues to obtain a declaration of Huri-shunkar’s title to a house in the city of Broach, and some Wazifah land in the neighbourhood, together with the rents thereof, now in the possession of the defendant Nurotam.

The important text of Manu on the subject of a woman’s stribhum or peculiar property is the 9th shloka of the ninth Chapter:

“What was given before the nuptial fire, what was given on the bridal procession, what was given in token of love, and what was received from a brother, a mother, or a father, are considered as the six-fold separate property of a married woman.”

The doctrines of Manu are not too much to be relied upon at the present time as establishing points of law, it being universally admitted by learned Hindús as well-known that many of them have no force in the “Kali age.” It becomes necessary, therefore, to inquire what the commentators have held in interpreting the text above quoted. The authors of the Mitaksharā and the Vyava-
hāra Mayūkhā are those whose authority commands the greatest respect on this side of India.

The comment of the Mitāksarā is as follows:—“That which was given by the father, by the mother, by the husband, or by a brother; and that which was presented (to the bride) by the maternal uncles, and the rest (as paternal uncles, maternal aunts &c.,) at the time of the wedding, before the nuptial fire, and gift on a second marriage, or gratuity on account of supersession, as will be subsequently explained, and also property which she may have acquired by inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure, or finding, are denominated by Manu and the rest, woman’s property.”

Further on, the Commentator explains that the enumeration of six sorts of woman’s property by Manu in the text quoted, is intended not as a restriction of a greater number, but of a denial of a less.

The author of the Mitāksara would appear, therefore, to hold that property received (or inherited) by a woman from her father after her marriage is woman’s property.

The opinion of Nila-kantha, the author of the Mayūkhā, appears to be the same. His remark on the text of Manu is this:—“Six-fold is here used in order to prevent (its reduction to) a smaller number.”

After describing what he considers to be “woman’s property,” the author of the Mitāksara goes on to explain how it descends.* The appropriate text to our present purpose is the following:—

Para. 12.—“In all forms of marriage, if the woman leave progeny; that is, if she have issue, her property devolves on her daughters.”

Jagan-nātha seems to hold that property which a woman inherits from her father is not stri-dhun, in the strictest sense of that term, but that it is subject to the contract of her husband so long as he lives.

Sir Thomas Strange himself enumerates twelve descriptions of “stri-dhun,” of which the eleventh is—“property which a woman may have acquired by inheritance, purchase or finding, what has been inherited by her being so classed by Vijnāneskvara whose

* See however the widow’s succession in the Main Book; and the order of succession to the ordinary property in the Mitāksara commencing from that of the widow.
authority prevails in the peninsula; while it is otherwise considered by the writers of the Eastern School."* And as to the descent of woman's property the same author says: "According to the Mitaksharā and its followers, the property which the widow may have acquired by inheritance is transmissible to her own heirs, classing with this school as part of her stri-dhum,"† the general rule as to stri-dhum being that if it belong "to a married woman, whether she die, leaving her husband, or a widow, the immediate heirs to it, including personally inherited from her husband, with land also according to the Mitaksharā, are her lineal descendants in the female line."‡

Mr. Justice Strange, in his Manual, remarks that "Stri-dhum embraces property of every description obtained by the female, by inheritance, seizure (taking that which belongs to no one,) or discovery,"§ and again: "property vesting in a female descends first to her daughters, the unmarried having preference over the married, and the unendowed over the endowed; then to her daughter's daughters, daughters' sons, sons, and son's sons.‖

Sir William Macnaghten remarks that—"in the Mitaksharā, whatever a woman may have acquired, whether by inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure or finding, is denominated woman's property, but it does not constitute her peculium.‖

It must be observed, however, that the author of the Mitaksharā expressly guards the supposition that he employs "woman’s property" as a technical expression. He says: "The term ‘woman’s property conforms in its import with its etymology, and is not technical, for if the literal sense be admissible a technical acceptation is improper.—Ibid.

According to all the authorities that have been examined above, with the exception of the Eastern School, represented by Jagannath, the author of the Digest and which is of little authority on this side of India, it would appear that property inherited by a married woman from her father, whether or not it be strictly entitled to the

---

‖ Ibid. Chap. XI, Sec. 354.

‖ Macnaghten’s Principles and precedents of Hindu Law, Chap. III, page 35 (2d, of 122.)
name of stri-dhum or peculium (which Sir William Macnaghten does not admit), descends on her death to her own, and not to her father's, heirs; or, to apply the law to the circumstances of this particular case, that Ruksh-mani, the only surviving child of Lalita, was the lawful heir to the property which descended from Oomedram to Lalita.

The usage of the country in which the suit arose takes precedence of the law of the defendant in our Courts; indeed, if such an exceptional local usage as that contended for could be shown, it would no doubt be binding upon us. But Bhal Chunder Shastri's opinion could hardly be accepted as a proof of the local usage, nor, if it were, would it be in this instance conclusive, because, all that the Shastri says is that inherited property is not stri-dhum. Mr. Borradaile's work,* on the country, is a body of preconstituted evidence. The following is one of the answers which were given to Mr. Borradaile by the caste of Surati Shrimati Brahmins:—

"If a woman inherits movable or immovable property from her father and dies childless, that property reverts to the father's family, but if she leaves a daughter, the latter is the heir."

Therefore according to the usage of the caste to which she belongs, which usage is in accordance with the Hindú law, as interpreted by the authorities which are of most weight in the Bombay Presidency, Ruksh-mani, the only daughter of Lalita, is the heir to the immovable property which Lalita inherited from her father, Oomed-ram.

The work of Sir W. Macnaghten is of more authority in the Bengal Presidency than it is on this side of India. We have already considered the remarks of Sir Thomas Strange, and have come to the conclusion that the interpretation adopted by the Southern authorities alluded to by him is the interpretation which is applicable between the parties in the present suit, and that an inheritance descending on a daughter classes as stri-dhum and descends accordingly.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 209.

By Hindú Law, on the death of one of two sisters on whom the hereditary office of dancing girls attached to a Pagoda had passed.

* Mr. Borradaile, the translator of the Vyasahdra Mayukha, was employed in A. D. 1827, in collecting information regarding the customs of the Hindú castes in Sdrat, by putting questions to the accredited heads of the castes and recording their answers. This work has always been considered to be peculiarly valuable.

A Hindu died possessed of self-acquired property in land, leaving no sons, or sons' sons, but one widow, a daughter by the widow, and another daughter by an elder wife deceased. The last died in the widow’s life-time, leaving two sons:

... Held that the daughters as co-heiresses took an estate in remainder, vested in interest on their father’s death, and that such vested right, on the death of one of them during the widow’s lifetime, passed by inheritance to her sons, who upon the widow’s death became entitled to enter into possession of their mother’s half as her representatives.

The widow in Western India has only a particular estate for life in the immovable separate property of her deceased husband.—Jamiyat-ram and Uttam-ram v. Bai Jamna.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. III, p. 11.

* The inaccuracy of the above decision is well shown by Sir John Norton, who, after citing the case of Joy-gobind Suhac v. Mahab Koonur (7 S. W. R. p. 1) and that of Bai Sham Bulia v. Pran-Kissen Ghose (5, Beng. S. R. p. 21; 3, Wymans, p. 118) has made very good remarks, some of which are as follows:

"Opposed to this is the case of Jamiyat Ram v. Bai Jumna (2, Bom.—H. C. R. p. 10), where one Kashi-ram died leaving a widow Ram-bai and her daughter Jumna. He also left a daughter Sooruj by a predeceased wife. Sooruj had two sons. The widow Ram-bai succeeded on her husband’s death. Sooruj predeceased Ram-bai, and the Court held that the daughters Sooruj and Jumna took an estate in remainder vesting at their father’s death: that the jus representationis exists among daughter’s sons, just as among son’s sons; and that on the death of Kashi-ram’s widow Ram-bai, the sons of Sooruj were entitled to enter into possession of the moiety which their mother would have inherited, if she had survived Ram-bai."

"It is conceived that this decision cannot be supported on more grounds than one. In the first place, it entirely upsets the ordo successionis, according to which, no daughter’s son can be an heir so long as a daughter survives. (See I. W. and Buhl, page 185. The ordo successionis is one, by which the more remote only succeeds in default of there existing no one nearer living. It was indeed conceded by the Court that the question was to be determined by a consideration of the estate of the family at the death of the widow Ram-bai."

"If this position had been acted on, there being a daughter living at the widow’s death, she ought to have been declared the next in succession, the other daughter’s sons being postponed as long as she lived. Thus the ordo successionis would not have been violated."

"Here it is to be observed that the passage quoted (in the decision) from Sir T. Strange is not correctly applied. This passage from Strange is no authority for the position that an estate vested in Sooruj so instanti of her father’s death. The correct position would be that as before the widow’s death she had died, the other daughter, Jumna, was entitled to succeed as daughter, the next in succession according to the ordo successionis; and that on her death, her sister Sooruj’s sons would succeed, not as representing their mother, but as daughter’s sons, and as such the next in the ordo successionis."
Opposed to the above three decisions are the following cases which appear to be in strict accordance with Hindu law.


CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 3rd of January, 1867.

Present:
The Hon'ble Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt. Chief Justice, and
Hon'ble L. S. Jackson, Judges.

JOY-GOBIND SOHAI, (Defendant) Appellant,

versus

MAHTAB KOONWUR, (Plaintiff) Respondent.

The survivor of several Hindu sisters is not bound by decrees obtained against her sisters during their lives whose interest was only a life-interest in their father's property which, on their death, passed to the survivor as heir to her father.

Peacock, C. J.—The plaintiff in this case claims as heir to her father. She does not claim as heir to her sisters; and although she and her sisters took the estate as heirs of the father, still her sisters had merely the right which a female takes by inheritance, namely, the right which continues only during her life. The sisters could not transmit the estate to their heirs, but the estate upon their death passed to the plaintiff as the heir of her father. Therefore the plaintiff is not bound by the decrees which were obtained against the sisters during their lives.

The decree of the Lower Appellate Court is affirmed, but without costs, no one appearing for the respondents.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, page 1.

The jus representationis exists among sons because they are all members of the co-parcenary; but daughters are not members of the co-parcenary. They have no right to inherit, if there be male members of an undivided family, they are only entitled to maintenance, which is not the inheritance, but a charge upon it. It is conceived, therefore, that this case cannot be supported. Entirely opposed to this ruling is the passage in I. W. and Buhl., p. 183, and Mt. Ramdan v. Behary Lall, I. N. W. Pr. R. (Allahabad) p. 114, where it was held that a deceased daughter's son has no right to inherit his maternal grandfather's estate, during the life of any one of his mother's sisters. 2, Macn. p. 44.—Norton's Leading Cases, Part II, pp. 517—521.
A daughter excludes nephews, but if she die without issue (male), the inheritance will go not to her husband, but to her father's nephew.—Ram-joy Seal v. Tara-chand.—East's Notes of Cases, Case No. 53. Vide Morl. Dig. Vol. II, p. 79.

The Privy Council affirmed the principle of a decision of a Full Bench of the High Court (9 Weekly Reporter, p. 505), which held that, in the case of succession by a reversionary heir after the death of a widow, who takes inheritance from her husband, and is dispossessed, the period of limitation as against the reversionary heir, in the absence of fraud, is not to be reckoned from the time when he succeeds to the estate, but from the time at which it would have been reckoned against the widow if she had lived and brought the suit.

According to Hindú law the right once vested in a daughter by inheritance does not cease until her death, notwithstanding she become barren, or a widow who has not borne a son. Circumstances of that nature do not destroy a heritable right which has once vested. If two sisters upon the death of their father, together constitute their father's heir, then upon the death of one of them the property which descended to both jointly, survives to the other whose

* The conditional conjunction "If" used in the beginning of this sentence is not in the body of the decision from which the above abstract is drawn. That part of the decision of which the above is the marginal note runs thus:—"In the case of Voides Nath Seth v. Doorga Churn Bose, the High Court of Bengal, original jurisdiction, decided on the 28th of February 1865, it was held by Mr. Justice Morgan after consulting Mr. Justice Shauzeboo Nauth Pundit, a learned Hindú Lawyer, that in a case where two Hindú daughters succeeded, by inheritance, to their father's estate, and one of them died leaving her sister who had then become a childless widow, the property survived to her sister, because, like widows, the two daughters collectively were, in a legal sense, one heir to their father.—Vyavastha Dārpaṇa, by Shama Churn Sircar (Octavo Ed., page 170). Their Lordships are of opinion that the last-mentioned decision was correct, and that upon principle, as well as upon authority, the estate, upon the death of Saroda Moyes, survived to (her sister) Nittokally, though she would, at that time, have been incompetent to take by inheritance from her father." So the word "if," which alters the sense of the original, must have inadvertently used in the original.

Some other important parts of the above-mentioned decision are as follows:—

"There is a great analogy between the case of widows and that of daughters taking by inheritance, though the pretention of daughters is inferior to that of widows."

"In the case of widows, it has been held by the Judicial Committee (See Bhagwam Doobey v. Myna Bas., 11 Moore's Indian Appeals, 487. note, p. 278) that the estate of two widows, who take their husband's property by inheritance, is one estate. 'The right of survivorship,' it is there said, is so strong, that the survivor takes the whole property, to the exclusion even of daughters of the deceased widow."

"In the case of Srimatita Mutua Vesta Ragunatha Rani v. Dora Singay Teram, 6 Madras High Court Reports, 310 (vide infra) it was held, that daughters, to whom as a class paternal property descends, take a joint interest, with rights of survivorship."

"The former case had reference to property in Benares, and the latter to property in Southern India."

"It is clear that an admission, or even confession of judgment, by one of several defendants in a suit, is no evidence against another defendant."
right of survivorship previously acquired by inheritance is not destroyed by her disqualification to inherit at that time by reason of her being a childless widow.*

An admission of a fact on the pleadings by implication is not an admission for any other purpose than that of the particular issue, and is not tantamount to proof of the fact.—Amrito Lall Bose and others v. Rojonee-kant Mitter and another.—Privy Council. S. W. Rep. Vol. XXIII, p. 214.

CALCUTTA, H. C. A.—The 1st of September, 1874.

Present:
The Hon'ble Sir Richard Couch, Kt., Chief Justice, and
Hon'ble W. Ainslie, Judge.

CHOTAY LALL, (one of the Defendants,) Appellant,

versus

CHUNNOO LALL and another, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

Property inherited by a Hindu female from her father does not, under the Mitakshara law, descend, on her death, to her heirs, but reverts to the nearest heirs of her father.

Couch, C. J.:- The plaintiffs in this suit are the grandsons of Thakoor Dass, who was admitted to be a native of the North-Western Provinces, and had come down to Calcutta and acquired the property which is in dispute. He died in Calcutta in February 1860 intestate, and without having relinquished the law of his birthplace. He left a daughter, Luckhee Bibe, who was five years old at the time of his death, and subsequently intermarried with the defendant Chotay Lall, and died in September 1872 without issue. He also left a brother's son named Inder Chand, who died in May 1871, intestate, leaving the plaintiffs his only sons and heirs. Mr. Justice Pontifex, by whom the case was heard, held that the estate which the daughter Luckhee Bibe took on the death of her father

* There being, in this respect, no difference between the Hindu law as current in Bengal and that current in the other schools, the above decision is equally applicable to such cases of any part of India. Nevertheless as the said decision has been passed in a Bengal case, so its abstract is given here and the main part of it is reserved for the Vyavastha Darpana.
was only a qualified one, and that on her death the plaintiffs, as heirs of her father, became entitled to the property in dispute. And upon the case being sent back by me and Mr. Justice Macpherson, before whom it came in the first instance, to try the issues which had been raised, the first of which was, was Thakoor Dass a Jain? and the second, if so, what is the law of succession applicable to Jains? The learned Judge found that the case should be decided according to the law of the North-Western Provinces. We have, therefore, to determine whether, according to that law, the decision of the learned Judge is right.

The first authority on the subject that I am aware of is in the fourth volume of the Select Reports, p. 330,* in which it was held that by the Hindú law (it being a case from Behar) a daughter had no power to alienate by gift her ancestral property to the detriment of the other heirs of her father. The reply of the Hindú Law Officers of the Court, who were asked to declare, according to the Mithila and Western Schools of law, 'whether Gyan Koonwur (the daughter) was competent to bestow the estate in gift on Joya Koonwur; and, if not, who was entitled to the estate on her decease,' (which is the very question in this case) was: "When a person dies, leaving no male issue, the widow who succeeds to his estate has no right to alienate any part of it, except for religious purposes; and, therefore, the daughter, whose right of inheritance is weaker, that is, who only succeeds on the failure of the widow a fortiori can have no such right. Now it appears from the decree of the Sudder Dewany Adawlut, dated 6th of October 1814, (this is the part which applies particularly to the present case) 'that the property in question is ancestral, and not Gyan Koonwur's peculiar property (Stri-dhun,) and also it seems from the deed of gift that such gift was not made for religious purposes. According, therefore, to the laws as current both in Mithilah and the West, the deed is invalid; such being the case, the property will go, after her death, to the nearest heir of her father, Kehur Singh, then living. For, as in the case of the widow, the property goes, on her decease, not to her heir, but to the nearest heir of her husband who may be then living, so the same rule is to be observed a fortiori as regards the daughter.

* See ante, p. 424.
The next decision on the subject is in the 6th volume of the Select Reports, p. 301, in a suit relating to the same property. It was held that there being a sister's son's son and a daughter, the former succeeded, and that *per capita* and not *per stirpes*.

The Court in their remark say: "There is no doubt that the sister's son's sons were very distant indeed in the order of succession, and in fact are not included among the heirs by almost the whole of the Hindū legal authorities. As, however, under no circumstances can the (daughter's) daughter succeed to ancestral property inherited by her mother, the Court considered, under the *Vyasavasthas* of the *pundits*, that the plaintiff's had the better right to the estate of Kebur Singh the common ancestor of the parties."*

We have next a decision of the Sudder Court, reported in the decisions of 1862, at page 190; where it was held that the estate of a Hindū proprietor having devolved on his three daughters qualified to succeed him, they held the property during life-time only, and not as their *Stridhum*; that so long as any one of the daughters survived, no daughter's son could inherit; and that as no son survived when all the three daughters died, the plaintiff, as heir of the deceased proprietor, succeeds to the estate.

The decision in this case appears to have been founded upon a passage in Sir William Macnaghten's work, page 23, where he says: "But though the schools differ on these points, they concur in opinion as to the manner in which such property devolves on the daughter's death, in default of issue male. According to the law as received in Benares and elsewhere, it does not go, as her *Stridhum*, to her husband or other heir; and according to the law of Bengal also, it reverts to her father's heirs."

The two decisions in the North-Western Provinces,—reported, one in the 2nd volume of the Agra High Court Reports, page 166, and the other in the 1st volume of the Allahabad Reports, page 114,—do not seem to me to be in point on this question; but in volume 3 of the Weekly Reporter, page 140, we have a decision of this Court in the case of a mother inheriting from her son. The learned Judges held that, on the death of the mother, the property went to

---

* This finding seems to be incorrect, as under no circumstance can a sister's son's son inherit according to Hindū law.
the heirs of the son, and they said that the rule was the same in
the case of a woman inheriting from her father.

More recently there are two decisions in this Court, one of them
by Mr. Justice Phear and Mr. Justice Ainslie, and another by Mr.
Justice Phear and Mr. Justice Morris,—the first in 20 W. R., 102, *
and the second in 22, W. R. 54, in which the same law is laid down.

In the High Court at Madras the same question, as we have
before us, rose in a case in 6 Madras High Court Reports, 310. † There
the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Holloway held that the daughters
of the first defendant, that is, the person who had inherited from her
father, (the suit being brought in her life-time for a declaration
of title) were not her rightful successors to the zemindaree, and that
the plaintiff, as the eldest grandson of the istimrar zemindar, was
entitled to be, preferably to the second defendant, declared rever-
sionary heir to the zemindaree on the death of the first defendant.
Sir Colley Scotland, the Chief Justice, said,—

"With reference to the second question raised by the appellant's
objection to the declaration of the plaintiff's right, whether the
zemindary is the Stri-dhunum property of the first defendant,
I need not add anything, as my conclusion on the first question is
obviously decisive of it. But I ought perhaps to say with
reference to the arguments (contradictory to those on the first
question) advanced on behalf of the appellants, that the authorities
do not, I think, present any ground for them. There are some texts
and comments recognizing as Stri-dhunum paternal property
devolving on a daughter, but they appear to me to relate only to an
appointed daughter, who was declared to become by the appointment
the third description of son. . . . The fundamental principle of the
law of succession, too, is adverse to the contention of the appellants,
for, if paternal property passing to daughter were to become her Stri-
dhunum, the succession would pass away from those who were the
nearest heirs by virtue of their capacity to offer oblations to the last
male owner."

Mr. Justice Holloway rested his judgments upon the same
ground. Towards the end of it he said: "On the question whether
property coming to woman by inheritance is Stri-dhunum or not,

* See ante, p. 427.
† The first case in the following section. 7. c.
I do not consider it of the least consequence for the decision of this case to determine. By calling it Stri-dhunum, we should not be in the least assisted to the solution of the order of its transmission, for the various sorts of Stri-dhunum are transmitted in very various ways. I will shortly sum up the grounds upon which I come to the conclusion that the decree of the Civil Judge ought to be affirmed." The learned Judge then states the grounds to be:

"1. The principle of the law is to determine the descent by the nearness or remoteness of connection with the offering; there is no taking by or through or by virtue of any individual; the only effect of relationship is to connect with that offering; the very name Sapinda is the clearest etymological proof of the predominant notion.

"2 That this principle is the reason for the daughters taking at all.

"3. The principle of the law is the only safe ground for deducing a rule of descent."

As far as the law in that part of India is the same as in the North-Western Provinces, this is an express authority upon the question before us.

On the other hand, there are certain cases in the High Court at Bombay which were relied upon as being opposed to the doctrine which appears to have been consistently held both by this Court and the High Court at Madras. One of them is in 1 Bombay High Court Reports, 130, and is known by the name of Devkuvar-bai's case. It appears to have been there laid down by the Supreme Court at Bombay that a widow is entitled to the movable property absolutely, and to the immovable property for life,—and subject to the widow's interest, the movable property descends to the daughters absolutely.

It appears from the judgment of the Chief Justice Sir Mathew Sausse and Sir Joseph Arnould, in Vinayak Anand-rao v. Luckshmi-bai in the same volume, page 117, that this decision was based mainly on the authority of Mayukha—an authority in that part of India. The judgment in the latter case, which seems to have been written by Sir Mathew Sausse to be forwarded to the Privy Council, contains this passage, page 124: "In Devkuvar-bai's case, this Court

* This should be "immovable," see the body of this decision.
in 1859 held that the widow of an intestate, childless, and separated brother takes the movable property absolutely, and the immovable for life only, with remainder to the heirs of the intestate. That decision was very much based upon the principle of allowing the law of usage to control the letter of that portion of the written law which was in favor of the widow. In the Mitaksharâ on inheritance (Chap. II. Sec. 1.) entitled 'Right of the widow to inherit the estate of one who leaves no male issue,' the commentator, after declaring the order of succession (see para. 2.), in words quoted from Yâjnavalkya, and after discussing various interpretations and opinions, states the conclusion (para. 39) as follows. The learned Chief Justice then quotes the passage. He is speaking of his own judgment in the former case, and says that he based it on the authority of the Mayâdhva.

The next case at Bombay is Naval-râm Atma-râm v. Nand-kishor Shiv-narayan, 1, Bombay High Court Reports, 209 (ante 428). There three of the learned Judges of that Court held that according to the Hindu law of inheritance as received in the Bombay Presidency, immovable property inherited by a married woman from her father, whether or not it be strictly entitled to the name of Strî-dhun, descends on her death to her own heirs, and not to her father's descendants; and that an inheritance descending on a married woman from her father classes as Strî-dhun and descends accordingly. It is to be remarked upon this decision that the learned Judges considered the text of Manu and the opinions of the commentators and other authorities on Hindu Law, but they do not appear to have been aware of (at least they do not notice) any of the decisions of the Courts on this side of India on the subject, and in considering whether we should treat this case as an authority, this is very material. We may fairly say that a judgment of another High Court in which no notice was taken of the decisions of this Court upon the point ought not to receive the same respect from us as it would receive if the learned Judges had considered the decisions on this side of India.

The next case is in 6 Bombay High Court Reports, o. j., page 1, in which Sir Joseph Arnowald, who was one of the Judges in the former case, sat alone.* He held that the property acquired by

* To be found among the cases relative to sister's succession, q. v.
a married woman by inheritance, with the exception of property inherited by a widow from her husband, classes as *stri-dhan*, and descends accordingly. He appears to have held this upon the authority of *Vinayak Anand-rav v. Lukhsni-bai*. He says: "Mr. Marriott's position that, upon the estate vesting in Luckshmi, as sister of Vimal, her son Ramji Krishnaji and his son Mahadeo Ramji thereupon became jointly interested therein as co-partners with Luckshmi, must, in my opinion, be regarded as untenable: it seems opposed to the principles established in Hindú law regarding property coming by inheritance to woman, and inconsistent with the position already adverted to as established by the case of *Vinayak Anand-rav v. Lukhsni-bai* that the sister takes absolutely." But the learned Judge proceeds to notice the decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council and the text of *Catáyana*, and allows that in the case of inheritance by a widow from a husband, the rule laid down in the *Mitákshará* does not apply. So far he departs from what had been previously decided, and it will be seen that in this he differs from the judgment, I am about to notice, of Mr. Justice West, who gives as his opinion that the passage in the *Mitákshará* applies to the case of a widow inheriting from her husband just as much as to that of a daughter inheriting from her father. The case is reported in 8 Bombay High Court Reports, 244, o. c. j., *Vejia Rangam* and another v. *Lakshuman* and another.

Now the decision in that case is founded upon the *Mayákha*. The Chief Justice says: "The question of Hindú law arising from these facts is a difficult one, but looking (as I think we are in this island bound to do) to the *Mayákha*, for the law to regulate this case, Thama-bai must be regarded as the legal representative of Yesu-bai in respect of the property in question in this suit, and not the plaintiffs." And Mr. Justice West says: "We must fall back either on the *Mayákha*, which is equally inconsistent with a current of decisions derived from the analogies of the Bengal Law, or else on the Bengal Law itself." But the learned Judge took the opportunity of this case coming before him to discuss at considerable length and with much ability the meaning of the passage in the *Mitákshará*, and to comment upon the authorities. He, too, does not appear to have noticed any of the decisions on this side of India. He lays down that the *Mitákshará*, includes in *stri-dhan*
all property acquired by women by inheritance,—which is contrary, as I have already said, to what had been laid down by Sir Joseph Arnould in the case in 6 Bombay High Court Reports, and contrary also to the decision of the Privy Council in Bhugwan Deen Doobey v. Myna-bai, 11 Moore’s Indian Appeals, p. 487. *

Certainly, when we have the various decisions of the Sudder Court here upon the law which is applicable in this suit and the decision of the High Court at Madras upon a similar law, in which no substantial difference can be pointed out with reference to this question, we ought not to unsettle the law which appears to have been received on this side of India for the last fifty years, on account of the opinion of a Judge of the High Court at Bombay, however learned he may be. The consequences at the present time would be most serious. Courts ought, always, to bear in mind that it is no light matter to reverse a series of decisions which must have been acted upon for many years, and have been regarded as declaring what was the law.

It appears to me that the conclusion which Mr. Justice Pontifex arrived at in this case is the right one, and that his decision ought to be affirmed.—S. W. R. Vol. XXII, pp. 496 and 503—506.

Held that a daughter can claim a declaration of her rights in paternal estates during the life-time of her mother.—Jeewan Ram v. Mussummat Roonta.—Agra Rep. Vol. I, a. c. page 240.

A daughter without issue is not entitled, during the life-time of the widow, to sue for the recovery of a debt due to the estate of her deceased father, nor is she entitled to a declaratory decree.—Lukheer Narain Ghose, guardian and manager of his minor wife Koosoom Kamini Dassy, pauper, v. Sree-nath Koondoo and others.—S. W. Rep. XXIV, p. 226.

Suit by a Hindú daughter, for herself and as guardian of her minor son, to recover possession of her deceased father’s separate estate. The legal representatives of the estate were, first, the deceased’s widow, and after her the plaintiff and her son. The widow not only failed to occupy and manage the estate, but in collusion with

* 9 W. R., P. C., 23 ;—ante, p. 278.
the other defendants claiming under a hostile title, abandoned her rights, alleging that her husband was not separate, but a member of a joint family, and left the hostile holders undisturbed. To preserve the separate estate from becoming extinguished by the operation of the law of limitation it was necessary to remove the adverse occupants and to place the estate in the possession of some person to be appointed to represent it; and as the widow (the legal representative) never was in possession and did not ask for it, but repudiated all claim to it, it was held that no one had a better right to the possession than the plaintiff, and possession was accordingly decreed to her as manager during the widow’s life-time.—Gunnesha Dutt v. Museummatt Muttu Koosar.—S. W. R. Vol. XVII, c. r. p. 11.

PRIVY COUNCIL.—The 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th of April, 30th of May and 1st of June 1863.

KATATAMA NACHIER, Appellant,

And

SHIMUT RAJAH MOOTOO VIJOYA RAGU-NADHA BODHA GOOROO SAWMY PABIA ODAYA TAVER.

The zamindary of Shiva-gunga in Madras is in the nature of a principality, impartible, and capable of enjoyment by only one member of the family at a time.

By the law of inheritance prevailing in Madras, and throughout the Southern parts of India, separately acquired estate descends to a widow, in default of male issue of the deceased husband.

In a united Hindú family where there is ancestral property, and one of the members of the family acquires separate estate, on the death of that member such separate acquired estate does not fall in to the common stock, but descends to the male issue, if any, of the acquirer, or in default, to his daughters.

Where property belonging in common to a united Hindú family has been divided, the share of a deceased member of the family goes in the general course of descent to separate acquired property; but if there is a co-parcenership between the different members of the united family, survivorship follows.

Upon the principle of survivorship, the right of the co-partners in the undivided estate overrides the widow’s succession; but with
respect to self-acquired property of a member of the united family, the other members of the family have neither community of interest nor unity of possession, therefore, the foundation of the right to take by survivorship fails.

A decree in a suit by A, against B, claiming, as widow, to succeed to her husband's estate, in preference to B, his nephew, on the ground of the family being divided, held not to operate as res judicata, or capable of being pleaded in bar to a suit by C, a daughter, claiming to succeed to her father's estate, on A's death, on the ground that the property was self-acquired by her father.*
Moore's India Appeals, Vol. IX, page 539.

Admitted Legal Opinions.

A daughter cannot claim succession while her mother lives. Unless the mother do some act tending to defeat her right.

Married daughters succeed to equal portions of an estate which had devolved on their mother at the death of their father by reason of there being no male issue.

R. If a person, being destitute of male issue, and living apart from his brothers, die, leaving two daughters and a widow; in the first instance, the widow succeeds, and on her death the daughters are equally entitled to the inheritance; consequently, while the proprietor's two daughters are living, the widow cannot give her husband's whole immovable property to her second daughter's husband without the sanction of her eldest daughter, but she might have made a donation of the movable property. The gift of the immovable estate made by the widow is illegal. On her death, her two daughters will equally share their paternal landed estate. This opinion is conformable to the Mitakshara and Vyavahara Mayukha.

* The purport of the above decision is thus explained by the Lords of the Privy Council in their judgment passed in the case of Rajah Suraneny Venkata Gopala Nurmimha Row Bahadur versus Rajah Suraneny Lakshmi Venkama Row. "The Shiva-gunga case was this—the family was shown to be undivided, but the impartible seminadry was shown conclusively to have been the separate acquisition of the person whose succession was the subject of dispute. The ruling of this Court was that in that case the seminadry should follow the course of succession as to separate property although the family was undivided; but if that seminadry had been shown to have been an ancestral seminadry as in this case, the judgment of the Board would no doubt have been the other way."—Sutherland's Weekly Reporter, Vol. XII. p. 6. p. 40. (See the Book on Partition.)
Authorities.

Yájñavalkya:—"The wife and the daughters," &c.

Virhat Vishnu:—"The wealth of him who leaves no male issue, goes to his wife; on failure of her, it devolves on daughters."

Kátyáyana:—"Let the widow succeed to her husband’s wealth, provided she be chaste; and, in default of her, the daughter inherits."

Vrihaspati:—"Let the wife of a deceased man, who left no male issue, take his share. The wife is pronounced successor to the wealth of her husband; and in her default, the daughter. As a son, so does a daughter of a man, proceed from his several limbs. How then should any other person take her father’s wealth?"

"The daughters share the residue of their mother’s property, after payment of her debts."†

"By favor of the father, clothes and ornaments are used, but immovable property may not be consumed, even with the father’s indulgence."

"The father is master of the gems, pearls, and corals, and of all (other movable property:) but neither the father nor the grandfather is so of the whole immovable estate."

"Though immovables or bipeds have been acquired by a man himself, a gift or sale of them should not be made without convening all the sons."

"They who are born, and they who are yet unbegotten, and they who are still in the womb, require the means of support: no gift or sale should therefore be made."

Bareilly Court of Appeal, May 18th, 1820.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. I, Sec. iii, Case 2.

A maiden excludes all married daughters.

Q. A landed proprietor dies, leaving two married daughters, and one unmarried. Of the two married daughters, one files a plaint in a Court of Justice, claiming a third of the estate left by her father. In this case, who is entitled to the succession? Can a married daughter sue for partition, where there is a maiden daughter living?

* Dáya-bhága, page 160;—Múdhíkhará page 324.
† Yájñavalkya. See Mit. p. 268.
R. Of the daughters, the maiden one is, in the first place, heir to the paternal property, by reason of her offering the funeral oblations to the deceased father, to the entire exclusion of all the others.

Authorities.

The text of Manu, laid down in the Saddhi-tattva and other law books: "The maiden daughter of a person who dies leaving no male issue, offers the funeral cake to his manes." *

Accordingly, where there are married and unmarried daughters, the maiden exclude the married daughters from the inheritance. To this effect the Dāya-bhāga cites the text of Parásara:—"Let a maiden daughter take the heritage of one who dies leaving no male issue; or, if there be no such daughter, a married one shall inherit." Manu:—"His own maiden daughter, born in holy wedlock, shall, like a son, take the inheritance of him who dies without male issue." †

The claim, therefore, of the married daughter is inadmissible.


There being a son and daughter by different mothers, and the son being insane and dumb, the daughter is alone entitled to the succession.

Q. A person died, leaving a son and a daughter by different wives. The son is insane and dumb, and there is no hope of his recovery. In this case, is the daughter alone entitled to succeed to her father's property, or does it devolve on his maternal grandfather, subject to the condition of his maintaining the son?

R. Under the circumstances stated, in default of his widow, the daughter of the deceased is alone entitled to the succession, to the exclusion of the son. The son's maternal grandfather has no legal claim to any share of the property, subject to the condition stated, but the son must be supplied with the necessaries of life by his half sister.

* This is not a text of Manu, but of Rishya-ringga.
† This is not a text of Manu but of Devala.
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Authorities.

Manu:—"Impotent persons and outcasts, persons born blind and deaf, madmen, idiots, the dumb, and those who have lost a sense or a limb, are excluded from a share of the heritage."

Devala:—"On the death of a father or other owner of property, neither an impotent man, nor a person afflicted with elephantiasis, nor a madman, nor an idiot, nor one born blind, nor one degraded for sin, nor the issue of a degraded man, nor a hypocrite or imposter, shall take any share of his heritage. For such men, except those degraded, let food and clothes be provided."


An unchaste daughter is excluded from the inheritance and the property will escheat, if there be no other heir.

Q. 1. Can a daughter who lives in a state of prostitution take her parents' property, by right of inheritance?

R. 1. A daughter who has given herself up to prostitution, or one who is unchaste, is wholly incompetent to inherit the property left by her parents.

Q. 2. Supposing that there be no other legal representative of her parents than the unchaste daughter, in this case, does the law admit her as an heir; if not, on whom will the property devolve?

R. 2. She is not entitled to inherit her parents' property, even though there be no person to claim the inheritance. The person who is next in order of succession, if there be any such, shall inherit from her parents; and in default of such heir, (the parents not being of the Brahminical class,) their property will escheat to the king.*


*It will be seen from the above specimen, that questions connected with loss of caste, and consequent privation of the right of inheritance, are not by any means frequently litigated. I do not recollect having met with any others. Were these disqualifying provisions indeed rigidly enforced, it may be apprehended that but very few individuals would be found competent to inherit property, as there is hardly an offence in jurisprudence, or a disease in medicine, that may not be comprehended in some one or other of the classes.—Note by Sir W. Macnaughten.
SECTION III.

RELATIVE TO THE SUCCESSION OF DAUGHTER'S SON.

MADRAS H. C.—The 27th of October 1871.

Srimuttu Muttu Vizia Ragunada Rani Kolundapuri Nachiar, alias Kattama Nachiar, Zamindarni of Shiva-gunga and four others, appellants,

versus

Dara-singa Tevar alias Valaba Tevar, Respondent.

The plaintiff, as the eldest surviving male representative of the Istimarā Zemindar of Shiva-gunga, sued for a declaratory decree establishing his right to succeed to the zemindary upon the death of the first defendant; and for maintenance.

Held that the plaintiff had a right to institute the suit. The daughters of the first defendant were not her rightful successors to the zemindary, and that the plaintiff, as the eldest grandson of the Istimarā Zemindar, was entitled to be, preferably to the 2nd defendant, declared reversionary heir to the zemindary on the death of the first defendant.

According to Hindu law when the sons of daughters succeed to the property of their grandfather, they take by direct right of succession, as being his nearest heirs, like the sapindas of a man succeeding to his property on the death of his widow, but per capita.

Unmarried or married daughters, on whom as a class paternal property devolves, take a joint life-interest with rights of survivorship. The estate of inheritance passes from their father to the sons of all the daughters as his nearest heirs; and on the death of the last surviving daughter the (daughter’s) sons take the property equally.

The plaintiff as the eldest surviving male representative of the Istimarā zemindar of Shiva-gunga, sought for a declaratory decree establishing his right to succeed to the said zemindary as next upon the death of the first defendant, and adjudging her to pay him Rs. 60,000 per annum for maintenance, and further declaring his right to immediate possession of certain apartments in the palace of the zemindary, which belong to his maternal grandfather and mother, and in which they resided during their life-time.

The plaint alleged that the first defendant was put into possession of the said zemindary by virtue of the decree* of Her Majesty in Council, bearing date the 30th of November 1863, as the sole

* In Kattama Nainkorn versus the Rajah of Shiva-gunga. See Sutherland’s Privy Council Judgments, page 520.
surviving daughter of Gauri Vallava Tevar, otherwise called the Isirmgar zemindar; that the 3rd, 4th and 5th defendants (daughters of the 1st defendant) were childless widows, and (her son) the 2nd defendant, a minor of the age of 13 years; that the zemindary was impartible, and capable of enjoyment by only one member of the family at a time, and that the plaintiff, as the eldest surviving grandson of the zemindar had a vested right to it, and was entitled to the succession upon the death of the first defendant, according to Hindu law, and customs which govern the succession of principalities or the said principality; and that the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th defendants and others had combined to defraud the plaintiff in respect of his right to the zemindary, &c.

The Civil Judge passed the following decree:

My decree is, that as between plaintiff and second defendant (grandsons of the first defendant's father,) plaintiff be declared next in succession to the Shiva-gunga zemindary and that plaintiff's claim to maintenance and apartments be dismissed.

The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th defendants appealed to the High Court.

The Court delivered the following Judgments:

Scotland, C. J.—The grounds of appeal relied upon are—That the plaintiff could not maintain the suit for declaration of his right to be the next successor. But if the suit was maintainable, the decree ought to have declared either that the first defendant's son (2nd defendant) had the preferable right, or that the zemindary was stri-dhun property of the first defendant, and her daughters (3rd, 4th and 5th defendants), therefore were her rightful successors.

There is happily no dispute as to the important facts of the case. Dara-singa Tevar, the plaintiff, is the eldest surviving son of Vella Nachiar the only daughter of the Isirmgar zemindar by his senior wife. The first defendant, the zemindarni, is the youngest of his two daughters by his third wife. He had also a daughter by his 2nd wife and another by his 6th wife. When the first defendant obtained possession of the zemindary under the order* of Her Majesty in Council establishing the right of the daughters of the

Istimrar zemindar to succeed to the zemindary on the death of his surviving widow Angamutu Nachiar, she was the only survivor of the Istimrar-dar's five daughters.

Before Angamutta's death the first defendant was twice married, and it is admitted on both sides that the marriages were proper by the custom of the Maravar caste, to which the family belonged, and were both valid. The 3rd defendant is the only child by her first husband, and the 2nd, 4th and 5th defendants are her son and daughters by her 2nd husband. Both her husbands are dead.

I am of opinion that the first ground of objection cannot be supported. It has been decided by this Court that the rule of the equity Courts in England is not applicable to declaratory suits here, and it is now settled that a suit praying nothing more than a declaration of title is maintainable under the 15th Section of the Code of Civil Procedure although no consequential relief be grantable upon the declaration, if a ground for seeking the protection of such a suit is shown to exist.

Then as to the substantial objection to the declaration made by the decree; the question to be considered is, whether, when paternal property descends to the survivors or survivor of several daughters, the sons of all the daughters, or only the son or sons of the daughter or daughters in whom the property vested, are, or is, entitled to succeed as the heir or heirs of their grandfather.

I think it is clear, that as respects the reason upon which the law rests, the argument on behalf of the appellant is supported by the weight of the authoritative texts and commentaries of the Benares and Bengal schools; although the schools differ, perhaps as to the extention of the reason to the barren, and sonless, widows. See Smriti-Chandrikā (Krishna Swamy's translation) Chap. XI, Sect. 2, Sl. 10; Dāya-krama-Sangraha, Chap. I, Sect. 3, Dāya-bhāga, Chap. II, Sect. 2; 1. Stra. H. L. 138. In Chap. II, Sect. 2, of the Mitāksharā, which treats of the right of daughters to inherit, this reason is not explicitly declared, but it is, I think, implied.

Consistently with this reason the same authorities establish, I think, that when the sons of daughters succeed to the property of their grandfather, they take by direct right of succession as being his nearest heirs, like the sapindas of a man succeeding to his
property on the death of his widow, but *per capita*. The rule of succession exists as laid in the *Dēya-bhāga*, "*ā fortiori* in the case of the daughter and grandson whose pretensions are inferior to the wife's" (See the *Madhavīya* commentary by Mr. Burnell, p. 26): and it rests upon the great principle of the entire Hindu Law of succession to property, that nearness in regard to the attributed capacity and sacred duty to confer spiritual benefits by the offering of funeral oblations, either immediately or meditatively, confers the right to inherit temporal wealth. Now it is beyond question that all sons of daughters are accounted to possess the virtue to confer such benefits with like efficacy. The general ordinance declared is, that in regard to the obsequies of ancestors, daughter's sons are considered as son's sons. (Mitākṣara Chap. II, Sect. 3, Sl. 6; *Smṛiti-chandriśa* Chap. II, Sect. 2, Sl. 10); the *Madhavīya* *Commentary*, Sl. 37. In principle then, the law does not admit of the succession of some of the sons of daughters to the exclusion of the others.

The rule laid down in the *Dēya-bhāga* Chap. XI, Sect. 2, Sl. 30,* and the *Dēya-krama-Sangraha* Chap. I, Sect. 5, Sl. 3, that married sisters succeed after the paternal property had been vested in a maiden daughter, only on her death without issue, appears to be the single rule which favors the exclusive succession of the sons of a daughter in whom the paternal property actually vests. Mr. Macnaghten in his "*Principles of Hindu law*," states as a settled distinction between succession of maiden and married daughters according to the law of Bengal, that if the former marry and die, leaving sons and sisters or sister's sons, her sons alone take to the exclusion of the sisters and their sons.* But he adds "this distinction does not seem to prevail anywhere but in Bengal." At present I have a strong impression that the Hindu law governing here does not recognize such distinction.

In effect, as it seems to me, that the heritage is unobstructed when there is male issue of any daughter, because the rights of such issue exist simultaneously with the interest of the daughters. There is no allusion to a preferential right of the sons of any one daughter, and nothing expressed is inconsistent with the sons of several daughters sharing the inheritance.

For these reasons I am of opinion, that unmarried or married daughters, on whom as a class paternal property devolves, take a life-interest with rights of survivorship,—that the estate of inheritance passes from their father to the sons of all the daughters as his nearest heirs; and that on the death of the last surviving daughter, the sons (of daughters) take the property equally; and consequently, that the plaintiff being the eldest surviving grandson of the Istimrar zemindar, is the heir, having right to succeed to the property in dispute on the death of the zemindarni, the first defendant.

With respect to the second question raised by the appellants' objections to the declaration of the plaintiff's right, whether the zemindari is the stri-dhunum property of the first defendant, I need not add any thing, as my conclusion of the first question is obviously decisive of it. But I ought perhaps to say with reference to the arguments advanced on behalf of the appellants that the authorities do not, I think, present any ground for them. There are some texts and comments recognising as stri-dhunum paternal property devolving on a daughter, but they appear to me to relate only to an appointed daughter who was declared to become by the appointment the third description of son, Mitakshara Chap. I, Sect. 11, Sl. 13, and Chap. II, Sect. 2, Sl. 5, Dāya-bhāga, Chap. II, Sect. 2, Sl. 10, 16—and they are of no force now, the appointment of a daughter, having become obsolete, as to other daughters.

I can find no recognition of a similar kind, and it is expressly declared in the same section of the Dāya-bhāga Sl. 30, and in the Dāya-krama-Sangraha, Chap. I, Sect. 3, that paternal property does not become their stri-dhunum, and in the passages cited from the Vir-mitrodaya the contrary position is refuted.

The fundamental principle of the law of succession, too, is adverse to the contention of the appellants, for if the paternal property passing to a daughter were to become her stri-dhunum, the succession would pass away from those who were the nearest heirs by virtue of their capacity to offer oblations to the last male owner.

On these grounds I am of opinion that the decree of the Civil Court is right and should be affirmed, but without costs.
Mr. Justice Holloway rested his judgment upon the same ground. Towards the end of it he said:

"On the question whether property coming to a woman by inheritance is stri-dhunum or not, I do not consider it of the least consequence for the decision of this case to determine. By calling it stri-dhunum, we should not be in the least assisted to the solution of the order of its transmission, for the various sorts of stri-dhunum are transmitted in various ways. I will shortly sum up the grounds upon which I come to the conclusion that the decree of the Civil Judge ought to be affirmed."

The learned Judge then states the grounds to be:

"1. The principle of the law is to determine the descent by the nearness or remoteness of connection with the offering; there is no taking by or through or by virtue of any individual; the only effect of relationship is to connect with that offering; the very name sapinda is the clearest etymological proof of the predominant notion."

"2. That this principle is the reason for the daughters taking at all."

"3. That neither in this, nor in any other case, has what is called vesting the slightest influence; the very notion of heritable blood is, as applied to Hindū Law, meaningless."

"4. The principle of the law is the only safe ground for deducing a rule of descent."


Under the Hindū law, where property is proved to be a separate and divided property, the daughters and daughter’s son are the legal heirs entitled to it, and not more remote relations to the deceased.—Burriyar Singh and others v. Mussummat Hunsee and others.—Agra Rep. Vol. II, A. C. p. 166.

After daughters are exhausted, daughter’s sons succeed, but pot till then.—Sastrī Anandyan v. Vengumal.—Mad. S. R. for 1861, p. 137.

The sons of a daughter cannot succeed to the estate of their paternal grandfather till after the death of their mother. They are entitled to sue for their rights within twelve years of the
death of their mother, and to require the period of their minority to be taken into consideration according to Section 11 of Act XIV of 1859.—Kummu Nisa Bennik v. Ramjee Sha Bennik.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 277.

(According to the Mahratta School:)

Grandsons (sons of a daughter) were decided under a Vya-vasthā not to succeed to the property of their maternal grandfather during the life of a daughter-in-law (widow of a son) he having no other heirs.—Maha Lukemee v. the grandsons of Kripa-shoookul.—Borr. Rep. Vol. II, p. 510. (Morl. Dig. Vol. I, p. 306.)

SURJA KUMARI, and others, Appellants,

versus

GUNDHARP SINGH and others, Respondents.

MADHU-SUDAN SINGH, Appellant,

versus

The same, Respondents.

The author of the Viscoda Chitāsmari, a Mithila work, has omitted the daughter's son from the series of heirs;* but according to the other authorities, including the Mithila legal writers, the right of the daughter's son next to the daughter is declared. The Sudder Dewanny Adawlut adjudge that the daughter's son is heir, disregarding his omission in the said work, and thus ruling that the position in the Dāya-krama-sangrāka that the daughter's son according to the Mithila writers is not an heir, is erroneous. This position seems to have been adopted by Sir W. H. Macc- neghan in his Hindu law, without sufficient investigation.

Surja Kumari (the surviving daughter of Allap Singh,) in association with Madu-sudan Singh, her sister's son, brought in the Zillah Court, the action whence arose these appeals. They rested their right on title by inheritance under the Hindu law. The defendants joined issue on the point of law, asserting that by the Hindu law, as received in Tirhoot, the agnate kin of a deceased Hindu excluded his daughter and daughter's son.

* The author of the Viscoda Chitāsmari has not omitted the daughter's son from the series of heirs, but has placed him after the father. Sec. VI, Ch. p. 299.
On the 23rd of March 1833, the case came on for trial before the Judge, who passed this judgment. “Let the plaintiff Surja Kumari recover, and, under an injunction not to alienate during life, enjoy the property claimed, receiving the profits in deposit. The other plaintiff has no interest in the estate of his maternal grandfather.

From this decision the two plaintiffs preferred separate appeals to the Court of Appeal at Patna. The defendants also appealed.

On the 13th of April 1833, the three appeals being conjoined came on for trial before Sir James Harington, a Judge of the Court. He found that Alap Singh had succeeded to his father’s estate, which he had held distinct and separate. He proposed, therefore, to reverse judgment of the Lower Court, and to decree the property, claimed, to the two plaintiffs in equal shares, with provision that the share of Surja Kumari should be considered as her estate heritable by her son.

From this judgment both plaintiffs by separate petitions to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut applied for Special Appeals.

Both appeals were referred for trial to Mr. W. Money, Officiating Judge of the Court, and, being conjoined, came on before him on the 24th, December 1836, when he directed the Pundit of the Court should be required to expound the law on a statement of facts which recited that Alap Singh was an inhabitant of the Tirhoot district. This reference produced from Voidya Nath Misr, the Pundit, an exposition of the law, stated to conform with those and other authorities current in Mithila, viz., Manu, Vivāda Chintāmanī, Vivāda-Chandra, Vivāda-Ratnakara, Kalpa-taru, Madana-Pārijāta, and Smriti-Sāra. Its substance is this—“In the three last named works, to the estate of a man who has died without male issue, the daughter’s son is mentioned as the heir next to the daughter who follows the wife, but he is not so mentioned in the first two works.”

The undermentioned extracts were recited as indicating a conflict of doctrines in regard to the right of the agnate kin distant in the 3rd and 4th degrees:

Extract from the Kalpa-taru:

1. In this, the text of Viṣṇu reciting the series of heirs to him who died without male issue is quoted. In it the daughter’s
son is placed next to the daughter, and before the parents and collateral kin in the male line. The author adds that, "after the daughter and daughter's son," Vrihaspati provides "failing him the brother," &c.

Extract from the Madana-pârijata :—

In this, the author propounds the right of the daughter's son after the daughter. He cites Vishnu's text, which provides for the succession of the daughter's son on failure of other issue, because, in regard to the obsequies of ancestors, sons of daughters are considered as sons of sons (vide Trans. Mit, Chap. II, Sect. 3; Sl. 6.9) He adds that the particle "also" [eva] in the expression "daughters also" occurring in the text of Yâjnyavalkya imports the same meaning [vide idem]; and that failing the daughter's son the parents take the estate.

Extract from the Vivâda-Ratnâkara:—

3. After the daughter and daughter's son Vrihaspati proceeds "failing him the brother," &c.


5. Text of Vishnu cited in the same works. This varies from the same text cited in the first authority by omission of the clause in favor of the daughter's son.†

Extract from the Vivâda-chintâmani:—

6. At the close of the Chapter on succession the author recapitulates the series. In the passage as quoted by the Pundit the daughter's son is omitted.

Extract from the same work:—

7. It precedes that given as the 6th authority. It recites a text of Vrihaspati, and a text of Manus.

---

* Mr. Colebrooke in a note on this text says that it is not found in Vishnu's institutes, but cited as his in the Smriti-chandrika and Dvitya-Krama-Sangrâha. Vide Dvitya-Bhâga, Chap. xi, Sec. 11, para. 23, and Mit. Chap. ii, Sec. 5, para. 6. It may be a text of the elder Vishnu.

† It is thus cited in the copy of the Dvitya-Bhâga, from which Mr. Colebrooke translated. He, however, notices the reading which has the clause in favour of the daughter's son (Vide Dvitya-Bhâga, Chap. xi, Secs. 1 and 5.) With this clause it is cited in the Digest. The text is not metrical, and therefore more susceptible of corruption.

‡ Vide translation, Dvitya-Bhâga, Chap. xi, Secs. 2, 5, 17, and Digest, Book V, C. iv, Sec. 224, the Section treating on the appointed daughter.

§ Vide idem, para. 19.
The first declares that existence of kin notwithstanding the daughter's son is entitled to her father's estate just as she is so entitled. The second declares that the daughter's son takes the estate of her father who left no male issue, for she offers oblations to him. The author adds that "for the sake of conformity with the text of Yajñavalkya, these texts must be understood as applicable to the case where the heirs, of whom the mother is first [Mātrādi], exist not."

This exposition of the law was read and argued before Mr. W. Money and Mr. Battray on the 23rd February 1837. Another exposition of the law by Ram Joy, a Pundit of the Supreme Court, was received on part of Madhu-sudun appellant. In this he argued that it was the intention of the authors of the Vivāda-ratnākara, Vivāda-chintāmani, and other Mithila works to place the daughter's son next to the father.

The Judges reversed the judgments of the Lower Courts, and decreed that Madhu-sudun should recover the moiety of the estate for which he had sued in conjunction with the other appellant.

The substance of the reasons stated in the support of this judgment was as follows:—

The District of Tirhoot is in the tract called Mithila. If a Hindu of that district has died without male issue, wife or daughter, according to the Hindu law as there current, is the daughter's son his heir in preference to other kin? This is the point at issue in the case. The Vyavasthā of the Pundit establishes the preferable right of a daughter's son, the texts cited in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 7th proofs are conclusive on this point. In the texts cited in the 4th, 5th, and 6th proofs the daughter's son is not expressly mentioned, but his exclusion from succession, contrary to the expressed sanction of the majority of authorities in his favor, cannot be established by the omission.

On the part of the appellant it has been urged that the text cited in the 4th, 5th, and 6th proofs are weak or inaccurate, and insufficient to sustain the case of the respondents, and the argument seems well founded. The translations of Mr. Colebrooke show that by approved texts the married daughter and maiden daughter are preferred as heirs to the widow daughter. The ground of this preference is, that the two former may have sons who will benefit their
maternal grandfather by the performance of rites. It seems then absurd to hold that an existing daughter's son should be excluded when his probable birth even would be ground of preference to be shown to his mother. There can be no doubt as to the equal interests of Madhu-sudun and of his aunt conjoined with her son in the estate of Alap Singh.

Remarks:—

The enquiry in this case removes a common error, that by the legal writers of Mithila the daughter's son is not recognized as an heir. It is evident that Sir W. H. Macnaghten had not duly investigated the subject. He probably adopted his position on credit from Sri-krishna, the author of the Dāya-krama-sangraha, who is the recorder, if not the inventor, of the error.

At the close of the section Jagan-nath recites as the recapitulation of Missr a series of heirs, in which, contrary to the 6th proof of Vaidā-nāth Missr, the daughter's son is mentioned next before the cognate kin.

The difference is that Ram Joy, more correctly construing the word as used in the text, places the daughter's son before all the kin, but after the parents.

Vāchaspati Missr, comparatively, is a modern Mithila writer, and however respected he may be for his learning, his authority for the exclusion or degradation of the daughter's son cannot avail against the many strong texts of Munis, decisive of his right, and the concurring opinions of expounders including writers of Mithila. In his initial verses he (Vāchaspati Missr) professes to compile his work after attentive consideration of the Kalpa-taru, Vivāda-Ratnākara, and other works, yet (according to what seems to be the most approved reading of his work,) contrary to the authority of these works he passes by the daughter's son without any explanation or discussion. In placing the mother next to the daughter, he cites decisive texts in favour of the daughter's son, which he admits do not regard the son of an appointed daughter. Next to the mother he locates the father, and he then proceeds to say, that the right of the brother is also on account of the prose text of Viṣhnu. In his recapitulation, (according to what seems the most approved reading,) he has also omitted the daughter's son. It seems, therefore, that Vāchaspati Missr has omitted the daughter's
son from the series of heirs,* but in a mode which exposes him to
the imputation of ambiguity and inconsistency.

The two appellants originally sued jointly as possessing equal
rights. The appellant Surja Kumari did not oppose the claim of
her nephew, but on the contrary continued to acquiesce in it.
Therefore, although the equality of their rights has been adjudged,
under such circumstances the judgment has not the virtue of a
precedent applicable to any future litigation between a daughter
and a daughter's son in regard to the estate of the father of the
one, and the maternal grandfather of the other.†


A daughter's son is one of the nearer sapindas, and in the
lines of heirs before a brother's son, according to Hindú law.—

According to Hindú law current at Benares, the daughters' sons inherit in default of qualified daughters, and that, if there be
sons of more than one daughter, they take per capita, and not
per stirpes. The widow of the deceased was incompetent to modify
the term of the original transaction injuriously to the reversioners.

The plaintiff is equitably entitled to recover the profits of the
share adjudged to him, from which he has been unjustly excluded in
consequence of his grandmother's illegal proceedings.—Ram Surt-
a. c. p. 168.

Admitted Legal Opinions.

A man cannot claim his maternal grandfather's property while his mother is living.

Q. A person brought an action, claiming his maternal grand-
father's property, while his mother was living, and there was a
possibility of her bearing more children. In this case, was the
grandson entitled to a judgment for the property?

R. The plaintiff's mother has exclusive right to the property

* See the footnote in page .454
† A daughter's son cannot succeed simultaneously with a daughter, or so long as
a qualified daughter exists.
claimed; consequently, the plaintiff cannot be considered in the light of an heir to the deceased, so long as his mother survives.


Where the family is separated, the daughter’s son takes the estate, to the exclusion of the uncle and uncle’s son.

Q. A person of the kayastha or cait class, was survived by his three sons A, B, and C, who took possession of their father’s estate: subsequently the eldest son (A) died, leaving a son who was in the enjoyment of his father’s share; and then the second son (B) died, leaving a son. The third son (C) is still living. The son of the eldest son died, leaving a daughter and her two sons. These two grandsons claim one-third of the estate, being their maternal grandfather’s legal share, but their mother is still living. Under these circumstances, supposing the eldest brother’s son to have enjoyed the property without having come to any division of it with his two uncles, on the death of such eldest brother’s son, will his property devolve on his uncle C, on his other uncle’s (B’s) son, or on his own daughter, or on his daughter’s sons whose mother still survives? Supposing the property to have been divided, and that they lived apart, in this case, should that portion which the eldest brother’s son possessed, devolve on his daughter or daughter’s sons, or on any, and what other person? and generally, whether the eldest brother’s son lived together or apart from his uncles, and died leaving the individuals above specified. What is the law as to their respective rights of succession?

R. The order of the heirs of a separated and not reunited individual is thus laid down by Vájnyavalkya: “The wife and the daughters also, both parents, brothers, &c. This rule extends to all persons and classes.”

By the import of the particle “also,” the daughter’s son succeeds to the estate, on failure of daughters. “If a man leave neither son, nor son’s son, nor wife, nor (female) issue, the daughter’s son shall take his wealth. For, in regard to the obsequies of ancestors, daughters’ sons are considered as sons’ sons.”

* It would have been nice versed according to the law of Benares, had the family been joint and undivided.—Note by Sir W. Macnaghten.
The estate of a person deceased who was separated from his co-parceners, and not re-united with them, first goes to his widow; in default of her, to the daughter, as Kātyāyana says: "Let the widow succeed to her husband’s wealth provided she be chaste; and, in default of her, let the daughter inherit, if unmarried."

On failure of these heirs, the mother takes the inheritance; in default of her, the father is successor; the uterine brother takes the heritage at the father’s death; in default of a brother of the whole blood, the half-brother becomes heir.

Menu:—"Of a son dying childless, and leaving no widow, the father and mother shall take the estate; and the mother also being dead, the paternal grandfather and grandmother shall take the heritage, on failure of brothers and nephews."

To the nearest kinsman (sapinda) the inheritance next belongs.

Among the sapindas, he who is nearest is entitled to succession, and he who is remote is excluded by the nearest: such is the meaning of the text.

Accordingly, Vrikshapati says: "Where many claim the inheritance of a childless man, either paternal or maternal, of more distant kinsmen, he who is the nearest shall take the estate."

According to the preceding passages of Menu, Vishnu, Vrihaspati, Kātyāyana and Vājneyavalkya, it is determined, that supposing the eldest brother’s son to have separated from his uncles, and not to have been re-united, his estate will go first to his daughter, and, in default of her, his grandsons in the female line will take the inheritance; but, if the property was held in joint tenancy, or if he, after separation, became re-united with his paternal relations, then his property would devolve on his uncle and uncle’s son, because they are his sagotras and sapindas.

This opinion is conformable to the Mitakshara and Vyavahara-Mayūkha.

PRECEDENTS OF

SECTION IV.

RELATIVE TO PARENTS.

The mother succeeds in preference to the sister, in default of sons, widow, and daughter. The mother thus inheriting to the son, the inheritance will descend after her death to his, and not to her, particular heirs, and she cannot alien, during her life, to their prejudice.—Rama-Swami Modeliar v. Vallatha.—The 2nd of August 1813. Strange’s Notes of cases, Vol. II, p. 211.—Morl, Dig. Vol. 1, page 322. Norton’s Leading Cases, Part II, p. 557.

MADRAS H. C. A.—The 8th of June 1865.

P. BACHIKAJU, Appellant,

versus

V. VENKATAPADU, Respondent.

According to Hindú law a mother inheriting from her son has not an absolute property in the estate, but merely a life interest, without power of alienation.

This was a special appeal from the decision of C. Collett the Civil Judge of Vizagapatam.

JUDGMENT:—The facts of this case and the questions at issue in it have been so clearly set out by the Civil Judge that it is not necessary that we should recapitulate them.

The case comes before us now on special appeal mainly upon two grounds: first that Kamana having entered upon the property in succession to her deceased son took it absolutely and with un fettered power of alienation; second, that there was no evidence of fraud in the transfer made by Kamana to defendant of the property which forms the subject of the claim.

The general doctrine in Hindú law in regard to the succession of property other than her peculiar property which has devolved on a woman is that those succeed her who would have been heirs in her default, or that her estate is an estate interposed for life between that of the last absolute proprietor and his next heir.

The Mitákshará, however, the guide to the laws of Southern India, enunciates the peculiar doctrine that property which devolves on a woman by inheritance is classed with Strl-dhana; the effect of the doctrine being of course to give her absolute property in it and to change the line of descent.†

* Present: Frere and Innes. J. J.
† Not so: see Widow's Succession in Part I, the Principles of Hindú Law.
In *Sir Thomas Strange*’s Hindú Law, Edition of 1825, pages 165 and 166, he points to the distinction between the Bengal law, and that of Southern India in this respect. *

Sir Thomas Strange says:—“Had the property been the mother’s in the Hindú sense of woman’s property, it would descend on her death to her daughters, but having been inherited by her from her son, it passes according to the law, as practised in Bengal, not to her heirs, but to his. According to the Mitákshará which is followed in this respect by other authorities in the Southern India, so vested it classes as stri-dhana and descends accordingly under the rules of inheritance for the property of that description to her daughters and not to her sons; but according to the doctrine of the Smriti-Chandriká the right of inheritance is vested in different persons, as it was acquired before or after coverture.

The passage in the Mitákshará to which reference is here made is as follows:—“That which was given by the father, by the mother, by the husband, or by a brother; and that which was presented (to the bride) by the maternal uncles and the rest (as paternal uncles, maternal aunts &c.,) at the time of the wedding before the nuptial fire, and a gift on a second marriage, or gratuity on account of supercession, as will be subsequently explained, and also property which she may have acquired by inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure or finding, are denominated by Manu and the rest *woman’s property* (Chapter II, Section 11, para. 2).” A reference to the passage of *Manu* alluded to shows, however, that that source of all Hindú law has not especially included property inherited among the classes into which he divides the stri-dhanam.

The passage runs thus:—“What was given before the nuptial fire, what was given before the bridal procession, what was given in token of love, and what was received from a brother, a mother or a father, are considered as the six-fold separate property of a married woman.” Chapter IX, Shloka 194.

In para. 4, Section xi, of Chapter II, of the Mitákshará, it is explained that, when *Manu* speaks of the six-fold property of a woman the intention is not to restrict the meaning to property of a

* Only part of this passage is found in Mayne’s edition, page 144, where the practice of the Bengal School is stated, but the distinction taken by Sir Thomas Strange between it and the School of Southern India is (probably by accident) omitted.
denomination unquestionably falling within the six classes which he has enumerated, but is merely by way of declaring that there was no less than six kinds of such property, while there might be many more. And this view of the author is supported by the passage in Manu immediately following that just quoted. It is as follows:—"What she received after marriage from the family of her husband, or what her affectionate lord may have given her, shall be inherited, even if she die in his life-time, by her children."

(Manu Chapter IX, 195.)

There is, however, no allusion in Manu to the doctrine of the Mitāksharā, that property devolving on a woman by inheritance is Strī-dhanam.

And it is remarkable that while the Mitāksharā in paras 5, 6 and 7 of Section xi, Chapter II, enlarges upon the legal proposition laid down in para 2, and quotes authorities in support of those parts of it which relate to gifts to a woman before or after marriage from her kindred and from her husband's family, no illustration whatever is given of the bare declaration that property acquired by inheritance also comes under the head of Strī-dhanam. In the Digest of Jagan-natha, in the Chapter on woman's property (Book V, Chapter IX) no allusion whatever is made to the doctrine, nor among the multitudes of other authorities quoted is this passage of the Mitāksharā even so much as referred to.

The law as to the estate which a Hindú widow has in property devolving on her on the death of her husband without male issue has been long ago well settled, and unless there were some more clear exposition of the law than the above passage from the Mitāksharā, or the authority of decided cases showing that the estate held by a mother in property which has devolved on her from her son whose wife has predeceased him and who has no issue, is larger and stands upon a different footing from that of the widow, we should hesitate to say that it was so. The cases in this precedency in which this point has been directly decided must have been exceedingly rare, as none is to be found in the reports. We may refer, however, to the case of Doe on the demise of Rama-sami Moodaliar v. Vallata, reported page 211, Vol. II. of Sir Thomas Strange's notes of cases decided in the Madras Supreme Court.* This case was decided in 1813

* Ante page 462.
while Sir Thomas Strange was Chief-Judge, and the point in question was therein considered. In the judgment the following passage occurs:—"It seemed settled indeed that, the mother thus inheriting to her son, the inheritance would descend after her death to his, and not to her, peculiar heirs; and that she could not alien during her life to their prejudice." This was not the point directly in question in the suit, and the Digest of Jagan-nātha, and not the Mitāksharā, is quoted in support of the opinion thus thrown out; but that the Chief Justice had the Mitākshara before him at the time and had access to the passage containing the opposite doctrine is evident from the judgment itself and the foot notes to it in which the Mitākshara is several times quoted in support of other positions.

We think, therefore, that this is an indication of the opinion Sir Thomas Strange had arrived at as to what the practice of the law upon this point was in the Madras Presidency, and that his view was that, however authoritative the teaching of the Mitāksharā and text-books of the same school might in general be, they were not to be followed in this particular point.

Among the cases quoted in Morley's Digest under title "Inheritance," sub-title "Parents," not a single instance is given of the doctrine of the Mitāksharā upon this point having been followed, though the question must frequently have been raised at Benares and other parts of India where what is called the Benares School prevails, the great authority of which is the Mitāksharā. In the absence therefore of any distinct authority in support of the doctrine of the Mitāksharā, which, not having been illustrated or explained, leaves us in doubt whether the author attached as wide a meaning to the words "acquired by inheritance" as they naturally admit of, we think that the law upon this subject of the Madras Presidency follows the general rule of Hindū law; that property so devoted is not stri-dhanam, and does not follow the law of succession peculiar to property of that kind. It follows, then, that the mother inheriting to her son has not an absolute property in the estate, but takes merely for life and has no power of alienation.

We, therefore, affirm the judgment below and dismiss the appeal with costs.*—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 402.

* "This," says Sir John Norton, "may be regarded as the Leading case on this point in Madras."—See Norton's Leading Cases, Part II, p. 557.
CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 22nd of March 1847.

Present:

RUGHOOBUR Suhre, vesus Mussumat Tulasee Konwur,
and others.

It is admitted, that the ancestral property inherited by the
brothers Bhowanee and Byjnath was divided between them in 1788;
and with reference to this, appellant argues, that the mother of
(Byjnath's son) Nursingh was his (her son's) heir; and that the
property having thus passed into her hands by inheritance, would
descend to her heirs, and not revert to her husband's, on her demise.
Respondents maintain, that the mother of Nursingh never had
more than a life-interest in the estate; but that, as long as she
lived, that life-interest barred any claim on their part, and conse-
sequently the statute of limitation had in no wise been infringed by
them.

The Court assume that the mother of Nursingh succeeded to
the property, in her own right, on his death: it remains to be deter-
minded whether her succession to it was as stri-dhun (or woman's
own property), or merely as holding a life-interest in it. In either
case the statute of limitation has no application to the suit.

The respondents' vakeel refers to pp. 25 and 26 of Macnaghten's
Hindú law (of inheritance) to show, that the heirs of the son would
succeed on the death of the mother, not the mother's heirs; and
cites the case of Mussumat Bijyah Debbea.—Sudder Dewanny

We are of opinion that with reference to the authorities and
facts before us, we do not entertain any doubt of the right of the heirs
of Nursingh to succeed to the estate contested in preference
to those of his mother, the widow of his father Byjnath Sahoo.—
S. D. A. R., for 1847, p. 87.

A Hindú inhabitant of Bombay, entitled to separately acquired
movable and immovable property, died leaving a widow, an infant
son, three daughters and a brother. The son died in infancy and
without having married.
Held, on demurrer, that the widow, as mother of the son, inherits his property, as to the moveables absolutely and as to the immovables for life; with remainder to the sisters of the son as his heirs absolutely.

The word "parents" in the order of succession, as laid down in the Mitakshara, includes father and mother, and in like manner "brethren" includes sisters as well as brothers.*—Vinayak Anundrav and others v. Lakshmi-bai and others.—Bombay H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 117.

BOMBAY, H. C.—The 6th of October 1869.

NARSAPPÁ LINGÁPPÁ, et al, Appellants,
SANKHÁ-RÁM KRISHNA, Respondent.

Held that in a separated family a Hindu mother succeeding to her son's immovable property takes in it the same estate as a Hindu widow takes in the immovable property of her husband dying without male issue.

A Hindu died leaving by his first wife, who predeceased him, three sons, from whom he had separated, his second wife and a minor son by the latter. The minor son died in infancy.

Held that the mother succeeded to the immovable property of her minor son, but took only a life-interest in it.

GIBBS, J.:—The question for us to decide in the present case is what right has a widow over the property which she inherits from her minor son, who, with herself, is a member of a divided family. Mr. Bhairava-nath points out to the Mitakshara as alluded to in the judgment of Mr. Forbes in Nalval-ram Atma-ram v. Nund-kishor Shiv-narayan† in which the following passage occurs in describing a woman's stri-dhun:—"Also property which she may have acquired by inheritance;" and argues that there is no limitation as to the person from whom the inheritance is derived; that, therefore, whether a woman inherits from her own family, or from the family of her

* This is the special doctrine of the Mahratta school or the Bombay Presidency, according to which a sister is heir to her brother who dies leaving no heir as far as his grand-mother, whereas according to the other schools a sister is no heir at all. This will be known from the main book and also from the Privy Council judgment by which the above decision is affirmed and which is hereafter given.

† Ante page 428.
husband, such inherited property equally comes under the head of stri-dhun; and that the case just quoted as well as the case of Kullammal v. Kuppu Pillai shows that a woman can dispose of such property absolutely. Before noticing the arguments of the other side, we remark that the question of a woman’s stri-dhun going to her own heirs, and not to those of her husband, may be taken to have been authoritatively settled in this Court by the case quoted,* and the entire question before the Court turns on whether the son’s property, when inherited by the mother, becomes part of her stri-dhun, or not. In the case of Jamiyat-ram v. Bai Jamna† the judgment of Sir Joseph Arnould, Acting C. J., pointed out that the property acquired by inheritance, and which in consequence becomes part of the widow’s stri-dhun can only consist of property inherited by her from members of her own family. This view has been questioned by the learned editors of the Digest of Hindú law, Messrs. West and Buhler;‡ but whether their criticism is correct or not§, the decision which has been followed on several occasions is binding upon this Court as a precedent. Were it otherwise, we are of opinion that the very able argument for the respondent and the authorities cited have distinctly shown that the rule under which a widow succeeds to her son’s separated property is the same under which she succeeds to her husband’s in a divided family.|| Now the interest of a widow in her deceased husband’s estate (he being a member of a divided Hindú family) has been authoritatively settled by this Court to consist of a life-interest only in immovables, while moveables are taken absolutely: Vindiyak v. Lakshmi-bai¶ and Devkurvar-bai’s case.** We do not consider that Mr. Bhairava-nath has in any way met this argument, and in holding, as we do in the present case, we are only following the latest rulings of the High Courts of the two other presidencies.†† We consider therefore that

‡ Introduction, page 65.
§ Certainly it is correct, and, in strict accordance with the Hindú law.
|| Mitaksharâ Chap. II, Sect. i, paras. 1 and 2; Mayâkha Chap. IV, Sect. viii, paras. 1 and 2; Stokes' H. L. B., pp. 83, 84 and 427.

Both these cases seem to be inapplicable here.
Radha-bai has, in the estate inherited from her minor son, taken only a similar interest to that which she would have taken had the estate come to her direct from her deceased husband, viz., a life-interest in the immovable property. We agree, therefore, in the decision arrived at by the Lower Court.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. VI, page 215.

CALCUTTA H. C.—The 17th of July 1865.

Present:

The Hon'ble H. V. Bayley and E. Jackson, Judges.

PUNCHANUND OJAH and others, (Defendants,) Appellants,
versus

LALSHAN MISER and others, (Plaintiffs,) Respondents.

According to the Mūdikshāra and the Vīdād-chinātmanī all property that a woman inherits does not thereby become stri-dhun as, after her death, to descend to her heirs. Immovable property which, in default of other intervening heirs, has been inherited by a mother from her son, descends on the mother's death not to her heirs, but to the heirs of the son from whom the mother inherited it.

The point raised on this appeal is whether landed estate which, in default of other intervening heirs, has been inherited by a mother from her son, descends on the mother's death to her heirs, or whether it descends to the heirs of the son from whom the mother inherited it. There is no question as to the law which prevails in Bengal. It is admitted that the son's heirs will inherit in Bengal, and that the mother possesses only a life-interest in the son's estate similar to the interest possessed in her deceased husband's estate by a widow. But it is said that the Mithilā and Mitākshara laws differ from that prevalent in Bengal upon this point; and that according to those laws, the estate inherited by a widow from her husband and by a mother from her son, thereby becomes her stri-dhun; and that the heirs, after the widow's or the mother's death, are the widow's or mother's heirs, and not the heirs of the husband or of the son.

Baboo Dwarka Nath Mitter, who contends for this view of the law, supports it by the Mitākshara, Chapter on stri-dhun, pp. 365
to 367, Colebrooke's Edition, and by Baboo Prosunno Coomar Tagore's translation of the *Vivāda-chintāmani*, in which the author of that work gives a table of succession according to the Mitāksharā.

The eleventh Chapter of the Mitāksharā details the different sorts of property which come under the denomination of *stri-dhun*, or the separate property of a woman. The first Section details it to consist of all gifts made to a woman by her father, mother, husband, or brother, or received by her at her marriage, or on her husband's second marriage, or any other separate acquisition. The second Section repeats this definition, and, instead of the words "separate acquisition," it adds also "property which she may have acquired by inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure, or finding, are woman's property." The third Section lays down that the term woman's property conforms in its import with its etymology, and is not technical: for, if the literal sense be admissible, a technical acception is improper. The fourth Section goes on to say that the enumeration of the different sorts of woman's property, as above given, is not intended as a restriction of a greater number, but a denial of a less. Baboo Dwarka Nath Mitter especially relies upon these passages as proving that all estate which devolves upon a mother or widow, even by inheritance, thereby becomes *stri-dhun* according to this law, and he further points to the eighth Section as proving that, after the death of the mother or the widow, her heirs take it. "Her kinsmen take it, if she die without issue." Subsequent Sections lay down who her kinsmen are. In the *Vivāda-chintāmani*, Chapter on the table of succession prepared by the translator, Baboo Prosunno Coomar Tagore, in the 12th Rule, the following is laid down:—"Any property which a woman inherits is her *stri-dhun*, that is, peculiar property. Hence any property of her husband which she inherits shall, on her death, be received by the heirs of her peculiar property. But such property cannot, according to the *Smṛiti-sāra*, be her *stri-dhun*. Hence the heirs of her husband shall receive it. If the mother die after inheriting her son's property, such property becomes her *stri-dhun*. Hence the heirs of her peculiar property get it."

It would appear, then, that the above-named translator of the *Vivāda-chintāmani* would make a distinction between the pro-
perty which is inherited by a widow, and the property which is inherited by the mother. At least it is not quite clear from the twelfth paragraph above quoted, whether he rejects the rule as laid down in the Śrīvītiśāra or not. This work is one of those works upon which he relies as laying down the law of succession; and he points out what is the rule as laid down in that work. It may be, however, that the translator, Baboo Prosunno Coomar Tagore, merely mentions it as a discrepancy, and adopts the general rule as Baboo Dwarka Nath Mitter contends for it.

We must, however, decide the question before us on the law as laid down in the Mitākṣarā and in the Vivāda-chintāmāni. The opinion of Baboo Prosunno Coomar will be well considered; but, if it is contrary to the text, we must reject it. It seems to be quite clear, from the fact that there is a distinct Chapter in the law on the woman's separate property, that there is some distinction between the different sorts of property obtained by women. There is certain property denominated specially śtri-dhun regarding the inheritance to which a different rule of succession prevails from that which prevails as regards other property. It is quite clear that the different rule of succession is laid down, not because the woman was the last owner, but because the property is of a special description, and the special description of property is very carefully enumerated.

We think the text clearly confines śtri-dhun to be some sort of special separate property.

The property of her husband or her son, to which a woman may succeed as heir for her life-time, is nowhere laid down in the text as thereby becoming śtri-dhun. If the law of the Mitākṣarā on this point was so different from that prevalent in Bengal, as is contended, the commentators would have distinctly laid down the discrepancy. As a general rule, the laws may be considered to correspond, although there are certain special points on which they differ. These points are wellknown; and if it is the case that, on a property devolving on a woman, the Mitākṣarā law at once changes the whole order of succession, surely there would have been some precedents to that effect in the law books. The rule laid down in Section 3 of the Chapter on śtri-dhun in the Mitākṣarā, that the words "woman's property" are not to be used in a technical sense,
probably means that whatever estate really becomes the woman's property, so that she may act with it as she likes, may be considered stri-dhun, but not that any property which, at any time comes into a woman's hands, even the family property in which she is allowed only a life-interest is also stri-dhun. If this was the law, it would have been clearly and distinctly expressed, and there would have been no necessity for the description of the different sorts of woman's property which the law lays down.

The text of the Vivāda-chintāmani is as clear upon the subject as the text of the Mitāksharā. There are several pages to show what special sorts of property are woman's separate property or stri-dhun. It is nowhere laid down that all property which a woman inherits thereby becomes stri-dhun, and after her death is to be inherited by her heirs. The opinion of Baboo Prosunno Coomar Tagore is, therefore, we think, not supported by the text of either the Mitāksharā or of the Vivāda-chintāmani; and the contention of Baboo Dwarka Nath Mitter must, we think, be rejected as contrary to law and precedent.

The special appeal is dismissed with costs.—S. W. R. Vol. III, page 140.


SUCCESSION OF BROTHER, &c. 475

SECTION V.

RELATIVE TO BROTHERS, THEIR SONS AND SONS' SONS.

By the Law as current in Mithila, a childless widow will not succeed to her husband's share of joint undivided estate if he have any brothers him surviving; they, and not the widow, succeeding to his share.—Baboo Runjeet Singh v. Baboo Obhys Naraen Singh. Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 245 (New Ed. p. 315).


Where there are two sons of a common ancestor succeeding to ancestral property, and one of those sons dies without male issue, the surviving son, and not the deceased's widow or daughter, is entitled to the succession.—Siva-geana Pungoorthy Vencata Letchoomy Nachiar and another v. Aundy Letchoomy Ammal and others.—Mad. Dec. Vol. I, p. 485. (Mor. Dig. Vol. I, p. 324.)

Where a person acquires wealth either at home or abroad, by his own exertion, and dies without separating, his brother inherits the property to the exclusion of the widow and mother.—Man Baee v. Krishnee Baee.—Borr. Rep. Vol. II, p. 124.

Two brothers possessed of an undivided estate in Mithila, and dying leaving a widow, a daughter, and daughter's sons, the surviving brother succeeds to his share, to the exclusion of his brother's widow and issue.—Pokh Naraen and others v. Museummat Seesphool.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. III, p. 114.

Illegitimate sons of a Shúdra succeeding to their father, living and dying undivided, succeed to each other.—Vencata-ram v. Ven-

Illegitimate brothers living in a state of union, succeed to one another.—*Mynee Boyee v. Ootoo-rum*.—8 Moore's I. A. p. 400, (Hughes' children's case) where the question was reviewed. It came on subsequently before the Madras High Court; (2 Mad. H. Ct. R. p. 196.) After holding that they were not barred from considering the question by the decision of the Privy Council, the Court determined that the brothers inherited to each other, and to their mother. Norton's Leading Cases, Part II, p. 568.

The whole or uterine brother has, under Hindú Law, a better claim to succession than a half-brother.—*Beer-chunder Joobraj v. Neel-kishen Thakoor*.—S. W. R. Vol. I, p. 177.

The half-brothers of a Hindú deceased were held to be entitled to his share of undivided property, excluding from inheritance his widow and daughters.—*Man-koonwar v. Bhugoo*.—Burr. Rep. Vol. II, page 139. (1 Morl. Dig. page 325).


It is not optional with a minor to sue either in his own name or through the intervention of a guardian: he must be represented by a legally constituted guardian.

A member of a joint Hindú family is precluded from maintaining a suit for the specific share which would devolve upon him on partition.

Separate appropriation of profits would, in some cases, be very good evidence of a tacit agreement amongst the members of a joint Hindú family, to hold their property according to their separate shares.

A debt contracted by a father is binding upon the son, unless it is of such a nature that he can, under the provisions of the Hindú law, repudiate it.

Where two uterine brothers and a half brother are members of a joint Hindú family, and one of the two former dies, the brother
of the half-blood is not entitled to receive any thing out of the share of the deceased.—Cheyt Narain Singh (one of the defendants) appellants v. Bunwarree Singh (plaintiff) and another, respondents.—S. W. R. Vol. XXIII, p. 395.


Two brothers living undivided and dying, one leaving a widow, and the other a widow and a son, the son succeeds to his uncle's estate, to the exclusion of his widow.—Mussummat Goolab v. Mussummat Phool.—Ibid. p. 154.

Under the Mitáksharā a nephew succeeds not as the heir of his father, but as the direct heir of his uncle.—Brojo Mohun Thakoor v. Gouroo Persad Chowdhoory.—S. W. R. Vol. XV, c. r. p. 70.

S, died leaving three sons and ancestral property, of which K, one of S's sons, took a third share. On the death of another of S's sons without issue, K's original share was increased by his deceased brother's share.—Held that according to the Mitáksharā law, one of K's sons was entitled, during K's life-time to bring a suit to assert his right in the share of K, inherited from his deceased brother, such share being ancestral property.—Gungoo Mull v. Bunsee-dkur, 1, 6 N. W. R. p. 79.


CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 15th of August, 1866.

Present:

The Hon'ble H. V. Bayley and E. Jackson, Judges.

KUREEM CHUND GURAIN (plaintiff) Appellant,

versus

OODUNG GURIAN (Defendant) Respondent.

Under the Mitáksharā system of Hindū Law, in default of all heirs, a brother's grandson can succeed.

Jackson, J.—The question raised in this appeal is whether, under the Mitáksharā system of Hindū Law, a brother's grandson
can succeed to the estate of a deceased person. The Judge of Patna has held that he is not included among the heirs, and has on this ground dismissed his claim to inherit hisgranduncle’s estate.

In support of this view of the law, the cases of Government versus Gridhaaree Lal Roy, page 13, Weekly Reporter, Volume IV, and of Mussummat Sona Daee versus Bisumbhur Sahoo, pages 168 and 169, Legal Remembrancer, Volume I, have been specially pointed out to us as following former precedents, and distinctly ruling that the enumeration of heirs as laid down in the standard authority on the Law, viz., the translation of the Commentary on that Law by Sir H. Colebrooke, is an exhaustive enumeration; and it has been next pointed out that in no portion of that Law is the brother’s grandson anywhere mentioned as an heir. In Chapter 2, Section 4, verse 1, brothers are mentioned; and in verse 7, brother’s sons are mentioned, but brother’s grandsons are not alluded to. Again, in Section 5, verse 1, it is laid down that, “if there be not brother’s sons, gentiles share the estate;” and this Section goes on to enumerate who the gentiles are, viz., first the Sapindas, or kindred connected by funeral oblations, such as the paternal grandmother, the paternal grandfather, the uncles and their sons, and, on failure of that line, the paternal great-grandmother, great-grandfather, his sons, and their issues inherit. And in the next verse, it is laid down that, if there be none such, the succession devolves on Samánodakas, or kindred connected by libations of water, and goes on to point out that Sapindas cease with the seventh person, while the Samánodakas extend to the fourteenth degree. In the next Chapter again, cognates are declared to be heirs on failure of Sapindas and Samánodakas, and those cognates are specially enumerated. Acting upon the rule that, when the particular relation is not specially enumerated as one of the heirs, he is excluded from inheritance, a sister’s son was excluded in the decisions above quoted; and on the same ground, in the case of Ilias Koonwar versus Agund Roy (Select Reports, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, Volume III, page 37) a brother’s daughter’s son was excluded.

On the other hand, it was shewn, for the appellant, that the right of a brother’s grandson to succeed to an estate under the Mitákshará Law as a sapinda was virtually upheld both in the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and by the Lords of Her Majesty’s Privy Council in the case of Gunga Dutt Jha, and on his death, Kutchepat Dutt Jha _versus_ Rajendro Narain Roy and others, reported at page 11, Vol. II, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Select Reports; and at pages 132 to 168, Volume II, Moore’s Indian Appeals for 1839. In that case the right of a descendant in the paternal line in the sixth degree to succeed as a _sapinda_ was held to be preferential to the right of a cognate. It is admitted that this case was governed by the _Mithila_ Law, and it is urged for respondent that there is some distinction on this point between the _Mitakshara_ and _Mithila_ Laws. As respects the commentary on the _Mitakshara_ Law, the passages above alluded to as having been quoted by the opposite side are referred to as clearly shewing that all the different heirs are not enumerated, and that there are heirs which are not there enumerated.

The learned Judge Mr. H. B. Harrington, in the course of his elaborate opinion on the _Hindu_ Law quoted at page 156 of the decision of Her Majesty’s Privy Council in the case of Gunga Dutt Jha, laid down “that the term ‘puttra’ or son, in the _Mitakshara_, and its Commentary the _Subodhini_, is frequently used as a generic term for male issue or descendant, and must be so construed in several parts of the _Mitakshara_, or the grandson as well as the great-grandson would be excluded from the immediate succession, though acknowledged in every system of Hindu law to represent their father and deceased grandfather.” Mr. Harrington goes on to give his reasons, alluding specially to the above quoted verses 4 and 5 of Section 5, and pointing out that the words “_sons_” and “_issue_” must mean generally lineal descendants in the male line. It may be inferred that he would have given the same interpretation to the words “brother’s sons” in verse 7, Section 4; and if so, that, in his opinion, a brother’s grandson could succeed to the estate of his deceased granduncle.

We are of opinion, then, that the word “_sons_” in the _Mitakshara_ does, as a general rule, include all descendants in the male line who can offer funeral oblations. Otherwise it would be useless for the _Mitakshara_ to lay down that _sapindas_ descended from the sixth degree or _Samudrodakas_ from the fourteenth degree can succeed if it also laid down that this was confined to the sons or the grand-
sons of the great grandfather in the seventh or fourteenth degree. The words "sons" and "issue" in verse 4 and 5, Section 5, Chapter I, of the Mitákshará, must, we think, allude to the descendants of the paternal ancestor in the nearest degree who may be then alive up to the seventh or the fourteenth degree.

It is by no means inconsistent with this view that a brother's daughter's son has been held unable to succeed. A brother's grandson in the male line may be among the enumerated heirs under the words "brother's son," even if the daughter is thereby excluded. This decision is not, therefore, opposed to that regarding a brother's daughter's son.

We accordingly reverse the decision of the Judge of Patna, and remand the case to him for disposal of the remaining issues which arise in it.

Bayley J.:-We think that, even if the brother's grandson cannot succeed after the brother's son, still that he can succeed generally as a sapinda or one of the kindred who can offer funeral rites to the deceased. In this case, one brother's grandson has obtained possession of the whole estate, another sues him to obtain possession of his share of it. There is no nearer heir to the estate. The sole question is whether, under any circumstances, in default of all heirs, a brother's grandson can succeed. We think that he can.—S. W. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 158.


According to the Hindú law, as current in Behar, the grandson of paternal uncle is excluded by a brother's son, and, on the brother's son's death, by his widow, if the family were divided; and according to the same law, a boy adopted in the kritrima form takes inheritance both in his own family and in that of his adopting parents.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. III, p. 307 (New Ed. p. 410.)
Admitted legal opinions.

Half brothers share equally with whole brothers, if undivided. But are excluded by a whole brother, if separated.

Q. 1. A person had two wives; by his first wife he had two sons, and by the second one son. After the father's death, all the brothers lived together as an undivided family; and jointly possessed the paternal estate. One of the sons by the first wife died, leaving a widow, who is since dead. Subsequently to her death, the other son by the first wife, and lastly the son by the second wife, died, each leaving a widow. In this case, it is presumed the property will be made into three shares, of which two will go to the widow of the son by the first wife, and the remaining one to the widow of the son by the second wife. Is this the proper distribution according to law?

R. 1. If the original proprietor had three sons by two different wives, as mentioned in the question, and the son whose widow is dead, died while they were living together as an undivided and joint family; in this case, the uterine and half brothers should have succeeded in equal shares to the property left by their deceased brother. On their death, their widows are entitled to the succession.

Q. 2. Should it be proved, that the three brothers divided the estate among themselves, and died one after another, in this case, is there any particular rule for the widows' succession?

R. 2. Supposing the brothers to have made partition of their paternal estate, and to have taken possession of their respective shares, and subsequently one of the sons by the first wife to have died, leaving no widow, his brother of the whole blood is exclusively entitled to his share. On his death, his widow is entitled to two shares, that is to say, to the one which was her husband's original legal share, and to the other which devolved on him from his uterine brother. The widow of the son by the second wife is only entitled to the share of which her husband died seized. March 30th, 1820.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. I Sect. V, Case I.
Property derived to a woman from her husband goes at her death to his nephews; but not her peculiar property, which will go, in preference, to her step-daughter.

Q. A widow instituted an action claiming her husband's share of the ancestral estate, against his nephews, who however came to an amicable adjustment with her, having assigned some immovable property for her maintenance. From that time she continued to live with the daughter of her rival wife, which daughter had a son, since dead. On the death of the widow her funeral rites were performed by the husband of the daughter of her contemporary wife, and the first anniversary of her death was celebrated by her husband's nephews. In this case, will the property, whether it be her husband's patrimonial or her own, purchased either with the produce of her husband's patrimonial or with her own peculiar property, devolve on her husband's nephews, or on the daughter of the rival wife?

R. Supposing the childless widow to have received immovable property out of her husband's patrimonial estate by compromise from his nephews for her maintenance, she would in such property have had only a life interest. Her property, therefore, with the exception of her peculiar estate, will devolve on her husband's nephew. But the property which she purchased with her subsistence, her jewels, her perquisites, and her gains, is termed her peculiar or separate property, and should devolve on the daughter of the rival wife.—City Patna, 4th July 1807. Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chapter I, Section 5, case 4.
SECTION VI.

RELATIVE TO JOINT AND UNDIVIDED PROPERTY.

It is perfectly intelligible that, upon the principle of survivorship, the right of the co-parceners in an undivided estate should override the widow's succession. According to the principles of Hindú law, there is co-parceneryship between different members of a united family, and survivorship following upon it. There is community of interest and unity of possession between all the members of the family; and upon the death of any one of them, the others may well take by survivorship that in which they had, during the deceased's life-time, a common interest and common possession. But the law of partition shows that, as to the separately acquired property of one member of a united family, the other members of that family have neither a community of interest nor unity of possession. The foundation, therefore, of a right to take such property by survivorship fails; and there are no grounds for postponing the widow's right to inherit to any superior right of the co-parceners in the undivided property.—Part of the Privy Council decision in Katama Natchear, v. The Rajah of Shiva-gunga.—Vide Sutherland’s Privy Council Judgments, page 530; and Moore’s I. A. Vol. IX, p. 611 et seq.

The Canon of the Hindú law of Southern India, in regard to the succession of widows, is ‘that a wedded wife, being chaste, takes the whole estate of a man, who being separated from his co-heirs and not subsequently re-united with them, dies leaving no male issue.’ The limit of the ‘co-heirs’ must be held to include undivided collateral relations, who are descendants in the male line of one who was a co-parcener with an ancestor of the last possessor. Collateral kinsmen answering the above description have interests which pass inter se by right of survivorship, and a widow’s right as heir is excluded by the text when any of such collateral kinsmen survive her husband. The Governing principle of the rule is co-parcenary survivorship which precludes alike the right of the widow and every other member of the family, who has no right to the enjoyment of the estate before the death of the possessor.
The sound rule to lay down with respect to undivided or impartible ancestral property, is that all the members of the family who, in the way pointed out, are entitled to unity of possession and community of interest, according to the law of Partition, are coheirs, irrespectively of their degrees of agnate relationship to each other, and that, on the death of one of them leaving a widow and no near sapindas in the male line, the family heritage both partible and impartible passes to the survivors or survivor, to the exclusion of the widow. But when her husband was the last survivor, the widow’s position as heir relatively to his other undivided kinsmen, is similar to her position with respect to his divided or self and separately acquired property.—Sri Rájah Yenumula Gavurí-devamma Gáru v. Sri Rájah Yenumula Rámandora Gáru.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 93.

It is not the universal rule that a Hindú woman cannot inherit so long as there is a male representative of the family. Her right to inherit depends on the nature of the property. If the property be the joint property of an undivided Hindú family, females are only entitled to maintenance; but if the property be held as a separate or divided property, it devolves upon the female heirs in their proper order of succession.—Mussummat Soorjoon v. Ishru Bramma.—N. W. Rep. Vol. III, p. 74.

The preferable right of the surviving partencers may be deduced by inference from the fact that “the same goods which appertain to one brother, belong to another likewise,” and that “when the right of one ceases by his demise, those goods exclusively belong to the survivor, since his ownership is not divested.” But according to both schools of Hindú law, the right of survivorship is not absolute, and the undivided share, according to both, descends to his sons.—Part of the decision in Vira-swámi Grámini v. Ayya-swámi Grámini.—Mad. H. C. R. Vol. I, p. 475.

Succession, in undivided families living under the Mitákshará goes by survivorship to the males, to the exclusion of females.—Siiva-geana Pungoothy Venkata Lechoomy Natchiar daughter of the deceased Satooroyer late Zemindar of Oorcan, and Putty Cunnoo Ammaul widow of the deceased Satooroyer and guardian of the first plaintiff, v. Aundy Lechoomy Ammaul, her son Goda-

A widow is not competent to claim a share in undivided ancestral property nor can she be considered as a co-parcener of the estate; and since she is not a co-parcener, she is not vested with the same rights as the other co-parceners.—Venkata Soobumal v. Vencummal. Case 12 of 1818. 1 Mad. Dec. p. 210. (1 Morl. Dig. 317.)

A member of an undivided family living under the Mitakshara law, and having joint family property, died entitled to an undivided share in such property, leaving two widows, him surviving.

Held, that the share of the deceased did not, at his death, pass to his widows, but that (there being no male issue) it passed to the remaining members of the family by survivorship, and could not be rendered liable for the debts of the deceased in a suit against his widows.—Sadabart Prasad v. Foolbas Koer.† See ante p. 149.

It was held, that by the death without (male) issue of one of an undivided family during the life-time of others, his share of the undivided inheritance reverts to his father, or his direct heirs, and not his widow.—Ambavov v. Rutton Krishna and others.—Sel. Rep. page 132. (1 Morl. Dig. p. 317).

By the law as current in Benares a widow is not entitled to share an undivided estate with her late husband’s brethren, and is only entitled to maintenance.—Duljeet Singh v. Sheo-munookh Singh. Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. I, p. 59 (New Ed. p. 79.) H. Colebrooke and Harington.

By the law as current in Benares, a childless widow is not entitled to succeed to her late husband’s estate, which devolved entire and without partition on him from his ancestors, to the exclusion of

* “The leading case,” says Sir John Norton, “well-known as the Ooraved Case, illustrates the doctrine. When, then, a male co-parcener dies, the remaining male co-parceners continue to administer and enjoy the undivided property, just as though no death had happened, and this as long as they remain incorporated. 1 Stra. p. 142.” Norton’s Leading Cases, Part II, p. 461.

† This decision has been affirmed by the Privy Council.

Where property is acquired by the members of a joint Hindú family from funds derived from the ancestral property and held by them in joint possession, on the death of one of them his share does not devolve on his widow.—*Mussummat Taiknou v. Mussummat Moonia* and others.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 440.

According to the Mitákshará law, where property is joint and undivided, a widow cannot succeed, but is entitled to maintenance only. The withdrawal by her husband’s brothers of their claim to his share cannot give her a title to succeed to it.—*Monkurn Koon-wur (pauper,) v. Thakoor Persaud.*—S. W. R. Vol. V, p. 176.

Under the Mitákshará law, a daughter can inherit a separated share, but where the property is held jointly, the widow or daughter cannot succeed, but are only entitled to maintenance.—*Kooloda Debia v. Rajmotee Debia.*—S. W. R. Vol. XII, p. 456.

Under the Hindú law, where property is proved to be separate and divided property, the daughters and daughter’s son are the legal heirs entitled to it, and not more remote relations to the deceased.—*Burriyar Singh* and others v. *Mussummat Hunsee* and others.—Agra Rep. Vol. II, a. c. page 166.

See also ante pages 227, 229—232, 242, 244, 245, 400, 404, 420, 460, 466, 467, 473 and 475.

Admitted legal opinions.

According to the law of Benares, a man’s daughter, the family being joint, is only entitled to maintenance from her uncles and their sons.

Q. There were four brothers of the whole blood, who jointly held a paternal landed estate. Two of them are still living, and the other two died, one leaving two sons, and the other a maiden daughter. In this case, is the daughter entitled to any share of the property, and if so, what proportion will devolve on her?
R. Supposing the maiden daughter to have no other near relation living, except her uncles and uncles' sons, then they (her uncles and uncles' sons) are bound to dispose of her in marriage. If the daughter's deceased father have not separated his portion of the paternal estate from that of his co-parceners, then they are bound to supply the necessary expenses attendant on her marriage, out of the joint estate. The daughter cannot inherit the legal share of her deceased father. This opinion is consonant to the law, as pronounced by Yájnavalkya, Višnu and other sages. — Zillah Alligur, June 2nd, 1819.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. I, Sect. iii, Case 7.

* According to the law, as received in the school of Benares, the undivided brother's female heirs are excluded by his male co-parceners, as will appear from the subjoined extracts from the Mitiṣkharā:— "The wife shall take the estate, regards the widow of a separated brother." page 327. "Therefore, it is a settled rule, that a wedded wife, being chaste, takes the whole estate of the man who, being separated from his co-heirs, and not subsequently re-united with them, dies leaving no male issue," page 340. But according to the law as prevalent in Bengal, the union of the family is no bar to the succession of the female heir.—Note by Sir W. Macnaghten.
of kin she succeeds." Considering the high authority of the Muyūkha on this side of India, this might alone seem sufficient to establish the position that the sister comes next in order of inheritance after the paternal grandmother; but, according to certain commentators on the Mitākshara, the sister comes next in order of inheritance after the brother. The passage in the Mitākshara is contained in the first paragraph of Chapter II, Section 4; 'On failure of the father, brethren share the estate.' Nanda Pundita and Balam Bhatta, says Mr. Colebrooke, in his note to this passage, consider this as including 'brothers and sisters' in the same manner in which 'parents' have been explained 'mother and father,' and conformably with an express rule of Grammar. They observe that the brother inherits first, and, in his default, the sister; this opinion, Mr. Colebrooke states, is controverted by Kamalakara and the author of Muyūkha. It certainly is so in para. 16 of Chapter IV, Section VIII, of the Muyūkha.

Their Lordships come to the conclusion that the general rule in Bombay has long been, and is, to treat the sisters as heirs to the brother rather than the paternal relatives of the description of the present plaintiffs. Accordingly, their Lordships think that they may safely and properly, in the present instance, adopt or accept that rule. They consider that, in Bombay at least, the sisters, in such a case as this, are the heirs of the brother. The consequence is that, in whatever possible manner the Will of the Testator is read, the entire interest in the property in question must, we think, be viewed as vested in the widow and her daughters, or some or one of them, and that, therefore, the appellants here, the sons of the brother of the Testator, are suing in a matter in which they have not shown the slightest interest, nor with which have they any concern. The result is, in their Lordships' opinion, that the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

It ought to be added, as to the argument that the marriage of the daughters and their marriage portions excluded them from participation, that their Lordships think there is no ground for that argument.—S. W. Rep. Vol. III, P. C. p. 41.
SISTER'S SUCCESSION, &c. 489

BOMBAY, H. C.—The 7th of January, 1869.

BHÁSKAR TRIMBAK ACHÁRYA, plaintiff.

MAHÁDEV RÁMJEE, HIRU, PUSU LÁKSHUMAN, PRÁN-JÍVAN-DÁS, MATHURÁ-DÁS,
MUSSÁ ABDUL, NASARVÁNI MEHERVÁNI, and the
Advocate General, Defendants.

A Hindú widow, who has inherited immovable property from her husband, though
possessed of a limited power of alienating portions of such property for necessary
purposes or spiritual uses, cannot dispose by a gift in dharm or Krístárpan of the
whole of such immovable property without the consent of the heirs of her husband.
Upon the death of the widow, her husband's sister is his residuary heir.

Arnauld J.—The first question of law that presents itself for
decision is whether Janki had a right by Hindú law to dispose by
will or religious gift of the whole of her husband's immovable prop-
erty in Krístárpan.

The answer to this question must be, I think, in the negative.
The nature of the Hindú widow's estate over immovable property
inherited from her husband has been much discussed of late and
must now be considered authoritatively settled by the recent de-
cisions in the Privy Council. In the first of these in point of date,
decided on the 1st of February 1867: Mussummat Thakoor Dayee
v. Rai Balack Ram,* the Privy Council determined that, though
according to the Mitákshara a Hindú widow may dispose of movable
property inherited from her husband—a power she does not possess
under the law of Bengal,—yet by both laws she is restricted from
alienating any immovable property whether ancestral or self acquired
so inherited—On her death the immovable and the undisposed of
movable property pass to the next heirs of her husband.

The next, I believe the last, case on the point before the Privy
Council, was decided on the 14th March 1868: Bhugwan-deen
Doobey v. Myna Bai.† In this case their Lordships treat it as
"settled" (i. e., in all the schools) beyond all question that the im-
movable property which a woman inherits from her husband cannot
be disposed of by her, and does not pass as her stridhan, but passes
upon her death to the next of kin of her husband. Their Lordships
further held that according to the law of the Benares School the

same rule applies to movable property inherited by a widow from her husband as to immovable.

It was not probably the intention of their Lordships in laying down the rule so absolutely in restriction of any alienation by the widow of immovable estate inherited from her husband to exclude her right to alienate portions of such estate for necessary purposes or for spiritual uses. All the books seem to concur in giving her such powers to a certain limited extent; but to hold that such powers extend to a gift in dharm or Krishnárpan, as in this case, whether by will or by religious ceremony, of the whole or all but the whole of the immovable property inherited by a widow from her husband would be a position inconsistent both with the letter and spirit of the recent decisions which have defined the limits and the nature of the Hindú widow's estate.

On these grounds neither Janki's dharm writing nor her Will nor her religious gift in krishnárpan could in my opinion be supported, if they stood alone, as binding upon the heir or heirs of her husband, and the only question therefore is whether the heir or heirs of her husband has or have not so far adopted, ratified, and acted upon them as to have estopped himself or themselves from now contesting their validity.

This leads to the inquiry, who at Janki’s death was the heir or who were the heirs of Vithal Pilaji. That the death of the widow is the true point of time to fix on in order to ascertain who are to take as heirs of the deceased husband must now he regarded as a clearly established rule. “It is settled,” says Sir Barnes Peacock in delivering the judgment of a full Bench Court at Calcutta, “that the widow does take as heir to her husband in default of issue, and that upon her death those persons succeed as reversionary heirs who would have been the heirs of her husband if he had died at that time.”*

Now, from the statement already made as to the members of Vithal’s family alive at Janki’s death, it clearly results that at that point of time the heir and the only heir of Vithal Pilaji was his sister, Lakshmi; Pusu Lakshuman, as son of a sister of Vithal Pilaji, who had died before his widow, had, according to the law

---

prevailing at this side of India, no claim in my opinion as against Lakshmi the surviving sister to be reversionary heir of Vithal Pilaji on Janki’s death. It has recently been held by the Privy Council that according to the Mitakshara law (which, speaking generally, regulates us here) a sister’s son cannot inherit, Thakoorain Sahiba v. Mohun-lall.*

The Full Bench in Calcutta, in a still more recent decision have held that the Privy Council in the above case only decided that a sister’s son could not inherit as a sapinda or heir of the first class, and they further held that a sister’s son under the Mitakshara law may inherit as a bandhu (i.e., as a kinsman sprung from a separate family but allied by funeral oblations:) Omrit Koomares Dabees v. Luckhee Narian Chuckerbutty;† Even assuming this decision to be well founded, still Pusa, as sister’s son to Vithal Pilaji and claiming as a bandhu, could only come in after Lakshmi, his (Vithal Pilaji’s,) surviving sister who took as a sapinda, nor would he have any claim till the failure of Lakshmi’s nearer heirs.

Lakshmi, therefore, having been entitled on the death of Janki to succeed as sole reversionary heiress to the property of Vithal Pilaji, the next question is what was the quantum and nature of the estate she so took.

The answer is that Lakshmi taking as sister took absolutely.

This appears clear from the decision of the late Supreme Court of Bombay in Venayak Anand-rao v. Lakshmi-bai; which was confirmed on appeal by the Privy Council.§ It is there distinctly laid down that sisters, like daughters, take absolutely.

The next question is, what was the course of the descent of the estate that Lakshmi thus took absolutely (i.e.,) supposing her not to have disposed of it, as she might in her life-time, to whom would it go on her death. My view is that Lakshmi, taking the property as heir to her brother Vithal, would take it as woman’s property; and that the course of descent from Lakshmi would be first in the female line, the male line not being resorted to till the female was exhausted. It appears to me that the well-known text in the Section of the Mitakshara which treats of woman’s property¶

¶ Mitak. Ch. II, Sec. 11, para. 2.
must be regarded as law on this side of India, except so far as regards the widow's estate in property inherited from her husband, which estate has been taken out of the text of the Mitakshara on the strength of other texts inconsistent with it—such especially as that of Katyayana cited by the Privy Council in the decision already adverted to as the latest in date on the subject of widows' estate. * "The childless widow, &c., may frugally enjoy the estate or property of her late husband until she die; after her death the legal heirs shall take it."

It has been, as already intimated, conclusively decided by the Privy Council that immovable property (and on the other side of India movable estate also) so inherited by a Hindu widow from her husband is not woman's property or stridhan. To this extent (namely to the extent of the widow's estate) an exception has been introduced into the text of the Mitakshara by an authority binding on all Courts in India.

It seems to me on the best opinion I can form on the matter that Lakshmi taking by inheritance from her brother would take his estate as woman's property.

Lakshmi, then, according to my view, was, on Janki's death, sole residuary heir of her brother Vithal Pilaji, and Hiru on Lakshmi's death became the heir of Lakshmi.—Bombay H. C. Vol. VI, o. c. j., pp. 1—19.

Where a Hindu died, leaving property which had descended to him from his maternal grandfather, it was held that his sister and her sons succeeded to such property, in preference to his paternal aunt. Laroo v. Sheo and others.—Borr. Rep. Vol. I, p. 71. (1 Morl., Dig. page 325.)

A Hindu dying and leaving three sisters two of whom died, each leaving a son and daughters, the surviving sister is heir to her brother: however, should she of her own free will resign her right to the property, the sons of the other two sisters will succeed each to a half part of it, as their own sisters again have no right to share.—Ichha-ram Skumbhoo-das v. Purmanund Baichund.—Borr. Rep. Vol. II, p. 471. (1 Morl. Dig. 325.)

RELATIVE TO GENTILES.

SECTION VIII.

RELATIVE TO GENTILES.

PRIVY COUNCIL,*—The 28th of June 1870.

BHYA RAM SINGH and BHYA JUBRAJ, (Defendants)

versus

UGAR SINGH and others, (Plaintiffs.)

On Appeal from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
North-Western Provinces.

According to the Mitakshara, the great-great-great grandson of the great-great-great grandfather of the deceased is entitled to succession as one of the gentiles.

Their Lordships took time to consider, and on 28th June 1870, Sir R. Phillimore delivered the following written judgment:—

The suit out of which this appeal arose was brought in the Court of the Principal Sudder Ameen of Gorukhpore, by the plaintiffs, as heirs, after the death of his widow who survived him, of one Jaskaran Sing, to recover certain movable and immovable estate the property of the deceased at his death. It appeared that the plaintiffs claimed as kindred of the deceased, connected with him by descent from their common ancestor, Chatter-patti Sing.

By the pedigree it appeared that the plaintiffs and the deceased were in an equal degree removed from the common ancestor, being his great-great-great grandsons. The appellants contended that the plaintiffs were too remote in descent from the common ancestor to be capable of succeeding to the deceased.

At the widow's death the heirs of the husband, at that time alive, were the legal heirs. The property claimed was at that time in the possession of the defendants, under alleged alienations by the widow.

The defendants denied the plaintiffs' title. They contended by their answer that the plaintiffs were not within the line of heirs.

The question, then, is reduced to this, whether the plaintiffs,

* Present:—The Right Hon'ble Sir James Colville, Sir R. Phillimore, Lord Justice Gifford, and Sir Lawrence Peel.
being great-great-great grandsons of the common ancestor, were too remote in degree to be heritable as gentiles.

The Mitakshara, in the 5th and 6th Sections of the 2nd Chapter, recognizes two successive classes of heirs: first, 'gentiles'; next 'bandhus'; after them it places certain special persons, and after these last the State, the ultimus heres.

Whatever descent prevails, and even where the State takes by escheat, the duty of some ceremonial performance to the deceased is still enjoined.

The gentiles, or gotraja, from the gotra, are described as descending from one common stock, a male, as forming a family, though embracing, possibly, many families.

The law of succession amongst gentiles classifies them further, as sapindas and Samanodakas; the first it treats as prior to the second. As the plaintiffs then in this case show a common ancestor, a gotra, a community of family, and a descent which extended to the deceased and themselves, they appear to satisfy every condition of the text, and as the decision appealed from proceeds upon the above grounds, and strictly conforms to the language of the Mitakshara, it follows that it must be affirmed, unless it can be shown, that the plain language of the Mitakshara has received some qualification by usage or judicial construction.

Where all the contending kindred are in an equal degree remote, and where the benefits conferred are equal, though slight, the principle of selection founded on superior efficacy is inapplicable to the solution of that question of precedence.

The Sudder Court supported its opinion by the authority of two cases decided in the Privy Council. The case of Rany Sreemutty Debah v. Ranee Koond Luta*. In the case of Rutcheputty Dutt Jha v. Rajendarnarain Rai†, the very passages of the Mitakshara and that from Menu, which has been relied on in this case, and in the Court of appeal in India, referring to the "seventh person," and the limits of the line of sapindas, received an authoritative exposition. That case, it is true, was one to which the doctrine of the Mithila school was applicable, but the interpretation of the text was unaffected by that distinction.

If this last case be attentively considered, and the learned and elaborate opinion of Mr. Harrington be carefully studied, it will clearly appear that the preponderance of the opinions of the various Pundits then consulted was greatly on the side of the literal construction of the Mitakshara. The judgment of the Privy council concludes, that the bandhus do not inherit “till those on the father’s side to the seventh degree have been exhausted.” As the judgment is founded in a great degree on that of Mr. Harrington, and expresses no dissent from his method of arriving at the seventh person, by taking six degrees in the descending or ascending line, the Sudder Court was justified in treating this point as settled by authority, and the plaintiffs as gentiles within the degrees, and so entitled to inherit. The Pundits may be taken as fair exponents of the views of the Hindu people on such subjects, and as the great majority of them supported the inclusive construction which ranks the descendants to the sixth degree amongst the class of sapindas, there is no reason for supposing that the plain construction of the language of the text of Menu, and of its authoritative comment, will clash with the religious feeling of Hindûs.

Their Lordships are of opinion that the decision appealed from, on the materials before the Court on the issues in bar was correct, and they will humbly advise Her Majesty that the appeal be dismissed with costs.—B. L. Rep. Vol. V, pp. 293—305.

By the Mitakshara, a male descendant in the fifth degree from great-grandfather of the propositus succeeds to the exclusion of the sister’s son.

A Hindû widow executed deeds of gift, in which her late husband’s mother, the nearest reversioner, concurred. After the death

---

* Mr. T. H. Harrington, whose decision, concurred in by “his colleagues,” was affirmed by Her Majesty’s Privy Council, after stating that the term pura, or son, in the Mitakshara, and its commentary, the Subhãsita, is frequently used as a general term for male issue or descendants, he goes on to observe, (2 Moore’s I. A. 152, 167, 168.) “To adopt the construction proposed by the appellant would be to cut off all the descendants below the grandson of the father, grandfather, and every other ancestor, and would render nugatory the provisions in the Mitakshara as well as in the other books of law, which expressly state—"The succession of kindred belonging to the same family, and connected by funeral oblations to the seventh degree; or if there be none such, the succession devolves on kindred connected by libations of water, and they must be understood to reach seven degrees beyond the kindred connected by funeral oblations of food, or else as far as the limits of knowledge as to birth and name extend." (Mitakshara, Chapter II, Section 9, Fasas 5, 6.)
of the widow, but in the life-time of the mother, the next presumable reversioner sued to set aside the deeds and for possession.

Held, that the suit was good so far as it sought to set aside the deeds; that the mother having died before decree, no objection could be taken on the ground that the decree gave possession to the plaintiff.

Such suit was held to be no bar to a second suit by the same plaintiff to set aside a mortgage by the widow and the mother of the deceased of a portion of the property which was the subject of the first suit, although in that suit the property was described as subject to the mortgages, and the name of the mortgagee was mentioned. The true test of Section 7 of Act VIII of 1859 is whether there has been a splitting of the cause of actions.

The burden of proving the necessity for a mortgage by a widow rests on the mortgagee where the necessity is disputed by the next heir.—Kooer Golab Singh and others v. Rao Kurim Singh.—Privy Council, the 12th of July 1871.—B. L. Rep. vol. VI, pp. 1, 2 and 7—15.


According to the law as current in Mithila, claimants to inheritance as far as the seventh, and even the fourteenth in descent in the male line from a common ancestor, are preferable to the cousin by the mother’s side of the deceased proprietor.—Gunga-dutt Jha v. Sree-narain Rai and another.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 11. (New Ed. p. 13). This decision is given in extenso in the Chapter on Emigration.

The right of succession to the estate in question, decided in favor of a party who established his affinity to the late proprietor in the sixth degree; judgment founded upon the law current in Mithila, by which the claim of paternal kindred who are Sapindaas which relation includes the descendants of the paternal ancestor in the sixth degree, are preferable to those of maternal kindred, cognates.—Chowtreeah Run-murdun Sein v. Sahib Perhad Sein and others.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. vol. VII, p. 292 (New Ed. p. 348). See ante, p. 199, wherein will be found the Decision of the Privy Council in the above cause.
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By the law in force in Mithila, the right of succession vests in the descendants in the paternal line in preference to those in the maternal line, and such line being held to continue to regulate the succession to property in a family who had migrated from that district, but had retained the religious observances and ceremonies of Mithila, it was held that descendants in the paternal line in the sixth degree are preferable to one claiming as the cousin on the mother's side.—Rutcheputty Jha and others v. Rajender Narain Roy and another.—Moor. Ind. App. vol. II, p. 132. (1 Morl. Dig. page 329).

The great grandsons of the paternal uncle of a deceased Hindú were held to be entitled to his immovable property, to the exclusion of his great nephews by the mother's side.—Musewitmat Umroot v. Kulyan-das, Borr. Rep. vol. I, p. 284 (1 Morl. Dig. p. 329). Nort. II, 574.

In a case of disputed adoption, where the son of the alleged adopted son had held possession of the estate until his death, leaving a childless widow, who also died, the adoption being considered by the Court to be unsubstantiated, it was decreed that the estate should go to the descendants of the brothers of the father of the alleged adoptive grandfather, the intermediate heirs having failed, to the exclusion of the sons of his daughters.—Baboo Girwurdharee Singh v. Kolahul Singh and others; and Keerut Singh v. Baboo Girwurdharee Singh, Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. IV, p. 9. (Morl. Dig. Vol. I, p. 328.)

Where A. and B. the son's sons of the great grandfather of C, claimed the estate of C, at his decease, against D, the widow of the elder brother of C, his sisters and their sons; it was held, that, according to the law as current in Mithila, A and B were entitled to the inheritance.—Ranee Pudmavatee v. Baboo Doolar Singh and others.—Sutherland's Privy Council Judgments, p. 178. See Morl. Dig. vol. I, p. 330.

"Samánodakas" (or persons allied by a common oblation of water) belonging to the "gotra" (or race of general family) of a deceased person are, according to Hindú law, sufficiently cognate
to succeed to property in default of parties nearer of kin.—Navin Narain v. Bhuttun Lall.—S. W. R., for 1864, p. 194.

Under the Mitákshara law, if there be no kindred to the same general family, and connected by funeral oblations, the successions devolve, on kindred connected by libations of water, gentiles must be exhausted before the cognates can succeed. Musunmat Dig Dye and others v. Bhuttun Lall and others.—S. W. Rep. Vol. XI, page 500.

Under the Mitákshara law, a brother's grandson may be an heir. Musunmat Oorhya Kooer v. Rajoo Nye Sookool.—S. W. R. Vol. XIV, p. 208.

CALCUTTA H. C.—The 12th of July 1870.

Present:
The Hon'ble Sir Richard Couch, Kt., Chief Justice, and the Hon'ble L. S. Jackson and F. A. Glover, Judges.

Thakoor Jeer-nath Singh (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

versus

The Court of Wards and others (Defendants,) Respondents.

Section 5, Chapter II, of the Mitákshara was not intended to be an exhaustive enumeration of the gotrajes (gentiles), but only a statement of the order in which they would inherit, and does not, therefore, limit the inheritance to the grandsons of the paternal grandfather and paternal great-grandfather.

Couch, C. J.—This is an appeal from the decision of the Deputy Commissioner of Lohardugga dismissing the plaintiff's suit with costs. The suit was brought to obtain possession of the Ramghur estate as heir to Triloke-nath Singh, deceased. The plaintiff is the son of the sister of Triloke-nath's father, and the defendant Brum Narain is the great-grandson of the great-grandfather of the grandfather of Triloke-nath; and the main question which has been raised in this appeal is whether the plaintiff is, under the law contained in the Mitákshara, the heir to the deceased Triloke-nath in preference to Brum Narain, it being assumed that by the custom
of the family, the defendant Maha-ranee Heera-nath Koomaree, the mother of the deceased, is incapable of inheriting. The argument for the plaintiff has been rested upon the interpretation which, it is contended, should be put on the 5th section of the 2nd chapter of the Mitakshara, and it is said that in that section the author refers to the text in Section 1, Verse 2, and enumerates the heirs; and that only those are gentiles (gotrajas) who came within the scheme of Section 5, by which it is said the collateral succession is limited to the grandson of the common ancestor, the degrees being reckoned in the direct line, and on failure of these the cognates succeed. Thus Brum Narain, who is a great-grandson of the common ancestor, would be excluded, and the plaintiff, who is the nearest cognate, entitled to the inheritance.

Before noticing the decided cases upon the point, we think we had better consider the text of the Mitakshara.

In Chapter 2, Section 1, Verse 2, the rule of Yajnavalkya is given:—"The wife, and the daughters also, both parents, brothers likewise, and their sons, gentiles, cognates, a pupil, and fellow-student; on failure of the first among these, the next in order is indeed heir to the estate of one who departed for heaven leaving no male issue. This rule extends to all persons and classes."

In Section 5, the author, having in the previous Sections commented on the right of the wife, the daughter, and the daughter's sons, the parents, and the brothers, proceeds to comment on the succession of the gotrajas or gentiles. In the first place, the paternal grandmother takes the inheritance, and on failure of her the paternal grandfather, the uncles and their sons—Section 4.

"On failure of the paternal grandfather's line, the paternal great-grandmother, the great-grandfather, his sons and their issue, inherit"—section 5.

It is urged that the author thus limits the inheritance to the grandsons of the paternal grandfather and paternal great-grandfather, and that the words which follow—"In this manner up to the seventh degree must be understood the succession of kindred belonging to the same general family"—apply the same rule to the descendants of remoter ancestors. If this be the interpretation, the author of the Mitakshara does not expound the text of Yajnavalkya by stating the order in which the gotrajas or gentiles are to succeed, but he
makes a different rule of succession by which some of them are altogether excluded from the inheritance, the text of Vājnavaikṣya being that on failure of the gentiles, the cognates (the next in order) are to succeed. It is reasonable to suppose the author intended to state the order of succession among gotrajās rather than to introduce a different rule. And it has been suggested in the argument for the respondent, that the making the enumeration in the collateral line cease at the grandsons is explained by the offering of funeral oblations. It is argued for the respondent that, as the Sapindaśa are of two grades, the nearer who offer and partake of pinda (the rice ball) entire, and the remoter who offer and partake of merely the wipings of the hands, the author keeping in mind the text he had before cited in Section 3, verse 3, and Section 4, verse 5, "To the nearest Sapinda the inheritance next belongs," enumerates the Sapindaśas in the order of propinquity, omitting the great-grandsons of the father, of the paternal grandfather, and of the paternal great-grandfather, because they are remoter than the kindred he mentions. And the passage in Su-bodhini translated in the note at page 144, West and Bühler, is consistent with this. It is, "on failure of the father's line, the line of the father (must be understood to) end with the brothers and their sons," which may mean for the purpose of determining who are the nearest Sapindaśas. It cannot be supposed that it was intended entirely to exclude the father's great-grandson, and that the inheritance should go to another family.

That the 5th Section was not intended to be an exhaustive enumeration of the gotrajās, but only a statement of the order in which they would take, seems to be the interpretation which is consistent with the text which was being expounded, and with the ruling principle of the Hindu Law of inheritance, and ought to be preferred. But the question is really settled by decisions. In Rutcheputty Dutt Jhā versus Rajender Narain Roy, II, Moore's Indian Appeals, 132, it was held that by the Hindoo Law in force in Mithilā, the party in possession being descended in the sixth degree in the paternal line was to be preferred to the maternal line. At the close of the judgment, it is said that the Mithilā Law was against the claim of any relation on the mother's side, till those on the father's side to the seventh degree have been exhausted. Some of the authorities quoted in that case—the Vivāda Chintāmani and Vivāda
Chandra for instance—do not belong to the Benares School, by the law of which the case before us is governed; but this is not a point upon which there appears to have been a difference between the Mithila and Benares Schools. In Mussumma Dig Daye versus Bhuttun Lall, XI Weekly Reporter, 500,* it was held by Mr. Justice I. S. Jackson and Mr. Justice Mitter that gentiles must be exhausted before the cognates can succeed. There are several decisions in the North Western Provinces upon the law according to the Benares School. In Duroo Singh versus Rai Singh, S. D. A. Reports, 1864, page 521, it was held that though the great-grand-sons of the paternal great-grand-father of the last male owners are not expressly enumerated by Sir W. Macnaghten as heirs according to the law as current in Benares, yet they are entitled to inherit.

In Ugur Singh versus Ram Singh, S. D. A. Reports, N. W. P., July 1865, page 4, it was also held that in the tracts governed by the Benares Law, a great-grand-son is included among near heirs, and several previous decisions to the same effect are quoted at page 11. In that case both the claimants and the deceased appear to have been in the fifth degree from the common ancestor. There is another decision in the same Court, Shoohygan versus Mohun Pandey, II Sudder Dewany Adawlut Reports, N. W. P., 1863, page 134.

In the Bombay Presidency the same construction has been put on the Mitakshara, and the series has been considered by the Shastris as not exhaustive, nor intended to exclude others than those named, but only as an exemplification of the general doctrine; Digest of Hindu Law by West and Bühler. Book I, page 139. It was also recognized as the law of the Mitakshara in Ranee Sreemutty Debia versus Ranee Koond Luta, 4 Moore's Indian Appeals, page 292.†

We are, therefore, clearly of opinion that the appellant is not entitled to the inheritance in preference to the respondent Brum Narain, and that the decision of the Lower Court on this point is right. As regards that part of the case which is described in the plaint and is called in the grounds of appeal the constitution of an heir by appointment, we need only say that, taking the evidence of Maha-ranee Prem Koomaree to be entirely true, there was no adopt-

---

* Ante, p. 498.  † 7 W. R., P. C., p. 44.
tion nor any thing which would by Hindú Law alter the status of the plaintiff, and give him any other right of succession than he had as the father's sister's son. The question between the Maharanee and the defendant Brum Narain is the subject of another suit. As between the plaintiff and Brum Narain, the decision of the Lower Court is right, and the appeal must be dismissed with costs as against the second and third respondent, but without costs as against the first respondent, the Court of Wards.—S. W. R. Vol. XIV. p. 17.
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SECTION IX.

RELATIVE TO BANDHUS OR COGNATES.

Under the Mitaksharā law, if there be no kindred of the same general family, and connected by funeral oblations, the successes devolve on kindred connected by libation of water. Gentiles must be exhausted before cognates can succeed.—Mussummat Dig Dayee and others v. Bhuttun Lal and others.—S. W. R. Vol XI, page 500.

Suit for the landed estate of a deceased Hindú situated in Bengal, by the son of his sister against the son of his paternal uncle. By the law of Bengal, the plaintiff would be heir: by the law of Mithila, the defendant.*—Raj-Chunder Narain Chowdhry v. Gokul-Chund Goh.†—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. I, p. 43 (New Ed. p. 56).

A sister’s son, except in Bengal, is no heir according to the Mitaksharā or Mithila School;—Jowahir Rahoot Mussummat Kailassoo.—S. W. R. Vol. I, p. 74.


According to the Benares School of Hindú Law prevailing in the Mithila country, a sister’s son, in the absence of lineal heirs, has no title to succeed as heir to his deceased uncle’s ancestral estate.†

Suit by a sister’s son against his uncle’s widow to set aside an adoption made by the widow to her deceased husband. Held, re-

---

* The Hindu law, according to the doctrine of Bengal, is correctly stated, being exactly conformable to Jamdas Vahday, Chap. XI, Sect. 6, § 8. The books of greatest authority in Mithila, on the subject of inheritance, are silent in regard to the sister’s son; and the established opinion is that a male descendant of the remotest ancestor shall inherit, and not a descendant through females of a near ancestor.—Part of the Note, appended to the above case, by Mr. H. Colebrooke. † But see post, p. 505.
versing the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Agra, that as sister's son, he had no locus standi to sue as reversionary heir for his deceased uncle's estate, or to challenge the widow's adoption.—Thakoorain Sahiba and Chowdry Jai Chund appellants and Mohun Lall and others Respondents.*—Privy Council, the 4th of March 1867. Moore's Indian Appeals, Vol. XI, p. 386.

AGRA SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

MUSSUMMAT MOONEEA AND MITHOO Appellants, versus

DHURM Respondent.

In this case the Court's judgment was in the following terms:—

We are aware that there is a ruling of this Court in the case of Thakoorain Sahiba and Chowdry Jai Chund v. Mohun Lall, dated 18th of April 1863, which declares that a sister's son may inherit his maternal uncle's property, but this decision only accepts him as an heir in the absence of any lineal male descendant of the fourteenth degree, or distant kindred. We, however, observe that the weight of precedent and opinion is against this ruling. Macnagthen, (Vol. II, p. 87) does not admit of such a claim; nor Strange (Vol. I, p. 147). We do not find a sister's son in the table of succession in the Mitakshara. The sister's son appears to be regarded as sprung from, and belonging to, a different family. In the Madras Presidency

* Part of the body of the decision of which the above is the abstract is as follows:—

"Of what may be called the modern authorities, we have, first, the decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Calcutta in 1861. Raj Chunder Narain Chowdry v. Gour Chund Goh (1 Beng. Sud. Dew. Awd. Rep. 43 ante, 508). It is impossible to read that case without seeing that the point was clearly raised before the Court, which at that time consisted of Judges, who were considerable authorities on Hindu law. That decision has received the high sanction of Sir William Macnagthen, "Hindu Law," Vol. I, p. 28; it is also cited by Sir Thomas Strange, "Hindu Law," Vol. I p. 147, and it has ever since been considered to be a correct exposition of the law. At page 84 of the second volume of Macnagthen's Principles and Precedents "of Hindu Law," we have the Bhumata or opinion of the Pandit of the Dacca Court of Appeal purporting to interpret the text of Yajnavalkya. He there puts sisters' sons out of the category in which Mr. Piffard would include them; although erroneously perhaps, he puts them among the Bandhis, or distant kindred. Again from M. S. case cited at the Bar we find that the Agra Court overruling its decision in this case, has recently held that the sister's son is not in the line of heirs at all; that the same point has been decided at Madras, and was recently decided in the High Court of Bengal. Against all these concurrent authorities we have nothing to set but the decision now under review, which it is admitted at the Bar cannot rest upon the ground on which the judges put it.—Moore's L. A. Vol. XI, pp. 403, 404. See, however, the two cases next following."
he would not inherit, (Mad. Sud. Dew. Ad. 1859, p. 249.) We are further confirmed in our opinion on this case by a decision of the High Court, dated the 6th September 1864, (Morgan and Shumbhoo Nath Pundit, Judges) which rules that a sister’s son is no heir where the Mitáksharâ (the authority in Benares) prevails. We, therefore, consider the plaintiff has no locus standi in Court, and that his suit should have been dismissed on that account. With this view of the case we decree the appeal and reverse the decision of the Lower Court, with costs.—Vide Moore’s Indian Appeals Vol. XI, p. 393.

CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 12th of September 1868.

Present:

OMRIT KOOMAREE DABEE (Plaintiff) Appellant, versus LUCKHEE NARAIN CHUCKERBUTTY (Defendant) Respondent.

In the absence of nearer relatives a man may be heir to his mother’s brother as regards property subject to the Mitáksharâ.

This case was referred to the Full Bench by Bayley and Phear, J. J., under the following remarks:

Phear, J.—The material facts of this case appear to me to be as follows:

The land which forms the subject of the suit was formerly the property of one Rughoo-nath, on whose death without leaving male issue, it came into the possession and enjoyment of his widow. When the widow died, Rughoo-nath’s daughter Koochil-monee succeeded to the property, and at her death, it passed into the possession of her husband’s nephew named Suroop.

While the property was thus in the possession of Suroop, one Luckhee-narain, the holder of a bond from Koochil-monee, brought a suit upon it against Suroop as Koochil-monee’s representative. The plaint was filed on the 30th of April 1867, and Luckhee-narain
obtained a decree on the 27th of November of the same year. In execution of this decree the property in question was sold. It was bought by Luckhee-narain himself; and in virtue of this purchase he has obtained possession of it.

The present suit was instituted on the 21st of April 1864 by one Nundo-lall, seeking to obtain possession of the property for himself on a little superior to that of Luckhee-narain, Suroop, and all others who claim through Koochil-monee. Nundo-lall, who has died since the filing of the plaint, was the son of Rughoo-nath's sister, and in that character he contended in this suit, that on the death of Koochil-monee he was the heir of Rughoo-nath, and entitled to take his immovable property.

The first issue between the parties was, whether or not Nundo-lall as sister's son could by law inherit from Rughoo-nath.

The Lower Appellate Court finding as a fact that plaintiff's family came from the Mithilā provinces, and had always adhered to religious rites and customs of those provinces, held that the plaintiff was bound by Mitáksharā law. The Lower Appellate Court, following the then construction of the Mitáksharā law given by Macnaghten (Hindū Law, Vol. I, p. 28), determined that plaintiff, as sister's son, was excluded from the inheritance, and, accordingly, it dismissed his suit.

Against this decision, the plaintiff appeals, especially on grounds; 1st, that the Court ought to have applied the Mithilā law to the case, instead of the Mitáksharā law, and that by the Mithilā law the plaintiff was entitled to succeed; 2nd, that even by the Mitáksharā law, if properly interpreted, the sister's son was not excluded from the inheritance.

As to the first objection, it seems to me that the Lower Appellate Court would have been wrong if it had applied the Mithilā law to the case. Rughoo-nath, as I understand, was domiciled, and the property itself was situated, in a district where the Mitáksharā law prevails. Consequently, as nothing appears in the whole case to suggest that Rughoo-nath was subject to any other proprietary law, it follows that the Mitáksharā law was the law according to which the matter of inheritance was to be determined.

As to the second ground of appeal, the inclination of my own opinion is, that according to the Mitáksharā the sister's son is heir
in default of nearer of kin. The current of judicial decisions, however, runs so strongly against this construction that I should not alone have considered myself justified at this date in resisting it. But as Mr. Justice Bayley desires to refer the case to a Full Bench, I am willing to concur in doing so, and think the question should be simply, whether under the Mitakshara law a sister's son can, in any case, be heir to his mother's brother as regards immovable property?

The judgments of the Full Bench were delivered as follows:—

Mitter J.—The question we have to determine in this case is whether, according to the Hindu law as current in the Benares school, a sister's son is entitled to inherit as a Bandhu or cognate. Before proceeding, however, to determine the question, we must answer a preliminary objection that has been raised before us by the pleader for the respondent. It has been contended, that the point under our consideration has been already set at rest by a decision of the Privy Council.* We are of opinion that this contention cannot be maintained. True it is, that the decision of the late Sudder Court at Agra, which was reversed by the Lords of the Judicial Committee, was based upon the ground, that the sister's son is entitled to inherit as a Bandhu, but this position appears to have been abandoned before their Lordships by the learned counsel who conducted the case on his behalf. The result of this concession was, as their Lordships have themselves observed, to reduce the whole matter in controversy to the simple question as to whether, upon the proper construction of the Mitakshara, the sister's son is not entitled to come in among the earlier class of heirs or Sapindas? This was, in fact, the only question that was discussed before their Lordships, and the only one upon which they have pronounced a judicial opinion. To remove all doubts on this point, the following passage, in their Lordships' judgment, might be conveniently referred to: “He there put the sister's sons out of the category in which Mr. Piffard would place them, though erroneously, perhaps, he has put them among the Bandhus.” The word “perhaps,” in the above sentence, is sufficient to show that their Lordships did not intend to decide the point that we have now got before us, and the preliminary objection is, accordingly, overruled.

* Reported in page 631 of Sutherland's Privy Council judgments.
With reference to the main question itself, we are of opinion that the sister's son is entitled to rank as a Bandhu according to the definition of that term as given in the Mitáksharā itself. The definition is contained in the following passage:

"On failure of the paternal grand-mother, the (gotraja) kinsmen sprung from the same family with the deceased, and allied by funeral oblations, namely, the paternal grand-father and the rest, inherit the estate. For kinsmen sprung from a different family, but allied by funeral oblations, are indicated by the term cognate ('bandhus')."*

It will be observed, that two conditions are necessary to meet the requirements of this definition: namely, first, that the claimant should be a kinsman sprung from a different family; and, second, that he should be connected by funeral oblations. Both these conditions are strictly fulfilled in the case of the sister's son, and, as we will show further on, in a much higher degree in his case than in that of any of the nine individuals whose claims to succeed as Bandhus are admitted on all sides. That he is a kinsman sprung from a different family is unquestionable, and it is equally clear that he is a Sapinda, or one allied by funeral oblations. It has been argued, that according to Manu, a Hindu is required to perform the funeral obsequies of his paternal ancestors only; that in consequence of this rule, the saptaras, or those who belong to the same gotra or family, are the only persons entitled to be recognised as Sapindas; and that the sister's son must be, accordingly, excluded from that category. We are of opinion that there is no authority whatever to support this contention. We have, however, the express authority of Manu himself to decide this point, and what is of still greater importance, for the purposes of the present discussion, it is an authority quoted and acted upon by the author of the Mitáksharā.

"For with regard to the funeral obsequies of ancestors, daughter's sons are regarded as son's sons. Manu likewise declares:—

'By that male child whom a daughter, whether appointed or not, shall produce by a husband of equal class, the maternal grandfather becomes the grandsire of son's sons. Let that child give the oblation and take the inheritance.'"

It is manifest from the above that the maternal ancestors also are entitled to receive funeral oblations, and this proposition strikes at the very root of the contention that has been raised before us. Now, the sister's son is no other relative than the daughter's son of the father; and if it be once conceded, as it must be, that the daughter's son is a Sapinda, it would follow, as a matter of course, that the sister's son is, at least, a Sapinda of the father; and as such he would be clearly entitled, at all events, to rank as a pitribandhu, or father's cognate. In point of fact, however, he is also a Sapinda of the deceased proprietor himself, not so near as the daughter's son, but nearer than every one of those individuals who are admittedly recognised as bandhus.

It is a well known principle of Hindú law, recognised in all the schools current in the country, that the relation of Sapinda exists not only between the immediate giver and the immediate recipient of funeral oblations, but also between those who are bound to offer them to a common ancestor or ancestors. This principle is based upon the theory according to which a Hindú is supposed to participate after his death in the funeral oblations that are offered by one of his surviving relatives to some common ancestor, to whom he himself was bound to offer them when living; and hence it is that the man who gives the oblations, the man who receives them, and the man who participates in them, are all recognised as sapindas of each other. Thus, for example, brothers are not required to perform the obsequies of each other, but they are, nevertheless, sapindas, being connected with each other through the medium of the oblations that they are respectively bound to offer to their common ancestors. The same rule holds good in the case of the brother's son, and in fact of every Sapinda who does not stand in a direct line of ascent or descent with the deceased proprietor himself. It will be seen that six out of the nine individuals (p. 512) are no other relatives than the daughter's son of the paternal grandfather, the daughter's son of the maternal grandfather, the daughter's son of the mother's paternal grandfather, the daughter's son of the father's maternal grandfather, the daughter's son of the mother's paternal grandfather, and the daughter's son of the mother's maternal grandfather. The remaining three are the son's
son of the maternal grandfather, the son's son of the father's maternal grandfather, and the son's son of the mother's maternal grandfather. Not one of these individuals, not even the highest among them, or in other words, the daughter's son of the paternal grandfather, is required to offer funeral cakes, either to the deceased proprietor himself, or to his father, or to his mother, but at the same time they are admittedly entitled to rank as the Sapindas of the man himself, or of his father, or of his mother, as the case might be.

We can scarcely imagine upon what principle of Hindu law it can be seriously contended that the daughter's son of the father is not a Sapinda, when the daughter's sons of the paternal and maternal grandfathers are acknowledged as such.

As regards the performance of funeral obsequies, the daughter's son of the father occupies the same position as a son's son of the father, or in other words, as a brother's son; whereas the daughter's son of the paternal grandfather, who is the highest in rank among the admitted Bandhus, does not stand an inch higher than the son of a paternal uncle. It is perfectly true that the lawyers of the Benares school sometimes use the word Sapinda in the sense of consanguinity, or mere connection through the body; but in either case the position of the sister's son would remain unaffected. We have already pointed out that as regards funeral oblations, the sister's son occupies the same position as a brother's son; and as to consanguinity, the very nature of his relationship with the deceased proprietor obviously shows that he is nearer than the nearest of the admitted Bandhus. If authority is needed on this last point, the following passage of the Mitaksharā might be referred to as conclusive.

"The relation of Sapinda arises from connection as parts of one body. So the relation of Ek-pinda in the son with regard to the father arises from the connection as parts of the body of the father. And with the grandfather, &c., in consequence of the connection with their body through the father. In the same manner in regard to the mother, from connection as part of the body of the mother. In the same manner in regard to the maternal grandfather, &c., through the mother. In the same manner with the mother's sister and maternal uncle, and the rest, by reason of the connection or parts of one body."—Mitaksharā, Achar Adhyāya, leaf 6.
It is scarcely necessary to point out, that in the passage before us, the maternal uncle and the sister's son are distinctly recognised as sapindas of each other. The whole doctrine of sapinda, according to the authorities of the Benares school, has been correctly expounded in the Vyavastha cited in the case reported in the third volume of the Select Reports, page 37. The Pundits were unanimously agreed in declaring that there are two significations only in which the word sapinda is used by the lawyers of that School, namely, consanguinity and connection through funeral oblations; and the following passages from the Parásara Mādhava and the Nirmaya Sindhu, both of which works are recognised as authorities concurrently with the Mitāksharā, were cited by them in support of this opinion.

"Those are sapindas who are connected by the tie of consanguinity; for instance, the father and the son are sapindas to each other, and the body of the father is perpetuated in the son without any intervention. So also is the son by the medium of the father a sapinda of his paternal grandfather, and of his paternal great-grandfather. So also the son by the medium of his maternal grandfather is sapinda of his maternal aunt and uncle, and by the medium of his paternal grandfather, he becomes a Sapinda of his paternal aunt and uncle, &c." (Parásara Mādhava).

"Those are sapindas between whom exists a reciprocity of giving or receiving funeral oblations. The fourth person and the rest share the remains of the oblation wiped off with the Kusa grass; the father and the rest share the funeral cakes. The seventh person is the giver of oblations, the relation of sapinda or men connected by the extension of the funeral cake, extends, therefore, to the seventh person, or sixth degree of ascent or descent. It should not be supposed that an uncle or nephew are not reciprocally sapindas, as he who shares in the oblations offered by the uncle, shares also in those offered by the nephew. In short, if any one of those who participate in the funeral oblation offered by one individual, be also the presenter of funeral oblations to one of his co-participators, then the whole number become sapindas of each other." (Nirmaya Sindhu).

It is perfectly clear that, according to either of these authorities, the sister's son is entitled to rank as a sapinda.
We have stated above that there are two significations only in which the word *Sapinda* is used in the Benares School, and the pleader for the respondent has not even been able to suggest a third. We might also add, that so far at least as the *Nirnaya Sindhu* is concerned, the sister’s son is expressly recognised as heir, as the following passage will show:

“In default of the brother’s son, the father, mother, the daughter-in-law, the sister, and her sons are entitled to perform the *Sraddha*, because they are the heirs” (page 219).

We have shown by the foregoing remarks that the sister’s son is entitled to remark as a *Bandhu* according to the definition of that term as given in the *Mitakshara*.

We will now proceed to examine the various objections that have been urged, both before us and elsewhere, against his right to succeed as an heir. These objections may be all classified under the following heads:

1st.—That the definition referred to has no connection with the law of inheritance.

2nd.—That the enumeration of *Bandhus* made in verse 1, section 6, chapter 2, is exhaustive, and that the sister’s son is neither included in that enumeration, nor mentioned as an heir in any other part of the work.

3rd.—That it has been settled by a uniform course of decisions, that the sister’s son is not entitled to inherit under the Hindu law administered in the Benares School.

With reference to the first objection, we are of opinion that it is altogether untenable. The definition in question occurs in a part of the work which is exclusively devoted to the exposition of the law of inheritance, and it may be fairly asked, if it has no connection with that law, for what other purpose has it been introduced in such a place?

The second objection is also untenable. Verse 1, Section 6, Chapter II, runs as follows:—“On failure of gentiles, the cognates are heirs. Cognates are of three kinds,—related to the man himself, to his father, or to his mother, as is declared by the following text. “The sons of his own father’s sister, the sons of his own mother’s sister, and the sons of his own maternal uncle must be considered as his own cognate kindred. The sons of his father’s
paternal aunt, the sons of his father’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his father’s maternal uncle must be deemed as his father’s cognate kindred. The sons of his mother’s paternal aunt, the sons of his mother’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his mother’s maternal uncle must be recognized as his mother’s cognate kindred."

There is nothing, whatever, in this verse to justify the contention that the author of the Mitáksharā intended thereby to lay down an exhaustive list of Bandhus or cognates. He says first of all that Bandhus are entitled to inherit in default of gotrajās; and, secondly, that Bandhus are of three kinds, namely, those who are related to the man himself, and those related to his father and mother respectively. The only argument, therefore, which can be advanced in support of this contention is the simple fact of his having concluded this sentence by quoting a text from one of the Hindū sages which contains the names of a limited number of Bandhus. We are of opinion that this argument, per se, is entitled to no weight whatsoever. Isolated texts from various Hindū sages, and of a similar description, are to be frequently found in the Mitáksharā, and it would be manifestly erroneous to contend upon the authority of any one of them that an exhaustive enumeration of heirs was intended to be made thereby. The following text of Vrihat Vishnu, quoted in page 326 of (Colesbrooke’s edition of) the Mitáksharā, might be referred to as an illustration.

"The wealth of him who leaves no male issue goes to his wife. On failure of her, it devolves upon the daughter; if there be none, it belongs to the father, if he be dead, it appertains to the mother?"

It would be obviously improper to say, from the mere fact of the author of the Mitáksharā having referred to this text, that he intended to declare that the particular persons mentioned therein are the only heirs to the estate of a deceased Hindū who has left no male issue; or that such even was the intention of Vrihat Manu himself. As to the particular text before us, there is absolutely nothing in it from which it can be reasonably inferred that the author of it at least, if not the author of the Mitáksharā, had such an intention in view. All that it says is that certain relatives must be considered as Bandhus of one class, and certain others as Bandhus of two other classes respectively; it nowhere says that these persons are the only Bandhus recognized by the Hindū Law. The object
which the author of the Mitákshará had in view in referring to this text is evident. His own words are sufficient to show that this text was referred to merely for the purpose of establishing the three-fold classification of Bandhus.

The text of Manu which says, "to the nearest Supinda the inheritance belongs," is frequently cited by him as a leading authority on all questions of Hindu Law. Indeed, the very definition of Bandhus, under our consideration, is based upon this fundamental doctrine, and in the very next verse he distinctly lays down that the order of succession to be observed among the different classes of Bandhus is to be regulated by "nearness of affinity." Are we then to suppose that the author of the Mitákshará has been so far forgetful of this fundamental principle, as to render himself guilty, unconsciously as it were, of the gross inconsistency of laying down a definition and of excluding those very persons who are best entitled to claim the benefit of it. In what way, we might repeat in this place, are the sister's sons of the father and of the mother better qualified to inherit than the sister's son of the deceased proprietor himself? What doctrine of Hindu Law, directly or indirectly sanctioned by the author of the Mitákshará can be cited in support of the contention that the maternal grandfather himself is not an heir, when his sons' sons and his daughters' sons, may even when the sons' sons and their daughters' sons, of the father's and mother's maternal grandfather are acknowledged as such? How, again, are we to reconcile the proposition that the maternal uncle, or in other words the uterine brother of the mother, is to be excluded from the line of inheritance, when her cousins, namely the sons of her father's sisters and the sons of her mother's sisters, are to be included in it? Startling anomalies, like these cannot be imputed to an author without there being some tangible ground upon which such an imputation can rest. It is perfectly true that in the particular case before us, we are bound to administer the Hindú Law as it has been expounded by the author of the Mitákshará, but we can hardly be justified in ascribing such gross absurdities to him at the very time when he was really trying to extend the category of Bandhus by introducing the three-fold classification before alluded to.

The word 'Bandhu' has been sometimes interpreted as distant kindred, but we can hardly suppose that the author of the Miták-
sharā seriously intended to authorize the succession of the most
distant Bandhus by sacrificing the right of those who are the
nearest.

The following passages of the Mitākshara will remove all pos-
sible doubts on this point:—

"When one dies in a foreign country, let the descendants, cog-
nates (Bandhus), gentiles, or his companions take the goods, or,
in their default the king. When he goes to a foreign country, of
those who are associated in trade and dies, then his share would
be inherited by his heirs, that is, the son and other descendants;
cognates (Bandhus), i. e., the maternal side relatives, maternal
uncle, and others; the gentiles that is the Sapindas, besides the
son and other descendants; and those who are come, that is those
among the associates who are come from a foreign country; or in
their default, that is, of the heirs, &c., the king shall take. The
word ‘सा’ (or) shows that the heirs, &c., are entitled in alternation.
The rule as to this order is contained in the text “The wife,
the daughter” &c.

It will be seen that the word ‘Bândhava’ is expressly stated to
include the maternal uncle, whoever else might be entitled to come
in within the word ‘others’ which follows immediately afterwards.
In the case of a foreign trader, therefore, it is perfectly clear that
the maternal uncle is an heir, but before we can apply this argu-
ment to the general case, it is necessary to meet two objections
that have been raised against such an application. The objections are:
first, that the word used in this passage is ‘Bândhava’ whereas the
word used in the general text is ‘Bandhus’; and second, that the
passage in question refers to an exceptional state of things, and
can not, therefore, be accepted as a guide for the general case.

Both these objections are conclusively met by the express words
of the author himself. It is distinctly stated by him that the order
of succession applicable to this case is exactly the same as that laid
down in the general text; and further, that the only necessity for
making a separate text for the exceptional case arose from that of
excluding the fellow pupil and the Brähman, and of substituting the
fellow traders in their place. It is perfectly clear, therefore, that
the words ‘Bandhus and Bândhava’ are of identical import, or, in
other words, that the two texts are identical in every respect, except:
as to the slight modification which relates to the fellow pupil and the Brāhmaṇa. The second passage, too, is equally decisive on this point. It is distinctly pointed out therein that the word maternal uncle used in the text of Yājnavalkya stands for all the three classes of Bandhus described by the author in his commentary upon the general text.

The Vīra-mitrodaya, which is a work of high repute in the Benares School, concurrently with the Mitakṣarā, is also clear on this point: “Cognates are of three kinds, related to the person himself, to his father, and to his mother, according to the following text: “The sons of the father’s sister, the sons of the mother’s sister,” &c. Here by reason of near affinity, the cognate kindred of the deceased himself in the first instance, then the father’s cognate kindred, and next his mother’s cognate kindred succeed. This is the order of succession. In the text of Manu, “then the distant kinsman shall be the heir, or the spiritual preceptor or the pupil. The term Sakulya comprehends the persons descended from the same family (Sagotra) and the kinsmen allied by common libations of water Samānodaka, the maternal uncle and the rest, and the three kinds of cognates. The term ‘Bandhu’ in the text of Yogishwara (Yājnavalkya,) must comprehend also the maternal uncle and the rest, otherwise maternal uncle’s sons and the rest would be entitled to succeed, and not they themselves, though nearer in affinity, a doctrine highly objectionable.”—Vīra-mitrodaya, (Sans.) page 209.

The Vivāda Chintāmani, which is a work of paramount authority in the sister School, which goes by the name of the Mithila School, is also of the same opinion, “the maternal uncle, and the rest” being expressly recognised in the category of heirs laid down in page 299 of Prosanna Coomar Tagore’s translation of the work.

In the face of all these concurrent authorities, it seems impossible to contend, that an exhaustive enumeration of Bandhus was made in verse 1, Section 6, Chapter II, of the Mitakṣarā. It has been said that the sister’s son is not entitled to inherit because he has been nowhere mentioned as an heir specifically by name; but this objection can be scarcely maintained if the doctrine of exhaustive enumeration falls to the ground. Apart from this last consideration, however, we do not see any reason why a specific enumeration
by name should be insisted upon in every case. An enumeration by a general name, accompanied by a suitable definition sufficiently illustrated, is as good as any other kind of enumeration, particularly when the general name in question is applicable to a large number of persons whose individual names it would be very inconvenient to specify in detail; and we do not see any reason why in this particular case we should insist upon anything more than what we have already got before us. The great-grandson, for instance, is no where mentioned as an heir distinctly by name; and yet it would be simply absurd to contend that the estate of a deceased Hindú is to go to the fellow pupil, or to the king even, if his own great-grandson is living. Similarly, when we now come to the gotrajás, we find that no one below the descendants of the paternal great-grandfather is expressly recognised by name in any part of the Mitáksharás; and yet, it is a fact admitted on all sides, that the descendants of the remotest ancestors in the agnatic line, at least of those who stand within the fourteenth degree, are entitled to inherit in the Benares School. Why, then, are we to introduce this novel principle of interpretation when we come to deal with the Bandhus? There might have been some foundation for such an argument if the claimant had been a female relative, females, as a class, being generally supposed as having no right to inherit in consequence of their inability to perform religious rites: but in the case of male relatives, no restriction of any kind whatsoever can be cited to defeat their rights, if they are in a position to establish their status as Sapindas. We have shown that the maternal uncle and others are entitled to inherit in addition to those who are admitted as Bandhus. As far as the purposes of the present case are concerned, it is almost self-evident that if the maternal uncle is entitled to succeed as a Bandhu, the right of the sister's son would follow as a matter of course. We have seen that there is but one definition of the word Bandhu, and the very nature of the definition conclusively proves that if the maternal uncle is a kinsman from a different family, and allied by funeral oblations, the sister's son must necessarily be a kinsman of the same description.

It remains for us to meet the last objection. No doubt, if there were a uniform course of decisions establishing the doctrine that the sister's son is not entitled to succeed, we would have been scarcely justified in holding otherwise, however much we might have
been disposed to do so for the reasons set forth above. The fact, however, is that there is no such uniform course of rulings as has been erroneously contended for before us. The following are all the cases that might be referred to on the point:—

1.—Rajendro Narain versus Gocool Chand, Goh.—1st Select Reports, page 43.
2.—Ilia Koonwar versus Agund Rai.—3rd Select Reports, page 37.
3.—Shoo Suhaye Singh versus Omed Koonwar.—6th Select Reports, page 301.
4.—Case No. XI, Macnaghten’s Hindú Law, Volume II, page 91.
5.—A decision of the Madras Sudder Court reported in page 247 of the printed cases for 1860.
6.—Stoke’s Reports, Volume I, page 85.
7.—Chootee Lall versus Gooroodyal—Agra Select Reports, Volume V, page 198.
8.—Mohan Lall versus Thakooranee Sahibah.—Agra Law Journal, 1864, page 17.
10.—Sona Debi versus Biswambhar Sahoo.—4 Legal Remembrancer, page 168.
11.—Girdharee Lall versus The Secretary of State.—Volume IV, page 13, Weekly Reporter.

The first case has nothing to do with the particular point before us, and we would not have alluded to it at all, if Sir Thomas Strange had not stated upon the authority of that case, that the sister’s son is not entitled to inherit in the Benares School. The contest in that case, however, was between the sister’s son on the one side, and a Gotraja Sapinda on the other. The pandits who were consulted in it very properly declared that if the Bengal law were applicable to the case, the sister’s son would be entitled to preference, but that the reverse would be the case according to Mithila law. The case was ultimately disposed of in favor of the sister’s son, the Bengal law being held to be applicable; but there is not a single word, either in the decision itself, or in the Vyavastha referred to, from which it can be gathered that the sister’s son would not have succeeded as a Bandhu if the Mithila law had been adopted, if there were no Gotraja relatives in his way.
The second case has been already referred to in an earlier part of this judgment. It related to the daughter's son of the brother, and, as we have already seen, the only ground that was put forward for excluding him from the inheritance was the erroneous one of his not being a Sagra Saprinda.

The third case is directly in favor of our interpretation. The question was, whether a daughter's son's son is entitled to inherit, and this question was determined in the affirmative upon the unanimous Vyavasthā of the pandits consulted on the occasion, including those of the Benares Pátehála.

The fourth case clearly shows that the sister's son is entitled to succeed as a Bandhu, both according to the Benares law and according to the Mithila. This case is of particular importance, inasmuch as it appears to have met with the approbation of Sir W. Macnaghten himself, who has evidently cited it as a leading authority on the point. We might also add, that Sir W. Macnaghten had expressly stated in his note to case No. 5, reported in page 87 of the same volume, that the Vyavasthā given by the Pandit of Zilla Behar, in which the sister's son is ranked as a Bandhu, is conformable to the law as current in Benares, Mithila, and other provinces.

The fifth case is a mere dictum; but it is to be observed that the Pandit who was consulted on the occasion distinctly stated that the sister's son was entitled to inherit as a Bandhu, and no authority of any kind was cited or referred to contradict this opinion.

The sixth case is also a dictum, and the same remarks that have been made with reference to the preceding case apply to this case also.

The seventh case has nothing to do with the point before us. The dispute was between a brother's daughter's son and a Gotrāja, and it was very properly held that the latter is entitled to succeed in preference to the former.

The eighth case is a mere dictum, but in this instance the dictum is in favor of the sister's son.

The ninth case arose from a dispute between the sister's son and an agnatic relation, and it was correctly held in that case that the latter is entitled to succeed. The learned Judges, however, who decided the case, went on to say that the sister's son is not entitled to inherit, either according to the Benares law or according to the
Mithila law. In the absence, however, of any further explanation on the point, we are rather disposed to think that all that was intended to be said, is that he is not entitled to inherit in preference to the Gotreja; but at any rate it is clear that this opinion cannot be treated as anything more than a mere dictum.

The next case, however, is directly to the point, and with all deference to the learned Judges who decided it, we are of opinion that it is based upon erroneous grounds. These grounds have been too fully examined by us in the preceding part of our judgment to require any further notice. We wish, however, to make one remark in this place, and that is, that the learned Judges appear to have been mainly influenced by the idea that the sister's son has never been recognised as an heir. With all deference to the learned Judges, we are bound to state that this was by no means the actual state of things at the time when their decision was pronounced, whatever it might be in this day. It is perfectly true that there is a paucity of decisions on the other side, but this fact appears to have mainly arisen from the peculiar doctrine of the Benares School by which the remotest relative in the agnatic line has been placed above the highest of the cognates. It might be added that very few cases, indeed, if any, can be pointed out in which the daughter's son of the paternal grandfather has been expressly recognised as an heir.

The last case relates to the maternal uncle of the father, and the grounds of the decision in this case being nearly the same as those in the one next above, no special remarks with reference to it are necessary.

- Upon the whole, then, it must be admitted that the majority of the earlier cases at least are in support of our view; and of the more recent, there are two cases at most that are directly opposed to it. The last objection, therefore, must also be overuled.

For the reasons set forth above, I am of opinion that the question put to us by the Division Bench must be answered in the affirmative, or, in other words, that the sister's son is entitled to inherit under the Hindú Law administered in the Benares School.

Peacock, C. J.—I am of opinion that in the absence of nearer relatives, a man may be heir to his mother's brother as regards property subject to the Mitakshara. The question has substantially been decided by the Privy Council (17th July 1868) in the case of Gridharee
Lall Roy against the Government of Bengal,* in which it was held that the maternal uncle of the father of the deceased was not excluded from the class of Bandhus capable of inheriting, and that the text contained in Article 1, Section 6, Chapter II of the Mitakshara does not purport to be an exhaustive enumeration of all Bandhus who are capable of inheriting, that it is not cited as such or for that purpose by the author of the Mitakshara.

The judgment of Mr. Justice Dwarkanath Mitter, which he has just read, and in which he has displayed great learning, ability, and research, was written before the decision of the Privy Council in Gridharoo Lall versus the Government of Bengal was published here. My Hon’ble colleague has entered so fully into the reasons and exhausted the arguments in support of the view which he has taken, that it is unnecessary for me to do more than to say that I concur in the reasons which he has given in support of the conclusion at which he has arrived; and it is extremely satisfactory to find that it is entirely in concurrence with the view taken in the judgment of the Privy Council. The case must be sent back to the Judges who referred it.

Jackson, J.—I am of the same opinion. It is very satisfactory to feel that a conclusion so entirely consistent with reasons is also in full conformity with the Hindu Law, as is conclusively shown in the exhaustive judgment which has been prepared by Mr. Justice Mitter, and also that the view which we had taken of the subject has been, it may be said, simultaneously adapted by the highest tribunal.

Phear, J.—In referring this case to a Full Bench, I expressed the inclination of the opinion which I then held. Mr. Justice Mitter's very complete argument, in which I concur, has, I think, demonstrated that opinion to be correct. I would, therefore, answer the question in the words which have been used by the Chief Justice.

Macpherson, J.—I am of the same opinion.


The enumeration of Bandhus or cognates, who succeed, given in Section 6, Chapter II of the Mitakshara, is an exhaustive one, and, therefore, those Bandhus only succeed who are enumerated

---

* See 10, W. R., Privy Council, p. 31; and post, p. 523.
therein. A maternal uncle or a father's maternal uncle cannot inherit, as they are not among the persons enumerated.—_Government versus Gridharsee Lall Roy._—S. W. R., Vol. IV, p. 13.

PRIVY COUNCIL—_The 17th of July 1868._

Present:
The Master of Rolls, Sir James W. Colville, Sir Edward Vaughan Williams, the Lord Chief Baron, and Sir Lawrence Peel.

_On Appeal from the High Court at Calcutta._

GRI-DHAREE LALL ROY

versus

THE GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL

Held that the list of _Bandhus_ given in Article 1, Section 6, Chapter II of the _Mitakshara_ is not exhaustive but simply illustrative of the proposition that there are three classes of Bandhus, and as such entitled to inherit in preference to the King, who cannot take to the prejudice of a maternal uncle or a maternal grand-uncle. The _Virmitrodoy_ is properly receivable as an exposition of what may have been left doubtful by the Mitakshara and is declaratory of the law of the Benares School.

The facts on which the determination of this appeal depends are few and undisputed. Woopendo Chunder Roy, the owner of the zamindary and other property in dispute, died on the 7th of August 1860, an infant and unmarried. He was of a family which formerly came from the Upper Provinces, and though settled in Lower Bengal, where the zamindary is situated, is admitted to have retained the ceremonial and other law of its original _habitat_. There is, therefore, no dispute that any question touching the succession to Woopendo Roy is determinable by the law of inheritance current at Benares.

On Woopendo's death the appellant, as the nearest male relative surviving him, performed his _shradh_, and claimed his property as heir, and shortly afterwards applied to have his own name substituted for that of the deceased as owner of the zamindary on the Collector's register. He is, however, but a remote kinsman of the deceased, being only the brother of his grandmother _ex-parte_.

* 30th August 1865, (present Trevor, Officiating Chief Justice, and Campbell, J.); See 4, W. R. Civil Rulings, p. 13.
paternal, or, to use the phraseology of the Mitákshará, his father's maternal uncle. And accordingly at the time of this application for mutation of names, some question whether the appellant was entitled to inherit, and whether the property did not pass for want of heirs to the Crown, was raised. Thereupon the Board of Revenue consulted their adviser, the Legal Remembrancer, and on his opinion, determined to recognize the title of the appellant, who accordingly was put into possession, or left in possession of the property, recorded as proprietor of the zemindary in the Collector's books, and continued to pay the Government revenue assessed upon it up to the date of the institution of this suit.

In 1863 the Government authorities appear to have changed their view of the appellant's title; and on the 3rd of August in that year the suit out of which this appeal has arisen was commenced against him in the name of the Government of Bengal, as representing the Crown, for the recovery of the real and personal property of Woopendro on the allegation that upon his death it had escheated for want of heirs to the Crown.

By the decree dated the 30th of September 1864, the Zillah Judge dismissed the suit, holding that the Government was not entitled to oust the appellant. The precise grounds of this judgment it is unnecessary to examine.

On appeal to the High Court this decision was reversed by two of the Judges of that Court. And the present appeal has been preferred against their decree.

The points ruled by the judgment of the High Court were:—

1st.—That the Government was not estopped by the acts of its officers in 1861, when the appellant applied for and obtained the mutation of names, from bringing this suit.

2nd.—That upon the true construction of the Section in the Mitákshará, which will hereafter be considered, the appellant, as the maternal uncle of the father of the deceased, was excluded from the class of "Bandhus" capable of inheriting, and that consequently, as between him and Government, he had no title to the property sued for.

The able arguments before this Committee have been principally addressed to the question raised by the second of the above findings, viz., whether, under the law current at Benares, the appellant has
not a title to inherit the property preferably to the claim of the Government by escheat; and that question their Lordships will first consider.

Its determination will ultimately be found to depend on the construction to be given to the first article of the sixth section of the second chapter of the Mitáksharā. The absolute exclusion of the father's maternal uncle from the list of possible heirs, for which the respondents contend, can rest on no other ground.

Mr. Forsyth, indeed, argued strongly against the right of the appellant to inherit, on the assumption that he was not entitled to offer the funeral oblations. But is this assumption well founded? There is evidence of the family priest and others, that the appellant did, in point of fact, perform the skṛadā of Woopendro; and he seems, in the judgment of the priest, properly to have performed that function in the absence of any nearer kinsman. It is, however, unnecessary to determine whether this act of the appellant was regular or not. The issue in this case is not between two competing kinsmen, but between a kinsman of the deceased and the Crown. Let it be supposed, for the sake of argument, that the nearest existing relative of Woopendro at the time of his death had been, not the appellant but a natural-born son of the appellant. It is admitted that, on the strictest interpretation of the Mitáksharā, such a person is a Bandhu; that the three classes of Bándhus must be exhausted before the King can take for want of heirs; and, therefore, that the title of the appellant's son would prevail against the Crown. Now, such a Bandhu either is competent to perform the skṛadā of the deceased, offering some kind of funeral oblation, or he is not. If he be incompetent, it follows that his right to inherit is wholly independent of the doctrine of spiritual benefits derivable from funeral oblations, and is determined solely by kinsmanship. If he be competent, it follows a fortiori that his father would have been one degree nearer skin to the deceased, would also have been competent; and that his exclusion from the line of inheritance, if it exists, depends upon some other principle.

It is impossible to read the second chapter of the Mitáksharā without remarking the extreme jealousy with which the Hindu law regarded the right of the King to take on failure of heirs. The seventh section refuses altogether to recognise that right where the
property was that of a Brahman. Admitting it as to the property of the other castes or classes, it expressly says, "if there be no relations of the deceased, the preceptor, or, on failure of him, the pupil;" and again, "if there be no pupil, the fellow-student is the successor."

It thus exhausts the relatives, and then interposes between them and the King three classes of heirs not connected with the deceased by blood, or participation in funeral oblations. The title of the King is afterwards stated affirmatively, thus:—"The King may take the estate of a Kshatriya, or other person of an inferior tribe, on failure of heirs down to the fellow-student." So Manus ordains:—

"But the wealth of the other classes, on failure of all (heirs), the King may take." So far, then, the law would seem to be clear that the King cannot take the property to the prejudice either of a maternal uncle, or a maternal grand-uncle, each of whom is obviously 'a relation' of the deceased. What grounds, then, does the sixth section afford for the hypothesis that these two relations are arbitrarily excluded from the list of possible heirs? That section begins by stating broadly, "On failure of gentiles, the Bandhus (rendered by Mr. Colebrooke cognates) are heirs." But in this particular section it may be taken, as defined elsewhere by the Mitakshara itself, to import kinsmen springing from a different family (and therefore, opposed to 'gotraja' or 'gentiles'), and connected by funeral oblations. From this class the maternal uncle, or the father's maternal uncle, (assuming their connection with the deceased by funeral oblations) can be excluded only by some arbitrary definition. The author of that treatise goes on to state, "Cognates (Bandhus) are of three kinds: related to the person himself, to his father, or to his mother, as is declared by the following text." And then follows, as a quotation, a more ancient text, (the authorship of which seems, from Mr. Colebrooke's note, to be uncertain), which says:—'The sons of his own father's sister, the sons of his own mother's sister, and the sons of his own maternal uncle must be considered as his own cognate kindred. The sons of his father's paternal aunt, the sons of his father's maternal aunt, and the sons of his father's maternal uncle must be deemed his father's cognate kindred. The sons of his mother's paternal aunt, the sons of his mother's maternal aunt, and the sons of his mother's maternal uncle must be reckoned amongst his mother's cognate kindred.'
If, for the determination of the question under consideration, their Lordships were confined to the four corners of the Mitákshará, they would feel great difficulty in inferring, from the omission of 'the maternal uncle' and 'the father's maternal uncle' from the persons enumerated in this text, that either of those relatives is incapable of taking by inheritance the property of a deceased Hindú in preference of the King. Such an inference, in the teeth of the passages which say that the King can take only if there be no relatives of the deceased, seems to be violent and unsound. For the text does not purport to be an exhaustive enumeration of all Bandhus who are capable of inheriting, nor is it cited as such, or for that purpose, by the author of the Mitákshará,—it is used simply as a proof or illustration of his proposition that there are three kinds or classes of Bandhus; and all that he states further upon it is the order in which the three classes take, viz., that the Bandhus of the deceased himself must be exhausted before any of his father's Bandhus can take, and so on.

Again, further doubt is thrown upon the theory of exhaustive enumeration by the passage of the Mitákshará, which is not found in that portion of the Treatise which was translated by Mr. Colebrooke, but has been translated for the purposes of this suit. The general effect of that passage is to introduce in the case of a trader dying abroad, a new class of remote heirs, viz., his returning co-traders. But this provision is preceded by an enumeration of preferable heirs, which includes, among Bandhus, the maternal uncle. Here, then, is a passage, written by the author of the Mitákshará himself, which treats the maternal uncle as capable of inheriting. The learned Judges of the court below meet this authority by suggesting that the heirship of the maternal uncle, as well as that of the co-trader, may be exceptional, and confined to the case of the trader dying abroad. Their Lordships, however, cannot admit the reasonableness of this hypothesis, and think that even on the Mitákshará the question under consideration is at least uncertain. That question, however, is not to be governed by the Mitákshará alone. Adhering to the principles which this Board lately laid down in the Ramnad case,* their Lordships have no doubt that the Vira-mitrodaya, which by Mr. Colebrooke and others is stated to be a treatise of

* See ante.
high authority at Benares, is properly receivable as an exposition of what may have been left doubtful by the Mitakshara, and declaratory of the law of the Benares School.

After stating that the term Sakuliya, or distant kinsman, found in the text of Manu, comprehends the three kinds of cognates, the commentator goes on to say,—"The term cognates (Bandhus,) in the text of Jogishvara,* must comprehend also the maternal uncles and the rest, otherwise the maternal uncles and the rest would be omitted, and their sons would be entitled to inherit, and not they themselves though nearer in the degree of affinity,—a doctrine highly objectionable." The learned Counsel for the respondents remarked that this passage of the Vira-mitrodaya goes no further than to affirm the right of a maternal uncle, and that it says nothing of a maternal grand-uncle. But to say nothing of the use of the term 'and the rest,' the text is at least an authority for the proposition that a maternal uncle is a Bandhu. The maternal uncle of the father is, therefore, a Bandhu of the father, and it is admitted that, failing the Bandhus of the deceased, the Bandhus of the father are entitled to inherit.

This view of the law is confirmed by the majority of the consulted Pundits; it seems also to make the law of the Benares School consistent, on the point in question, with that of Bengal; and the concurrence of opinions of Mitra-misra, the author of the 'Vira-mitrodaya,' with Jimuta-Vahana, the author of the 'Deya-bhaga,' is not unimportant, since they are stated by Mr. Colebrooke (Preface, p. VIII) to differ on almost every disputed point of Hindoo law.

Their Lordships do not think it necessary to consider at any length the decided cases which are cited in the judgment under review. It is admitted that there is no case precisely in point; and the authority of those cited, in so far as they go to support the theory that the enumeration of Bandhus, in the text quoted in the Mitakshara, is to be taken as exhaustive, has been shaken, if not altogether over-ruled, by the decision which, we are informed, has been recently passed by the High Court of Bengal in the case of Amrita Kumari v. Lakhí-narayan Chuckerbutty. The question under consideration must, therefore, be held to be an open one even in the Courts of India.

* That is Vijnanavalkya.
Their Lordships, then, have come to the conclusion that, according to the law by which this case is to be governed, the appellant was capable of inheriting the property in dispute, and that his title thereto is preferable to that of the Crown; and, therefore, without holding the reasons given for his judgment, they think that the Zilla Judge did right in dismissing the suit.—S. W. R., Vol. X., P. C., p. 31.

According to the Hindu law of succession in force in the Madras Presidency, a sister's son is in the line of heirs.

Semble, he is a Bandhu.—Chelikani Tirupati Rāya Ningāru v. Rajah Sūraneni Vencata Gopala Nara-sinha Ras Bahadoor, Zemindar.—Mad. H. C. R. Vol. VI., p. 278.

CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 26th of June 1874.

The Hon'ble W. Markby and Romesh Chunder Mitter, Judges.

GUNNESH CHUNDER ROY (Defendant) Appellant,

versus

Nil Komul Roy and another (plaintiffs) Respondents.

According to the general principles of Hindu Law, a sister's son is a preferential heir to a mother's sister's son, as being capable of conferring greater spiritual benefits upon the soul of the deceased.

Mitter, J.—The question in this case is, whether the plaintiff, who is the sister's son of one Mudoo Soodun, is a preferential heir to one Kashee Nath who is Mudhoe Soodun's mother's sister's son. The lower Appellate Court has decided this question in favor of the plaintiff. In special appeal it is contended that that decision is against the provisions of the Mitaksha law. We do not think that this contention is correct. It has been decided by a Full Bench of this Court that the sister's son is a Bundhu,* to which class Kashee Nauth, who is the mother's sister's son, also belongs. It is clear that the sister's son confers greater spiritual benefits upon the soul of the deceased than his mother's sister's son. Therefore, according to the general principle of the Hindu Law, the plaintiff is a preferential heir to Kashee Nath. There being no decided cases upon this point and in the

* See ante, page 505.
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Mitakshara itself, the respective positions of these parties not being definitely settled, the general principle of the Hindu Law should be our guide in determining this question. We therefore affirm the judgment of the Lower Appellate Court, and dismiss the special appeal with costs.—S. W. R., Vol. XXII, p. 264.

In Bombay the sister's son inherits under the Mayukha.—Vide Norton's Leading cases, part II, p. 536.

A father's sister's son is a Bandhu, and cannot succeed as long as there is a Gotra or gentile, which term includes all those descended from the same primitive stock as the deceased (through males) as far as the fourteenth generation.—Inderjeet Singh v. Mut. Hur Koonwar.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1857, p. 637. Vide 2 Nort., p. 557.


The great nephews by the mother's side of a deceased Hindu who died childless, were held to be entitled to share in his movable estate, on the death of his widow.—Mussummat Umroot v. Kulyan Dass.—Borr. Rep. Vol. I, p. 284 (1 Morl. Dig. p. 328).

CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 7th of August 1872.

Before Sir Richard Couch, Kt., Chief Justice, and
Mr. Justice Ainslie.

Mussummat Doorga Bibee and another (Defendants),
versus
Janaki Pershad (Plaintiff).

A brother's daughter's son succeeds as heir, under the Mitakshara, in the absence of nearer heirs.

The facts of this case were as follows:—Zorawur Sing had two sons, Rogoo-nath Sing and Bood-nath Sing. Rogoo-nath Sing had two sons, Bish-nath Sing and Sheo-nath Sing (neither of whom, according
to the Plaintiff's case, left any legitimate sons,) and a daughter by name Sheo Daee. Sheo Daee left a son, the plaintiff. The plaintiff stated that the property of Bood-nath Singh, after Bood-nath's death, went to his widow Mungla Bibee, who died childless, and that consequently the plaintiff became entitled to the same; but that one Tulsi-rám, whose mother was a servant of the family, took wrongful possession of the property; and that after his death the property was taken possession of by his widow, the defendant, Doorga Bibee. Hence the plaintiff brought this suit to establish his right to succeed to the property as a brother's daughter's son under the Mitákshará law, and to set aside a certain alienation in favor of one Pireet Koonwar, one of the defendants in the case.

Couch, C. J.—The only question that remained was, whether the plaintiff being a brother's daughter's son could inherit the property, and that is settled by the decisions of the Privy Council in the case of Gridhári Lál Roy v. the Government of Bengal* and of a Full Bench of this Court in Amrita Kumari Debi v. Lakhi-narayan Chuckerbutty* where it was held that the enumeration of Bandhus in art. 1, s. 6, c. 2 of the Mitákshára is not to be considered exhaustive. That being so, there is no ground for saying that a brother's daughter's son cannot inherit in the absence of any nearer heir; and as it is not found in this suit that there is a nearer heir, the plaintiff is entitled to a decree.

The appeal must be dismissed with costs.—B. L. R. Vol. X, page. 341.

A Hindú woman of Behar, who had inherited the entire estate of her father, died, leaving sisters' son's sons, and a daughter. Held that the former succeed, and that per capita, and not per stirpes.—Sheo Suhæ Singh and others v. Mussummat Omed Koonwar. Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 301 (New. Ed. p. 378.)

* See ante pages 505, 522.
Admitted legal opinions.

According to the law of inheritance, as current in Bengal, the father’s sister’s son is the eighteenth in the order of succession; but according to the law as current in Mithila and Benares, he is not entitled to the inheritance so long as there is a gôôraja or gentle, which term includes all those descended from the same primitive stock, as far as the fourteenth generation.

Q.—A, (a Hindú,) died, leaving a widow and a father. Subsequently the father died, leaving a widow (B), not the mother of A, a minor son (C), and a sister’s son (D). Afterwards C died childless. Subsequently to C’s death, the widow (B) took possession of the property left by the father, and executed a will assigning over the entire property to her husband’s sister’s son (D), and died without putting the legatee into possession of the property willed away. In this case, is the will, according to the law as current in Mithila and Bengal, valid and binding? On the other hand, supposing no will to have been executed, does the property in question go to the sister’s son of A’s father, or to his widow, by right of inheritance?

R.—Supposing A to have died, leaving a widow and father, and the father to have died subsequently, leaving a widow (B), being the step-mother of the deceased A, a minor son (C), and a sister’s son (D), and the minor C to have died childless, and subsequently to this, the widow of the father to have enjoyed the property in question, to have assigned it to her husband’s sister’s son (D) by the execution of a will in his favour, but to have died without putting D into possession of the property therein specified; in this case, according to the law as current in Mithila and Bengal, the will cannot be held to be valid and binding. And the heirs who are entitled to succeed to the property may be thus enumerated. The widow of the first deceased, (A,) who died before his father, is, according to the law as current in Mithila and Bengal, competent to inherit her husband’s property, supposing it to have been divided and separated from that of his co-heirs. If the property was held in joint tenancy, his widow, according to the law as prevalent in Bengal, is entitled to succeed to that portion which was her husband’s share; but, according to the law as current in Mithila, she would not be entitled to succeed even to this, for the law-expounders of that school declare, that the widow’s right of succession depends on the partition of the joint stock, partition being, according to them, the sole cause
of creating individual proprietary right. Therefore of A’s property so much as was not his vibhakta or divided, and asadharaṇa or exclusive property, according to the law as current in Mithila, and so much as was not his individual proportion, or his share of the joint property, according to the law as current in Bengal, will, on the death of the first deceased son, (A,) devolve entirely on his father, even though his widow was living. On the death of the father, the whole property to which he (the father) succeeded, should have devolved on his minor son (C). At the death of such son, leaving no child, his property should have devolved on his next heir, that is, according to the law as current in Mithila, in default of heirs from the widow down to gentiles, on his father’s sister’s son, he being ranked among the cognates; and not before: but according to the law as current in Bengal, in default of heirs from the widow down to the grandfather’s grandson, the father’s sister’s son is entitled to the succession, he being the grandfather’s daughter’s son.

This opinion is conformable to the Vivāda-chintāmanī and other authorities, as current in Mithila, as well as to the Dāya-bhāga and other law tracts, as prevalent in Bengal.

Authorities.

6. On failure of gentiles, the cognates are heirs. Cognates are of three kinds; related to the person himself, to his father, or to his mother; as is declared by the following text (of Yājñavalkya). The sons of his own father’s sister, the sons of his own mother’s sister, and the sons of his own maternal uncle, must be considered as his own cognate kindred. The sons of his father’s paternal aunt, the sons of his father’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his father’s paternal uncle, must be deemed his father’s cognate kindred. The sons of his mother’s paternal aunt, the sons of his mother’s maternal aunt, and the sons of his mother’s maternal uncle, must be reckoned his mother’s cognate kindred. This must be understood to be the order of succession here intended. The Vivāda-chintāmanī.

7. The following is a text of the Dāya-bhāga:—“The succession of the grandfather’s and great-grandfather’s lineal descendants, including the daughter’s son, must be understood in a similar manner, according to the proximity of the funeral offering.”
8. In the case of non-partition, the text of Sankha cited in the Viváda-chintámani applies:—"To the childless wives of brothers and of sons, strictly observing the conduct prescribed, their spiritual parent must allot mere food, and old garments which are not tattered."

*Suulder Dewanny Adawlut, December 18th, 1826.*


The maternal uncle's son is heir after mother's sister's son, according to the Mitákšhárá.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. I, Section vi, Case 12.
SECTION X.

RELATIVE TO ESCHÉAT.

PRIVY COUNCIL.—The 30th of July, 1860.

Present:
Lord Justice Knight Bruce, Sir E. Ryan, Lord Justice Turner,

On Appeal from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Madras.

THE COLLECTOR OF MASULIPATAM,

versus

CAVALY VENCATA NARAINAPAH.

On the death of a Brahmin (whether sacerdotal or not) without heirs, the Sovereign power in British India is entitled to take his estate by escheat subject however to the trusts and charges previously affecting the estate.

Of the various questions that have arisen in this case, the only one which appears to have been argued in the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Madras—certainly the only one decided by that Court—is; whether, on the death of a Brahmin without heirs, the Sovereign power in British India is entitled to take his estate by escheat. The decision of the Sudder Court upon this question strikes at the root of the appellant’s title; and its correctness is therefore the first thing to be now considered.

The learned Judges of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut have treated the question as one to be determined merely by Hindú Law; and, recognizing the general right of the Crown or other ruling power by escheat when there is a failure of heirs, having adopted and enforced an exception as to the property of Brahmins which is supposed to result from certain texts of Menu and other ancient authorities. The arguments addressed to us have also assumed the applicability of the Hindú Law; and their Lordships, therefore, purpose to deal primarily with the question, whether that law, as it now obtains in British India, has, if applicable to the case, been properly held to be fatal to the appellant’s title.
For the exposition of the Hindú Law on the point, it is unnecessary to go back further than the Mitákshara. That treatise, the highest authority on the law of inheritance in the part of India where the zemindary, the subject of this suit is situate, comprises, amongst other authorities, the passage of Menu, which is principally relied upon. It is, however, from the consideration of the whole chapter of the work, and of the different authorities which are there collected, taken together, that we are most likely to arrive at a right conception of the law.

The important passages are in Articles 3, 4, and 5, of Chapter XI, Section 7.

From these it would appear that the beneficial enjoyment of a Brahmin's property ought not, on his death without heirs, to pass to the King; that it ought, in some way or another, to pass to other Brahmins. But the texts also show that, it is not to pass to Brahmins generally, or even to any definite or well-ascertained class of them. The persons to take the beneficial interest are to be Brahmins, having certain spiritual qualifications; they are to be pure in body and mind, and are to have read the three Vedas. If this be the law, it seems to imply a power of selection; and a right of possession, at least intermediate, of the property in somebody. It cannot be supposed that the first Brahmin, who could lay hands upon the property of a member of his caste dying without heirs, was to hold it, subject, perhaps, to the condition of showing that he possessed the personal qualifications which law requires.

It appears to their Lordships that the passage quoted by the Mitákshara from Nareda, in the very Section which cites the prohibition of Menu, shows what the law in its utmost strictness was. That passage is—"If there be no heir of a Brahmana’s wealth, on his demise it must be given to a Brahmana, otherwise the King is tainted with sin." In other words, the King is to take the property, but to take it subject to the duty, which he cannot neglect without sin, of disposing of it at his discretion amongst Brahmins of the kind contemplated by the preceding texts.

If this be so, it appears to their Lordships that, according to Hindú Law, the title of the King by escheat to the property of a Brahmin, dying without heirs, ought, as in any other case, to prevail against any claimant who cannot show a better title: and that
to the last owner. This system is made the rule for Hindú and Mahomedans by positive regulation; in other cases it rests upon the course of judicial decisions. But when it is made out clearly that by the law applicable to the last owner, there is a total failure of heirs, then the claim to the land ceases (we apprehend) to be subject to any such personal law; and as all property not dedicated to certain religious trusts must have some legal owner, and there can be, legally speaking, no unowned property, the law of escheat intervenes and prevails, and is adopted generally in all the Courts of the country alike. Private ownership not existing, the State must be owner as ultimate lord. Consequently the claim of the Government, in the present instance, might have been considered with reference to this principle.

In the case of the East India Company v. the Mayor of Lyons (1 Moore, East India Appeals) the question arose whether an alien could hold lands in British India. Some of those lands were without the bounds of a Presidency town. It was decided on appeal here, that that part of the law of England, which disabled an alien from holding land against the claim of the Crown had not been introduced into India; but the reasons and principles of the decision do not appear to their Lordships to be inconsistent with the view that they take of the present controversy.

In the present case, if the Hindú Law had expressly provided that, upon the death of a Brahmin without heirs, ordinarily so-called, his property should pass to some definite person or class of persons; if, for instance, it admitted, in the case of a Brahminical succession, collaterals more remote than it would admit in the case of succession to a Sudra, there would be ground for excluding the title of the Crown, because there would, by Hindú Law, be some person in the nature of an heir capable of succeeding; but here the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut rests its decision on what it terms "the primary declaration of Menu that the property of a Brahmin shall never be taken by the King." That declaration is contained in an Article (see Menu I, and 189) which, assuming a complete failure of heirs, negates the King's right to Brahminical property, whilst it affirms his title to the wealth of all other classes in such circumstances. In so dealing with the question, the Sudder Court was,
we think, applying the actual or supposed Hindu Law, in derogation of the general right of the British Sovereignty.

Their Lordships' opinion is in favor of the general right of the Crown to take by escheat the land of a Hindu subject, though a Brahmin, dying without heirs; and they think that the claim of the appellant to the zemindary in question (subject or not subject to a trust) ought to prevail, unless it has been absolutely, or to the extent of a valid and subsisting charge, defeated by the acts of the widow Lutchmedavummah in her life-time. In the latter case, the Government will, of course, be entitled to the property subject to the charge.

It follows that the decree of the Sudder Adawlut cannot stand. The manner in which it ought to be varied depends upon the decision of the questions which have been raised on this appeal touching the effect of the acts of Lutchmedavummah in her life-time. On none of these has the Sudder Adawlut adjudicated. On some of them, as, for instance, the effect of the Collector's acts in 1841, it is particularly desirable to have the judgment of that Court. Again, it appears to their Lordships very doubtful whether the present record affords the materials requisite for the satisfactory decision of some of those questions. There is little, if any, legal evidence of the nature of the advances made to the widow, or of the necessity for them. It may also be material to know what was the nature, and what the effect, of the proceedings by which the execution of the razeenamah was suspended. In these circumstances, their Lordships, though they would have been glad to determine, if they could, this long litigation by a final decree, do not feel that they can safely do more than remit the appeal to the Sudder Adawlut for further hearing, with a declaration that the general right of the Government by escheat (subject or not subject to a trust) has been established. It is right, however, to state further their Lordships' opinion that the proceedings of the Sudder Adawlut, under the dates of the 27th of October 1853, and the 21st of October 1854, at pp. 32 and 34 of the Appendix, do not constitute any bar to the title of the appellant in this suit; but that they do amount to an award of possession, with which, in the present state of the cause, and until its final adjudication, their Lordships will not interfere.
Their Lordships desire again to suggest for the consideration of the parties, that some arrangement for the surrender of the zemindary to Government, upon payment of what is due to the respondent for the advances actually made, would probably meet the real justice of the case, and save both parties from protracted litigation. Sutherland’s Privy Council Judgments, p. 417;—Moor. I. A. Vol. VIII, p. 500.

CHAPTER III.

RELATIVE TO SPIRITUAL PRECEPTOR, PUPIL, FELLOW- STUDENT, AND THE REST.

The goods of a yati* are inherited by his Shishya†, and not by his chelá‡.

A bairagi§ is not necessarily such a religious devotee that his goods are inherited by his pupil in the event of intestacy.|| Gobind Das v. Ram Suhoe Jummadar and others.—Fulton’s Reports Vol. I, p. 331.

Admitted Legal Opinions.

An Achārīya, or spiritual teacher, is ranked among the heirs according to the Hindú law, but not a guru. In default of heirs, the property of a person deceased escheats to the King, except he be of the Brahminical order.

Q. On the death of a childless widow, who left apparently no heir, her property was seized by the ruling power, and a proclamation was issued for the appearance of her heir and representative within a certain period. After the expiration of the period fixed, a gosain appeared, and presented a petition for the property, alleging that the widow was his father’s disciple; and he also proved, by the testimony of his four pupils, that she was his father’s follower: but,

* A sage, whose passions are completely under subjection, an ascetic.
† A pupil, a scholar.
‡ A pupil, disciple, a servant.
§ An ascetic, a devotee, one who has subdued his worldly desires; at present, the term in common use is applied to a particular class of religious mendicants.
|| This decision is given in extenso in the Vyavastha Darpana (2nd. Ed.) p. 327.
according to the established usage of this country, no gosain has ever received any property of his disciple: under these circumstances, is the gosain, according to law, entitled to succeed as her heir; and can he, as such, claim her property?

R. In default of heirs down to the samánodakas, or kinsmen allied by the common libation of water, the succession devolves on the spiritual teacher (áchárjya.) The gosain is the widow's guru-putra, or the son of her spiritual guide. A guru is not termed an áchárjya. If the widow was not of the Brahminical order, her property should escheat to the king, who alone becomes heir. So Menu directs:—"The property of a Brahmin shall never be taken by the King: this is a fixed law. But the wealth of the other classes, on failure of all heirs, the King may take."


A fellow disciple is by general usage allowed to be heir, in default of nearer claimants.

Q. A religious mendicant died, leaving no heir; but there is a person who calls himself the pupil of the same spiritual teacher with the deceased, and alleges that he is therefore entitled to the succession. Is such person recognized as a brother by the fraternity of mendicants?

R. There is no provision in the Dáya-bhága* and other works of law,* that on the death of a religious mendicant his spiritual teacher's pupil has the right of succession to his estate, and there is no relationship between them; but the person who becomes a follower of the spiritual teacher is universally termed a religious brother by the fraternity of devotees. If such person attend the deceased on the point of death, and perform his exequial rites, and if the spiritual teacher himself disclaim all right of succession, such religious brother is entitled to the inheritance. This doctrine is justified by universal usage.† Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. I, Sect. vii, case 2.

† Not only by universal usage, but also by the Hindu Law: see the main book.
To the property of an ascetic his pupil or follower is heir, and not his relations by blood.

Q. A Byragoe, or religious mendicant, having consecrated an idol, died, leaving considerable property. Subsequently to his death, his brother claims his estate; and a person who is a stranger to him in blood also claims the estate, and adduces sufficient evidence to prove that the mendicant had left the order of a house-keeper, had become an ascetic, and had made him (the claimant) his pupil and follower, on the strength of which he had performed the exequial rites of the deceased. In this case, which of these persons is entitled to inherit the property of the defunct?

R. Supposing the mendicant to have actually left the order of a householder, and to have become an ascetic, in this case, his follower or pupil is entitled to the inheritance, to the entire exclusion of his brother, whose fraternal relation can be held to have effect so long only as the proprietor continued in the order of a householder.

Authorities.

Vrihaspati:—“Decision must not be made solely by having recourse to the letter of written codes; since, if no decision were made according to the reason of the law, there might be a failure of justice.”


* The above opinion is doubtless correct, though the authority in support of it appears wholly irrelevant. The following passage of the Dhyāna-bhāgav justifies the exposition of law as given in reply to the question. The goods of a hermit, of an ascetic, and of a professed student, let the spiritual brother, the virtuous pupil, and the holy preceptor take. On failure of these, the associate in holiness, or person belonging to the same order, shall inherit.—Dhyāna-bhāgav, page 228.
SECTION II.
SUCCESSION TO MOHUNSHIP, &c.

CALCUTTA S. D. A.—The 15th of August 1806.

Present:

DHUN SINGH GIR (pauper), Appellant,
versus
MYA GIR, Respondent.

Claim by the appellant on the respondent, for a moiety of property possessed by a late Mohunt. On the proof that the respondent was installed as the Mohunt's successor at the celebration of the obsequies, judgment was given against the claim.

The parties in this suit were Hindús, of the religious order termed Sanyásás. The action was brought by Dhun Singh Gir, in the city of Benares, to recover from Mya Gir, a moiety of the property stated to have belonged to Toola Gir, the late mohunt, or principal of a religious institution, to which the parties were attached. The claim was preferred by the plaintiff on the ground that he and the defendant were appointed by the late mohunt to succeed jointly to his property, but that the defendant wrongfully kept possession of the whole. The defendant denied that the late mohunt had made any such provision, and stated the plaintiff's claim to be unfounded, and himself to be the sole successor.

According to the custom of the religious societies of the nature of that to which the parties belonged, it appeared, that, out of the chelás, or pupils, whom the mohunt in his capacity of gooroo, or spiritual teacher, instructs in the doctrine of the sect, some one is selected by him to succeed at his decease; and that, after his death, the mohunts of other similar institutes in the vicinage convene an assembly of the order, for performing the bhandará, or funeral obsequies, at which they generally confirm the nomination made (by the deceased), and install the pupil, he selected, as his authorized successor. In the case in question it was proved by witnesses for the defendant, that the late mohunt appointed the defendant his principal pupil, and portioned off other pupils, that they might not
interfere with him; that he was installed as the successor at the celebration of the obsequies; and that the plaintiff was present at the time, and did not then set up any pretensions. It being in consequence the opinion of the city Judge, that the defendant was sole successor of Toola Gir, the plaintiff’s claim was dismissed in the city court.

On appeal by the plaintiff from the above decision to the provincial court of Benares, and finally to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (Present, H. Colebrooke and J. Fombelle), those courts concurring in the judgment passed against the claim, respectively dismissed the appeal."—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. I, p. 153 (New Ed. page. 202)

CALCUTTA S. D. A.—The 26th of September 1806.

Present:

RAM-RUTUN DAS, Appellant,

versus

BUN-MALEE DAS, Respondent.

Claim to recover lākheraj lands which had been held by the late principal of a religious establishment. Judgment for the defendant on proof that he was duly appointed successor to the late principal.

This was an action brought by Bun-malee Das, in the zillah Court of Tirhoot to recover from Ram-rutun Das the lākheraj mouzah, Chooroot, Buram, &c. The parties were of the Sunyāsi Sect. The contested lands were situated in Tirhoot, and had belonged, in virtue of his office, to Jykishen Das, the late mohunt of a religious establishment situated partly in Tirhoot and partly in Nepal: each of the parties was a chela or pupil of this person, and each alleged having been appointed his successor. The evidence of respectable persons, for the plaintiff, agreed in the following circumstances, viz., that, shortly after the decease of the mohunt, the principal persons

* According to the established usage of the religious order of the Gachfas or Sunyāsas, the installation of the respondent, as mohunt at the obsequies of the deceased, was conclusive. The several courts gave no credit to the special agreement alleged by the appellant; and maintained, by the decree in the cause, the regular election in conformity to the usage of the order.—Note by Mr. Colebrooke.
of the order, together with the pupils of the deceased, and the mohunts of the surrounding districts were convened, for performing the obsequies; and that after the accustomed ceremonies, they declared the plaintiff successor to the deceased, and installed him as principal of the establishment. On this evidence, and on proof that, according to the engagement produced by the plaintiff, the charge of the lands had been accepted from him by the pupil of the defendant, it was the opinion of the Zillah Judge, that the plaintiff was the person legally entitled to the possession of them as authorized successor; and judgment was accordingly given in his favor in the Zillah Court.


CALCUTTA S. D. A.—The 9th of November 1807.

Present:


Gunes Gir, Appellant,

versus

Umrao Gir, Respondent.

On a claim by a Sanyasi, to the succession to a deceased Mohunt, it appearing that the claimant was principal pupil of the deceased, and was installed as his successor at the obsequies by an assembly of mohunts, judgment given in his favor. The successor to a gooroo, or spiritual teacher, must, by the law of the Sanyasi sect, be a child or pupil of the deceased.

The parties in this case were Hindús of the Sanyasi sect. The action was brought by the late Tej Gir in the Zillah Court of Sarn to recover from Gunes Gir the lands of Asookee Pursotum and other mouzahs held exempt from revenue for the support of a religious institution, and attached to the office of the mohunt or principal of the establishment. The last person who presided over the institution as mohunt, with an acknowledged title, was Prem Gir, who died in the year 1195, and of whom the plaintiff was admitted to
have been the chelá or pupil. The plaintiff alleged, that after the late mohunt's death, he regularly succeeded to his office as the principal chelá, and held possession accordingly; and that at the funeral obsequies, he was confirmed as the successor by the usual public election; notwithstanding which, in the month of Cheit 1206, he had been wrongfully dispossessed by the defendant.

The defendant denied that the plaintiff had been in possession, as stated by him, or that there had been any constituted mohunt, before 1205, since the decease of the last incumbent. He stated, that he (the defendant) was the legal successor; that at the time of the mohunt's death, he was absent at Nepal, but returning from thence after a lapse of ten years, convened an assembly of the sect, in Jeith 1205, to perform the obsequies of Tej Gir, and was then elected his successor, and entered on the office. The Zillah Judge, considering the defendant to have been duly elected, and to be entitled to the office of mohunt in preference to the plaintiff, gave judgment against the latter.

On appeal by the plaintiff from the above decision to the Provincial Court of Patna, the decree passed by the Zillah Judge against the claim was reversed by that Court.

On the institution of an appeal by Gunes Gir from the decision of the Provincial Court to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (present, H. Colebrooke and J. Fombelle), Tej Gir, the respondent, died; and Umroo Gir, stating himself to be the khâs chelá, or principal pupil, and heir, succeeded him in the defence of the cause. On going into the case, the Court observed, that witnesses on the part of the appellant deposed to his having been elected mohunt, at the obsequies of Prem Gir, in Jeith 1205; and on the other hand, the witnesses of Tej Gir, the original respondent, declared him to have been the person appointed; which contradictory accounts appeared to leave the actual election uncertain; but Tej Gir, as the chelá of the deceased mohunt, restated his claim to exclusive succession on that ground, as well as on the alleged election, insisting, that the appellant, as not being a chelá of the deceased mohunt, was on that account unqualified for the office. On reference to former cases decided by the Court respecting disputed successions to the office of mohunt, it appeared, that the succession had been always adjudged to a chelá of the last
incumbent, but it had not been declared whether or not a person, who was not a chelá, was necessarily excluded from the office. To determine this point, and to ascertain in whom the succession in the present instance was legally vested, it appeared proper to the Court to cause a new election to be made; more especially as the respondent, if he were really the person entitled to succeed, could not be placed in the office by the Court, without being regularly elected. An order was accordingly issued, through the Provincial Court, that the Zillah Judge should convene, on the spot where the religious establishment in question was situated, a punchayut, or assembly, of the principal persons of the sect, who should proceed to a new election, and determine, what person was entitled to succeed to the office in question, specifying the ground of such person's right to the succession, particularly if he should not be a chelá of Prem Gír, or of Tej Gír; and that, previously to the award of the punchayut being transmitted to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the opinions of the pundits in the Zillah and Provincial Courts should be taken on its legality and correctness. The award given by the punchayut assembled in consequence of this order, after reciting, that Gunes Gír was never elected, though he had intrigued with some persons of the sect, and got possession of the muth or temple, stated, that, according to the usage of the sect, the proper successor to a mohunt is his khás chelá, or principal pupil; that, at the obsequies of Prem Gír, Tej Gír, his principal pupil, was elected his successor; and that Umrao Gír, the principal pupil of Tej Gír, was the person now entitled to the office, and had been elected accordingly. The pundits of the Zillah and Provincial Courts certified the legality of this award; and the pundits of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut having been also referred to, reported, that "by the law of the Śunyāśī sect, a guru, or spiritual teacher, must be succeeded in his rights and possessions by his chelá or adopted pupil." In conformity with the award of the punchayut, and the opinions of the law officers of the respective Courts, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut determined, that the appellant had no title to be mohunt of the establishment in question; that, on the decease of the mohunt Prem Gír, Tej Gír (the original claimant) was his legal successor, as being his pupil, duly elected at his obsequies; and that, on the
death of the latter, the present respondent, on the same ground, was the person entitled to succeed.*

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 26th of November 1810.

GUNGA DAS and MUNGUL DAS,
Chelás of KRISHNA-RAM, deceased, Appellants,

versus

TILUK DAS, Respondent.

This action was commenced by the late Krishna-ram, in the Zillah Court of Tirhoot, against Tiluk Das, to recover the office of mohunt of a religious establishment.

The (Sudder) Court, not considering the claim of the late Krishna-ram, or of his chelás, the appellants, to the office of the mohunt of the establishment in question, to be established, affirmed the decree passed by the Provincial Court. But as it appears that, at the decease of Dyal Das in 1191, and at the demise of Churn Das in 1203, no bhundara assembly was convened to determine and appoint the successor, which by the usage of the sect, ought to have been the case, the Court directed that Tiluk Das, the present successor, assemble a bhundara for that purpose; and that in the event of his not assembling it within six months, the Zillah Judge attach the property, and cause a bhundara to be assembled, and place the person, then elected, in possession of the office of mohunt; reporting the same for the information and approval of the Court.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. I, p. 309 (New Ed. pp. 414—418.)

* The established usage of the religious order of Sanyásis, or Gomas, in the election of a successor to the office of mohunt, was stated in the case of Dhum-sing Girs versus Mys Gir, August 15, 1806. Another case in which the successor was nominated by the mohant for the time being, and his nomination confirmed by the assembly convened at his funeral obsequies, will be found in the case of Ram-ratun Das versus Bun-malee Das, December 15, 1806. But the present decision establishes a precedent where no successor has been nominated; and it may be considered the ascertained rule, in such cases, that “the proper successor to a mohant is his kédás chelás or principal pupil;” though from the result of former enquiries (in the case above noticed) the election and installation of the successor by an assembly of mohunts, at the obsequies of the deceased mohant, appears to be in all cases indispensable and conclusive. The exposition of the law of the Sanyás sect, given by the pundits in this case, further declares, that a guru, or spiritual teacher, (who, being restricted from marriage, can leave no legitimate children) must be succeeded in his rights and possessions by his chelás, or adopted pupil.—Note by Mr. H. Colebrooke.
CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 17th of June 1839.

MOHUNT RAMANOOJ DASS, Appellant,

versus

MOHUNT DEB-RAJ DASS, Respondent.

Claim for the office of preceding mohunt of a temple at Juggur-nath was decided in favor of the plaintiff, on the grounds of his having been the principal child or pupil of the late mohunt, of his having been nominated by the latter to the succession, and, of the nomination having been adhered to by the appointing mohunt, during the latter years of his life; against the claim of the defendant, who had a prior nomination to the succession by the same party, and pleaded a deed of gift, in his favor, of the temple and its appendages.

This was an appeal from a judgment of the Zillah Court of Cuttack, in a case in which the appellant was plaintiff and the respondent was defendant.

The petition of plaint was to the following effect:—A certain muth or temple called Utrpárus, situated in the village of Marcan-dessur Sáhee, with all its appendages, belonged to my ancestors, and is my hereditary property. The family custom is for the presiding mohunt to invest his eldest disciple with the kunthee (necklace of beads) of adhikari, or possessor of the right or title and manager of the daily concerns of the temple, and having caused all the principal mohunts to do the same, to appoint him to the performance of the duties of the muth. The disciple so appointed remains under the orders of his guru (in this, the presiding mohunt,) and performs the duties. In the event of the disciple not being qualified for the office, the presiding mohunt is at liberty to select a qualified person from amongst his fellow mohants and such person succeeds to the office of mohunt, on the death of the existing mohunt. The muth Utrpárus was erected by my ancestor Bhugwan Dass, who received the kunthee from the principal mohants, and was installed in the office of the chief mohunt. He obtained a grant under the title of ‘Umrut Manohee,’ of certain lands as an endowment to the muth, to support the worship of Juggur-nath; he appointed Ram Dass, his senior disciple, the adhikari, and died. Ram Dass on becoming mohunt, obtained a grant of more lands, and, before his death, appointed his head disciple Ram Issur Gossain, the adhikari. Prau-kishen Dass, appointed in the same way by
Ram Issur Gossain, still further increased the lands appertaining to the endowment, and appointed Narain Dass to succeed him. He likewise obtained further grant of lands, but his senior disciple Jankee Dass not being qualified, he selected and appointed Jyram Dass one of his follow mohunts as adhikari. Jyram Dass having succeeded to the office of mohunt on the death of Narain Dass, obtained, from Rughojee Bhonslah, pergunas Bhodar and others as a grant to the muth, and appointed me, his eldest disciple, the adhikari, or successor to the mohuntee. I accordingly administered the functions of the office.

The defendant repelled the claim at considerable length. He stated that the plaintiff was never appointed adhikari by Jyram, who never invested him with the insignia of the office.

The Zillah Judge, gave judgment on the 28th of December 1836.

From the above judgment the plaintiff appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

The case was first laid before Mr. Money, who directed further investigation, through the Zillah Judge, as to the usages and customs current among the different establishments of the muths at Juggurnath in regard to the selection and appointment of a superintendent; and also enjoined a reference to the pundit of the Zillah Court of Cuttack for a Vyavasthá declaratory of the law in the case.

The reply of the Judge stated that he had taken depositions of some of the most respectable mohunts of Pursottum Chhuttur, and that their evidence went to prove that the muths were of three descriptions, viz., mouroosee, punchaitee, and hâkimí; that in the first, the office of chief mohunt was hereditary, and devolved upon the chief disciple of the existing mohunt, who moreover usually nominated him as his successor; that in the second, the office was elective, the presiding mohunt being selected by an assembly of mohunts; and that in the third, the appointment of the presiding mohunt was vested in the ruling power, or in the party who endowed the temple; and that the muth, the mohuntee of which was now under litigation, was of the first mentioned class. The Judge added that there was no law officer attached to his Court to whom he could make the reference ordered by Mr. Money.
Mr. Money then directed the pundit of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut to state what was the law of the shaster in regard to the appointment of a presiding mohunt of a muth or temple called "mouroosee;" whether the principal disciple of the last mohunt should succeed? or whether the existing mohunt was competent to appoint whom he pleased from among the body of his disciples?

The reply of the pundit was as follows:—Under the circumstances stated in the question, the principal chelá or pupil is entitled to succeed on the death of the presiding mohunt of a mouroosee or hereditary muth. If the principal pupil be personally unfit to succeed, or be disqualified by any of those causes which according to the shaster are sufficient for such disqualification, then, in that case, the presiding mohunt should, during his life-time, select one properly qualified from among his pupils to succeed him. The person so selected will succeed."

Authorities:—

1. *Manu* :—"The first born is in this world the most respectable, and the good never treat him with disdain."—*Institutes*, Chap. IX, v. 109.

2. *Yájnavalkya* :—"The heirs to the property of a hermit, of an ascetic, and of a student in theology, are in order (that is, in the inverse order,) the preceptor, a virtuous pupil, a spiritual brother belonging to the same hermitage."—*Máthák*. Sect. VIII, § 2.

3. "The virtuous pupil is one who is assiduous in the study of theology, in retaining the holy science, and in practising its ordinances."—*Máthák*. Sect. VIII, § 4.

The case was again laid before Mr. Money on the 14th of February 1839, who proposed judgment as follows:—

"It is proved that the plaintiff was the principal pupil of the late mohunt Jyram Dass, and that the late mohunt invested both the plaintiff and the defendant at different times with the kunthee or necklace, in token of appointment to the succession. The issue of the case must therefore depend upon the Hindú law as applicable to the case. This has been declared by the pundit of this Court to be in favor of the plaintiff as the chief pupil, provided he be not disqualified for the office. The defendant declares that plaintiff is disqualified, because he has been convicted of theft, and
because he left the muth and resided elsewhere. Now it is clear that these did not constitute disqualifying objections in the mind of the late mohunt Jyram Dass, for he constantly wrote to the plaintiff after these occurrences, urging him to return to the temple and undertake its duties, which in fact he at last did. The same letters show that Jyram was dissatisfied with the defendant, and this in itself may be considered as a disqualifying cause. As for the kiba-namah, and baz-namah and other deeds filed by the defendant, I place no reliance upon them, for the evidence in regard to them is of a very doubtful character. I would reverse the decree of the lower Court, and give judgment in favor of the original plaintiff.

On the 4th of June 1839, the case was heard by Mr. Tucker, who put further questions to the pundit of the Court desiring to state what according to the Hindú law were the causes which disqualified for succession to the office of mohunt.

The pundit replied that instead of entering into any detail respecting them, he would cite the authorities which declared them:

1. Manu:—“Eunuches and outcasts, persons born blind and deaf, mad men, idiots, the dumb and such as have lost the use of a limb, are excluded from a share of the heritage.”—Chap. IX, v. 201.

2. Manu:—“The killing of a Brahmin, drinking forbidden liquor, stealing gold from a priest, adultery with the wife of a father, natural or spiritual, and associating with such as commit those offences, wise legislators must declare to be crimes in the highest degree.”—Chap. XI, v. 55.

3. Vijnavalkya:—“An impotent person, an outcast, and his issue, one lame, a mad man, an idiot, a blind man, a person inflicted with an incurable disease, as well as others (similarly disqualified) must be maintained; excluding them, however, from participation.”—Mitakshara, Sect. X, § 1.

4. Gloss of Vijnaneswara:—“Under the term ‘others,’ are comprehended one who has entered into an order of devotion, an enemy of his father, a sinner in an inferior degree (such as killing a cow,) a person deaf, dumb, and wanting any organ.”—Mitakshara, Sect. X, § 3.

On receipt of this Vyavasthá the cause was again heard by Mr. Tucker, who passed the following judgment:—It appears that Jyram
Dass had held the office of the presiding mohunt for about 40 years: during this period, he at different times appointed parties to the present suit to succeed to him, at one time dissatisfied with one of them, and at another with the other. He did not at first nominate the appellant as his successor; but in 1208 Umlee he appointed the respondent as his adhikari, and in 1215 executed to him a deed of gift, which afterwards led to numerous disputes between Jyram Dass and the respondent. In order to arrive then at a just decision in this case, it is necessary to inquire what was the intention of Jyram in regard to the succession, during the four or five years preceding his death. The appellant claims upon the ground of his being the principal pupil of the mohunt, of his having appointed him as successor in an assembly of the mohunts, and of his having continued in close intimacy with, and in the service of, the late mohunt up to the period of the death of the latter. The respondent claims in virtue of his prior nomination to the succession, and of the keba-namak or deed of gift in his favor, and on the ground of all differences between him and Jyram having been settled prior to Jyram's death as shown by the razee-namah and safee-namah in the suit between them. In regard to the razee-namah and safee-namah the appellant replies that they were filed without the knowledge and consent of Jyram Dass. Now it is clear from the admission of both parties that the appellant was the principal pupil of the late mohunt, and thus according to the Hindú law as expounded by the pundit, has primâ facie the right of succession. The assertion of the respondent that he held undisturbed possession of the temple and regularly transacted its duties, is not established; on the contrary it is proved that Jyram Dass ejected him for misbehaviour; and having done so never reinstated him in possession, notwithstanding the alleged execution of the razee-namah and safee-namah. In favor of the appellant it appears that Jyram Dass called him from Calcutta, and invested him with the collar of the adhikari; there is no proof whatever of the appellant having incurred the displeasure of Jyram from the year 1823 to 1830, whereas it is equally clear that during the whole of that period there were constant disputes between Jyram and the respondent. No reliance can be placed upon the razee-namah and safee-namah. Then again it is objected to the appellant that in consequence of a criminal convic-
tion he is not a fit person for the office of mohunt. Whatever may be thought of this objection by others, it must in this case be considered with reference to the opinions and sentiments of those of the same class as the parties, and who must be considered as the most competent to judge of the matter. None of them objects to the appellant on this ground: nor does the Rajah Ram Chunder Deo bring this forward as any objection to the appointment of the appellant. None of the disqualifying causes mentioned by the pundit appears against the appellant: and it is proved that he was in possession of the muth and executed its duties for some years from 1831 to the death of Jyram Dass, when the respondent put forward his claims, and finally ejected the appellant under the orders of the Collector. For the foregoing reasons I concur with Mr. Money, and confirm the decree proposed by him, reversing the judgment of the lower Court.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VI, p. 262 (New Ed. page 328).

A suit by a chelé of Sravuk Guru to obtain possession of the temple of his sect at Surat, in quality of heir to the last Guru was dismissed, because the Sett or the chief of the sect at Ahmedabad was possessed of the sole power of appointing a Guru, and had already nominated another person. At the same time the Court held, that if the chelé could establish his right at Ahmedabad, and bring a certificate to that effect from the Mahajuns of that city, he should be put in possession of the Upasura, and confirmed in all the rights and privileges of the office at Surat.—Bhutaruk Rajendra Sagur Sooryu v. Sook Sagur and another.—Borr. Rep. Vol. I, p. 351 (1 Morl. Dig. p. 331).

The nephew of a deceased Brahmachári was appointed to succeed to the Gaddi of a religious endowment, on proof of his title being superior to that of the person in succession (the chelé of the late incumbant) the evidence adduced showing that the last incumbent had intended him to be his successor in the office; and that the chelé had usurped the Gaddi of the late Brahmachári with the aid of certain ill-disposed persons, during the absence of the nephew, the rightful successor.—Seeram Brahmachári v. Surbook Brahmachári.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. III, p. 358.
One of six chelâs of a Boirâgi Guru having alienated a Mondir without the consent of the others, such alienation was declared to be illegal under an award of arbitration, as among the Boirâgis it is an unalterable rule that the chelâs are joint heirs of the Mondir, and have an equal interest in it.—Gopal Dass Kishen Dass v. Damodâkhar chelâ and others.—Borr. Rep. Vol. I, p. 397 (1 Morl. Dig. p. 331).

CALCUTTA S. D. A.—The 31st of June 1810.

SURBANUND PURBUT, Appellant,

versus

DEO-SING PURBUT, Respondent.

In a suit for possession of the endowed lands of the mohuntee, the plaintiff, between whom and defendant there had been disputes about the right of succession to the late mohunt, determined by a panchayat or assembly of mohunts, convened by order of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, to be the rightful successor; and possession adjudged to him accordingly.

This was an action brought by Surbanund Purbut in the Zillah Court of Sarun, to recover from Deo-sing Purbut about 502 beeghas of land held free of revenue for the service of a math, or temple.

The Zillah Judge, considering the plaintiff to have been duly constituted mohunt by the award of the panchayat, and the lands and other appurtenances of the math being held by the person filling that office, judgment was passed by the Zillah Court for the plaintiff’s recovering possession of the lands claimed by him with costs against the defendant.

On appeal by the defendant from the above decision to the Provincial Court of Patna, that Court on the ground of its appearing from the evidence of the Mohunts, or Gossains, who signed the award in favor of the plaintiff, that they assigned to him the office of mohunt, in consequence of the assent or selection of the chelâs of the late mohunt without calling for the defendant’s documents or evidence, and without themselves determining on the respective claims of the parties; and it appearing to the Court to be proved by the testimony of witnesses for the defendant, examined by order of the Court, that the late mohunt did actually select the defendant for his successor; and Court having received
a written answer to a reference made by them to two of the chief mohunts in their division declaring that the appointment by the deceased mohunt was valid, and that an election in opposition to his choice was not so, the Court considered the defendant the person entitled to succeed to the mohuntee and the rights attached to it; and accordingly gave judgment in his favor, reversing the decree of the Zillah Judge.

On a further appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the Court, as the claimant had been placed in the office of mohunt on the presentment and choice of the chelás of the deceased without the claim of the respondent being duly investigated, deemed it proper that a new punchayut should be assembled, to determine according to the custom and usages of the sect, which of the parties, or what other person, was legally entitled to succeed to the late mohunt. A punchayut having been accordingly assembled by the Zillah Judge, their award, transmitted to the Court, recited, that the members of the punchayut after enquiring into the claims of the respective parties, according to a long established usage, were of opinion that the appellant was the person entitled to succeed to the mohuntee in dispute, as well as to the property left by Sheo Purbut, and that, the respondent had merely a right to maintenance. In conformity with this award, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (present, Mr. J. Harington and Mr. J. Fombelle,) reversed the decree of the Provincial Court and affirmed that of the Zillah Judge, decreeing that the appellant should have possession of the lands as mohunt of the establishment.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. I, p. 296 (New Ed. p. 396.)

The office of Superintendent of a Hindú religious establishment, having been by usage elective, such usage must be adhered to, in preference to any other mode of succession, nor any relinquishment or device by the incumbent, in favor of another person, operate further than as a nomination, which to avail, must be confirmed by the usual mode of election.—Narain Dass (pauper), v. Bindrabun Dass.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 151 (New. Ed. p. 192).

A mohunt in charge of an endowment, with only a life interest in the property, cannot create an interest superior to his own, or except under the most extraordinary pressure and for the distinct benefit of the endowment bind his successor in office. If a purchaser from
such mohunt retained possession after the mohunt’s death, the successor to the Guddes would have a cause of action against him from the date of the election; and no length of possession during the vendor’s lifetime would give the purchaser a valid title against the present mohunt.—Mohunt Bum-surroop Dass v. Khoshee Jha and others.—Weekly Reporter Vol. XX, page 471.

An ascetic, a mere life-tenant, cannot alter the succession to an endowment belonging to ascetics, by an act of his own in connection with the status under which he originally acquired the trust.—Mohunt Rumun Dass v. Mohunt Ashbul Dass.—S. W. R. Vol. I, page 160.

According to Hindu law a chelá is the heir of a deceased mohunt, and as such entitled to a certificate to enable him to collect his debts.—Mohunt Sheo-prokash Dass v. Mohunt Joyram Dass.—S. W. R. Vol. V, Mis. p. 57.

Gopaul Dass, the reigning mohunt of the Muth or Akhrá (a religious endowed institution) in Burdwan, made a will appointing Laddly Dass, one of his disciples, to succeed him as mohunt, and to take possession of the real and personal estate belonging to the Akhrá, with a reservation that, when L. should find himself incapable of fulfilling the duties of the office, he should appoint one Gri-dharee Dass who was especially designated by him in L.’s place as mohunt.

L. was installed as mohunt, and took possession of the Guddes (or throne) and estates attached to the akhrá; and was subsequently recognized and confirmed as superior by the assembly of mohunts. L., by his will, nominated Nund-kishore Dass, his successor, to the mohuntship. In a suit by G. against N. for a declaration of G.’s reversionary right to the mohuntship under the will of G. D., held:—

First, that according to the true construction of the will of G. D., there was no absolute gift to G. of the reversion upon L.’s death or incapacity to perform the duties of the office.

Secondly, that even in the event of L.’s becoming incapable to perform the duties of mohunt, the direction of the Testator, or Grantor, amounted at most to a precatory-trust, and was not imperative upon L.
Whether by usage there was any power in the mohunt to impose such a restriction upon his successor as to nominate a specified individual. Ques?

Held, further, that from the frame of the suit the plaintiff could only succeed by force of his own title, and not by the infirmity or illegality of the Defendant's title. Gri-dharies Dass Appellant, v. Nund-kishore Dass mohunt.—Privy Council, the 17th and 19th of July 1876. Moor. I. A. Vol. XI, p. 40

CASE NO. 201 OF 1851.

MOHUNT MADHURAN DASS, (Defendant,) Appellant,

versus

HARI-KRISHNA BHANJA, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

A party having become a byraghees, but retained the style and title of Rajah, and mixed in the worldly affairs, and continued with his family, was held not to have become an ascetic, or religious devotee, to such an extent as to exclude his adopted son from succeeding to his property, whether acquired before or after his becoming a byraghees.

Judgment.

Messrs. Jackson and Mytton.—The Court has already ruled on the arguments heard on both sides that the fact of the adoption has been established, and that the legality of that adoption is not now open to question. It remains only to declare on the point last argued whether the fact of the deceased having become a byraghees is established; and whether the withdrawal from the world, and retirement from secular affairs and occupations, were such as to bar the succession of the adopted son, to the property acquired by the deceased subsequently to the period of his becoming an ascetic, and to constitute a right in his chela or disciple to succeed to it in preference to the adopted son.

It seems from the authorities cited, that every person calling himself a byraghees does not thereby exclude the heirs from succession to his property subsequently acquired. To become a religious ascetic and exclude his heirs from succession to property subsequently acquired, he must bona fides retire from all worldly affairs,
and in fact become as it were dead to the world, leaving all the property then vested in him to the legal heirs who succeeded to it at once. There seems to be no doubt that the deceased joined the sect of byraghees, and was elected a mohunt or superior of one of their monasteries; but he still retained the title and style of a Rajah, and used this title in his legal affairs. He carried on worldly affairs, and communicated with his family, and drew from Government a pension of Rs. 8,000 a year as Rajah in which capacity it was granted to him. A strong presumption arises that the property in question was part of, or acquired by the use of part of, that very pension, and not in the exercise of the functions of a byraghee or recluse. The deceased cannot, therefore, be considered to have become a religious recluse to such an extent as to exclude his legal heirs from succeeding to the property in question. The right of the legal heirs to succeed, therefore, is established, and no sufficient ground has been shown for setting aside the decision of the Lower Court. The decision is, therefore, affirmed, with costs of appeal against the appellant.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1852, p. 1089.

Admitted Legal Opinion.

The heirs of a founder have a common right to the use of a building relinquished by him for a place of worship; not so the heirs of a purohit or the spiritual preceptor of the founder.

Q. Balram Seta Dass, (a devotee,) had appropriated a building for religious worship, and had established in it an image of the deity. On his death, the plaintiff, who is the widow of the son of Prit-ram, his purohit or spiritual preceptor, preferred a claim to the temple in question; a son's son of the founder being then living. Under these circumstances, according to the Hindú law, is the claim of the plaintiff in virtue of the relinquishment or appropriation valid, or is the heir of the founder to be considered as owner of the temple?

R. The building, with the deity, was relinquished to the purohit, and not given to him; indeed, the founder having relinquished a building in which he had established an image of the deity, did in fact give that building to the deity; hence it belonged
to the deity solely: for the deity existing therein, it was impossible to give it to another. By mere relinquishment, proprietary right cannot be established; and, consequently, as the purohit himself never possessed any proprietary right, none can possibly appertain to the widow of his son. The appropriation, which was an auspicious act, is common to the heirs of the founder, in whom the right of enjoyment is vested.

CHAPTER IV.

RELATIVE TO CUSTOM OR USAGE.

The duty of a European Judge, who is under the obligation to administer Hindú Law, is not so much to inquire, whether a disputed doctrine is deducible from the earliest authorities, as to ascertain, whether it has been received by the particular school which governs the district with which he has to deal; and has there been sanctioned by usage. For, under the Hindú system of Law, clear proof of usage will outweigh the written text of the Law.—Part of the Privy Council’s judgment in the case of the Collector of Madura v. Mutu Rama-linga Sathupathy.—Vide B. L. R. Vol. I, P. C. page 12.

In cases of inheritance according to the Hindú law, in order to legalize any deviation from the strict letter of the law, it is necessary that the usage authorizing such deviation should have been prevalent during a long succession of ancestors in the family, when it becomes known by the “kuláchar,” and has the prescriptive force of law. Where a usage is hereditarily and scrupulously adhered to, it acquires the appellation of a duty.—Sumrun Singh and others v. Khedun Singh and others.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. II, page 116 (New Ed. p. 147).

Custom when it is ancient, invariable, and established by clear and positive proof, overrides the usual law of inheritance.—Museummat Kustoora Koomaree v. Monohur Deo; The Government v. Monohur Deo.—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 39.

To establish a family custom at variance with the ordinary law of inheritance, it is necessary to show that the usage is ancient and has been invariable, and it should be established by clear and positive proof. A family custom as to intermarriages, being a matter of family history may be proved by declarations made by members of the family.—Rajah Nugender Narain v. Raghoo Nauth Narain Dey.—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 20.

According to Hindú Law, in order that a custom may have the force of law, it must be shown to have existed from time immemo-
It is of the essence of special usages modifying the ordinary law of succession that they should be ancient* and invariable, and that they should be established to be so by clear and unambiguous evidence. — Ramalakshmi Ammal v. Sivannutha Perumal Sethurayer. — S. W. R. Vol. XVII, c. r. p. 553.

Where a custom was alleged in abrogation of the law of inheritance, and the prevalence of such custom was not clearly established by the evidence, the Pundits declared that both the custom and the law were equally valid; but in their opinion the disposition under the law was the best; and the Court decreed (chiefly) on a verbal report from the law officers, that the cast long tried to accommodate matters between the parties that the property in dispute should follow the law of inheritance. — Gunga v. Jeewa. Borr. Vol. I, p. 384, (Morl. Dig. Vol. I, p. 332.)

If an estate has not invariably devolved entire on the chief heir, but has been occasionally held by several heirs conjointly, the plea of family usage in bar of a partition cannot be maintained. — Rajah Sooranany Venkatapetty Rao v. Rajah Sooranany Ram Chundra Rao. — Case 1 of 1825. Mad. Decis. Vol. I, p. 495. (Morl. Dig. Vol. I, p. 333.)

Where a widow claimed a moiety of the estate of her late husband as his heir, the claim was dismissed on proof that he had succeeded to the whole estate (previous to the grant of the Dewany) under a custom by which it always devolved entire to one heir. — Mussummat Mohamaya Deebiah v. Gourree Kaunt Chowdhoory. — Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. I, p. 236 (New Ed. p. 316.)

* "Although in this country we cannot go back to that period, which constitutes legal memory in England, viz., the reign of Richard I, yet still there must be some limitation, without which a custom ought not to be held good. In regard to Calcutta, I should say that the Act of Parliament in 1773, which establishe this Supreme Court, is the period to which we must go back to found the existence of a valid custom; and that after that date, there can be no subsequent custom, nor any change made in the general laws of the Hindus, unless it be by some Regulations by the Governor-General in Council, which has been duly registered in this Court. In regard to the Mofussil, we ought to go back to 1795, prior to that, there was no registry of the Regulations, and the relics of them are extremely loose and uncertain." — Extract from a Judgment of Sir Charles Grey, C. J. See Clarke's Reports, pp. 113, 114.

The Privy Council have observed incidentally that, in their opinion, there does not exist in any persons the power of making laws of inheritance for themselves.—_Part of Mad. H. C. R._ Vol. III, page 58.


_Ancient zemindaries are by custom indivisible._

Partibility is the general rule of Hindu inheritance; the succession of one heir, as in the case of ráj, the exception.—_The East India Company v. Kamakshee Bai Sahibah._—S. W. R. Vol. IV, P. C. page 42.

There is no rule of Hindu law relating to descent of all Hindu Rajahs and their estates; but in every case in which a departure from the ordinary law of succession and inheritance is relied on, a particular custom or kuláchár must be proved.—The Court of Wards on behalf of _Raj-coomar Sheovaj-nundun Singh v. Raj-coomar Deo-nundun Singh._—S. W. R. Vol XVI, c. r. p. 143.

CALCUTTA S. D. A.—_The 17th of November 1813._

Present:

H. Colebrooke and J. Stuart, Judges.

KOONWUR BODH SINGH and the heirs of JYE SREE SINGH

 verses SHEO-NATH SINGH.

The landed estate of a refractory zemindar being confiscated, it was conferred on a person in remuneration for his public services, and on his death it was held by his son,
and afterwards by his grandson, to the exclusion of all other members of the family. On the suit of two sons of the original grantee to participate with their nephew, judgment was given against them, the zamindaries being one of those estates not liable to division, recognised by Regulation XI of 1793. Provision was made in that regulation for the future abolition of the custom, and it was enacted that, after the first of June 1794, such estates should descend according to the Muhammadan and Hindu laws of Inheritance. But this provision not held to be applicable to the present case, the father of the claimants having demised in the year 1774.

This was an action brought in the Zillah Court of Ram-ghur, by Jye Sree Singh and Koonwur Bodh Singh to recover from Rajah Muneeruth Singh two-thirds of the estate of Pergunah Ram-ghur.

(The principal part of the decision which respected the law of inheritance and custom is as follows:)

With respect to the validity of the claim of the plaintiffs, according to the Hindu law of inheritance, the Court observed, that this point turned upon the further question, whether the estate in dispute was to be considered a common zamindary divisible by the laws of inheritance, or one of those estates which by the custom noticed in, and abolished by, Regulation XI of 1793, descended on one heir in exclusion of all the other members of the family. Adverting, however, to the extent and situation of the estate, to the zamindar possessing the title of the Rajah, to his maintaining a sort of feudal establishment of troops and dependant jageer-dars, the Court could entertain little doubt, that it was not a common estate divisible by the laws of inheritance. The decrees of the Zillah and Provincial Courts were accordingly affirmed by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the costs declared payable by the parties, respectively. Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. II, page 92 (New Ed. pp. 116 & 122.)

CALCUTTA H. C.—The 22nd of February 1872.

The Hon'ble Sir Richard Couch, Kt., Chief Justice, and the Hon'ble A. G. Macpherson and F. A. Glover, Judges.

MAHA-RANEE HERA-NATH KOOER, (Defendant) Appellant,

versus

BABOO BURM NARAIN SINGH, (Plaintiff) Respondent.

Upon the authority of decided cases as well as the evidence of custom in the family, it was held that, the Raj or zamindary of Ram-ghur being an ancestral impartible
The Judgment of the Full Bench was delivered as follows by—

Couch, C. J.—This was a suit brought by Burm Narain Singh against the Assistant of the Court of Wards of Ram-ghur, and Maha-ranee Heera-nath Koor, the wife of Maha-rajah Ram-nath Singh, deceased, to recover possession of certain estates and property mentioned in the plaint and therein stated in detail, which were claimed as appertaining to the zemindaree of Ram-ghur, the right to which, the plaintiff alleged, had accrued to him according to the family and country usage as the eldest male heir on the death of Triloke-nath Singh, the son of the second defendant. As the dispute is really with her, and the Court of Wards is only a formal party, we shall hereafter call her ‘the defendant.’

The zemindaree of Ram-ghur was acquired by Tej Singh, the common ancestor of the plaintiff, and the defendant’s husband Ram-nath Singh. Tej Singh had three sons, Ram-nath being a descendant of his eldest son, and the plaintiff of his third son, and there being no male issue of the second. The defendant claimed the property, with the exception of a part called ‘Guddee Khurkhar’ as heir to her son by Ram-nath, Triloke-nath Singh, who was born after the death of his father and died when four months old; and she claimed Guddee Khurkhar as having been purchased for her by her husband with her own private funds. The plaintiff’s case was that the zemindaree of Ram-ghur was a Raj or principality which was impartible, and descended to him as the nearest male heir.

In A. D. 1772, the then Maha-rajah Mokoond Singh being found in arms against the British Government was conquered by it, and his estate was taken from him and granted by the Government to Tej Singh, a member of the family, but not in the direct line of descent. No sunnudd has been produced; nor is it shown that any existed: but there are in evidence pottahs which were granted by the British Government successively to Tej Singh, and his son Purus-nath Singh, and on the 25th of March 1790 a settlement for ten years
was made with Muni-nath Singh, the eldest son of Purus-nath, who had three sons, and this was afterwards made perpetual.

The question at once arises, what was the nature of the estate granted to Tej Singh, whether it was a fresh grant of the family Raj with its customary rule of descent, or a grant of the lands, formerly included in that Raj, to be held as an ordinary zemindaree. To this the judgment in the Privy Council in Baboo Beer Pertab Sahee vs. Maha-rajah Rajendra Pertab Sahee, XII Moore's I. A., 1,* is closely applicable.

The ten years' settlement was made by the Government with the eldest son of Purus-nath Singh, there being other sons living, which would not have been right if it had been an ordinary zemindaree, the property of the undivided family.

But this is not all. Tej Singh who died in 1774, left three sons, as appears by the pedigree in the case: and on the 19th of April 1832, an action was brought in the Zillah Court of Ram-ghur by the two younger sons to recover from Muni-nath, the son of the eldest, two-thirds of the estate. Pending the suit Muni-nath died, and was succeeded by his son Sidh-nath.† The defence set up was that according to the custom of the mountainous country in which the estate was situate, and to the usage of the family, the estate was not divisible, but that on the death of the Rajah for the time being he was always succeeded in the Raj and zemindaree by the eldest son to the entire exclusion of the other branches of the family:---The Zillah Court gave judgment against the plaintiffs, and this being concurred in on appeal by the Provincial Court of Patna, they appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. The case is reported in II Select Reports, 92, and the Court held that advertising to the extent and situation of the estate, to the zemindar possessing the title of Rajah, and to his maintaining a sort of feudal establishment of troops and jageer-dare, the Court could entertain little doubt that it was not a common estate divisible by the laws of inheritance. The decrees of the Zillah and Provincial Courts were accordingly affirmed.

We have no evidence in the case of the custom or usage of the family before the grant to Tej Singh: but the want of it is supplied

---

* IX. W. R. P. C. p. 15.
† See ante, pages 563, 563.
by this decision, which declared the estate to be impartible, the
decision being pronounced in a suit between persons who are in
privity with the plaintiff and defendant in this suit.

Having arrived at the fact that this is an impartible estate, we
have to consider whether the defendant, a female, can succeed to it
to the exclusion of the plaintiff who is the nearest male heir.

Where a family is governed, as this family was, by the law of
the Mitaksharā by which, in an undivided family, females do not
inherit as long as there are any male members of the family, it is
improbable that a custom that females should inherit to the exclu-
sion of males would grow up with, and form part, of a custom that
the eldest male member of the family should inherit. The object
of the latter custom would be fully attained without the other, and
there is no necessary connection between them. Before considering
the evidence in this case, it will be convenient to refer to the deci-
sions which are applicable to it. In a case in IV Select Reports, 57,
the widows of Rajah Zorawur Singh sued his brother to recover
possession of an estate in the Jungle Mehals, alleging that by the
custom of the family, of the Pergunnah Jurria and of the other
Jungle estates, the eldest son of the late incumbent took the whole
estate, the other sons receiving lands for their support; and that
in the event of the zamindar leaving no son, his widow took the
estate to the exclusion of his brothers. A deed of gift by Zorawur
Singh to the plaintiffs who were his second and third wives, was
also set up. The Provincial Court of Calcutta, in which the suit
was brought, put a question to the Pundit of the Court with direc-
tions to give an answer according to the shastar as current in the
Western Provinces; and the answer was that the gift, if made, was
not valid, and the right of inheritance in the estate vested on the
death of the donor in his two brothers. The Provincial Court of
Calcutta having dismissed the claim of the plaintiffs, they appealed
to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. One of the Judges thereupon
considering the whole case, held that the decision of the Provincial
Court should be reversed; but the other two held it to be proved
that the estate had always gone to the chief male heir, and
confirmed the decision of the Provincial Court. In this case, the
estate was ancestral and the family undivided, and the decision
shows that the impartibility of the estate only interferes with
the ordinary law so far as to make it pass to the chief of the male heirs.

In Naragunti Lutchmee Davamah vs. Vengama Naidoo, 9 Moore's I. A., 66,* the estate which was the subject of the suit was a polliam, a tenure known in Madras. It was an ancestral estate of the nature of a Raj, not subject to partition, and could be held by only one member of the family who was styled the polligar, and it was held that, being ancestral estate, the succession vested in the nearest undivided male cousin of the polligar last seised, who died without male issue, in preference to his widow. It appears in the judgment, page 86, that this was the opinion of the Pundits who were consulted by the Sudder Court, and that it was adopted by the Court and no objection was urged to it on the appeal, the ground taken being that it was not an ancestral estate nor were the parties in their suit members of an undivided Hindu family. The answer of the Pundits, page 74, shows that the ground of their opinion was that all the members of an undivided family have a joint right in the ancestral property, although only one of them being capable, continues in possession thereof. Mr. Justice Markby referred to the Rajah of Shivagunga's case, 9 Moore's I. A., 539† as an instance of a woman succeeding to a Raj, and near the end of his judgment, said that between impartibility, and the exclusion of females, there is no connection whatever. That need not be disputed. It is not upon the impartibility of the estate, but upon the family being undivided and the law of succession to ancestral undivided property that the exclusion of females rests. This appears clearly in the Shivagunga and subsequent cases.

The zemindaree of Shivagunga was created in 1730 by the Nubab of the Carnatic and by a proclamation of Lord Clive, dated the 6th of July 1801, the Government transferred the zemindaree, which it appeared was treated as an escheat for want of lineal heirs, to Gonery Vallabha Taver, who was collaterally descended from the progenitors of the first zemindar. But the law applicable to it is stated in the judgment at page 589, where it is said that if the zemindar, at the time of his death and his nephews, were members of an undivided Hindu family, and the zemindaree, though im-

partible, was part of the common family property, one of the nephews was entitled to succeed to it on the death of his uncle.*

Another authority for the exclusion of females, where the property is ancestral and the family undivided, is in the judgment of the Privy Council in Jowala Buksh vs. Dharum Singh, 10 Moore's I. A., 524, where it is said that Lall Singh, a nephew, whose legitimacy was disputed, if the legitimate male heir of the great ancestor would have taken the Raj on the death of his uncle to the exclusion of the widow, the property being assumed to be ancestral and the family undivided; that in the case of Katama Natchier vs. The Rajah of Shivagunga, it was admitted that this would have been the course of descent according to the Mitákshara if the property had been ancestral; and that the reason of that decision was that the Shivagunga Raj was the separate acquisition of the deceased. And in the judgment of the Privy Council in a later case, 13 Moore's I. A., 140, it is again said that in the Shivagunga case the impartible zemindary was shown conclusively to have been the separate acquisition of the person whose succession was the subject of dispute, and the ruling of the Court was, that in that case the zemindary should follow the course of succession as to separate property, although the family was undivided, but that if that zemindary had been shown to have been an ancestral zemindary, the judgment of the Board would, no doubt, have been the other way.

In a later case, we find their Lordships adhering to the law laid down in the earlier cases. In the judgment in Sree Rajah Yanmula Venkayamah vs. Sree Rajah Yanmula Boochi Venkoudora delivered on the 2nd of February 1870,† the strength of the argument of the learned Counsel for the appellant has been directed to show that this case should be governed by that in the 9th volume of Moore's Indian Appeals, which is generally known as the Shivagunga case. They have gone so far as to argue that the estate in question in this case, being impartible, must from its very nature be taken to be separate estate, and consequently that, according to the decision in the Shivagunga case, the succession to it is determinable by the law which regulates the succession to a separate

---

* See ante, 443.  
† 13 W. B. P. C., 21.
estate whether the family be divided or undivided. The authority invoked, however, affords no ground for this argument. The decision in the Shivagunga case will be found to proceed solely and expressly on the finding of the Court that the zemindary in question was proved to be the self-acquired and separate property of “Gonery Vallabha Taver.” And, after quoting from the judgment, they say, —“It is therefore clear, that the mere impartibility of the estate is not sufficient to make the succession to it follow the course of succession of separate estate.

This judgment is closely applicable to the present case. There is here an ancestral impartible estate and an undivided family; for there is no proof that the family of Tej Singh had become divided, and no issue was raised as to that. If there had been no evidence of custom in the case, we should have held, upon the authority of the decisions we have referred to, that the plaintiff is entitled to succeed to the estate.

The evidence, oral and documentary, is fully stated in the judgment in the division Court, and it is not necessary to re-state it. It shows that on the only occasion since the grant of the estate to Tej Singh when a female might have inherited, she was excluded. It is true that in both cases a brother succeeded in preference to the widow of the deceased; but this could only be justified by the family being an undivided one; and the undivided family was not that of Sidh-nath Singh, the father of the brothers, but of Tej Singh, of which family the plaintiff is a member. The judgment of Mr. Justice Markby for the defendant appears to be founded on the assumption that the succession was governed generally by the rule of inheritance of separate property according to the Mitáksharās, treating separate as if it were self-acquired, and this is supported by the judgment in the Tipperah case; but all the other authorities appear to show that this is not correct. Where the property is ancestral and the family undivided, a custom modifying the law, must be a custom to admit females, not a custom to exclude them. In our opinion the plaintiff is entitled to succeed to the estate.

Nothing is said in the judgment in the division Court about the Khurkhar property, and the judgment of the Lower Court as to that was confirmed, apparently, without any difference of opinion.
between the learned Judges. It has not been argued before us that this part of the decree is erroneous.

We think the appeal should be dismissed with costs. The decree of the Lower Court will thus be allowed to stand.—S. W. R. Vol. XVII, pp. 316, and 331—335.

PRIVY COUNCIL.—The 14th of November 1879.

THAKUR DURYYAO SINGH, Plaintiff,

versus

THAKUR DURI SINGH, Defendant.

[On Appeal from the Court of the Financial Commissioner of Oudh.]

A custom of impartibility must be strictly proved in order to control the operation of the ordinary Hindu Law of Succession. The fact that an estate has not been partitioned for six or seven generations does not deprive the members of the family to which it jointly belongs of their right to partition.

The appellant sued his elder brother, the respondent, in the Revenue Courts of Khyeabad for a partition of their Ancestral estate of Bonneamow. In three judgments, viz., of the Assistant Settlement Officer, of the Commissioner of Khyeabad, and, in special appeal, of the Financial Commissioner of Oudh, the appellant was held entitled to a partition as a member of a joint Hindu family. On the 27th of August 1868, the Financial Commissioner, in review of his own judgment, reversed those three judgments, and held that the appellant was only entitled to receive suitable maintenance from the respondent.

By the facts as admitted, or as found in the first two Courts, it appeared that the talook in question had belonged for several generations to the family of the appellant and respondent. It had not been divided for six or seven generations, and the respondent pleaded a family custom against partition, which, however, he failed to establish by evidence.

* From this decision an appeal was preferred to the Privy Council, but pendente lite, the appellant, Moha-rane Heera-nath Coonwur having died, the appeal was dismissed by that Tribunal for want of prosecution.
In the judgment passed in review, the Financial Commissioner relied upon a case in which his predecessor Mr. Davies had decided that an unbroken prescription of six or seven generations is sufficient warrant for maintaining the family usage under which a talook had always descended to a nigh heir.

The appellant then appealed to her Majesty in Council.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

Sir J. W. Colville.—Their Lordships are of opinion that this appeal must be allowed. That the family was joint and undivided was indisputable; and it, therefore, lay on the respondent, if he could displace the operation of the ordinary Hindú law, to do so by clear proof of some family or other custom which varied the law. Both the lower Courts have found that no such custom was established; but that, on the contrary, there was evidence, satisfactory to them, that the estate, though engaged for in the name of one brother, was, in point of fact, held and enjoyed by the two brothers as co-sharers. There was also evidence that although there had been no partition of this estate for six or seven generations, the property of the family had in former times been the subject of partition.

It appears to their Lordships that the decision of Mr. Davies has not the effect which the Financial Commissioner, Colonel Barrow, attributes to it; and that it is not an authority which governs the present case. In the case before Mr. Davies, the lower Courts had found that during six or seven generations the estate, then in question, not only had remained undivided in fact, but had descended as an impartible estate to a single heir. That being so, Mr. Davies appears to have ruled that this proof was sufficient to raise a presumption of an unbroken family custom, which could not be rebutted by some evidence that had been tendered to show earlier partitions in the family, where by a larger estate had been broken up into several smaller portions, one of which was the estate in dispute. In the present case there was no evidence of enjoyment by a single member of the family during six or seven generations; all that was found was that during that period the estate had never been divided. That fact alone cannot control the operation of the ordinary rule of Hindú law, or deprive the parties, if members of a joint and undivided family, of the right to demand a partition when they are so minded.
Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise Her Majesty to allow this appeal to reverse the decision of the Financial Commissioner, and to affirm the decrees of the lower Courts.

Bengal Law Reports, Vol. XIII, p. 165,

In a suit against the son of the late Rajah of Tipperah for the succession to the Tipperah zamindari, there being proof that by the usage of the family, the person appointed Jobraj is successor to the zamindari, in preference to the next of kin, such usage was upheld by the Court and Judgment given accordingly.—Ramgunga Deo v. Doorga Monee Jobraj.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. I, p. 270. (New Ed. p). I Morl. 333.

By the special usage of the Principal Zamindari in the district of Tipperah, the person appointed Jobraj takes the inheritance, in preference to the next of kin, and the person appointed Burra Thakoor is considered next to him in succession, and takes the inheritance in his default, as well as on his death, provided the Jobraj after becoming Rajah has not nominated another person to be his Jobraj.—Urjun Manik Thakoor and others v. Ram Gunga Deo.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 139 (New Ed. p).


According to the Hindu law a Rajah has full power to nominate a Jobraj or heir apparent, and a whole or uterine brother has a better title than a half brother.—Beer Chunder Joobraj v. Neel Kissen Thakoor.—S. W. R. Vol. I, p. 177.

In a suit for succession to a Raj, the right to which was founded on family custom governing the succession, the plaintiff stated that he was the eldest living member of the class out of which the successor could alone be appointed, and that the predecessor of the last had promised to appoint him the plaintiff. The defendant contended that the choice of the Rajah within a certain class, within
which he was included, was absolutely free and could not be controlled by the wishes of a former Rajah.

Held that where there was evidence of a power of selection, the actual observance of seniority even in a considerable series of successions could not of itself defeat a custom which established the right of free choice, and that even if the instances had been uniform and without exception, that alone would not be sufficient to support the plaintiff's case.

Where the custom required the union of two things to constitute the legal heir, viz., seniority in age and nearness of kin, a claimant who has but one of these qualifications (seniority) cannot be entitled to succeed by the family custom.

Held that the general rule of Hindú law, which gives a preference as heir to the whole blood over the half blood extends also to a Raj, in the absence of evidence showing that the family custom by which the succession to the rajdom is governed supersedes the General Law. Where a custom is proved to exist it supersedes the General Law, but the General Law still regulates all beyond the custom.—Neel Kristo Deb Burmana v. Beer Chunder Thakoor and others.—Privy Council, the 15th of March 1869.—S. W. R. Vol. XII, P. C. p. 21. Vide B. L. R. Vol. III, P. C. p. 13.

By the general Hindú law where a subject of inheritance is from its nature indivisible, and can therefore descend to one only of several sons, the succession as between sons by different wives (other than the first wife) of equal caste, is to be determined by the priority of birth of the sons, and not by the priority of marriage of their respective mothers; and therefore with respect to the succession to an impartible zamindaree in the district of Tinnevelly in the presidency of Madras, the son of the third wife is, in the absence of proof of any special customs or family usage to the country, to be preferred as heir to a subsequently born son of the second wife.*

A special usage modifying the ordinary law of succession must be ancient and invariable, and must be established to be so by clear and unambiguous evidence.—Rama Lakshmi Ammal v. Sivanantha Perumal Sethurayer.—Privy Council. B. L. R. Vol. XII, pp. 390—405.

* See Partition.
The mere impartibility of an estate is not sufficient to make the succession to it follow the course of succession of separate estate. Shiva Gunga Case explained* the Sree Rajah Yanumalu Venkujamah v. Sree Rajah Yanumalu Boochi Venkudra.—S. W. R. Vol. XIII, P. C. p. 21.

There is no difference between the position of a Rajah holding an impartible Raj and that of an ordinary zamidar, in respect of his power to relinquish the property in favor of his next legal heir. Such a relinquishment is not forbidden by the Hindu law.

Where the effect of such a relinquishment is to give the property entirely to the hands of his son, he can, during his father's life-time, question and challenge any acts done, and any acts that are alleged to have been done, by his father, and which are denied by the father.—Luchmee Narain Singh v. T. M. Gihon and others.—S. W. R. Vol. XIV, p. 197.

Held that a Ghatwali Mahall in zillah Beerbboom, with reference to the usual practice and the meaning and intent of the term Ghatwal, is not divisible, on the death of a Ghatwal, among his heirs, but should devolve entire on the eldest son, or the next Ghatwal.—Har Lal Singh v. Jorawun Singh.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. VI, page 169. (New Ed. p. 204.)

Mussamat Teetoo Koonwuree, (Defendant,) Appellant,

versus

Surwan Singh, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

Judgment.

The court observe that there is no doubt that the Principal Sudder Ameen has decided correctly, as it is well known that the established custom of the Ghatwalls, as of Hindu families in general is that the right of succession is in the eldest son and his descendants and representatives, and the pleader of appellant has not been able to show any speciality in this case to the contrary; there is therefore no necessity to enquire into the fact of Luchmun Sing's possession

* See ante pp. 244, 443; and Partition.
after his father’s death, such possession not having been of such duration as could in itself create any prescriptive title for his descendants, the defendant in this suit Bhola Sing the grandfather having died in 1830 Fuslee.

This appeal is dismissed with costs. Sudder decision 25th August 1853, page 765.

Agreeably to the family usage, the succession by primogeniture to an estate in Chota Nagpore (under the Agent to the Governor General at the Hazari Bagh) was upheld against a claim for division of the ancestral estate.—\textit{Thakoorai Chutter Dhari Singh, v. Thakoorai Tiluck Dhari Singh}.—\textit{Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. VI}, page 260. (New Ed. p. 325).

By the usage of the zamindar’s of Pachete the eldest son was held entitled to succeed to the \textit{Raj}, the other sons as well as the minor branches of the family being only entitled to maintenance. \textit{Moharajah Gurur Narain Deo v. Anund Lal Singh}.—\textit{Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. VI}, p. 232. (New Ed. p. 354).

In the case of an estate in Mainbhoom, in the jurisdiction of the Governor-General’s Agent at Hazari Bagh, it was held according to the usage of the family that the succession vested in the eldest son of deceased Rajah born of any of his wives, in preference to the eldest son of his put or first Raati.*—\textit{Rajah Raghoonath Singh v. Rajah Hurribur Singh}.—\textit{Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. VII}, p. 126. (New Ed. 146).

Where in a disputed claim for a zamindari in jungle meahauls, it appeared on the evidence that it was an estate that, by the family custom, had always been held by the chief male heir, the remaining heirs receiving only food and raiment, and that it never had been taken by a female, it was held that the brother of the deceased childless Rajah should take his estate to the exclusion of his widows.—\textit{The widows of Rajah Zorawor Singh v. Koonwur Perthee Singh}.—\textit{Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. IV}, p. 57. (New Ed. p. 72).

In a suit for succession to a moiety of the estate of the \textit{Raja} of Tihut, the claim was dismissed on the ground that the success-

* See Partition.
sion devoted upon the defendant, in virtue of a deed executed in his favor by the late incumbent, such succession being in conformity with the long established usage of the family in which the title and estate had uniformly devolved entire for many generations.—Maharaj Kunwar Basudev Singh v. Maharaja Rudra Singh Bahadur. S. D. A. R. Vol. VII, p. 228. (New Ed. p. 271).

It is no bar to the division amongst heirs of an estate, the property of a Hindú family, that it previously belonged to another family, in which the custom had obtained that the whole estate should pass to the eldest son.—Gopal-das Sindh Man Datta Mahapatra v. Narottam Sindh and others.—S. D. A. R. Vol. VI, p. 195.

Where a party sued to recover the Raj of one of the tributary mahalls of Cuttack, as the son and heir of the late possessor, his claim was dismissed on the ground that his mother being a kept mistress and never having resided in the Maháll Sarát, he was not entitled to succeed, according to the local and family usage.—Rajah Jenardun Ummar Singh Mahendar v. Obhoy Singh.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. VI, p. 42. (New Ed. p. 49).

The plaintiff sued to obtain possession of the Raj of one of the tributary mahalls in Cuttack as heir to the late Rajah, by a slave girl, held that he could not, as such, succeed to the Raj according to the established usage.—Balbhudder Bhourbur v. Rajah Juggernath Sree Chundun Mohapattur.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. VI, p. 296. (New Ed. p. 372).

According to the Hindú law current in Benares, a childless widow is not entitled to succeed to her late husband's estate, which devolved entire and without partition on him from his ancestors, to the exclusion of his brothers.* Rajah Shumshere Mull v. Ranes Detraj Konwur.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 169. (New Ed. page 216).

* The pundits' Vyavasthá upon which the above decision was found is as follows:—"The Raj and semiannual having descended entire and without partition to Rajah Ajeet Mull from his ancestors, his widow can maintain no right to possession of it during her life-time, because according to the Skaters current in Goruckpore, a widow is only entitled to the portion of the ancestral estate, which on a partition may have fallen to her husband.
Where by the usage of the country and family of the parties claiming certain prerogatives and property, it was customary that such should vest in the senior male of a particular branch of the family, it was held that a testamentary disposition in favor of any other member was void and of no effect.—Moloshery Kovilagom Rana Vurma Rajah v. Mootherakal Rowilagom Rana Vurma Rajah. Case 5 of 1825.—Mad. Decis. Vol. I, p. 509. (Morl. Dig. Vol. I, page 334.)

By the tenure of Ghatwally, the lands are held under a grant from the ruling power, by the performance of the defined duty of the Ghatwal guarding the Ghat or passus.

Upon the death of the Ghatwal last seized, the lands descend entire to a male heir, as Ghatwal.—Rajah Lilanund Singh, Appellant, v. The Government of Bengal, Respondent.—Moore’s India Appeals Vol. VI, p. 101.

Where it appeared on evidence that the estate of a Hindú deceased had not invariably devolved entire on the chief heirs, but had been taken by the most competent, and had been occasionally held by several heirs jointly, the Court considered it to be divisible among the heirs according to the Hindú law of inheritance, and decreed partition of the estate in opposition to the claim of one heir to hold the same as an individual estate.—Baboo Girwurdharee Singh v. Kolahul Singh and others.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. IV, p. 9. (New Ed. p. 12.)

This decision was confirmed on appeal by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.—Vide Moore’s India Appeals Vol. II, page 344.

Where a nephew of a deceased Hindú claimed a moiety of his uncle’s estate from his cousin, who had possessed himself of the whole property, he was non-suited, it being proved that the estate had always devolved on the eldest son or the nearest heirs of the deceased proprietor, his other heirs being only entitled to food and raiment from the estate.—Mt. Moha-ранee and another v. Benee Persaud Rae.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. IV, p. 62. (New Ed. p. 79.)

Evidence of the acts of a single family repugnant or antagonistic to the general law will not establish a valid custom or usage.

Where a custom, according to which the Rajahs of Beerbhoom had granted a right to a share of property, described as "_Bhabak Mehale,_
appeared to have been always recognised by the Courts, it was maintained notwithstanding that it is in contravention of the ordinary Hindú law.—_Nil Madhab Gossamee v. Chunder Mookhee Gossamee._—S. W. R. Vol. XXII, p. 397.

By the custom of a Hindú family, no distinction was made between the issue of a Suggy marriage and a _Lyahi_ marriage. _Held_ that the issue of the son of a Suggy wife first married was entitled to inherit the property of the grandfather, in priority to the issue of the son of a subsequent Lyahi wife.—_Radaik Ghasiran v. Budaik Pershad Singh._—Marshall's Reports, p. 614.

Among the Jumboo Brahmins, if a man die leaving a daughter and no male issue, the daughter and her daughter would inherit the property even where undivided, and not cousins or collateral relations, who could only succeed on failure of all other heirs; as it is the custom of the caste for women to succeed, whether the family be divided or undivided.—_Dessaees Hurree Shunkur and Roop Shunkur v. Man-koovur and Amba._—Sel. Rep. 122. (Mol. Dig. Vol. I, p. 334.)

Where, by the established usage of any country or province, the right of succession may be preserved to illegitimate children as well as to those born in wedlock or adopted, such usage is to be adhered to.

It appearing that by the custom of Nagur Brahmins in Benares, illegitimate sons cannot inherit, judgment passed against the claimant, the illegitimate son of a Nagur Brahmin, suing for his father's estate.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. I, p. 28. (New Ed. p. 37).

The plaintiff claims a moiety of the _Jelamuta Zemindaree_ under the ordinary rules of the Hindú law of inheritance. The defendant pleads a family custom under which the landed property invariably descended to the eldest son, or, on failure of issue, to the
next male heirs in exclusion of all other heirs. As the defendant is unable to establish the existence of the alleged family custom, the decision of the lower court was reversed, and a decree given for the (plaintiff) appellant. Whenever a plea of family custom is set off against the ordinary law of inheritance, it is necessary that usage be ancient and invariable, and be established by clear and positive proof.—Rajah Kunwar-naraen Roy, (Plaintiff,) Appellant v. Dharani-dhur Roy guardian for the minor sons of Krishnendernaraen Roy, (Defendant,) Respondent.—S. D. A. Decis. for 1858, p. 1132.

In the case of Sumrun Singh and others v. Khedun Singh and Hur-lal Singh, the respondents pleaded the peculiar usage of their family, which, they averred, was sufficient to regulate the mode of succession: and they adduced two instances, in which the distribution had been made by the number of wives without any reference to the number of sons that they had borne respectively. The proceedings in this case were delivered to the pandits for an exposition of the Hindú law, and from their written opinion, it appeared that to legalize any deviation from the strict letter of the law, it was necessary that the usage should have been prevalent during a long succession of ancestors in the family, when it becomes known by the name of kuláchār. In support of these opinions the following texts of Vrihaspati and Kátyáyana were cited:—“Where there are an equal number of sons borne of two or more different wives, equal in degree, the distribution is to be regulated according to the mothers; but where the number of the sons (by different wives) is unequal, the distribution is to be regulated by the number of sons.” “Where a usage is hereditarily and scrupulously adhered to, it acquires the appellation of duty; and must be adhered to.” On receiving the above exposition of the law, the first and second Judges of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, who tried the appeal, being clearly of opinion that the plaintiffs had not proved such a usage as is required to justify a deviation from the Hindú law of inheritance, awarded them a two-anna share of the Zemindaree (in conformity with the Hindú law.)—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, pp. 116, 117. (New Ed. p. 147.)

A claim to an estate on the plea of family usage whereby a brother succeeds a brother to the prejudice of surviving sons dis-
allowed, on proof that such was not the family usage, but only in one instance the brother had seized on and maintained his title by violence.—Pratāb-dev v. Sarb-dev Rāykat.—S. D. A. Rep. Vol. II, p. 249. (New Ed. p. 321.)
Custom or Usage.

Section II.

On Emigration.

Calcutta, S. D. A.—The 22nd of June, 1801.

Raj Chunder Naraen Chowdhry, Appellant,

versus

Gocul Chand Goh, Respondent.

Suit for the landed estate of a deceased Hindu, situated in Bengal, by the son of his sister, against the son of his paternal uncle. By the law of Bengal the plaintiff would be heir; by the law of Mithila, the defendant. As the estate was situated in Bengal, and the family, originally from Mithila, had resided for generations in Bengal; had intermarried with Bengal women; and had not uniformly observed the religious ordinances of Mithila; adjudged that the Bengal law must govern the case.

(The principal part of the decision is as follows:)

The (Sudder) Court put the following questions to their pundits. By the law as received in Bengal, which of the parties has a right to the contested zemindaree? and which according to the Mithila law? and if a Hindu of Mithila reside in Bengal, and regulate the religious ceremonies of his family, connected with funerals and marriages, by the shaster of Mithila; or if a Hindu of Mithila reside in Bengal, and regulate those ceremonies by the Bengal shaster; in each case, by which law will his civil rights be determined? The answer of the pundits recited that “if the family being from Mithila, but dwelling in Bengal, performed religious rites with the people of Bengal, and held a zemindaree in that province, Gocul-chand (the sister’s son) is heir to it, conformably with the Bengal law. But if the family merely dwelt in Bengal, and performed religious ceremonies with Mithila people, and observed the laws and usages of that province, then Raj-chunder (the son of a paternal uncle) will inherit agreeably to the Mithila law.” And from the evidence taken it appeared that the purohit or family-priest, of each of the parties, was a Brahman of Bengal; that the ancestors of the parties, whose family had been resident in Bengal for several generations, had inter-married with Bengal
women; that the rites and ceremonies connected with funerals or marriages, had been some times according to the Mithila, and some times according to the Bengal shástra. Under the opinion given by their pundits, and on consideration that the contested lands were situated in Bengal; that the family had been long resident in Bengal; and that there had been no uniform observance of the ordinances of the Mithila shástra, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (present J. Lumaden and J. H. Harington) held that the case had been well determined by the provincial court according to the Hindú law of Bengal.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. I, p. 43. (New Ed. p. 56.)

CALCUTTA, S. D. A.—The 24th of April, 1812.

GUNGA-DUTT JHA, Appellant,

versus

SREE-NARAIN RAI and MUSUMMAUT LEELA-WUTTEE, (widow of Lullit-narain Rai), Respondents.

A person settling in a foreign district shall not be deprived of the benefit of the laws of his native district, provided he adhere to its customs and usages. According to the law, as current in Mithila, claimants to inheritance as far as the seventh and even the fourteenth in descent in the male line from a common ancestor, are preferable to the cousin by the mother's side of the deceased proprietor.

This was an action brought by Gunga-dutt Jha in the Zillah Court of Purnea on the 18th of January 1805, against Sree-narain Rai and Lullit-narain Rai, for the recovery of the estate, real and personal, of the late Rajah Inder-narain, vacated by the death of his widow, Ranee Indersawutty; the plaintiff claimed as heir to the estate of Rajah Inder-narain, the Ranee's husband, to whom he was maternal first cousin, viz., son of the sister of Inder-narain's mother.

The defendants were lineally descended from Sumroo Chowdry, paternal great-grandfather of the great-grand sire of Rajah Inder-narain. The estate in dispute, the zemindary of Habelee Purnea,

* If the family had been shown to have continued in the observance of the natural laws and usages, namely, those of Mithila, the rule of inheritance, as established in that province, must have been followed. By the diocese of them, the adoption of the customs and laws of Bengal, and employment of priests of this province in religious rites, the family is considered to have adopted Bengal for its country in all matters.—Note by Mr. Celbrook.
is partly situated within the limits of the province of Bengal, and the late Rajah and Ranee, as well as the parties in this cause, were resident within that province; but all religious ceremonies, and those of a civil nature, including marriage, were performed in the families of both appellant and respondent (as they had been in the family of the late Rajah and Ranee, whose ancestors came into Purnea from the adjacent district of Mithila or Trihoot) by a Mithila Purohit, or priest, according to the shaasters current in that district. On a reference by the Zillah Judge to the pundit of the Court, with the view of ascertaining the Hindú law in this case, he delivered the following vyavasthā:—“Inder-narin Rai died without leaving a son, grandson or great-grandson; his property came to his wife. There being no kinsman to her husband within the relation of brother’s son, Sree-narin and Lullit-narin (defendants) are the sapindas (connected by funeral oblations) and succeed to his property. They surviving, Gunga-dutt Jha, the son of Inder-narin’s mother’s sister, who is among the Bandhus (cognates or maternal kindred,) does not succeed.” Vyavasthās of several pundits in which the right of the plaintiff was upheld, having been exhibited by the plaintiff; the Zillah Judge transmitted the genealogical tables of the parties, together with the above vyavasthās, to the Provincial Court of Moorshedabad, and subsequently to the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, for the opinion of the Hindú law officers of those Courts. The Vyavasthā of the pundit of the Provincial Court of Moorshedabad was to the following effect:—“The widow of Rajah Inder-narin possessed her husband’s estate. After her death, there survived the maternal first cousin of her husband, and the descendants of her husband’s ancestor (in the 6th degree.) In this case, maternal first cousin is entitled to offer funeral oblations and recover the estate. The Vyavasthā of the pundits of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in answer to the reference to the Zillah Judge, was to the following effect:—“After the death of Ranee Inderawutty, widow of Rajah Inder-narin, there being no descendant in the relation of brother’s son; the Vyavasthā declaring the right of Sree-narin and Lullit-narin, the sapindas of her husband, to the estate left by the Rajah, and possessed by the Ranee, is correct, according to the Bibuda-chintamani, and other books current in the district of Mithila. The Vyavasthā which declares
the right of Gunga-dutt Jha, son of the Rajah's maternal aunt, who is therefore a Bundhu (cognate) of the Ranee's husband, is not to be approved; that exposition of the law, however, is in conformity with the Dāya-bhāga, Dāya-tutwa and other books current in Bengal."

The Zillah Judge, under the above opinion of the pundits of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, passed a decree, dismissing the plaintiff's suit, with costs.

On appeal to the Provincial Court of Moorsheedabad, the first and second Judges of that Court having made another reference to the pundits of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, for a more specific detail of the grounds of their opinion in favor of the respondents, a vyavasthā, to the following purport, was delivered:—"That the parties being of a Mithila family, and performing their ceremonies according to Mithila shasters, the case ought to be decided according to the books current in that district: that, according to the received and most authoritative books of law of the Mithila system, which was current in Purnea also, the paternal kindred are entitled to succeed before the maternal relations, and that consequently the appellant had no legal right to the succession claimed by him." The Provincial Court, in conformity with the above vyavasthā, passed a decree affirming the decision of the Zillah Judge, and dismissing the appeal with costs.

A further appeal was preferred by Gunga-dutt Jha to the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. The Court (present J. H. Harington and J. Stuart), under the opinion of the Hindu law officers, and on reference to a former decision in the case of Raj Chunder v. Gocul Chand Goh,* passed on the 22nd of June 1801, (on which occasion it had been determined, that if a person of a Mithila family, living in Bengal, have a Mithila Purohit, and perform the ceremonies usual on occasions of joy and mourning, according to the Mithila shaster, his right of inheritance and other claims are determinable by the law authorities current in that country) were clearly of opinion, that the decision in the present case should be governed by those authorities; it having been clearly ascertained, that the usages of Mithila had continued to be practised in every respect by the parties. With a view, therefore, to ascertain the law as applicable

* Anno, page 531.
to the case, according to the best authorities of that system, reference was made to the Patna Provincial Court and to the Judge of Zillah Tirhoot, to obtain Vyavasthās from the pundits of those Courts.

In the replies to those references, many texts were cited to show, that, according to the Mithila authorities, the estate of a person, on failure of heirs within the relation of brother’s son, devolves on the paternal kindred, who are sapindas, which relation includes the descendants of a paternal ancestor to the sixth degree, and ceases with the seventh person; in default of sapindas on the samānodakas, or those connected by a common libation of water, viz., the more distant paternal kindred extending to the fourteenth degree, and on failure of samānodakas, to those termed bandhus or cognates. The appellant belonged to the latter description of relations. The Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, under the above Vyavasthās, being of opinion, after a careful examination of the objections of the appellant, that the right of the respondents was preferable in law, according to the Mithila system, by which the decision of the present case was guided, passed a final decree, affirming the decisions of the Zillah and Provincial Courts, and dismissing the appeal, with costs.—Select Reports of the S. D. A. Vol. II, p. 11 (New Ed. p. 13.)

The above was, in appeal, affirmed by the Judicial Committee (of the Privy Council), the abstract of whose judgment is as follows:

By the Hindu law in force in Mithilā or Tirhoot, the right of succession vests in the descendants in the paternal line in preference to those of the maternal line; and such law continues to regulate the succession of property in a family who have migrated from that district, but have retained the religious observances and ceremonies of Mithila.

A suit having been instituted to recover the estate of a Hindu Mithalese by the maternal first cousin of the last male proprietor, who claimed to be entitled according to the law in force in Bengal—

Held by the Judicial Committee (affirming the judgment above) that according to all the authorities, the shasters of Mithila were to govern the succession, and that by them the party in possession being descended in the sixth degree in the paternal line was to be preferred to the maternal line: notwithstanding that part of the
property was locally situate in Bengal, and that the last proprietor was domiciled there.*—Kutche-patty Dutt Jha and others (sons, heirs, and legal representatives of Gunga Dutt Jha, deceased) Appellants versus Rajender Narain Rae (son and representative of Sree Narain Rae, deceased) Respondent.—Moore's India Appeals, Vol. II, p. 132.

The title to land in Purnea, being in dispute, upon the question, whether the Mithila or Nuddea Law was to regulate the succession, the test to be applied is, the form and character of religious rites and ceremonies, and the usages of the family.

Where, therefore, a family of Bengali Soodra suggops, who had migrated, at a remote period, from (the district of Burdwan) the South-west of Bengal, where the Nuddea law prevailed, to the district of Purnea, where the Mithila law was in force, and adopted and performed their religious rites and ceremonies, according to the law of Mithila,—it was held by the Judicial Committee (of the Privy Council) affirming the decree of the Sudder Court, that the Mithila law, in such case, must govern the right of succession. Rani Pudmavati appellant and Doolar Singh and others Respondents.—Privy Council, Moore's India Appeals, Vol. IV, p. 259.

Upon a claim to the inheritance of a zamindary, situate in Midnapore, which had been held in possession, for a long period anterior to the institution of the suit, by the family of sut-gop Brahmins, who had migrated from Bengal to Midnapore, but had retained their laws and performed their religious ceremonies, according to the Dāya-bhāga and other authorities in force in Bengal, it was held by the Judicial Committee (of the Privy Council) affirming the judgment of the Sudder Court, that the Dāya-bhāga Shāstra must govern the descent, and not the Mitākshara, which prevailed in Midnapore.

A deed of gift of the zamindary to a stranger, by the widow of the zamindar, last seized, who died without issue, which gift was

---

* In the above decision, the opinion expressed by Mr. Harrington in the judgment appealed from was confirmed by the judicial committee, who, inter alia, said:—"Mr. Harrington, who considered the question, is of opinion that the rule of succession ought to be the Mithila law, according to which the parties have governed themselves, and he lays it down as a clear proposition of law, that in case where the family migrates from one territory to another, if they preserve their ancient religious ceremonies, they also preserve the law of succession. It appears to their Lordships, that the opinion expressed by Mr. Harrington is the law to govern this case."—2 Moor. I. A. pp. 166, 167.
made with confirmation of the Bandhus, the mother's brother's sons, the heirs: Held to be valid by the Dáya-bhága Sashtra, as against a party claiming the succession, according to the Mitákshařá, as being descended in the seventh remove, in the male line, from the common ancestor.—Rani Sreemutty Debia v. Rani Koon-d-luta.—Moore's India Appeals, Vol. IV, p. 292.

A Hindú migrating from one province to another, and acquiring property in the territory where he settles, must be presumed, until the contrary be proved, to carry with him and retain all his religious ceremonies and customs, and consequently his law of succession; especially when the family is shown to have brought with it, its own priests, who and their descendants after them continued their ministrations down to the period of contest.* Nobin Chunder Perdhán (Defendant) Appellant v. Junardun Misser (Plaintiff) Respondent.* High Court, the 30th of December 1862. Sutherland's Weekly Reporter, containing Full Bench Rulings, Special number, page 67.

Where a family originally migrated from the Mithila province to the province of Bengal, the presumption is that they have preserved the religious rites and customs prescribed by the Mitákshařá Law, unless the contrary be proved.—Koomd Chunder Roy (plaintiff) appellant v. Seeta-kant Roy and others (defendants) respondents. *Ibid. page 75.

In the Rajah of Coorg's case, it was held that the succession to the property of a Hindú is governed by the laws, which regulate his religious rites, and not by the domicile of himself and his family. There the Rajah made his will and died in England, his family resided at Benares. The succession was governed by the Mitákshařá which is the prevailing authority in Coorg.—Ind. Jur. for 1862-3, p. 109. II Nort. L. C. p. 474.


* The body of this decision, of which the above is the abstract, is given in the Vyavastha Darpana (2nd Ed.) p. 396.
Hindú families are ordinarily governed by the law of their origin, not by that of their domicile. The presumption is in favor of the law of origin until the adoption of the law of a new domicile is proved.—_Lukkhee Dobea v. Gunga Gobind Dobey._—Sutherland's Reports for 1864, p. 56,

The presumption is that all Hindú families migrating to any place retain their old rites, customs, and laws of succession, until the contrary is proved.—_Sonatun Misser v. Ruttun Mattab._ Sutherland's Reports for 1864, page 95.

Proof of the fact that in matters connected with succession, the law of the country of domicile has been adopted by a family, negatives any presumption arising from the observance of ancient customs in other matters.—_Chunder Sekher Roy v. Nubeen Soonder Roy._—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 197.

Hindú families are governed ordinarily by the law of their origin, and not by their domicile. In the case of a Mitákshará family residing in Bengal the presumption would be in favor of its being governed by the Mitákshará law, until proof were given of its having adopted the law of its new domicile.—_Pirthee Singh. v. Mussummat Shiva Soonderee_ and the _Collector of Bhagulpore_ on behalf of the Court of woreds.—S. W. R. Vol. VIII, p. 261.

The presumption that a Hindú family emigrating in to Bengal from the N. W. Provinces, imports its own custom and law regulating the succession and the ceremonies of Hindú law in the family, may be rebutted by showing that except as regards marriage all other ceremonies are performed according to the law of the Bengal school and by Bengal priests.—_Ram Burun Pandah v. Kaminee Soonderee Dassee._—S. W. R. vol. VI, p. 275.

The _Jains_ are governed by the Hindú law of inheritance applicable in that part of the country in which the property is situate.—_Lallah Mohabeer Persad and others v. Mussummát Kundun Koonwar._—S. W. R. vol. VIII, p. 116.* See _Bhagván Dás Tajmal_ v. _Rajmal._alias _Hirádál Lachiman-dás._—Bom. H. C. Reports. vol. X, a. c. j. p. 241.

* See ante, page 232, and also page 436.
MAINTENANCE.

CHAPTER V.

SECTION 1.—ON MAINTENANCE.

PRIVY COUNCIL.—The 28th of March 1873.

RAJAH PIRTHEE SINGH (Defendant)  

versus  

RANI RAJ-KOOVER alias RANI SHIB-COWAR (Plaintiff).

[On appeal from the High Court of Judicature 
North-Western Provinces.]

A Hindu widow is not bound to reside in her deceased husband’s family house; and she does not forfeit her right to maintenance out of her husband’s estate by going to reside elsewhere unless she leaves her husband’s house for the purpose of unchastity, or for any other improper purpose.—Arrears of maintenance may be awarded.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

Sir B. Peacock:—This was a suit brought by Rani Raj-koover against Rajah Pirthee Singh to recover arrears of maintenance, and also to have a decree for future maintenance. Rajah Pirthee Singh was the adopted son of Rajah Petumber Singh, and the plaintiff was the fourth or youngest of the four widows left by the late Rajah. The Subordinate Judge gave a decree in favor of the plaintiff, which was appealed to the High Court, who supported that decision and increased the amount of maintenance awarded by it. From that decision there is an appeal to Her Majesty in Council, which we now have to consider. The defence set up by the adopted son was that the plaintiff had been provided with maintenance so long as she lived with the family of her deceased husband, but that she had quitted his house for improper purposes. He says—“The defendant provided the plaintiff with maintenance so long as she remained in ‘Ava’ (that was the family house), according to the family custom. In 1861, the plaintiff, disregarding her husband’s honor, left for Kotah with Bholanath, contrary to the terms of the will and the family custom, and became an abandoned character. This being so she has lost her right. Even after this the defendant, to avoid scandal and to oblige her, and relying on her promise that she would no more let Bholanath have any access to her, allowed her lodgings
at Durriya-pore, and regularly took care of her maintenance. The plaintiff’s claim for maintenance prior to the institution of the suit is, therefore, illegal, and her claim for interest is also illegal, the payment of which was never stipulated. The plaintiff has nevertheless not parted with Bholanath, i.e., she has continued to act and behave contrary to her promise, disregarding the honor and custom of the family, and has not left off her former bad habits. She has, therefore, no right under the Hindu law to have a maintenance fixed for her for the future.” Now, that defence on the part of the defendant has not been proved, and has been very properly given up. The plaintiff alleged that some dispute arose between her and the elder widow with regard to her jewels which she did not make out; and she has not made out any cause for leaving the residence of her late husband any more than the defendant has made out his defence. The question, therefore, comes to this—whether a Hindu widow loses her right to maintenance by reason of her leaving her husband’s house, provided she does not leave for the purposes of unchastity or for any other improper purpose.

Several cases have been cited upon this point, and it will be as well as to refer in the first instance to a case which was decided by the Privy Council, as that is one of the highest authority. That was a suit by Cessi-nath Bysack v. Hurrosoondery Dassee* which was tried in the Supreme Court in Calcutta, in which the Chief Justice, Sir Edward Hyde East, gave judgment. The question was put to the pundits, whether a widow was deprived of her property upon the ground of her having left her deceased husband’s residence. Sir Edward Hyde East says:—“Upon the last ground of error the pundits have uniformly answered that the widow was not bound to live with her husband’s relatives. The eighth question put by the Court to their pundits was:—If a widow from a just cause cease to reside in the family of her husband, does she thereby forfeit her right of succession to her deceased husband’s estate? A. “If a widow, from any other cause but for unchaste purposes, cease to reside in her husband’s family, and take up her abode in the family of her parents, her right would not be forfeited.” He certainly goes on to say:—“Here there was a good cause at the time, namely, the extreme youth

* 2 Morl. Dig., 198; and Morton’s Rep., 85.
of the wife, and no pretence was made of the prohibited cause." It was alleged that, having left the residence of her deceased husband, and having refused to reside with the family, she did not forfeit the property which she had taken. That case was appealed to her Majesty in Council, and was decided on the 24th June 1826. The opinion of the Judicial Committee was delivered by Lord Gifford. He says:—"With respect to the last supposed ground of error in this decree which was assigned by the appellants, namely, that it was not ordered by either of the decrees that Hurro-soondery Dassee should reside with, or under the care, protection, and guardianship, of the appellants, who, as the surviving brothers of Bissoumah Bysack, were alone entitled to have the care, protection, and guardianship of his widow, the pundits appeared to be unanimous in the opinion that a Hindú widow is not bound to live with her husband's relatives." That is the principle laid down. Then says his Lordship:—"I will read the answer to the eighth question put, which will explain what the Hindú law is upon the subject, and in that it appears the other pundits who were called in agreed, or at least they expressed no objection to the opinion pronounced. The question put is this:—'If a widow from a just cause ceases to reside in the family of her husband, does she thereby forfeit her right of succession to her deceased husband's estate?' The answer is:—'If a widow, from any other cause but unchaste purposes, ceases to reside in her husband's family and takes up her abode in the family of her parents, her rights would not be forfeited." Then his Lordship goes on to say:—"Now, it was not pretended in this case that she had removed from the protection of her husband's family for unchaste purposes. She was only of the age of fourteen years at the death of her husband. His brothers were young men, and she thought it more prudent and decorous to retire from their protection, and live with her mother and her family after the husband's death. Therefore it appears quite clear from the answers given by the pundits that she did not forfeit the right of succession to her husband's estate on account of removing from the brothers of her late husband; that they had no right to insist upon her not withdrawing from them in order to put herself under the protection of her mother; and, therefore, there appears to be no foundation to that extent for the appeal." The reasons given, that she was only of
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(“voluntarily,” that is to say, without any cause except her own will and desire), and sued the defendants, who were the surviving sons and representatives of the other sons of Ram Mohun, for separate maintenance: a verbal reference had been made to three respectable Hindús, Kasinath Mullick, Gobinda Chunder Banerjee, and Ram Mohun Neoghi, who awarded Rs. 12 per month as sufficient allowance to her, she being allowed apartments in the family house, and food. Sir Lawrence Peel said:—“We think she is entitled to a separate maintenance. The words ‘food and raiment’ being too vague and ambiguous an expression, we must refer it to the Master to inquire and report whether the amount offered was just and proper with reference to her situation in life.” Then in another case:—“Srimati Mandodari Dabi, the eldest of the two widows of Tilakram Pakrasi, a Hindu native of Bengal, I believe it was not made a question about her having left the (husband’s) father’s house, but in that case arrears of maintenance were awarded to her and future maintenance secured.

There was also the case of Jadu-mani Dasi v. Kheter Mohun Sheal* in which Sir Lawrence Peel, having considered the whole question, laid down the law in a clear and explicit manner. Everyone who is acquainted with Sir Lawrence Peel must have the highest respect for his opinion upon all questions of this kind. He delivered the judgment of the Court. He said:—“The question is, whether a Hindu childless widow, who, some short time after the death of her husband, uncompelled by cruelty or ill usage, left the house of the family of her deceased husband, to dwell at first in the house of her own father, and subsequently with her aunt, living with her own relations, the residence being in all respects a proper one, and her conduct unimpeached, forfeits her right of maintenance out of the property which was that of her deceased husband in his lifetime and which had devolved on his heirs.” There, the question was whether the principle which had been laid down in the case cited from the Privy Council, which was applicable to property inherited by a widow from her deceased husband, was applicable to a case of maintenance. Sir Lawrence Peel, after referring to some conflicting authorities, said:—“This state of the authorities has induced us to examine closely into the law on the subject. We

* Vyavastha Darpana, (2nd Ed.) p. 384. 75
should not hesitate to follow the decisions of the Sudder in preference to those of our own Court, if they appeared to us to be at once more just and more conformable to the Hindú law. We have intended to follow the Privy Council. The Privy Council has, on the subject of the right of the Hindú widow to return to the home of her parents, laid down a broad rule, upon which it is not desirable to infringe. That Court says:—"It was not pretended that she had withdrawn herself for unchaste purposes. She was only fourteen at the death of her husband, his brothers were young men; and she thought it more prudent and decorous to retire from their protection and live with her mother and her family after the husband's death, therefore it appears quite clear from the answers given by the pundits, that she did not forfeit the right of succession to the husband's estate on account of removing from the brothers of her late husband; that they had no right to insist on her not withdrawing herself from them, in order to put herself under her mother's protection." The decisions of that Court must of course give the law to all Courts here. The answer of the pundits which the Privy Council adopts, is, that 'if a widow, from any other cause but unchaste purposes, ceased to reside in her husband's family and took up her abode in her parents' family, her rights are not forfeited.' Then he says:—"In the Privy Council the question was whether the Hindú heiress forfeited her estate, by selecting without impropriety her father's roof for her residence. But it is to be observed that the opinion of the pundits was generally expressed as to forfeiture of rights, and the Court expressed in general terms that the widow had a right under the circumstances to select that residence, and could not be compelled to reside under the roof of her husband's family. This freedom of choice had respect to causes as applicable to a widow not an heiress, as to one who inherited;" meaning to say, that the rule which had been laid down was equally applicable to a case of maintenance as it was to the case of property which the widow had inherited; that is to say, that she was entitled to a freedom of choice, and that unless she left the residence of her deceased husband for unchaste purposes, she could not be deprived either of the property which she had inherited from him, or be deprived of maintenance which the Hindú law requires the heirs of her husband to provide for her.
We are, therefore, not now deciding the question for the first time. We are not now for the first time laying down a rule upon this subject. In the case of Shurno Moye Dossee v. Gopal Lall Doss,* the widow sued for maintenance, and it was held that she was entitled to that maintenance notwithstanding she had left the residence of her deceased husband. The Court said,—"In this case a widow sues for maintenance. The defendant, who is her stepson, objects that she resides in the house of her father, and alleges that she is, therefore, not entitled to maintenance. The widow alleges that she left the family home because she was tortured or rendered uncomfortable, but did not prove that allegation. We find, however, that it is laid down in the Vyavasthā Darpana of Shamachurn Sircar, the learned interpreter of the late Supreme Court, vol. I, p. 319, s. 160, that 'should a woman without unchaste purposes quit the family house, and live with her parents or own relations, yet still she is entitled to maintenance;' and in s. 161, 'The widow, however, is not entitled to maintenance by residing elsewhere without a cause, if she was directed by her husband to be maintained in the family home.' We think, therefore, that the widow is entitled to retain the decree for maintenance which she has obtained, and dismiss the appeal."

In this case their Lordships are of opinion that there was no direction by the husband's will which rendered it necessary for the widow to reside in her husband's house. The case of a widow is very different from the case of a wife. A wife of course cannot leave her husband's house when she chooses, and require him to provide maintenance for her elsewhere; but the case of a widow is different. All that is required of her is that she is not to leave her husband's house for improper or unchaste purposes, and she is entitled to retain her maintenance, unless she is guilty of unchastity, or other disreputable practices, after she leaves that residence.

The case was tried by a Subordinate Judge, in the first instance, who was a Hindū, and, therefore, must be acquainted with the habits, usages, and religion of Hindūs; and he thought that the widow having left the husband's house, was still entitled to her maintenance, and he awarded her the sum of Rs. 150 a month, with a sum of money calculated at that rate for the years during which

† Marshall's Reports p. 497.
of maintenance receivable by her from her husband's heirs, with reference to the circumstances of the family.

This was a case brought in the Patna Court of Appeal by the Appellant, formerly plaintiff (after having established her pauperism), for the sum of 1,46,075 Rupees in ready money, jewels and other property, on the 4th of November 1815, against the Respondent, formerly defendant. It was set forth in the plaint, that the husband of the plaintiff (Durgahee Naik) and the defendant, his brother, after the decease of their elder brother Nomee Naik and Ruggoo Naik their father, carried on jointly a trade in various commodities. That by virtue of the deed of partition the sum claimed is due to the plaintiff as her husband's share of the property.

On the 15th of February 1819, the case came before the Acting Judge of the Patna Court, and the claim was dismissed on the following grounds. That the plaintiff, although time and opportunity had been allowed her, had not filed the deed of partition mentioned in her plaint, that in a former suit instituted by her she had not mentioned that deed, which might therefore fairly he presumed not to have been in existence; that the claim of the plaintiff was therefore not established, and that she was only entitled to receive a sum sufficient for her maintenance. The defendant was directed to pay her for that purpose in future the sum of twenty Rupees per mensem from the 1st February 1819; and in consideration of all the circumstances of the case the parties were made to pay their own costs respectively.

The plaintiff appealed in formâ pauperis from this decision to the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. On the 28th of September 1820, the case was brought forward before the Senior Judge (Sir E. Colebrooke and the fourth Judge S. T. Goad) of that Court. After reading the papers it was thought necessary to institute a more minute investigation into the truth, or otherwise, of the statement made by the appellant in the petition setting forth the grounds of appeal, especially as to the validity or otherwise of the deed of partition filed by her. An order was therefore passed that a copy of the petition of the appellant, setting forth the grounds of appeal and the original deed of partition filed on the 31st July 1820, should be sent, together with the other papers of the cause, to the Judges of the Patna Provincial Court.
On a final return being made by the Provincial Court on the 3rd of March 1823, the case was brought to a hearing before the then Chief and Fourth Judges (W. Leycester and W. Dorin). After the case had been gone through, an order was sent to the pundits of the Court to deliver within one week an answer to the following questions:—If a Hindú inhabitant of Zillah Tirhoot, who carried on trade jointly and lived together with his brother, died leaving a wife but no children, and if the wife be heir to none of the joint properties, movable or immovable, is she entitled to receive a sum sufficient for her maintenance; if she is entitled to receive it, whether the amount of it is to be settled by judicial authority or in what manner, and what ought to be the rule in such cases as prescribed by the Hindú law?

The reply of the pundits was to the following effect:—"If a Hindú, inhabitant of Tirhoot, who lived and carried on trade with his brother, die, leaving a wife, but no children, and if his wife does not acquire by inheritance his property, movable or immovable, she is entitled to receive a sum sufficient for her maintenance, because the wives of those who die without a division having taken place of the property, which they may have possessed jointly with others, are by the Hindú law entitled to receive a maintenance, and the heirs of the deceased are in the first instance to decide upon the sum they shall give for that purpose; but if it should appear that they neglect to assign a reasonable maintenance, the Judge is at liberty to award a certain sum sufficient for that purpose, with reference to the usage of the family and their circumstances in life," and to cause it to be paid her from the property of the deceased. It appeared to the sitting Judges that the validity of the deed of partition was not proved from the further evidence, nor the amount of the property established as set forth by the appellant; and that there was no reason for setting aside the judgment of the Provincial Court of the 15th of February 1819. A final decision was therefore passed affirming that judgment, and dismissing the appeal of the appellant, providing, however, that the respondent should pay to her the sum of 20 rupees per mensem, as awarded by the Provincial Court for her maintenance. The costs of the Court were made payable by the appellant, as well as the sum paid by the respondent as costs in the Provincial Court, to be levied from any pro-
property which the appellant might be proved to possess over and above the sum of 20 rupees per mensem assigned her by the Court for her maintenance.—Sel. S. D. A. Rep. Vol. III, p. 223 (New Ed. p. 298.)

A Hindú widow's maintenance is a charge upon the family estate in whosesoever hands the estate may fall.—Mussummat Khukroo Misrain v. Jhoomuk Lall Doss.—S. W. R. Vol. XV, page 263.

The heir who takes and becomes possessed of the estate of the deceased must be held to continue to be primarily responsible both in person and property, for the maintenance of the widow, even though he should have fraudulently transferred that estate, or otherwise have improperly wasted it, and the widow is bound to look to the heir for her maintenance and to claim it from him primarily rather than from the estate transferred or wasted, which may nevertheless be in the last resort answerable to her claim.—Ram Churn Tewariee v. Mussummat Jusoda Koonwer.—Agra H. C. Rep. Vol. II, a. c. page 134.

The widow of an undivided Hindú who leaves a co-parcener him surviving, has, like the widow of a divided Hindú who leaves male issue, merely a right to maintenance, where, therefore, a widow sued for a Palaiyarputtu as heir to the surviving brother of her husband: Held, that the suit must be dismissed.—Ped-damuthu Viramani v. Apper Rau and others.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, page 117.

Where maintenance of a Hindú widow was not made by her deceased husband dependent upon her living with his family, she is entitled to it, notwithstanding she leave the house of his family and go to that of her father.—Surun-moyee Dasses v. Gopal Lall Dass.—Marshall's Reports, page 497.

A Hindú widow's right to maintenance does not cease on her leaving her husband's house.—Sree-ram Bhattacharjes v. Puddomookhee Debea.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 152.

The High Court remanded the case for the determination of issues regarding the circumstances of a widow who claimed maintenance from her husband's father.
Separation from her husband's family does not deprive a Hindu widow of her right to claim maintenance from them, if she happens to be in needy circumstances.—Chundra-bhāga Bai v. Kāshi-nāth Vithal.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 322.

A Hindu widow, who for no improper purpose leaves her husband's family, does not thereby forfeit her right to maintenance.—Aholtya-bai Debea v. Lukkhimunee Debea.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, page 37.

Under the Hindu law, mere unkindness short of cruelty would not be sufficient justification for a wife in leaving her husband's house.

Reference being had to the first Code of Criminal Procedure (XXV of 1861) and to the existing Code X of 1872, Section 536, unless a husband refuses to maintain his wife in his house, and has been guilty of acts of cruelty, which would justify her in leaving his protection, she is not entitled to maintenance while living apart from her husband.—Sita-nath Mookerjee v. Srimuty Hoimbutty Debea.—S. W. R. Vol. XXIV, p. 377.

Where a Hindu wife had left her husband's house, and carried on an independent calling, and the husband did not object to the calling or give her notice to return, Held that as she was desirous of returning, and the husband declined to maintain her, she was entitled to maintenance.—Nity Laha v. Soondery Dasses—S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 475.

Calcutta, H. C.—The 20th January 1876.

Present:

The Hon'ble F. A. Glover, and Romesh Chunder Mitter, Judges.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Cuttack.

Baboo Goluck Chunder Bose (Defendant) Appellant,

versus

Ranjee Ohilla Dayer (Plaintiff) Respondent.

Under the Hindu law, property purchased from the heir with notice that a widow is entitled to be maintained out of it, continues while in the hands of the purchaser to be charged with that maintenance.
Before following properties from which she is entitled to obtain her maintenance in
the hands of the purchaser, a Hindú widow is not bound in all cases to attempt
to recover her maintenance from the heir-at-law.

Mitter, J.—We do not think it necessary to call upon the other
side in this case. Three points have been raised in Special Appeal.—
First.—That the claim of maintenance should not have been
held as a charge upon the estate in the hands of the defendant.
Second.—That the plaintiff should not have been allowed
to recover a decree against the defendant without first having re-
course to a suit against the heir.
Third.—That the debts on account of which the family
property was sold and purchased by the defendant, being debts
which were binding upon the family, the plaintiff has no right to
charge her maintenance upon that property in the hands of the
purchaser.

As regards the first question, it is not necessary for us to decide
whether in all cases under the Hindú Law, maintenance is to be
deemed as a charge upon property in the possession of a subsequent
assignee from the heir. It has been settled by more than one deci-
sion of this Court, that where a purchaser purchases property from
the heir with notice that a Hindú widow is entitled to be maintain-
ed out of it, the property in the hands of the purchaser continues to
be charged with that maintenance. In this case both Courts have
found the fact that the defendant, before he purchased the property,
did receive such notice. That being so, we think that the Lower
Courts are right in making the property in the hands of the defen-
dant liable for maintenance of the plaintiff.

As regards the second question that has been argued before us,
it seems to me that it is not a correct proposition of Hindú Law
to say, that in all cases, a Hindú widow is not entitled to follow pro-
erties from which she is entitled to obtain her maintenance in the
hands of the purchaser, unless she at first attempts to recover her
maintenance from the heir-at-law. It may be that in certain cases
where the defence is that sufficient property is still in the hand of
the heir-at-law from which the maintenance can be recovered, the
person entitled to maintenance might not be allowed to recover it
from the purchaser of a small portion of the family property without
first attempting to recover it from the properties in the possession of
the heir-at-law. But in this case there was no such defence, and, in either of the Courts below, the objection in this form was not raised. And we do not think that we ought to allow it to be raised here for the first time in special appeal.

The same remarks will apply to the third ground of special appeal which has been argued before us; that was never raised in either of the Courts below; and we do not think that we ought to allow it to be raised for the first time in special appeal.

Upon these grounds we think that the special appeal ought to be dismissed with costs.


A Hindú widow’s claim to maintenance upon an estate does not necessarily render the sale of the property, subversive of her right; for even if there be no other property out of which that maintenance can be derived, there is nothing to prevent her from suing to establish her right to make her maintenance a charge upon the property sold.—Anund-moyee Goopta v. Gopal-chunder Banerjea.—S. W. R. for 1864, p. 310.

Held that the Hindú widow's right to maintenance being a charge on the property forming her deceased husband’s estate, remains claimable out of the property, notwithstanding its alienation by the heirs, unless she bargains to forego it.—Heera Lall v. Mus-summat Kousillah.—Agra H. C. Rep. Vol. I, p. 42.

CALCUTTA H. C.—The 14th of December 1866.

Present:

The Hon’ble H. V. Bayley and Shumbhoo-nath Pundit, Judges.

BHUGWAN-CHUNDER BOSE and others (Defendants) Appellants,

versus

BINDOO BASHINEE DASSEE (Plaintiff) Respondent.

A Small Cause Court has jurisdiction only as regards arrears of fixed maintenance, but not to determine the right to receive it.

On what principle maintenance for a Hindú widow should be awarded.
Shumhoo-nath Pundit, J.—On the case coming up for trial, the respondent took objection regarding jurisdiction, but we hold that the Small Cause Court could have jurisdiction only as regards arrears of fixed maintenance, and not for determination of the right to receive it.

We have great doubts regarding the legal liability of the special appellant, the brother of the deceased husband of the plaintiff, to support her. At least he may be liable to maintain her in case of his having obtained from his father any property yielding him an income. In that case also, the amount of the maintenance can be fixed with reference to the amount of this income, and not solely on the necessities of the plaintiff. It is also to be kept in mind that, in case of the income of the special appellant from ancestral property, or in case of his personal liability, his personal property being small, the Lower Appellate Court will have to consider that the special appellant may find it more convenient to maintain the plaintiff in his house than if she were to live separate. The reasons given by the Lower Appellate Court to decree two annas per day appearing incorrect, inasmuch as they are not in accordance with the above principle, we remand the case to the Lower Appellate Court to retry the whole case, with reference to the above remarks, and to fix an amount suitable to the income of the special appellant.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 286.

It is not necessary that a Hindú widow should be maintained in the same state in which her husband would maintain her.—Kalee-Persaud Singh v. Koopoor Konwarree.—S. W. R. Vol. IV, p. 65.

The question of the adequacy of maintenance granted to widows and daughters depend on each case on its own peculiar circumstances.—Dino-bundhoo Chowdry v. Rajmohinee Chowdry.—S. W. R. Vol. XV, c. r. p. 73.
CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 8th of September 1875.

Present:
The Hon'ble W. Markby, Judge.

Nobo Gopal Roy (Defendant) Appellant,

versus

Sreemutty Amrit Moyee Dassee, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

A Civil Court has power to fix the rate of maintenance payable by a husband to his wife, where she, for lawful cause, is residing apart from him, and to make an order that maintenance at that rate shall be paid in future, subject to be set aside or modified according to circumstances.

I think that the plaint did ask that the maintenance to be paid to the wife should be fixed not only for the period which had already elapsed, but for the future.

I also think that the Civil Court has power to fix the rate of maintenance payable by the husband to his wife in cases where she, for lawful cause, is residing apart from him, and also power to make an order that maintenance at that rate should be paid in future.

But I think it equally clear that, that order must be subject to any modification which future circumstances may render necessary, and that, under some circumstances, the maintenance might be withdrawn altogether. I am rather disposed to think that that is so without any special directions contained in the order. I am inclined to think that if it could be shown that the wife had been guilty of such misconduct as would disentitle her to maintenance, or that, under the changed condition of circumstances, she could be called upon to return to her husband's house, or that the rate of allowance should be changed, the Court would have power in all such similar cases either to set aside or to modify the order as circumstances might require.

The decree will therefore be modified in accordance with this view.—S. W. R. Vol. XXIV, p. 428.

A woman divorced for adultery who had continued in adultery during her husband's life, and in unchastity after his death, is not entitled to maintenance out of the property of her deceased husband.

A Hindú adulteress living apart from her husband can not recover maintenance from him so long as the adultery is uncondoned.— *Ilata Shavatri v. Ilata Náráyan Nambudiri.*—Mad. H. C. R. Vol. I, a. c. p. 372.


According to Hindú law a son's widow is entitled to maintenance so long as she leads a chaste life, whether she elects to live with her father-in-law or with her own relations.—*Khoodee-monee Debea v. Tara Chand Chukerbutty.*—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 134.

A Hindú father and son lived joint in food and worship, but separate in estate.—Held that the widow of the son has no legal claim upon the father for maintenance.—*Ruvjo-money v. Shib Chunder Mullick.*—Hyde's Rep. Vol. II, p. 103.

On a division of an estate, the Hindú law recognizes the right of a grand-mother to maintenance, but not her title to any share of the estate.*—*Puddo-mookees Dassees v. Raee-monee Dassees.*—S. W. R. Vol. XII, p. 409.

A Hindú died leaving a widow and an adopted son, who continued after his death, to reside in the same dwelling-house in which they had resided with the deceased during his life-time, and which formed a portion of his estate. The son being an infant, the widow had the management of the house, and let a portion of it to tenants at a monthly rent. Subsequently the son sold the house, as his property by inheritance, to a stranger, who gave the widow and tenant a week's notice to quit.—Held that the son, even if he had attained his majority, could not evict the widow, or authorize the purchaser to do so, without providing some other suitable dwelling for her; nor in any case could the tenant be turned out without a month's notice.

* See, however, Partition.
maintenance can be a charge upon an impertible semindary, or, if not, out of what property or fund, if any, the son was entitled to be paid.—Muthu-swamy Jagirwara Yettappa Naiken v. Vencuta-swara Yettappa, 2 B. L. Re. P. C., 15.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 684.

Plaintiff sued his elder brother for maintenance, calculated at Rs. 300 per month. The first Court gave a decree for Rs. 50 per month, which was reversed on appeal by the Judge, on the ground that he could recover no smaller amount than that claimed in his plaint. Held, in special appeal, that plaintiff had a right to a finding by the Judge as to what amount and what kind of maintenance he was entitled to receive from defendant.—Neeladree Singh v. Ra-jah Rugkoo-nath Singh.—S. W. R. Vol. XVII, c. r. p. 411.

No rule of Hindu law precludes the recovery of arrears of maintenance. The only bar to the enforcement of a purely legal right is the lapse of the time required by the law of limitation to bar the remedy.—Venkpopadhyaya v. Kavari Hengusu.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 36.

A right to maintenance bequeathed to a person is not affected by private arrangement entered into by the members of the testator’s family, who are liable to pay the maintenance as a charge on the testator’s estate.

A plaintiff, however, who has resided, and been supported by the family for twelve years after the testator’s death without claiming the maintenance bequeathed to her, is presumed to have waived her right.—Ram Lall Mookerjea v. Musseummat Tara Soondery Dabea.—S. W. R. for 1884, p. 3.

A Hindu widow cannot alienate for any purpose property entrusted to her solely that from its profits she may maintain herself.—Seith Gobind Dass v. Ranchora.—N. W. R. Vol. III, p. 324.

A Hindu widow’s right to maintenance out of lands which belonged to her husband and have devolved on her son, is a purely personal right, which cannot be sold in execution of a decree or otherwise transferred.—Bkyrub Chunder Ghose v. Nubo Chunder Guho.—S. W. R. Vol. V, p. 111.
There is no rule of Hindú law which recognizes authority in a widow entitled only to maintenance to make contracts for necessary supplies binding upon the heir in possession of the family property and liable to maintain her.—Rama-swamy Aiyar v. Minakshi Ammal and another.—Mad. H. C. Rep. Vol. II, p. 409.

A Hindú widow who had been supported by her father-in-law, after his death sued his eldest son for maintenance and obtained a decree for Rs. 150, notwithstanding the defendant's objection that, being one of three brothers who inherited their father's estate, he was not solely liable for the maintenance claimed.

Held that as this was a Small Cause Court suit, the appeal did not lie. The maintenance of a widow is by Hindú law a charge upon the whole estate and therefore upon every part thereof. The defendant might have the question raised by him decided by suing his brothers for contribution.—Rama-chandra Dikshit v. Savitri-bai.—Bom. H. C. Rep. Vol. IV, a. c. j. p. 73.

The fact of A having been long supported by B, or of his having been purchased either as a slave or as a chela will not entitle him to claim perpetual maintenance for himself and his heirs. Especially where A does not show that he has been deprived of ordinary means of livelihood which he might otherwise have commanded.—Narain Dass v. Moharujah Mahatab Chund Bahadoor.—S. W. R. Vol. VII, p. 137.

Admitted legal opinions.

An expelled wife is not entitled to demand a share of her husband's property.

Q. A person had two wives, who quarrelled with each other, and the husband turned away his senior wife from his family house. In this case, is the first wife, during the husband's life, entitled to a share of his property? If so, to what proportion?

R. Under the circumstances stated, the wife is not entitled to demand a share of her husband's property.

Manu has declared, that a mother and a father, in their old age, a virtuous wife, and an infant son, must be maintained, even though doing a hundred times that which ought not to be done.
PAYMENT OF DEBTS.

According to the preceding authorities, the eldest wife is entitled only to a sum sufficient for the necessary expenses attendant on her food and raiment, even though expelled from her husband’s house. It is the general rule, that a wife must be maintained by her husband.


There is no provision for alimony in the Hindú law, but only for maintenance.

Q. A widow was in possession of some property, which had devolved on her at the death of her husband. The widow of her son (who died before his father) sues her for alimony to a specific amount; and on referring the case to a pundit, the following Vyavasthā was given: that “if a widow live in the house of her mother-in-law, the latter should afford her food and raiment; but that no rules as to a specific portion on account of alimony had been laid down in the law, and that this should be determined by extent of means.” Is it then necessary, supposing that a disagreement should subsist between the mother and daughter-in-law, that the latter should live with the former? If there should be any established rule making it incumbent to give alimony to the family of the person in possession of the estate, and the person in possession should not give alimony in proportion to the extent of the means, in such case, is it competent to any authority to fix the amount to be given?

R. While the father and other relations of her husband exist, the residence of a widow in their house is declared to be obligatory on her; and the law does not contemplate any case of opposition to this rule, as in the following text.

The father-in-law and the rest are bound to maintain a virtuous and childless widow; but there is no provision for a case in which alimony* may be sued for, not having been given in proportion to the means: “Let them (the brothers) allow a maintenance to his (brother’s) women for life.”—Patna Court of Appeal. February 25th, 1870.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. II, Case 4.

* This word, according to its rendering in English law, is not exactly applicable; but there does not appear to be any other better suited to express the sense of the original. Though the Hindú law does not recognise alimony, yet the amount of maintenance is specified with sufficient precision.

Vol. II.
An unchaste widow is not entitled to maintenance from her husband's brothers, even though she may have resigned her right to his property in their favor, in consideration of such maintenance.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. ii, Case 5.

Sons are bound to maintain their aged parents.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. ii, Case 6.

According to the law as current in Benares, the widow of a nephew is entitled to maintenance only from his uncles with whom he was in partnership.

Q. A merchant died, leaving three sons, who succeeded jointly to the property of their father, and continued to carry on his mercantile concerns. The eldest of these brothers also died, and was succeeded by a son, who remained as a partner in the business with his uncles, and he died childless, leaving a widow. Under these circumstances, is the widow entitled to a share of the property held in coparcenary by her husband and his uncles, or merely to subsistence; and if the former, is she entitled to her husband's share, or less than that?

R. Supposing the merchant to have died leaving three sons, and they to have carried on in coparcenary his commercial concerns, and the elder of them to have died leaving a son, who also died leaving a widow, while the property was undivided; in this case, the widow has no title to her husband's share, but she is entitled to her maintenance, as declared by a text: "To the childless wives of brothers and of sons, strictly observing the conduct prescribed, their spiritual parent must allot mere food and old garments which are not tattered.†—Patna Court of Appeal, May 8th, 1811.—Mussammat Chourasee, pauper, v. Kurmoo Bhukut and another.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. II, Case 7.

A widow whose husband died before his father has a legal claim to maintenance only.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. ii, Case 8.

A woman cannot inherit immediately from her step-son, but she is entitled to maintenance from his heir.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap ii, Case 9.

A son, on succeeding to his father's estate, must maintain his step-mother and her daughters.

† SAEEHA.
Q. A person died, leaving two sons by one wife (who died before him), and a widow and her two daughters, and subsequently to his death one of the sons died. There are now surviving a son of his first wife, and a widow and her two daughters; and supposing the widow to have received no portion of the property from her step-son, in this case, is she entitled to any share of the estate; and if so, what is the extent of her right?

R. The widow is only entitled to a proper maintenance from her step-son, and if her two daughters have not been disposed of in marriage, they will also have some share of their father's wealth to defray their nuptial expenses. Should they, after marriage, be in want of maintenance, in consequence of their husbands' inability to support them, they must be provided with food and raiment by their half-brother. This is conformable to the Dáya-bhága and other authorities. Zíllah 24-Pergunnahs, 24th January 1818.—Mác. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. ii, Case 10.

The widow of a separated brother is not entitled to maintenance from her late husband's family.—Mác. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. ii, Case 11.

The illegitimate son of a person belonging to one of the regenerate tribes is entitled to maintenance only.

Q. A Rajpoot died, leaving a widow and a concubine of the Aheer tribe, by whom he had four sons; and on his death, his widow performed all the exequial ceremonies necessary on the occasion. In this case, are the sons and their mother entitled to any portion of the property left by the deceased owner; and if so, to what proportion is each of the survivors entitled?

R. Under the circumstances stated, the entire property left by the deceased, excepting such ornaments and clothes as were worn by the concubine and her sons, will devolve on the widow. The concubine and her sons have no right to share such property, but they are entitled to maintenance. This opinion is conformable to Menu, the Mitakshará, Viváda Ratnákara, Viváda Chintámání, and other authorities.
notwithstanding kinsmen, a father, a mother, or uterine brethren be present."

"Therefore, the widow of a person dying without male issue takes his entire heritage, even though his father and brother be living, because she confers benefit on her deceased husband by preserving her life with the enjoyment of his wealth, and by offering oblations to his manes: and if she, having become indigent, defile her chastity, then hell becomes her husband's portion. Under these circumstances, the preservation of her chastity and life is absolutely necessary. If, with the produce of their husbands' estate, their maintenance cannot be supplied, they (the widows) for the purpose of acquiring the means of subsistence, may mortgage, or sell a portion of their husbands' landed estate, and the sale in such case is legal and valid.

SECTION II.

ON PAYMENT OF DEBTS.

CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 20th of June 1866.

Present:

The Hon'ble F. B. Kemp and W. S. Seton Karr, Judges.

SUKKENAH BANOOG (one of the defendants,) Appellant,

versus

HURO CHURN BURIU, (Plaintiff,) Respondent.

The payment of a debt incurred in conducting the srudh of a father is incumbent upon a son whether he is of age, or a minor or a posthumous son.

The purchaser is not bound to prove, that the sum borrowed was appropriated for the maintenance of the minor.

This was a suit to set aside an alienation made by the mother and brother of the plaintiff during his minority.

The necessity recited in the bill of sale is payment of debts incurred in performing the srudh of the father, and the maintenance of the minor, the plaintiff.

The Courts below have held that the money went to pay off the expenses of the srudh, and not that of the minor's maintenance, because the srudh of the father could not have been performed by the plaintiff inasmuch as he was not born at the time the father died, he was not liable to pay any portion of the debt incurred for that purpose.

With reference to the debt incurred for maintenance, the Courts below held that the onus of proving that the sum borrowed was appropriated for the purpose of the maintenance of the minor, was on the purchaser, special appellant before us, and that he had failed to prove such appropriation.

We are clearly of opinion that both the Lower Courts are wrong. The payment of a debt incurred in conducting the srudh of a father is incumbent upon a son whether he was of age, or a minor or a posthumous son of the deceased. (See page 297 Volume II. Macnaghten's Hidoo Law.)
The Courts below are also wrong in throwing the onus upon the purchaser of proving the appropriation of the monies borrowed. This is contrary to the ruling of the Privy Council in the well-known case of Hanuman Pershad Pandey.

Finding, therefore, that the sale was made for purposes such as are recognized as legal necessities under the Hindoo Law, we reverse the decisions of the Lower Courts and decree this appeal.—S. W. R. Vol. VI, p. 34.

CALCUTTA, H. C.—The 9th of June 1864.

The Hon'ble G. Loch and F. A. Glover, Judges.

GUNGA NARAIN PAUL, (Plaintiff,) Appellant,

versus

UMESH CHUNDER BOSE AND OTHERS, (Defendants,) Respondents.

According to Hindoo Law, a man's property is liable for his debts, and property descends to an heir burdened with the debts of the ancestor, which must all be satisfied before the heir can be said to have any interest in the property at all.

Where a decree was obtained against an heir for a debt of the ancestor, but before the property was sold in execution of such decree, the property was attached and sold in execution of a second decree for a personal debt of the heir. Held that the prior sale in execution of the second decree could give the purchaser no preferential right in the property over the subsequent purchaser in execution of the first decree.

LOCH, J.—One Choonee Lal died indebted. Previous to his death, a suit had been brought against him to recover the amount of a bond, and the decree passed against Monoo Lal, nephew of the deceased, who, claiming under a will, had taken possession of the deceased's property, and obtained a certificate to administer to the estate. Execution was taken out, and Mouzah Chitra, the property in dispute, was attached by the judgment-creditor in Srabun 1268. In the course of the same year, another suit by a different party was instituted against Monoo Lal and his two brothers for a personal debt, and a decree obtained. Execution was taken out, and the same village attached in Aghran 1268, and the rights and interests of the judgment-debtors sold in Magh of the same year; subsequently, the property was sold in Cheyt 1268 in execution of the first-mentioned decree.
decision of the Lower Court, and give a decree for the plaintiff with all costs.—S. W. Rep., for 1864, p. 277.

CUTTAKA, H. C.—The 27th of April 1865.

Present:
The Hon'ble G. Loch and F. A. Glover, Puisne Judges.

UNNO-POORDA DASSEYA, (Respondent,) Petitioner,

versus

GUNGA NARAIN PAUL, (Appellant,) opposite party.

If two parties attach a property in execution of separate decrees, and the sale of property takes place at the instance of the decree-holder who made the second attachment, the decree-holder who made the first attachment will be first satisfied from the sale-proceeds, but the sale cannot be disturbed if such decree-holder instead of taking payment of his claim out of the sale-proceeds, puts up the rights and interests of his debtor in the property for sale.

There is nothing in the Hindoo law to show that the property of a deceased person is so hypothecated for his debts as to prevent his heir from disposing of it to a third party, or to allow a creditor to follow it and take it out of the hands of a third party, who has purchased in good faith and for valuable consideration. The creditor may hold the heir personally liable for the debt, but he cannot follow the property.

In conformity with the Resolution of the Court, dated 3rd February 1865, this case was argued before us. Against the application for review, it was urged—1st, that as the first decree-holder had, in execution, attached the property in question in the month of Srabun 1268, before it was attached by the other decree-holder in Aghran of the same year, the sale which took place in execution of the first decree, though subsequent in time to the sale under the second decree, must have the preference, because of the priority of the attachment; 2nd, that, under the Hindoo Law, an obligation rests on the heir to pay the debts of his ancestor, and the property cannot be considered to belong to the heirs till such debts have been paid. Consequently, a creditor of the ancestor has a lien in such property, and may follow it wherever he may find it, whether in the hands of the heir, or of a third party who has purchased it for valuable consideration in good faith from the heir.

On the first point, we think that the pleader is altogether mistaken. Priority of attachment entitles the attaching decree-holder
to have his claim satisfied first, but gives him no other preference. If two parties attach a property in execution of separate decrees, and the sale of the property takes place at the instance of the decree-holder who made the second attachment, the decree of the decree-holder who made the first attachment will be first satisfied from the sale proceeds; but the sale cannot be disturbed if such decree-holder, instead of taking his money out of the sale proceeds, put up the rights and interests of his debtor in the property again for sale.

On the second ground, we think that, in our judgment of 9th June 1864, we carried the doctrine of the liability of an heir under the Hindoo Law to pay the debts of his ancestor too far. There is, no doubt, a moral obligation to do so; but we do not find, nor can the pleader show us from any text of Hindoo Law, that the property of a deceased person is so hypothecated for his debts, as to prevent his heir from disposing of it to a third party, or to allow a creditor to follow it and take it out of the hands of a third party who has purchased in good faith and for valuable consideration. The creditor may hold the heir personally liable for the debt, if he have alienated the property, but he cannot, we think, follow the property. Under this view of the case, we set aside our former order, and confirm the order passed by the Judge on 14th August 1863. The petitioner will obtain his costs.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 296.

CALCUTTA H. C.—The 27th of March 1865.

Present:
The Hon’ble E. Jackson and F. A. Glover, Judges.

RAJ-ROOP SINGH and another (Plaintiffs,) Appellants,

versus

BUL-DEO SINGH and others (Defendants,) Respondents.

Heirs are liable for the debts of the person from whom they have inherited to the extent of the property which they have inherited. The question at issue in this suit, and upon which the special appeal is preferred, is the liability to sale in execution of a decree against one Hur-deo Roy, of a certain landed estate which was purchased by Hur-deo Roy’s son Khema Singh, in the names of Khema Singh’s sons.
PAYMENT OF DEBTS.

We find that Khema Singh rested his right to hold this estate on the allegation that he had inherited no property from his father Hur-deo Roy, and the Judge has found upon very clear evidence, both oral and documentary, that this allegation of his was a deliberate falsehood. The Judge was accordingly correct in recording that Khema Singh was liable, and this estate, as in his possession, was liable for Hur-deo Roy’s debts, until Khema Singh gave in a full account of all moneys and property to which he had succeeded as heir to Hur-deo Roy. The principle is that on which Section 203, Act VIII of 1859 makes heirs liable for the debts of the person from whom they have inherited to the extent to which they have so inherited. We think the Judge was correct in his law, and dismiss this appeal with costs.—S. W. R. Vol. II, p. 258.

A widow is liable for a debt contracted by her husband. Such debt may be set off against any debt due to her.—Grish Chunder Lahoory v. Koomarree Dubea.—S. W. R. Vol. I, Mis. p. 24.


But see Bombay Act VII of 1866, in which alteration is made in the Hindoo law on the above subject, and which has been quoted in this Section of the main book.

Note.—Brihaspatai declares; “The sons must pay the debt of their father, when proved, as if it were their own, [that is] with interest; the son’s son must pay the debt of his grandfather [but] without interest, and his son [that is, the great-grandson] shall not be compelled to discharge it, [unless he be heir, and have assets].”

The order of those bound to pay the debts (of one deceased) is thus told by Danyavardana:—“He who has received the estate must pay the debts of it; and in like manner, he who takes the wife [of the deceased] or the son, whose father’s assets are not held by another [ananyasrita]: but of one having no son, the other heirs [rikthinah], must pay the debts.”

“And first of all, he who has received the estate; on failure of him, the person who takes the wife; and on failure of him, the son, possessed of unalienated wealth [ananyasrita]. If there be none, it must be paid by the grandsons, but the principal only. If they be not in existence, then the great-grandson, the wife, daughter, or other heirs [rikthinah], if they have received the estate, must pay the debt—such is the meaning. It is not to be paid by the great-grandson, the wife or the others, if they have not taken the estate. But receipt of ever so small a portion of the estate, imposes the liability of liqui-
satisfying, the whole property which the deceased left must be given to the creditors, and then his heirs must be considered as absolved also from all claims.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Case 1.

The heir who takes the assets of a deceased debtor, must satisfy his creditors, as far as the assets go.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. X, Case 6.

The debts of an ascetic follow his assets in the hands of his representatives.

Q. A person having contracted a debt, becomes a recluse; that is, enters into the order of an ascetic. His ancestral landed property falls into the hands of his brother’s representatives. In this case, can the creditor realize his debt out of such property?

R. If the individual in question borrowed a sum of money, and relinquished the order of a house-keeper, leaving a patrimonial immovable estate in the possession of his relatives, in this case, those relatives who are in the enjoyment of his property are liable for the debt; and if they do not liquidate it, the creditor is competent to recover his money due from the debtor out of his property, as Yajnyavalkya propounds: “He who has received the estate of a proprietor leaving no son capable of business, must pay the debts of the estate, or, on failure of him, the person who takes the wife of the deceased; but not the son whose father’s assets are held by another.”

The law on this subject is more distinctly laid down in the Mitacshara and other authorities, in the Chapter treating of the payment of debts.—Macn. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. X, Case 12.

The survivors are answerable for a debt contracted by their deceased partner, if the sum borrowed was applied to their use.

Q. A father with his five sons lived jointly in respect of food and in the conduct of mercantile affairs. One of the sons contracted a debt for his private use, and not on account of the joint concern. On the expiration of the period agreed upon for the discharge of the debt, the creditor brought an action against the debtor who subsequently died before his father and four brothers, leaving a widow. The father and brothers of the deceased are enjoying the joint property. In this case, should the debt be liquidated out of the joint funds of the concern?
R. Supposing the debtor living with his father and brothers as a joint family and having joint dealings with them, to have contracted the debt for his private use, and that the produce of the land and other estate purchased with the sum borrowed was expended for the use of the joint family or joint trade, then the father and brothers who jointly possess the ancestral property should liquidate the debt.* But according to the doctrines of Manu, the Mitakshara, Vivāda-chintāmani and Vivādārṇava-setu, and other legal authorities, debts contracted for the following purposes will not be claimable from them, Vrihaspati:—“The sons are not compellable to pay sums due by their father for spiritual liquors, for losses at play, for promises made without any consideration, or under the influence of lust or of wrath, or sums for which he was a shreya, (except in the cases before mentioned,) or a fine, or toll, or the balance of either.—Mach. H. L. Vol. II, Chap. X. Case 3.

Those who take the property of the deceased are bound to liquidate his debts.

Q. A person having borrowed a sum of money established a shop with the said money, and then died. Subsequently to his death, his father and brothers appropriated all the goods that were in the shop. In this case, is the satisfaction of the debt contracted by the deceased incumbent on his father and brothers, or not? And supposing the debtor to have left a widow, who took no part of the property left in the shop, is she nevertheless responsible for his debt, or otherwise?

R. Under the circumstances stated, the debtor's father and brother are bound to liquidate his debt, but his widow cannot be held liable for it.

Authorities.

The text of Yājnavalkya cited in the Mitakshara and other books of law:—"If one of two or more parcnners or undivided kinsmen contract a debt for the support of the family, and either die, or be very long absent abroad, the other parcnners or joint tenants shall pay it."


* This appears to be only half an answer to the query; for it is unquestionable, that the brothers who took the estate are liable for the debt; as far as there may be assets, whether the money was borrowed by the deceased brother for his private use alone, or was expended for the benefit of the family at large.—Note by Sir W. Macnaghten.
Debts of a missing person must be paid by those in possession of his estate, without waiting twelve years for his re-appearance.

R. If a man contract a debt while he lives with his brothers, as an undivided and united family, and subsequently become missing, the debtor's brothers and wife who possess his estate must pay his debts, without waiting for expiration of twelve years.

Authorities.

Yājnavalkya. See ante, page 622. A debt contracted before partition by an uncle, or a brother, or a mother, for the support of the family, all the parceners or joint tenants shall discharge.

Nārada:—The creditor need not wait a specific time; for there is no authority for such a supposition.


Circumstances under which a father must pay a debt contracted by his deceased son.

Q. A son being in a state of union with his father as a joint family, died, and no property of the son came into the father's hands. In this case, is the liquidation of a debt contracted by the son, incumbent on the father, or not?

R. Supposing the son to have died childless, and involved in debt, while the family were undivided, and the father not to have received any assets belonging to his son, he is not in this case bound to liquidate his debt, unless the debt were contracted by the son for the purpose of the family support, or the conduct of religious observances which were incumbent on the family; or unless the father, after the debt was contracted, promised to satisfy the claim of his son's creditor, in which cases the liquidation becomes incumbent on the father.


Responsa Prudentum.

Questions.

1. Is the son bound to discharge a debt contracted by the father?

2. The father having in his life-time given his son a release, exonerating him from his debts, and living separately from him, is the son still liable notwithstanding?
moral and religious, not civil.—See note on Jagnnātha, Dig. b. i. Clxvi. C.


The defendant, a widow, is sued for a debt contracted by her husband's father, who is dead, her husband being also dead, having left a son, who however is only an infant. Is the action maintainable against the grandson?

Answer.—Failing the son, the grandson of him who contracted the debts is liable; consequently the infant alluded to when he comes of age.

Remark.—Provided the father's estate be not possessed by another; (Jagnnātha's Dig. b. i. clxvi. &c.) or, if there be no assets provided the grandson were not separated from the family partnership:—and, at all events, being a minor, he cannot be called upon to pay the debt, until he have attained the age of sixteen. Kātyāyana, cited by Jagnnātha, Dig. b. i. clxxvii. "Nor is he liable for interest payable out of his own funds."—(Ibid. cxvii.) C.


A woman is not in general liable for the debts of her husband. See passages quoted in Jagnnātha's Dig. b. i. cvii, &c. But, if she, or any other person, possess assets of the debtor, his debts must be discharged out of such funds; (Ibid. cxxv.) and this, whether enough remain for her maintenance, or not.

The case of her undertaking for the debt would be a special one; but it is not so stated in the question. C.


Assets are to be pursued, into whatever hands. See Nārada, cited by Jagnnātha Dig. b. i. Clxxii, and innumerable other authorities, may be cited, were it requisite in so plain a case. C.


The law directs the debts as well as effects to be divided. Mit. on Inh. Chap. I, Sect. iii, § 1 & 9. This, however, is an adjustment among the partners, which cannot bar the plaintiff's remedy against all, or any of the debtors, who were jointly bound; or against his particular debtor, if it were a separate debt. C.

The benefit of ss. 11 and 12 of Act xiv of 1859 is not limited to the period when the disability of minority has ceased, but applies also to the period during which the disability continues; and, therefore, during the latter period, it is open to the minor to sue by his guardian.

On the death without issue of a member of a Hindú family joint in estate and subject to the Mitákshará law, his undivided share in the joint family property passes to the surviving members of the joint family and not to his widows, and cannot be made liable for his debts under decrees obtained against his widows as his representative.*

Quære, where a member of a joint Hindú family governed by the Mitákshará law, without the consent of his co-sharers, and in order to raise money on his own account, and not for the benefit of the joint family, mortgages in his life-time his undivided share in a portion of the joint family property, can the other members of the joint family, on his death, recover from the mortgagee the mortgaged share, or any portion of it, without redeeming?

A suit by a surviving member of a joint Hindú family subject to the Mitákshará law, to recover a moiety of the undivided share of a deceased member of the family in the joint family property, ought not to be dismissed on the ground that all the members of the family have not joined in bringing the suit, where it appears that the only other surviving member of the family has already sued for and recovered his moiety of the property, and disclaims all further interest, and is joined as a co-defendant in the suit.—Indian Law Report, Calcutta Series Vol. I, p. 226.

Sons in possession of family property, are liable for the payment of their father's debt, unless they can prove that the debt was incurred for an immoral purpose or otherwise invalid.

The question whether a decree-debt was invalid can not be opened at the execution stage; but must form the subject of an independent suit.—Burtoo Singh v. Ram Purmessur Singh and others.—S. W. R. Vol. XXIV, p. 255.

* By this part is upheld the High Court's Full Bench decision passed in the very suit. See Precedents page, 149.
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is entitled to a decree against the sons upon simply proving the loan and the instrument of charge, and that his right to a decree can only be defeated, in the event of the sons showing that the money was advanced for an immoral purpose. In other words, any charge which the father may create upon the ancestral immovable property during the minority of his sons is a valid charge, and must be satisfied out of that property, unless the sons, on whom the Judge throws the burden of proof, can show that the charge was created to secure money borrowed by the father for immoral purposes. If this be good law, it follows that the interests in the ancestral immovable property, which, under the Mitakshara law, are vested in sons by their birth, are entirely unprotected from the selfish or wasteful or capricious acts of the father except in the single instance of money borrowed by him upon the estate for immoral purposes.

The decisions on which the Officiating Judge relies in support of a proposition fraught with such serious consequences, are Girdharness Lall v. Kantee Lall* and Muddun Gopal Lall v. Musammat Gourun-buty.† But neither of these cases, when examined with reference to the facts involved in them, can, in my opinion, be considered as authorities for any such doctrine.

In Girdharness Lall v. Kantee Lall, the suit was brought by sons for the purpose of setting aside a deed of sale of ancestral property executed by their father, and also of recovering from the purchaser the whole of the property which purported to pass by the deed.

Their Lordships' decision, as I understood it, proceeds on the ground that a prima facie case of necessity for the sale had been shown, against which no rebutting evidence had been offered, and that as, moreover, a considerable portion of the purchase money had been proved to be applied for purposes which would make the sale binding on the sons, their suit to set aside the sale could not be maintained.

In Muddun Gopal Lall v. Musummam Gourun-buty, sons were again the plaintiffs, and brought a suit against their father and elder brother, and certain persons who claimed interests in the ancestral estate under bonds, or as purchasers in execution of decrees

* 14 B. L. R., 187; S. C., L. R. See ante, p. 72.
obtained on bonds, praying for a partition of the ancestral estate and for possession of their shares free from encumbrances by cancelment of the bonds. Phear J., in delivering the Court's judgment, which was given in those appeals at the same time, states, as the facts found "that in Muddun Gopal's case the plaintiff's father and elder brother had mortgaged 8 annas of the joint property to Muddun Gopal in consideration of a loan of money which was wanted for a family purpose; and that in the cases of Girdharree Lall and Pooran Lall, the plaintiff's father and elder brother had mortgaged 8 annas of the joint property in order to prevent the sale of that property at the instance of Girdharree Lall and Pooran Lall, in execution of decrees which these persons had respectively obtained against the father and eldest son personally." And the Court then held that, under these circumstances, the plaintiffs, the minor sons, were not entitled to obtain their share of the joint property free from these mortgages.

In neither of the decisions which are relied on by the Officiating Judge was the suit brought by a bond-holder or mortgagee against the father and sons to enforce a charge upon the ancestral estate created by the father, and in both of the decisions it is clear that the transaction of the father, whether it consisted of a sale or a loan, was inquired into by the Court with a view to see if there was any legal necessity for the transaction, or if it had reference to family purposes, and that the result of that inquiry formed the main ingredient of the decisions arrived at.

The liability of a son for the debts of his deceased father under Hindu law appears to me to be a distinct question from the right of a father in his life-time to charge the interest of his infant sons in the joint ancestral immoveable estate with the payment of a debt. It is the latter question which is before the Court in the present suit; and to arrive at a correct decision, I think that the principles to be applied are those which are laid down in the leading case of Hunooman Persad v. Musammat Babooee.* The authority of that case has been often recognized in the Privy Council, and notably in Lalla Bunseedhur v. Koonwar Bindesures,† and

† 10 Moore's I. A., 454, at p. 461.
also in Girdhares Lall v. Kantoo Lall.* In Hunooman Persad's case, the mortgage was made by a mother and widow, as guardian of her infant son and manager of his estate, but so far as relates to the interests in the ancestral estate which sons get by birth under the Mitakshara law, and the right of the father to alienate the same, there seems to be no essential difference between the position of the father when dealing with those interests during the minority of his sons, and the position of a mother when dealing as guardian and manager of her infant son's estate. Lord Justice Knight Bruce says in Hunooman Persad's case: "The power of the manager for an infant heir to charge an estate not his own is, under the Hindu law, a limited and qualified power; it can only be exercised rightly in a case of need or for the benefit of the estate;" and with respect to the question on whom the onus of proof lies, his Lordship, after stating that the onus will vary with the circumstances, proceeds to say: "When the mortgagee himself with whom the transaction took place is setting up a charge in his favour made by one whose title to alienate he necessarily knows to be limited and qualified, he may be reasonably expected to allege and prove facts presumably better known to him than to the infant heir,—namely, those facts which embody the representations made to him of the alleged need of the estate and the motives influencing his immediate loan."

Taking these to be the principles of law applicable to the decision of this suit, I am of opinion, that the Officiating Judge was wrong in holding that it lay upon the special appellants to prove that the loan was contracted by the father for immoral purposes, and that on their failing to do so, the respondent was entitled to a decree for a sale of the special appellants' interests in the ancestral property. Before he was entitled to such a decree, I think it was incumbent upon the respondent to show for what purpose the loan was contracted and that that purpose was one which justified the father in charging, or which the respondent had at least good grounds for believing did justify the father in charging, the interests which the special appellants have in the ancestral immoveable property. As the respondent has failed to show this either in the

the case of Girdharves Lall v. Kantoo Lall* (xxii Weekly Reporter, 56). The fact that one member of the family is separate in residence and mess, in no way affects his position as to the ancestral property until a separation in estate has taken place.

It is clear that the present case must be governed by the decision of the Privy Council just referred to. The original debt is not shown to have been incurred for any improper purpose, and the property which is the subject of suit was sold to save the rest of the estate.

The decrees of the Lower Courts must be reversed, and the plaintiff's suit dismissed with all costs.—S. W. R., Vol. XXV, page 116.

A person lending money on security of the property of undivided Hindú family, is bound to make enquiries as to the necessity that exists for such a loan. If he lends the money after reasonable enquiry, and bona fide believing it will be properly expended, he is not bound to see to the application of it. The rule is the same whether all the members of the family are adults or minors.—Gane Bhive Parap et al. Versus Kane Bhive et al.—Bom. H. C. R. Vol. iv, a. c. j. p. 169.

ALLAHABAD, H. C. A.—The 28th of August 1875.

(Mr. Justice Turner, Officiating Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Oldfield.)

BULDEO DAS (Paintiff,) versus SHAM LAL (Defendant.)†

The sons in an undivided Hindú family, although they have a proprietary right in the paternal and ancestral estate, have not independent dominion.

Where, therefore, the plaintiff sued to eject the defendant, his son, from a portion of a house, partly self-acquired by the plaintiff and partly ancestral property, in which the defendant was living against the plaintiff's will, the Court decreed the claim.

The plaintiff and the defendant, Hindús, were father and son. The plaintiff sued to eject his son from a portion of a house of which he had taken possession on its being vacated by a tenant. The defendant replied that the plaintiff had no right to eject him,

* See ante, page 72.
† Special Appeal No. 185 of 1875, from a decree of the Subordinate Judge of Moradabad, dated the 8th of December, 1874, reversing a decree of the Munif, dated the 14th May, 1874.
the house being ancestral property, in which father and son had equal rights.

The first Court found that a portion of the house was ancestral property, and a portion acquired by purchase by the plaintiff from his brother, and decreed the claim, holding that, under Hindú law, a son could not enforce a right to possession of any property, whether ancestral or self-acquired, in his father's lifetime. The lower appellate court dismissed the suit on the ground that, under Hindú law, sons have equal rights with their fathers in immovable ancestral property.

The plaintiff appealed to the High Court. The pleas set out in the memorandum of appeal were that, under Hindú law, a son was not entitled to take possession of any portion of ancestral property without the father's consent; and that, as a moiety of the property in dispute was the plaintiff's self-acquired property, he was entitled to eject the defendant.

Oldfield, J.—(Who, after stating the facts as above, continued) —

The decree of the Court of first instance should, in my opinion, be restored.

A son, no doubt, takes by birth a vested interest in immovable ancestral property, and there is authority for considering that his interest in the father's life-time, and before partition, is a present interest of a proprietary and coparcenary nature—(Mitákshará, ch. i, s. 1 and s. 5); and the power to enforce partition of the ancestral estate implies such an interest, looking to the definition of partition given in the Mitákshará, ch. i, s. 1, para 4, and ch. i, s. 1, para 23. But even assuming such ownership on the part of the son, yet until partition takes place, or until the death of the father, natural or civil, the father, by reason of his paternal relation, and his position as head of the family, and its manager, is entitled to make lawful disposition of the property in the interest of the family. This is shown by ch. i, s. 5, paras 9 and 10, Mitákshará, which by marking the extent of the son's power of interference in the father's disposition of the property, shows that the power of disposition within certain limits is centered in the father. The son's enjoyment of the property is subject to the dispositions lawfully made by the father, and, if dissatisfied, the son's remedy will lie in any right he may possess to enforce partition of the estate.
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In this case, there has been no illegal disposition of the property on the part of the father. It appears that the defendant objects to live with his mother-in-law, and insists on occupying part of a house, which used to be rented, and which his father desires to dispose of in the way he considers most advisable.

I would decree the appeal and decree the claim, but, looking to the relationship subsisting between the parties, they should bear their own costs in all courts.

Turner, Off. C. J.—I concur in decreeing the appeal. Sons, who are members of an undivided Hindú family, acquire by birth an interest in the paternal as well as the ancestral estate, and are entitled in certain events to interfere to prevent waste or to enforce partition in the lifetime, and without the consent, of their father, but, while their interest is proprietary, it lacks the incident of dominion. "They have not independent dominion, although they have a proprietary right." Colebrooke's Digest of Hindú Law, Bk. v, Ch. VII, § 433, Vol. ii, p. 562, 3d.-ed.—Indian Law Reports, Allahabad Series, Vol. I, p. 77.

A Hindú brother who during the life-time of a deceased debtor was separate in transaction and lived separately from him, and was therefore not a joint member of the same family, is not his legal representative after his death.—Tekait Chumun Singh, Appellant, versus Kullyan Suhae, Respondent.—S. W. R. Vol. xxiii p. 231.

ALLAHABAD H. C. A.—The 27th of August 1875.

Before a Full Bench.

(Mr. Justice Turner, Officiating Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Pearson, and Mr. Justice Spankie.)

DEBI PARSAD and others (Defendants) versus

THAKUR DIAL and others (Plaintiffs.)

When, in an undivided Hindú family living under the Mitakshara law, a brother dies without leaving issue, but leaving brothers, and nephews, the sons of a predeceased brother, the interest in the joint estate of the brother so dying does not pass on
his death to his surviving brothers, but on partition the whole estate, including the interest of the brother so dying, is divisible, and the right of representation secures to the sons or grandsons of a deceased brother the share which their father or grandfather would have taken, had he survived the period of distribution. Madho Singh v. Bindassery Roy* over ruled.

Durga, Bisheshar, Bhairo, and Ram Pargas were four brothers united in estate. Ram Pargas died leaving sons who were the plaintiffs in this suit. Then Durga and Bhairo died without issue. Finally Bisheshar died leaving sons who were the defendants in this suit.

The principal issue raised by the suit was whether the plaintiffs were entitled on partition to a moiety of the undivided immoveable estate of the family, or to one-fourth. The first Court held, having regard to the answers to the questions 3 and 4 given in p. 33, Bk. ii., West and Bühler's Digest of Hindú Law Cases, to bywasthá No. 2, dated 5th July, 1860, Bywasthás, S. D. A., N. W. P., vol. I., part I, and to the opinion of three of the Benares pandits whom it examined on the point, that the plaintiffs were entitled to a moiety of the estate.

The first plea taken by the defendants on appeal by them to the High Court impugned this ruling. With reference to that plea, the Court (Pearson and Spankie, JJ.) referred to the Full Bench the following question, viz:—

"Whether, in a joint family property, two of four brothers dying without issue, their interest passed on their death to their surviving brother exclusively, or whether the sons of a brother who predeceased them are entitled to participate in it?"

The order of reference was accompanied with these remarks:—

Had Bhairo and Durga left separate estates, there can be no doubt that their surviving brother would have succeeded to them in preference to, and to the exclusion of, their nephews; and it is contended that the succession would not be different in a joint undivided family. The contention is supported by the decision of a Bench of this Court, dated the 25th February, 1868, in special appeal No. 1779, of 1867, at page 101 of the High Court Reports for 1868. The ruling of the lower Court in this case is opposed to

that decision, but is supported by the answers to the questions 3 and 4 given in page 33, Bk ii, West and Bühler's Digest, and by the opinions of the Benares pandits examined by the Subordinate Judge. Under the circumstances we think it expedient to refer the point in question for the consideration of a Full Bench.

The opinion of the Full Bench was as follows:—

To the answer to the question proposed to us it is necessary to consider the condition of the Hindú family in these Provinces while it remains undivided, and to inquire whether the same rules of succession apply while the members continue joint in estate, when they separated and effected partition and when they have re-united.

Sir Thomas Strange in the ninth chapter* of his work on Hindú Law declares that "wherever a plurality of sons exists, the inheritance descends to them as coparceners making together but one heir". "the deceased may have left, not only more sons than one, but brothers, as well as a widow or widows, and daughters, together with other dependants; and such sons and brothers may have their wives and children respectively; the whole having constituted in his lifetime, not so many coparceners indeed in the proper sense of the term, but an undivided family. Or supposing him to have been a single man, with collateral relations only, their descendants and connexions, all living together in coparcenary, his death makes no difference in this respect among the survivors." If undivided at his death they still continue so in point of law, however appearances may indicate a different state. So long as they remain joint they offer one common sacrifice. "The religious duty of unseparated brethren is single," Nareda, quoted in the Mitakshará, ch. ii, s.12, v. 3,—until partition takes place.

In respect of property, whatever is acquired by the several members, with certain exceptions, falls into, and becomes part of, the common fund, and the expenses of all members are met from this common fund; no account being taken of excess in the expenditure of some over the expenditure of other members. This community of worship and property being the ordinary condition of a Hindú family, it is to be presumed that a Hindú family is undivided until the contrary is shown, and that the acquisi—

tions of the several members from part of the common stock unless the acquirer, or those claiming under him, prove that it was acquired in such a manner as would, by the special provisions of the law, constitute it the sole property of the acquirer.

Moreover, "according to the true constitution of an undivided Hindú family, no individual member of the family, whilst it remains undivided, can predicate of the joint and undivided property, that he has a certain share".—Appovier v. Rama Subba Aiyan*; while a Full Bench of the High Court of Calcutta has gone so far as to hold, in Sadabart Prashad Sahu v. Foolbus Koer†, that under the Milákshará law one of the several members of a joint Hindú family cannot, without legal necessity, alienate any portion of the undivided ancestral property without the consent of the whole of the co-sharers, and that such an alienation is not valid, even for the share to which the alienor would have been entitled on partition.

The condition of an undivided family being such as has been described, it is not unintelligible that rules may govern the distribution of the joint inheritance different from those which would regulate the devolution of separate property, and it has been ruled that in one and the same family different rules may govern the succession to the estate of a deceased member according to the nature of the different properties comprising it, whether it be joint or separate.—Katama Natchier v. The Rajah of Shiva-gunga‡.

The peculiar incidents of the joint property of an undivided family are survivorship and the right of representation. In the Shiva-gunga case above cited the Lords of the Privy Council declared that, "according to the principles of Hindú law, there is coparcenership between the different members of a united family, and survivorship following upon it. There is community of interest and unity of possession between all the members of the family, and upon the death of any one of them the others may well take by survivorship that in which they had during the deceased's lifetime a common interest and a common possession."§ It has been

---

* 11 Moore's Ind. App. 75.
‡ 9 Moore's Ind. App. at p. 610.
§ Ibid. At page 611.
argued that this is a mere statement of the general rule, and that it does not necessarily follow from it that the benefit of survivorship extends to all and not only to some of the surviving members of the family. When once the principle of survivorship is admitted, it is difficult in the absence of express law to limit its operation. The principle of survivorship taking effect on the common fund, in which no one of the members of the family has any distinct share, operates not to augment the rights of any particular class of the coparceners but to enlarge the shares which upon partition would fall to the lot of every one of the members. In effect, by the operation of this rule the share to which a coparcener dying without issue would have been entitled does not pass by descent but lapses. The right of representation operates at the time of partition to secure an equal partition of the inheritance between the several sons of the common ancestor and the issue to the third generation of sons who have died leaving issue surviving the period of distribution, such issue taking per stirpes the share of their father or forefather.—

"Should a younger brother die before partition, his share shall be allotted to his son, provided he had received no fortune from his grandfather. That son's son shall receive his father's share from his uncle, or from his uncle's son, and the same proportionate share shall be allotted to all the brothers according to law. Or if that grandson be also dead his son takes the share; beyond him the succession stops." Kātyāyana cited in Vyaṇahāra Mayākha, Ch. IV, s. 4, v. 21. "Although grandsons have by birth a right in the grandfather's estate equally with sons, still the distribution of the grandfather's property must be adjusted through their father, and not with reference to themselves. The meaning here expressed is this: if unseparated brothers die, leaving male issue, and the number of sons be unequal, one having two sons, another three and a third four, the two receive a single share in right of their father, the other three take one share appertaining to their father, and the remaining four similarly obtain one share due to their father. So if some of the sons be living and some have died leaving male issue, the same method should be observed: the surviving sons take their own allotments, and the sons of their deceased brothers receive the shares of their own fathers respectively. Such is the adjustment prescribed by the text" Mitāksharā, Ch. I, s. 5, v. 2. "A grandson
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(D) whose father (E) is dead, and a great-grandson (F) whose father (E) and grandfather (C) are dead, participate equally in the inheritance with the son (A), for they without distinction confer equal benefits on the deceased owner of the property by the presentation to him of funeral offerings at solemn "obsequies." *Déya-krama Sangraka*, Ch. I, s. 1 v. 3. Unless authority be shown to the contrary, these incidents of the joint estate of an unseparated Hindú family, survivorship and the right of representation, govern the case before us and determine the answer to be given to the question put to us. The fathers and uncles of the parties lived as an unseparated Hindú family in possession of an undivided estate. Assuming partition to be made now, there are living representatives of two sons only of the common ancestor, and equal partition being made between the stocks, each stock is entitled to one moiety; but it is argued that, inasmuch as the father of the one line died before any of his three brothers, and the father of the other line died after two other brothers, who died without male issue, the shares of the brethren dying without male issue descended to the sole surviving brother and passed from him to his issue to the exclusion of the line of the brother who died first—in other words, it is contended that the case is not to be governed by the law of survivorship, except so far as to exclude females, but that the shares of the deceased brothers passed to the surviving brother in virtue of the rule that "in case of competition between brothers and nephews, the nephews have no title to succession, for their right of inheritance is declared to be on failure of brothers." *Mitákshará*, Ch. II, s. 4, v. 8. No doubt, if this rule was intended not only to apply to the descent of the separate property of a brother but to operate on the share which he would have taken in the common property of the family had he survived the period of partition, the contention is correct; but if we carefully examine the system on which the *Mitákshará* is compiled and bear in mind the principles of Hindú law, as to which there can be no dispute, it will appear that the rule on which the contention is based cannot apply to the undivided ancestral estate, nor to any thing which has accrued to, and become part of, that estate. The author of the treatise commences with a definition of heritage, *déya,* and distinguishes between the wealth of a father or grandfather which becomes the property of his sons or grandsons by right of
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their being his sons and grandsons, and which the author consequently terms unobstructed, and property which devolves on parents, brothers and the rest, on the demise of the owner without male issue and which he terms liable to obstruction, because existence of issue or the survival of the owner impede its devolution. After investigating the nature of property and reviewing the methods by which it may be acquired, he declares the fundamental principle of the Hindu law obtaining in these Provinces that—'property in the paternal or ancestral estate is by birth'. He next describes the limitation to which the power of the father over ancestral and acquired wealth is subject, and having previously defined partition to be "the adjustment of divers rights regarding the whole, by distributing them on particular portions of the aggregate," he proceeds to declare in what manner and subject to what rules the common property of the family is to be distributed by partition in the father's life-time or after his decease. The consequence of the doctrine that a right in the paternal ancestral estate is acquired by birth is that there is in fact no devolution of the property from one owner to another, but that as each son comes into being, he forthwith acquires a right which would, on partition, reduce the shares of the other sons, and which, should he not survive partition and have issue, his son or grandson would take by substitution, and which, if he dies before that period, will simply lapse. There being no devolution of the property, the laws of descent are inapplicable.

If shares are not ascertained until the period of distribution, if, until that time, no one can declare he has any share in the common property, it accounts for the circumstances that in none of the treatises on Hindu law which have been brought to our notice is there any rule declaring what is to be done with the interest (it can hardly be called a share) in the common property which has been acquired by a member of the family who has not survived the period of distribution. On the other hand, there are express rules declaring that the partition is to be an equal partition, subject to the qualification that those who take by representation take only the share which he whom they respectively represent would have taken, had he survived partition.
coparcener acquires by birth does not lapse on his death without male issue, but passes under the law of succession to heirs other than direct issue, who presumably do not exist, and other than his widow, whose title is expressly denied, it follows that the right would devolve not on brothers only, but on those heirs also who are entitled to succeed in priority to brothers. Thus, a daughter, a daughter's son, a mother, or a father, might, on partition, claim the share of a deceased coparcener. No instance is cited in which such a claim has been allowed. The conclusion seems clear that s. 4, like the preceding sections of the chapter provides only for the devolution of the separate estate of the *propositus*.

But in support of the contention that the interest of a member of an undivided family in the common fund is a share, and that the rules respecting the succession of brothers operate, notwithstanding the *propositus* may have died in union with his brethren, and regulate the inheritance of that share, reference has been made to the provisions of s. 9, which treat of the succession to re-united kinsmen.

It is argued that brethren who have re-united are in the same position as those who have never separated; that the whole of the property is again brought into a common fund, each brother saying to the other "what is mine is thine, and thine is mine," yet nevertheless the interests of each is described as his *share*:- "A re-united brother shall keep the *share* of his re-united co-heir who is deceased."—Yájnavalkya, cited in *Mitaksharā*, ch. ii, s. 9, v. 1—and inasmuch as on the death of a re-united brother without male issue his share devolves on re-united brethren of the whole blood, to the exclusion of re-united brethren of the half blood, or if there be no brethren of the whole blood in re-union, the re-united brethren of the half blood and the unassociated uterine brothers divide the share equally, it is contended that the principle of survivorship does not operate to over-rule the rules regulating the succession of brothers, but that so far as is possible effect is given to both.

To these arguments it may be replied that a distinction is recognized by Hindu writers between undivided and re-united brethren (Colebrooke's Digest, ccccxxx). Moreover a re-union *simplies* a previous partition, in virtue of which each of the re-united
CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 10th of April 1877.

Full Bench.

Before Sir Richard Garth, Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Kemp, Mr. Justice Macpherson, Mr. Justice Markby, and Mr. Justice Ainslie.

BHIMUL DOSS, alias LALL BABOO (one of the Defendants)

versus

CHOONEE LALL (Plaintiff) *

Where, in an undivided Hindú family living under the Mitakshara law, a person dies without leaving issue, but leaving a brother, and a nephew the son of a predeceased brother, the latter is not excluded from succession by the former.

Debi Parshad v. Thakur Dial † followed.

This case is referred by Garth, C. J., and Mitter, J., to a Full Bench in the following order of reference:—

Garth, C. J.—The Plaintiff and the defendant, special appellant, are related to each other as first cousins.

The plaintiff’s case is this. The six sons of Banee Prosad lived as members of a joint Hindú family till the death of the fourth son, Jun-bunjun Dass, which took place in 1276 (1869); Baboo Lall, Futteh Chund, and Jun-bunjun died without issue, and upon these facts the plaintiff contends that he is entitled to one-third share of the family property.

The defendant, special appellant, contends that the plaintiff’s father, Pirtum Lall, having predeceased Jun-bunjun, the plaintiff is not entitled to the one-third share of the family property which he claims. The date of separation was disputed in the Courts below, but it has been found as a fact that it took place after the death of Jun-bunjun. The defendant, special appellant, contends that, on the death of Jun-bunjun, his interest in the joint family property devolved upon the surviving brothers Baboo Lall and Bhoku Lall alone, to the exclusion of the plaintiff and Dosanund, sons of Pirtum Lall and Hurro Lall, who had predeceased Jun-bunjun.

The contention of the plaintiff on the other hand is, that, on Jun-bunjun’s death, his interest in the joint family property passed

---

* Special Appeal, No. 770 of 1875, against a decree of A. J. Elliot, Esq., Judge of Zillah Bhabhad, dated the 18th of February, 1875, affirming a decree of Mouwia Mahomed Nural Hossein, Munsif, Subordinate Judge of that district, dated the 21st of September, 1874.

† Ante, page 635.
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to all the surviving members of the joint family. This contention is supported by a Full Bench decision of the Allahabad High Court in the case of Debi Parshad v. Thakur Dial, and also apparently by an important passage which occurs in the judgment of the Privy Council in the well-known Shivagunga case, upon which the above Full Bench decision appears mainly to be founded.

We entertain grave doubts whether the passage in the judgment of the Privy Council justifies the decision of the Allahabad High Court, and whether that passage is in accordance with the Mitakshara law; and as the question raised is one of great importance, and of very general application, we think it right to refer it to a Full Bench.

The question referred is, whether, in an undivided Hindú family governed by the Mitakshara law, if a brother dies leaving no issue, but leaving brothers and orphan nephews, who are members of the joint family, his interest in the family property passes on his death to his surviving brothers alone, or to all the surviving members of the joint family; and in case of a partition is that the principle according to which the respective shares of the persons entitled to succeed to that interest are to be apportioned?

Garth, C. J.—This case raises precisely the same question which was decided by a Full Bench of the Allahabad High Court in the case of Dubi Parshad v. Thakur Dial,* and we feel bound having regard to the weight of authority, to decide in accordance with that decision, that, under the circumstances stated in the case, interest of the deceased brother in the family property ought, in the event of a partition, to be divided between his nephew and his two brothers in equal shares.

This point was distinctly decided by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the year 1803 in the case of Duljeet Sing v. Sheomunook Sing† and Mr. Colebrooke was one of the Judges who decided it. The same rule has been laid down since by other authorities, and is recognized by the Lords of the Privy Council in the case of Kata-ma Natchiar v. the Raja of Shivagunga.‡

---

* I. L. R., 1 All., 105. Ante, p. 635.
‡ 9 Moore's I. A., 539, at p. 611.
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We do not find any authority conflicting expressly with those decisions; and we are, therefore, of opinion that the judgment of the Lower Court is right, and that this special appeal should be dismissed with costs. Appeal dismissed.


The reversioners next after J. to the estate of S. deceased sued to avoid an alienation of S.'s estate affecting their reversionary right made by his widow. J. had not been heard of for eight or nine years, and there was no proof of his being alive. Held that his death might be presumed under the provisions of S. 108, Act I of 1872, for the purposes of the suit, although, in a suit for the purpose of administering the estate, the court might have to apply the Hindu law of succession prescribed when a person is missing and not dead. Rameshwar Roy and others (defendants), Bisheshwar Singh and others (plaintiff)—Indian Law Reports, Allahabad Series, vol. I, (F. B.) page 53.

To a suit by one member of a Hindu joint family, living under the Mitakshara law, for a specific share of the joint family property, all the members of the family are necessary parties.—Nuthani Mahtan (defendant) versus Manraj Mahtan (plaintiff)—Indian Law Reports, Calcutta series, vol. II, p. 149.

In a suit by a Hindu, subject to the Mitakshara law, against certain auction-purchasers at a sale in execution of a decree against the father, to recover a portion of the ancestral estate by cancellation of the sale, it appeared that the property which was mortgaged by the bond upon which the decree was passed was not put up for sale. The decree provided "that the plaintiff recover the amount with costs and interest, and that the decree be executed against the property specified in the bond," and it also allowed interest at about 50 per cent., the rate in the bond, to the decree-holders. It was contended on behalf of the plaintiff that, upon a proper construction of the Privy Council Ruling in Muddun Thakoor v. Kantoo Lall, the decree under which the property had been sold was an improper one. Held that, under the Privy Council Ruling, the purchaser is not bound to look beyond the decree. Held also, that an usurious

rate of interest cannot be treated, within the principles of the above case, as showing that the decree was for a debt which the son was not bound to discharge.

_Held_ further, that where a decree is against the mortgagor generally, coupled with a declaration of the lien, the decree-holder may proceed either against the person and his property or against the mortgaged property, though whether such a course will be allowed in any particular case is a matter for the discretion of the court executing the decree.—_Lutchmi Dai Koori_ (plaintiff) _versus_ Asman Singh and others (defendants).—Indian Law Reports, Calcutta series, vol. II, p. 213.

The general result of the authorities, both juridical and forensic, is that among the three regenerate classes of Hindús, (Brahmans, Khatriyas, and Vaishyas,) illegitimate children are entitled to maintenance, but cannot inherit, unless there be local usage to the contrary; and that, among the Súdra class, illegitimate children, in certain cases at least, do inherit. The extent to which this right exists, considered, and the texts of Hindu law books bearing on the point referred to.

According to Vijnáneshwara, the author of the Mitákshará (Chap I., Section 12), the father of an illegitimate son by a Dáśi among Súdras may in his (the father’s) life-time allot to such son a share equal to that of a legitimate son, and, if the father die without making such allotment, the illegitimate son by the Dáśi is entitled to half the share of a legitimate son, and, if there be no legitimate son and no legitimate daughter or son of such a daughter, the illegitimate son by the Dáśi takes the whole estate. If, however, there be a legitimate daughter or legitimate son of such a daughter, the illegitimate son would take only half the share of a legitimate son, and such daughter or daughter’s son would take the residue of the property, subject to the charge of maintaining the widow of the deceased proprietor.

The _dictum_ of Lord Cairns in _Sri-Gajapatti Radhika v. Sri-Gajapatti Nilamani_ (13 Moore Ind. App. 497; S. C. 6 Beng. L. R. 202; 14 Calc. W. R. P. C. 33, reversing 2 Mad. H. C. Rep. 369),—“Supposing the sons; or either of them, to have been legitimate,
the widow (of Padma-nábha) could have been entitled to maintenance only. Had both the sons been illegitimate, their claim, unless some special custom governed the case, (which is not in proof,) would have been to maintenance only. In this last-named case the widow would have had the ordinary estate of a Hindú widow”—commented upon and explained. The terms Dásí and Dási-putra, as defined by various writers on Hindú law, discussed, and the rights by inheritance of a Dási-putra considered.

The condition that, in order to entitle the illegitimate offspring of a Súdra woman by a Súdra to inherit the property of the latter, or a share in it, she should, according to Jimúta Váhana and Níla-kantha, be an unmarried woman, has, in practice, been discarded in the Presidency of Bombay.

In this Presidency the illegitimate offspring of a kept woman, or continuous concubine, amongst Súdras, are on the same level as to inheritance as the issue of a female slave by a Súdra.

The custom of Pát marriage among the Marathas, and Nátrá amongst the inhabitants of Guzerat, referred to, and the authorities bearing on the subject considered and discussed.

The sons of a Punarbhi (twice-married woman) by a duly-contracted Pát marriage, i.e., in accordance with the custom of the caste, are legitimate and, as to the right of inheritance and extent of shares, rank on a par with the sons by lagna marriage.

G, a Súdra woman, was married to T (also a Súdra) by Pát marriage, without having received a chhor-chiti (release) from her first husband, who was then living, or obtained any other sanction of her Pát with T:

_Held that the intercourse between G and T was adulterous, and that, therefore, the plaintiff, their son, being the result of such intercourse, was not entitled to take as heir even to the extent of half a share, and was not a Dási-putra within the scope of Jájnyavalkya’s text, or recognized as such by other commentators. He was, however, held entitled to maintenance, as he had been recognized by T as his son.—Ráht wife of Tejá Kurád and others (defendants, appellants) versus Govinda Valad Tejá (plaintiff, Respondent.)—Indian Law Reports, Bombay series, Vol. I, p. 97._

According to the doctrines of the Bengal school of Hindú law, a certain description only of illegitimate sons of a súdra by an
unmarried sūdra woman is entitled to inherit the father’s property in the absence of legitimate issue, viz., the illegitimate sons of a sūdra by a female slave or a female slave of his slave.

Per Mitter, J.—Marriage between parties in different sub-divisions of the sūdra caste is prohibited unless sanctioned by any special custom, and no presumption in favor of the validity of such a marriage can be made, although long cohabitation has existed between the parties.

Per Markby, J.—Quære, whether there is any legal restriction upon such a marriage?


Although an estate be not what is technically known in the north of India as a rāj, or what is known in the south of India as a polliam, the succession thereto may, under a kuláchar, or family custom, be governed by the rule of primogeniture.

Where the family to which ancestral property held in this peculiar manner belongs is subject to the Mitakshara law, and the property is not separate, the succession, in the event of a holder dying without male issue, is given to the next collateral male heir in preference to the widow or daughters of the deceased holder.

That an estate is impartible does not imply that it is separate, and so to be governed by the law applicable to separate succession.

Whether the general status of a Hindū family be joint or divided, property which is joint will follow one, and property which is separate will follow another, course of succession.

Since in documents between Hindūs and in the Mitakshara itself it is not unusual to find the leading members of a class alone mentioned when it is intended to comprehend the whole class, a written statement of a family custom, whereby an impartible estate passes in the event of the holder dying without issue to his younger brother or to his eldest son, need not be construed as limiting the collateral succession to the two cases named, but as providing generally that on failure of the direct male line, the nearest male heir in the collateral line shall succeed.—Chintaman Singh (plaintiff) versus Nonlukho Konwari (defendant).—Privy Council, the 23rd of June and 1st of July 1875.—Indian Law Reports, Calcutta Series, Vol. I, page 153.
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An uncle and nephews were in a state of general severalty, but held some ancestral property in common. Such tenure by the Hindu law of the Western Schools, will not establish the right of nephews to take their uncle’s estate before his wife and daughter’s son.—Rajah Putni Mull and Roy Bunsidhur appellants versus Manohur Lall and his minor brother.—Sel. S. D. A. R. Vol. IV, p. 349.

The digging of a tank, though a meritorious act and of great convenience to the public, is not a legal necessity for which a widow can alienate property left to her for life only.—Runjeet Ram Koolal (defendant) appellant, versus Mohamed Waris and others (plaintiffs) respondents.—S. W. R. Vol. XXI, c. r., p. 49.

Immovable property purchased by a Hindu widow with the profits of her husband’s estate, there being no proof of any distinct intention on her part to sever such purchases from the estate and appropriate it to herself, held to form part of her husband’s estate. Gonda Koore and another (defendants) versus Koor Oodoy Sing (plaintiff).—Privy Council,* the 6th, 7th, and 23rd of March 1874. Bengal Law Reports, vol. XIV, (P. C.) p. 159.

Sreemutty Soorjesmony Dasses v. Denobundhoo Mullik+ distinguished.

PRIVY COUNCIL.†—The 4th and 5th of June 1875.

[On appeal from the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal.]

BHAGBUTTI DEVI (Defendant)

versus

BHOLA-NATH THAKOOR and others (Plaintiffs).

In this case the decision of the High Court§ was reversed by the Privy Council, who held that the effect of the instruments was

* On appeal from the High Court of Judicature, North Western Provinces, Allahabad.
† 1 Moore’s I. A. p. 123.
§ 7 B. L. R., 93.
to give the widow an estate for life with power to use the proceeds as she chose, and consequently that the proceeds or property purchased by her out of the proceeds would belong on her decease to her heirs. But as the decision turns entirely on the effect of the particular expressions used in the instruments and illustrates no principle of law, no detailed report is now given.—Indian Law Reports, Calcutta series, vol. I, p. 104.

The institution of a suit by a widow may have been beneficial to her as well as to those who would succeed her in the property, and yet not a necessity.

There is no necessity for a widow to borrow money when she has an income to pay the expenses of litigation.—Roy Mukhun Laut (plaintiff) appellant versus Mr. W. Steward and others (Defendants) Respondents.—S. W. R. Vol. XVIII, p. 121.

Where a widow raises money by mortgaging her husband’s property, the mortgagee is not bound to look to the appropriation of the monies so raised, his responsibility ceasing when he has satisfied that there was legal necessity for the loan.—Rum Persaud and another (plaintiffs) Appellants versus Mussummat Nag-bunshee Koer and others (Defendants) Respondents.—S. W. R. Vol. IX, p. 501.

Where property to the immediate possession of which a Hindu widow is entitled is conveyed away by parties having no right to it, the cause of action for a suit to recover possession is afforded thereby to the widow, and not to reversionary heirs.

Quaere—Have not the reversionary heirs a right to ask for a declaratory decree to the effect that as against ultimate heirs the possession of the trespassers and others should be considered as the possession of the widow?—Joy Moorth Koer and another (plaintiffs) Appellants versus Buldeo Singh and others (Defendants) Respondents.—S. W. R. Vol. XXI, p. 444.
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CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 11th of April 1864.

Present:
The Hon’ble Sir Barnes Peacock, Kt., Chief Justice, and the Hon’ble
L. S. Jackson, Shumbhoo Nath Pundit, E. P. Levinge, and
E. Jackson, Judges.

LALLA JOTEE LALL, (Plaintiff) Appellant,

versus

Mussummat Doorraine Kooer and others (Defendants) Respondents.

A step-mother cannot take by inheritance from her step-son.

This case was referred for the opinion of a Full Bench by Mr.
Justice Kemp and Mr. Justice Campbell.

The question to be considered is, whether, assuming the family
to be a divided one, a step-mother can succeed to the estate of
her step-son, according to the law prevalent in Mithila.

It is clear that, according to the law as current in Bengal, the
step-mother cannot succeed to the estate of her step-son.

But, it is contended that, according to the Mitakshara, which
is the law prevalent in Mithila, a different rule prevails. We have
considered the several authorities cited in the course of the argu-
ment, and are clearly of opinion that the step-mother cannot not
succeed.

It was admitted that the decisions 1 Select cases S. D. A. pages
37 and 39, are the only express authorities in her favor. In those
cases the right of the step-mother was upheld, but doubts are
thrown upon them by Mr. Macpherson in his notes. The question
depends upon the sense in which the word “mātā” in used in the
Mitakshara in the Chapter on Inheritance.

It was urged that when a distribution is made after the life of
the father, a step-mother is included under the word “mother.”

In the Mitakshara the rule is laid down at page 285, para. 2,
where it is said, “of heirs separating after the decease of the father,
the mother shall take a share equal to that of a son;” and our
attention was called to the fact that, in the Mitakshara, there is
nothing to show that the step-mother is not included, whereas in
the Daya-bhaga page 63, paragraph 30, the step-mother is expressly
excluded.
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We think that the rule, whatever it may be in the case of partition, is not necessarily applicable to the case of inheritance; and that although the word "mādā" may, in some cases, include a step-mother, it does not necessarily do so in all cases. The passage cited from Macnaghten's Hindū law is related to partition. We must look to the circumstances of each particular case in which the word is used.

It would be contrary to the reason for which according to the Mitākshārā, a mother succeeds to her natural son in preference to his father, to hold that the mother includes a step-mother.

In Section 3, Chapter 2, page 343 of the Mitākshārā it is said, "on failure of those heirs (speaking of daughters and daughter's sons) the two parents meaning the mother and father, are successors to the property."—Para. 1.

Paragraph 2 assigns a reason why, in construing the above text, the mother takes the estate in the first instance, and, on failure of her, the father.

Paragraph 3 proceeds:—"Besides the father is a common parent to other sons, but the mother is not so; and since her propinquity is consequently the greatest, it is fit that she should take the estate in the first instance conformably to the text, as to the nearest sapinda the inheritance next belongs."

In the note to paragraph 3 it is said—"The mother is in respect of sons not a common parent to several sets of them, and her propinquity is therefore more immediate, compared with the father's. But his paternity is common, since he may have sons by women of equal rank with himself, as well as children by wives of Kshatriya and other inferior tribes, and his nearness therefore is more mediate in comparison with the mothers. The mother, consequently, is nearest to her child, and she succeeds to the estate in the first instance. Since it is ordained by a passage of Manu that the person who is the nearest of kin shall have the property."

The reason given in the above cited passage shows that a stepmother is not intended to be included in the word "mother." Strange in his book on Hindū law, page 144, refers to the paragraph as an authority in support of the text—"step-mothers, when they exist, are excluded." See also Macnaghten's note 1 Select Cases page 39, note (a) id. 42, note (a). There are other passages in the
Mitáksharavá with regard to the rights of the grandmother to succeed to the property of grandson’s son in preference to grandfather, which show that step-grandmothers could not be included. See Chapter 2, Section 4, para. 2, id., Section 5, para. 2, and the notes on those passages.

For the above reasons we are of opinion that a step-mother cannot take by inheritance from her step-son. We may remark that our opinion is in conformity with the table of succession prevalent in the Western Schools, including Mithila, prepared by Baboo Prosunno Coomar Tagore according to the Mitáksharavá, Viváda-chintá-mani and other works, in which it will be found that step-mother and step-grandmother are entered as nil. The table immediately succeeds the preface to Viváda-chintá-mani by Prosunno Coomar Tagore.—Sutherland’s Full Bench Reports, for 1862—1864, page 173.

According to Hindú Law obtaining in Western India, the wives of Gotraju Sapindas and Samanodakas have rights of inheritance co-extensive with those of their husbands immediately after whom they succeed.—Lakshmi widow of Kalyan-rav Anant, Appellant—Jayram Hari Ravji Sripat and Ganpat Rav Mahipat, Respondents.—Bom. H. C. R. a. c. j. Vol. VI, p. 152.

CALCUTTA H. C. A.—The 19th of June 1876.

Before Mr. Justice Pontifex.

Johurra Bibeek versus Sree-gopal Misser and others.

A joint family property acquired and maintained by the profits of trade is subject to all the liabilities of that trade.

Ramlal Thakuridas v. Lakmichand (1) followed.

Pontifex, J.—The plaintiff in this case is the widow of Monohur Lal, who died in the lifetime of his father Lutchmee-narain Kuppoor Khettry. Lutchmee-narain left a brother joint in estate, Hurry-narain Kuppoor Khettry, who subsequently became insolvent. The parties were and are governed by the Mitáksharavá law.

The plaintiff claims that, as the widow of Monohur Lall, she has a right to be maintained and supplied with money for the performance of her religious ceremonies out of the rents and profits of the house, No. 13 Roop-chand Roy's Street, in Calcutta, as property which belonged to the joint family, and that any interest which passed to the Official Assignee as representing Hurry-narain the surviving member of the joint family passed subject to such rights. A great many cases have been cited in support of the proposition, that a widow has what is called a lien for maintenance on the joint estate and particularly in a Mitakshara family. It is not necessary for me to give any opinion on the ordinary case, where the surviving members of a joint family contract to convey without reserving the widow's rights, for in my opinion the present is a special case which does not fall within the ordinary rule. The plaintiff, in her plaint, admits that the property out of which she claims maintenance, was acquired by her father-in-law partly by money supplied to him by his father, and partly out of the profits of a business for the sale of shawls, silks, and Benares piecegoods which he carried on with moneys, portions of which were given to him by his father, and portions received by him from his estate. In my opinion, the business established and carried on with moneys so derived must be treated as a joint family business, and in fact the insolvent was carrying on such business at the date of his insolvency as appears by the written statement of the Official Assignee.

It was in respect of his debts incurred in such business that Hurry-narain was adjudicated insolvent. And it is not alleged that any of the debts were incurred improperly, or otherwise than in the due course of business. The debts of the family business became greater than could be provided for by the insolvent or the joint family property, and the insolvent accordingly filed his petition. It seems to me that the law is correctly laid down in the case of Ramlal Thakursi-das v. Lakmi-chand (1), that persons carrying on a family business in the profits of which all the members of the family would participate must have authority to pledge the joint family property and credit for the ordinary purposes of the business. And therefore that debts honestly incurred in carrying on such busi-

ness must override the rights of all members of the joint family in property acquired with funds derived from the joint business. In other words, it seems to me that those who claim to participate in the benefits must also be subject to the liabilities of the joint business, and by the plaintiff's own admission, the joint family title to the house, in respect of which she claims, would not have existed, except for the profits of the business. I had some difficulty at first in seeing how the house could vest in the Official Assignee without being subject to the claim of the plaintiff; but the debts being joint business debts and as such, debts for which business creditors could have attached the property, the whole interest in the property vested in my opinion in the Official Assignee. In this case, the property was put up for sale by the Official Assignee, subject to the plaintiff's right (if any) to maintenance, and was so conveyed. The effect of such conveyance is, that the purchaser took only such estate as the Official Assignee could give, but if the plaintiff had no right the purchaser would take an absolute estate. In my opinion, the plaintiff, under the circumstances of this case, has no right as against joint creditors to maintenance or residence, out of or in the house in question. I am however of opinion that the plaintiff has no claim which can be enforced against any part of the joint estate, until after payment of the joint trade debts. Suit dismissed.—


The lien of a Hindu widow for maintenance out of the estate of her deceased husband is not a charge on that estate in the hands of a bona fide purchaser irrespective of notice of such lien.

A Hindu widow, before she can enforce her charge for maintenance against property of her deceased husband in the hands of a purchaser from his heir, must show that there is no property of the deceased in the hands of the heir.

Debts contracted by a Hindu take precedence of his widow's claim for maintenance, and semble, that if a portion of his property is sold after his death to pay such debts, the widow cannot enforce her charge for maintenance against such property in the hands of the purchaser.

Quære.—Whether a Hindu widow, by obtaining against her husband's heir a personal decree for maintenance unaccompanied
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by any declaration of a charge on the estate, does not lose her charge upon the estate.—Adhiranee Narain Coomary (one of the defendants) versus Shona Malee Pat Mahadai (plaintiff) and Biddyadhuur (Defendant).—Indian Law Reports, Calcutta Series, Vol. 1, p. 365.

PRIVY COUNCIL—The 2nd and 3rd of July 1875.

BAIJUN DOOBAY and others (Defendants),

versus

BRIJ BHURUN LALL AWUSTI (Plaintiff).

[On appeal from the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal.]

C, a Hindú, inherited from his father property charged, under the Mitakshara law, with the maintenance of N, his mother. C dying without issue, his property passed to D, his widow, who allowed the maintenance of N to fall into arrears. N brought a suit against D personally for the amount of the arrears, and obtained a money decree, in execution of which D's right, title, and interest in the property left by her husband were sold. Neither the decree nor the sale proceedings declared the property itself to be liable for the debt. In a suit by the reversionary heir of C, after the death of D, to establish his right of inheritance to, and to recover possession of, C's estate, Held, that the purchaser at the execution-sale took only the widow's interest, and not the absolute estate, and therefore the plaintiff was entitled to recover.—Indian Law Reports, Calcutta Series, Vol. I, p. 133.

ALLAHABAD H. C. A.—The 29th of June 1876.

GAURI (Plaintiff) v. CHANDRAMANI (Defendant).

A Hindú widow, who resides with her husband and the members of his family in the family dwelling-house while he is alive, is entitled to reside therein after his death, and cannot be ousted by the auction purchaser of the rights and interests in the house of her husband's nephew.

Mangala Debi v. Dinanath Bose* followed†.

APPENDIX.

The plaintiff in this suit was the auction-purchaser of the rights and interests in a certain dwelling-house of his judgment-debtor, Bidesri Pershad.

Bidesri Pershad was the son of Lachman Pershad, deceased, and nephew of Beni Pershad, also deceased.

When the plaintiff endeavoured to obtain possession of the house he was resisted by the defendant, the childless widow of Beni Pershad who was residing in the house, and claimed the right to reside in a moiety thereof as her husband’s widow. He therefore brought the present suit to eject her.

The Court of first instance gave him a decree. The lower appellate Court held, on the ground that a moiety of the house was admittedly the separate property of Beni Pershad, that the defendant was entitled to the right of residence claimed by her, and dismissed the plaintiff’s suit.

The plaintiff appealed to the High Court.

The judgment of the Court was as follows:—

It does not appear to have been admitted that the property was held by Lachman Pershad and Beni Pershad in equal shares, but assuming it was the joint property of the two brothers, the widow of Beni Pershad is entitled to live in it, it being the house in which she resided with her husband. She cannot be ousted by a purchaser of her nephew’s rights.—Mangala Debi v. Dinanath Bose.* The house is a small one, and it is not shown that one moiety is more than sufficient as a residence for the Mussammat. We shall not, therefore, disturb the decree of the lower appellate Court, but dismiss the appeal with costs.—Indian Law Reports, Allababad Series, Vol. I, p. 202.

ALLAHABAD.—The 8th of May 1876.

Held by the Full Bench that a Hindú widow is not entitled, under the Mitakshara, to be maintained by her husband’s relatives merely because of the relationship between them and her husband. Her right depends upon the existence in their hands of ancestral property.

* 4 B. L. R., O. J. 72;—12 W. R., O. J. 35. Ante, pp. 605, 606
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_Held_, on the case being returned to the Division Bench, that the fact that the defendant in this case was in possession of ancestral immoveable property at the death of his son and had subsequently sold such property to pay his own debts, did not give the son's widow any claim to be maintained by him.—_Gunga Bai_ (Plaintiff) versus _Setaram_ (Defendant.)


THE END.
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ABDICATION—See resignation of worldly concerns.

ABSENCE—
for more than 12, 15 or 20 years, effect of ... ... 21—25

ABSENT PERSON UNHEARD OF—
the period for which—must be waited for, when he must be treated as
dead, his funeral obsequies performed, and his property inherited ... 21—25

A'CHA'R—See custom or usage.

ACQUIRER—
by what means becomes owner of the property acquired ... ... 1—5

ACQUISITION—
virtuous modes or means of ... ... ... 3—5
made through any of the virtuous means produces ownership and pro-
prietary right ... ... ... ... 3—6

ADOPTION—
tantamount to the birth of a son ... ... ... 18

ADOPTED SON—
is born again in the family of his adopter ... ... ... 18
has, from the moment of his adoption, all the rights of a legitimately
begotten son ... ... ... ... 18

ADULTERY—See unchastity or incontinence.

ADULTEROUS WOMAN—
is not entitled to inherit ... ... ... 110, 117, 150, 169

ALIENATION—
by a father or grandfather—
of ancestral real property without the consent of his son and
 grandson for purposes not warranted by law, is illegal ... 35—39, 45, 46
of the required portion of the property even without the consent of
his son and grandson for purposes warranted by law, is valid 40, 41, 43
with the consent of all his sons and grandsons is valid for any
purpose ... ... ... ... 38, 39
of movable property, ancestral or acquired, for any purpose,
valid, without the consent of his son and grandson ... ... 56, 65
INDEX.

of any property received by him in partition with his son or grandson, valid ... ... ... ... 64
of property inherited from a collateral maternal relation, or selfacquired, valid ... ... ... ... 57

by an undivided paroener—

of any portion of joint property without the consent of his co-paroener or co-heir is valid if made for the sake of the family, otherwise invalid even to the extent of the alienor's own share ... ... ... ... ... 72, 75
of joint property valid according to the law as administered in the provinces of Madras and Bombay, to the extent of the alienor's own share ... ... ... ... ... 77
by a divided paroener of his own acquired, sole, separate or divided property, valid for any purpose without the consent of the other member or members of the family ... ... ... ... 78

by a female of her inherited property, when valid and when invalid: see widow, daughter and mother.

by a female of her inherited property being set aside, the property should revert to her if she have not already committed any act involving forfeiture of her right of inheritance (See waste) ... ... 144
by a widow (or a female) of her inherited property, whether for an allowable cause or otherwise, should, according to the modern Judges of British India, remain intact until her death;—the reversionary heir may, however, institute a suit even during the life-time of the widow or female for a declaration that the conveyance was executed for a cause not allowable, and is, therefore, not binding beyond her life; and also for remedy against the grantee to prevent waste or destruction of the property whether movable or immovable ... ... ... ... 145

ANCESTRAL PROPERTY—

defined— ... ... ... ... 34, 40 Note.

immoveable or real, cannot be alienated by a father or grandfather without the consent of his son and grandson, except for purposes warranted by law or for a legal necessity ... ... ... ... 35—48
movable, cannot, according to the Mitakshara, be alienated by a father or grandfather without the consent of his son and grandson, except for purposes sanctioned by law or for a legal necessity, but according to the Vira-Mitrodoja and some other authorities, can be alienated by him for any purpose without the consent of his son and grandson ... ... ... ... 32—36, 54—56

ANCHORET—See yatir or ascetic.

ASCETIC (YATI)—

is succeeded by his virtuous pupil ... ... ... ... 217
INDEX.

B

BASTRAD—See illegitimate issue.

BENARES SCHOOL (of law)—
the law books preferably used in—
... ... xvi—xviii Pref.

BENGAL SCHOOL (of law)—
the law books preferably used in—
... ... xx Pref.

BIRTH—
twofold, conception and actual production
... ... ... 16

BOOKS—
of the Dharma-shāstra
... ... ... v—xxx Pref.
preferrably used in each of the schools of law
... ... ... xvi—xx Pref.

BOIRA'GY—See Mahant.

BRA'HMANA—
inherits the property of a twice-born man on failure of heirs down to
the fellow-student ... ... ... ... 200

BRAHMA-CHA'RI—See student in theology.

BROTHER—
of the whole blood inherits in default of parents ... ... 171, 172
of the half blood inherits on failure of a whole brother ... 173

BROTHER'S SON—
inherits in default of the half-brother ... ... 175
of the half blood succeeds in default of a uterine brother's son ... 175
according to the Vyavahāra-mayūkha—of the half blood does not in-
herit in default of a whole brother's son, but as a gentile ... 176
if more than one, they take per capicid ... ... 177
but if any of the surviving brothers die leaving sons before partition
of his previously deceased brother's estate, then the sons of the bro-
ther latterly deceased inherit per stirpes ... ... 177

BROTHER'S GRANDSON—
inherits as above in default of brother's son ... ... 178

C

CAUSE—
of heritable right ... ... ... ... 14, 15, 19, 20

CHASTITY—
a requisite condition for a woman to inherit ... ... 116—118, 150, 169

CEREMONIES—
initiatory, how many, by and for whom to be performed ... ... 236, 237

CHARGES ON THE INHERITANCE—
how many kinds of— ... ... ... ... 230
INDEX.

CHELA'—(disciple.)
principal or virtuous, inherits from his spiritual preceptor ........................................ 231, 223

CIVIL DEATH—
how caused or effected ........................................................................................................ 20, 21

CIVILITER MORTUUS—(civilly dead)
who are they ......................................................................................................................... 20—23

COGNATES—(bandhus.)
how many classes or kinds of— .............................................................................................. 194
inherit according to the order of their proximity ............................................................... 195, 196

CONSENT—
may be express, tacit or implied .......................................................................................... 39
of co-parceners, requisite for the validity of an alienation made without
a legal necessity or for purposes not warranted by law ......................................................... 38, 39
of reversionary heirs, requisite for the validity of an alienation by a
female of her inherited property for purposes not warranted by law
or without a legal necessity .................................................................................................... 128, 157, 169

CO-HEIR—See co-parcener.

CO-PARCENER—
inherits the undivided property of his deceased co-heir or co-parcener ................................ 214
is incompetent to alienate his interest in the joint property without
the consent of his undivided co-parcener even to the extent of his
own share, except for purposes warranted by law ............................................................ 72—76
co-ordinate or concurrent right of— ...................................................................................... 52—81

CUSTOM OR USAGE—
immemorial, invariably observed, and not repugnant to the Vedas, su-
percedes the general maxims of law ....................................................................................... 223
not invariably observed from time immemorial or for many generations,
does not override the maxims of law .................................................................................... 225
the prevention of enforcement of a—by violence or undue means not
hold to be a breach or break in its observance ...................................................................... 225
regulates succession to a víj or great landed estate .............................................................. 226—228

DAUGHTER—
succeeds to the sole, separate or divided property of her father in default
of his widow ............................................................................................................................ 146, 150
unchaste, is excluded from inheritance ............................................................................... 150
unmarried, inherits to the exclusion of the married— ....................................................... 151
married, inherits in default of the unmarried— ................................................................. 152
unprovided, inherits to the exclusion of the provided or enriched
who inherits on failure of the former according to the
Benares, Mahratta and Drávida schools ............................................................................ 152, 153
INDEX.

barren or destitute of a son, does not inherit according to the śmriti-
chandrika ... ... ... ... 154

more than one, they equally take the heritage, and can divide it
among themselves ... ... ... ... 155

surviving another—, takes also the portion inherited by the deceased...
right once vested in—does not cease until her death, notwithstanding
she becomes barren or a sonless widow ... ... ... ... 155

cannot alienate any portion of her father's property without a legal
necessity or for a purpose not warranted by law ... ... ... ... 156

is subject to all the restrictions imposed on a widow. (See widow) ...157, 158

in Mithila and Madras has absolute power over the movable, while in
Bombay—has such power over both the movable and immovable,
property of her father ... ... ... ... 158

DAUGHTER'S SON—
succeeds, in default of a qualified daughter, to the sole, separate or
divided property of his maternal grandfather ... ... ... 159

succeeds on failure of a father according to the Vivāda-chintāmanī ... 163

if more than one, whether born of one or of several daughters, they
take equally and per caput ... ... ... ... 163

DEATH—
comprehends civil as well as physical—(See civil death) ... ... ... 20

of the owner combined with the existence of the heir produces herit-
able right in, and domination over, the property of the deceased ... 19, 20

DEBTS—
of the late owner—
comprehend also whatever he had promised, whatever price he did
not pay after buying a thing, and whatever he had mortgaged
for ... ... ... ... ... ... 243

must be paid by the person receiving his heritage or property ... 239

should be paid by the son even if no heritage was received by him,
also by the grandson but without interest ... 240—243

not positively payable by the great-grandson and the rest unless they
receive the heritage ... ... ... ... 240—243

incurred for immoral uses, the fines and tolls imposed on the late
owner and the sum for which he was a surety, are not payable ... 244

follow his assets: each heir is to pay in proportion to the property
received by him, and in the case of an heir’s not getting or taking
the heritage, he is not legally bound to pay debts of the deceased...
may be apportioned by the heirs with the consent of the creditor ... 239, 240

can be realized by a creditor from the assets of his debtor even
though his heir be a minor ... ... ... ... ... ... 247

should be paid by the son born after partition in proportion to the
share received by his father in the partition with his other sons ... 247
INDEX.

of a person long absent, incapacitated by old age, by long and in-
curable disease, or wholly involved in calamity or distress, &c.,
should be paid by his son or another who manages his property ... 248
contracted for the family by any person connected therewith, if not
paid by the head of the family, must be paid by his son or the
person inheriting his property ... ... ... ... 250
contracted by any of the co-parceners of a joint family for the sake
of the family, must be repaid by all the surviving co-heirs ... 253
contracted by a widow or the like for the liquidation of the debts of
the late owner or for the performance of an act or acts indispens-
able necessary must be repaid by the surviving heirs ... ... ... ... 152, 253

DEGRADATION (for sin)—
causes exclusion from inheritance ... ... ... ... 21

DIGESTS—
of law ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... xiv—xv Pref.

DRAVIDA (country or school of law)—
defined ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... xvi Pref.
law books preferably used in— ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... xix Pref.

DUTIES—
of an heir: see charges on the inheritance.
of a widow ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 102—112

EMIGRATING FAMILIES—
are entitled to the benefit of the laws of the former country provided
they have uniformly observed the customary ceremonies and re-
ligious rites ordained by those laws ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 229
must be presumed, until the contrary be proved, to have brought with
them their laws and customs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 229

ENTRY INTO ANOTHER ORDER—
that is, a condition other than that of grihastha, a civil death ... 21, 22

ESCHEAT—
for want of all (other) heirs ... ... ... ... ... 201, 207

EXCOMMUNICATION—
a civil death ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 20, 21

EXTINCTION OF WORLDLY CONCERNS—
causes extinction of right ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 21, 22

FATHER—
has equal ownership with his son in the ancestral real estate ... 32—35
cannot without the consent of all his sons and grandsons alienate any
portion of the real property, ancestral or acquired, except under a
legal necessity or for purposes warranted by law ... ... ... ... ... 35—43
INDEX.

can without the consent of his sons and grandsons alienate the required portion of the estate under a legal necessity or for purposes sanctioned by law ... ... ... ... 40-43

even without the consent of his sons and grandsons, can, through affection, make a gift of a moderate portion of the movable property ... 40, 45

with the consent of all his sons and grandsons can for any purpose alienate any portion of any property ... ... ... 37-39

has absolute power over his own acquired movable property ... 65

according to the Vīra-mitrodaya, &c., has absolute power over the ancestral movable property ... ... ... 56

has absolute power over property which was inherited by him from a collateral or maternal relative, or was self-acquired ... ... 53, 57

can alienate any description of property received in partition with his sons and the rest ... ... ... 64

has absolute power over any property if he has no son, grandson or great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead ... 58

cannot alienate even the whole of his divided or own acquired property if he has a family whom he is bound to maintain ... 60

inherits after the mother according to the law of the Benares and Mithilā schools, and before the mother according to the Mahratta and Drāśīda schools ... ... ... 164, 168, 204

FELLOW- STUDENT IN THEOLOGY—(sa-brahmacārt)

inherits on failure of a pupil ... ... ... 199

FETUS—
effect of the existence of— ... ... ... 16, 17

when born alive has the rights of a posthumous son ... ... 16, 17

G

GENTILES—(gotraja.)

who they are— ... ... ... 178-180, 184-188

inherit according to proximity on failure of a brother’s son or grandson ... ... ... 181-193

GRANDFATHER—(paternal)

is, in respect of alienation of real property subject to the same restrictions and rules as the father (see father) ... ... 46, 46

inherits after the grandmother according to the Benares and Mithilā schools ... ... ... 182, 204

inherits after the sister according to the Mahratta school ... 189, 205

does not inherit before his descendants according to the Smṛuti-chandrikā ... ... ... 187, 188

GRANDMOTHER—(paternal)

inherits after the father’s descendants and before the grandfather according to the Benares and Mithilā schools ... 181, 205
does not inherit after the father's descendants according to the Smriti-chandrika ... 187, 188, 205
is subject to the same restrictions as the widow and the rest (see widow, daughter and mother) ... 157, 158

GRANDSON—(son's son)
inherits in default of a son ... 90
if fatherless, takes his father's share simultaneously with his uncle or uncles ... 92
has the rights of a son (see son.)

GRANDSONS—
inherit per stirpes ... 92

GREAT-GRANDFATHER—
is, in respect of alienation of real property, subject to the same rules and restrictions as the father (see father) ... 45, 46
inherits after the great-grandmother ... 182, 205
does not inherit as above according to the Smriti-chandrika ... 187, 188
succeeds in default of the paternal grandfather and half-brother according to the Vyavahara-mayukha ... 190, 205

GREAT-GRANDMOTHER—
inherits before the great-grandfather according to the Benares and Mithilā schools ... * ... 182, 205

GREAT-GRANDSON—
inherits in default of a son and grandson ... 90, 91
if destitute of father and grandfather, inherits simultaneously with his uncle or grand-uncle ... 92

GREAT LANDED ESTATES—(great semindaries)
if ancient, are succeeded to according to the rule or custom regulating the succession of a rāj ... 229

H

HALF-BROTHER—
not reunited, succeeds in default of a whole brother ... 172, 204

HALF-BROTHER'S SON—
succeeds on failure of a whole brother's son ... 175, 204

HEIRS—
who they are ... 204—207
order of the succession of ... 204—207
other than a son, grandson, and the great-grandson whose father and grandfather are dead, have no right or power to restrain his (probable) predecessor from alienating at pleasure his ancestral or acquired estate ... 58
HEIRABLE RIGHT—
of the son and grandson accrues by birth, so also of the great-grandson whose father and grandfather died before the late owner... 14, 15, 18, 19, 29
of other heirs, accrues by their surviving at the time of the owner's death... 19, 20

HERITAGE—
defined... 8—12
obstructed... 12, 13
unobstructed... 12, 13

I
ILLEGITIMATE SON—
begotten by a Shâdra on his female slave or on a female slave of his slave takes the whole or half of his estate under different circumstances... 85
begotten by a Shâdra on an unmarried Shâdra woman with whom carnal connection was not incestuous is entitled to take as above... 88, 89
begotten by a Shâdra on a kept-woman or continuous concubine is also entitled to take as above... 90
begotten by a twice born man on a slave, on the slave of his slave, on an unmarried Shâdra woman, or on a kept-woman or continuous concubine, does not inherit, but, if docile, is entitled to maintenance... 86—90

INCHOATE RIGHT—... 14 Anno.

INCONTINENCE—See unchastity.

INITIATORY CEREMONIES—
what are they and how many in number... 236, 237
by whom to be performed and in respect of whom... 238—237

K
KING (Râjâ)—
takes in default of all heirs the property of Kshatriyas and Voishyas... 201
takes the property of a Shâdra who died without leaving heirs down to the bandhus or cognates... 203

M
MAHRATTA SCHOOL (of law)—
the law books preferentially used in... xix Pref.

MAHANTS—
or other like devotees are succeeded by their virtuous pupils or principal chelas, subject, however, to the usage or custom of the particular Matha or monasteries of each sect... 221
not bond fide retired from the worldly affairs are succeeded by their sons and the rest 222

MAINTENANCE—
from the deceased's estate or from the person taking his estate is receivable by the persons whom the deceased was bound to support to be positively supplied from the late owner's estate to his old mother, father, virtuous wife, infant son, unmarried daughter and sister, and to those relations who on account of defects or by the force of custom are excluded from inheritance 257, 258 to be supplied to the widow daughter-in-law of the deceased in case of her being engrafted in his family by deceased or by his permission and not receiving any property from her late husband or any other person 258
not to be supplied to the adulterous wife, widow, or any other female whom the late owner was otherwise bound to maintain 260, 261 is to be supplied to the wife or any member of the family (who must be supported, but) was expelled without a good cause, or who for a just cause could not live in the family 261 receivable by the woman who without unchaste purposes quitted the family house, and lived with her parents or other relations 261 not receivable by the woman who without a just cause resided elsewhere though she was directed by her husband to be maintained in the family house 261 receivable by the son begotten by a Brāhmaṇa, Kshatriya or Vaiśya on a female slave or a female slave of his slave, or kept-mistress, out of his father's estate 261 the amount of—should be fixed in consideration of the receiver's rank and position in life as well as to the extent of the estate 261 should be allowed or not allowed according to the custom, if any, existing in the family 262

MISSING PERSON—
held to be dead after 12, 15, or 20 years, in reference to his age or relation, from the date of his having been missing 23—25 how to be treated upon returning after the fixed period 26, 27

MITHILA' SCHOOL (of law)—
defined xvi Pref, Note the books preferentially used in— xviii Pref.

MOTHER—
succeeds in default of the daughter's son 164 inherits in default of the father according to the Vyavahāra-
mayākha, Smṛiti-chandra 165
if unchaste, is not entitled to inherit 169
INDEX.

is incompetent to alienate her son's heritage without a legal necessity or without the consent of the reversionary heirs (see widow)...

has absolute right in, and power over, the moveable inheritance by her, according to the Mithila School and the High Courts of Madras and Bombay...

MORTGAGE—
is included in sale...

O

OUT-CASTS—
are not considered dead as to the property acquired after their degradation...

OBSEQUIES—(of the late owner)
by whom to be performed or through whom...

ORDER OF SUCCESSION—
to the divided property—
accorded to the Benares school...
accorded to the Mithila school...
accorded to the Dravida school...
accorded to the Mahraja school...
to the sole or separately acquired property...
to the undivided property...

OWNER—
is by what means...

OWNERSHIP—
how accrues...
of the father and son in the ancestral property, the same...

P

PATNI—See widow
definition of...
employed with a general import to embrace all the females entitled to inherit...

PROPRIETARY RIGHT—
how produced...

PUPIL—(shishya,
inherits on failure of the spiritual preceptor...
if virtuous, succeeds to the property of an ascetic...

POWER—
of a father—
over ancestral and self-acquired real property...
INDEX.

without the consent of all the sons and grandsons only so much of the above property can be alienated as may be necessary for the purpose warranted by law 40—43
with the consent of all the sons and grandsons—may be made of any portion of the above description of property 37—39
the share received by—in partition with his sons may be validly alienated by him 64

by a coparcener—
of the undivided property cannot be made without the consent of the other coparcener or joint-owner even to the extent of the alienor's own share 72
may be made of the required portion of the undivided property under a legal necessity or for a purpose sanctioned by law even without the consent of the other co-owner or co-owners 40—43, 75, 76
may be made of any portion of the above property with the consent of the other co-owner or co-owners 38, 39
according to the High Court of Madras—valid to the extent of the alienor's own share, whilst according to the High Court of Bombay only the sale or mortgage of it is valid, but not gift 77
of the divided share of each parcellor is valid 78

SELF-ACQUIRED REAL PROPERTY—
cannot be alienated by a father or grandfather without the consent of his son or grandson except under a legal necessity or for purposes sanctioned by law 35, 38, 50
according to the late decisions, however, can be alienated without any restriction 50—53

SLAVES—
described to be fifteen kinds of 68

SAPINDAS—
definition of 184, 190—195
inherit according to the proximity of degree 190

SAMANODAKAS—
defined ... 184, 193
inherit on failure of sapindas according to the proximity of degree 184

SISTER—
inherits after the paternal grandmother according to the law of Bombay 189

SON—
inherits first of all 82
has a right to prohibit and power to restrain his father from making an alienation of hereditary real property without a legal necessity or for purposes not warranted by law 47
INDEX.

has also a right to sue to set aside any illegal alienation by his father of the hereditary property ... ... ... 48, 49

(See Partition.)

SONS—
of the same description inherit in equal shares ... ... ... 64
illegiti mata, see illegitimate son

SON'S SON—
inherits in default of the son ... ... ... ... 90, 91
whose father is dead, inherits simultaneously with his uncle, if any ... 92
has a right or power to prohibit and restrain his grandfather from making any illegal alienation of the hereditary property, and also a right to sue to set aside such alienation, if made ... ... ... 47—49

SONS' SONS—
whose fathers are dead inherit per stirpes and not per capitis ... ... 92—97
(See great-grandsons.)

SPIRITUAL PRECEPTOR (A'chdarya)—
inherits on failure of cognate kindred ... ... ... 198

STEP-MOTHER—
does not inherit from her step-son ... ... ... 170

STUDENT IN THEOLOGY (Brahmachārī)—
noisāthikā or perpetual, is succeeded by his spiritual preceptor ... 217
upa-kurvāna or temporal, is succeeded by his father and the rest ... 217

SUPREMACY OR DOMINION—
of a father over the joint family property ... ... ... 67
of the eldest son or of another best qualified ... ... ... 69

SUSPICION OF INCONTINENCE—
causes forfeiture of right to inheritance, but not to maintenance ... 118

U

UNCHASTE—
not entitled to inherit ... ... ... ... ... 116
suspected to be—is not also entitled to inherit, but to have mainten ance ... ... ... ... ... 116

UNCHASTITY—
causes exclusion from inheritance ... ... ... ... 116

USAGE—See Custom.

V

VOLUNTARY ABANDONMENT—
effect of— ... ... ... ... ... 21, 22
INDEX.

W

WASTE—
by a female defined ... ... ... ... 133, 134
of the inherited property, by a widow or female, prohibited ... 132—134
when made by a widow or a female to the injury of the reversionary
heir, and the property is in danger, the court of justice may adopt
such measures whereby the estate may be secured for the ultimate
heirs, provided those measures do not affect the widow’s or
female’s rights as the then heir entitled to enjoy the income ... 145

WIDOW—
if a pada (q. v.), chaste, and capable of performing Shrāddhas and
other religious acts, inherits from her husband in the case of his
dying without a son, grandson and great-grandson (in the male
line) and separated from his co-parishers and not subsequently
re-united with them ... ... ... 100—108
if married in the dāhura form (that is by being bought) does not in-
herit according to the Śmriti-chandrika, but inherits according
to Vīra-mītrodāya in the event of there existing no widow married
in one of the approved forms of marriage ... ... ... ... 110, 111
not being the mother of a daughter, inherits, according to the
Śmriti-chandrika only the movable property ... ... ... ... 113
being entitled to inherit not the undivided but the divided share
or the sole property of her husband—inherits also such property
as was separately acquired or held by him or was vested in
him, though the enjoyment thereof was postponed till after a
contingency ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 115
as heir to her husband—inherits only such property as belonged to,
or was vested in, him, or as he was entitled to, though not pos-
sessed of, and not such property as would have devolved on him
had he out-lived its owner ... ... ... ... ... 119
if unchaste,—is entitled neither to inheritance nor to maintenance ... 116
if suspected of incontinence,—is not entitled to inheritance, but to
maintenance only ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 118
if more than one, they inherit equally and simultaneously, and may
divide the estate among themselves ... ... ... ... 119, 120
(See 2 Ind. L. R. Cal. pp. 270, 271.)
upon the death of one—the surviving—takes also the portion held
by the deceased ... ... ... ... ... 120
if unable to stay in her husband’s family for cruelty or any other just
cause—may betake herself to the family of her father and the rest,
provided her change of residence be not for unchaste purposes ... 125
generally—is entitled to enjoy the estate of her husband, and is in-
competent to alienate it. ... ... ... ... 122
may make any disposition of her inherited movable property according to the law of the Mithilá school, and also according to the High Courts of Madras and Bombay ... ... ... 129 according to the Benares school,—cannot dispose of the movable as well as the immovable estate inherited by her, except under a legal necessity or for purposes warranted by law. ... ... 126 cannot dispose of at pleasure also that property of her husband which she had recovered by litigation and also the accumulated savings of the income of the inherited property and the property acquired with such income ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 131, 132 cannot dispose of any portion of the inherited property for the payment of her personal debts, or for any religious act which could be performed with the income of the property ... ... ... 139 cannot dispose of her inherited property if the reversioners supply or agree to supply to her the expenses for her subsistence and performance of the necessary acts ... ... ... 139 not being a bhādhmañ, cannot, even in the event of there being no reversionary heir, dispose of her inherited property, without the consent of the ruling power, for purposes not warranted by law ... 140 can dispose of her inherited property for any purpose with the consent of those reversionary heirs who are likely to be interested in disputing it ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 139, 143 is competent, even without the consent of the reversioners, to alienate her inherited property for secular purposes legally necessary, as well as for religious purposes warranted by the śāstrā 132—138 can nevertheless alienate only so much of the property as may be required for the performance of necessary acts religious or secular, but for the performance of an optional act of religion—can dispose of only a small portion of the property ... ... ... 138, 139 being unable to hold and manage, or for any other good cause—may surrender or make over the property to the then next reversionary heir, or, with his consent, to the heir next after him ... 143 resigning the worldly concerns, or voluntarily abandoning the estate inherited by her, it descends at once to the then next reversionary heir ... ... ... ... 143, 144 if without the consent of the reversionary heirs,—alienate her inherited property for purposes not warranted by law, the alienation so made is illegal and may be invalidated by the reversionary heir alienation by—being set aside, the property should revert to her, if she have not already committed any act involving forfeiture of her right of inheritance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 144
INDEX.

if waste is made by—to the injury of the reversionary heirs and the property is in danger, the Dispensers of Justice may adopt such measures whereby the estate may be secured to the ultimate heirs alienation or transfer by—whether for an allowable cause or otherwise, should, according to the modern Judges of British India, remain intact until her death, the reversionary heir may, however, institute a suit even during the life-time of the widow to declare that the conveyance was executed for causes not allowable, and is, therefore, not binding beyond her life; and also for remedy against the grantee to prevent waste or destruction of the property...

Y

YATI—See Ascetic.

Z

ZAMÍNDÁRÍ—ancient and great is succeeded to by custom...

145

228
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A

A‘CHA’RYA (spiritual teacher)—
is an heir, not a guru

... ... ... ... 539

ACTS—
of a Government officer when bind the Government

... ... ... 260

ADOPTED SON—

has all the rights and privileges of a son born

... ... ... 16—19

is vested with property immediately after his adoption

... 18

has equally a vested right in that property which was purchased

with the income of the ancestral estates before his adoption as he

has in any other immovable property which the father had it in

his power to alienate, but which he did not alienate

... 18

is equally entitled with his father as well to the profits of ances-

tral property as to the property itself from the moment of his

adoption

... ... ... ... 18

ADOPTION—

is tantamount to the birth of a son to the adopter (See adoption)

... 18

ALIENATION—(by gift, sale or otherwise.)

by a father—

of immovable ancestral property without the consent of his sons,

except under a legal necessity or for purposes warranted by law,

illegal

... ... ... ... 6, 52—59, 116, 118, 133, 135, 136, 138, 160

of self-acquired immovable property, to the prejudice of his sons,

except under a legal necessity or for purposes warranted by law,

prohibited

... ... ... ... 93, 94, 116, 121, 122

without the consent of his son of such ancestral immovable prop-

erty as is by custom impartible and descends to his eldest son,

is void, unless it is justified by family necessity

... ... ... 86

made after the birth of a son without the consent of the son,

unless for a purpose justified by the Hindú law as a legal

necessity, will not bind the son

... ... ... ... 49

of immovable ancestral property without the consent of his son

and grandson, is invalid, and can be stayed or set aside by

them, but by no one else

... 6, 101, 102, 104, 105, 107, 108, 123, 124
INDEX.

may be questioned by a son, but it will have to be seen whether
the—was made for purposes which justify it ... ... 78
made with the consent of his son cannot be questioned by the
grandson ... ... ... ... 129
of the required portion of the inherited property made under a
legal necessity or for purposes warranted by law, valid, even
without the consent of his son ... ... 61—83, 105, 183
to justify—of ancestral property, a legal necessity for the sale
must be strictly proved to have existed ... ... 79
of the ancestral property reasonably made for the purpose of dis-
charging a debt of his which does not fall within the exception
is one of those spoken of and authorized as "unavoidable" by
the mitâtkhârî, Chap I, Sect i, § 28, 29 ... ... 176
without the consent of his son, of property self-acquired, or re-
ceived in partition with his son, or inherited from a collateral or
maternal relation, valid, and cannot be stayed or set aside by
the son and the rest ... 83, 90, 92, 96—97, 110, 118, 121
of movables property, whether ancestral or acquired, is valid for
any purpose without the consent of his son ... 121, 122
of the whole ancestral or self-acquired movable property in favor
of one son to the exclusion of his other son or sons, invalid 44, 117, 626
consented to or ratified by all his sons and grandsons, legal
and valid ... ... ... 44, 49—56, 86, 103, 105, 173
destitute of male issue, of his sole, separate or divided property
is valid (See father) ... ... ... 107—110, 123, 179
by a member of an undivided family—
without the consent of his co-sharer, invalid, even to the extent of
the alienor's own share, unless made under a legal necessity or
for purposes warranted by law 35, 122, 123, 133, 135, 136, 138,
147, 149—161, 181, 186
without the consent of his co-sharers, of the share of the family
property to which, if partition took place, he (the alienor) would
be individually entitled, allowable according to the law as
administered in Madras and Bombay ... 139—147, 162, 189—193
of any portion with the consent of the co-sharers, valid ... 135
without the consent of his co-sharers of the required portion of
the joint estate under a legal necessity or for purposes warrant-
ed by law, is valid and binding upon them 105, 136—138, 283,
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 285—287, 194
by a man destitute of male issue of his sole, divided, self acquired,
or separate property valid for any purpose, provided it does
not affect the maintenance of his family whom he was bound
to support ... ... ... ... ... 179, 191—194, 123
INDEX.

by a widow or a female of her inherited property—(See widow) 240, 260—268; 277—292, 404, 407, 410, 411, 416—418, 424, 427, 435, 462—472

allowed under a legal necessity or for purposes warranted by law or with the consent of those reversionary heirs who are interested in disputing—260, 267, 278, 288, 292—294, 340, 307—330, 383, 407, 408, 410, 411

by way of surrender to the reversionary heir, allowed ... 295—306

without a legal necessity, or an allowable cause, and not consented to, or ratified, by the reversionary heir, invalid ... 278, 288, 332, 340, 352—357, 372, 373, 385—388, 407, 416, 424

ANCESTRAL PROPERTY—(See alienation)
defined ... ... ... ... ... ... 18, 112, 134, 135

which descends to a father under the midhakshara law is not exempted from liability because a son is born to him, unless the debt is illegal or has been contracted for and immoral purpose, in which case, the son may not be under any pious obligation to pay it 72, 146

cannot be alienated by a father without the consent of his son except under a legal necessity or purposes warranted by law ... 6, 52—59, 81, 118, 133, 135, 136, 138, 160, 189, 190

APOSTACY—(from Hindū faith)
causes the property acquired (by the apostate) before the conversion to devolve on the Hindū heirs, and that subsequently acquired to devolve according to the law of the new faith ... ... 40

ASCETIC—(see Mohant and Yasti).
a mere life-tenant cannot alter the succession to an endowment by an act of his own in connection with the status under which he acquired the trust ... ... ... ... 556

B

BANDHUS—(See cognates.)

BROTHER—
takes the undivided estate of his deceased brother in default of his father, and to the exclusion of his widow, daughter, daughter's son, and mother ... ... ... 473

of the whole blood excludes a half-brother ... ... 474

of the half-blood inherits the undivided share of his deceased half-brother to the exclusion of the deceased's widow and the rest inherits the divided share of his deceased half-brother in default of his widow and to the exclusion of his uterine brother's son ... 474

if an illegitimate son of a Shudra inherits from his brother of the same description ... ... ... ... 473
INDEX.

BROTHER'S SON—
has no right whatever in the ancestral property of his uncle until
after the death of the latter ... ... 107—109
has no right to sue to set aside the alienation by his uncle of his
divided ancestral property ... ... 107—109
inherits the undivided property of his uncle to the exclusion of his
widow and the rest ... ... 474, 475
represents his father in the undivided estate and equally with his
surviving uncle inherits the share of a deceased uncle 35, 635—647

BROTHER'S GRANDSON—
succeeds in default of all (the above) heirs ... ... ... 475

BROTHER'S DAUGHTER'S SON—
succeeds as an heir, under the Mitāksharā, in the absence of nearer
heirs ... ... ... ... ... 529

BOIRA'GI'—(See Mohant)
is not necessarily such a religious devotee that his goods are inherited
by his pupil in the event of intestacy ... ... ... 539

CAUSE OF ACTION—
to the son accrues when possession is taken by the purchaser from
his father. A new cause of action does not accrue upon the sub-
sequent birth of a younger brother, either to the elder brother
alone or to him and to his brother jointly ... ... 6

CHARGES ON THE INHERITANCE—
are Obsequies of the late proprietor, Initiation of his children, Pay-
ment of his debts, and Maintenances of those persons whom he
was bound to support ... 307, 311, 316, 434, 534, 588—625

CHELA'—
is the heir of a deceased Mahant, and, as such, is entitled to a
certificate ... ... ... ... 556

COGNATES—
how many classes or descriptions of ... ... 525, 526
inherit in default of Samānodaka or kindred connected by a liba-
tion of water ... ... ... ... 503
list of—given in article 1, Section 6, chapter ii of the Mitāksharā is
not exhaustive, but simply illustrative of the position that there
are three classes of bandhad, and, as such, entitled to inherit in pre-
ference to the King, who cannot take to the prejudice of a mater-
nal uncle and maternal great-uncle ... ... 522
in the absence of nearer relatives, a man (as a cognate) may be
heir to his mother's brother as regards property subject to the
Mitāksharā ... ... ... ... 505
INDEX

father's sister's son is not entitled as a— to the inheritance so long as there is a gotra or gentile which term includes all those descended from the same primitive stock as far as the fourteenth generation ... ... ... ... 531

CONSENT—(See alienation)
may be express or implied ... ... ... ... 86, 190
of all the sons is necessary to the validity of an alienation by a father of the immovable ancestral property without a legal necessity or an allowable cause ... ... ... ... 53, 59, 103, 106, 122, 136, 173, 190
of all the co-sharers is necessary to the validity of alienation of any portion of joint property made without a legal necessity or an allowable cause ... ... 122, 136, 138, 173, 190, 191
is not necessary to the validity of an alienation by a man destitute of male issue, of his sole, divided or separate property ... 107—110, 123
of such reversioners as are likely to be interested in disputing, is necessary to the alienation by a widow or a female of her herited property without a legal necessity or an allowable cause (See widow) ... ... ... ... ... 288—294
given at the very time, or afterwards, renders the alienation valid 86, 103, 302

CONCEPTION—
is not the cause of proprietary right: a child in the womb takes no estate. In cases where, when the succession opens out, a female of the family has conceived, the inheritance remains in abeyance until the result of the conception is ascertained. If it should be still-born, the estate goes not to his heir, but to the heir of the last owner ... ... ... ... 15, 16

CO-PARCENER—
defined ... ... ... ... ... ... 481
rights of— ... ... ... ... ... 35, 149, 481—485
inherits the undivided property of his undivided parceller to the exclusion of his female heirs and daughter's son ... 244, 443, 481—485

CO-PARCENERSHIP or CO-PARCENERY—
exists between the different members of an undivided family, and survivorship follows upon it ... 35, 149, 232, 244, 443, 481, 635—647

Cousin—
in the second degree excludes a third ... ... ... 475, 481—485

CUSTOM or USAGE—
ancient, invariable and established by clear and positive proof, over-rides the usual law of inheritance ... ... ... ... ... 560—573
which has not been judicially recognised, cannot prevail against the distinct authority ... ... ... ... ... 562
in order that a —— may have the force of law, it must be shown to have existed from time immemorial ... ... ... ... 560
INDEX.

if an estate has not invariably devolved entire on the chief heir, but has been occasionally held by several heirs conjointly, the plea of family—in bar of a partition cannot be maintained ... 561

particular—or kulāchār must be proved in every case in which departure from the ordinary law of succession and inheritance is relied on ... 562

ancient zamindaries are by—indivisible ... 563

of impartibility must be strictly proved in order to control the operation of the ordinary Hindú law of succession. The fact that an estate has not been partitioned for six or seven generations, does not deprive the members of the family to which it jointly belongs of their right of partition ... 570

on the suit of two sons of the original grantee to participate with their nephew, judgment was given against them, the zamindarees being one of those estates not liable to division, recognised in Regulation XI of 1793. Provision was made in that regulation for the future abolition of the custom, and it was enacted that after the 1st of June 1874, such estates should descend according to the Muhammedan and Hindú laws of inheritance .. 562, 563

the rāj or zamindaree of Ramnugur being an ancestral impartible estate, and the family an undivided family governed by the Mt- tākhār, the plaintiff as eldest male heir was entitled to the dignity and estates of the family in preference to the mother of the late infant Rājā and widow of his father the last actual Rājā 483, 563

according to the—prevailing in certain mountainous estates of Tippera, the ordinary rules of inheritance do not prevail, and the individual of the family designated “Jobraj” (Jubārdy) and failing him, the individual called Barra Thakoor (bard-thākur) succeeds to the estate and title of Rājā ... 572

where a custom is proved to exist it supersedes the general law, but the general law still regulates all beyond the custom ... 573

of succession of the eldest son by right of primogeniture upheld or allowed to prevail ... 573, 574—576

where by—of the country or family of the parties claiming certain prerogatives and property, it was customary that such should vest in the senior male of a particular branch of the family, held that a testamentary disposition in favor of any other member was void and of no effect ... 577

by the—of a Hindú family no distinction being made between the issue of a Sugiyi marriage and Lyāhi marriage, held that the issue of a Sugiyi wife first married was entitled to inherit the property of the grand-father in priority to the issue of the son of a subsequent Lyāhi wife ... 578
INDEX.

among the Jumboo Brahmins, if a man die leaving a daughter
and no male issue, the daughter and her daughter would inherit
the property even where undivided, and not cousins or collateral
relations, who could only succeed on failure of all other heirs;
as it is the —— of the caste for women to succeed, whether the
family be divided or undivided
property might by—be divided according to the number of wives
without any reference to the number of the sons they bore had
such—been proved to have existed in the family
where by the established—of any country or province the right of
succession may be preserved to illegitimate children as well as to
those born in wedlock or adopted, such—is to be adhered to

CREDITOR.—(See debt)
is bound to enquire beforehand and show for what purpose the
loan was contracted
is not bound to see the application of the money, if he lent it after
reasonable enquiry and bona fide believing that it will be properly
expended (See mortgagees)

CROWN (Rājā)—
has the same power of protecting its interest as an heir by impeach-
ing any injurious alienation by the widow where for want of
heirs, the property, so far as it has not been lawfully disposed of
by her, passes to the—
on the death of a Brahmin (whether sacerdotal or not) without heir,
the Sovereign power in British India is entitled to take his estate
by escheat subject, however, to the trusts and charges previously
affecting the estate

DAUGHTER.—(See widow.)
succeeds on failure of widows where the property is divided or se-
parate
unmarried, takes the whole inheritance in preference to others
married but unendowed, inherits to the exclusion of the—
unchaste, is excluded from inheritance
has no power to alienate ancestral property, except for an allowable
cause, to the detriment of the other heirs of her father
in Bombay,—takes absolutely the property of her father, both mov-
able and immovable, which, on her death, descends, as śrādhan, to
her own heirs, and not to those of her father
if more than one, they take equally, and upon the death of any of
them, the others, who survive her, take as heirs to their father
the portion held by the deceased
DAUGHTER'S SON—
inherits the estate of his grandfather in default of his daughter
where the family is separate or the property is divided, or separate-
ately acquired or possessed of ... ... 448-460, 484
if more than one, they equally take per capita ... ... 448
cannot claim where his mother or any other qualified daughter of
his maternal grandfather is living ... ... ... 448, 459

DEBT—
contracted by a father—
cannot be made a charge on the son's interest in the ancestral
property unless the purpose for which it was contracted justi-
ﬁed him in so doing ... ... ... ... 628
if not illegal, or contracted for an immoral purpose, is payable
from the ancestral property though a son is born ... 72, 176, 614
if contracted for a purpose, immoral or otherwise illegal, the
son may not be under any obligation to pay it ... 72, 176, 626, 627, 632
if not paid by the debtor must be paid by his heir and successor
whether a widow or any other person ... ... ... 311-318
it is a moral obligation to pay a —— contracted by the father
for his separate account. But one contracted by him for the
common concern binds his son, and those who were not pre-
viously separated by a partition of effects and debts ... 72, 624
to exonerate himself from payment of—the son must decline the
succession to the patrimony. And the insolvent estate being
thus abandoned to the creditors, is taken by them alone, and
no one renders himself liable for debts without assets ... 624
heirs are liable for the—of their predecessor to the extent of the
property which they have inherited ... ... 618, 620, 622
a man's property is liable for his—and property descends to an
heir burthened with the debts of the ancestor ... ... 615
there is nothing in the Hindu law to show that the property of
a deceased person is so hypothecated for his—as to prevent his
heir from disposing of it to a third party, who has purchased it
in good faith and for valuable consideration. The creditor
may hold the heir personally liable for the debt, but he can-
not follow the property ... ... ... ... ... 617
incurred in conducting the shraddh of a father, must be paid by a
son, whether he is of age, or a minor, or a posthumous son ... 614
of an ascetic follows his assets in the hands of his representatives
of a missing person must be paid by those in possession of his
estate without waiting twelve years for his re-appearance ... 623
contracted by a widow for necessary or spiritual purposes must
be paid by her husband's heirs ... ... ... 408
INDEX.

contracted by a son for the family support, conduct of religious observances which were incumbent on the family, or promised by the father, must be liquidated by the father ... ... 623
a minor cannot be called upon to pay the—of his grandfather until he have attained the age of sixteen ... ... 625
a woman is not in general liable for the—of her husband. But if she, or any other person, possess assets of the debtor, his—must be discharged out of such funds; and this whether enough remain or not for her maintenance ... ... 625
takes precedence of the widow's claim for maintenance ... 657

DECLARATION OF RIGHT—
by whom may be obtained and under what circumstances .. 54, 104, 160,
343, 368, 369, 371, 385, 387

DISPOSITION—See Alienation.

E

EMIGRATING FAMILIES—
settling in foreign countries shall not be deprived of the benefit of the laws of their former countries provided they adhered to their customs, usages and religious ceremonies ... 581—588
must be presumed, until the contrary be proved, to have brought with them their laws and customs ... ... 587
ESCHEAT— ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 477, 534

F

FATHER—
cannot without the consent of all his sons alienate any part of the ancestral property except for a sufficient cause ... 6, 44—60, 105, 116, 117, 123, 173
cannot give away the whole or almost the whole of ancestral property, movable or immovable, to one son to the exclusion of his other son or sons ... ... ... ... 44, 117, 626
has no power to settle ancestral property by conveyance in his lifetime, or by a will to take effect after his death, without the consent of all his sons living at the time, and another son afterwards born, no subsequent assent of the former would be binding on the latter ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 53
under the law of Mitihil as well as of the Mitakshara—is only joint owner with his sons of the ancestral estate, and can only exercise the power of alienation in the case of a minor son existing at the time under circumstances of legal necessity ... ... 63
may give a small part of the ancestral estate for a pious purpose without the consent of sons ... ... ... ... 59
INDEX.

can without the consent of his sons alienate the required portion of any property under a necessity or for purposes warranted by law 6, 54, 56, 61—63, 72, 81, 79, 93, 94, 105, 118, 122, 136—138, 176, 181—186

may mortgage for payment of Government revenue, if necessary, and transfer by mortgage to clear off old debts and pay for a marriage 61, 62

cannot alienate immovable property whether ancestral or acquired to the prejudice of his sons except under urgent necessity 93, 94, 121, 122

can alienate any portion of any property with the consent of all his sons 49,—56, 86, 102, 116—118, 173

can without the consent of his sons alienate property acquired by himself, inherited from a collateral or maternal relation, or received in partition with his sons (See alienations) 90—93, 95, 97

is not justified in charging his son's interest in the ancestral immovable property for a loan not proved to have been contracted for a purpose warranted by law 626

inherits in right of his son 472

FATHER'S SISTER'S SON—(See cognates.)

GHATWALI TENURE—

is succeeded to by custom or usage 574—576

is indivisible 576

GHATWALS—

duties of 577

succeed by custom or usage 574—577

GIFT—(See alienation)

by a co-parcener of his share in the undivided estate is invalid even in Madras and Bombay 146—149

through affection may be made of movable property to any relation 93

of a man's own acquisition is valid though made on his death-bed 95—97, 118

by a father of his entire property is legal though he may have another daughter and brother's son. The other daughter, if unmarried, is entitled to her nuptial expenses 119

GOSSAIN—(See Mohunt.)

GENTILES (gotraje)—

definition or description of 494, 495

must be exhausted before cognates can succeed 498
INDEX.

claimants (as—) to the inheritance as far as the seventh and even the fourteenth in descent in the male line from a common ancestor are preferable to the cousin by the mother’s side of the deceased proprietor ...

496

the claim of the paternal kindred who are sapinda (which relation includes the descendants of the paternal ancestor in the sixth degree) are preferable to those of maternal cognates ...

496

the great-great-great-grandson of the great-great-great-grandfather of the deceased is entitled to succession as one of the...

493

a male descendant in the fifth degree from the great-grandfather of the propositus succeeds (as a—) to the exclusion of the sister’s son descendants in the paternal line in the sixth degree are (as—) preferable to one claiming as a cousin on the mother’s side ... 497

great-grandsons of the paternal uncle of a deceased Hindu were (as—) held to be entitled to his immovable property to the exclusion of his great nephews by the mother’s side ...

497

sons of the great-grandfather of the deceased held to be entitled in preference to the widow of his elder brother, sisters and their sons a brother’s grandson (as one of—) may be an heir ...

498

Sect. 5 chapter ii of the Mudhasara was not intended to be an exhaustive enumeration of the—(gotrajas), but only a statement of the order in which they would inherit, and does not, therefore, limit the inheritance to the grandsons of the paternal great-grandfather ...

498

in Bombay the wives of gotraja sapinda and Samadodakas have rights of inheritance co-extensive with those of their husbands, immediately after whom they succeed ...

655

GRANDMOTHER—

has no pre-existing right except a right to maintenance ...

1, 605

See Maintenance and Partition

GRANDSON (son’s son)—

if fatherless, inherits equally and simultaneously with his paternal uncle (if any) ...

195, 217, 222

if more than one, the grandsons take per stirpes ...

223

in the ancestral property has the same right and power as a son has (See son) ...

... 6, 107, 111, 219, 477

of a paternal uncle is excluded by a brother’s son (See gentiles) ...

478

grandson of the great-grandfather of the grandfather of the deceased inherits in preference to his father’s sister’s son ...

498

GREAT-GRANDSON—

if without a father and grandfather, inherits simultaneously with the late owner’s son and grandson (if any) ...

219, 223, 517

if more than one, the great-grandsons take per stirpes ...

223

is included among near heirs ...

501
INDEX.

GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GRANDSON—
of the great-great-great-grandfather of the deceased is entitled to
succession as one of the gentiles (See gentiles) ... 493

H—L

HEIRS—
of a founder have common right to the use of a building relinquish-
ed for a place of worship, not so the heirs of a purohit of the
founder ... ... ... 558

ILLEGITIMATE SON—
of a Shâdri—
by a female slave will inherit (the whole estate) if there be no
other heirs down to the daughter's son, and half, if there be
such heir ... ... ... 199, 220, 224, 648, 649
by a kept-woman or continuous concubine are on the same level
as to inheritance as the issue by a female slave ... 212, 226, 649
if offspring of an incestuous intercourse does not inherit ... 214
by a Shâdri woman, to inherit property of his father or a share in
it, the woman should be an unmarried one ... 649
of a man of one of the regenerate tribes is not entitled to the in-
heritance, but to maintenance out of his deceased father's estate 199, 213,
221, 225, 648, 649

inherits from a brother of the same description ... ... 473
of any caste may inherit if there be such custom ... 578, 649

INCHOATE RIGHT—
accrues to a son from the time of his birth, in the property in posses-
sion of his father ... ... ... 107

INHERITANCE—
cannot remain in abeyance for an unbegotten heir (such not being
a posthumous son.) The succession must vest in the heir existing
at the time of the death of the person whose inheritance descends 16

JAINS—
are governed by the Hindú law of inheritance applicable in that
part of the country in which the property is situate ... 232, 435

KHATTRI OR KSHATTRI—
such class held not have lost caste, and sunk into the Shâdri class ... 199

LIMITATION—
in a suit to set aside an alienation by the father—runs from the
date of alienation or of possession under it, unless the son was
under a legal disability owing to minority at the time of the
alienation ... ... ... 49

MAINTENANCE—
females are only entitled to—in the case of the property being the
joint property of an undivided family ... 31, 43, 231, 482—185
of a widow where she does not inherit is a charge upon the family estate in whose ever hands the estate may fall ... 596, 599
the heir who takes and becomes possessed of the estate of the deceased must be held to continue to be primarily responsible both in person and property for the—of the widow, even though he should have fraudulently transferred that estate, or otherwise have improperly wasted it ... 599
a widow is not bound to reside in her deceased husband's family house; and she does not forfeit her right to—out of her husband's estate by going to reside elsewhere unless she leaves her husband's house for the purpose of unchastity, or any other improper purpose ... 569, 599, 600
separation from her husband's family does not deprive a Hindú widow of her right to claim—from them, if she happen to be in need circumstances ... 600
mere unkindness short of cruelty would not be sufficient justification for a wife in leaving her husband's house ... 600
an expelled wife is not entitled to have a share, but—out of her husband's property ... 60
there is no provision for alimony in the Hindú law, but only for—son's widow has no legal claim upon the father (of her husband) for—(See son's widow) ... 605
son's widow is entitled to—so long as she leads a chaste life ... 605
on a division of ancestral estate, the grandmother is entitled to—property purchased from the heir with notice that a widow is entitled to be maintained out of it, continues while in the hands of the purchaser to be charged with that— ... 600
the lien of a Hindú widow for—out of the estate of her deceased husband is not a charge on that estate in the hands of a bond fide purchaser irrespective of notice of such lien. A Hindú widow before she can enforce her charge for—against the property of her deceased husband in the hands of a purchaser from his heir, must show that there is no property of the deceased in the hands of the heir ... 657
a widow's claim to—upon an estate does not necessarily render the sale of the property subversive of her right ... 602
an adulteress, divorced by her husband, or living apart from him, is not entitled to— ... 605
See Vyamātā-darpana (2nd Ed.) p. 392.
a daughter living apart from her father for no sufficient cause cannot sue him for— ... 605
a son could not evict the widow (of his father) without providing some other dwelling for her ... 605
INDEX.

a HIndú widow who resided with her husband and members of his family in the family dwelling house, cannot be ousted by the auction purchaser of the rights and interests in the house of her husband's nephew  

... ... ... 658

a HIndú widow is not entitled to be maintained by her husband's relatives merely because of the relationship between them and her husband  

... ... ... 659

a son, whether adopted or begotten, can claim—of his father until put into possession of his share of the ancestral property  

... ... ... 606

according to the HIndú or Jain law, a father is not bound to maintain his grown-up son  

... ... ... 606

illegitimate son of a person belonging to one of the regenerate tribes is entitled to—only  

... ... ... 189, 608, 611, 648—650

illegitimate son of a Shádra by a concubine not being a slave is entitled to—  

... ... ... 606, 648—650

the widow of a nephew is entitled to—only from his uncles with whom he was in partnership  

... ... ... 610

a son succeeding to his father's estate must maintain his stepmother and her daughter  

... ... ... 610

where the widow of a HIndú is excluded by law from inheriting her husband's property, the courts are authorized to fix the receivable by her from her husband's heirs with reference to the circumstances of the family  

... ... ... 589, 596

a civil court has power to fix the rate of—payable by a husband to his wife where she for a lawful cause is residing apart from him, and to make order that—at that rate shall be paid in future, subject to be set aside or modified according to circumstances  

... ... ... 604

on what principle—for a widow should be awarded  

... ... ... 602

it is not necessary that a widow should be maintained in the same state in which her husband would maintain her  

... ... ... 603

the question of the adequacy of—granted to widows and daughters depends on each case on its own peculiar circumstances  

... ... ... 589, 603

arrears of—may be awarded  

... ... ... 589, 607

right of—bequeathed to a person is not affected by private arrangement  

... ... ... ... 607

sale by a widow of her husband's property is valid, if necessary for her—  

... ... ... 612

a widow cannot alienate for any purpose the property entrusted to her solely that she may from its profits maintain herself  

... ... ... 667

a widow's right to—out of lands which belonged to her husband and have devolved on her son, is purely a personal right which cannot be sold in execution of a decree or otherwise transferred  

... ... ... 667

MIGRATION—(See emigrating families.)
INDEX

MISCELLANEOUS CASES—
respecting a widow and others 393–400
MISSING PERSON—
after twelve years is to be presumed as dead 28–30, 37–39
if in the first period of life, the rights are directed after twenty
years, if of middle age, after fifteen years, but if in the latter
period of life, after twelve; if a father, after fifteen years 43
MORTGAGE—(See alienation, and sale)

MORTGAGEE—
acquiring by operation of law the possession of an estate mortgaged
by a Hindu father without the son’s consent is bound to enquire
whether the debt on account of which the mortgage is given was
legally necessary or not 79
acting in good faith, effect of— 79, 80
duties of (See purchaser) 79, 496

MOHUNT, SANYA’SI’ or GOSSA’IN—
is succeeded by his principal chela or disciple according to the usage
of the math or monastery to which he belongs 542–554
usage of— 544, 547 notes.
such usage must be adhered to in preference to any other mode of
succession, nor any relinquishment or device by the incumbent in
favor of another person operate further than a nomination, which
to avail must be confirmed by the usual mode of election
in charge of an endowment with only a life interest in the property,
cannot create an interest superior to his own, or except under
the most extraordinary pressure and for the distinct benefit of the
endowment bind his successor in office
or an ascetic, a mere life-tenant, cannot alter the succession belong-
ing to ascetics, by an act of his own
causes or defects which disqualify a—for succession to the office
of— 543
or Boirdgi, having still retained the style or title of “Raja” and
mixed in the worldly affairs and continued with his family, does
not become an ascetic or religious devotee, to such an extent as to
exclude his adopted son from succeeding to his property, whether
acquired before or after his becoming a boirdgi

MOTHER—
has no pre-existing right in the estate except a right of maintenance
inherits in default of sons, widow, daughter (and daughter’s son) 279, 462
has not absolute property in the estate, which after her death
descends not to her heirs, but to those of her son 462, 466, 469
in Bombay—has a life interest in the immovable, and an absolute
power over the movable, property inherited from her father 467
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>of alienation by a co-sharer or co-sharers of the undivided property renders it valid</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of alienation by a widow of her inherited property by the reversioner interested in disputing it renders it valid</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELINQUISHMENT—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of property or all connection with worldly affairs, causes extinction of right</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVERSIONER, or REVERSIONARY HEIR—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who they are, and when they succeed</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rights, powers and duties of (see declaration)</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
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<td>—369, 375, 388, 408—410,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETIREMENT FROM THE WORLD—</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>is civil death</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operates as natural death</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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RIGHT—

of a son—
in the ancestral and paternal property, is by birth
in the ancestral property, is equal to that of his father
of an after-born son to share as a co-parcener the divided property depends upon his mother being pregnant with him at the time of partition
proprietary—is created by birth and not by conception
son’s or grandson’s—of prohibition to his unseparated father or grandfather making a gift or sale of effects inherited from his grandfather cannot be exercised in favor of an unborn son
to restrain his father from alienating ancestral property without a legal necessity or allowable cause
of inheritance of parties whose father’s death preceded that of the late owner held to have lapsed

SALE—(See alienation.)
of undivided ancestral property by a father without a legal necessity and without the consent of all the co-sharers, is invalid
of a joint undivided property by one member or partner without a legal necessity or without the consent of the rest, invalid
of undivided property even by a single member of the joint family is valid, if made for the family, or for a legal necessity
of only so much of the property as is sufficient to meet the claim, is valid, and where the whole of the estate or a larger portion than absolutely required is sold, it must be shown by the purchaser that the money required to pay off the claim could not be raised otherwise
of a man’s entire property valid under what circumstances
by a guardian valid under what circumstances
of ancestral property merely for the purpose of procuring funds to purchase other property formerly belonging to the family, cannot of itself be considered a sale for any of the necessary purposes sanctioned by law
by the eldest of several brothers of the paternal property, for the maintenance of his minor brothers, for the performance of their initiatory ceremonies and so forth; for the exquial rites of his father, for the discharge of the debts incurred by the father valid by a wife of her insane husband’s estate, when valid

by a widow or female—
of her inherited property, (See alienation, and widow.)
INDEX.

SAMANODAKAS—
  defined ... ... ... ... ... ... 497
  inherit in default of Sarpinda ... ... ... ... ... 498

SARINDAS—
  who they are ... ... ... ... ... ... 510, 511

SISTER—
  inherits in default of the grandmother according to the law as
  current in Bombay ... ... ... ... 275, 467, 468—492
  if unmarried is entitled to her nuptial expenses ... ... ... 199

SISTER’S SON—
  may inherit in the absence of nearer relations ... ... ... 505, 528

SON—
  signifies descendants down to the great-grandson in the male line 58, 219, 477
  has by birth a right in the ancestral property, and has a right
  during his father’s life-time to compel a partition of such pro-
  perty ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6, 15, 42, 49, 54
  may not only prohibit his father from alienating ancestral property
  without a legal necessity or a sufficient cause, but may sue to set
  aside such alienation ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6, 99—102, 54, 104, 105
  has an equal right with his father in the ancestral property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6, 15, 49
  acquires a right only in the property which belonged to his father
  at the time of his (the son’s) birth, and has no claim or right to
  the property of which a bona fide sale or disposition, effectual as
  against the father, has been made long before he was born ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6, 15, 49
  has no right to set aside alienation of ancestral property if the alien-
  ation was made before his birth ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6, 15, 49
  if after-born, his right to share, as a parciener, the divided property,
  depends upon his mother being pregnant with him at the time of the
  partition ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15
  equally with his father is entitled as well to the profits of ancestral
  property as to the property itself, from the moment of his birth ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 18

under the Mudākshārād law—is with his father in the position of a
joint family, and when ancestral estates are admitted to exist, the
presumption of the law is that all the property they are in posses-
sion of is joint property ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 18

who from his birth acquires a vested interest in the ancestral
property, may sue to obtain a declaration that sales by his father
without the son’s consent are, as against him, void and inoperative
to pass or to affect any rights possessed by him in the property, still
in the father’s hands, is ancestral property, and cannot therefore
be alienated by the father, except under the circumstances recog-
nized by the Mudākshārād law as justifying alienation, and with the
consent of those whose consent by law is requisite ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 49, 54, 104
suing to set aside an (illegal) alienation made by his father is entitled to a declaration that the alienation is void altogether. Suing in the father's life-time, on behalf of the family, may be entitled to a decree ... 104, 160, 181, 182

is entitled to recover from a purchaser ancestral property improperly sold by the father provided he has not ratified the sale; but if it is proved that the—not the benefit of his share of the purchase-money, he must refund the share of the purchase-money before he can recover his share of the property sold ... 83, 84, 86, 108, 181, 182

has a vested interest in the ancestral property, which interest is saleable at any time in satisfaction of claims against— ... 114.

is the first heir ... 195.

if more than one, the sons inherit equally ... 198, 199, 222

if with a fatherless grandson,—inherits simultaneously with him ... 195, 222 illegitimate—See illegitimate son.

SON'S SON—(See grandson)

SON'S WIDOW—

whose husband died before his father is only entitled to suitable maintenance, and to any personal property of which her husband had possession during his life, but not to the inheritance of her father-in-law (See Maintenance) ... 31, 34, 35

STEP-BROTHER—

inherits in default of a uterine brother by whom he is excluded ... 473—475

STEP-MOTHER—

cannot inherit from her step-son... ... 653

SUPREMACY or DOMINION—

of the father or another joint property ... 42, 105, 126—131, 633

U

UNDIVIDED PARCENER—

cannot without the consent of his co-parcener or co-owner mortgage or otherwise alienate any portion of the joint estate even to the extent of his own share, except under a legal necessity ... 6, 133—139, 147—161, 181, 189

can without the consent of his co-parcener alienate the required portion of the joint property under a legal necessity or for a purpose warranted by law ... 81, 105, 128, 129, 138, 183, 185—187 in the Presidencies of Madras and Bombay—may, without the assent of his co-parcener, alienate not by gift, but by sale or otherwise his share in the undivided family estate, movable or immovable ... 139—146, 163, 189
INDEX

takes the share of his deceased parsoner to the exclusion of his widow and the rest ... 35, 36, 41—43, 149, 473—475, 491—485
represents his deceased father and sonless grandfather in the undivided property ... 35, 36, 149, 473—475, 635—647

UNMARRIED—
daughter takes the whole of her father's divided or separate property,
but is entitled only to maintenance in the case of his property being joint and undivided ... 424—427, 484
sister as well as daughter is entitled to support and her nuptial expenses ... 119, 199

USAGE—See custom

UTERINE BROTHER—See brother.

W

WASTE—
by a widow or female heiress when proved, or actually imminent, should be remedied by a court of justice ... 352—360

WIDOW (Patril)—
the word—is employed with a general import to embrace all the females entitled to inherit ... 417, 427, 433, 435
inherits in default of sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons, her husband's property held in severalty, but where it is held in co-parcenary,—is only entitled to maintenance out of it ... 43, 227—241, 243, 260, 400, 401, 473—484
is entitled to the accumulations of the income of her husband's estate ... 230
is entitled also to that property which her husband died entitled to, or had a vested right in, or which was separately acquired by him ... 240, 244, 245—251, 443
is no heir to her husband's brother or his widow, after his or her death ... 242, 243
if unchaste, is not entitled to inheritance ... 251—253, 408, 403
if suspected of incontinence upon a good ground, is not entitled to inheritance, but to maintenance only ... 251—255
once vested with the right of inheritance is not liable to be divested of it unless her subsequent incontinence were accompanied by degradation, that civil death ... 255
is not bound to live in the family-house and with the kindred of her husband, who have no right to compel her to live with them; and the—does not forfeit her right to property or maintenance merely on account of her going and residing with her family, or leaving her husband's house from any other cause than unchaste or improper purposes ... 255, 58
INDEX.

if more than one, the widows inherit simultaneously and divide and 
take the estate in equal shares ... 255—259, 278, 403
(See 2 Ind. L. R. Cal. pp. 270, 271.)

if one—dies after inheriting her husband’s estate, the whole survives 
to the rest, that is, the portion held by the deceased—goes to the 
surviving widow or widows, upon whose death it devolves on the 
collateral or reversionary heirs of the husband ... 259, 260, 278, 403

though a—fully represents the estate, and takes as heir, she takes a 
special or qualified estate, that is a restricted estate of inheritance: 
she cannot of her own will, that is without the consent of her 
husband’s heirs, alienate the movable and immovable property of 
her husband except for special purposes ... 240—260—268,
278, 288, 404, 407, 408, 410, 411, 489

cannot alienate at pleasure also the accumulated savings of the 
income of her husband’s property, the property acquired with 
such income, also such property of her husband as she recovered 
by law-suit, and also the immovable property that was given to her 
by her husband. (But see pp. 651, 652) ... 267, 268, 278, 288, 292, 406, 407

has no power to alienate as stri-dhan her husband’s estate, as it does 
not become her stri-dhan, but devolves at her death on his heirs ... 275—
278, 286, 298

according to the law as current in Mithilā—can consume or alienate 
the moveables, but is restricted from alienating the immovable 
property inherited from her husband ... 272, 273

in Madras and Bombay also—can alienate the moveable, but not the 
immovable property, inherited from her husband, without a legal 
necessity or allowable cause ... 273—277, 410, 411

restrictions on her power to alienate are indispensable from her 
estate and independent of the existence of heirs capable of 
taking on her death ... ... 260

of a man dying without known heirs of her husband may convey 
absolutely against all but the King ... 260, 267

without the consent of the reversionary heirs alienate the required 
portion, and no more, of her husband’s property for the performance 
of acts religious or secular that are indispensably necessary, but for the performance of the optional religious acts—
can alienate only a small portion ... 260, 288—294, 307—330, 340, 367,
383, 407, 408, 410

With the consent of those reversionary heirs who are likely to be 
interested in disputing, can alienate any portion of her husband’s 
property for any purpose ... 260, 274, 275, 278, 288, 292—294, 410

in surrender or relinquish to the next reversionary heir or with 
his consent to the second reversionary heir the property inherited 
by her from her husband ... 295—306
INDEX.

can effect a compromise ... ... ... ... 327
alienation by a—of her husband's property without an allowable cause or legal necessity and without the consent of the reversionary heirs is invalid ... ... ... 288, 332—342, 383, 406
alienation by a—being invalidated, the property so alienated should revert to the widow, and not to the reversionary heir of her husband ... ... ... ... 362—362
making waste and likely to make waste, may be deprived of possession of the inherited property, though not the enjoyment of the income thereof ... ... ... ... 253—302
a conveyance by a—for other than allowable causes, of property which descended to her from her husband, is not an act of waste, which destroys the widow's estate, and vests the property in the reversionary heirs and the conveyance is binding during the widow's life. The reversionary heirs will not be precluded even during the life of the widow from commencing a suit to declare that the conveyance was executed for causes not allowable, and is, therefore, not binding beyond the widow's life, nor will the reversionary heirs be deprived, during the widow's life, of their remedy against the grantee to prevent waste or destruction of the property, whether movable or immovable ... 342—351
is not a trustee for the heirs, but fully represents the estate with a limited power of alienation, and adverse possession which bars a widow, bars the heir after her ... ... ... 345, 383

Y

YATI—(ascetic)
is succeeded by his Shishya, and not by his child ... ... 539

Z

ZEMINDARIES or RENT-BEARING LANDED ESTATES—
if ancient, are succeeded by the family custom (Kulaehdr) ... 562 et seq.

THE END.